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Abstract
In order for a non-indigenou s judge to recognise and protect indigenous actions properly within
the native title determination hearing process, that judge must understand those actions to a
practically adequate degree. This is to say that in order to perform her role effectively a native title
judge must possess concepts of those indigenous actions which are made the subject of a native
title claim. Where a judge does not possess a concept of a claimant indigenous action at the
commenceme nt of a hearing - that is, where conceptual difference obtains in relation to that
judge and that action and its concept - she must acquire such a concept over the course of the
hearing. She does so by acquiring over the course of the hearing concepts of the environmenta l,
intentional and behavioural elements of the action in question - component concepts which may
be termed indigenous concepts. Such acquisition is achieved by the judge interpreting testimonial
and other evidence about the contents of indigenous concepts.

The aim of this thesis is to explore and modally delimit the capacity of a non-indigenou s native
title judge to interpret evidence of and acquire indigenous concepts and, hence, understand
conceptually different indigenous actions over the course of a native title determination hearing.
This aim is pursued in part by critically engaging with a proposition which has been influential in
certain schools of contemporary philosophy and the social sciences - the radical conceptual
incommensura bilit} thesis. This proposition maintains that necessarily no non-indigenou s native
title judge possesses or can acquire any indigenous concept. Thus, it follows from this
proposition that necessarily no non-indigenou s native title judge can adequately interpret
evidence about or understand any indigenous action. The consequence of this, it is claimed, is
that the native title determination process is inherently incapable of pruv:iding for the effective
recognition and protection of indigenous actions.

I argue that the radical conceptual incommensura bilit}1 thesis is implausible and that an alternative
account of the nature and limits of the judicial capacit} to interpret relevant ev7.dence, acquire
indigenous concepts and understand indigenous actions is to be preferred. This alternative
account is formulated on the basis of a ph sicalist metaph} sics and methodolog}, a functionalist
theo0 of intentionalit} arising out of that metaph} sics and a definitionalist theo01 of concepts
arising out of that theo0 of intentionalit}. The account offered here not only prov7.des a more
cogent description and explanation of the phenomena involved but also provides a sound
theoretical basis for the identification and analysis of the epistemic and interpretive conditions
which obtain in native title determination hearings (and legal hearings, generally) with a view to
identifying and reforming those conditions which are unconducive to judicial interpretation ,
concept acquisition and understanding in cross-cultural situations of conceptual difference.
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Part 1 - The Prob lema tic and its Lega l
and Phil osop hica l Fram ewo rk

Ct=-IAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

Chapt er 1 - Introd uction
1. The Problematic
It has been asserted by various legal and political philosophers over a number of years that the
non-indigenou s legal systems of nations such as Australia, Canada, the United States and the like,
through their agents, are inherently unable to understand the actions, agents and institutions of
indigenous societies, either to any degree or to the degree required to engage with those societies
in a practically effective and ethically appropriate manner. 1 That is, it has been asserted that the
non-indigenou s legal agents of these jurisdictions do not possess and are unable to acquire and
utilise in their relations with indigenous agents any or any practically adequate set of the concepts
which inform the intentional states and actions of those indigenous agents. 2 Non-indigeno us
agents, it is said, are unable to adequately conceptualise the elements of indigenous thought and
action, as well as any of the indigenous social phenomena flowing from these. They do not
possess and are unable to acquire a practically adequate set of, what I will term, indigenous

See, for example, Foucault (1980), Young (1990), Connolly (1991), Douzinas and Warrington (1991),
Derrida (1992), Cornell (1992), Nunn (1997). A number of theorists in the increasingly influential discipline
known as 'postcolonial studies' also hold to such a view. Key theorists here include Said (1984 and 1993),
and Bhabha (1993). See also, more generally, Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (1995), Mongia (1996), Schwarz
and Ray (2000), and Castle (2001), Key advocates of the incommensurab ilist view in the Australian context
are Patton (1995a, 19956, and 1997), Pether (1998), Motha (1998) and Povinelli (2002). See also Muir
(1999) for an Australian indigenous perspective.
1

The task of defining those properties which render a person or group of persons indigenous has been
controversial in Australia. See Rowley (1972), McCorquodale (1986), Beckett (1988), and Haebich (1992).
See also Justice Merkel in the Federal Court of Australia case of Shaw v Wolf (1999) 163 ALR 205, for an
interesting and authoritative judicial discussion of the problematic task of defining indigenous persons in
the Australian context. I do not intend to enter into the debate on this issue. In accordance with a
definition adopted by a range of governmental and non-governmen tal bodies in Australia and elsewhere, I
am content to define an indigenous person as a person who is biologically descended from those persons
·who inhabited Australia prior to British colonisation in the late 18 th century, who is recognised by some
authoritative group of otl1er indigenous persons as an indigenous person and, finally, who identifies hin1self
or herself as indigenous. A non-indigenous person is a person who is not an indigenous person. \Xfhat is
important as far as this thesis is concerned is that (subject to the existence of certain conceptual differences
amongst them based on age, gender, expertise and the like) the members of an indigenous group generally
share to some membership-su fficient degree a set of concepts, intentional states and practices. As a result,
they largely understand each other. See, for example, Young (1990) pp.43-48 on this. It is this dimension of
indigenous life which is important to the questions raised here - namely, tl1at indigenous agents share a
distinctive and group-defining scheme of concepts. The degree to which non-indigenous agents can and do
share those concepts is an issue this thesis is concerned to address. I will have much more to say about
these things as the thesis progresses.
2
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concepts . 3 Often, this radical conceptu al differenc e and acquisitive incapacit y has been construe d
as symptom atic of a larger cross-cu ltural conceptu al incomme nsurabili ty infecting all layers of
those non-indi genous societies. 4 Accordi ng to this broader view, the conceptu al schemes ,
worldvie ws and ways of life of indigeno us societies are radically incomm ensurabl e with the
conceptu al scheme, worldvie w and way of life within which non-indi genous institutio ns,
including legal institutio ns, subsist. 5 With some degree of necessity, these indigeno us phenom ena
cannot be adequate ly understo od by any non-indi genous agent. By virtue of this cross-cu ltural
divide, non-indi genous legal institutio ns and their agents are condemn ed to failure in their
attempts to appropri ately recognis e, respect, protect and otherwis e respond to the agents,
practices and institutio ns of indigeno us societies .6

In the early 1990's, Australia n advocate s of this radical conceptu al incomme nsurabil ist view
found new cause for concern with the advent of the common and statutory law of native title. 7
Since that time,

on the

assumpt ion

of either a general,

all-pervasive,

cross-cu ltural

incomme nsurabili ty or an incomme nsurabil ity peculiar to the Australia n legal system, it has been

3

By 'practically adequate ' here, I mean a set of indigenous concepts sufficient to enable those agents to
adequately achieve their official objectives.
4

Two key strands of this cultural incomme nsurabili st view may be identified. The first, which might be
termed the linguistic strand, may be traced to the work of anthropol ogists and linguists such as Levy-Bruhl
(1979), Boas (1966), Sapir (1949) and Whorf (1956). See Rosch (1974), Lukes (1982), Grace (1987), Lucy
(1992), Foley (1997) Chapter 10, Feleppa (1988) Chapter 2 on this strand. The other key strand, which
might be termed the 'postmod ern' strand, arises out of the work of theorists such as Levinas (1969 and
1985), Foucault (1971 and 1980), Derrida (1976, 1978, 1992 and 1998) and Lyotard (1988). See Culler
(1989), Gasche (1986), Rosemon t (1988) and Smith (1997) for a discussion of the relevant views of these
theorists. Clifford (1988) and Rorty (1972b, 1989 and 1991) have also been influential in the propagati on of
the so-called 'postmod ern' view. See Bernstein (1983) and Bohman (1991), especially Chapter 3, on these
theorists. I acknowledge, of course, the argument s which have raged over the years in regard to the nature
of 'postmod ernism' and the identity of its advocates. See Hutcheo n (1989) Chapter 1, White (1991)
Chapter 1, and Connor (2004) on this.
5

Note that whilst incomme nsurabilis ts generally accept a plurality of indigenous schemes, worldviews and
ways of life, they tend to assume a monolith ic, homogeneous non-indigenous scheme, worldview and way
of life. Ideally, I would want to problema tise this assumpti on. Nonethel ess, because nothing importan t
hinges on it as far as my overall argument ative purposes are concerne d, I am prepared to elide this
assumpti on for most of the discussio n to follow.
I will use the terms 'society', 'group' and 'culture' interchangeably. Notwiths tanding the large body of
anthropological and sociological literature on the various distinctions which might be made between these
terms, nothing importan t hinges on my treating them synonymo usly so far as this thesis is concerne d. See,
for example, Keesing (197 4), Geertz (1973), Kuper (1999), and Giddens (1984) .
6

7

Key theorists here are Patton (1995a, 1995b, and 1997), Pether (1998) and Motha (1998).
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claimed that that legal system and its non-indigenou s agents 8 cannot understand the nature of all
or some part of those indigenous ways of life for which legal recognition and protection might be
sought by way of a native title claim. As a result, it has been argued, the native title system is
doomed to fail in its putative role as defender of indigenous culture and that indigenous ways of
life throughout Australia are condemned to continue to suffer ongoing interference by the
activities of non-indigenou s agents. 9 If these incommensura bilists are correct, it would appear
that there is little reason to believe that the native title process will be able to provide what it
purports to provide indigenous people - namely, the formal legal recognition of indigenous ways
of life and their effective protection from non-indigenou s interference. It would appear that the
law of native title and, indeed perhaps, all legal attempts to address ongoing non-indigenou s
interference with indigenous

culture,

are

futile wastes

of effort and

resources.

The

incommensura bilist thesis claims to critique, if not rebut, a widespread misconception - namely,
that indigenous needs, as far as the ongoing maintenance of their traditional practices, can be met
by non-indigenou s legal mechanisms. Its message would appear to comprise not merely the
descriptive proposition that a radical cross-cultural conceptual incommensura bility exists in this
sphere but also the ethical and political proposition that Australian non-indigenou s society should
not delude itself into thinking that something valuable is being done through the law of native
title, when, in fact, it is not. 10

No one could credibly deny that if the native title system is fundamentally disabled from
performing its recognitional and protective role because of an inherent conceptual and, hence,
epistemic incapacity on the part of its agents, then that incapacity should be understood and
appropriately responded to. And if it turns out that that incapacity is not remediable, then the
native title s1stem, grounded as it is upon an assumption of conceptual capacit;, should be
abandoned. Nothing is to be gained by maintaining a public institution whose key professed aims

Of course, an implicit premise in the arguments of the incommensurab ilists, as it will be in the discussion
to follow, is that the agents of the native title sys tem - specifically, native title judges - are not members of
those indigenous groups making native title claims. They are non-indigenous agents. If a native title judge
was a member of an indigenous group pursuing a native title claim before her, we would expect no
problem of conceptual incommensurab ility to arise. Such a scenario is not impossible in an3r strong sense
within the terms of this thesis but it is highly unlikely under the present normative regime (fairness and
judicial impartiali~ norms being the important ones here) which regulates the operation of the native title
system. Consequently, I will take it as a necessary truth for the purposes of this thesis that the native title
judge is a non-indigenous agent. This is certainl3 the presumption which conceptual incommensurab ilists
rely upon in asserting their position.
8

9

Pether (1998), Matha (1998) and Ripperger (1998) .

10

Ibid.
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are imposs ible. 11 Howev er, if the incomm ensurab ilists are wrong in their diagnosis of the
concep tual, epistem ic and recogni tional potenti al of the native title system (and the legal system
at large), then, given the influen ce of their thesis within both the academ y and broade r indigen ous
and non-ind igenou s society, it is import ant that their error be investigated, diagnos ed and
publici sed. Their own purport edly demystifying thesis should itself be de-mys tified. This is
particularly so, given the pessimistic and, potentially, quietistic ethical and political outlook such a
thesis is liable to engend er in relation to cross-c ultural relations in Australia. A system which is
capable of providi ng, at least, some degree of recogn ition and protect ion to indigen ous peoples
should not be subject to a false and destruc tive criticism, the effect of which might be that
system's disman tlemen t and the loss of those benefit s it might have been able to provide
indigen ous people - limited though those benefit s might be. This is quite apart from any
theoret ical benefit s which might be had in debunk ing and disemp owerin g a popula r but
implaus ible accoun t of how the world relevantly is.

Thesis Aim and Metho d
What I want to do in this thesis, then, is explore, by means of a philoso phically and legally
inform ed engage ment with the concep tual incomm ensurab ilist point of view, the capacity of the
native title system and its non-ind igenou s agents to unders tand - that is, concep tualise - the ways
of life of indigen ous people. Specifically, I want to explore the concep tualising and epistem ic
capacity of what is arguably the key non-ind igenou s agent within that process , the judge
respons ible for adjudic ating an indigen ous group's claim for native title. 12 I am concer ned to
determ ine whethe r and to what extent it might be the case that such a judge is incapac itated from
underst anding those aspects of an indigen ous way of life which might be made the subject of a
native title claim and which might come before her 13 over the course of a native title hearing.

Of course, other aims of the system which might be indepen dent of providin g an appropr iate respons
e
to indigen ous claims and interests - say, as some critics argue, mystifying and facilitating the
pursuit of
non-ind igenous interests in land - may not be impossi ble.
11

Throug hout this thesis, my referenc es to judges and the judiciary will be to the Australi an judiciary
. Much
of what I have to say about the Australi an judiciary will apply to judges in other jurisdictions. One
of the
strength s of this thesis is that its analysis and conclus ions are capable of illumina ting situation s
involvin g
cross-cu ltural underst anding in virtually any area of law and jurisdiction.
12

In order to address issues of gender balance in the discussi on to follow, I will use the female
persona l
pronou n (she, her) to refer to the native title judge and the male persona l pronou n (he, his)
to refer to
13
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Even more particularly, the aim of this thesis is to inquire into the capacity of a non-indigenou s
judge acting within the context of a native title determination hearing to understand conceptually
different indigenous actions - that is, indigenous actions whose propositional content is informed
by concepts which are not, at the commenceme nt of the hearing, possessed by that judge. Given
that in order to understand a conceptually different indigenous action such a judge must acquire
some epistemically sufficient set of indigenous concepts and given that the only means by which
she can do this over the course of a hearing is by means of interpreting relevant evidence, this
thesis is at the same time an inquiry into the capacity of a non-indigenou s judge acting within the
context of a native title determination hearing to acquire indigenous concepts and interpret
evidence about those concepts and the indigenous actions they inform. To assert or deny the
capacity of such a judge to understand an indigenous action is at the same time to assert or deny
the capacity of that judge to adequately acquire relevant indigenous concepts and properly
interpret evidence about those concepts and the action they inform. This thesis is, at one and the
same time, an inquiry into the capacity of native title judges to understand indigenous actions,
acquire indigenous concepts and interpret evidence of indigenous actions and concepts. It is an
inquiry into the epistemic, conceptual and interpretive capacity of native title judges in relation to
conceptually different indigenous actions and concepts. 14

A key means by which the above aim will be pursued is by critically engaging with an extreme,
though heuristically useful, version of the conceptual incommensura bilist perspective, which I
term the radical conceptual incommensura bility thesis. 15 The discussion to follow seeks to
examine the extent to which the various advocates of this perspective are correct in their
diagnosis of the epistemic and interpretive situation which obtains in the native title sphere and
the

legal

sphere,

more

generally.

Though

some

may

find

the

radical

conceptual

incommensura bilist thesis plainly implausible and hardly worthy of sustained critique, I maintain
that it provides a useful problematic or framework within which to explore questions of
conceptual difference and cross-cultural understanding , concept acquisition and interpretation . If
it is the case that the judicial incapacity asserted by the incommensura bilists exists within this

other agents involved in the native title process including indigenous claimants and testimonial and other
witnesses providing evidence to the judge.
As such, it is concerned to outline the epistemic, conceptual and interpretive conditions which prevail
within the native title determination hearing process - its epistemic, conceptual and interpretive
architecture, if you like.
14

I will stipulate the terms of this thesis in more detail below. I critically engage most directly with it in
Chapter 7.

15
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sphere, it is importa nt that we acknowl edge and properly understa nd the nature of that incapaci ty
and act to remedy it (if feasible) by law reform. If it is not the case that it exists, then it is
importan t that those claims and argumen ts which unjustifi ably call the epistemi c, interpret ive and
protectiv e capacity of the native title system into question be rebutted .

My main inquiry and its associate d critique proceed on the basis of a philosop hically physicali stic
metaphysics and methodo logy which, I argue in Chapter 3, provides the best theoretic al
framewo rk for identifyi ng and explainin g the nature of virtually all real phenom ena in the world.
Unlike the non-emp irical, a priorist and dualist metaphysics and method which ground the views
of incomme nsurabil ists such as Pether, Patton and Motha (with their roots in Derrida and his
dualist progenit ors 16) , the physicalist metaphy sics relied upon in this thesis is, ultimately, a monist
one, its methodo logy fundame ntally empirical. Howeve r, unlike those physicalists of an
eliminati vist bent who would banish intention al phenom ena such as concepts , beliefs and actions
from the realm of the real, 17 I am prepared to acknowl edge the reality of intention al phenom ena
and the legitimacy of theories about such phenom ena. The physicalism on offer here is an
ontologi cally and epistemically tolerant one capable of making room for and susta1rung a
theoretic al inquiry into all those phenom ena operatin g within the realm of our pro blematic .
Understa nding and interpret ation are generally agreed to be forms of action which are oriented
towards other actions . On the physicalist model presente d in this thesis, all actions, whether the
interpret ive actions of judges or the day to day actions of indigeno us claimant s, are existent,
higher-o rder phenom ena which are ultimately grounde d in the physical stuff of the world, along
with all the other existent phenom ena.

The discussio n to follow constitut es a philosop hical inquiry (which is to say, a higher-o rder
analytic and scientific ally informe d inquiry) into a set of phenom ena - namely, the judicial
understa nding of indigeno us action, acquisiti on of indigeno us concepts and interpret ation of
evidence about such action and concepts - which coexist in the world alongsid e and in the same
way as everythin g else in the world. There is no reason to believe that the phenom ena under
inquiry h ere - action, intentionality, understa nding and interpret ation - are fundame ntally
different from the other things which constitut e tl1e world, things which have been inquired into

16

Via Levinas, H eidegger and Husserl back to Hegel and Kant. See below for more on th.is feature of
much radical incomme nsurabilis t thought.
17

For example, Rorty (1970), Church.land (1981), Stich (1983), and Church.land (1986).
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and which have been significantly explained by the physical and physicalistical ly-informed social
sciences over the course of centuries. As a result of its metaphysical and methodologic al
articulation with these sciences, this thesis is able to productively exploit the findings of those
sciences in making sense of its subject matter. Only a physicalist approach to the questions which
arise here can claim to be fully compatible with - indeed, draw its theoretical strength from - the
best the natural and social sciences have to offer. Only a physicalistic approach to these questions
has, in my view, any chance of finding out (what I may be so bold as to term) the 'truth' about
the subject matter of this thesis. As we shall see, it turns out that an important part of what the
incommensura bilists believe about the judicial understanding of indigenous action is correct. But
it is correct for the wrong reasons. For all its descriptive adequacy, it rests on unsound - because
non-physicalis tic - metaphysical assumptions and theoretical methods.

The native title system and, more broadly, the non-indigenou s legal system has been subject to a
sustained campaign of incommensura bilist critique for a number of years now, a great deal of it
from what might be termed the postmodernis t perspective. 18 Much of this critique has been
based (whether explicitly or implicitly) on, what I would argue, are empirically and conceptually
unsound premises and poor reasoning. 19 Many incommensura bilists, for all their postmodern
20
pretensions, partake of an anachronistic, metaphysically dualist theory of mind and meaning

which is contradicted by our ever increasing body of scientific knowledge about the physiological

Notwithstandin g, my acknowledgme nt of the controversy surrounding this term, I am reasonably
confident in identifying Motha (1998) and Pether (1998), as meriting this description. It has been in relation
to issues to do with inter-cultural difference and inter-cultural relations that a great deal of postmodernist
social and political theory has bee_n concerned. These issues have served as the "front line" in the decadesold ethical and political struggle between postmodernist and modernist theorists. See Hutcheon (1989),
White (1991) and Doherty, Graham and Malek (1992), for example, on this. It is not my intention to take
sides in this struggle. My prime theoretical opponent is bad theory.

18

See, for example, the widespread and dualistic "scheme as filter" view lying at the heart of much
incommensurab ilist literature the reasoning of which is so persuasively critiqued by Davidson (1984d) and
Resch er (19 80).
19

·

According to which intentional states and their conceptual components are fundamentally non-physical
phenomena, knowledge of the content of which is gained by a fundamentally non-physical faculty quite
metaphysically distinct from that by which we come to knowledge of the natural world. For many such
theorists, the mind (as well as its intentional and conceptual contents) serve as a filter (of sorts) through
which the noumenal world - the given, the in-itself, and so on - is apprehended and rendered phenomenal
and (potentially) radically incommensurab le. See, for example, the comments by Motha (1998) p.85 that
"the European subject was and is unable to recognise the in.digenous relationship to land other than through
their own conceptions of it' and at p.88 that "the actual experience and particularity of the [indigenous] other
cannot be accessed through the concepts we invent' (emphasis added). Likewise, Patton (1994) pp.94-5 states
that "the full and complete recognition of the other is impossible, since any such recognition will always be
carried out in the language and on the tenns of the one parry" (emphasis added).

20
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and psycholo gical propertie s of human beings. An importan t part of what this thesis is about lies
in rebutting this non-physicalistic mode of understa nding the issues, a mode of understa nding
which is not only theoretic ally flawed but ethically and politically counterp roductiv e in its implicit
pro1noti on and perpetua tion of a quietistic pessimis m about the possibili ties of legal, political and
social reform in relation to cross-cu ltural matters. 21

My objective in calling the conceptu al incomme nsurabil ist thesis into question is not to defend
the native title system against critique, but to provide a sounder basis for a critique of that system
I acknowl edge to be not only theoretic ally appropri ate but politically and ethically demande d. The
native title system realises its potentia l to recognis e and protect indigeno us ways of life only to
the extent tl-1at its agents adequate ly understa nd the nature of those ways of life which come
before them. Certain elements of that system are, in fact, not conduciv e to such understa nding
and are in need of reform. Other ele1nents of that system are conduciv e to understa nding and
should be retained and develope d. This thesis seeks to provide a sound basis upon which we
might identify those various ele1nents and explain their role in inhibitin g or facilitating such
understa nding. It seeks to provide a theoretic al framewo rk for arguing for the reform of what is
uncondu cive and tl1e cultivati on of what is conduciv e to judicial understa nding within the native
title system and, indeed, the legal system at large. 22 It is importan t to note, however , that it is not
the ai111 of this thesis to pursue a sustained identific ation of the epistemic ally and interpret ively
conduciv e and non-con ducive elements of the native title system or a detailed blueprin t for
relevant refonn of that syste1n, importan t as these projects are. 23 lvt:y main objective here is
prin1arily diagnost ic.

A further moti, ation for adopting a physicalist approac h to the issues in question is to facilitate
the applicati on of an increasin gly influenti al and effective philosop hical perspect ive - physical ism
- to 111atters of law. Ph3 sicalism itself is a 1netaphy sics and methodo log; which has given rise to a
range of asso ciated perspect ives in the philosop hy of mind, action and interpret ation which I also
\Vant to bring to the sphere of legal inquiry. Just as Hart in the 19 S0's sought to inform
jurisprud ence "\Vith the then no, el and producti , e ideas of the 'ordinary language ' philosop hy of

21

On the politically and ethically qwetJ.stJ.c dynamic of certain strands of postmod ern thouo-ht, see
Haberma s (19 7c), Han·ey (19 9) p.11 \\"11.ite (1991 ) pp.16-18 Jon-is (1993) p.28 and Bauman (1993).
22

In fact, much of the analy is to follow in this thesi might u efully be applied to any institution al context
in ,Yhich the understan ding and interpreta tion of features of another culture a.rise.
23

Though I do engao-e in thi kind of project to om e limited degree in Chapter 8.
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24
bis day and by that means increase our understand ing of legal phenomen a, I want this thesis to

constitute a contributio n to the relatively recent 'naturalisin g' of jurispruden ce advocated by legal
philosophe rs such as Michael Moore and Brian Leiter. 25 The 'naturalisti c turn' in general
philosophy which, perhaps, finds its least contentiou s origins in the work of Quine, offers legal
26
theory an opportunit y to realise significant advances in making sense of its subject matter. Of

course, the potential for theoretical enrichmen t is not merely one-way. Physicalistically inclined
work in legal theory may offer insight into issues which concern the various sub-disciplines of
general philosophy.27 Such cross-polli nation will be facilitated if the two schools speak a common
language - or, at least, are able to translate each other's terms. I hope that this thesis will serve to
open channels of communic ation between the best of contempor ary philosophy and the best of
jurisprudence, with benefits to both sides .

As well as being philosophi cally informed, I intend the discussion which follows to be legally
informed and accurate. No credible philosophi cal inquiry into legal phenomen a can be pursued
on the basis of a tenuous and incomplete understand ing of the law and of legal process . The
discussion to follow is informed by a thorough knowledge of the substantive law of native title in
Australia - statutory and common law - as well as by a sound knowledge of the actual practices
involved in the native title claim process. 28 This thesis is, ultimately, a thesis in philosophy and
not in so-called 'black letter' law. However, there can be little doubt that an exercise in applied
philosophy such as this will be significantly improved by a well-groun ded understand ing and
29
credible articulation of the substantive subject matter to which the philosophy is applied.

Additionally, by virtue of its legal literacy, I hope that this thesis is able to offer something of
value not merely to philosophe rs and related inquirers but also to legal academics, judges and
even lawyers practicing in the field of native title or, indeed, other legal areas in which issues to

24

See MacCormic k (1981) pp.12-1 9 on Hart in this respect.

Leiter (1997), (1998) and (2002) and Moore (2000), especially Chapters 1, 9 and 11 It should not be
thought by this comment that I am equating the quality of this thesis with that of Hart,s work. Rather, I am
merely pointing out that I aspire to engage in a contempora ry version of the same kind of theoretical
reformist project he engaged in.

25

26

Quine (1960), Poland (1994), Leiter (1998).

27

See Cane (2002), for example.

Much of this the result of my own practice over a number of years as a lawyer representing indigenous
native title claimants in Western Australia.

28

Because this thesis aims to render some of the more technical legal issues accessible to non-lawyers,
some of the legal discussion engaged in here is, perhaps, a little lengthier than it would be if addressed
solely to lawyers.

29
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do with cross-cu ltural understa nding arise. 30 It is concede d that some might find the analysis of
judicial practice engaged in here to be a highly abstract and somewh at artificial one. I make no
apologie s for this. My intention is to elaborate a 'rational reconstr uction' (to use Haberma s's
term 31) of what are highly complex and still not fully known processe s taking place in the minds
of judges. I need to simplify in order to be able to say anything of value about the subject matter
within the prescrib ed paramete rs of a work such as this. The discussio n in this thesis is designed
to provide a prelimin ary, but not inaccura te, working model of judicial practice upon which one
might ground a more empirically detailed inquiry - indeed, a sustained research project - into the
mechani cs and limits of judicial understa nding and interpret ation.

Incidenta lly, let me offer here a brief word about my politico- ethical assumpt ions and
motivati ons . Within Australia, the question of how non-indi genous society, its state and its legal
system should respond to the ongoing effects of colonisa tion upon indigeno us people is a highly
charged and sensitive one. Any theorist writing about this issue in the public sphere must be
careful to maintain an awarene ss of the ethical and political assumpti ons underpin ning their work.
I am no exceptio n. Though I engage in a lengthy discussio n of the way in which the nonindigeno us legal system epistemically and interpret ively encounte rs indigeno us culture within the
native title courts without specifically critiquin g the legitimacy of that system's claim to do so, it
should not be assumed that I believe that the original and ongoing colonisa tion of Australia by
non-indi genous society and the assumpt ion of sovereig nty by the non-indigenous state and its
legal system are ethically or politically unproble matic. Nor should it be assumed that I believe that
under the present conditio ns of colonisa tion the native title system is the only or even the most
appropri ate means to address issues of indigeno us justice and self-dete rminatio n. I don't.

My project here is primarily a descripti ve one. Whateve r one's ethical or political stance in regard
to the native title system, it strjkes me that it is importan t to establish the facts about the nature
of that system in order to better inform one's normativ e stance towards it. It is importan t to
establish whether or not the native title system is as fundame ntally flawed as its critics maintain ,

30

Because this thesis aims to render some of the m ore technical philosoph ical issues accessible to legal
philosoph ers, legal academic s and others interested in indigenou s legal issues, some of the philosoph ical
discussio n engaged in here is, perhaps, a little lengthier than it would be if addressed solely to philosoph ers.
On a related note, this thesis constitute s an attempt at engaging in a philosoph ically sophistica ted applied
philosoph y in an age when applied philosoph y is, arguably, seen by certain so-called 'pure' philosoph ers as
a less valuable endeavou r than 'pure' philosoph y.
31

Haberma s (1998) pp .28-41.
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and if so, what the nature of its flaws is. The content and plausibility of one's ethical or political
stance towards that system depend on establishin g these things. Hence, I would argue that there
is an important role for an empirically and analytically sound descriptive theorising in any critical
or justificator y project concerning native title or the legal system at large. A critique based on a
misappreh ension of the facts will be vulnerable to rebuttal and ineffective ness in achieving its
ethical and political aims. So, though my project is primarily descriptive , there is a critical
dimension to it in that it has the potential to serve as the basis for a more cogent critical stance
towards, as well as a more effective reformist response to the defects in the native title system.

Indigeno us Ways ofLife and Non-ind igenous Colonisa tion
With this account of the paper in hand, let me now elaborate in greater detail the terms of the
problemati c just announced in order to more effectively prepare the reader for the complex
discussion to follow. Groups of indigenous people have inhabited the land and waters of the
mainland and adjacent islands of Australia for thousands of years. The habitation of each group its way of life - may be conceived of as comprising a set of actions - specifically, the total set of
actions performed by the members of the group over some period of time. Like those
constitutin g a non-indige nous way of life, the types of action constitutin g an indigenous way of
life are numerous and varied. Further, some indigenous groups may perform actions which are
not performed by other indigenous groups. Indigenous ways of life may differ to varying degrees
from each other. 32 Likewise, different groups may perform the same kinds of action. Their ways
of life may resemble each other to some extent. As well, there may be types of action which all
indigenous groups perform, universal indigenous actions common to all indigenous ways of life.
This much is relatively unproblem atically accepted by all participant s in the discussion about the
judicial understand ing of indigenous action. 33

Conceivably - at least, at this stage of the discussion - they might even be incommens urable with each
·
other.

32

From this point on, the term 'indigenous group' will be used to refer to specific groups of indigenous
agents (defined with reference to the distinctive and individuatin g conceptual scheme the members of
those groups maintain and share to a significant degree) which may or may not differ in the contents of
their conceptual scheme and way of life from other indigenous groups. The term should not be understood
as referring to all of the indigenous agents of Australia as a single group. The same goes for the cognate
terms 'indigenous conceptual scheme', 'indigenous way of life', and the like.

33
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As I shall argue in Chapte r 4, an indigen ous action, like any human action, is a phenom enon
analysable in terms of a causally interrel ated comple x of intentio nal and behavio ural phenom ena
mainta ined by an agent. An action compri ses a set of intentio nal phenom ena - beliefs and desires
- causing some form of behavio ur on the part of an agent or group of agents. Each intentio nal
phenom enon may, in turn, be conceiv ed of as compo sed of some or other propos ition and,
hence, the concep tual compo nents of that propos ition. And so, an action may be conceiv ed of
as
inform ed or constit uted in part by a set of concep ts which the agent perform ing the action may
be said to possess . A way of life - as a vast set of actions - is, on this analysis, a highly comple
x
and interrel ated set of intentio nal and behavio ural phenom ena distribu ted in space and time
across the membe rship of an indigen ous group. Fundam ental to an indigen ous way of life is the
vast set of concep ts which inform s its various compo nent actions . We may term this set
of
concep ts the indigen ous group's concep tual scheme .

Action s often occur in respons e to events taking place in the natural and social environ ment
within which agents subsist. As their environ ment change s, so too agents, their concep tual
scheme s, and their ways of life change . Over time and in respons e to change s in the world, agents
abando n or modify old beliefs and desires, old concep ts and old ways of acting. They acquire new
beliefs and desires, new concep ts. They perform actions never perform ed before. Within
a
dynami c world, the ways of life and concep tual scheme s of human groups are rendere
d
themse lves inheren tly dynamic. Indigen ous ways and scheme s are no differe nt in this regard.
Follow ing the advent of the non-ind igenou s colonis ation of Austral ia in the late 18 th century
,
indigen ous ways of life there have, to varying degrees , been affecte d by and have change d
in
respon se to both the actions of non-ind igenou s agents and the environ mental events and states
of affairs which have been the conseq uences of those actions . Indigen ous ways of life have been
altered and continu e to be altered by the non-ind igenou s habitat ion of Australia. They have
change d and continu e to change in respon se to the change s wrough t by non-ind igenou s ways
of
life. O ver the course of the non-ind igenou s habitat ion of Austral ia, a nwnbe r of non-ind igenous
actions have been held by indigen ous groups to be destruc tive of or otherw ise detrime ntal
to
their own w ays of life. Such actions may be describ ed as non-indigenous inteiference with indigen ous
ways of life. Histori cally, in its most extrem e forms, this interfer ence has encom pas sed the ad hoc
or system atic exercise of violenc e upon indigen ous people, the forced relocati on o f indigen ous
group s from their traditio nal lands and the coerciv e indoctr ination _of indig~n ous people into
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non-indige nous ways of life. 34 Today non-indige nous interferenc e takes a variety of less-overtly
violent forms, forms which importantl y include the appropriat ion, occupation and use of lands
35
and waters upon which and in relation to which indigenous groups maintain their way of life.

From the early stages of non-indige nous colonisatio n, indigenous groups have recognised a need
and have articulated a desire for some constraint to be placed on non-indige nous interferenc e
with their ways of life. 36 For the most part, this desire has gone unheeded by non-indige nous
agents and their institutions . For most of the period of colonisatio n, one of the most important
institutions of the non-indige nous society - its legal system - offered indigenous people little by
way of relief from non-indige nous interferenc e. 37 However, in 1992, the Meriam people - an
indigenous group inhabiting the Murray Islands in the Torres Strait, to the north of Queenslan d were largely successful in their claim before the High Court of Australia for the recognitio n and
38
protection of a significant part of their way of life, pursuant to the common law of native title.

A legal mechanism aimed at the recognitio n and protection of indigenous ways of life from nonindigenous interferenc e was established .

39

The Native Title Determin ation Process

In 1994, the common law of native title was given statutory form by the Australian Parliamen t
with the enactment of the Native Title Act.

34

40

Since then, the native title determinat ion process

Crowley (1972), Haebich (1992) and McGregor (1997).

Bartlett (2004) and !<:.eon-Cohen (2000). See also the Native Title Reports (1994-2005) and Social Justice
Reports (1993-2005) of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissio ner issued by the
Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunit y Commission .

35

Somewhat paradoxical ly, even radical conceptual incommens urabilists claim to understand indigen ous
agents enough to assert or at least, assume that those agents do not want non-indigen ous interference with
their ways of life. I pick up this point in Chapter 7.

36

Crowley (1972), H aebich (1992), Reynolds (1992) and McGregor (1997). One key rationale for tlus was
-the adoption by courts of the doctrine of ten"a nullius) according to wluch indigenous people, to the extent
that they were deemed to inhabit Australia at all, were deemed incapable of bearing legal rights, including
property rights in land. This doctrine was neatly expressed by tl1e Privy Council in the 1889 case of Cooper
v Stuart (1889) 14 App. Cas. 286 at 291 when it stated that the Colony of N ew South W ales "con sisted of a
tract of territory practically unoccupied , without settled inhabitants or settled law ."
37

38

Mabo v Queensland (No 2) (1992) 175 CLR 1 (hereafter, Mabo). Bartlett (2000), Sharp (1996).

39

I give a detailed account of the various stages of this process in the second part of Chapter 2.

N ative Title Act 1993 (Cth) - hereafter, tenned the Native Title A ct. The Native Title A ct and the native
title system established under it in 1994 were subject to significant amendment in 1998 by the Native Title
Amendmen t Act 1998 (Cth).
40
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establis hed under the Act has provide d indigen ous groups in Austral ia with a legal process which
aspires to protect , to some degree, some or _all of their ways of life from further non-ind igenou
s
interfer ence. 41 The Act provide s the primary legal framew ork within which native title may be
claimed, granted and subsequently enforce d. 42 Such title is intende d to provide success ful
indigen ous claiman t groups with a set of legally enforce able rights to perform certain actions free
to some extent from non-ind igenou s interfer ence upon a legally delimit ed area of land or waters.
A grant of native title is designe d to provide a legal impedi ment to various types of actual
or
threate ned interfer ence on the part of non-ind igenou s agents with those aspects of a claiman
t
way of life which have been legally recogni sed within the process . 43 It is oriente d toward
s
providi ng a basis for a preven tative or punitiv e legal respon se in respons e to such interfer ence.

An analogy might be made here with the freehol d title to land which many Austral ian people
possess under non-ind igenou s law in relation to their homes. Such title gives the possess or
a
legally enforce able right to perform a range of actions on the land in questio n - say, build a house
on the land, sleep, cook and watch TV in the house, plant a garden and play in it - largely withou
t
interfer ence from others . If interfer ence is threate ned, the resourc es of the legal system may
be
called upon to preven t that interfer ence. If interfer ence occurs, compen sation may be ordered
,
those interfer ing may be punishe d. The title provide s legal protect ion for a range of actions which
constit ute some part of the way of life of the landow ner. In order to receive a grant of such title

41

As well as to compen sate them to some degree for certain past non-ind igenous interfere nce.

42

The Native Title Act was designe d to provide an alternati ve statutor y mechan ism to the
more
cumber some commo n law claim process for the determi nation of native title applicat ions . In
addition to
tl1e provisio ns of the Native Title Act, a range of otl1er written and unwritte n norms regulate the
actions of
the various agents involve d in the determi nation process - claimants, other parties, lawyers,
ative Title
Tribuna l officials and judges. These include the legal regulati ons attachin g to the Native Title Act,
tl1e rules
of tl1e Evidenc e A ct 1995 (Cth), the distinct rules regulating practice in relevant courts and tribunal
s, as
well as a range of other legal norms. See Perry and Lloyd (2003) on these.
43

The protecti on offered by a grant of native title to indigen ous actions is not intende d to be total.
Some
kinds of non-ind igenous interfer ence may be autl1orised under the Act - for example, the grazing
of cattle
on native title land by a non-ind igenous pastoral lease-ho lder with a lawful interest in tl1at area.
Jative Title
Act ss. 23F(2) and 248, Bartlett (2000) Chapter 17, P erry and Lloyd (2003) pp.815- 830. Further
, like all
lando\,vners, native title holders remain vulnerab le to the appropr iation of their land by the State
for general
public purpose s (such as the constru ction of public infrastru cture), subject to the provisio ns
of relevant
non-ind igenous law being complie d \,vith. That is, it is not intende d by tl1e Act that the consequ
ences of
colonisa tion be entirely suspend ed by a grant of native title rights - but rather that those consequ
ences be
limited or mitigate d to some degree. Though it is not designe d to provide a form of autonom y
resembl ing
that which indigen ous groups enjoyed prior to non-ind igenous colonisa tion, it is argued to
provide a
greater degree of autonom y than is available presently by other means. A grant of native title rights
is seen
as embodying a "pragma tic compro mise" between competi ng indigen ous and non-ind igenous interests
. See
Bartlett (2000) Chapter s 1 and 20 on this.
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in relation to an area of land a legal process must be engaged in. So too, it is thought, with native
title. Whether the native title process is in fact capable of providing the recognitio n and
protection it aspires to is, of course, in issue this thesis seeks to address.

According to the provisions regulating the native title process, an indigenous group which seeks
legal protection for their way of life (hereafter, a claimant group), must lodge a written application
44
for a determinat ion of native title with the Federal Court of Australia. This application is

commonly referred to as a native title claim. We may refer to that part of their way of life for
which a claimant group seeks protection as a claimant set of actions and a member of that set as a
claimant or - as I will generally term it - an indigenous action. 45 A claimant set of actions may
comprise the whole or some part of a claimant group's way of life, depending upon the intentions
of that claimant group. 46 The purpose of such an application is to obtain a positive determinat ion
of native title from an authoritati ve native title judge. 47 A positive determinat ion of native title is a
legally formalised and enforceabl e decision or order by a judge that the whole or some part of the
claimant set of actions merits a degree of protection on the part of the non-indige nous legal
system and other relevant State mechanism s. It is more specifically defined by the Act as a
48
determinat ion by a judge that native title exists in relation to a particular area of land or waters.

This may be glossed as a determinat ion that some set of the claimant set of actions is native
title. 49 Such a determinat ion is intended to provide a basis for an indigenous group to
subsequent ly gain the assistance of the non-indige nous legal system in protecting some part of its

44

Native Title Act s.61(1).

It is by virtue of claimants being indigenous agents that a claimant action, set of actions, way of life,
concept or conceptual scheme may be referred to as an indigenous action, set of actions, way of life and so
on.

45

46

I will have more to say on this in Chapter 2.

Hereafter, occasionally referred to as 'the judge' or 'a judge'. Under the present arrangemen ts, a native
title judge is a single judge of the Federal Court of Australia or other authorised court or, if on appeal, a
majority of judges of the relevant native title appellate court - the Full Federal Court or the High Court of
Australia. I will assume for the purposes of this thesis that such a judge is a non-indigen ous agent of
normal sensory, cognitive and rational capacity and acts only on the basis of legally valid reasons and rules.
I will have more to say about this in Chapter 2.

47

Native Title Act s.225. A positive determinati on of native title also describes the nature and extent of the
rights and interests constituting the native title granted as well as the nature and extent of any rights and
interests maintained by other parties in relation to the land or waters in question. It also implicitly
recognises that in the period since colonisation there have been no acts on the part of the State or the
claimant group which have extinguishe d tl1e group's native title. I will not be discussing the issue of
extinguishm ent in this thesis. Bartlett (2000) pp.261-408.

48

49

I will make sense of this gloss in Chapter 2.
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way of life from certain kinds of non-ind igenou s interfer ence. If the group is success ful in its
applica tion and receives a positive determ ination , it is formally recogni sed as holding a legal title
or 'bundle of rights' - that is, native title - to perform some part of the claiman t set of actions
in
relation to some area of the land or waters claimed.

It is intende d by the Native Title Act that only that set of indigen ous actions - that portion of the
claiman t group's way of life - which is native title and which, in the course of a determ ination
hearing , is proved by evidenc e and argume nt to be native title as far as a judge is concern ed, may
validly receive the legal protect ion offered by the native title process . Native title is express
ly
defined by the Act as compri sing a set of rights and interest s in relation to land or waters which
are possess ed by an indigen ous group under the traditio nal laws and custom s which give that
group a connec tion with those land and waters, and which are recogni sed by the comn1o n law
of
Austral ia.50 A set of rights and interest s which possess es the requisit e propert ies of legality
,
traditionality, and so on may be analysed as compri sing a comple x set of actions, the membe rs
of
which have a charact eristic intentio nal (includ ing concep tual) and behavio ural conten t and
a
charact eristic structu ral interrel ationsh ip with each other. 51 In this respect , at least, native title
resemb les non-ind igenou s forms of propert y rights and owners hip present ly recogni sed and
protect ed by non-ind igenou s law, includi ng leaseho ld and freehol d rights and owners hip. Thus,
the statuto ry definiti on of native title may be constru ed as describ ing a set of propert ies which
a
claiman t set of actions must possess in order to be recogni sed and protect ed as native title. In
order to be so recogni sed and protect ed, a claiman t set of actions (which is to say, its compo nent
indigen ous actions ) must possess - and must be believe d by the judge to possess - the intentio nalconcep tual and behavio ural propert ies, as well as the structur al-inter relation al propert ies,
describ ed by the statutor y definiti on of native title.

Judici al Conce ptual Capac ity and the Limit s ofIncom mensu rabilit y
In order for a judge to properl y determ ine whethe r or not a claiman t set of actions is native title
that is, whethe r or not it is structu red and constit uted in a manne r charact eristic of a set of native
title rights and interest s - the judge must unders tand each of the actions which compri se that
claiman t set. By this I inean that the judge must possess to some practically adequa te degree
a

50

51

ative Title A ct s.223.
The precise nature of which will be discusse d in Chapter 2.
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concept of each of the indigenous actions under claim. 52 Where the judge does not possess a
concept of an indigenous action to a practically adequate degree at the commence ment of the
hearing - that is, where she has not acquired such concept over the course of her conceptua l
developme nt prior to the commence ment of the hearing - she must acquire that concept to a
practically adequate degree over the course of the hearing. 53 Over the course of the determinat ion
hearing, the judge must engage in a process of concept acquisition which will lead her to a degree
of understand ing of indigenous actions sufficient to enable her to perform her duties under the
Act. It is worth noting here that if native title was not defined in terms of a set of indigenous
actions - but rather, say, in terms of a mere physical presence on land over time or some other
non-intent ional criterion (and such a construal is, at least, theoretical ly possible) - the judicial
understand ing of indigenous action would not be required at a native title hearing and issues of
54
conceptual incommens urability in this sphere would be largely otiose.

The sole means available to a judge to acquire a concept of an indigenous action over the course
of a determinat ion hearing is that of interpretin g and otherwise cognitively appropriat ing
evidence and explanator y submission s about that concept - which is to say, about that action led by the claimant group and other parties to the claim. 55 Such evidence may, as I shall note in
Chapters 2 and 5, take a ·variety of forms including the actual performan ce of the action in
question, oral or written testimonia l evidence about that action or about indigenous concepts
implicated in that action, and the presentatio n of natural or artefactual objects associated with the

B3 virtue of which the judge w-ill possess a concept of and, thus, understand the claimant set of actions.
Here again, the term 'practically adequate' refers to whatever degree of possession of a concept (or
possession of ,vhatever part of the total content of a concept) v;rill enable the judge to achieve her
adjudicative purposes. I w-ill have more to say on these notions of degrees of possession of a concept and
parts of the total content of a concept in Chapter 5.
52

\Xlhere the judge does not possess a concept of an indigenous action at the commencem ent of the
hearing, a situation of conceptual difference will obtain as far as the judge and that action is concerned. I
will have more to say about the nature of conceptual difference in Chapter 5.
53

That native title is fundamenta lly a set of actions rather than mere non-intenti onal behaviour is reflected
in the view of Justice Toohey in Mabo at 18 -8 in which he points out that mere physical presence on an
area of land over time (a purely physical or behavioural phenomeno n) would not be enough to establish
native title. Physical presence on the land in question must have, he says, a " connection with or meaning in
relation to a society's economic, cultural or religious life." That is, a behavioural presence must be informed
by a meaningful complex of intentional states. Thus, action) and not merely behaviour, is what is required
for native title to be established. I explore the difference between action and mere behaviour in Chapter 4.
54

I will use the notion of "interpretat ion" at this early stage of the discussion to refer generally to the
cognitive appropriatio n of evidence and submissions by a judge no matter what form that evidence or
submissions takes . Later, I will have cause to use the notion more specifically to refer to the cognitive
appropriatio n of performativ e and testimonial evidence - that is, evidence constituted by the actions of
testimonial and other evidential agents.

55
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indige nous action or conce pts in questi on. 56 No other source s of conce ptual knowl
edge or means
of conce pt acquis ition are available or adequ ate at hearing. It is by means of eviden
ce about how
the world releva ntly is that a judge, over the course of a hearin g, comes to knowl edge
of how the
world relevantly is. Thus, the interp retatio n of eviden ce about indige nous action
s is a necess ary
eleme nt of the judge' s determ inative role within the native title proces s. The judge
acquir es a
conce pt of an indige nous action and comes to under stand that action by interp
reting eviden ce
about that action. Only after successfully interp reting eviden ce about the claima nt
set of action s
(and by that means unders tandin g that set) can a judge know wheth er that set
posses ses the
behav ioural, concep tual-in tention al and structu ral-int errelat ional proper ties charac
teristic of a set
of native title rights and interes ts and make an approp riate determ ination .
As menti oned above , since the passag e of the Native Title Act, a numb er
of Austra lian
comm entato rs have asserte d that non-in digeno us native title judges are inhere
ntly unable to
under stand indige nous action s and so are unable to proper ly know or determ ine wheth
er or not a
set of such action s is native title. A conce ptual incom mensu rabilit y exists, so it is
said, betwe en
the thoug ht and practic e of native title judges and that of indige nous agents. 57 Conse
quentl y, it is
asserte d, the native title system is inhere ntly unable to adequ ately recogn ise
and protec t
indige nous ways of life. For examp le, I<.ado Muir, an indige nous resear cher at
the Austra lian
Institu te for Aborig inal and Torres Strait Island er Studie s, has claime d that, "[Aust
ralian] legal
institu tions do not under stand Indige nous society, [they] do not under stand their
relatio nship

56

In additio n to leading eviden ce, legal counse l for the claima nts and other parties may
also (subjec t to the
legal rules govern ing this) make explan atory submis sions to the judge about the concep
t of an indigen ous
action. Given the strong similarities betwee n the judicial interpr etation of testimo
nial eviden ce about
indigen ous actions and the judicial interpr etation of submis sions by counse l about
those actions , as well as
the relatively periph eral role played by explan atory submis sions in provid ing the
judge with inform ation
about indigen ous actions , and in order to simplify the discuss ion, the focus of this
thesis will be on evidence
about indigen ous actions - specifically, testimo nial evidence. Where it is approp
riate or necessa ry to
discretely discuss submis sions by counse l and their interpr etation by the judge, I will
do so.
57 The term 'incom
mensu rable' is defined by the Oxford Englis h Diction ary as meanin g 'ha,ring
no
comm on measur e'. The concep ts in incomm ensura ble scheme s are said to
have no equiva lent or
transla tion in the other scheme . Dorit Bar-on (1994) p.145 defines concep tual incomm
ensura bilism as the
view that "differ ent culture s view the world throug h concep tual scheme s that
cannot be reconc iled."
Theore tical claims to do with concep tual incommensurabilit:y often overlap with claims
to do with cultura l
differe nce, cultural relativism and the like. Anoth er related strand of incomm
ensura bilism (rationality
incomm ensura bilism) asserts the necess ary obtaini ng of radical differe nces in the intenti
onal regularities or
rationalities govern ing sets of agents and mainta ins that the agents of the one
set necessarily are not
govern ed by and cannot know the intenti onal regularities which govern the agents
of the other set. See on
this, Wilson (1970) and Hollis and Lukes (1982). I will leave this strand of incomm ensura
bilism to one side,
as its overall structu re, as well as its critique, takes a similar form to that
of the concep tual
incomm ensura bilism in discuss ion here.
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with their land, their belief systems, their history .... "

58

The philosophe r Paul Patton has also

spoken of an "irreducibl e difference between indigenous law and custom and European law" and
a "fundamen tal asymmetry between the common law and the forms of indigenous law that are
the ultimate ground of native title." 59 In a similar vein, the legal theorist Penny Pether has
asserted that, "it is a commonpl ace of accounts of indigenous culture in Australia that connection
with the land is at its heart, in a way radically incommen surable with the non-indige nous
,,60
·
A ustrali an l egal consciousn ess ....

The theoretical roots of these views are not always clear from the texts and seem to vary from
theorist to theorist.61 Nonethele ss, one may reasonably analyse these claims as explicitly or
implicitly asserting that with some degree of necessity, 62 native title judges do not possess and are
unable to acquire some set - and perhaps, even any6 3

-

of the concepts which inform the

intentional states and, therefore, the actions and --v;rays of life of indigenous agents. Some
theoretical ly and practically significant set of indigenous concepts is incommen surable with necessarily not part of and beyond the reach of - any judge's conceptual resources. Native title
judges are, therefore, unable to properly perform their determinat ive role in evaluating the
comprehen sion of indigenous actions by a legally valid concept of native title because such

58

Muir (1999) pp. 3-4 (my emphasis).

59

Patton (1996) p.159.

Pether (1998) p.118. Similarly, the Australian legal theorist Stuart 1otha, has stated in Motha (1998) p.85
that "the European subject was and is unable to recognise the indigenous relationship to land other than
through their own conceptions of it" and at p.88 that "the actual experience and particularity of the
[indigenous] other cannot be accessed through the concepts we invent" (emphasis added). Even beyond the
halls of academia - indeed, in the very precincts of the native title courts and tribunals - similar (though
perhaps, less extreme) concerns have been expressed about the interpretive capacity of native title judges.
For example, the present Chief Justice of the Federal Court of Australia has noted in this context that the
nati, e title process "necessarily results in misundersta ndings, tensions and difficulties." Black (2002) p.1 7.

60

In relation to Patton, Pether and 11otha, the views of so-called postmodern philosopher s such as Jacques
Derrida ha, e been influential. For example, drawing on the views expressed in Derrida (1992) in which
Derrida equates justice ·with interpretativ e knowledge and in denying the possibility of justice ("Justice is an
experience of the impossible" , Derrida (1992) p.16) denies tl1e possibility of interpretive knowledge, Patton
(1997) pp.94-5 states that "justice in the sense of the full and complete recognition of the other is
impossible, since any such recognition "'rill always be carried out in the language and on the terms of the
one party." Motl1a (1998) p.89, too, draws on Derrida's notion of aporia to characterise a non-indigen ous
judge's experience of an indigenous person. Motha asserts that the term 'aporia' for both D errida and
himself "indicates the impassable or, for our purposes, the impossibilityr of reaching the experience of the
[indigenous] other."
61

62

O ver some set of possible worlds.

1uir (1999) p.4, for example, describes indigenous knowledge systems (conceptual schemes) as
"completeb self contained." (emphasis added).
63
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perfor mance is d epend ent upon them being able to posses s some practic ally
adequ ate set of
indige nous concep ts. 64 It is this two-fo ld situati on involv ing a lack of shared conce
pts betwe en
judges and claima nts and a perma nent inabili ty on the part of judges to acquir
e indige nous
conce pts which lies at the heart of the incom mensu rabilit y thesis articul ated by
the theori sts in
questi on.

Conce ptual incom mensu rabilit y, then, involv es a dialectically interre lated
combi nation of
conce ptual differe nce and a concep tual-ac quisiti ve incapa city. 65 All of
the propo sitions
mainta ined by indige nous agents , all of the conce pts which consti tute those propo
sitions , and all
of the sub-co nceptu al conten t of those conce pts - right down to the basic conce
ptual catego ries
which structu re indige nous experi ence - lie, it is argued , beyon d the cognis ance
of native title
judges . Furthe r than this, though , becaus e the posses sion of a set of practic
ally releva nt
indige nous conce pts or the capaci ty to acquir e such conce pts is a necess
ary condit ion of
adequ ately interp reting eviden ce about indige nous conce pts and action s, the
asserti on of a
practic ally disabl ing conce ptual incom mensu rabilit y in this sphere entails that native
title judges
are necess arily unable to adequ ately interp ret such eviden ce over the course
of a native title
determ inatio n hearin g. And so, the conce ptual incom mensu rabilit y thesis implic
ates n ot merely
conce ptual differe nce and a concep tual-ac quisiti ve incapa city but also an interpr
etive incapa city on
the part o f judges . It entails a failure of posses sion and acquis ition and a failure
o f interp retatio n
on the p art of native title judges as far as indige nous conce pts and eviden ce of those
conce pts go.
An inquir y into the conce ptual capaci ty of n ative title judges in this sphere is at the same
time an
inquir y into the interp retive capaci ty of those judges . 66

I am not conce rned to directly engage in philos ophica l argum ent with the
specifi c theori sts
quoted above in relatio n to the precise terms o f and rationa les for their incom
mensu rabilis t
views . I raise them merely to eviden ce the exis tence of a certain viewp oint within
contem porary
philos ophy and socio- legal theory ----:- on e which I am broadly termin g the radical
conce ptual

64

That is, a set of indigen ous concep ts \,Vhose posses sion is sufficie nt for a judge to
proper ly perfor m her
determ inative role. One of the conseq uences of the radical concep tual incomm ensura
bility thesis is that no
legally valid concep t of native (and I w-ill define this notion more fully in Chapte r 2)
can describ e a claima nt
set of actions. This is becaus e, as \\r e shall see, to be a legally valid concep t of native
title is to be posses sed
by some set of native title judges but, on the incomm ensura bilist schema , -no concep
t po ssessed by such
judges can describ e a claima nt set of actions. I have more to say about this point in
Chapte r 2.
65
66

Bar-o n (1994) p.157 .

It is for this reason that all of Chapte r 6 and much of Chapte r 7 are spent explori
ng the judicial

interpr etation of eviden ce about indigen ous concep ts and actions .
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incomme nsurabili st viewpoin t. My interest is a general one to do with the nature and possible
limits of conceptu al differenc e and judicial conceptu al-cum-i nterpreti ve capacity within the native
title sphere. I have no interest in engaging in a detailed critique of this or that incomme nsurabili st,
partly because it would involve me in far more discussio n than is feasible in the context of a
paper such as this and partly because, as mention ed above, most of the claims of conceptu al
incomme nsurabili ty made in relation to the operatio n of native title in Australia are asserted
without sustained or discernib le argumen t in support of their premises . In order to pursue my
general inquiry more effectively, I propose to adopt the heuristic strategy of postulati ng a generic
conceptu al incomme nsurabili st thesis reflectiv e of the tenor of much of the incomme nsurabil ist
critique levelled at the native title system in Australia and elsewher e (includin g the statemen ts
rehearse d above) and then engaging in a sustained critique of that thesis. In doing so, I construe
the views of conceptu al incomme nsurabili sts at what is, arguably, their most extreme - though
not unreason ably so, given their various commen ts. 67 It is intended that by critically engaging
with the most radical construa l of conceptu al incomme nsurabili sm, I will be able to more
effectively engage with the whole corpus of incomme nsurabil ist views, as well as identify the
most plausible point at which the limits of conceptu al differenc e and judicial concept- acquisiti ve
capacity within the native title sphere (and beyond) might be set.

So, for my theoretic al purposes I propose to construe the generic conceptu al incomme nsurabil ist
as asserting that as a matter of theoretic al necessity 68 (that is, in all theoretic ally possible worlds,
including the actual world) no native title judge possesse s or can acquire any indigeno us concept and, therefore , any part of the concept of an indigeno us action. I take this radical conceptu al
incomme nsurabili ty thesis (as I shall term it) to hold that, with referenc e to some or other
theoretically defined set of possible worlds, 69 it is not possible for any judge to possess or acquire
any indigeno us concept under any possible conditio ns .7° Such possessi on or acquisiti on - and,
hence, any practically adequate understa nding and any proper recognit ion and protectio n of
indigeno us actions by a judge - is impossib le. As a result, the scheme of concepts maintain ed by

Matha (1998) p. 90, for example, appropria tes the comment of Derrida (1992) p.17 that "to address
oneself to the other in the language of the other is, it seems, the condition of all pos sible justice, but
apparently, in all rigour, it is not only impossib le (since I cannot speak the language of the other except to
the extent that I appropria te it and assimilate it)."

67

68

And not merely as a matter of actual fact.

69

That is, with reference to some or other possibility-definin g theory of things.

I shall te1m these condition s 'epistemic condition s'. I will have more to say on the nature of these in
Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

70
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native title judges and the schem e mainta ined by indige nous agents are incom mensu
rable. Those
schem es have no conce ptual conten t in comm on and nothin g can be done by a native
title judge
to enable those sche1nes to have any conten t in comm on no matter what releva nt
circum stance s
(episte mic condit ions) that judge finds hersel f in.

The effect of any such radical conce ptual incom mensu rabilit y, were it to obtain ,
would be that a
judge would not be able to determ ine that any claima nt set of action s was native
title - except ,
perhap s, by error or accide nt. Hence , a judge would not be able to provid e adequ ate
protec tion to
any claima nt set of action s. To the extent that all indige nous action s are inhere ntly
unintelligible
to a native title judge, all indige nous ways of life would also be incapa ble of being
protec ted by
means of the native title proces s - again, excep t by error or accident. That this should
be the case
is entirely contra ry to the conce ption of the native title system mainta ined by many
of its agents
and others in the wider Austra lian comm unity. To the extent that the native title
proces s is the
only means presen tly on offer for protec ting indige nous ways of life from
non-in digeno us
interfe rence, the effect of the radical incom mensu rabilis t view, if true, is that, notwit
hstand ing
wides pread belief to the contra ry, the indige nous ways of life curren tly mainta ined
in Austra lia
remain vulner able to contin ued interfe rence and, potent ially, extinc tion.

If the radical conce ptual incom mensu rabilis t thesis is to be believed, the view that
the native title
system is someh ow able to mitiga te the risk of interfe rence is not only incorr ect,
but it obscu res
the true situati on. The effect of such mystif ication is that native title may, ironica
lly, perpet uate
and even aggrav ate that risk by distrac ting us from effectively dealing with issues
to do with the
recogn ition and protec tion of indige nous ways of life. Certai nly, it is implic it or
explicit in the
views of a numb er of the incom mensu rabilis t theori sts menti oned above that
the native title
system is fundam entally misgu ided in its conce ption of things and aims - perhap
s even harmf ul
to indige nous people - and should be aband oned as a mecha nism recogn ition and
protec tion. 71
The questi on though , is wheth er the radical conce ptual incom mensu rabilis t thesis
is correc t in
asserti ng such an interp retive incapa city on the part of non-in digeno us judges. It
is not clear that
it is. 72

71

:Muir (1999), Pether (1998), Motha (1998), Kerrui sh and Perdy (1998).

72

It is worth mentio ning h ere that even a weaker versi on of the concep tual incom
mensurabilit:y thesis,
\,Vhether in its m odal aspect or quantit ative aspects , might, if true, po se a signific
ant threat to the selfconcep tion and rationa le of the native title system.
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2. Thesis Structure and Conclusi ons
In pursuing the main aim and subsidiary objectives outlined above, I commence the inquiry in
Chapter 2 with an account of the nature of the legal framework within which the judicial
understand ing of indigenous action, acquisition of indigenous concepts and interpretat ion of
evidence about such action and concepts takes place and becomes an issue. There the concept of
native title is analysed with a view to clarifying the various properties which a claimant set of
actions must possess in order to obtain the protection offered by a positive determinat ion of
native title. The fundament al role of this concept within the epistemic and interpretiv e practices
of the native title judiciary is clarified in some detail. Following this, the various stages of the
native title process from claim to determinat ion are described, with most of the emphasis placed
upon the various stages of the native title determinat ion hearing.

Those stages within the

determinat ion hearing in which a judge is called upon to interpret evidence about indigenous
concepts and actions (and on that basis acquire those concepts and understand those actions) are
identified. With informatio n in hand about the nature of the procedural and conceptua l context
within which a judge is called upon to interpret evidence of indigenous concepts and actions,
understand those actions and make a determinat ion of whether or not they are native title, the
legal and practical relevance of the substantially philosophi cal chapters to do with action,
intentional ity, concept acquisition, understand ing and conceptua l incommen surability which are
to follow n1ay be better appreciated .

In Chapter 3, together with its associated Appendix 1, I elaborate and defend the metaphysical
and methodolo gical premises

upon which the philosophi cal inquiry into

the

judicial

understand ing of indigenous action will proceed. This is to say that in that chapter I provide an
account of the ontologica l and epistemolo gical dimension s of the philosophi cal doctrine of
physicalism which underlies and informs the whole of the inquiry pursued here. In that chapter I
describe in some detail phy sicalism's ontologica l commitme nt to a world comprised of
fundament al physical phenomen a - that is, those phenomen a identified by present day physics together with higher-ord er phenomen a (chemical, biological, psychological, sociological and the
like) which are comprised of and realised by those physical phenomen a. I argue there that the
only credible mode of ontologica l relationshi p between the physical and the higher orders
available to phy sicalists is that of realisation. I outline the nature of this relationshi p by pursuing a
Systematic critique of a number of influential alternatives offered by physicalists o-ver the years,
including those of mere dependenc e and supervenie nce. Following this, I discuss certain key
epistemolo gical dimension s of the phy sicalist project which will be relied upon in developing later
arguments and spend some time in Appendi~ 1 elaborating and defending the reductioni st
implication s of the phy sicalism I advocate. I conclude the chapter with a discussion of the
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reason s a theori st might have for pursui ng a physicalist approa ch to an inquir y into
the judicial
unders tandin g of indige nous action and into the world generally.

Ultimately, I mainta in that indige nous action and indige nous conce pts, as well
as the judicial
unders tandin g of indige nous action , acquis ition of indige nous conce pts and interp
retatio n of
eviden ce about those things are all real, physically-realised, higher -order pheno mena.
They exist
in the world by virtue of being so. As such, they can only be adequ ately theori sed
about within a
metap hysica l and metho dologi cal frame work which recogn ises this - namel
y, a physicalist
framew ork. Think ing about them in physicalistic terms is the best way of thinki
ng about them.
For the reason s I outlin e in Chapt er 3 and elsewh ere in this thesis, the way things
are in the world
make better sense from this point of view. D ualistic theori es which constr ue indige
nous action s
and the proces s of their unders tandin g as fundam entally metap hysica lly distinc t from
physical and
physically-realised pheno mena (includ ing certain of the incom mensu rabilis t theorie
s menti oned
above ) and which on that basis infer to a global and necess ary conce ptual incom
mensu rabilit y
across culture s or betwe en agents , are implau sible and should not be accept
ed by those
conce rned to compr ehend and rectify the proble ms of cross- cultura l misun dersta
nding which
arise in this sphere . Such theori es have been very influen tial in legal theori sing
about crosscultura l differe nce at law. 73 Their underl ying anti-ph ysicali st (and often anti-realist)
metap hysics
has gone largely uncha llenge d by legal theori sts .7 4 In order to articul ate a viable alterna
tive to such
approa ches, it is incum bent upon me to carefully elabor ate the alterna tive metap
hysical basis
upon which m y counte rargum ent to the radical conce ptual incom mensu rabilis t thesis
unfold s.
Furthe r, my discus sion of physicalism in Chapt er 3 identifies higher -order
pheno mena as
impor tantly concep tual. That is, they are in an impor tant sense - thoug h not in any
crude idealist
sense - the result of the concep tualisi ng activities of some or other comm unity
of agents. An
in1por tant incide ntal feature of elabor ating the conce ptual nature of higher -order
pheno mena in
that chapte r is that it prov-ides a metap hysica l frame~rork for the more sustain ed
discus sion of
conce pts and their judicial posses sion and acquis ition which occurs in later chapte rs.
Additionally,
the provis ion of a detailed metap hysics in Chapt er 3 enable s me to more effectively
engage with
those modal issues inhere nt in any discus sion of the limits of possib ility of conce
ptual differe nce

-3

As is e,-ident from the curren t prepon deranc e of dualistically-oriented 'postm odern'
and postco loniali st
literatu re around this topic.
-4

Hutch eon (1989) p.34, D oherty, Graham and l\!Ialek (1992) pp.16-1 7, and Jorris (1993)
p.291.
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and judicial concept-acqui sitive incapacity, a discussion which serves as the focus of Chapter 7.
As I point out there, the limits of metaphysical possibility and necessity are a function of one's
metaphysical premises. In order to engage effectively with the radical proposition that conceptual
incommensura bility obtains in the native title sphere as a metaphysically necessary state of affairs,
the nature of my possibility-def ining metaphysical framework needs to be clearly established. It is
for these various reasons that the discussion of physicalism in Chapter 3 is as sustained as it is
and constitutes the starting point of my substantive philosophical discussion of the issues. The
effective unfolding of my thesis requires its physicalistic framework to be overtly and carefully
elaborated.

With this legal and philosophical framework in place, I proceed in Chapter 4 and its associated
Appendix 2 to provide a physicalistically sound account of the subject matter of judicial
understanding in a native title hearing - namely, indigenous action and intentionality. I firstly
outline a theory of indigenous action informed by certain widely held ideas within contemporary
analytic and non-analytic philosophy. On this account, action is, as a general matter, conceived of
in terms of an interrelated 'psycho-physic al' complex of mental and behavioural events. I go on
to analyse the mental aspect of action in terms of behaviourally causal sets of intentional
phenomena - sets of beliefs and desires possessing propositional and conceptual content governed by a series of law-like regularities traditionally referred to as a rationality. Following this,
I pursue a sustained theoretical inquiry into the nature of intentionality with a view to defending
both the ontological status of intentional phenomena and their conceptual content within a
physicalist ontology and the epistemologic al status of expert and folk discourses about intentional
phenomena and action within a scientifically sound system of knowledge. The substance of m y
analysis is that intentional phenomena are higher-order, physically realised and behaviourally
causal phenomena, individuated by their causal-functio nal role within a system comprising the
behavioural interaction of an agent v;rith an external environment.

In seeking to establish this, I engage in Appendi){ 2 in a discussion of the vexed issue of the
causal nature of intentional phenomena, the aim of which is to provide a plausible philosophical
account of this v;rhich avoids the competing dangers of causal overdetermina tion, on the one
hand, and intentional epiphenomena lism, on the other. As causally interrelated complexes of
physically realised intentional and behavioural phenomena, actions are higher-order phenomena
possessing ontological status within the physicalist schema. Actions -

both judicial and

indigenous - have a place in the world. So I argue. I then rely upon this theory of action in
providing a brief account of the nature of those complex indigenous actions most likely to come
before a judge as the subject matter of both a native title claim and of evidence led at hearing.
Action and intentionality are concei, ed of in Chapter 4 in functionalist terms because a
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functio nalist approa ch best articulates with the realisat ionist-p hysicalist framew ork which
ground s m y analysis overall, as well as with all we know about the nature of the phenom ena
in
questio n. It does so better than any of the alternat ive non-fun ctional ist approa ches to action and
intentio nality present ly on offer. It is because I am a physicalist concer ned with theoris ing things
consist ently with both our experie nce of and our best scientific findings about those things that
I
am a functio nalist vis a vis action and intentio nality.

The functio nalist accoun t of intentio nality and action offered in Chapte r 4 provide s the basis for
the analysis of the judicial underst anding of indigen ous action, the judicial acquisi tion
of
indigen ous concep ts and the judicial interpr etation of evidenc e about such action and concep
ts
which follows in Chapte rs 5 and 6. I comme nce Chapte r 5 with a discuss ion of the need for the
judge to unders tand indigen ous actions in order to properly make a determ ination of native title
that is, the need for the judge to possess , to some practically adequa te degree, concep ts
of
indigen ous actions and their compo nent intentio nal, behavio ural and structu ral-inte rrelatio nal
propert ies. 75 In the first part of that chapter , I outline the nature and rationa le of such
unders tanding within the determ ination hearing process . Arising out of this discuss ion is the
recogn ition that where a judge does not possess indigen ous concep ts at the comme ncemen t
of
the determ ination hearing , she must acquire them over the course of that hearing. That is, under
conditi ons of relevan t concep tual differen ce, judicial underst anding necessi tates the judicial
acquisi tion of indigen ous concep ts. In order to make sense of the nature and possibilities of any
such acquisi tion, I procee d in the second part of Chapte r 5 to outline a general definiti onalist
accoun t of the nature of concep ts, their possess ion and their acquisi tion by agents, includi
ng
native title judges. 76 This accoun t draws on (and is, I argue, the accoun t most compat ible with)
the physica list-fun ctionali st theory of action and intentio nality articulated in Chapte r 4.
It
provides the basis for the detailed accoun t of concep tual differen ce - its nature and its origins
·which follo~rs in the latter part of the chapter . I conclud e the chapter with some prelimi nary
co1nn1ents, arising out o f the discussion there, about the possibl e limits o f such difference. In
elabora ting the nature of concep tual differen ce in Chapte r 5, I am led to accept the conting ent
possibility of such differen ce obtaini ng in relation to a judge and indigen ous or testimo nial agent
at the comm encem ent of and over the course of a determ ination h earing in relation to som e set
of indigen ous concep ·ts .

75

As mention ed above, I term these concept s 'indigen ous concept s'.

76

In order to properly underst and the limits of some process, one needs to properly uriderst and
its nature.
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In Chapter 5, I argue that where a judge does not possess indigenous concepts at the
commence ment of the determinat ion hearing, she must acquire them over the course of that
hearing. In Chapter 6, I follow this up with an argument that the key means by which a judge
acquires indigenous concepts over the course of a native title hearing is by interpreting
testimonial evidence about those concepts. 77 Much of the chapter is concerned with presenting a
78 I adopt a
physicalist and functionali st account of the nature of such interpretat ion.

methodolo gically monist view of interpretat ion according to which it serves as a mode of
naturalistic explanatio n of higher-ord er phenomen a - in this case, the explanatio n of testimonia l
behaviour with reference to that behaviour' s intentional cause - in no significant respects
79
different from any other kind of explanatio n offered in the natural or social sciences.

Committin g to a theory-the ory approach to the interpretat ion of action, I explore the role played
in judicial interpretat ion by the judge's (largely) folk-ps ychologica l theory of agency, theory of
mind and theory of the testimonia l agent, noting how these theories are applied by the judge in
response to and in interpretat ion of evidence led at hearing. I explore briefly the role of the
principle of charity within the interpretiv e process and distinguish m y views of that role from
those of interpretat ionists such as Davidson and Dennett. I argue for the centrality in interpretiv e
process of the principle of explanator y reasonable ness, a principle far more consistent with
physicalism 's methodolo gical monism than the principle of charity, strongly construed. Again, the
account offered in Chapters 5 and 6 of the processes of judicial understand ing and interpretat ion
is, I maintain, that most consistent with a physicalist -functional ist conception of the phenomen a
implicated in those processes. 80

Chapter 7 follows closely upon the discussion of Chapters 5 and 6. There I turn m y attention to
the key question of the limits of conceptual incommen surability within the native title sphere. I
do so by critically engaging as a physicalist and functionali st with the radical conceptua l
incommen surability thesis - namely, that as a matter of theoretical necessity no n ative title judge

77

As well as, incidentally, the indigenous actions those concepts implicate.

T o the extent that the judicial interpretati on of testimonial evidence about indigenous concepts mirrors,
in its basic structure, the judicial interpretatio n of any set of actions - including indigenous actions
performed as evidence over the course of a hearing - the account of judicial interpretati on offered here
may be relied upon .to make sense of judicial practice m ore widely.
78

79

The methodolog ically monist tendencies of physicalism are manifest in this view of interpretatio n.

Much of the discussion o f interpretati on in Chapter 6 and later in Chapter 7 is explicitly informed by
recent empirical work in developmen tal psychology. I want to argue that this feature of the discussion
constitutes a valuable contribution to the jurisprudential debate about conceptual incommens urability in
the legal sphere.

80
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posses ses or is able to acquir e any indige nous concep t. Over the course of the chapte
r, I moun t a
series of argum ents rebutt ing this thesis, engagi ng discret ely with its two limbs - that
asserti ng the
theore tical necess ity of global conce ptual difference obtain ing betwe en all judges and
all indige nous
and testim onial agents 81 and that asserti ng the theore tical necess ity of a global
concep tualacquisitive incapacity afflict ing all native title judges in relatio n to all indige nous concep
ts. I argue,
firstly, that not only is it not theore tically necessary that a global conce ptual differe
nce obtain s
betwe en all judges and all indige nous and testim onial agents, but that any such differe
nce is not
theore tically possible - at least as far as physic alist-fu nction alism is concer ned. Certai
n distinc tive
conce pts are necess arily shared by all interp retive agents , includ ing judges and
indige nous and
testim onial agents , thereb y limitin g the maxim al degree to which the conce ptual
schem es of any
such agents may differ from each other.

In thus establi shing the existe nce of a set of conce pts which are necessarily
shared by all
interp retive agents , I identif y the limits of theore tically possib le conce ptual differe
nce betwe en
judges and indige nous and testim onial agents. These limits are, at the one end, global
conce ptual
schem e identit y and, at the other end, a degree of conce ptual differe nce compr
ising global
differe nce less the set of theore tically necess arily shared concep ts. This upper limit
of possib le
conce ptual differe nce on my analysis lies at a point quanti tatively less than the
global point of
differe nce asserte d to exist as a matter of necess ity by radical incom mensu rabilis ts.
However, on
my analysis, this upper limit is not theore tically necess itated betwe en agents. In fact,
no specifi c
degree of differe nce betwe en conce ptual schem es ·within these limits is necess
itated on my
appro ach. The degree of differe nce which obtain s betwe en the conce ptual schem
es · of any two
agents (within the limits identif ied) is a contin gent matter . The radical incom mensu
rabilis t thesis
about the limits of conce ptual differe nce is shown to be implau sible from
the physicalistfunctio nalist perspe ctive.

Pursui ng the other limb of the radical conce ptual incon1 mensu rabilit y thesis,
· I explor e the
plausibility of the propo sition that as a matter of theore tical necess ity no judge is
able to acquir e
any indige nous conce pt. Here, I argue that whilst any substa ntial and genera l judicia
l concep tualacquisitive incapa city is not theore tically necessary from the physic alist-fu nction alist
perspe ctive it
is, nevert heless, contin gently possible that such an incapa city may obtain for any
or all judges in
relatio n to any or all of tho se indige nous conce pts which are not necess arily shared
by virtue of

81

By \.Vhich I mean those agents testifyi ng about the conten t of any indigen ous concep t o r action.
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the preceding analysis. Whether or not such incapacity obtains in any native title situation, as well
as the degree to which it obtains in that situation, depends upon two things - the degree to which
the judge possesses an acquisitively adequate sub-conce ptual base for those indigenous concepts
under acquisition and the conduciven ess to judicial concept acquisition of the epistemic
82
conditions which obtain in relation to the judge over the course of the hearing. The physicalist -

functionali st schema encompass es a series of theoretical ly possible scenarios ranging from one in
which all judges acquire all indigenous concepts over the course of all hearings to one in which
no judge acquires any indigenous concept over the course of any hearing.

This is to say that it is contingent ly possible that any or all judges do not possess an acquisitive ly
adequate sub-concep tual base for any or all indigenous concepts at the commence ment of any or
all hearings and it is contingent ly possible that no matter what the nature of a judge's subconceptual base, epistemic conditions entirely unconduci ve to the judicial acquisition of any or all
indigenous concepts obtain over the course of any or all hearings. Conversely , though, it follows
from the physicalist -functional ist account of things developed in this thesis that it is possible that
any or all judges do possess an acquisitive ly adequate sub-conce ptual base for any or all
indigenous concepts at the commence ment of any or all hearings and that epistemic conditions
entirely conducive to the judicial acquisition of any or all indigenous concepts obtain over the
course of any or all hearings. Thus, a conceptua l incommen surability may obtain over the course
of some or all determinat ion hearings in relation to any or all judges and any or all indigenous
concepts - but it need not. A failure of judicial understand ing - even a widespread failure across
the whole of the judiciary in relation to all indigenous actions which might be subject to clai1n - is
possible within the native title sphere. But, equally, a successful exercise in judicial understand ing
is also possible, for any and all judges and for any and all indigenous actions, including to the
extent required for them to properly perform their determinat ive function in relation to all
indigenous actions. 83 It all depends upon the nature of the judge's conceptua l scheme at the

These conditions include the sensory and cognitive capacities of the judge in question, the availability of
relevant evidence about the indigenous concept or action in question and the nature of the environmen tal
conditions surrounding the judge's cognition of evide~ce provided to her, and so on. In Chapters 5 and 7, I
provide a detailed discussion of the nature of such conditions.

82

Consequent ly, too, given the contingent nature of a legally valid concept of native title (by virtue of being
a concept necessarily produced by tl1e actions of some conceptual community), it is also contingently
possible that such a concept may describe some or all clai.tnant sets of action. The radical
incommens urabilist view that necessarily no legally valid concept of native title describes any claimant set
of actions is rebutted by the line of argument I run in Chapter 7.

83
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comme ncemen t of the hearing and the epistem ic conditi ons which obtain for that judge over the
course of the hearing.

Becaus e of the conting ency of these two factors, it lies within the power of those respons ible for
the operati on of the native title determ ination hearing process to affect either or both of them
to
some degree. The native title system is open to the effectiv e reform of its capacity to unders tand
indigen ous actions . This is to say that as a matter of institut ional design it is possibl e for those
present ly constit uting and control ling the epistem ic and interpre tive archite cture of the native title
system to act so as to change both the conten ts of the sub-con ceptual base possess ed by its
judges at the comme ncemen t of those hearing s they preside over and the epistem ic conditi ons
those judges act under over the course of hearing s. In the conclud ing Chapte r 8 of this thesis and
its associa ted Append ix 3, I identify a numbe r of specific features of the native title determ ination
hearing process which conditi on the judicial interpr etation of evidenc e, acquisi tion of indigen ous
concep ts and underst anding of indigen ous actions and make some comme nts on the need and
potenti al for reform of those features. Some of feature s of the present system facilitate and some
obstruc t judicial practic e in this regard. To the extent that the native title system is oriente
d
to~rards the improv ement of its epistem ic and interpre tive capacities, the provision and
cultivat ion of facilitative conditi ons and the remova l or amelio ration of obstruc ting conditi ons are
objectiv es those control ling and constit uting that system might want to pursue. As mentio ned
earlier, though , it is not the aim of this thesis to elabora te a detailed set of reform propos als
in
relation to the native title process . Rather, it is to provide a philoso phically and legally inform ed
basis for the develo pment of any such proposa ls. 84 Chapte r 8 and its associa ted append
ix
comple te that task and point the ~ray to future legal analytic and reform ist researc h in this area.

3. Some Final Introd uctory Remar ks

By virtue of the physicalistic nature of the approa ch taken here, this thesis provides a scientifically
inform ed and compat ible basis for the develo pment of law reform proposa ls in this field,
bringin g it within the concep tion of critical philoso phy so forcefu lly argued for over the years by
theorist s such as 11arx, the membe rs of the Frankf urt School , and Haberm as.85 The actual and

84

The reform proposals project has been comme nced and ·will be pursued in a differen t context
to this
one.

85

Marx (1845/ 1978), Jay (1973), and Haberm as (1987b and 1988).
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potential intersectio n of the analysis undertaken here with the propositio ns and methodolo gy of
the natural and social sciences increases the likely effectivene ss of any reform proposals which
might emerge from this analysis. These sciences have given us an unprecede nted capacity to
understand and constructiv ely intervene in the world across a range of practical contexts. There is
no reason to doubt their capacity to enable us to understand and reform judicial epistemic and
interpretiv e practice as effectively and productive ly as has been the case in these other contexts.
Notwithsta nding its deep roots in Anglophon ic analytical philosophy - a school of philosophy
widely caricatured as lacking any capacity for ethical or political critique - the approach taken and
the account of things offered by this thesis provides, I would argue, a sounder basis for
understand ing and critiquing the epistemic and interpretiv e capacity of the native title system
than any premised on a non-physic alist metaphysic s and method or a non-functi onalist account
of agency and intentional ity.

I share the general concern of the incommen surabilist critics of the Australian native title system
in relation to the capacity of the agents of that system to adequately understand indigenous action
and properly recognise and protect indigenous ways of life. If indigenous interests and
expectation s are to be effectively addressed by non-indige nous society, it must be on the basis of
appropriat e and effective mechanism s. If the native title system is inherently incapacitat ed from
serving as such a mechanism , then this incapacity should be properly diagnosed and made public.
But any such analysis must proceed on the basis of our best account of how the world actually is.
Only on such a basis can such analysis hope to persuade those in control of that system to make
changes. Only on such a basis can such analysis hope to make a difference in the world. One of
the key weaknesse s of the radical incommen surabilist position is that by claiming that the judicial
understand ing of indigenous actions is impossible it renders us bereft of any good reason to seek to
reform the legal system with a view to facilitating such understand ing. Indeed, it deprives us of
any good reason to formulate and implemen t an appropriat e non-indige nous societal response to
indigenous culture at large. The radical incommen surabilist position generates an allencompass ing pessimism and quietism in relation to any such attempts at legal and social reform
on the part of non-indige nous society in regard to the treatment of indigenous society and its
members. 86

See, for example, Habermas (1987c), Harvey (1989) p.117, White (1991) pp.16-18, and Norris (1993)
p.287 on this point.
86
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Much incomm ensurab ilist literatu re is motiva ted by a concern that indigen ous cultura l differen
ce
- those feature s of indigen ous culture which are not possess ed by non-ind igenou s culture - be
recogni sed by non-ind igenou s agents and institut ions, includi ng academ ic theoris ts, and not be
ignored , erased or approp riated by non-ind igenou s culture. 87 I would argue that by articula ting
this concer n in the shadow of radical incomm ensurab ility claims, incomm ensurab ilists underm ine
their own ethical and political concern s. They pay too heavy a price for their concer n for
differen ce by linking it to a radical incomm ensurab ility thesis. One of the key advanta ges of the
physica list-fun ctionali st approa ch to concep tual incomm ensurab ility adopte d here is that it
is
capable of providi ng ontolog ical space for a substan tial degree of concep tual differen ce whilst,
at
the same time, prov-.iding for the possibility of some signific ant part of that differen ce being
recogni sed and approp riately respon ded to by non-ind igenou s agents and institut ions, includi
ng
native title judges and the non-ind igenou s legal system at large. It is capable of making plausib
le
space for the effectiv e reform of non-ind igenou s society and its law withou t downp laying the
great challenges that may be involve d in such reform. The approa ch taken in this thesis is capable
of sustain ing a concer n for cultura l differen ce and of providi ng a reasona ble basis for looking
forward to and acting in pursuit of the effectiv e and approp riate institut ional recogn ition of that
differen ce. It enables recogn ition of differen ce and avoids politica l quietism in respon se to that
recogni tion. It is capable of enablin g incomm ensurab ilists to pursue their ethical and politica
l
concern s but withou t the great theoretical, ethical and political costs demand ed by radical
incomm ensurability and its associa ted despair.

- This is clear in the discussi on of Patton, Pether and 11otha, for ex.ample.
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Chapter 2 - Native Title: the legal
frame\Vork
1. Introduction
Before exploring in detail the nature and limits of the judicial understanding of conceptually
different indigenous actions, it is important to clarify the nature of the legal framework within
which judicial efforts at such understanding take place. We must gain a working grasp of the
nature of the conceptual and practical context within which the problematic of judicial
understanding under conditions of conceptual difference is located. At the heart of the
determination hearing process lies the concept of native title. The various agents within the
process - indigenous claimants, other parties, lawyers, legal officials, and (most importantly for
our purposes) native title judges - act within that system in a manner which is heavily informed
by their beliefs about what (the concept of) native title is. A ccording to the law of native title, a
set of indigenous actions must be native title in order to be recognised and protected. This is to
say that it must possess properties described by a concept of native title which is maintained or
maintainable by an authoritative and reasonable judge. Whether a set of indigenous actions is or
is not native title depends on two things - the actual properties of the set of indigenous actions
and the set of properties described by the judge's operative concept of native title. The first part
of this chapter explores the nature of the concept of native title - or, more correctly, the nature
of the judicial conception of native title. It is this conception which conditions the interpretive
and other actions of the judge and other relevant agents throughout the hearing and which,
ultimately, determines the outcome of a native title claim. It is for this reason that I commence
this chapter v;rith a discussion of the concept of native title rather than proceed directly v;,ith an
account of the native title process. E·verything which goes on in that process is informed b} that
concept. What goes on there cannot be properly understood without a prior grasp of the nature
of that concept.

The second part of this chapter, though, does pro\ride an overview of the native title process
from lodgement o f claim to judicial determination. It identifies the various types of cognitive,
interpretive and adjudicative acti,rities which the judge is called upon to perform and the various
kinds of evidence, argument and explanation whi ch the judge is called upon to interpret or
othernris e cognitively appropriate over the course of a hearing, as well as the locations within the
native title determination hearing pro cess where those judicial actimties occur. By doing so it also
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articula tes the rationa le of judicial efforts at underst anding and interpr eting evidenc e of
indigen ous actions. With inform ation in hand about the nature of the pro cedural and concep tual
context within which a judge is called upon to interpr et evidenc e of indigen ous actions
,
understand those actions and make a determ ination of whethe r or not they are native title, it
is
intende d that the legal and practica l relevan ce of the substan tially philoso phical chapter s to do
with action , intentio nality, unders tanding and concep tual incomm ensurab ility which are to follow
may be better appreci ated.

2. The Judicial Conception of Native Title
The main object of the Native Title Act is "to establis h a mechan ism for determ ining claims
to
native title." 1 This mechan ism is the native title determ ination process - a process we can roughly
conceiv e of as involvi ng a claim by an indigen ous group, a hearing before a judge of relevan
t
evidenc e, explana tion and argume nt, and a determ ination by that judge o f wh ether or not native
title exists. 2 The determ ination process establis hed by the Act offers indigen ous groups a m eans
by which to claim and obtain a positiv e determ ination of native title from a court. A p ositive
determ ination of native title is a formal and enforce able decisio n by a judge that the w hole
or
some part of the clain1ant set of indigen ous actions merits recogni tion and a degree of protection
on the part of the non-ind igenou s legal system. It is more precise ly defined by the A ct as
a
decisio n by a judge that native title exists in relation to a particu lar area o f land or waters and
is
h eld by the claiman t group. 3

This decisio n, in turn, m ay be glos sed in terms of a b elief and formal assertio n on the part of
a
judge that som e or all o f the claiman t set of action s is native title - that the claiman t group
maintain 4 as part of their way of life a set o f action s which has th e prop erties describ ed by the

ative Title Act s.3(c).
2

There are a range of other phases of the native title determi nation process includin g the registrat
ion and
mediati on phases. Given the concern of this thesis with judicial practice I will largely ignore
these nonjudicial phases of the process and focus on the determi nation hearing phase.
3

Native Title Act s.225. Tote tl1at it is possible that on the basis of the evidenc e led in the course
of the
hearing the judge may find tl1at some other indigen ous group not party to the claim holds native
title in the
area in question instead of or in addition to the claiman t group . Such an unlikely scenario
is of little
consequ ence to this inquiry will not be conside red in the discussi on to follow.
4

That is, some set of the member s of the group have perform ed, do perform and will continu e to
perform
tl1ose actions \vith a legally sufficien t degree of regularity.
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judge's operative concept of native title. 5 Only that set of indigenous actions - that portion of the
claimant group's way of life - which actually has the properties described by the judge's operative
concept of native title 6 and which, in the course of a determination hearing, is proved by the
claimant group and is believed by the judge to have those properties may properly receive legal
recognition and protection under the Native Title Act. 7

Interpreting the statutory definition
In formulating a concept of native title for application to a claimant set of actions, the presiding
judge relies upon a series of beliefs about relevant phenomena. Perhaps, the most important
phenomena in this regard are the written terms of the Native Title Act - specifically, those of
Section 223 (1) of the Act. In that section, the term 'native title' is expressly defined as,
the communal, group or individual rights and interests of Aboriginal peoples or
Torres Strait Islanders in relation to land or waters, where:
(a) the rights and interests are possessed under the traditional laws
acknowledged , and the traditional customs observed, by the Aboriginal
peoples or Torres Strait Islanders; and

(b) the Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait Islanders, by those laws and
customs, have a connection with the land or waters; and
(c) the rights and interests are recognised by the common law of
Australia. 8
To paraphrase, native title is defined as a set of indigenous, traditional, legal-customa ry rights and
interests in relation to some area of land or waters. In addition, these rights and interests provide
their holders with a legally specified connection to that area and are compatible with certain
norms of the common law of Australia. The written terms of this statutory definition provide the
judge with a basis for conceptualisin g native title. The judge's beliefs about the meaning of those
terms fundamentally inform - indeed, may be said to comprise - the judge's operative concept of

use this term to designate the concept of native title which the judge holds and relies upon at the point
in the hearing at which she determines whether or not the claimant set of actions is native title.
5· I

6

Which we will assume for the purposes of this thesis to be a legally valid concept of native title.

7

In appropriate cases, it is open to the judge to make a negative determination of n ative title - namely, an

order that native title does not exist in relation to the claim area, that some or all o f the claimant set o f
actions is not native ·title.
This definition is a statutory expression of an earlier common law definition of native title articulated in
Mabo. There Brennan J stated at p.41 that "The term 'native title' conveniently describes the interests and
rights of indigenous inhabitants in land, whether communal, group or individual, possessed under the
traditional laws acknowledged by and the traditional customs observed by the indigenous inhabitants."
8
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native title. 9 The statuto ry terms are interp reted by the judge as signifying a
set of criteria!
proper ties which the claima nt set of action s must posses s if it is to merit a positiv
e determ inatio n
of native title. 1 Claim ant sets of action which posses s the proper ties descri bed by
the terms of

°

this definit ion, as far as the judge interp rets it, are eligible for recogn ition by that
judge as native
title. 11 Claim ant sets of action s which do not posses s those proper ties are not eligibl
e and will not
receive from that judge a positiv e determ inatio n of native title. 12

In interp reting the terms of the statuto ry defini tion and in develo ping and adopti
ng an operat ive
and legally valid conce pt of native title, the presid ing judge does not act in a vacuu
m but, rather,
on the basis of her beliefs about the seman tically releva nt interp retive and other
practic es of a
range of other agents in relatio n to the statuto ry definit ion, includ ing fellow judges
(the most
impor tant of which are those compr ising author itative majori ties of the High Court
of Australia).
To the extent that the judge' s interp retatio n of the statuto ry defini tion and conce
ption of native
title is inform ed by the beliefs and practic es of other author itative agents , includ ing
other judges,
we can concei ve of the judge as being a memb er of an interp retive or conce ptual
comm unity as
far as the conten t of the conce pt of native title is concer ned. Furthe r, to the
extent that a
signifi cant part of the beliefs of native title judges to do with native title are or
are reason ably
capabl e of being shared by those judges at some point in time, we can speak of there
being at that
point in time a collective and author itative judicial conce ption of the conce pt of
native title and
of the proper ties descri bed by that concep t. 13 We can speak of a given native
title judge

9

I am assumi ng here that native title judges generically confot m to a n orm accord
ing to which their
interpr etation of the statuto ry definit ion fundam entally inform s their concep t of native
title and any actions
info1m ed by tl1at concep t. My concern throug hout tlus thesis is with no1mal that is, reason able and
norm-a biding - judges.

°Key te1ms in tl1e definition ('rights and interests', 'in relation to land or waters', 'traditional', and so on)

1

signify differe nt proper ties or sets of proper ties.
11

Assum ing other necess ary conditi ons for recogn ition (such as non-ex tinguis hment)
are met.
12 This is to
say that a judge's interpr etation of the statuto ry definit ion - her concep t of native
title - is
manife sted in her actions over the course of tl1e determ ination hearing. Most import
antly, it manife sts in
her evalua tion of whetl1er or not the claima nt set of actio ns is describ ed
by that definit ion, her
determ ination as to whetl1er or not the claima nt set of actions is native title.
13

One need only look to the significant degree of uniform ity of judicial practic e
within the native title
system (from the trial courts to tl1e High Court) , as well as to the existen ce and
effectiv eness of those
institut ional mecha nisms put in place to ensure to ensure such uniform ity
(variou s channe ls of
commu nicatio n betwee n judges, includi ng appeal mecha nisms) to be persua ded of
the existence of a widely
and substan tially shared concep t of native title. In adopti ng this positio n, I implici
tly reject radically
indeter rninist theses about the capacity of written rules to influen ce the actions of
judges. See Hart (1961)
Chapte r 7, Fish (1989), MacCo rmick (1990) and Rosenf eld (1992). It is worth noting
the existence of some
periphe ral disagre ement among st judges as to whethe r certain proper ties are describ
ed by the statutory
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poss_essing what I will term a legally valid concept of native title - a concept possessed or
reasonably likely to be possessed by a legally authoritati ve conceptua l communit y - and relying
upon such concept as her operative concept of native title at the moment of determinat ion. One
useful way we might conceive of the idea of a legally valid concept of native title is as a concept
which a majority of the members of the validity-de termining High Court of Australia do hold or
might reasonably be persuaded to hold. 14 For the purposes of this thesis, I will use the term
'concept of native title' to refer to a legally valid concept of native title and the term 'judge' to
generically refer to a judge who possesses a legally valid concept of native title as her operative
concept of native title. By this theoretical device I hope to render this thesis an inquiry into the
interpretiv e capacities and limits, riot of specific, individual and idiosyncra tic judges, but of the
judiciary as a whole - and, potentially , of the legal system at large.

The semantic view adopted in this thesis is consistent with a range of philosophi cal perspectiv es
- including the physicalist perspectiv e outlined in the next chapter - according to which the
meaning of a signifier or the content of a concept is not a transcende nt 'given' in the sense of
15
- existing or occurring prior to or independe ntly of some or other set of human actions. Rather,

the meaning of a signifier or content of a concept - in this case, the meaning of the written terms
of the statutory definition or the content of the concept of native title - emerges out of the acts of
interpretat ion and other actions associated with that signifier or concept performed by some or
other set of agents within a given natural and practical context. 16 The meaning of an act,
utterance or written set of terms or the content of a concept is localised to and is contingent
17
upon the semantically relevant thoughts and practices of a set of agents. And in the context of a

discussion about the conceptual and interpretiv e capacity of native title judges, the agents which
most importantl y matter as far as the meaning of the terms of the statutory definition of native

definition (whether, for example, the property of being non-physically (spiritually) related to a given
geographical area is a property described by the concept of native title). Bartlett (2004) pp.157-9, Perry and
Lloyd (2003) p.22 .. Th.is does not detract from the fact that there is, at present, a significantly shared
agreement on a range of properties c01nprehen ded by tl1e definition. 14

My use here of tl1e term 'legally valid' is informed by Hart's discussion in Hart (1961), Chapter 6.

In the sense maintained by those critiqued by Quine (1953b). See Berger and Luckman (1967) , Barnes
(1995) pp.104-12, Margolis (1999), Bruner, Goodnow and Austin (1999) on tl1e socially constructed nature
of concepts. My own position on meaning is physicalistic, functionalist and broadly post-Quine an. I
provide a more detailed discussion of th.is point in the next chapter when outlining tl1e nature of the
ontological relation of realisation.

15

16

Smith (1968).

17

A set of agents I have been terming, an interpretive or conceptual community .
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title are concer ned - that is, as far as the conten t of the concep t of native title goes - are the
concep tual commu nity of authori tative judges - native title judges at first instanc e, appeal court
judges, and High Court judges. This is because it is these judges who, under the statuto ry regime
of the Native Title Act, are given the role of determ ining whethe r or not any claiman t set
of
actions p ossesse s the propert ies referred to by the statutor y definiti on of native title. 18 To
anticip ate the discuss ion in the next chapter , native title is a higher- order phenom enon , the
individ uating conditi ons, definiti on or concep tual content s of which are determ ined by the
practic es o f an authori tative concep tual commu nity.

This practica l and social dimens ion of the concep t of native title gives it both a contingent
stability over time, as well as a capacity for change . Its stability enables us to speak of there being
a legally valid concep t of native title describ ing a given set of propert ies at or over a given point
or period of time. 19 It enables us to speak of the conten t of the concep t in a relatively determ inate
manne r. Its capacity for change - the semant ic dynami sm of the concep t of native title - admits
of the possibi lity of the concep t being modifie d by a judge or set of judges over the course of
a
hearing or set of hearing s in respons e to evidenc e and argume nt - specifically, in relation
to
concep tually differen t indigen ous actions not describ ed by any existing concep t of native title. 20
This dual nature of the judicial concep tion of native title is fundam ental to its role within the
determ ination hearing process and within this thesis.

18

Of course, judicial interpre tations of the statutory definitio n and their consequ ent concept ualisatio
ns of
native title are themselves informe d by the sem antically relevant practice s of wider commun ities
of agents
- includin g, for example, tl1e 'ordinar y languag e' or 'commo n sense' public.
19

Patton (1996) p.159-60.

20

The history of judicial practice in this area shows tlus process of concept ual change to have taken
place.
For example , the Cruef Justice of the Federal Court of Australia, Black CJ, has noted the "jurispr
udential
develop ment of the concept of native title." See Black (2002) p .1 7. Walters (1999) p. 752 notes
tl1at "[i]n a
commo n law system, reinven tion of tl1e law by judges is a continu ous process in wruch legal
lustory is
reinterp reted v.rith each new case." The dynamic nature of judicial concept s of native title enables
us to
conceiv e of a judge being persuad ed by argume nt over the course of a determi nation hearing to
change the
content of the concept of native title she holds at tl1e comme ncemen t of that hearing (her standing
concept
of native title) and adopt an alternati ve set of content as her operativ e concept of native title prior
to the
momen t of determi nation. See, for example, tl1e sruft that occurre d between tl1e 1919 Privy Council
case of
Re Soutl1ern Rhodesi a [1919] AC 211 (in wruch it was held that the concept of native title describe
s the
property of being non-nom adic) and the 1921 case of Amodu Tijani v Secretary, Souther n igeria
[1921] 2
AC 399, (in wluch it the property of being non-nom adic was no longer held to be part of the
concept of
native title). See also Patton (1996) p.157-8 and Connoll y (2005). There will be, of course,
normati ve
constrai nts upon the degree to wluch a judge might reasona bly alter her existing concept of native
title in
tl1is way. See for example, Brennan J's commen ts in Mabo at p.29 about the "skeleto n of principl
e wruch
gives the body of our law its shape and internal consiste ncy" at work in the commo n law of native
title.
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Whilst on this issue of the dynamism of the concept of native title, it is worth emphasisin g the
important point just made that an indigenous action for which a judge possesses virtually no
concept21 at the commence ment of a determinat ion hearing - that is, a significantly conceptual ly
different indigenous action as far as the judge is concerned - will not be adequately described by
any concept of native title that judge might possess at the commence ment of the hearing. Were
her concept of native title to do so, that would entail her possessing some practically adequate
part of the concept of that action. As shall become clear in Chapter 5, this is because possessing a
description of a phenomen on constitutes possessing some part of the concept of that
phenomen on. One of the consequen ces of the radical conceptual incommen surability thesis, if it
were true, would be that necessarily no legally valid concept of native title would describe a
claimant set of actions. This is because to be a legally valid concept of native title is to be
possessed by some set of native title judges but, on the incommen surabilist schema, no concept
22
possessed by any such judges can describe a claimant set of actions.

Thus, not only must a judge acquire a practically adequate 23 concept of a conceptual ly different
indigenous action in order to properly evaluate the comprehen sion of that action by her operative
concept of native title at any given point in time but she must acquire a practically adequate
concept of that action also in order to determine whether or not her existing concept of native
title might be supplemen ted or otherwise altered so as to comprehen d or describe that action in
manner which satisfies what she believes to be the operative legal norms regulating such
conceptual change. 24 That is, she not only needs to understand an indigenous action in order to
evaluate whether or not it is native title as she understand s native title, but she needs to
understand an indigenous action in order to decide whether and how to create, through her
authoritativ e judicial actions and reasoning, an altered concept of native title descriptive of that
action which might serve as a legally valid concept for other judges in the future. Througho ut the
following discussion, I will explain the need for a judge to understand an indigenous action to a
practically adequate degree with reference to the fact that such understand ing serves as a

21

Which is to say, virtually no part of the content of the concept of the action.

My rebuttal of the radical incommens urabilist view in Chapter 7 enables me to also rebut the
incommens urabilist idea that necessarily no legally valid concept of native title describes any claimant set of
actions.
22

23

See the definition of 'practically adequate' in Chapter 1.

These norms are also the product of the actions of some set of authoritativ e norm-const ituting agents. I
will have more to say on the nature of nonns below.
24
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neces sary condi tion for the prope r evalu ation of" hethe r that action is descr
ibed by a legally valid
conce pt of native title. In doing so, it is ill) inten tion not merely to
impli cate the relati onshi p
beru een such under stand ing and e"\ aluati on but also the fact that the judici
al under stand ing of a
conce ptuall y differ ent indig enous action is a necessary condi tion of
that judge being able to
consi der reform ing her opera tive conce pt of native title and establ ishing
a new legally valid
conce pt of native title (whic h she would then ackno wledg e descr ibes
the indig enous action in
quest ion) .r

Judici al c once ptua lisin g ofnadv e dtle - a brie f analy sis of cont empo
rary judic ial
prac dce
N orurit hstan ding its dynam ism over time due to chang es in judicial practi ce,
what has remai ned
const ant since the dav.rn of native title, and what we may reaso nably take
for grant ed as a const ant
as far as future ·udicial practi ce is conce rned, is that the terms of the statut
ory defin ition of native
title denot e a set of actions perfo rmed by an indig enous group and
not some other set of
pheno mena . 26 Furth er, the conce pt of native title denot es not just any
set of indig enou action s
but a set of action s ,vhos e memb ers are not only perfo rmed ·with suffic
ient regula rity but a.re
intent ionally (inclu ding conce ptual ly) and behav ioural ly const ituted27
, as w ell a
causally and
otherw1.se collectively or struct urally interr elated , in a chara cteris tic mann
er . That i , the judicial
conce ption of nativ e title - the conce pt of native title - describes a set of
indig enous action with
chara cteris tic intent ional, behavi oural, struct ural-i nterre lation al and o
ther prope rties. It is this
catego ry of phen omena w hich the nativ e title judici ary collectively under
stand s the statut ory

25

A. I dL cu below , an impor tant part of thi juaic:ial conce pt-ref ormin
g p ro ce in\°oh-e coun el for the
claima nt group p re enting e:spla natory ubmi ion about the conte nt
of a conce pt of native title which
des cribe_ conce tuall}- difier ent indige n ou action - a conce pt "'\\hich
I erm below the claima nt group 's
o er t:i-.-e conce t of naci,e title - and argum entati ,e ubmi ion that
the adopt ion of uch conce pt by the
·udge i_ com t:ible ·with author itative legal norm regulat:ino- and determ
ining the limits of ,alidit y of
j .dicial conce pt forma tion \\7.thin the nat:i\°e title here.
26

_-\.s ment:i oned in Cha er 1, that nati,e title i fundam entally a et of
action s rather than mere noninrem:ionali. e behan our i re ecte in the ne""'\\ of T oohey J in ::..Iabo
at p .1 7- who · ate tha an
indige o _ h\~sical re ence on land mu ha,e a " connection mth
or meaning in relat:ion m a ociety
econo
al or refo:rio ~ li e." That i , a mere behan oural re ence mu t be
inform ed by a
in-encio al tate~. Tb , adion1 and no merely behan our const:itute native
title. I
,-:ill e
ce ero-ee n action a d mere beha, iour in Cha er ..
_e, a_ \Te s all ~ee in C a rer ., act:io s are inrerre lared com le:se of intent
ional rares (const itured
o en co ce -s)
e term intent ional ro ert:ie ' from thi point
o oe
al ro ert:ie o,:- an ac ·on - that i to re er to the conce tual eleme n s of
the
ro os·tio al co
ention al a-es co
ri .ino- an anion . i\iore on thi in Cha ter .
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definition of native title to describe. 28 It is this category of phenomen a which properly merit the
recognition and protection associated with a positive determinat ion of native title. That this is so
may be seen more clearly if we analyse the contempor ary practice of native title judges in relation
to the terms of the statutory definition. 29

Upon analysis of current judicial interpretiv e practice 1t 1s apparent that the most important
componen t of the statutory definition as far as the judiciary is concerned is the term "rights and
interests." Native title is, for the judiciary, most fundament ally a set of indigenous rights and
interests, a set of rights and interests maintained by some indigenous group. It is a set of rights
and interests which also has the properties described by the other terms of the definition - being
legal or customary , traditional, in relation to land and waters, and the rest. The native title
judiciary in Australia has interpreted the term "rights and interests" in a manner informed by the
legal theory of the English jurist, H.L.A. Hart. 30 On this theory, rights and interests are
phenomen a which subsist within a set of social rules or norms. 31 For Hart, a social rule exists
within a group of agents to the extent that amongst some rule-suffic ient proportion of that group
certain actions are performed with some rule-suffic ient degree of regularity. For heuristic
purposes I shall call these actions primary actions. In addition, some rule-suffic ient proportion of
2
the group must, with some rule-suffic ient regularity, adopt a critical reflective attitude3 towards -

must possess a characteris tic set of beliefs and desires about - the performan ce of those primary
actions and perform certain actions - secondary actions - informed by that attitude with some

Contingently but stably inherent in the concept of native title is a distinction between those sets of
indigenous actions which merit legal recognition and those tl1at do not. What distinguishes these two
categories of action is the possession by one of intentional and inter-relational properties which serves as a
standard for recognition as native title. Sets of indigenous actions which are native title are distinguished
from those that are not by their possession of native title-characteristic properties. They possess properties
which non-native title indigenous actions do not possess.
28

As evidenced in the written decisions of the judiciary over the period since the coming into operation of
the Native Title Act in 1994 and in statutorily relevant common law decisions prior to tl1at date.

29

Most importantly, Hart (1961) pp.54-57. The most explicit appropriati on of Hart by the judiciary occurs
in the High Court of Australia case of Members of the Yorta Yorta Aboriginal Community v State of
Victoria (2002) 214 CLR 422 (hereafter, the Yorta Yorta case) at p.442-3. Hart's tl1eory is broadly
consistent with the views of contempora ry tl1eorists about conventions , norms and rules such as UllmannMargalit (1977), Raz (1984 and 1990), Tuomela (1984), Searle (1995), and Miller (2001) Chapter 4.
30

In this respect, native title is like forms of non-indigen ous property rights, title or ownership, including
freehold and leasehold rights or title. These days, the High Court of Australia prefers the term 'norm' to
'rule'. See the Y orta Y orta case at p.441.

31

Hart (1961) p.57. Hart was, in turn, heavily influenced by the philosophie s of J.L. Austin, Wittgenstei n
and Winch. See MacCormic k (1981) Chapter 1 and Lacey (2004).

32
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rule-s uffici ent regularity. 33 That is, they must maint ain a critical-reflective
set of beliefs and desires
about the perfo rman ce of the prima ry action s and this must be displayed
to some rule-s uffici ent
exten t in their behav iour. 34 Critical reflec tive beliefs and desires includ e
those which are inform ed
by norm ative conce pts such as ought , shoul d, right, wron g, good, bad and
the like.
Critical-reflective or secon dary action s includ e think ing that the perfo
rman ce of some prima ry
action by anoth er agent is right or wron g, verbally or other wise comm
endin g or encou ragin g or
physically punis hing that agent for the perfo rman ce of that action ,
verbally justifying one's
secon dary action s by refere nce to the rightn ess or wron gness of the perfo
rman ce of the prima ry
action , as well as a range of other s.
What is neces sary [for a rule to exist] is that there shoul d be a critical
reflective
attitu de to certai n patter ns of behav iour as a comm on stand ard, and
that this
shoul d display itself in critici sm (inclu ding self-criticism), dema
nds for
confo rmity, and in ackno wledg ments that such critic ism and dema
nds are
justified, all of which find their chara cteris tic expre ssion in the norm
ative
termi nolog y of 'ough t', 'must ' and 'shou ld', 'right ' and 'wron g'. These
are the
crucial featur es which distin guish social rules from mere group habits ... 35
Rights and intere sts are conce ived of by Hart and the native title judici
ary as existing only in the
conte xt of a set of social rules. 36 They const itute a sub-s pecie s of rule.
For example, a right to

33

Thus, the distin ction made by Hart (1961) p.9-10 and the Austra lian judicia
ry betwe en, on the one hand,
social habits as sets compr ising merely prima ry action s and, on the
other, rules where this additi onal
critica l-inten tional and critical-active dimen sion exists. Hart (1961) p.56.
Justic e ichols on in D aniels v
State of Weste rn Australia [2003] FCA 666 at [304] reflects the judicial appro
priatio n of Hart in stating that
the eviden ce tender ed in that case indica ted that the variou s prima ry action
s (which he rather misleadingly
terme d 'obser vable behav iours') perfor med by the claima nt group "are
more than social habits and [have]
about them the quality of being a social rule in that some at least (and indeed
a consid erable numb er) of the
first applic ants group look upon the behav iour in questi on as a genera
l standa rd to be followed by the
group as a whole ." The judge goes on to explicitly quote Hart's (1961) .
See also the comm ents of Glees on
CJ, Gumm ow and Hayne JJ in the Y orta Y orta case at p.442.
34

These secon dary action s are inform ed by intent ional states which are (broad
ly) about the prima ry actions,
which have the prima ry action s as their refere nce (part of their conte nt).
35

Hart (196 1) p.57.

36

Hart (1954) p.49. " If there is to be this right ... there must ... have been
somew here in the society a
genera l social practi ce more comp lex than any that can be descri bed in
terms of habit of obedie nce: there
must have been the accep tance of the rule" Hart (1961) p.54-5. The High
Court adopt ed a similar view in
the Yorta Yorta case at p.441 when it stated that ''Whe n it is recogn ised
that the subjec t matte r of the
inquiry is rights and intere sts (in fact rights and intere sts in relatio n to
land or waters) it is clear that the
laws or custom s in which tl1ose rights or intere sts find their origins must
be laws or custom s having a
norma tive conte nt and deriving, theref ore, from a bod:) of norms or norma
tive system .... " Later in that
case at p.442, the Court stated that " ... the funda menta l premi se from which
the decisi on in Mabo [No 2]
proce eded is that the la\vs and custom s of the indige nous people s of
this country consti tuted bodies of
norma tive rules which could give rise to, and had in fact given rise to, rights
and intere sts in relation to land
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hunt in a given geographical area exists in a group where some right-suffic ient proportion of the
group (right-holders) engage in the primary action 37 of hunting in that area with some rightsufficient degree of regularity and, at the same time, some right-suffic ient proportion of the
group (right-regarders) 38 engage with some right-suffic ient degree of regularity in criticalreflective secondary - that is, rights-cons tituting - actions in relation to instances of those primary
actions by both right-holde rs and non-right holders. 39 Such secondary, rights-cons tituting actions
may include condoning , encouragin g or (intentionally) not interfering with the performan ce of
hunting by right-holders, verbally criticising, physically interfering with or punishing after the fact
the performan ce of hunting by those who are not right-holde rs, 40 justifying these actions by
means of normative language ("I criticised him because he should not have been hunting there. It
'

was wrong. He had no right to do so.") 41 , and teaching youngsters in the group to do likewise.
These secondary actions subsist within a complex discursive relationshi p with each other and
with relevant primary actions. They are characterised by their critical-reflective intentional and
behavioura l content and by their temporal, causal and semantic relation to relevant primary
actions.

or waters. And of more immediate significance, the fundamenta l premise from which the Native Title Act
proceeds is that the rights and interests with which it deals (and to which it refers as "native title") can be
possessed under traditional laws and customs .... " (my emphasis).
Primary actions subject to normatively positive (condoning, approving) secondary actions in the manner
outlined here may be conceived of as actions performed as of right. Virtually any action may be an action
performed as of right witlun a group if the requisite set of secondary actions is in place within the group. It
is not a necessary condition of an action being performed as of right that the agent knows that the action is
being performed as of right. What renders the action performed as of right is the set of secondary actions
performed by the right-consti tuting sub-group of agents.

37

Becker (1977) pp.8-9. The class of right-regarders may include some or all of the right-holder s who may
hold such an attitude to their own actions as of right (Hart's 'self-criticism'). Hart (1961) p.56.

38

Secondary actions may themselves be performabl e as of right and, hence, take the additional role of
primary actions in the context of another rule to do with them. Thus, certain actions may have a dual status
as both primary and secondary depending on the context.

39

"In the case of legal rules ... deviations from certain types of behaviour will probably meet with hostile
reaction .. .In the case of what may be called mere group habits, like that of going weekly to the cinema,
deviations are not met with punishmen t or even reproof; but wherever there are rules requiring certain
conduct, even nonlegal rules like that requiring men to bare their heads in church, something of this sort is
·
likely to result from deviation." Hart (1961) p.10.

40

.

Members of a rule-bound community take the rule as their guide and the breach of the rule as their
"reason and justification " for criticising or punishing offenders. Hart (1961) p.10. " ... where there are such
n.tles, not only is such criticism in fact made but deviation from the standard is generally accepted as good
reason for making it. Criticism for deviation is regarded as [believed to be] legitimate or justified in this
sense, as are demands for compliance with the standard when deviation is threatened. Moreover, except by
a minority of hardened offenders, such criticism and demands are generally regarded as legitimate, or made

41
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It can be seen that on this model a right (and similarly, an interes t) is a complex of semant ically
and causally interrel ated actions distribu ted across and perform ed with some degree of regulari
ty
by some propor tion of the membe rship of a group. 42 Some of these actions - namely, the
second ary actions - have rights-c haracte ristic concep tual and intentio nal propert ies, which Hart
and the judiciary conceiv e of in terms of the possess ion of a charact eristic critical-reflectiv e
or
normat ive conten t and a tempor al-caus al and semant ic relation to relevan t primary actions . Such
actions are inform ed by normat ive concep ts and are prone to be caused by (and, therefo re,
tempor all1 follow) relevan t primary actions , as well as to be semant ically 'about' those primary
actions . Likewise, primary actions , whilst not possess ing an right-sp ecific concep tual
or
1
intentio nal content , ha, e a tempor al-caus al and semant ic relation with second ary actions in that
the1 are prone to cause (and, therefo re, tempor ally precede) certain second ary actions , as well
as
sen e as the intentio nal object of those secondary actions. 43 In order to be properl y recogni sed
as
nati, e title b) a judge, a claiman t set of actions must (as a necessa ry but not sufficie nt conditi on)
compri se a set of such comple xes. It must compri se one or more right or interest . This is what
native title is for the judiciary1 . A claiman t set of actions must possess the intentio nal, behavio ural
and structur al-inter relation al (tempo ral, causal and semant ic) propert ies inheren t in this notion
of
a right or interes t.44 It must be compri sed of a set of primary, actions perform ed as of right and
a
set of second ary actions

~

hich by virtue of their critical-reflecti -e intentio nal and behavio ural

conten t and semant ic and tempor al-caus al interrel ationsh ip with relevan t primary actions and
other secondary, actions , confer rightne ss on primary actions . And, in additio n, of course, these
actions must be perform ed by a requisit e propor tion of group membe rs with a requisit e degree
of
regular ity.45 In order for an z'ndz''Vidual indigen ous action to be recogni sed and protect ed as native
title it must be a membe r of such a set. It must be a primary or second ary action subsisti ng within

\'i.l.th good reason, both by those who make them and by those to whom they are made ...... " Hart
(1961)
p ..).).
42 --\

right may be concei, ed of as a kind of complex action compris ed of simpler primary and seconda
ry
actions . I \\l.ll ha,-e more to say on complex actions in Chapter 4.
43

I \,-ill ha,-e more to say on the semanti c dimensi on of actions in Chapter 4.

44

This is a necessary though not sufficie nt conditio n of being native title. The other properti es describe
d
by the staruror y definitio n must be possess ed and certain other conditio ns met (eg non-ext inguish
ment).
r For simplic i~'s sake I \'i.--ill from this point on include these structur al properti es of the concept
of rights
and interest s under the rubric of intentio nal properti es. The judicial identific ation of the existenc
e of such
structur al properti es (being perform ed by a requisite proport ion of group membe rs, being perform
ed with
a requisite degree of regularir:-, being perform ed in the right causal order) in a claiman t set requires
the
judge ro interpre t member s of that set or endenc e of or argume nt about that set or both.
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such a system of actions and possessing the intentional , behavioura l, structural- interrelatio nal and
other 46 properties characteris tic of such an action.

In addition to possessing the properties characteris tic of a set of rights and interests, the claimant
set of actions must also possess the properties held by the judiciary to be described by the
statutory terms 'traditional ', 'in relation to land and waters', 'recognised by the common law', and
so on. 4 7 Without going into a detailed analysis here, the effect of these terms, as consistentl y
interpreted by the judiciary, is to require further intentional and behavioura l properties to be
possessed by the claimant set of actions. For example, the term "in relation to land and waters" is
presently held to require of the claimant set of actions both an intentional and a behavioura l
relation to various physical or geographic al phenomen a. The term "traditiona l" is presently held
by the judiciary to describe a similarity requiremen t on the intentional and behavioura l properties
of the present-da y claimant set of actions and any correlative pre-coloni al actions maintained by
the claimant group's forebears prior to colonisatio n. 48 Finally, as an example, the statutory term
"recognise d by the common law of Australia" presently imposes a requireme nt that the
intentional and behavioura l content of members of the claimant set of actions not be inconsiste nt
with certain non-indige nous legal (common law) norms. 49 Their being inconsiste nt or not with

The proportiona lity and regularity requiremen ts are not interrelation al properties of the set of actions in
question. They are discrete properties of that set.

46

Only the three terms mentioned here have been taken by the judiciary to impose any additional intentional
requiremen ts to the claimant set of actions than are imposed by the term "rights and interests." The High
Court has held that there is no significant distinction between legal-custom ary and non-legal-c ustomary
rights and so the statutory requiremen t that rights and interests be possessed under indigenous laws and
customs become redundant once the existence of rights and interests has been established. The Y orta
Yorta case p.443. All that is required for rights and interests to be possessed under traditional law and
custom is that is that the rights and interests in question "owe their origin to a normative system other than
the legal system of the new sovereign power." The Yorta Yorta case at p.441. This is automatical ly met
given the judiciary's view that where there are rights, there is a system of rules. And where there is a system
of rules there is law or custom, according to the judiciary. This interpretati on of the Yorta Yorta case is
consistent with dicta by Justice Toohey in Mabo at p.187 in which it was held that if an indigenous group
maintained an ordered society, the law would presume it maintained a system of law and custom under
which activities could be practiced as of right. The other key term in the statutory definition - "connection "
- has not been conceived of by the judiciary as describing any intentional properties, only behavioural ones,
and so will not be considered here. Bartlett (2004) p.110-121 and Perry and Lloyd (2003) pp.21-24 and 764-

47

766.
48

Connolly (2005).

The claimant set of actions must not be "antithetica l to the fundamenta l tenets of the common law." The
Yorta Yorta case at p.453. Brennan in Mabo at p.61 states that "the incidents of native title . . . are matters
to be determined by the laws and customs of the Indigenous inhabitants, provided those laws and customs
are not so repugnant to natural justice, equity and good conscience that judicial sanctions under the new
regime must be withheld." An historical example of an indigenous practice which failed tl1e test for non49
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such comm on law norm s will be a produ ct of their intent ional and behav
ioura l prope rties. In
order to be adjud ged native title, the intent ional and behav ioura l prope rties
of indig enous action s
must fall into the categ ory of prope rties consi stent with these norm s.
In evalu ating wheth er or not a claim ant set of action s is native title the
judge evaluates wheth er
that set of action s posse sses the intent ional, behav ioura l and other prope
rties descr ibed by the
statut ory terms 'right s and intere sts', 'tradit ional' , 'in relati on to land and
water s', and so on (as
those terms are interp reted by the judge). Amon gst these categ ories
of prope rties, it is the
intent ional prope rties descr ibed by the conce pt of native title which are
most probl emati c as far
as this thesis is conce rned. The conte nt given to the conce pt of native
title by conte mpor ary
judges dema nds that any action const itutin g native title posse ss a chara
cteris tic set of inten tiona l
prope rties. In order for a judge to evaluate wheth er or not an indig enous
action is a native title
action - wheth er or not it posse sses intent ional prope rties which are chara
cteris tic of native title
action s - the judge must posse ss a conce pt of the inten tiona l prope rties
of that indig enous action .
This is to say that she must understand the intent ional prope rties of that
indig enous action. Such
under stand ing toget her with an under stand ing of the other catego
ries of prope rties of an
indig enous action is a neces sary eleme nt of under stand ing the indig enous
action at large. Such
under stand ing, thoug h, is precis ely what the incom mens urabi list theori
sts ment ioned in Chap ter
1 deny native title judge s can achieve.

My key aim in engag ing in the prece ding analysis has been to illustr ate
one way the judiciary has
given and migh t give stable conte nt to the conce pt of native title, holdi
ng it to descr ibe a set of
indig enous action s with a chara cteris tic set of inten tiona l and other prope
rties. I reiter ate that the
specific intent ional prope rties descr ibed by the prese nt judicial interp
retati on of the defin ition
may chang e - even drama tically so - at some point in the future in respo
nse to evide nce and
argum ent led in future native title hearin gs - partic ularly in relati on to conce
ptuall y differ ent sets
of indig enous action s - as well as to wider chang es in the non-i ndige nous
under stand ing of the
world . Howe ver, what I take as a given for the purpo ses of this thesis
is that any such chang es
will not rende r the defin ition descr iptive of some thing other than a set
of indig enous actions with
some or other set of chara cteris tic or criteria! intent ional prope rties.
Thus, the ·limits of the

indige nous recogn ition was the Indian practi ce of suttee (the ritual burnin
g alive of a widow with her dead
husba nd) which was forbid den by Englis h colonial law in 1829 on the groun
d that it was malum in se or
contra ry to public policy . See Allen (1964) p.503. Practi ces such as infant
icide and senilicide might also be
refuse d recogn ition on this basis.
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judicial understand ing of (the intentional properties of) indigenous actions remains a live issue in
the sphere of native title.

3. The Native Title Determin ation Process

50

The Pre-hear ing Process

Pursuant to the terms of the Native Title Act, an indigenous group seeking the assistance of the
native title system in protecting their relationshi p to land must lodge a written application for
51
determinat ion of native title in the prescribed form with an authorised court. The officials of

the native title system are not authorised under the rules governing them to initiate the
determinat ion process themselves . The indigenous group wanting legal recognitio n and
protection must claim native title. It is at this pre-hearin g stage of the process that the claimant
group formally identify in writing that part of their way of life - that set of actions - which they
want legally recognised and protected. It is here that the claimant set of actions are formally
identified and described for the first time to the agents of the non-indige nous legal system.

A claimant set of actions may comp~ise the ·whole or some part of a claimant group's way of life,
depending upon the intentions of the claimant group. For example, it is possible that some set of
the total set of actions performed by an indigenous group are not subject to or are not capable of
being subject to non-indige nous interferenc e and, therefore, do not need the recognition and
protection of the native title system. It is also possible that they may be better suited to
recognition and protection by some other legal mechanism s - for example, criminal or family law

I do not intend to discuss the processes which take place prior to an indigenous group lodging a claim
in, olving the making of contact "\v ith the legal representati , es, a Representat ive Body or the National
~ative Title Tribunal. Many issues to do with cro ss-cultural interpretatio n arsing in the course of the
formal determinati on process also arise in these early stages.
50

Native Title A ct ss.61 and 207A. See _1ative Title (Federal Court) Regulations 1998 for the content of
the prescribed form. Note -also that an application for a determinati on of native title may also be made by
non-indigen ous persons holding a non-native title interest in an area of land and by relevant
Commonwe alth, State and Territory Ministers (Native Title A ct s.61). Such non-claima nt applications
generally seek a determinati on that native title does not exist in the area in question. The processes
surrounding non-claima nt applications are designed to encourage indigenous groups v;ri.th an interest in the
land in question to lodge a claimant application for determinati on of native title and thus trigger the native
title determinati on process in the manner we are concerned v;ri.th here. Where a claimant application is not
lodged in response to a non-claima nt application, a negative determinati on of native title may be made.

51
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mech anism s. 52 It may also be that there are aspec ts of their way
of life that a grou p do not want
to make publi c as migh t be requi red in the cours e of a nativ e title
hearing. Finally, it may be that
the grou p cons ider that some part of their way of life is not
cond ucive to a nativ e title claim.
They may believe that that they will not be able to facilitate
a judge 's unde rstan ding of those
actio ns or will not be able to persu ade a judge to decid e that the
vario us actio ns comp risin g that
part are nativ e title, as is requi red of them .

Unde r the term s of the Nativ e Title Act, in their writt en appli catio
n for deter mina tion of nativ e
title, the claim ant grou p must prov ide, amon gst othe r thing s, a
descr iptio n of the claim ant set of
actio ns in term s of a set of right s and inter ests. 53 For each type
of actio n they want recog nised
and prote cted they must rend er it in writt en term s as a type of
right or inter est. So, if they want
their hunt ing pract ices withi n the claim area to be the subje ct
of a posit ive deter mina tion, they
must descr ibe those pract ices on the appli catio n in terms of a
right to hunt. If they want their
gene ral mov emen t over the claim area to be prote cted, it must
be descr ibed on the appli catio n in
term s of a right to mov e over the claim area, and so on. 54 Indig
enou s claim ants may descr ibe the
actio ns comp risin g the claim ant set with what ever degre e of gene
rality they believe appro priat e to
ensu ring that all those actio ns are legally recog nised and prote
cted. Give n that all of the
asser tions made in the nativ e title appli catio n - that this or that
right or inter est exists withi n the
grou p - will subse quen tly be requi red to be prov ed to the judge
throu gh evide nce, expla natio n
and argu ment shou ld the claim go to heari ng, what matte rs
as far as the claim ant grou p is
conc erned is that no indig enou s actio n for whic h recog nitio n and
prote ction is soug ht shou ld be
left un-d escri bed by the writt en appli catio n, to some degre e of
generality. 55 Writ ten· appli catio ns

52

Austr alian Law Refo rm Comm ission (1986) Parts 3 and 4.
53 Nativ e Title
Act s.62. The appli cation shoul d also inclu de a writte n gener al
descr iption of the factual
basis upon which it .is asser ted that the native title rights and intere
sts claim ed exist. As with the statut ory
defin ition of native title, the terms of s.62 are open to interp retati
on and argum ent by the claimants and tl1e
judge. Their conte nt is not fixed indep enden tly of the discursive
practi ces at work in the deter mina tion
heari ng proce ss and society at large.
54

On the prese nt interp retati on of rights and intere sts, prima ry action
s must be explicitly ment ioned with
some degre e of generality. Actio ns descr ibable as secon dary,
rights -cons titutin g action s need not be
explicitly ment ioned in the applic ation. Their existe nce will
be taken by the judge as impli cit in any
statem ent of the existe nce of a right to perfo rm (or intere st in
the perfo rman ce of) a prima ry action of
some kind. Evide nce will need to be led of secon dary action s
at hearing. Shou ld the Harti an mode l of
rights and intere sts no longe r infor m judicial pract ice in this
regar d at some point in the future, other
mode s of descr ibing the claim ant set of action s on the applic ation
may be required.
55 "[T]h e formu
lation of a claim has a decisive influe nce over the cours e of evide
nce. It sets the factual
param eters of the claim. Furth ermo re, the very system of
maki ng claims carries with it the stron g
presu mptio n that the party alleging a partic ular claim shoul d subst
antiat e .it." Llger twood (1988) p.231.
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56
comprise to a significant degree a list of rights and interests claimed. This list provides the key
indicatio n to all relevant agents - native title officials, other parties to the claim, the judge, and so

on - of the nature of the claim.

What is clear from the account of the statutory regime outlined here is that from the very outset
of the native title process the daimant group are called upon to represent to non-indi genous agents
the set of actions which they want legally recognis ed and protecte d - and to do so in terms of a
concept of native title which they believe a reasonab le and authorita tive member of the native
title judiciary either might already maintain or might reasonab ly be persuade d to adopt in the
57
course of the hearing. That is, they must do so in terms of a legally valid concept of native title.

The claimant group may engage in this represen tation by means of whateve r written terms
(indigeno us or non-indi genous) and with whateve r degree of descripti ve generality is appropri ate
for them later proving that that set is describe d by a legally valid concept of native title. Whateve r
terms they use in the applicati on form, they should employ them with the intention of enabling
the judge (or other relevant native title agent) to understa nd the meaning or referenc e of those
terms (the kinds of actions they refer to) at some stage in the course of the determin ation
process. And, of course, this is to say that they should employ them with the intention of
enabling the judge in the course of the hearing to understa nd the set of indigeno us actions
describe d by those terms.

After lodgeme nt of the applicati on with the court, the applicati on is forwarde d to the Registra r of
the National Native Title Tribunal58 who provides notice of the applicati on to the public and
59
certain distinctively concerne d persons and organisa tions. Other persons or organisa tions with a

legitimate interest in the applicati on may apply to become parties to the proceedi ngs and may

The length of that list reflects either the number of claimant actions or the generality with which they are
·
described or both.

56

The concept of native title a claimant group articulates their claim under will generally be one the group
helieve to be a legally valid concept of native title. It is not clear why a claimant group would lodge an
application on tl1e basis of a concept of native title which they did not believe was either held by or likely to
be adopted by a native title judge. That is, it is not clear why a claimant group would make a claim they had
no reason to believe would succeed - though it is possible that such a claim could be made, of course (for
symbolic political purposes, say). Whether a claimant group is actually able to persuade a judge to adopt
their operative concept of native title over tl1e course of the hearing is, of course, another matter.

57

Hereafter , termed the Registrar. Native Title Act s.63. The National Native Title Tribunal will, hereafter,
be termed the Tribunal. On the registration process generally, see Bartlett (2004) pp.17 4-87 and Perry and
Lloyd (2003) pp.607-45.
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Native Title Act s.66.
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parti cipa te in the dete rmin ation hear ing proc ess, chal leng
ing the claim of the indig enou s grou p if
appr opria te. 6 Follo wing this, the appl icati on is eval uate d
for regis trati on by the Regi strar and her
delegates. 61 This eval uatio n proc ess serves a gate -kee ping
purp ose and is desig ned to filter out of
the nativ e title syste m thos e claims whic h, in the opin
ion of the Registrar, do not stan d a
reaso nabl e chan ce of obta ining a posi tive dete rmin ation of
nativ e title. 62 In her eval uatio n of the

°

meri ts of an appl icati on the Regi strar engages in a set of
actio ns whic h to som e degr ee resem ble
thos e perf orm ed by the judg e at hear ing. 63 On the basis
of both her oper ative conc ept of nativ e
title 64 and the relatively spar se info rmat ion befo re her abou
t the prop ertie s of the claim ant set of
actio ns she evaluates whe ther or not the claim ant set of actio
ns is, prim a facie, nativ e title. 65 As it
is the aim of this thesis to inqu ire into the capa city of nativ e
title judges at hearing to unde rstan d
indig enou s actio ns, I do not inten d to expl ore the issue of
unde rstan ding at the regis tratio n phas e
of the proc ess. I will note , thou gh, that give n the broa d
similarity betw een the roles of and the
prac tical cont exts surro undi ng the Regi strar and the hear
ing judge, a signi fican t part of wha t I
have to say belo w abou t the capacity of the hear ing judg
e in this rega rd applies to that of the
Registrar.

If, on the face of the info rmat ion befo re her, it appe ars that
the appl icati on mee ts the regis trati on
crite ria and., there fore, bear s a reaso nabl e chan ce of succ ess
at hear ing, the Regi strar may regis ter
the appl icati on and enab le it to proc eed thro ugh the
rest of the dete rmin ation proc ess. 66

60

They may also make a strike out appli catio n purs uant to Nativ
e Title Act s.84 for failure to comp ly witl1
tl1e appli catio n requi reme nts.
61

Nativ e Title Act s.190A.

62

Nativ e Title Act s.190B(5)(b) and (c). Bartl ett (2004) p.1 74.
63 The key
distin ction betw een the two stages of the nativ e title proc
ess is that at the regis tratio n stage a
claim ant grou p is not requi red to prov e that their relati onsh
ip to land is nativ e title to tl1e same degree as is
requi red at hearing. The amou nt of evide nce, expla natio
n and argu ment they may offer by way of their
appli catio n form and in respo n se to any subs eque nt inqui
ries by the Regi strar is subst antially less than that
whic h they may offer at hearing.
64

A conc ept we will assum e is eithe r main taine d by or whic
h migh t reaso nably be adop ted by the native
title judiciary.
65

The criteria she reach es her decis ion on are set out in the
Nativ e Title Act ss .190B and 190C. Infor ming
these criteria is tl1e conc ept of nativ e title.
66

Such claim ant grou ps gain certa in inter im proc edur al right
s in relati on to any prop osed futur e activities
by non- indig enou s agents whic h migh t affec t tl1e claimant
set of actio ns. See the Nativ e Title Act P art 2,
Divi sion 3. Applicatio ns whic h, on the face of relev ant infor
mati on are evalu ated by the Registrar as failing
to meet the regis tratio n criteria are not registered. Claim ants
who are advis ed by the Registrar that she has
not acce pted their claim for regis tratio n may apply to the
Fede ral Cour t for review of her decision. Nativ e
Title Act s.190 D (1) and (2).
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Applicat ions that are successfully registere d generally proceed through a mediatio n process
involvin g all the parties to the applicati on with the hope of reaching an agreed determin ation of
67
native title which can then be formalise d by the Court without a full hearing into the matter.

Failing a mediated and agreed outcome by the parties, the conteste d claim proceeds to a full
hearing where the claimant s take on the onus of proving the various elements of their applicati on
- that is, proving that the claimant set of actions is native title and merits the recognit ion and
protectio n of the non-indi genous legal system. 68

The Determ ination Hearin g Process
Through out the pre-hear ing process, the claimant group claim to maintain a set of actions which
69
is native title accordin g to a legally valid concept of native title. That is, they claim to maintain a

set of actions, the intention al, behaviou ral and structura l-interrel ational propertie s of which are .
describe d by such a concept. Within the hearing process the claimant group are required to prove
- that is, cause the judge to believe - on the balance of probabili ties that they do, in fact, maintain
such a set of actions, that they hold native title. Through out the hearing, the onus lies with the
claimant group to persuade the judge that the group maintain s on the claim area a set of actions
that are describe d by a legally valid concept of native title. The claimant set of actions must not
merely be native title but must be proved by the claimant group to be native title. The claimant
group must act in a manner which facilitates the judge's knowing that the claimant set is native
title. The mere ontologi cal conditio n of being native title is not a sufficien t conditio n for the
proper recognit ion and protectio n of a claimant set of actions. That conditio n must be
supplem ented by an epistemi c conditio n for such recognit ion and protectio n - that at the
moment of determin ation the claimant set be judicially known to be native title.7°

Native Title Act s.87. Bartlett (2004) pp.191-2, 196-8. Again, this thesis is not concerne d with issues to
do with interpreta tion and conceptu al difference at tl1e mediation stage of the native title process though
they may again resemble those arising in the course of a determin ation hearing.

67

Where the claim is ordered to go to a determina tion hearing, a range of pre-trial proceedin gs may be
carried out in order to streamlin e the determina tion hearing process by way of clarifying areas of agreemen t
and dispute between tl1e parties, regulating the provision of evidence during the hearing, etc. There are
relevant resemblan ces in these processes to the determina tion hearing process but, again, discussio n of
these stages of tl1e native title process lies well beyond the limits of this thesis.

68

69

The claimant group's operative concept of native title.

If either or both of these necessary condition s fail to obtain then a claimant set of actions will not be
properly recognise d and protected by the judge. Mere judicial belief in this regard is not a sufficient

70
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Judici al knowl edge that the claima nt group mainta in a set of action s that are descri
bed by a legally
valid conce pt of native title may be analys ed in terms of three eleme nts or phases .
First, the judge
must posses s, to some practically adequ ate degree 71 , knowl edge that the claima
nt group
mainta in 72 so1ne or other set of action s on the claim area. Secondly, the judge must
posses s, to
some practically adequ ate degree, knowl edge of the intenti onal, behav ioural
and structu ralinterre lationa l proper ties of the action s mainta ined on the claim area. This is to say
that she must
posses s to some practically adequ ate degree conce pts of those indige nous action 73
s. She must
under stand those action s to some practically adequ ate degree. 74 Finally, the judge
must, to a
practically adequ ate degree , be in posses sion of knowl edge that a set of action
s with such
proper ties is descri bed by a legally valid conce pt of native title.7 5 The onus lies with
the claima nt
group to ensure that by the time the judge makes her determ inatio n of native
title, she is in
posses sion of the requis ite degree of knowl edge of each of these things . The claima
nts meet this
eviden tial onus by provid ing the judge with suitab le eviden ce, explan ation and argum
ent about
these things over the course of the hearing. 76

In order to know that the claima nt group mainta in some or other set -of action s
on the claima nt
area with the requis ite degree of regularity, the judge must be provid ed with and must
cognit ively
approp riate sound eviden ce that they do. 77 That is, the claima nt group must, at some
stage over
the course of the hearin g, evidence the action s they want recogn ised and protec ted.
They may do
this by provid ing witnes ses or docum ents which reliably testify to the fact of such
mainte nance
or by leadin g eviden ce of memb ers of the group actually perfor ming action s on
the claim area

condit ion for a positiv e determ ination . For if the ontolog ical conditi on of being native
title is not met, the
judge will make a negativ e determ ination .
71

That is, to a degree suffici ent to enable her to make a proper determ inatio n of native
title.
72 That is,
have perform ed, do perfor m and will contin ue to perfor m with a legally sufficie
nt degree of
regularity.
73

Becaus e knowin g to a practically adequa te degree the intenti onal, behavi oural
and structu ralinterre lationa l proper ties posses sed by an indigen ous action type entails posses sing
to a practically adequa te
degree the concep t of that action type.
74

Becaus e posses sing to a practically adequa te degree the concep t of tl1at action
type constit utes
unders tandin g that action type.
75

This entails the posses sion of a legally valid concep t of native title togethe r with
knowle dge that such
concep t is a legally valid concep t of native title.
76

By which I mean eviden ce, argmn ent and explan ation capable of facilitating the judge's
knowin g of the
relevan t facts mentio ned above.
77

This proces s of cogniti ve approp riation involve s not merely unders tandin g the eviden
ce but assigni ng it
some probat ive value with referen ce to the claim at large.
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(from which, together with other relevant evidence , the judge might infer to the maintena nce of
those actions), or by some combina tion of these. 78 Given that much of the evidence that a set of
actions is maintain ed will at the same time constitut e evidence of the propertie s of that set of
actions, evidence led in pursuit of this phase of judicial knowled ge is largely coincide nt with
evidence led in pursuanc e of the second phase of judicial knowled ge mention ed above.

As far as that second phase is concerne d, in order to know the intention al, behaviou ral and
structura l-interrel ational propertie s of those indigeno us actions which are evidence d by a claimant
group with a view to evaluatin g their descripti on by a legally valid concept of native title - that is,
in order to understa nd those actions to a practical ly adequate degree - the judge must possess to
79
some practically adequate degree concepts of those propertie s constitut ing the action. A judge

cannot possess a true belief that an evidence d indigeno us action possesse s the property x without
possessi ng some practical ly adequate concept of property x. As we shall see in Chapter 4, this
stands as a conceptu al truth about the possessi on of beliefs. Hov;, for example , could one know
that an apple possesse s the propertie s of being red, spherical and edible without possessi ng
concepts of those propertie s? How could one possess the concept of (that is, understa nd) 'apple'
without possessi ng some set of the concepts of its propertie s? Possessi on of concepts of the
propertie s of indigeno us actions is a necessary conditio n of knowled ge of the propertie s of those
80
actions. It is a necessar y - though not sufficien t - conditio n of understa nding those actions.

U nderstan ding an indigeno us action requires an understa nding of some set of the propertie s of
that action.

78

In addition to group members actually performi ng an indigenou s action on the claim area,

represent ations (audio or visual) of actions actually being performe d on the claim area might be tendered. I
s of) an
";jll use the terms performa tive and represent ational real evidence of (the behaviou ral propertie
indigenou s action, respectively, to describe these forms of evidence . .1-\ny such evidence w-ill notnially need
to be suppleme nted by oral or written testimony about the maintena nce of actions on the claim area
(including that the action is performe d by the group with the legally requisite degree of regularity) as well as
about the authentic ity of such evidence and other legally relevant matters. Ligertwo od (1988) pp.2 8-81 and
Heydon ((2000) p.4 .
She must understan d those propertie s. A..dditionally, of course, she must also know that those actions
po sess the properties in question. Possessin g a concept or set of concepts to a practically adequate degree
involves possessin g sufficient of the content of a concept or sufficient concepts in the set a would enable
the realisation of some purpose or state of affairs - in this case as would enable the identifica tion of the
actions in question.

79

e will see in Chapter 5 that in addition to the mere pos ession of a set of concepts of the propertie s of
an action, further k1101Pledge that those concepts are compone nts of the concept of the action in question is
required in order to possess a concept of or understan d that action.
0
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Wher e the judge does not adequ ately posse ss to a practically adequ ate degre
e a set of conce pts of
the prope rties of an indig enous action at the comm encem ent of the heari
ng - that is, where an
indig enous action is, to some degree, conce ptuall y differ ent as far as
the judge is conce rned,
where the judge does not under stand the action to a practically adequ
ate degre e - she must
acqui re a practically adequ ate set of such conce pts over the cours e of the
hearin g. The native title
judge come s to under stand a conce ptually differ ent indig enous action
by a proce ss of conce pt
acquisition. She acqui res the releva nt conce pts by being provi ded over
the cours e of the hearin g
with suffic ient sound evide nce (and expla nator y subm ission s) about the
conte nt of the conce pts
of the prope rties of the indig enous action - which is to say, about
the prope rties of the
indig enous action , about the action - as woul d rectify the defici ency. 81
The onus lies with the
claim ant group to provi de this evide nce and expla nation so as to enabl
e the judge to acqui re the
releva nt conce pts and under stand the indig enous action in quest ion to
the degre e neces sary for
her to prope rly perfo rm her ultim ate determ inativ e functi on.

Relev ant evide nce here predo minan tly takes the form of oral or writte
n testim ony about the
conte nts of the prope rty conce pts in quest ion - about the intent ional, behav
ioura l and struct uralinterr elatio nal prope rties of action s of the type in quest ion. Simply put,
this is to say that it takes
the form of testim ony abou t the natur e (prop erties ) of the indige nous
action s under claim. This
migh t be suppl emen ted by perfo rmati ve or repre senta tional real evide nce
of that action , 82 as well
as real evide nce of other phen omen a impli cated in the conce pts of the
prope rties of that action.
Of cours e, in order to take episte mic advan tage of that evide nce and those
subm ission s the judge
must successfully interpret or other wise cogni tively appro priate those sourc
es of inform ation. 83 In

81

Recall my comm ent in Chapt er 1 that the focus of my discus sion will be
on eviden ce and not explan atory
submi ssions about indige nous actions. Note also that where conce ptual
differe nce does not obtain in
relatio n to a indige nous action as far as the judge is conce rned - that is,
where the judge does posses s to a
practically adequ ate degree conce pts of the prope rties of the indige nous
action , where she under stands the
indige nous action to a practically adequ ate degree - then no eviden ce or
explan atory submi ssions need be
led in this regard. Note that a judge may posses s some but not all of
the eleme nts of the conce pt of a
prope rty of a indige nous action prior to the hearin g - in which case
a partia l degree of conce ptual
differe nce obtain s and she must over the course of the hearing acquire whate
ver additi onal eleme nts of that
conce pt provid e her with a suffic ient posse ssion to enable her to under
stand an eviden ced indige nous
action . I will have more to say about this in Chapt er 5.
82

Or, more correctly, of its behav ioural prope rties. Real eviden ce of
intent ional prope rties is not a
possibility, as we shall see in Chapt er 5. Intent ional prope rties are inferr
ed from behav ioural prope rties
which may be eviden ced by real evidence. I will have more to say about
such things in Chapt er 5.
83 Real eviden ce
of enviro nment al or bodily pheno mena implic ated in the conce pt of a
indige nous action
may, depen ding upon tl1e purpo se for which it is being tender ed,
requir e only observ ation and not
interp retatio n for it to be adequ ately cognitively appro priate d by the
judge. Such eviden ce is always
supple menta ry to testim onial eviden ce and perfor mativ e eviden ce which
serve as the domin ant source s of
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Chapter 6 I will explore the nature of such interpret ation and cognitive appropri ation in detail
and in Chapter 7 I will explore the limits of the judicial capacity to do so.

Finally, knowing the intention al, behaviou ral and other propertie s of the actions actually
maintain ed by the indigeno us group on the claimant area, the judge must go on to evaluate
whether or not those actions are describe d by a legally valid concept of native title. In order to
know that a set of indigeno us actions are so describe d - in order to properly make a positiv e
determin ation of native title - the judge must possess as her own operativ e concept a legally valid
concept of native title which actually describes that set of actions. This is to say that she must
84
possess as her own operative concept the claimant group's operativ e concept of native title.

Where the judge does not at tl1.e commen cement of the hearing already possess such a concept of
native title, she comes to possess such a concept by virtue of being provided with, interpret ing
and acceptin g both oral or written explanat ory submissi ons from claimant counsel about the
content of that concept, as well as oral or written argumen tative submissi ons about its legal
validity (with reference to authorita tive legal norms regulatin g and determin ing the validity of
86
judicial concept formatio n within the native title sphere 85) , over the course of the hearing. As
mention ed earlier in this chapter, in order to be able to properly engage with such explanat ory
and argumen tative submissi ons and decide whether or not to alter her existing concept of native
title so as to compreh end conceptu ally different indigeno us actions (within the constrain ts of the
norms of legal validity), the judge must possess practically adequate concepts of those actions.
She acquires such concepts by the means just discussed .

informati on about the concept of an indigenou s action. Thus, the primary means by which a judge comes
to acquire a concept of and understan d an indigenou s action is by interpreti ng testimoni al evidence about
that concept (and, to a lesser degree performa tive or represent ational evidence of the behaviou ral
compone nt of that action). I will have more to say about this in Chapter 5.
Which, because we are assuming the claimant group to be rational, we are assuming describes the
claimant set of actions.

84

·That is, authoritat ive legal norms about what kinds of concepts of native title might or might not be
legally valid
85

In addition to submissio ns about the content of the claimants ' operative concept of native title, the
claimants will also lead argument ative submissio ns that the judge should adopt that concept as her own.
The judge needs notice of the group's operative concept of native title prior to evidence being led in order
to be able to make better sense of the nature of the evidence and the purpose of it being led. Neate (2003)
p.10 states, "[o]nce the meaning of the words [of the statutory definition] is establishe d, or at least accepted
by common usage among lawyers, must the informati on to be put in evidence to support an applicatio n
under that legislation be selected by reference only to the criteria set out in the statute, irrespecti ve of
whether that informati on reflects the situation as understo od by the relevant Indigeno us communi ty or

86
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The iden tity and amo unt of evid ence and the natu re and
amo unt of expl anat ion and argu men t
offe red by the claim ants thro ugho ut the hear ing proc ess
will refle ct their eval uatio n of wha t is
requ ired to enab le the judg e to adeq uate ly unde rstan d (kno
w the prop ertie s of) the claim ant set of
actio ns 87 , be satisfied of its main tena nce on the claim
area and prop erly dete rmin e its
com preh ensi on by or subs ump tion unde r a legally valid conc
ept of nativ e title. In orde r to mee t
their evid entia l burd en in this regard, they need only prov
ide enou gh evid ence and subm issio ns to
enab le the judg e to do thes e things. If they do not mee t this
burd en their claim will fail. Likewise,
the judg e does n't need to cognitively appr opri ate all of
the evid ence and argu men t provided to
her but mere ly enou gh of that evid ence and argu men t as
will enab le her to prop erly perf orm her
tripa rtite cogn itive task.

Tho ugh the onus is on the claim ant grou p to prov ide
wha teve r evid ence , expl anat ion and
argu men t is nece ssary to enab le the judg e to unde rstan d
the claim ant set of actio ns, the judg e is
not an entirely pass ive agen t in all of this. Notw ithst andi ng
the actio ns of the claim ant grou p and
othe r parti es in prov iding evid ence and subm issio ns, in orde
r to be able to effec tively unde rstan d
the judge mus t hers elf act - to som e degr ee, at least - so as
to com e to the know ledg e requ ired of
her, so as to acqu ire true -beliefs abou t the conc epts of
evid ence d indig enou s actio n and their
prop ertie s. The parti es in their prov ision of evid ence
and subm issio ns brin g the judg e into
epist emic cont act with evid entia ry toke ns of the indig
enou s actio ns or othe r epistemically
info rmat ive phen ome na (the utter ance s and artef acts
whic h cons titut e oral and writ ten
testi mon ial evid ence and subm issio ns, for exam ple) . How
ever , the judg e hers elf need s to be
active in behaving effec tively (given her role) in relat ion
to and in cogn itively mak ing sens e of
relev ant phen ome na prov ided by the parties. She need s
to effec tively obse rve and cogn itively
gras p the natu re and significance of dem onst ratio ns
of claim ant beha viou r, view ings of
geog raph ic locales, and obje cts tend ered as real evid ence .
She need s to act so as to best inter pret
the mea ning of claim ant behaviou r, the testi mony of witn
esse s, info rmat ive docu men ts and the
subm issio ns of counsel. Her capa city to do so will be a
func tion of the natu re of the epist emic

whet her othe r infor mati on is available whic h woul d give
a more comp lete and accur ate pictu re of the links
of a grou p and their tradi tiona l land but, in a strictly legal
sense , is irrele vant to the inqui ry?"
87 Inclu ding what
is requi red to enab le the judge to acqu ire a pract ically adeq
uate set of the conc epts of
relev ant prop ertie s of tl1e claim ant set of actio ns.
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conditions which obtain over the course of the determinat ion hearing, including the legal norms
regulating her actions in relation to evidence. 88

At this point, let me briefly outline the normal order of events within the determinat ion hearing
process. 89 First, the claimants, through their counsel, present their opening submission s in which
90
they summarise and explain both the matters in controvers y between the parties and the

evidence and argument which will be put forward by them over the course of the hearing in
relation to the existence of native title. It is at this point that they will flag with the judge the
91
concept of native title they wish her to adopt as her operative concept. They then lead their

evidence in support of their claim that they maintain a set of actions which is native title and, if
92
called upon, may explain the nature and role of that evidence within the claimant case. This

phase of proceeding s may involve the claimants leading evidence about the concepts of
I'

conceptual ly different indigenous actions with the aim of enabling the judge to understand those
actions . The other parties to the claim ma3 cross-exam ine claimant witnesses and otherwise
explore, test and challenge any of the evidence of the claimants. Following this, the other parties
commence the presentatio n of their case challenging some or other aspect of the claimant case.
They may give opening submission s also, outlining the nature of their opposition to the claim and
the evidence to be led by them. 93 They too may then lead evidence in support of their case which

For example, operative legal norms authorise her to ask questions of testifying witnesses or to claimant
counsel about the evidence, closely examine documents and other artefactual and natural evidence, move
around an geographic vie"\\ri.ng area, as well as to request that further e,r:idence be prmr:ided by the parties.
All in order to facilitate her understandi ng of relevant matters and, ultimately, of the claimant set of actions.
The judge's interpretive and other actions in relation to evidence about the concepts of indigenous actions
are regulated by her beliefs and desires about the legal nonnati,re framework which gm,erns the native title
determinati on process. Tius matrix of rules has the effect of regulating the amount of evidence and
information the judge makes available to herself regarding the concept of the claimant set of actions as well
as her willingness to take evidence and information into account in her reasoning and other actions. It,
tl1us, regulates the capacity of the judge to understand the claimant set and evaluate its compatibili ty \'iTJ.th
her operative concept of native title. I will have more to say about this in Chapters 7 and 8.

88

9

~ee Heydon (2000) Chapter 9 and Cairns (1996) pp.568-85.

°For example, whether the claimant group maintain any actions on the claim area or whether an)

9

such

actions are described by a legally valid concept of native title.
Additionall ), such argument will have been flagged in various trial documents and pre-hearing
proceedings including the registration proceedings . Llgertwood (1988) p.149.

91

Including how it is related to other e,r:idence led by the claimants and what its relevance is to the issues at
stake in the hearing.

92

the possibility after the close of the applicants evidence of the other parties arguing that the
applicant has not proved its case to the required standard - that is, the claimants have not provided
sufficient evidence capable of establishing the material facts upon which the claim is based to warrant an

93

- ote
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may be tested and challe nged by the claima nt counse l in cross- exarru natlon . Finally
, the other
parties and then the claima nt group may make closin g submi ssions summ arising
and explai ning
the cases presen ted, identif ying the weakn esses in the oppos ing cases and makin
g whate ver
argum ents have to be made to establi sh their respec tive positio ns, includ ing argum
ents about the
conce pt of native title the judge should adopt and the probat ive value or weigh t
to be given to
the eviden ce led.

After all of this, the judge retires to consid er the eviden ce, explan ation and argum
ent presen ted
by the parties and to reach a decisi on as to wheth er and to what extent the
claim has been
proved . 94 If the judge choos es to make a determ ination , that determ inatio n takes
the form of a
forma l writte n order confir ming or denyin g the existen ce of native title in the
claim area. 95 If
positiv e, such order will includ e a descri ption of the nature and extent of the native
title rights
and interes ts which exist there, the identit y of the person s holdin g those rights and
interes ts and
the relatio nship betwe en those rights and interes ts and any non-in digeno us rights
and interes ts in
the area. 96 The core conten t of such an order will be advise d to the parties at a later
procee ding
conve ned specifically for that purpo se and, therea fter, becom es part of the public
record . The
effect of such a determ inatio n at non-in digeno us law is to give the rights identif
ied in the
determ inatio n - the rights compr ising the claima nt group 's native title - the status of
rights at nonindige nous law. 97 It is to render them rights which the non-in digeno us legal system
may enforc e
and protec t to the extent prescr ibed in the determ inatio n order. 98

answer being made (a n o case submis sion) - or of the o ther parties not leading any
eviden ce, in which latter
case the applica nt gives its closing submis sions before the respon dent does.
94

Given the comple xity of native title cases, the judge will generally not provid e an
immed iate judgme nt.
There is no jury in a native title determ ination hearing. Questi ons of fact and law
are decide d solely by the
presidi ng judge.
95

If the judge is not satisfied that the eviden ce and argum ent provid ed by the parties are
sufficie nt for her

to decide one way or tl1e other whetl1er native title exists in the clain1 area, the
judge may refrain from
making a determ ination at all, in which case the legal status quo continu es in relation
to . the indigen ous
group' s way of life witl1in the claim area. Wester n Australia v Ward (2000) 99 FCR
at [219]. See also Perry
and Lloyd (2003) p.771. A non-de termin ation is prefera ble to a negative determ
ination for a clain1ant
group .
96

Native Title Act s.225.

97

Thoug h not necessarily to tl1e same degree as other land rights within tl1e non-in digeno
us legal system.
98 Issues to do
with the interpr etation of indigen ous action by non-in digeno us judges and other
officials
also arise in these post-d etermi nation proces ses. Again, it is beyond the scope of this
tl1esis to explore these
in any detail. Suffice to say that is sues arising there resemb le those arising at the
determ ination hearing
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4. Conclusi on: Determin ing Native Title
To conclude this chapter, let me illuminate the preceding discussion with a description of a
simple scenario involving a claimant group who hunt in a certain area and who are concerned to
99
protect that practice by way of a native title determinat ion from future interferenc e. In order to

keep the discussion manageabl e, I will assume that their practice of hunting is performed as of
native title right according to the concept of native title presently adopted by the judiciary and
outlined above, and that this right to hunt constitutes the entirety of the claimant set of actions.
That is, the claimant set of actions comprises the primary action of hunting and a series of rightconstitutin g secondary actions - approving of hunting in the claim area by right-holdi ng members
of the group, criticising non-right holders for hunting there, and so on. My aim at this point is
merely to broadl1 illustrate how the native title determinat ion process operates, not to explore in
any detail issues of conceptual difference and the judicial understand ing of indigenous actions.
These will be dealt with in later chapters.

The group first lodge an application with an authorised court which - amongst other things claims in writing a native title right to hunt in the area in question. Assuming that the Registrar is
satisfied on the informatio n before her that the group do maintain a native title right to hunt, and
assuming that a pre-hearin g agreement between the parties has not been achieved, the claim goes
to a determinat ion hearing before a judge. In order to succeed at hearing, the group must
establish to the satisfaction of the judge that they perform the practice of hunting as of native
title right - that is, they must prove that they perform with some legall1 sufficient degree of
regularity the primary action of hunting within the context of a set of rights-cons tituting
secondary actions and that those actions are traditional, are in relation to land and waters, are
compatible with common law norms, and so on. They do so by leading evidence and making
submission s about those primary and secondary actions.

At hearing, one of the group's first tasks is to flag in their opening submission s the concept of
na·tive title they want the judge to adopt as her own operative concept. Such concept will describe

stage. Legally recognised indigenous actions ha, e to be understood to some degree by those nonindigenous agents charged " rith their protection if that protection is to be effective.
I will ha, e cause later in the thesis to consider an example of a conceptually different indigenous action
but for now will consider an action which is not conceptuall y different as far as a non-indigen ous judge is
concerned.

99
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at some level of gener ality the intent ional, behav ioura l and other releva nt
prope rties posse ssed by
the claim ant set of action s; it will descr ibe to some level of generality
the group 's right to hunt.
Given that I have const ructe d this exam ple so that the claim ant set of action
s is descr ibed by the
judiciary's prese nt conce pt of native title, this will merely invol ve identi
fying and recom mend ing
to the judge that she rely upon her existi ng conce pt of native title in determ
ining the claim. The
group reiter ates this recom mend ation in their closin g subm ission s. Were
the judge 's stand ing
conce pt of native title not to descr ibe the claim ant set of action s, 100 the
claim ant group would
engag e in a proce ss of expla nation and argum ent at variou s point s over
the cours e of the hearin g,
urgin g the judge to adop t as her own (legally valid) conce pt their own opera
tive conce pt of native
title - one which does descr ibe the claim ant set of actions. 101

After openi ng subm ission s have been made by the partie s, the claim ant
group comm ences the
leadin g of evide nce to establ ish that that the claim ant set of action s
is perfo rmed with legally
suffic ient regularity by memb ers of the group on the claim area and is descr
ibed by a legally valid
conce pt of native title. As ment ioned above , this requir es of them
that they lead suffic ient
evide nce and make suffic ient subm ission s as would enabl e the judge
to know to a practi cally
adequ ate degre e the prope rties of each of the indig enous action s prima ry and secon dary const itutin g the claim ant set. In order to know this, the judge needs
to posse ss to a practi cally
adequ ate degre e a conce pt of each of those prope rties - a conce pt of the
prope rties of the action
of hunti ng, of the action of appro ving of hunti ng in the claim area by
right- holdi ng me1nbers of
the group , of the action of criticising non-r ight holde rs for hunti ng there,
and so on. She needs to
under stand each of these action s to a practically adequ ate degree. Were
the judge to lack a
conce pt of some or all of the prope rties of indig enous action s, it would
be incum bent upon the
claim ant group to lead whate ver real or testim onial evide nce and make
whate ver expla nator y
subm is sions about the prope rties of those action s and the conte nt of their
conce pts as would be
suffic ient to enabl e the judge to acqui re those conce pts.

And so, were the judge not to posse ss a conce pt of any of the prope
rties of hunti ng - that is,
were she not to p osses s a conce pt of hunti ng - releva nt evide nce in this
regard migh t comp rise
the enact ment for the judge 's benefit of hunti ng on the claim ant area the court being reloca ted

°For example, were hunting to constitute one of th·e kinds of action not recognised by the common law

10

of Austra lia on the judge' s standi ng conce pt of native title.
101

Pursu ing our examp le, they would argue that the phrase "recog nised by
the comm on law of Austra lia"
not be interp reted to preclu de huntin g.
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to the claimant area for this purpose. Whilst there, the judge might be called upon to observe the
behaviou ral propertie s of the action, the nature of the landscap e or the existence and behaviou r
of the wildlife being hunted. The group might instead or in addition lead photogra phic or video
evidence which represen ts group member s hunting in the claim area or engaging in rightsconstitut ing secondar y actions in relation to that hunting. On such a basis the judge might come
to know the behaviou ral propertie s of the indigeno us action of hunting and perhaps, by
interpret ive inferenc e from that knowled ge,

come to know its intention al propertie s.

Alternatively, the claimant group might lead oral testimon ial evidence from member s of the
group or non-indi genous anthropo logical experts explainin g the intention al, behaviou ral or other
propertie s of the action of hunting with referenc e to concepts the judge already possesse s running, chasing, throwing , killing, animal, etc. In order to facilitate the knowled ge sought,
interpret ation b3 the judge of the utterance s constitut ing such testimony would be required.

At an3 stage througho ut the evidentiary process, the group (through its counsel) might be called
upon to e},_rplain the nature of a given token of evidence , the role it plays within the claim, its
relations hip to other evidence, its relevanc e to the question of whether the claimant set is native
title, and so on. This too would require interpret ation of its meaning by the judge. In all cases, the
purpose of tenderin g and admittin g such evidence and making such submissi ons is to provide the
judge with sufficien t informat ion about or knowled ge of (the concepts of) the intention al,
behaviou ral and other relevant propertie s of the claimant set of actions or of phenom ena
explanatoril3 related to those propertie s, as would allow her to understa nd and properl3 evaluate
the extent to which that set of actions is describe d by her operativ e concept of native title. In
coming to know the propertie s of indigeno us actions - this is an action termed 'hunting ' with
propertie s a, b and c; this is an action termed 'sanction ing non-righ t holders for hunting in the
claim area' with propertie s j, k and l; this is an action termed 'educatin g children about the right
to hunt' with propertie s x, 3 and z;, and so on - the judge is involved in a process of
understa nding those actions. That process involves the judge cognitivel3 appropri ating real
evidence and interpret ing testimon ial evidence of and submissi ons about (the concepts of) those
actions, about their intention al, behaviou ral and other relevant propertie s. It involves the judge
coming to know the meaning and conceptu al significance of that evidence and those
submissi ons.

In addition to proving the propertie s of the actions comprisi ng the claimant set (by pron.din g
evidence, explanat ion and argumen t sufficien t to enable the judge to adequatel3 know the
propertie s of the member s of that set), the claimant group must also prove that the set is
perform ed with legall , sufficien t regularity . They do so b1 means of a sufficiently probati -e set
e ,idence and submissi ons to this effect. Followin g this, thev must go on to argue that the

1
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identif ied and mainta ined set is descri bed by a legally valid conce pt of native title.
If succes sful in
this and if certain other matter s are favour ably addres sed, 102 then they may obtain
a determ inatio n
of native title from the judge. This gives them a legally enforc eable right to
hunt at nonindige nous law. As a result, any actual or threat ened unauth orised interfe rence with
that right with the set of prima ry and second ary action s consti tuting the right - by non-in digeno
us agents
may be deterr ed, injunc ted, penali sed or compe nsated for at non-in digeno us
law by a postdeterm inatio n set of legal proces ses. To the extent that the native title right is
respec ted and
enforc ed by non-in digeno us agents, the huntin g (and second ary right-c onstitu ting)
practic es of
the indige nous group will have receiv ed some degree of legal protec tion from
non-in digeno us
interfe rence.

The judge' s key aim in a determ inatio n hearin g is to proper ly evalua te wheth er the
claima nt set of
action s is descri bed by a legally valid conce pt of native title. In order to ascerta in
this, she needs
to unders tand the claima nt set of action s to a practically adequ ate degree . In order
to do this she
needs to be provid ed with eviden ce of and submi ssions about (the concep ts of) the
memb ers of
that set; about the intenti onal, behav ioural and other releva nt proper ties of the memb
ers of that
set. Furthe r, she needs to interp ret or otherw ise cognitively approp riate this eviden
ce and these
submi ssions to some practically adequ ate degree . The rest of this thesis is devote
d to explor ing
her capacity to do so and, thus, to under stand indige nous action s under condit ions
of conce ptual
differe nce. 103

102

Exting uishme nt of native title is not proven , for examp le.

103

Given the similarities betwee n interpr eting eviden ce and interpr eting submis sions,
I do not intend
engagi ng in a discret e analysis of the interpr etation of claima nt submis sions . My
focus will primar ily be on
the judicial interpr etation of evidence about indigen ous actions . I will make discret
e referen ce to tl1e judicial
interpr etation of claima nt submis sions o nly where necessary. Furthe r, I will make
referen ce to the judge's
non-in terpret ive cogniti ve approp riation of real eviden ce of phenom ena implica
ted in the concep t of an
indigen ous action only to the extent that it casts light on the judicial understanding
of indigen ous actions
and the interpr etation of testimo nial eviden ce and perform ative or represe ntation
al real eviden ce about
those actions .
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Chapter 3 - Physicalism: the philosophical
frame-work
The shared project of the majority of those who have worked on the mind-body
problem over the past few decades has been to find a way of accommod ating
the mental within a principled physicalist scheme, while at the same time
preserving it as something distinctive - that is, without losing what we value, or
find special, in our nature as creatures with minds.1

1. Introduc tion
Having set out the legal framework in which this inquiry into the capacity of a judge to
understand indigenous action is to be carried out, let me now turn to the philosophi cal
framework within which it will be conducted , physicalism. The aim of this chapter is to outline
and defend a physicalist metaphysical and methodolo gical framework within which the inquiry
ma3 proceed. The overall aim of this thesis is to inquire into the nature and limits of the judicial
understand ing of indigenous action and the interpretat ion of evidence of such action. I maintain
that both indigenous action and the process of its understand ing are real and, ultimately, natural
phenomen a. As such, the3 are best theorised about within what I would argue is the metaphysical
and methodolo gical context m ost appropriat e to making sense of the natural world - that of
ph3sicalism.

In the discussion v- hich follows, I present an overview of physicalism and make some brief
comments about the scope, as well as epistemic and modal status of its theses. I argue that
physicalism has both an ontological and an epistemolo gical dimension and elaborate upon those
2
dimension s as the3 appl3 to the realisationi st m odel of ph3sicalism I support. .A.long the way, I

1

Kim (1998) p.2.

Physicalism as a philosophic al doctrine may be traced back to the ancient atomistic theories of Leuccipus,
D emocritus and Lucretius. Kirk and Raven (1966) Chapter 17, Barnes (1987) pp.244-51, and Lucretius
(1951). It has taken many forms over the inten ening centuries and e, en today admits of a number of
ersions. Much of the dispute between contempora ry forms of physicalism concerns the nature of the
requisite relation which real higher-orde r phenomena must bear to the physical base and which legitimate
higher order theories must bear to the true theory of that base, physics. These days, we might conceive of
the , arious forms of ph sicalism as lying on a spectrum between two extremes, supen enience physicalism
2
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engage with certain influen tial objecti ons which have been mounte d in relation to physicalism.
My objectiv e in this regard is to argue, where approp riate, that the model of physicalism
advoca ted in this chapter and operati ve throug hout this thesis is not incapac itated by such
objecti ons. 3 My discuss ion of physicalism in this chapter is oriente d toward s providi ng a basis for
the detailed inquiry in later chapter s into the various compo nent phenom ena compri sing the
judicial unders tanding of indigen ous action and the interpr etation of evidenc e of that action
namely, the very phenom ena of action, mind, underst anding and interpre tation. 4 It is oriente d, on
the one hand, toward s providi ng a sound base for assertin g the natural ontolog ical status of such
phenom ena and, on the other hand, toward s providi ng a ground for assertin g the theoret ical
legitim acy of an accoun t of these phenom ena such as that offered here, as well as the illegitimacy
of certain metaph ysically dualist rival accoun ts, includi ng those underlying many popula r version
s
of the radical concep tual incomm ensurab ility thesis .5 From time to time in this chapter ,
I
explicitly direct the discuss ion so as to both intersec t with and prepare the reader for the later
discuss ion of these issues. I conclud e the chapter with a series of comme nts assertin g the
theoret ical advanta ges to be had by adoptin g a physicalist approa ch to the issues involve d in this
thesis.

2. Physic alism

Physicalism is a philoso phical approa ch which is concer ned with both the nature of reality and our
knowledge of that reality. 6 "Physicalism provide s a vision, a way of seeing and unders tanding reality
and a way of pursuin g knowle dge." 7 As such, physicalism has both an ontolog ical and
an
epistem ologica l dimens ion. It provide s an accoun t of what it is which renders some putativ
e

and type identity physicalism. I adopt a realisation version of physicalism, which in the discussi
on below
and its associat ed Append ix 1, I distinguish from other contem porary versions .
3

Some of these criticisms come from within the ranks of physicalism (fo r example, either from clas
sically
reductio nist or from non-red uctivist physicalists) and some come from anti-physicalist quarters .

4

Crane and Mellor (1990) p.185 argue that making better sense of mental or intentio nal phenom ena
(such
as compris e the judicial understanding of indigen ous action) is physicalism's chief concern .
5

Including the version maintai ned by the Derride an incomm ensurab ilists Patton, P ether and Motha
which
is mention ed in Chapter 1.
6

Philoso phical correlates o f physicalism have been referred to by a range of terms includin g material
ism,
naturali sm and micro-physicalism. The differen ces between these schools of thought need not concern
us
here. See Pettit (1992) and (1993a) p .213.
7

Poland (1994) p.348.
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thing8 real and an account of what it is which renders a theory of things or a claim about how
things are a legitimat e part of our overall body of knowled ge about the world. Physicalism
"provide s a basis for assessing the reality of entities and the acceptab ility of theories and other
claims to knowledge about nature." 9 In doing so, physicalism giv es antic priority to the physical
10
realm and epistemi c priority to our best theory of the physical realm, physics.

The ontologi cal dimensio n of phy sicalism is concerne d with the question s of what there is in the
world and how those things are ontologically related to each other. It is concerne d with
identifyi ng those categorie s of things which actually exist and, at the same time, with articulati ng a
set of standard s by which to judge the ontologi cal status or reality of putative phenome na. Put
very, simply, ph3sicalism holds that everyrthing in the

v;

orld - ev erything which may properly be

11
said to exist, to be real - is, in a sense, physical. As Jeffre3 Poland puts it, for physicalists

12
" e eryrthing is a manifest ation of the ph3sical aspects of existence ." There is nothing w hich

exists in the w orld that is not physical in this requisite sense. There are no ghosts, immater ial
minds or meaning s, or supernat ural substanc es or propertie s, as many religious, philosop hical and
common sense accounts of the world (includin g certain radical conceptu al incomme nsurabil ist
accounts of things) ha -e maintain ed o -er the years. The challeng e fo r physicalism, of course, is to
elaborate this sense in which ev erything -hich exists is physical, for it is clear that in addition to
matter and energy there are stones, trees, judges and indigeno us actions .

The epi temological dimensio n of physicalism is parasitic upon the ontologi cal. It is concerne d
with the epistemi c status of and the logical relations 13 between the various claims and theories
on offer about the

orld -

v; hether

they be the claims and theories of common -sense discours e

or tho e of institutio nal philosop hy and science ..A.gain, physicali sm seeks to articulate cogent

.A..n object (or entity) propert} (and therefo re, state and event) or relation, as well as regularities or laws
concernin g these. I will also use the terms 'ph enomeno n' and 'phenome na' to refer to these things as a
cla_s. Certain of the quotation s used in thi chapter make m ore sp ecific reference to ob jects, entities,
propertie s and the like. In creneral, they- should be taken as referring more broadly to 'phenome na' on m y
definition .
9

Poland (1994) p .246.

10

1Ielny-k (1994) p.L.:>. ''Phy ical cience has a certain ontological authority ." Crane (1994) p.480.

11

1bis en e m.11 be elaborate d more fully below, as m.11 the meaning of the term 'physical' .

L

Poland (1994) p.1.

Both tho e relation that do obtain bern-een our theorie and those that, ideally, ought to obtain. Poland
(1994) p.11 .

13

-
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standar ds by which to evaluat e the epistem ic legitimacyl 4 of putativ e claims and theorie s about
things - both folk and expert - so as to. ensure that we are able to distingu ish the true from the
false 15 and to generat e discrete claims, theorie s and disciplines of knowle dge - as well as an overall
system of knowle dge - which will best meet our theoret ical and practica l ends. 16 Conseq uent
upon the ontolog ical view that everyth ing is, in a sense, physical, physica lism maintai ns the
epistem ologica l view that all knowle dge of the world - all true theory - is in some way related
to
and ground ed in our best theory of the physica l - namely, physics. 17 At the same time, physicalism
seeks to provide epistem ically legitim ate higher order theorie s - the natural and 'special ' science
s
- with a degree of autono my from physics consist ent with commo nly held intuitio ns and values
in this regard. 18

As far as its intende d scope or applicability is concern ed, physica lism aspires to be a doctrin
e
about the natural world ~ about what exists within that world (both actually and possibly) - as well
as about our knowle dge of and theorie s about that world. 19 By 'the natural world' is 1neant that
realm of phenom ena in which we human s live and with which we interact ; that set of objects
,
propert ies, states, events and relation s which is "spatially and tempor ally related to us ... with
which we can interac t and . by which we can be influen ced, and ... of which we and the things
around us are made." 20 This gives physica lism a wide brief. "There are, it appears , no domain
s

14

By 'legitimate' here, I mean a claim or theory that is, in some sense, about real phenom ena; a claim
or
theory whose truth value is affected by the way things really are; a claim or theory that is, in this
general
sense, a candida te (at least) for member ship of a system of knowled ge about the world.
15

By whateve r realist theory of truth we care to subscrib e to.

16

Poland (1994) p.2. This is relevant to my overall aims because this thesis purport s to be - and relies
upon
a range of discourses (about action, intentionality, underst anding and interpre tation) which purport
to be a physicalistically legitimate contribu tion to our system of knowledge. A physicalist thesis about the
nature
and limits of the judicial underst anding of indigen ous action must meet physicalist epistemic standard
s.
17

This 'way' will be also be elaborat ed upon below. "[A] complet e account of what our world is
like, its
nature ... can in principl e be told in terms of a relatively small set of favoured particulars, properti
es, and
relations, the 'physical' ones.Ja ckson (1998) p.6
18

The term 'special sciences' is used to refer to a class of sciences whose subject matter i_s in some
way
related to human actions, worldviews and ways of life. It includes psychology, anthrop ology, sociolog
y and
the other social sciences, for example. See Fodor (1974) and Melnyk (2003) p.32 on this.
19

Poland (1994) p.226. For this reason the term is often conside red synonym ous \vith the
term
philosop hical naturalism (though there are importa nt differences between .the two). See Papinea
u (1993)
pp.1-5, Pettit (1992) and Guttenp lan (1994a) p.449.
20

Poland (1994) p.228. Melnyk (2003) p.10 argues that physicalism concern s only actual tokens
- past,
present and future - that are conting ent or play some sort of causal role in the world, possibly
just as
effects. Crane and Mellor (1990) p.185 conceiv e of physicalism as concern ed with the empirical world.
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that are exempt from physicalist demands. In addition to physical, chemical, and biological
phenomen a, physicalist theses concern the psychological, the social, the moral, the aesthetic and
the commonse nse world of our everyday experience ." 21 Everything in these realms is, in a sense
yet to be elaborated , physical. 22

Some critics of physicalism have argued that certa.1n phenomen a which intuitively demand
acknowled gement as real aspects of the world - for example, consciousn ess or the subjective
quality of certain of our mental states - are of such a nature that they cannot be accounted for
within the physicalist scheme of things .23 They assert that this failure points to the inherent
incomplete ness of physicalism and its invalidity as a global ontologica l and epistemolo gical
doctrine. Though a number of responses to this charge have been made by physicalists , as yet,
the matter is largely unsettled.24 I do not intend to engage in a detailed defence of ph) sicalism in
relation to this charge but would make the point that the mere fact that physicalism has ) et to
account for each and every phenomen on we might wish to accord ontologica l status to does not
in itself compel us to conclude that ph) sicalism is false or otherwise implausibl e - no more than
the fact that physics or the higher-ord er natural sciences have yet to account for certain physical
and higher-ord er natural phenomen a renders them false or otherwise implausibl e as a descriptive
account of how things are in the natural realm. All I can do here is acknowled ge that the problem
of consciousn ess stands as an ongoing challenge to physicalism and the success of its aim of
ultimate! making sense of and providing an ontologica l place in the world for the range of

-1

Poland (1994) p.227.

at this circumscrip tion of ph sicalism's scope does rule out, however, is ph} sicalism's application to
any abstract non-worldly realms which might be successfully argued to exist - such as the realms of
mathematic al entities - as well as to any legitimate theories about such realms. I will not engage in further
discussion of the place of mathematic al entities and the like within the physicalist scheme of things as
much of the debate about this issue is orthogonal to my- purposes here. Crane and 1 1:ellor (1990) p.18.5, as
-ell as P oland (1994) p.230, m ake the point that there is no need for a physicalist to be caught up in
philosophic al argument concerning the nature of abstract entities and the cogency of realism and
nominalism in this regard. 1onetheless, it is an issue which any complete account and defence of
physicalism -ould need to address . See Hellman and Thompson (1975) on this.

2-

Nagel (1986), T\1cGinn (1991), Searle (1992 and 1999), and Chalmers (1996) . Frank Jackson's 'Mary' argument Oackson (1986)) is also often relied upon in this regard. The upshot of these various arguments is
that certain mental properties are " essentially subjecti\e, something that a purely- physical world must lack,
because knowledge of these properties is supposed to essentiall, in olve subjective experience in a way that
knowledge of the physical does not. [These arguments] seek to rebut the ph sicalist view that every-thing in
the world is objective and, thus, the potential subject matter of a natural science." Crane (1994) p.4 79. See
Block (1994a) for a categorisation of the various views here. See also Block and Stalnaker (1999) for a
u eful discussion of this issue.

23

-

Smart (19.59), Horgan (1984), Le\'i,is (1990 and 1994), Block (1994b), Tye (1995), D retske (1995), and
1
Ielny-k (1994 and 2001).

4
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phen om ena we experi ence, includ ing the subjec tive sense we have of "what it is
like to be the
person s we are." 25 The fact that physicalism hasn't succes sfully overco me this challen
ge as yet
does not mean that it will not at some point in the future.

A s far as the epistem ic status of physic alism is conce rned, notwit hstand ing
its norma tlve
dimen sions in provid ing a standa rd of ontolo gical and theore tical status, physicalism
is not an a
priori doctrin e. The theses of physicalism are (like all legitim ate theses ) higher -order
empirical, a
poster iori hypoth eses "subje ct to confir mation or refuta tion by argum ents based
on empiri cal
eviden ce and metho dologi cal princip les of empiri cal assess ment." 26 We don't know
physicalism
to be true indepe ndentl y of our empiri cal engage1nent with the world. It may be true
or it may be
false, depen ding on how our empiri cal inquir ies into the world turn out. If it turns
out on the
basis of our empiri cal inquir ies into the world that there are things in the world
that contra dict
the ontolo gical theses of physicalism, we may have to accept that physicalism is
false to some
degree. As John Post states, "if pheno mena turn up that resist a physicalist accou
nt even after
years of trying, the physicalist's own princip les should be rejecte d or revise d." 27
Physicalism purpo rts to be a theory which truly descri bes certain aspect s of the
world and our
knowl edge conce rning it. As such, physicalism must itself satisfy the deman ds
which it makes
upon all legitim ate clai1ns to knowl edge. Physicalism must be self-applicable. Howe
ver, a numb er
o f critics of physicalis1n have mainta ined that it is not self-applicable. 28 They have
argued that a
nun1b er o f tl1e pheno mena ·w hich the theses of physicalism purpo rt to refer to - for
examp le, the
ontolo gical relatio n realisa tion which is asserte d by physicalists to groun d the ontolo
gical status of
things - canno t itself be shown to be realised by physical pheno mena as physic
alism requires.
Likewise, the theses of physicalism canno t be shown to be epistemically related
to the theses of
p hysics in the m anner de1nan ded by physicalism o f a legitim ate theory of things
. Thus, it is

25

Post (1987) p.20.

26

Poland (1994) p .232. Poland addres ses the tension benvee n the idea of physicalism
as a partly normative
enterpr ise and as an empirical enterpr ise in Chapte r 5 of his book (see pp .332-3)
. He argues that this
tension is not sufficient to underm ine the a posteri ori status of physicalism but must
be noted and taken
into accoun t by physicalists. I ,vill avoid a detaile d discussion of this issue here. Melnyk
(1994) and (2003)
Chapte rs 5 and 6 is more sangui ne about the case for the a posteri ori nature of ph3 sicalism
.

r Post (1991 ) p. 95.
2

Poland (1994) pp.312-23. Putnam (1983) Chapte r 12.
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29
argued, ph sicalism is not a legitimate theory of things by its own standard s. Ph3sicalist theorists
ha e variousl3 responde d to this critique and in the process have exhibited differing degrees of

optimism about the prospect s for meeting it. 30 Andrew Melnyk, for example, argues - quite
cogentl , I think - that present! - there is a bod3 of persuasive, ph3 sicalistically acceptab le
evidence and argumen t for the truth of physicalism. 31 Poland, on the other hand, maintain s that
there still exist importan t unresoh ed issues concerni ng the type of evidence and argumen t that
, ould be pertinen t to proving or dispro ring ph3sicalism. However, he goes on to say that even if
there is no unproble matic ph3 sicalistic justification for physicalism at present there is no good
32
reason to suppose that it v;,ill not be adequately justified at some point in the future. I am
sympath etic to the argumen ts mounted by Melnyk and Poland in this regard and, again,

v;,ill

not

pursue a detailed defence against the charge of a failure of self-applicability here. There is no
denying, though, that the various dimensio ns of this objection also remain an ongoing challenge
for ph3 sicalism.

In relation to its modal status, if true, physicalism comprise s a set of logically continge nt rather
than logically necessary truths .33 Physicalists maintain that the theses comprisi ng the doctrine of
ph sicalism are true in the actual

v;

orld and in rele\ antl3 similar possible

v;

orlds but logicalb need

not be. 34 Ph3sicalism could be false - for example, if it turns out as a result of empirical
in, estigatio n that the actual

v;

orld contains entitles that are neither physical nor physicall3

realised. At this stage, though, there is no good reason to think that physicalism is false.
Through out this thesis, then, I

v;,ill

be taking the proposit ions of physicalism (as

v;

ell as certain of

those of its cognate theories of intention al function alism and conceptu al defi.nitionalism) as
possibility-defining proposit ions establishing the limits of theoretic al possibility; within the
ph3 sicalist-functionalist and defi.nitionalist schema. I will be testing the theoretic al possibility, of a

A ,ariation of this criticism queries the basis upon "hich physics may be non-circularly held to be a
leITTtimate theory of thing when it is used by physicalists to serve as the very standard of theoretical
le~timacy-. Poland (1994) pp.20-1 and pp.314-1 articulates this criticism and mounts a persuasiv e defence
against it
29

30

1Ielnyk (1994) p._.J and Poland (1994) pp.312-23.

31

1vielnyk (199

p. 6.JS- and (~00.J) Chapter 6.

Poland (1994) p.~.J2-44. 1Ielnyk (2003) p .4 and Chapters 5 and 6 is less concerne d than Poland about the
difficulties facino- such an inquiry. He surveys the empirical endence for and against physicalism and
concludes that the former outweio-hs the latter.

3

-

33

Poland (1994) p.~66.

34

See Le"\Vis (19 .J) p. 362. Post (198 / p.187 also make this point.
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range of propos1t1ons, most impor tantly includ ing those compn s1ng the radica
l conce ptual
incom mensu rabilit y thesis, with refere nce to the terms of that schem a. Embe dding
m y inquiry
'
into the judicial unders tandin g of indige nous action within a clearly articul
ated physicalist
frame work enable s me to engage directly and effectively with the modal dimen sions
of the radical
conce ptual incom mensu rabilit y thesis - specifically its claim that a global incom
mensu rabilit y
necessarify exists betwe en the conce ptual schem es of all native title judges and all indige
nous agents
- and, as a result, more clearly and persuasively identif y the modal limits
of concep tual
incom mensu rabilit y in this sphere . This is one of the key reason s why I spend the
time I do in
this chapte r elabor ating and justifying the terms of the physic alist progra m.
In order to outlin e and defend physic alism adequately, it is incum bent upon the
physicalist to
articul ate the nature of both the physical base and its maste r theory , physics, upon
which reality
and knowl edge is groun ded, as well as the nature of the relatio nship which all
real things and
which all legitim ate theori es of things must mainta in in relatio n to the physical base
and physics,
respec tively. The physicalist must provid e a cogen t accou nt of the ontolo
gical and the
episte molog ical dimen sions of the doctri ne. I turn to that now.

A Phys icalis t Onto logy
"The physicalist's basic convic tion is that all pheno mena occur in nature in virtue
of what goes
on in the physical domai n." 35 This physical domai n - or physical base, as I shall
also term it - is
compr ised of a set of ontolo gically fundam ental pheno mena which provid e the
basis for the
existen ce, instan tiation or occurr ence of more compl ex, higher order pheno mena. 36
Every thing
that exists is either " compo sed in some way - compo sed witho ut remain der"
out of physic al
pheno mena or is itself uncom posed and physical. 37 In this sense, physical pheno mena
consti tute

35

Poland (1994) p.207. Poland (1994) asserts at p.41 that just what this physical domain
consist s in is "the
central proble m to be solved for proper develo pment of physica list doctrin e."
Some theoris ts (such as
Pettit (1993a and 1993b) and Melnyk (1994)) prefer to speak of the ontological ground
of things in terms
of the microp hysical and microp hysics rather than the physical and physics. Nothin
g import ant hinges on
this in relation to my purpos es here. Hence , I will continu e to use the terms 'physic
al' and 'physics' in the
discuss ion to follow .
36

When generally discuss ing phenom ena (objects, proper ties, relations etc.) as a categor
y, I will from this
point on use the single term 'existen ce' as includi ng the terms 'instan ti•a tion' and
· 'occurr ence'. Where
disting uishing betwee n the various categories of phenom ena I will use the terms
'existen ce', 'instan tiation '
and 'occurr ence' in relation to the relevan t categor y of pheno mena (objects / states,
proper ties/ relations,
and events / regularities, respectively).
37

Pettit (1993b) p.215.
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everything. 38 Physicalism thus posits a unified ontology which is grounded in a distinctive way in
the physical. This ontology, because of its privileging of the physical base, may be conceived of as
generating an ontologica l hierarchy of lower- and higher-ord er phenomen a, characteris ed as such
by virtue of their ontologica l 'altitude' or proximity to the physical base.

Pettit argues that physicalism "is a concrete but fairly cautious version of an abstract and plausible
claim ... that the various kinds of things in the world are composed of smaller and simpler items;
that this compositio n establishes a hierarchy of different levels of thing; and that there is some
less-than highest level of compositio n [the physical level] such that if we fix how things are
39
governed from there down then we will have fixed how things at every level are governed."

Jaegwon

Kim agrees, arguing that physicalism is an expression of what he considers to be the

dominant philosophi cal and scientific paradigm for thinking about ontologica l matters. This
paradigm conceives of the world as "a hierarchically organised system stratified into levels or
orders of entities and their properties, from the bottom level of the most basic bits of matter to

°

4
higher levels consisting of increasingly complex structures composed of material particles." For

physicalist advocates of this paradigm,

[t]he bottom le, el is thought to consist of elemental"} particles, or whatever our
best ph sics is going to tell us are the basic bits of matter out of ·which all
material things are composed. As we go up the ladder, we successively
encounter atoms, molecules, cells, larger living organisms, and so on ... entities
belonging to a gi -en level, except those at the very bottom, have an exhaustive
decomposi tion, without remainder, into entities belonging to the lower levels.
Entities at the bottom level have no physically significant proper parts. 41

3

Ibid.

Pettit (1993b) p.221. He goes on, "The compo sing items are said to be the kinds of thing that
microphy sics posits and the le, el at which we go to microphysic s - the subatomic level - is said to be one
such that if we fix ho - things are governed from there down, then we w-ill have fixed how everything is
governe d ."

39

Kim (1998) p.16 and Kim (2003) p.565. It is worth noting that some physicalists - including Le"'-is,
Armstrong and 11Ieln, k - deny that ph sicalism is committed to this layered ontology if, by this, we mean
"the idea that reality constitutes a neat and tiqy hierarchy of levels in which each le el is the bailiwick of a
particular branch of science." lvieln., k (2003) p.30 (my emphasis) I agree that the relationship between
layers may be more complex and indetermina te than the simple picture outlined here suggests. However,
whether or not the idea of a strictly la ered reality is entirely correct is a matter that need not concern us
here.
40

41

Kim (1998) p.15.
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Thus, some of the funda menta l physical entities which make up the world
may comb ine to form
those highe r-level entitie s we term chem ical entities. 42 Likewise, the (relati
vely) lower -level entities
of chem istry may comb ine to form the even highe r-leve l entities of biolo
gy (cells), and some of
this set of entitie s may comb ine to form the even highe r-leve l entitie
s of physiology and
psych ology , includ ing those entities we term huma n beings, their brains
and bodie s and their
intent ional states and action s. And so on, up into the social and other
super -struc tural realm s of
the world. The entitie s withi n each of these ontol ogica l levels posse
ss certai n chara cteris tic
prope rties, engag e in certai n activities or fulfil certai n funct ions which are,
in a way, distin ct from
the prope rties, activities or funct ions of entities at other levels, includ ing
the base physical level. 43
I<im states that,

It is part of this layere d pictu re that at each level there are prope rties,
activities,
and funct ions that make their first appea rance , or "eme rge", at that
level (we
may call them the chara cteris tic prope rties of that level). Thus, amon
g the
chara cteris tic prope rties of the molec ular level are electrical condu
ctivit y,
inflam mabil ity, density, visco sity, and the like; activities and funct
ions like
metab olism and repro ducti on are amon g the chara cteris tic prope rties
of the
cellular and highe r biolog ical levels; and consc iousn ess and other
menta l
prope rties make their appea rance at the level of highe r organ isms. 44
Desp ite their distin ctnes s in this sense, howe ver, the prope rties, activi
ties and funct ions which
arise at each level remai n ontolo gicall y relate d to the prope rties,
activities and funct ions
chara cteris tic of other lower and highe r ontol ogica l levels and, ultimately,
to those of the physical
base. The physicalist ontol ogy, thus, remai ns funda menta lly monis tic.
And so, for exam ple, the chara cteris tic molec ular level prope rty of condu
ctivity may be conce ived
of as being in some way relate d to a chara cteris tic prope rty or set of prope
rties of those lower level entities of which molec ules are comp rised - name ly, atoms and
atomi c particles. The
prope rty of condu ctivit y may be conce ived of as a highe r-ord er prope rty
relate d in some way to
the (relatively) lower -orde r prope rty of atorni c struct ure. 45 A molec ule
may be said to posse ss

42

These are the subjec t matte r of that discipline of empir ical inquir y we term
chemistry.
43 In genera
l, these prope rties will not be menti oned in the vocab ulary of the sciences
of these other levels.
44 Kim (1998)
p.15-16. It is unfor tunate that Kim uses the term 'emerg e' here, given
his critiqu e of the
existe nce of so-called 'emer gent' prope rties later on in his discussion. In
this quote, then, the term should
be under stood in a loose, non-te chnica l sense.
45

Kim (1998) p.81 disting uishes the terms 'order ' and 'level' and uses the
terms higher - and lower- order to
refer to the ontolo gical altitud e of prope, ties posses sed by entities which
partic ipate in the micro -macr o
relatio n with each other and the terms higher and lower- level to refer to
the ontolo gical altitud e of those
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both conductivi ty and, by virtue of it being composed of atomic particles with characteris tic
structural properties, a certain atomic structure. It may be conceived of as simultaneo usly
possessing both higher- and lower-orde r properties. 46 Likewise, the property possessed by a judge
of believing that a claimant set of actions is native title may be conceived of as a higher-ord er
intentional property which is ontologica lly related to the lower-orde r physiological property, also
possessed by the judge, of having certain brain neurones firing. A judge may be conceived of as
simultaneo usly possessing a belief and having certain brain neurones firing.

47

In light of this, the physicalist may concede that although phenomen a at the higher orders are
ontologica lly grounded in phenomen a at lower orders, including the physical order - that
although fundament ally there is no more to all the higher-ord er phenomen a of the world than the
phenomen a comprising their physical base - such phenomen a may be conceived of as having a
certain existence of their own. They are at once ontologica lly related to lower-orde r and
(ultimately) physical phenomen a and at the same time - in a way, at least - distinct from them. Of
course, they are not so distinct as not to be related to the physical base in the manner required by
physicalism. There are no ontologica lly independe nt non-physic al phenomen a - no ghosts or
immaterial minds - as some non-physic alist dualists and radical conceptual incommen surabilists
would have it. 48

entztzes. I will follow his lead in this regard. When speaking of the ontological altitude of phenomena
generally (which includes both entities and properties) I will, for brevity's sake, use the term 'order'.
46

I will explore the causal consequenc es of this dual nature below.

Note that the higher-orde r/ lower-order relation between properties (as well as states and events) does
not track the micro / macro relation between levels of entities and systems (of entities). It is a given entity at
a given macro level which simultaneou sly has lower- and higher-orde r properties. For example, we can
imagine a pill (the one entity at the one macro level) having both the higher-orde r property of dormativity
anq the lower-order chemical property which actually causes sleep. As K.im (1998) p.82 says, "both
[h.igher]-order properties and their Uower]-order realisers are properties of the same entities and systems . ..
a [h.igher]-order property and its Uower-order] realisers are at the same level in the micro-macr o hierarchy;
they are properties of the very same objects ... for something to have a [h.igher]-order property is for it to have
one or another of [that higher-orde r property's] realisers ... Consequent ly, when we talk of [h.igher]-order
properties and their realisers, there is no movement downward, or upward, in the hierarchy of entities and
their properties ordered by the micro-macr o relation. The series created by the [h.igher]-order/ realiser
relation does not track the ordered series of micro-macr o levels; it stays entirely within a single level in the
micro-macr o hierarchy."

47

Such theorists maintain that "there are things in the empirical world ... that are not in any way composed
out of microphysical entities." Pettit (1993b) p.216.

48
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Higher-o rder phenom ena are real, but in a manner which is subordin ate to the reality of the basic
physical stuff which ontologic ally grounds them. 49 The physical has ontic priority. One key
manifest ation of this subordin ate ontological status is that higher-o rder phenom ena do not have
a distinct causal role from that of the physical phenom ena they are ontologic ally related to. In fact,
only the physical base is, properly speaking , causally efficacious in the world. so Hence, higherorder phenom ena - on this account, at least - do not meet the standard of ontologi cal status
famously formulat ed by Samuel Alexand er that a phenom enon is real only if it has a distinct
causal power. 51 Accordi ng to the approac h adopted here, it is only base-level physical phenom ena
which have causal power. The ontologi cal autonomy of higher-o rder phenom ena within the
physicalist scheme of things is, therefore , a metaphysically attenuate d one. If higher order
phenom ena exist, they exist

l!J

virtue of their relation to the basic physical stuff and its propertie s.

This is what it is for the physical to have ontic priority in the scheme of things and for the world
to be fundame ntally physical. If higher-o rder phenom ena existed in the same way that physical
phenom ena exist, then the physical would not be ontically prior or privileged.

Combina tions of the basic physical stuff of the world may become the subject of human
percepti on and conceptu alisation - whether in the course of our everyday engagem ent with the
world or of scientific practice. These combina tional entities and their propertie s may be perceive d
and conceptu alised by human beings as entities and propertie s of a given kind or type. 52 Tokens
of these types - and, indeed, the types themselv es - may be given ontologi cal status by us within
some cognitive and practical context. They may be accepted as comprisi ng p art of the furniture
of the world. For example , in our everyday engagem ent with the world we perceive, ·conceive of
and give ontologi cal status to a range of higher-level entities such as trees, rocks, rivers and
clouds. Likewise, in the course of their cognitive and practical engagem ent with the world,

49

From this point on, reference to the reality or existence of physically realised higher-or der phenome na
should be understo od as connotin g this subordina te or attenuate d sense of existence or reality.

50

This becomes an importan t issue in our discussio n of mental causation in_Chapter 4 _a nd Appendix 2.

51

Kim (1998) p.119 and Sabates (2002) p.666. This standard was articulate d by Samuel Alexande r in
Alexande r (1920) p.8 and has been subseque ntly appropria ted by a number of other philosoph ers as a
standard of ontologic al status.
52

They can be brought under some or other clas s or category described by a concept.
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scientists may perceive things which lead them (directly or indirectl y) to conceive of and give
53
ontologi cal status to higher-level entities such as molecule s, cells and living organism s.

Differen t cognitive and practical contexts may generate different inventor ies of entities and
propertie s, different conceptu al vocabularies - vocabula ries we may as physicalist philosop hers
classify as lower- or higher-o rder dependin g on the position of the relevant phenom ena within
the ontologi cal hierarchy. In our everyday (folk) engagem ent with the world we come to conceive
of and speak of the phenom ena of the world at a higher order than the way chemists , for
example, conceive and speak of the world. In all our various higher-o rder engagem ents with the
world we use 'non-phy sics' terminol ogy - chemical, biological, intention al and so on - to group
54
and categoris e large-scale arrangem ents of what are fundame ntally physical phenome na. David

Papineau captures this aspect of human conceptu alising practice when he states,

The world recognis ed by physicalism is at bottom a world constitut ed by
physical facts, by particles and fields in motion through space. At this basic level
all facts can be described by strictly physical terminol ogy, like "mass", "energy" ,
and "position ". Howeve r, physicalism, as I have characte rised it, allows that we
often use non-physical terminol ogy, like "sulphur ic acid", "thunder storm",
"elephan t", and "thinkin g of the future", to group and categoris e large-scale
arrangem ents of physical facts. Moreove r, physicalism allows that such special
terminol ogy isn't just a shorthan d for complex physical propertie s: for in those
cases where type identity fails, special categories cannot even in principle be
specified in physical terms. Neverthe less, physicalists will say, such special
terminol ogy is still just a way of describin g complex es of physical stuff, and does
not require us to recognis e any non-phy sical substanc e. 55
Thus, for each ontologi cal level of entities and its character istic propertie s a theory or science
may develop (perhaps more than one) which is responsi ble for identifyi ng and inquiring into the
nature of phenom ena at that level. 56 The natural science we term physics has arisen and is
concerne d with the nature of the most fundame ntal entities which constitut e the world, as well as

And, of course, physicists may do likewise ,vith regard to the fundamen tal phenome na of the world. We
can see physics itself as a conceptua lisation of the basic phenome na of the world - in which case, it serves
as the primary conceptua lisation I intend to frame my thinking about indigenou s action and judicial
understan ding within. Why physics? Because it meets all the criteria I and many others expect of a true or,
at least, theoretica lly adequate account of the basic phenome na of the world. It is the best account we have
of those phenome na.

53

54

Papineau (1993) p.13.

Papineau (1993) p.13. Note the consisten cy of this account ·w ith the account outlined in the previous
chapter in relation to judicial conceptio ns of native title.

55

56

Kim (2003) p.566.
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their characteristic properties. The higher order natural science of chemistry is concerned with
the nature of those complexes of the basic physical phenomena which we term chemical
phenomena. It is concerned with the properties of atoms and molecules and the like. And so on,
through the natural sciences of biology and human physiology into the so-called special sciences
of human psychology, sociology, legal theory and the like. 57 By virtue of the ontological relation
which exists between the phenomena studied by them, these sciences are epistemically related in
a manner which is also of great interest to the physicalist inquirer.

In a broad sense, physicalism is concerned to explore the relations which exist between
phenomena at all the various levels and orders of the ontological hierarchy. The physicalist is
concerned to answer questions such as, "how are biological ("vital") properties related to
physiochemical

properties?

How

are

consciousness

and

intentionality

related

to

biological/ physical properties? How are social phenomena, phenomena characteristic of social
groups, related to phenomena involving individual members?" 58 Most importantly, though, the
physicalist is concerned with understanding the nature of the specific ontological relation which
exists between all higher-order phenomena and the basic pl!Jsical phenomena. For it is this
relation which serves as the touchstone of ontological status within the physicalist scheme of
things.

As mentioned earlier, a range of views have been offered by physicalists as to the nature of this
criterial ontological relationship. 59 The form of physicalism informing this thesis, however,
n1aintains that that relationship is one of realisation. All aspects of reality are either components of
the physical base or higher-order phenomena related by way of realisation to the components of
the physical base. 60 Everything which exists is either real in the strong sense of being a
component of the physical base or real in the weaker sense of standing in an ontological relation

57

Within the physicalist schema, any fundamental distinction between the so-called natural sciences and the
special, sciences is suspect. A range of folk or common sense theories of the world (so-called honorary
sciences) may also find a place in this schema.

58

I<im (1998) p.16. I<im points out that are range of responses are available in regard to these questions classical reductionist, realisationist, emergentist and the like. Further, one may give a single answer applying
to all levels or orders or argue that the answer differs between levels or orders. For example, properties of
entities at certain levels might be reducible to those of a lower level whilst properties of entities at other
levels might not be. Alternatively, certain properties of an entity at a given level may be reducible to
properties at a lower lev el but other properties of that entity may not be. I<im (1998) p.16-17.
59

I analyse the most influential of these views in Appendix 1.

60

P oland (1994) p.47.
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of realisation to what is real in the strong sense. 61 Putative phenomena which are not such
components or are not so related do not exist. The world is ontological!J closed in this sense. The
ontology of the physical is exhaustive of all that exists in the sense that there are no phenomena
that are neither basic physical phenomena nor phenomena appropriately related to - that is,
realised by - basic physical phenomena. 62

Physicalism is opposed, therefore, to metaphysical dualisms (or pluralisms) which deny that all
there is in the world is physical or physically grounded in this sense and which posit entities or
properties which are fundamentally distinct or emergent from physical entities or properties. 63
For a physicalism of the kind I subscribe to, there are no phenomena which are not entirely
grounded in and, hence, entirely explicable in terms of physical phenomena. There are no
fundamentally non-physical phenomena: neither those which may instantiate in the world
independently of any physical phenomena nor those which may instantiate in the world only in
conjunction with the instantiation of some or other or some specific set of physical phenomena.
That is, there are neither independent nor dependent fundamentally non-physical phenomena,
nor emergent phenomena. Thus, physicalism is incompatible with the viability of the
metaphysical doctrines of substance dualism, property dualism and emergentism - doctrines upon
which, I maintained in Chapter 1, certain popular versions of the radical conceptual
incommensurability thesis are based. 64

With this general picture of physicalist ontology in place, two important issues remain in need of
a detailed discussion. The first issue concerns the identity of the physical base. The second

Melnyk (2003) p.11. Poland (1994) uses the ideas of being a member of the physical domain to describe
this strong sense and being grounded in the physical domain to describe this weak sense.

61

Papineau (1993) pp.16-17, Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.15, and Post (1987) pp.205-6. The
ontological closedness of the world entails the causal closedness of the world. K.im (1993) pp.250-4. The
only phenomena which properly have a causal role in the world are physical phenomena. "[R]eal causation
takes place at the physical level." Charles and Lennon (1992) p.4. "If you pick any physical event and trace
· out its causal ancestry or posterity, that will never take you outside the physical domain. That is, no causal
chain will ever cross the boundary between the physical and the non-physical ... If you reject this principle
you are ipso facto rejecting the in-principle completabilit:y of physics - that is, the possibility of a complete
and comprehensive physical theory of all physical phenomena. for you would be saying that any complete
explanatory theory of the physical domain must invoke non-physical causal agents ... no serious physicalist
could accept such a prospect." Kim 1998 p.40.
62

63

Papineau (1993) p.27, Poland (1994) pp.271-2, and Kim (1998 p.120 and 1999).

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.4-5. I provide a brief description of these doctrines in Appendix
1 and I have more to say on their relationship to certain popular versions of radical incommensurabilism in
Chapter 7.

64
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concerns the precise nature of the relationship to the physical base which putative higher-order
pheno1nena must bear in order to exist, realisation. Whilst acknowledging that the position I hold
has a significant way to go in immunising itself from critique, I present in Appendix 1 an
argument for identifying the physical base in terms of those phenomena which are mentioned as
such in present day physics - that is, those phenomena which are "expressed by some positive
predicate (e.g. "is an electron", "has charge") used in the formulation of the theories of' presentday academic physics. 65 It is this set of phenomena which are basic with respect to all other
phenomena. 66 On this view of things, real phenomena are those phenomena posited by presentday physics, as well as those which are appropriately related to those phenomena posited by
present-day physics. This, of course, leads us to the question of what the nature of that
'appropriate relationship' is.

Realisation5 1
The physicalist thesis that everything that exists is, in a sense, physical is well captured in terms of
the thesis that everything that exists is either a basic physical phenomenon or a phenomenon
which is directly or indirectly realised by some set of physical phenomena. In order for a putative
higher-order phenomenon to exist it must meet this description. 68 An existing b.igher-order
phenomenon maintains a relation of realisation either directly with the physical base or indirectly
with the physical base by virtue of being realised by some set of lower-order physically-based
phenomena - that is, some set of lower-order phenomena which is itself directly or indirectly69
realised by the physical base. The concept of realisation captures the physicalist view that all
existent higher-level entities are entirely constituted by lower-level and, ultimately, physical
entities and that all existent higher-order properties are the properties of such higher-level entities
and arise out of and are instantiated solely in virtue of the instantiation of the properties of

65

Melnyk (2003) p.18.

66

Poland (1994) p.187.

67

The origins of the notion of realisation may be traced to Putnam's (1960) discussion of the multiple
realisation of computations in physical machines. K.im (2003) p.576. The concept .of realisation, though
used by many philosophers, is notoriously under-specified in its content.
68

Melnyk (2003) p .9, I<im (1998) p.19, and Poland (1994) p.204.

69

Through the mediation of other physically-based phenomena. The chain of realisation may be long and
complex but it ultimately ends in the physical base. Poland (1994) p.198.
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physical entities.7° A higher-order phenomenon is realised by a physical phenomenon when it
owes its existence and its nature entirely to the existence and nature of that physical phenomenon
- when no fundamentally non-physical or emergent phenomenon plays a role. 71 A higher-order
phenomenon exists and is the way it is solely in virtue of the fact that some set of physical
phenomena - its physical realiser set - exists and is the way it is. As such, realisation physicalism 72
is compatible with the ontology sketched above whereby higher-level entities are constituted by
combinations of lower-level entities and their characteristic higher-order properties arise out of
the characteristic lower-order properties of their mereological parts.

The ontological relationship of realisation comprehends or entails a number of weaker modes of
ontological relatedness between physical and higher-order phenomena which have been the
subject of recent philosophical discussion. These include the relations of dependence and
supervenience.7 3 In Appendix 1, I outline the nature of the ontological relations of dependence
and supervenience and argue that, though necessary for grounding the ontological status of
higher order phenomena within the physicalist schema, these weaker modes are neither
individually nor jointly sufficient for that purpose. Encompassing these weaker relations, the
notion of realisation is to be preferred as a criteria! ontological relation because it satisfies core
physicalist intuitions about both the proper inventory of existent phenomena and the ontological
primacy of the physical. Realisation is a stronger form of covariance between the physical and the
higher-order than mere dependence or supervenience (in all it modes) which at the same time
entails both of these relations. It is, therefore, better suited than these to serve as the standard of
ontological status for physicalists. By entailing both weaker relations, realisation appropriates
their successes in meeting physicalist demands. By serving as a stronger relation than either of
them realisation avoids their defects - and without philosophical cost. 74

Melnyk (2003) p. 7. Heil (1998) p.9 7. "Realisation is a relation that is based upon the idea that particular
·objects exist in nature as a consequence of how certain types of more basic objects are organised and
embedded in a larger context. " Poland (1994) p.1 98. The realisation thesis maintains that if a higher-order
phenomenon is instantiated in a region of space-time, there exists a minimal class of physical phenomena
whose instantiation realises the higher-order phenomenon on that occasion. Poland (1994) p.196.
70

71

Melnyk (2003) p.7.

A term used by Melnyk (2003) p.2. Kim (1998) p.19 uses the term 'physical realisationism' to describe
this po sition. I prefer the former term.

72

73

Kim (1984), Poland (1990), Melnyk (2003).

74

For some of the philosophical costs of supervenience physicalism see Moreland (1998).
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On the realisation model, higher-order phenomena exist, but not - in any full sense - in addition to
the physical phenomena which realise them. Given the ontic priority of the physical, physicalists
conceive of them as existing in the attenuated sense discussed earlier in this chapter. 75 Realisation
physicalism posits a reality which involves two hierarchically interrelated modes of existence - the
physical and the higher-order. Only the former has the full panoply of ontological features including causal efficacy in the world. We might conceive of the ontological status of higherorder phenomena advocated here as lying between a full blown realism of the higher-order
(which might entail a form of metaphysical dualism) on the one hand, and a higher-order antirealism on the other (in the mould of Dennett's stance on mental phenomena).76 Avoiding the
dualistic and anti-realist implications of the position remains a key challenge for realisation
physicalis ts.

One preliminary way of thinking about the ontology of higher-order phenomena is in terms of
the following highly simplified example. Imagine that I place a carved block of coloured glass on
a pile of loose papers. It would be correct to say that there is a carved block of coloured glass on
the pile of papers. It would also be correct to say that there is a paperweight on the pile. But if
asked how many token objects there are on the papers, the correct answer would be one, not
two. The token paperweight does not exist - in any strong sense of the term - in addition to the
block of glass. It just is the block of glass. It is entirely constituted by the block of glass. If, for the
sake of discussion, we were to assign ontic priority to the block of glass, then we could conceive
o f the relation between the two things as one approximating that of realisation. It would be
(roughly) correct to say that the paperweight is realised by the block of glass and that it enjoys an
ontological status commensurate with being realised in this way. It exists in the attenuated sen se
referred to above.

At this point it is useful to con sider what p aperweights are in a more general sense. That is, we
might ask what the typ e or class of phenomenon termed 'paperweight' is. 77 H ere we must turn to

75

They do not have a distinct causal role from that of their realisers, for example, and do not, therefore,
meet the standard of ontological status advocated by Alexander (1920). Sabates (2002) p.666, Kim (1998)
p .119.
76

Dennett (1987) pp .37, 103-16. Sabates (2002) argues that Kim's realisation physicalism is a form of
mental irrealism. See note 87 below for more on this .
77

Lyo ns (199 5), p.129 explains the type/ token distinction as follows: "A rype is a kind or class of thing. A
token is an instantiation or actual member of a class. Thus 'coin' indicates a kind or type of thing. The actual
emb os sed metal disc which is picked out or referred to by the description 'the one and only coin now in
my left pocket' is a token of the type 'coin'." The type/ token distinction will figure prominently throughout
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an authorita tive concept or definitio n of paperwe ight and identify its content. Let's suppose that
accordin g to that concept, a paperwe ight is an object which (actually or potential ly) keeps loose
paper in place. The type known as a paperwe ight is characte rised as that class of objects and types
of objects describe d by this definition. Any object which keeps loose paper in place is a
paperwe ight, is a token of the type termed 'paperwe ight'. Another way to conceive of a
paperwe ight is as an object which meets certain characte ristic conditio ns, including, for example ,
playing a certain causal role in relation to other things in the world - in this case, the conditio n or
role of keeping loose paper in place. These conditio ns are describe d by the concept of
paperwe ight - a concept whose content (set of defining condition s) is determin ed by the thought
and practice (action) of some set of conceptu alising agents, some conceptu al commun ity for
whom the concept plays a role in their worldvie w and way of life. Any object which meets the
character istic conditio ns of being a paperwe ight is a paperwe ight. To the extent that a range of
physical object types can meet these conditio ns, a paperwe ight is a multiply realisable higherorder type.7 8 The existence of a paperwe ight qua paperwe ight is, thus, a function of this process
of conceptu alisation . 79

Howeve r, we must keep in mind that this conceptu alisation does not magically create a new
object with the full ontologi cal status of the glass block which comprise s or realises it. As I<im
points out, "by existential quantific ation over a given domain of propertie s we do not literally
bring into being a new set of propertie s. That would be sheer magic. .. By mere logical operatio n
80
on our notation s, we cannot alter our ontology - we cannot diminish or expand it." What most

fundamental!J exists in our example (given our assumpt ion of its ontic priority) is the glass block,
not the paperwe ight. Though a process of conceptu alisation may be a necessar y conditio n of a
paperwe ight existing qua paperwe ight, it is not sufficient for it existing. By virtue of this a full-

this thesis. as far as propertie s goes I will also use the term to refer to the singular instantiat ion of a
property and the singular occurrenc e of an event.
· 78

Realisatio n is compatib le with the multiple realisability of the higher order.

Which is to say that higher-or der types are importan tly conceptu al and, hence, generated out of the
practices of some conceptu al communi ty. Note here that a similar analysis could be performe d in relation
to propertie s and their instantiat ions (which are relevantly analogou s to types and tokens). To keep the
discus sion simple, I will from time to time use the tenn 'token' to include instantiat ions of propertie s and
the term 'types' to include propertie s. Where an importan t distinctio n needs to be made I will explicitly
make it. Let me also remind the reader that in introduci ng the conceptu al dimensio n of the physicalist
ontology at this point, I am incidental ly providing a metaphys ical framewor k for the importan t discussio n
on the nature of concepts and judicial concept acquisitio n which is to follow in Chapter 5.

79

°Kim (1998) p.103.
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blown anti-realism in relation to paperweights is avoided. Higher-order phenomena do not exist
solely by virtue of the conceptualising practices of some community of agents. They exist most
fundamentally because there exist lower-order realisers who meet the conditions definitive of
those higher-order phenomena.

A physical object which we characterise as a paperweight can meet a variety of conditions or play
a variety of roles apart from that of holding down paper. It can serve as a doorstop, or a weapon,
or a piece of modern art. An important philosophical question arises here in regard to which of
the many roles which the physical object can perform (or sets of conditions which it can meet)
make it a paperweight and how we might come to know this. 81 The answer is that the conditions
or role which makes the object a paperweight (as distinct from a doorstop or a piece of modern
art) is determined by the thought and practice of some community of agents who use the concept
'paperweight'. This conceptual community includes in their conceptual scheme and way of life
the concept of paperweight. And they do so in response to the way the world is, including their
beliefs and desires about and actions in that world. They have paper, the paper sometimes blows
away in a breeze, they desire that it does not blow away, they believe that putting certain kinds of
objects on the paper stops it blowing away, they put these objects on the paper. And then, for the
purposes of their future thought and practice they class together these kinds of objects - they
conceptualise them - on the basis of their functional capacity to keep paper in place as members
of the higher-order type known as paperweights.

Put simply, the community conceptualises as it does because there is some advantage or value in
doing so. The role played by all the physical realisers in keeping papers in place is important
enough to the community to ground the adoption of a concept categorising them all in relation to
this role. I<im notes this when he states that higher-order concepts "may well serve important
conceptual and epistemic needs, by grouping properties that share features of interest to us in a
given context of inquiry." 82 The thought and practice of members of this conceptual community

81

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.45 .

82

K.im (1998) p.110. He similarly states at (1998) p.104 that higher-order concepts "come in handy when
we are not able or willing to name the [physical] properties we have in mind by the use of canonical
[physical] designators: so we say "having some property or other P such. that P .... ". instead of naming all
the specific [physical] properties meeting the stated conditions." He goes on at p.104-5 that, "[fjrom the
ordinary epistemic and practical point of view, the use of [higher] order property designators probably is
unavoidable, and we should recognise that these designators introduce a set of useful and practically
indispensable concepts that group [physical] properties in ways that are essential for descriptive and
communicative purposes ."
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is from this point on informed by this concept. It has currency amongst them through their
actions. It is this thought and practice which, to a necessary but not sufficient extent, renders any
physical object which meets the conditions prescribed by that concept, a paperweight.
Paperweights are, again, importantly conceptual. So too, then, for all higher-order phenomena.
The set of conditions or causal-functio nal role which individuate them - which make them the
higher order phenomenon they are - is determined by the thought and practice of some relevant
conceptual community of agents. 83

The actual extent or membership of a conceptual community in relation to a given concept is a
contingent empirical matter. For some concepts (say highly esoteric scientific or philosophical
concepts) the extent of the relevant group of agents whose actions are informed by those
concepts and who, therefore, may be said to possess them, may be small - the class of theoretical
physicists or philosophers of mind.

For other concepts, the set of agents possessing it may

include all the members of a language group or set of language groups, or even all or most human
beings. 84 And how does one come to know what the roles are which are definitive of a
paperweight? How does one come to possess the concept of paperweight in one's own thought
and practice? By one's enculturation into the thought and practices of the relevant conceptual
community. By one's interacting interpretively and otherwise with those who possess and use the
concept. By one's acquiring of the community's common knowledge about paperweights. 85 I will
have more to say on this important point in later chapters. 86

Our paperweight example can serve as a rough model of the ontological status of all higher-order
phenomena - including, most importantly, the phenomena which form the subject matter of our
inquiry, indigenous action and judicial understanding . Higher-order phenomena are analogous to
the paperweight in our example. They are realised by an ontically prior set of physical
phenomena. They exist not in addition to the existence of their physical and lower-order realisers

As Post (1987) p.20 states, making reference to certain affinities physicalism bears to Heidegger's (1993)
notion of 'truth as disclosure', "we bear some responsibility for the way things become part of our world or
worlds; for us, things never have their being or their properties by themselves but only through the
combined activity of our understanding and some undisclosed ground beyond."
83

84

As we shall see in Chapters 5 and 7, some argue that certain concepts are innate to all human beings.

85

Braddon-Mitch ell and Jackson (1996) pp.45-6.

Specifically, Chapters 5 and 7. It is worth noting that the discussion here sheds light on the discussion
had earlier in Chapter 2 about the concept of native title and its subsistence and change within the thought
and practice of the c9mmunity of judges.

86
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but wholly in virtue o f the existence of those realisers. 87 Further, they do so because, like the
paperweight in our example, they are phenomena which are fundam entally characterised or
individuated with reference to a certain set of condition s specified by the concept of the higherorder phenomenon in question. That is, higher-order phenomena are importantly conceptual. 88
The conceptually-defined individuating conditions of a higher-order phenomen on may involve
the possession of certain intrinsic physical properties - having a specific physical composition or
internal structure - or, alternatively, the maintenance of certain caus al-nomic (regular causal)
'

relations with other phenomena. 89 For some higher-order phenomena the maintenance of such
causal-nomic relations may be construed in terms of the occupying or filling of a characteristic
causal-nomic role or function within a broader set or system of other phenomena. 90

The higher-order phenomenon of water 1s a phenomenon whose conceptually-defined
individuating conditions involve the having of a specific physical composition or internal
structure - namely, the physical composition H20. The higher-order phenomenon of a
paperweight is a phenomenon whose conceptually-defined individuating conditions involve the
performance of the causal-nomic role of keeping loose papers in place. I shall argue in Chapter 4

87

And, of course, an important challenge for theorising any given higher-order phenomenon is identifying
that realiser set.
88

I-I.igher-order phenomena are conceptualised or classed together as a kind by thinking agents for
cognitive and practical purposes. Kim (1998) p.104 goes so far as to suggest that in recognition of this we
should speak in terms of higher-order concepts rather than higher-order phenomena, as such. He states
that higher-order concepts "come in handy when we are not able or willing to name the [physical]
properties we have in mind by the use of canonical [physical] designators: so we say "having some property
or other P such that P .... " instead of naming all the specific [physical] properties meeting the stated
conditions." He goes on at p.104-5, "[fjrom the ordinary epistemic and practical point of view, the use of
[higher] order property designators probably is unavoidable, and we should recognise that these designators
introduce a set of useful and practically indispensable concepts that group [physical] properties in ways that
are essential for descriptive and communicative purposes." Higher order concepts "may well serve
important conceptual and epistemic needs, by grouping properties that share features of interest to us in a
given context of inquii-y." I<im (1998) p.110. As Sabates (2002) noted, I<im's view threatens to collapse into
higher-order anti-realism unless it is stipulated that a higher order type or property is real if it i s or can be
realised by a set of physical types or properties. As a higher-order realist, I do so stipulate.
89

"The possession of a functional property by an object is a matter of that object's satisfying a certain job
description ... not because it has a definite kind of composition or internal organisation, but because of
what it does." Heil (1998) p .96
90

Something occupies a causal role or function within a system if it is the _subject of regular causal relations
with other phenomena within that system, if it "causally responds in particular ways to causal inputs with
particular kinds of output." Heil (1998) p.97. Melnyk (1994) p.225 argues that all higher-order phenomena
are functionally individuated, in which case realisationist physicalism of mind entails (for him, at least)
functionalism of mind. If he is correct, then this serves as another reason to foreground physicalism and
not merely functionalism in a discussion of intentionality, action and interpretation.
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that the key type of phenomena compns1ng indigenous action and judicial understanding namely, intentional states - are higher-order functional phenomena whose conceptually-d efined
individuating conditions involve the performance of a characteristic causal-nomic function within
a wider agent-based system of environmenta l, intentional and behavioural phenomena. 91 Every
higher-order type or property has an associated condition or set of conditions, specified by the
concept of that type or property. 92 Higher-order types and properties differ from each other by
virtue of them being characterised or individuated by different sets of associated conditions. 93

Higher-order types are types which "necessarily [are] tokened iff there is a token of some or other
lower-order type that plays some particular role or - more generally - meets some particular
condition." 94 They exist by virtue of their being some set of physical phenomena which meets the
conditions individuating of that higher-order phenomenon. They exist by being realised in this
fashion. Thus, the ontological relationship of realisation is importantly conceptual. 95 Physical
phenomena realise higher-order phenomena by being such that they meet the conditions imposed
by the concepts of those higher-order phenomena. "The [physical] token that realises (say) some
particular token of a particular [higher-order] type, [A], does so by being a token of some or other

Again, being able to argue this important point in Chapter 4 requires that the ontological terms of
realisation physicalism be elaborated in detail here.

91

Given the mereological structure of things mentioned above which underlies the physicalist view of
things, higher-order concepts may be conceived of as comprising re-descriptions of combinations of
physical phenomena.

92

It is worth noting that mere functionalism of this kind is not necessari/y a physicalistic. It does not entail
physicalism. It is compatible with either physicalism or non-physicalistic dualism. Melnyk (1994) p .238,
n.14 and Heil (1998) p.89. As Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.9 point out," ... although we conceptualise
[higher-order] states in terms of causal roles, it can be a contingent matter what actually occupies those
causal roles; and it was a conceptual possibility [though not a scientific one] that the role-occupiers might
have turned out to be composed of [non-physical]stuff." All that functionalism per se requires is that
functional phenomena be realised by some or other type of phenomena. Fundamentally non-physical
phenomena, were they to exist, might be as capable of meeting the requisite conditions of a functional
phenomenon as physical phenomena. Of course, for physicalists fundamentally non-physical phenomena
do not exist and cannot do the realising of functional phenomena. Functional phenomena, if realised, must
·'be realised by physical phenomena.
93

94

Melnyk (2003) p.20.

Braddon-Mitch ell and Jackson (1996) pp.25-6 have articulated the conceptual nature of the realisation ·
relation in te1n1s of the way things are physically making true the way things are at the higher order "in the
sense that a certain sentence (or proposition) about the physical way things are entails each and every
sentence (or proposition) about the [higher-order] way things are." They give the example of the higher
order property of Smith being taller than Jones being entailed by a description of the lower order property
of Smith being six foot tall and Jones being five foot ten. The lower order facts make it uue that Smith is
taller than Jones. Note the asymmetry of the relation between properties - Smith being six foot tall and
Jones being five foot ten is not entailed by Smith being taller than Jones.
95
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[physical] type that in fact meets the associated condition for [A], \.vhatever that may be."96 The
physical phenomena constituting the block of glass in our example realise the paperweight
because those phenomena are such that they meet the individuating conditions described by the
concept of paperweight. The physical properties of a higher-level entity are such as to be able to
meet the set of conditions which characterises that higher-order entity as the entity it is. A higherorder property is, therefore, a property which an entity possesses in virtue of its particular physical
properties, properties which suit it for meeting the individuating conditions of that higher-order
propert;. Those ph3 sical properties realise the higher-order property in question because they
endow the entity possessing them with the capacity to meet the conditions individuative of the
higher-order property. Physical phenomena do all the work in making it the case that higher
order phenomena exist or are instantiated in the world and are the way they are. 97

An implication of this is that b - v1rtue of its realisation by the physical, any token (or
instantiation) of a higher-order phenomenon is identical with the specific ph3sical token (or
instantiation) which realises it. 98 Our token paperweightjust is the glass block whi ch constitutes it.
It is identical with that block.

token indigenous action just is the set of token environmental

and bodily phenomena which con stitute it. Hence, the proposition that everything is physical ma3
be glossed as maintaining that every token thing is identical with the token physical things which
make it up. 99 Realisation physicalism is committed to the token identity of the ph3sical and the

96

Tvfelnyk (2003) p.20-1. As Heil (1998) p. 97-8 puts it in the context of functional phenomena, "[a] device
that realises functions does so because it possesses the right kind of causal structure; it possesses this
structure in "l.irtue of the constitution and arrangements of its material [physical] parts." Kim (1998) p.21
similarly states, in discus sing functional phenomena, that "[i] ntrinsic characters do matter, of course, but
only because of their capacity to get causally hooked up with other properties. Thus we may think of
intrinsic characters as representing the causal potentials of their bearers (relative to the prevailing laws)
\\·hich help determine whether or not their bearers instantiate a given functional property."
9-

It follo\'\·s from thi discussion that the realisation relation is not a causal relation. The physical properties
of an enti~ do not came it to be a paperweight. There is, for example, no temporal gap between the
instantiation of realiser propenie and the instantiation of higher order properties as we commonly
concei,e to be the case in a causal relation . If an object keeps loose paper in place, then it necessan"!J is a
paperweight. The relation here in"l.-oh-es a different kind of necessity than that of causation according to a
la"I.\. It in,oh-es a conceptual necessity. The relationship here is an entailment relationship - if physical
propeni~s P "l.\hich meet the conditions imposed by higher-order concept A, then A . P oland (1994) p .
1

9

Thus, there i no onrological space for a token entity ha"l.ing novel emergent properties.

99

Heil (199 ) p.93 argues that "the higher order phenomena at the level of tokens are the same thing as the
lower order phenomena they supen-ene on and are realised b:)-These higher order phenomena may be said
to e:sisr. The~- are not necessarily t;pe identical \'\l.tb phenomena of physics but rather are grounded in a
phy_ical basis by a relation of realisation . . .. ' Kim (2003) p ..5 78 similarly says, in discussing the higher order
mental e"l.-ent of pain, "\\·hen pain occurs in "1.irtue of being realised by C-fibre stimulation, there is no e"l.-ent
here di_ tinct from o r 0"1.·er and abo,e the C-fibre stimulation. That i , realisation implies token identi,ty."
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higher-order (although, as I argue in Appendix 1, it is not committed to the type identity of the
physical and higher order). It should be noted, however, that physicalism cannot rely solely upon
token identity with the physical as its standard of ontological status because this relation does not
in itself entail the ontic priority of the physical which physicalism demands. A relation of identity
gives no ontic priority to either of the identified relata. Only realisation does that satisfactorily for
the physicalist.

Realisation physicalism thus captures the sense physicalists have that when we consider concrete
reality there is nothing over and above instantiations of physical phenomena, and that the
existence or instantiation on a given occasion of an appropriate set of physi cal phenomena in the
right contextual setting or under the right conditions simply counts as the existence or
instantiation of a higher order phenomenon on that occasion. 100 A token higher order
phenomenon exists just because there exists a token physical phenomenon which meets certain
conditions associated with that higher order phenomenon. It just is the physical token which
realises it. There is no more to its existence than this. A higher order type or property exists just
because there exists a physical type or property (or set of types or properties) which meets those
conditions. There is no more to its existence than this. All tokens, types and properties that are
not themselves physical must owe their existence and nature entirely to the way things are
physically.101 Thus, for realisation physicalists, there are no independent or dependent
fundamentally non-physical phenomena and no radically autonomous emergent phenon1ena.
Ghosts, for example, cannot exist, argue realisation physicalists, because they are not realised by
elements grounded in the physical domain. There is no physical phenomenon in the world which,
in fact, meets the conditions of being a ghost. Realisation physicalism is ontologically eliminativist
in this regard.

However, notwithstandi ng its ontologically eliminativist stance - any putative thing which is not
realised by the physical does not exist - realisation physicalism is, in its inventory of the real, only

modest!); eliminativist compared to type identity physicalism and other more extreme forms of

Papineau (1993) p.12 also maintains that physicalism should be committed to token identity. For Papineau,
property supervenience and token identity are each necessary conditions of physicalism. Together, he
believes, they are sufficient conditions for physicalism. I disagree. Papineau deals with the claim that token
identity is a sufficient condition for physicalism in (199 3) p.13.
100

Poland (1994) pp.14-19.

101

Melnyk (2003) p.22.
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eliminativism. 102 As Poland points out, " ... the conception of reality that the physicalist system
must accommodate is one which countenances, inter alia, the many kinds of natural and
artifactual objects that we encounter in daily life and that we identify in various theoretical and
other cultural endeavours." 103 Realisation physicalism is a profoundly pluralistic metaphysics
despite the underlying unity it posits. 104 It is quite compatible, for example, with the existence of
indigenous and judicial actions and intentional states. As I hope to show in Chapter 4, in applying
realisation physicalism to the realm of intentionality, action and interpretation we are able to
address I<im's concern that we "find a way of accommodating the mental within a principled
physicalist scheme, while at the same time preserving it as something distinctive - that is, without
losing what we value, or find special, in our nature as creatures with minds. 105

The realisationist form of physicalism I advocate here is, in its ontological dimensions, distinct
from and superior to the two schools of physicalism which have dominated analytic philosophy
over the past fifty years - mere supervenience physicalism and type identity physicalism. 106 As I
argue in Appendix 1, mere supervenience physicalism requires only the weaker relation of
superveruence upon a set of physical or physically-based phenomena in order to confer
ontological status on a putative higher-order phenomenon. As such, it does not capture the
ontological requirement that the higher-order be entirely constituted by or exist solely in virtue of
the physical and it thereby fails to rule out the existence of emergent phenomena. 107 It is too
w eak an ontological requirement for a sound physicalism. 108 Type identity physicalism, prescribes
that a putative higher-order phenomenon be type identical with some physical or physically-based
phenomenon in order to be adjudged real. Again, Appendix 1 argues that whilst encompassing
m any o f the advantages of realisation and whilst precluding fundamentally non-physical and

102

Such as that of the Churchlands (1981 ) and (1986) who would deny exis tence to all except physical
phenomena. The first ontologically austere statement of physicalism was made by D emocritus who said,
"only atoms and the void exist. " P ost (1987) p.1 6.
103

Poland (1994) pp.1 96-7.

104

Post (1987) p .1 5.

105

Kim (1998) p.2.

106

The roots of the former may be traced to D avidson (1970) and the latter to Place (1956), Feigl (1958),
and Smart (1959). The former is often described as non-reductivist physicalism and the latter as reductivist
physicalism. For reasons \,Vhich "'rill become apparent below this binary classification is no longer
appropnate.
10 -

Phenomena which I have argued above generate too many philosophical difficulties to be viable. See
·Moreland (1998) on this.
10

Kim (2003), Poland (1994) pp.74-108, Melnyk (2003) Chapter 2.
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emergent phenomena, type identity - at least in its general form - is an unsatisfactory ontological
standard because it is unable to cope "\vith the existence of multiply realisable higher-order
phenomena. 109 So much for the ontological dimensions of physicalism. Let me now turn to its
epistemological dimensions.

A Physicalist Epistemology
Physicalism is not merely concerned with the ontology of things - "\vith the ontological status of
things and the way they are related to each other - it is also concerned with epistemological
matters - with the nature and structure of knowledge, the epistemological status of our claims
about and theories of things, and with the logical and epistemological relations which do and
ought to obtain between clain1s and theories in different areas of legitimate inquiry.110 As has
been mentioned, an important part of the physicalist program is to articulate cogent standards b3
which to evaluate the legitimacy and, ultimately, the truth of higher-order claims and theories of
things - both folk and expert - so as to ensure that "\\Te are able to distinguish the legitimate from
the illegitimate, the true from the false and to generate kno-\~.rledge which will best meet our
ends. 111 This is relevant to my overall ain1s because this thesis purports to be - and relies upon a
range of discourses (about mind, action and interpretation) which purport to be - a
physicalistically legitimate contribution to our system of kno"\\rledge. A physicalist thesis about the
judicial understanding of indigenous action must meet physicalistically sound epistemic standards.

As might be expected, the epistemological dimension of physicalism is paras1t1c upon the
ontological. 112 Consequent upon the ontological view that everything is in a sense physical,

109

I'll be discussing a localised variant of type identity theory below.

Poland (1994) p.11. A claim is a statement or proposition which purports to describe some fact or way
things are about reality. A theoty is a systematically related set of claims. A physical claim or theory
purports to describe a set of physical facts. A higher-order claim or theory purports to describe a higher·order set of facts. Again, by legitimate here, I mean (broadly) a claim or theoty which is about real
phenomena and whose truth-value is, therefore, affected by the way things really are. It is a claim or theory
~ hich is a candidate, at least, for membership of a system of knowledge about the wo rld. A legitimate claim
or theory may be ttue or false. An illegitimate claim or theory is a claim or theory ~ hich purp orts to be
'about' phenomena which do not e:x.ist, as far as physicalism is concerned. Its ttuth value is, as we shall see,
not affected by the way things really are, by the physical facts.
11 0

111

P oland (1994) p.2.

Melnyk (2003) p.17 asserts that " realisation physicalism ... entails that ... the tokens postulated by, and
described in the respective proprietary vocabulaii.es of the special sciences all stand in the realisation
relation to things that are physical in the nai-row sense."
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physicalism m aintains the epistemological view that all knowledge of the world is in some way
related to and grounded in the claims of our best account of the physical, physics. Physicalism "is
a programme of [epistemic] unification which accords special privilege to physics. It is directed
towards development of a system of knowledge within which all aspects of reality have a place
and are related to physics in certain specifiable ways." 113 Just as the physicalist ontology generates
a picture of reality as a hierarchical series of lower- and higher-orders, all ultimately grounded in
the physical, so the physicalist epistemology generates a picture of our overall sys tem of
knowledge as a hierarchical series of lower- and higher-order theories of things, all ultimately
grounded in physics. As Melnyk asserts, "realisation physicalism... entails that all the many
sciences are unified - in the specific sense that the tokens postulated by, and described in the
respective proprietary vo cabularies of the special sciences all stand in the realisation relation to
things that are physical in the narrow sense." 11 4 Physics seeks to understand reality - its
phenomena and its laws - at this most basic level. Higher-order theories seek to understand the
higher and more complex orders of reality - the complex entities which exist and the properties
which are instantiated at those orders. "Each of the many [higher-order theories] has its own
characteristic theoretical vocabulary with which, to the extent that it gets things right, it describes
a characteristic domain of objects, events, and properties." 115

For realisation physicalists, the way in which the claims of higher-order branches of knowledge
are related to physics is that they are reducible to the claims of physics in a m anner I elaborate
upon below and (in greater detail) in Appendix 1 .116 By this is meant that the truth-value of
legitimate higher-order claims is epistemical!J determined by the claims of physics and that the higherorder facts described by higher-order claims are rendered explicable in terms of the physical facts

113

Poland (1994) p.10. Melnyk (1994) p .223. Physicalists grant physics "a unique ontological authority: the
authority to tell us what there is." Crane and Mellor (1990) p.185. Physics is privileged because it is the only
science which successfully pursues knowledge of the fundamental nature of physical reality. If physics
determines the basic physical phenomena from which all reality derives then physics has a special epistemic
status in the physicalist scheme of things . Hellman and Thompson (1975) p.551. Moreland (1998) p.37
notes the scientistic nature of physicalism.
114

Melnyk (2003) p.17.

Melnyk (2003) p.1. Poland (1994) pp.31-2. Each order of theory uses distinctive taxonomies, distinctive
ways of classifying and organising explanations of phenomena.
115

They are reducible either directly or indirectly via some other set of lower-order physically-based claims
mediating between physics and the higher-order claims in question. I will use the terms 'physics' and
'physical claims' from this point to include any relevant branch of knowledge or mediating set of claims.
116
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described by the claims of physics. The notion of reduction invokes the interrelated notions of
epistemic determination and explicability.

117

Reduction has been traditionally and broadly defined as the logical relating of claims about or
theories of things on the basis of the ontological relations which obtain between the things those
claims or theories are about. 118 For our purposes, reduction has to do with the logical relations
which exist between the terms and propositions of legitimate higher-order theories, on the one
hand, and those of physics and true physically-based theories, on the other. By virtue of the
epistemic determination of legitimate higher-order claims and theories by physical claims and
theories - a logical relation grounded in the ontological relation of realisation - we may broadly
conceive of the relation between the claims and theories of the two realms in terms of the notion
of reduction. Additionally, though, reduction has traditionally been conceived of in terms of the
notion of explanation. Reductions of the claims and theories of one field of inquiry or ontological
domain into the claims and theories of another - for example, the historically documented
reduction of the higher-order claims of genetics into the lower-order, physically-based claims of
molecular biology119

-

has often been motivated and justified on the grounds that it serves to

better explain the phenomena described by the reduced set of claims. 120 By virtue of the
explanatory relationship between higher-order and physical claims which is posited by a
realisationist epistemology121 , we may again conceive of the relation between these in terms of a
notion of reduction.

The inter-theoretic relation of reduction serves as the standard by which to evaluate the
legitimacy and truth of higher-order claims and theories which purport to provide a description
and explanation of reality - including those claims and theories about indigenous action and

11 7

I elaborate on these notions in Appendix 1.

Poland (1994) p.194. The term is, thus, often used ·with both epistemological and ontological
!=Onnotations. "Questions of reducibility have both a metaphysical dimension and a scientific-theoretical
dimension." Kim (2003) p.557. See also Bonevac (1995) p.125 and Guttenplan (1994b) p. 94.
11 8

11 9

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.249-54.

See in this regard the seminal work of Ernest Nagel (1961). In developing his ideas about reduction,
Nagel drew on the deductive-nomological model of scientific explanation offered by Carl Hempel and Paul
Oppenheim in Hempel (1965). Nagel held that "[a] reduction is effected when the experimental laws of the
secondary science (and if it has an adequate theory, its theory as well) are shown to be the logical consequence
of the theoretical assumptions (inclusive of the coordinative definitions) of the primary science." Nagel
(1961) p.352.
120

121

Again, elaborated in detail in Appendix 1.
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judicial understanding elaborated in this thesis. Just as all higher-order phenomena are realised by
the physical base, so too all true claims and theories about higher-order phenomena - the true
claims and theories of the natural and special sciences, as well as true folk accounts of things - are
reducible to the claims of the true science of that physical base, physics. 122 The reducibility of true
higher-order claims to the claims of physics reflects the realisation of higher-order phenomena by
physical phenomena. We may rely upon the reducibility (in principle, at least) of a higher-order
claim to a set of physical claims as a standard for the truth of the former kind of claim. 123

Because reduction comprises the logical relating of claims or theories on the basis of the
ontological relations which obtain between the things those claims or theories are about, differing
accounts of reduction - differing reductionisms - arise out of the differing accounts maintained by
reductionists of the ontological relations which exist between higher-order and physical
phenomena. It is important to note here that the notion of reduction applied in this thesis is
informed not by classical non-realisationist ontologies but by the realisationist ontology outlined
earlier. As a result, realisationist reductionism manages to avoid many of the problems which
have bedevilled classical reductionism and which have provided anti-reductionists with a key
element of their raison d)etre ·over the years. The reductionism advocated here is quite a different
thing to the reductionism which has served as the target of virtual ridicule by many philosophers
and social scientists over the past few decades .

In Appendix 1, I present a critical overview of the two most influential models of reductionism
offered by analytic and physicalist philosophers over the course of the twentieth century classical bridge law and identity reductionism - identifying their flaws (largely arising out of their
non-realisationist ontologies) and articulating the nature and theoretical advantages of a
reductionism based on the realisation physicalism outlined in this chapter. Reductionism has been
the subject of a great deal of controversy and criticism in philosophy over the years. 124 No small
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Melnyk (2003) p.2. Hellman and Thompson (1975) p.551.

123

Likewise, we can rely upon the reducibility (in principle, at least) of a higher-order claim to a set of true
or false claims couched in physical terms as a standard for the legitimacy of the former kind of claim.
Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.249-54. Crane (1994) p.480 describes physicalists as holding that a
theory is scientific if it reduces to physics - at least, in principle. Charles and Lennon (1992) p.1 note the
"widespread belief amongst philosophers ... that the projects of making certain phenomena intelligible or
of vindicating the legitimacy of certain modes of explanation required their reduction to phenomena whose
intelligibility was considered less problematic or to explanations whose value was assured."
124

See the introductory chapter in Charles and Lennon (1992) for a good overview of the historical debate.
See also Kim (1998) Chapter 4.
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part of that criticism has been directed towards the two just-mentioned classical models of
reductionism on the basis of the flaws identified in Appendix. 1. To the extent that the
realisationist reductionism advocated here manages to avoid those flaws, it escapes much of the
critique of reductionism mounted by anti-reductionists. This only increases the attractiveness of
realisationist physicalism as a metaphysics and epistemic methodology.

Another important strand of the critique of reductionism has been that reductionism leads to an
implausible and unreasonable epistemic eliminativism which threatens to undermine the
legitimacy of many of our most important and valuable accounts of the world. There is no doubt
that realisation physicalism offers a standard of epistemic status according to which certain
putative theories of the world may be judged illegitimate and, as such, it stands as an
epistemologically eliminativist doctrine. However, it a modest!J eliminativist doctrine which is quite
consistent with our best intuitions about what is real and what is not, what claims and theories
are legitimately about the world and what are not. It is consistent with the theoretical legitimacy
of a range of claims and theories which would not meet classical bridge-law or type identity
reductionist standards - including most importantly for our purposes, those of folk and scientific
psychology. 125 At the same time, though, it does deny theoretical legitimacy to a range of claims
and theories which assert the existence of fundamentally non-physical and emergent phenomena.
The most important of these for our purposes are those radical conceptual incommensurabilist
claims which are based on a view of mind as a fundamentally non-physical or emergent and,
therefore, potentially, in principle, unknowable phenomenon. 126

The reducibility of all legitimate higher-order claims and theories to physics along the lines argued
here does not entail that physics says all there is to say about the world or that all other languages
and theories serve as mere placeholders or shorthand for the physical truth. 127 To say that physics
is privileged is not to say that it is privileged in all respects or in all contexts or that its vocabulary
and explanatory principles are sufficient for all theoretical or practical purposes. 128 Realisation

In this respect, it is more epistemically tolerant than either of the classical reductionisms discussed in
Appendix 1. It is worth noting that it is also more epistemically demanding than mere supervenience and
other non-reductionist physicalisms. Kim (2003), Poland (1994) pp.7 4-108, and Melnyk (2003) Chapter 2.
125

See the Kantian 'scheme-content' conceptions of mind maintained by Derridean incommensurabilists
such as Patton, Matha and Pether mentioned in Chapter 1.

126
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Poland (1994) p.12 and Guttenplan (1994b) p.76-7.

Poland (1994) p.11, Post (1987) Chapter 7. Realisation physicalism does not maintain that the language
of physics has "universal descriptive power." Poland (1994) p.24.

128
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physicalism does not and need not deny that "the world contains a vast number of very different
kinds of entities, properties and facts. That is why so many different sciences using widely
different methods are needed to study them." 129 Physics is not concerned with and need not have
terms for all the phenomena which exist in the world. Its focus is only with the fundamental
phenomena of the world which provide the basis for all other phenomena. Other theories may
truthfully and usefully describe and explain the higher orders. 130 An appeal to physics may be
unimportant, irrelevant or harmful in many contexts and in other circumstances may play a
limited and secondary role in relation to other modes of discourse.

Legitimate higher-order claims and theories have their value. They are capable of being true. The
ascription of legitimacy to those claims and theories means something for realisationist
physicalists. Though realisation physicalism is committed to a form of reductionism in relation to
different orders of theory, it is not com1nitted to a crude eliminativist form of reductionism
whereby everything that is or can be known is or can be known solefy in terms of physics.
Physicalism is compatible with the truth and utility of a wide range of discourses in, addition to
physics. "The universality of [physics] should not be mistaken for a kind of tyranny." 131
Physicalism is, thus, compatible with the ongoing value and autonomy of a wide range of human
discourses. 132 It certainly does not require the elimination of all except physics - as some strong
eliminativists have argued for in the past. As a result, realisation physicalism should not be
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Crane and Mellor (1990) p.188.

130

Realisation physicalis1n "is consistent with the idea that special sciences are quite distinct from physics.
One might say that the special sciences are concerned with patterns in the physical that physicists
themselves are not concerned with. For that reason the subject matter of the special sciences is distinct
from the subject matter of physics." Stoljar (2005) p. 15. Realisation physicalism is compatible not m erely
with the legitimacy of many higher order theories but also their relative autonovry from physics. " If you are a
scientist outside basic physics, it is probably comforting to know that you can do your science
independently of what goes on in theoretical physics, and that you can formulate laws and explanations in
your special discipline in its own distinctive vocabulary that need n ot answer to that of physics. Of course,
this is what scientists outside basic physics generally do anyway, but it's nice to have a philosophical
rationale for it." Kim (1998) p.8.
131

Guttenplan (1994b) p. 77. Crane and Mellor (1990) p.188 argue tl1at tl1e dream of a unified scientific
scheme is 1nisplaced. The present sciences do not display such unity. They display no m ore unity than a
conjunction.

132

And of course, there may be valuable modes of human understanding in addition to tl1e theoretical
understanding of how the world is and why things happen the way they do. The scope of physicalism as a
standard of tl1eoretical legitimacy does not entail the elimination of aesthetically and therapeutically
valuable literature, for example. Indeed, some theoretically illegitimate discourses may have such alternative
non-theoretical value notwithstanding their simultaneous claim to theoretical aptness. Chomsky (1994)
p.153.
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unfairly criticised on the basis that it involves an incoherent or unreasonably eliminativist
reductionism. It doesn't. As Poland points out, "[t]hose critics who speak in a derogatory fashion
about reduction and elimination need to move to a more sophisticated understanding of those
terms, of the judgments concerning them, and of the physicalist programme if they are to
mobilise compelling objections." 133

3. Conclusion: A Rationale for Physicalism

Having elaborated the ontological and epistemic commitments of realisation physicalism, I hope
that the value of the doctrine as a metaphysics and method is apparent. Nonetheless, some
comments highlighting its value might be appropriate here. The most significant feature of the
doctrine is its capacity to provide a framework for improving our understanding of the world. By
virtue of its underlying ontological and epistemic monism, a physicalist framework of inquiry is
capable of providing theorists with an ontological and theoretical parsimony and unity which is,
in turn,

able to

ground an unequalled degree

of theoretical simplicity,

consistency,

comprehensiveness and synergy across our system of knowledge at large, as well as within its
various disciplines. 134 These epistemic values in turn, provide the basis for a substantial increase
in our understanding of things - and, in particular, the thing this thesis is concerned with, namely,
the judicial interpretation of indigenous action.

By virtue of its monistic ontology physicalism provides our overall understanding of things with a
simplicity which pays theoretical dividends. Though physicalism acknowledges the existence of a
vast range of things, they all exist within a unified overarching ontology. 135 There is only one
fundamental ontological category - the physical. "[A] unified picture of nature provides more and
deeper understanding than does a view of nature that represents it as a disunified aggregate of

133

Poland (1994) p.296-7.

Poland (1994) p.26. The existence of a system of explanations that is physically-based means that all
explanations of phenomena can be linked, if necessary, by digging as deeply and as widely as is required to
discover a physically-based ground for such linkages. Such a ground allows us to relate different ways of
understanding how a Sy stem works ... And such a ground provides a framework for relating various theories
in different domains ... Links bertveen domains, especially links of a causal nature, are underwritten by
physically based relations and explanations." Ibid. p.223.

134

135

Realisation physicalism provides "unity-in-variety." Post (1987) p.15.
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isolated and disconnected facts." 136 Arguably, a fundamentally simple system of knowledge is
epistemically more powerful than a fundamentally complex one. 137 Such unity also provides for
consistency across the system of knowledge; a consistency which ensures maximal truth across
theories by more effectively subjecting claims within a discipline and between disciplines to crosscheck. An overarching epistemic unity across disciplines of knowledge facilitates epistemic
accountability between and within those disciplines. Comprehensiveness is also served by such an
approach. Physicalism is inherently liberal in its ontological and epistemological standards.
Everything that exists potentially has a place within the physicalist system of knowledge. Nothing
real need be left out of account. Physicalism provides a framework for understanding not only
how everything relates to the physical domain but how everything relates to everything else - all
things and all theoretical domains. 138 It is certainly capable of sustaining a rich and theoretically
satisfying inquiry into all of those phenomena which obtain within the realm of our problematic.

Ontological unity and theoretical consistency also enables us to combine and integrate claims and
theories in different disciplinary contexts and, thus, enable epistemic synergies to emerge across
theoretical domains. "There are no ungrounded connections between theoretical domains. Such
physical grounding can be exploited to improve theories and to deepen understanding of how
different domains relate." 139 By virtue of their links to the physical base, all theories are indirectly
linked to each other and on this basis may, profitably draw on the epistemological and
methodological strengths of each other in making sense of their own respective subject m atters .
The unified system of knowledge sought by physicalists has an epistemic p otential greater than
the sum of its parts in isolation from each other. Problems in one domain may be rendered
capable of solution with the assistance of insights into the nature of things from other domains.

One of the most significant consequences of this model is an affirmation of the continuity
between philosophy and e1npirical science. Physicalists hold that the investigation of all things,
including the judicial understanding of indigenous action, "is best conducted in the framework of

13 6

Poland (1994) p.28.

137

Kitcher (1981) pp.529-30, Poland (1994) pp.30-34. For example, ontological unification of the kind
offered by physical.ism results in the capacity to decrease the number of unexplainable phenomena in
nature.
For example, causal relations between things at the higher levels can be better grasped and manipulated
with.in such a metaphysic. Poland (1994) p.34.
138

13 9

Poland (1994) p.31.
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our empirical body of knowledge of the world." 140 The empirical sciences - natural and social have provided and will continue to provide immense explanatory power into the nature of the
world. They should not be marginalised in the pursuit of philosophical - or, in this case, legal
theoretical - knowledge. Physicalistically attuned philosophy and legal theory is ready-made for
the appropriation of relevant scientific findings with all the benefits that can bring to the
understanding of philosophical and legal theoretic matters. Any credible inquiry into a real world
phenomenon such as the judicial understanding of indigenous action must be prepared to take
note of and rely upon the findings of our best sciences of the various elements of that
phenomenon - of neuro-physiol ogy, developmenta l and cognitive psychology, linguistics, and
anthropology. Physicalism provides the most compelling philosophical framework within which
to do so.

Physicalism "provides a significant framework for effectively integrating facts and values in the
pursuit of our deepest and most important cognitive and non-cognitive objectives ... And it
provides a framework for integrating the many ways in which we understand ourselves and our
world, a framework that has significant potential for promoting human well-being." 141 Within the
context of this thesis, physicalism serves as a means to improve our understanding of the judicial
understanding of indigenous action and its component phenomena and through that
understanding , improve the quality of our legal process. A physicalist approach enables us to
understand the nature of this phenomenon as part of the natural order of things and in doing so
to draw on the best relevant theories about the natural order across a range of scientific
disciplines. Physicalism provides the best metaphysical and methodologic al framework for
making sense of this phenomenon because of the just-mentione d epistemic values it embodies.
Additionally, as I mentioned above, physicalism provides us with a solid basis from which to
make sense of the conceptual dimension of judicial understanding by providing us with a
coherent and compelling metaphysics of concepts radical conceptual incommensurability. Finally,
by virtue of its overall cogency, it also provides us with a plausible p ossibility-defin ing standpoint
from which to critically engage with the m odal aspects of the issues facing us in our inquiry.

Some m ay n ot be persuaded that physicalism is a coherent or otherwise attractive methodology
and metaphysics. H owever, even if one is not so persuaded, I would want to argue that an
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Papineau (1993) p .5.

141

Poland (1994) p.9.
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exploration of the judicial understanding of indigenous action from a physicalist point of view is
of some not insignificant theoretical value - if only to illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of
an increasingly influential mode of inquiry in philosophy and legal theory. What, then, does the
judicial understanding of indigenous action look like from a physicalist point of view? Which
aspects of the philosophical issues surrounding this phenomenon are illuminated by a physicalist
approach? To these questions I now turn.
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Chapter 4 - Indigenou s Action and
Intention ality
1. Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to provide a physicalistically sound account of the nature and limits of
the judicial understanding of indigenous action under conditions of conceptual difference - a
phenomenon which I hold to be a real, naturally occurring, higher-order phenomenon,
theorisable with reference to the best that our physically-based theories of the world have to
offer. This phenomenon is a complex one comprising two key elements - judicial understanding
and indigenous action. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a physicalistically acceptable
account of the nature of indigenous action, the object of judicial understanding. 1 As I shall argue
here, an indigenous action is a causally related complex of intentional and behavioural
phenomena. In elaborating a physicalistic account of indigenous action in this chapter, I will
have cause to elaborate here a general physicalistic account of intentional phenomena. As
mentioned earlier, the judicial understanding of indigenous actions is a kind of knowledge. It
comprises a set of true beliefs about certain relevant properties of indigenous actions. As such,
judicial understanding is wholly constituted by intentional phenomena. Further, it is a state of
knowledge that is realised in a judge by means of that judge having herself engaged in a series of
actions oriented towards the gaining of such knowledge - interpretive actions, as I shall term
them. Thus, the account of action and intentionality provided in this chapter grounds not merely
a physicalistic theory of the nature of indigenous actions but also provides a basis for the
physicalistic account of the process of judicial understanding offered in the next chapter.

Indigenous action is a species of human action. 2 The aim of the first part of this chapter is to
provide a general account of the nature of human action. The account offered here is based on a

The account of action and intentionality here will comprise part of my possibility-defining theory of
things for the purposes of both critically engaging with the modal dimensions of the radical conceptual
incommensurability thesis and establishing the limits of theoretical possibility in relation to conceptual
difference and judicial concept-acquisitive incapacity in Chapter 7.

1

2

Not even radical incommensurabilists deny this.
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widely held philosophical and psychological model which reflects and refines a universal folk
understanding of action. 3 It is not intended that the discussion in this chapter provide a detailed
description of the nature of action, or that it address the panoply of issues that have troubled
action theorists over the years. 4 My purpose is to provide a relatively uncontentious account of
the nature of action in detail sufficient to ground the discussion of judicial understanding of
indigenous action under conditions of conceptual difference which is to follow in later chapters.
So, in the first part of this chapter, I provide a preliminary psychological account of action,
according to which an action is a psycho-physical phenomenon comprising a rationalised
complex of causally interrelated intentional events and behavioural (that is, non-mental bodily
and environmental) events. In order to render my account physicalistically respectable, it is
incumbent upon me to theorise each of the various elements of human action - intentional events
on the one hand and bodily and environmental events on the other, as well as the causal relations
whic:=h obtain between these - in physicalistically respectable terms. I pursue this aim by
demonstrating in this chapter that action and its components are higher-order phenomena which
are realised by physical phenomena in the manner described in Chapter 3. As a result, folk
psychology, scientific psychology and the philosophical account of the judicial understanding of
indigenous action engaged in here (an account heavily informed by both of these modes of
psychology) all constitute theoretically legitimate attempts to describe and explain real
phenomena in the world.

The bodily and environmental components of behaviour and, hence, action are - philosophically,
at least - relatively straightforwardly made sense of in physicalistic terms. So too, are the causal
relations which obtain amongst and between bodily and environmental events. The natural
sciences are replete with plausible descriptions and explanations of the nature and causal
properties of the human body and the everyday macro-entities of the external world which that
body interacts with. Such phenomena, their properties and the events involving them which
occur may be credibly asserted to be higher-order phenomena realised by lower order physicallybased and physical phenomena. As a result, I do not intend to engage in any detailed discussion
of the ontological status of such behavioural components of action. For our purposes, we may
quite reasonably take that status for granted. If anything in the world is physically realised, it is the

I will argue for its universality in Chapters 6 and 7. For the moment, see WeJJman (1995), Harris (1995)
and Nichols and Stich (2003) pp .206-9 on this point.

3

See, for example, the various discussions in D avidson (1963) and (1971), Taylor (1964), G oldman (1970),
Dretske (1988), Lennon (1990), Mele (1992).

4
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human body and the various environmental things it causally interacts with. The key challenge
facing a physicalist theorist of action and understanding lies in theorising the nature of the
intentional component of action, as well as the causal relationship of that component with
behaviour.

This is a challenge because, unlike the phenomena which comprise bodily and environmental
events, intentional phenomena do not figure explicitly in the vocabularies of physics or in those
physically-based natural sciences such as chemistry, biology, human physiology and the like which
are (relatively) unproblematically grounded in physics. 5 By virtue of this, intentional phenomena
have - prima facie, at least - a problematic ontological status in the physical world. For a
physicalist like myself who wishes to argue that intentional states - and, thus, the actions they
comprise - are to be accorded the status of real higher-order phenomena which causally interact
with the rest of the world (including the body of the agent) this is a concern. In order to be
accorded ontological status within the physicalist scheme of things, intentional phenomena must
be shown to be realised by some set of physical phenomena in the manner described in Chapter

3.

And so, the aim of the second part of this chapter is to provide a physicalistic account of the
nature of the intentional components of action and of their causal relationship with each other,
with behaviour and with the external environment of the agent by showing that intentional
phenomena are higher-order functional phenomena which are realised by elements of the physical
realm. 6 It is by virtue of being realised by the physical that such phenomena may be said to exist
and play a causal role in the world. Intentional phenomena and their interactions with each other
and with non-mental phenomena have a place in the physicalist scheme of things. Implicit in this
aim is that of establishing that propositions and theories about intentional phenomena and their
causal relations with each other and with behavioural output and environmental input events are
epistemically legitimate from a physicalist point of view. We need not resort to an eliminativist
strategy in relation to talk and thought of action and intentionality, as some have argued. 7 These

That is, those sciences that are unproblematically reducible to physics in the realisationist sense discussed
in Chapter 3.
5

The latter parts of the discussion offered in the second part of the chapter addresses what is, perhaps, the
key problem in this area - that of charting a credible course between an epiphenomenalism or irrealism of
the intentional on the one hand, and causal overdetermination on the other.

6

7

Most notably, the Churchlands. Churchland (1981) and (1986). See also Stich (1983).
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things can be taken seriously by physicalistic theorists. There is a place in our system of
knowledge about the world for theories of action and intentionality and, by virtue of that, for a
theory of the judicial understanding of action. There is a place for the kind of theorising I am
engaged in here.

2. Indigenous Action

Indigenous action is human action. And human action is a complex higher-order phenomenon. 8
We may, as a start, conceive of an action as that which an agent (or group of agents) does - that
which an agent makes happen - as distinct from that which merely happens to her (or them). 9 An
action is a doing rather than a happening. For example, an agent throwing herself to the ground
in order to avoid being seen by the prey she is hunting is an action, something she does. Her
being blown to the ground by a strong wind is something which happens to her. It is not an
action. 10 Both doings (actions) and happenings are types of event. 11 Events are things that
occur. 12 An event may be roughly analysed in terms of a metaphysically basic object - in this case,
a human agent - undergoing a change in its properties over an interval of time. There are, thus,
three key elements of an event: a spatially located object that exists in its own right; a change in
the properties of that object; and a temporal interval during which such change takes place. 13

8

It is a conceptually necessary feature of action that it be performed by an agent. An agent is a higherorder being or entity or system which interacts with external environmental phenomena in a manner which
may be truly described, explained and predicted in terms of intentional phenomena. "To be an intentional
system [or agent], to be a system that has beliefs and desires and the like, is to be exposed perceptually to a
certain sort of environment and to interact with that environment in a way that makes sense, and makes
sense non-accidentally, in belief-desire terms." Pettit (1993a) p.3. Given my overall focus, from this point
on, I will use the terms 'agent' and 'action' to refer to human agents and human actions. I acknowledge that
non-human beings or entities may be agents. Such agents do not figure in this inquiry, however.
9

See Dretske (1988) p.1, Davis (1994) p.111. In the interests of simplicity, I will refer to a sole agent for
much of the following discussion. Much of what I have to say about sole agents will also apply to groups of
agents performing various collective types of action. More on this below.
10

An agent, then, is distinguished from an entity which is solely subject to happenings, which is incapable
of doing anything. Such an entity is incapable of action. Guttenplan (19946) p.15.
11

Davidson (1967).
.

.

12

Simons (2003) p.357. In Appendix 2.1 I provide a brief discussion of the metaphysics of events which
will be of use to us in the discussion to follow and which identifies the conceptual link between intentional
or behavioural events, states and properties.
Kim (1993) pp.8-12. Aristotle first proposed such a model of events in his Metaphysics. Simons (2003)
p.364. There has been a great deal of controversy witlun philosophical metaphysics as to the nature and
13
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The agent throwing herself to the ground and the agent being blown to the ground are both
things that occur, they are both events. 14 Some events - including those referred to here - may be
analysed as complex and causally interrelated sets of simpler events. One thing both of the events
in question here involve is a bodily event - namely, the body of the agent moving rapidly to the
ground. They both involve changes in the properties of the agent's body over a short period of
time. They involve the having and then the not having of the property of being upright, for
example. Both the doing and the happening are, to some extent, bodily events. What
distinguishes the two is that the doing - that is, the action - involves certain other phenomena
which the non-active happening does not involve. These other phenomena may be conceived of
as occurring - at least, to some degree - inside the agent.

Specifically, an action in, olves mentalphenomena of a certain kind in a "\vay which a mere happening
does not. Li The bodily event involved in the agent's action of throwing herself to the ground is
something which is conceived of as being predominantly caused by the agent herself rather than
by some other phenomenon - such as the wind, say.16 It is something that the agent herself
makes happen. And in this context, the term 'the agent herself' means some aspect of her mind;
some kind of mental event occurring 'within' her, inv olving a change in the mental properties
possessed by her. \½at makes the complex event in question an action and not a mere happening
is that a component mental event is involved, and in, olved in a certain wa3. Without that mental
component the phenomenon is not an action. A mental event of a certain kind is a conceptually
necessary component of an action. " [T]he very idea of an action ... seems to require us to identify
some sort of mental component." 17

interrelationshi p of e ents and their components. See D avidson (1969) and (1970b), Kim (1993) Chapters
1 and 3, Le'vvis (1986), Simons (2003). I do not intend to engage with that controvers} as it is largely
tangential to the concerns of this thesis. The simple model of events and their constituents which I have
elaborated here commands significant support amongst philosophers today (for example, it is broadly
· consistent -w-.ith the influential 'property exemplification ' model of events offered by Kim (1993) Chapter 3
and the notion of 'events as changes' ad -ocated by Lombard (1986), as \'\ ell as ·with accounts offered by
Goldman (1970) and Barry Taylor (1985)) . As such, it ·will sen em inquiry adequately.
14

Dretske (1988) pp.20-22 and others prefer the term process for such comple:s:es.

15

Guttenplan (1994b) p.115.

For this reason, e generally hold that there is an element of personal responsibility at work in relation to
actions which is not at work in relation to mere happenings, including in oluntary or reflex behaviour.
Lennon (1990) p.15. See Cane (2002) Chapter 2 more broadly on this point.

16

17

Guttenplan (1994b) p.14.
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An event characterisable as an action, then, necessarily comprises a bodily event - a movement of
some part of the body, say - and a certain kind of mental event related to each other in a way we
can at this stage conceive of as causal. 18 An action is a causally interrelated complex of mental and
bodily events. It is a complex event comprising those two simpler types of event. A type of action
is individuated or characterised by the types of mental and bodily events involved. 19 The link
between these events is both conceptual and ontological. An action is not to be identified solely
with one or the other of these events. It is not merely a bodily event, nor is it merely a mental
event accompanying a bodily event. Actions are inherently hybrid, p!Jcho-pf?ysical phenomena. As
Colin McGinn points out, they have an internal and an external aspect. 20 There is no action
without some or other bodily event. There is no action without some or other mental event of a
certain kind. And there is no action without a characteristic causal relationship between mental
and bodily events. An action is the causing of a bodily event by a mental event in a manner to be
discussed below. What renders the bodily event involved in the example of the agent throwing
herself to the ground active rather than non-active, is its distinctive causal relationship to a set of
action-constituting mental events - her thoughts about what the animal nearby is (that it is her
prey, for example), whether it might see her, whether moving to the ground quickly might
prevent it seeing her. A bodily event constitutes an element of an action by virtue of it being in
such a relationship. A bodily event which does not enjoy such a relationship is not constitutive of
an action. 21

18

The actual nature of the relation between the mental and non-mental components of action will be the
subject of discussion in Chapter 5. For the time being I will speak of this relationship in terms of causation.
Given the problem of causal overdetermination mentioned in the previous chapter, one has to construe the
notion of causation used here very carefully.
19

Note that different actions may involve the same n on-mental event . They differ by virtue of their mental
events differing. This becomes an issue in Chapter 5.

20

McGinn 1982 p.86. A series of persuasive arguments have been mounted by philosophers over the years
in relation to the deficiencies of conceiving of action solely in terms of one or the other of its constituent
parts. See Searle (1983) Chapter 3, D avis (1994), Dretske (1988) pp.11-22, Hornsby (1980) Chapters 1 and
2, for example. Any such conception generates a series of propositions which are counterintuitive to those
common sense n otions of action upon which the analytic philosophy of action is based. I. don't intend to
engage with these arguments in any detail here as nothing significant hinges on them vis a vis the issues I
am p rimarily concerned with. However, I v.rill note my broad concurrence "vith Dretske's (1988) view that
an action is best conceived of not in terms of, say, the movement of one's body - a mere bodily event - but
rather in terms o f the moving of it by a mental event- something entirely m ore c9mplex and far m ore
adequate to our best intuitions about action than any alternatives. See D retske (1988), Chapter 1.
21

A corollary o f the fact that an action is a causally interrelated complex of mental and bodily events is that
n ot all bodily events are con stituents of an action. For example, the bodily events of digestion, the growth
of hair or fingernails or decomposition do no t enjoy the requisite relationship with a mental event and are,
therefore, not properly conceived o f as components of actions. These bodily processes occur
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The non-mental constituent of an action need not be conceived of and described solejy in terms of
a bodily event. It may also be conceived of in terms of a set of events in the world external to the
body - a set of environmenta l events - which causally flows from a bodily event. 22 For example,
consider a simple action - say, the pulling of the trigger of a rifle by the movement of an agent's
finger. One the one hand, the agent might be conceived of as engaged in the action of moving
her finger. Such an action would comprise a mental event (having to do with the agent's finger
and the trigger) and the bodily event of the agent's finger moving in a certain way. Alternatively,
by altering our conception of the action to make reference to the external causal consequences of
the finger moving, we may redescribe it as that of pulling the trigger of a rifle. 23 In this case, the
action comprises a mental event, the bodily event of the finger moving and the external, nonbodily or environmenta l event of the trigger moving or the rifle firing, respectively. 24 On such a
conception the bodily event and its action correlate (moving the finger) remain largely implicit in
the broader description (pulling the trigger).

Thus, action is properly conceived of as involving not exclusivejy a mental event and a bodijy event,
but rather a mental event and a non-mental event - the latter of which may be conceived of either
in terms of a bodily event or the causing of an external environmenta l event by such a bodily
event. I will use the term behaviour or behavioural event from this point on to refer to the nonmental events which may comprise part of an action. Behaviour, then, can refer to either a bodily
event or to the causing of an environmenta l event by a bodily event. 25 We can speak of the
behaviour of moving a finger or the behaviour of pulling a trigger or firing a rifle. Behaviour m ay
or may not have an action-constit uting mental cause. We can imagine, for example, a reflex
movement of the finger, pulling of a trigger or firing of a rifle. If it has such a cause then the
behaviour comprises part of an action. In all cases of behaviour, though, a bodily event

independently of what occurs in the agent's mind - though they may be caused by some other (non-mental)
event internal to the agent. They are more properly conceived of as things which happen to an agent rather
than things the agent does. Their causal origin is not to be found in a mental event. A related point to note
· here is that explanations of the bodily events involved in actions differ from explanations of non-active
bodily events. The former are given in terms of mental events, the latter in terms of prior, non-mental
external or physiological events. The former explanations are given in the terms of a psychological theory
of mind or agency, the latter in terms of a scientific physiology or science of relevant external events.
22

Thalberg (1977) pp.85-112, Hornsby (1980) pp.29-32.

23

Or, at a greater causal remove, firing a rifle or shooting a prey.

24

The mental event causes the causing of the external environmental event by the bodily event.

Where it is necessary to distinguish between a bodily event, a bodily caused environmental event or to
the causing of the latter by the former I will do so.

25
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necessarily o ccurs. Such an event is needed to cause any environmental event involved in an
action. Action on this account may be defined as the causing of a behavioural event by a mental
event.

We may term actions whose constituent behavioural events are conceived of solely in terms of
bodily events (such as a finger moving), as basic actions. Actions whose behavioural events are
conceived of in terms of the causing of an external environmental event by a bodily event, may
be termed non-basic actions. 26 Given the definition of an action as the causing of a behavioural
event by a mental event, a basic action may be defined as the causing of a bodily event by a
mental event and a non-basic action may be defined as the causing of the causing of an
environmental event by a bodily event by a mental event. There is no non-basic action without
some basic action - no external event constitutive of an action without some bodily event to
cause it. A basic action is a conceptually necessary condition of a non-basic action. Non-basic
actions may be conceived of as extending some degree along the causal chain that leads from a
basic action. They comprehend each member of the set of mentally and bodily caused
environmental events which comprise that chain. 27 I will make use of this distinction in the
discussion to follow.

The intentionality ofindigenous action
What, then, of the mental dimension of action? A range of mental properties and their correlative
state and event categories are maintainable by human agents. These have been argued to include

26

McGinn (1982) p.86-8, Ruben (1998) p.437. See also Thalberg (1977) pp.85-11, Hornsby (1980) pp.2932,. Note also that two or more actions may have the same behavioural components - they may be
identical behaviourally - but be different actions by virtue of their being comprised of different mental
events. I may move my finger thus, to pull a trigger, pretend to pull a trigger, flex my finger because it is
stiff, make a secret sign to a friend, and so on.
27

Note that the description of an action need not make explicit reference to a bodily event. The same
action may be variously described by reference to the various bodily and environmental events which flow
from the mental events involved. There are troubling issues in the philosophy of action concerning
whether or not we are to speak of there being two actions in the example discussed here - one basic and
one non-basic - or merely one action described in two different ways. Anscombe (1963) pp.37-47,
Goldman (1970) p.10, Davidson (1971), Hornsby (1980) ppS-10, Mele (1992) pp.4-5. I need not enter into
this discussion. \Xlhilst on the issue of bodily events, it is also worth noting that the bodily events involved
in an action may or may not be publicly observable bodily movements and may or may not be causal of some
set of external environmental events. For example, the bodily events involved in an agent standing stock
still (a so-called negative action) or working out in her head the likely movements of the prey she is hunting
(a so-called mental action) do not involve a bodily movement or environmental event perceptible, at least,
by an ordinary external observer. See Guttenplan (1994b) pp.15 and 112 and McGinn (1982) p.82.
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the mental state categories we call beliefs and desires, as well as sensations, emotions, willings and
states of awareness or consciousness . 28 It is not clear that all of these categories are necessary in
order to provide for the mental component of action.29 Nonetheless, most philosophers agree
that, at the very least, the class of mental phenomena known as intentional phenomena must figure
amongst the class constitutive of action. That is, actions necessarily comprise some causally
interrelated complex of behavioural and intentional phenomena. Actions are intentional and may
be distinguished from non-intentiona l, involuntary or reflex bodily events. 30 In order for a set of
behavioural events - bodily or bodily-caused environmenta l - to comprise a part of an action it
must be appropriately related to a set of intentional events.

I will hm e much more to say about the precise nature of intentionality later this chapter. For the
time being, though, let me make a few very preliminary, ground-clearin g comments. The class of
intentional states includes perceptions, beliefs and desires. 31 Such states are traditionally
characterised by their being about or directed towards some set of possible objects, properties and
relations - that is, some actual or counterfactua l state of affairs. It is this 'aboutness' or
directedness which constitutes their intentionality. 32 An agent is said to perceive that a nearby
animal is alive, to believe that the animal is alive and to desire that it not be alive. These states of
perception, belief and desire are about or are intentionally directed towards a state of affairs
33
involving the animal in question - a state of affairs which may be factual or counterfactual . The

state of affairs towards which an intentional state is directed is conventionally termed the content
of that state.34 Like the relationship between an action and a set of intentional states, the
relationship between an intentional state and some or other set of content is a conceptual one. It

28

ifcGinn (1982) pp.7-11, Guttenplan (1994b) pp.6-13, Chalmers (1996) pp.6-22.

There is some debate vlithin philosophy as to precisel} which types of mental phenomena are necessary
elements of action - for example, whether or not awareness of either the mental or behavioural phenomena
invoh ed in the action is necessa.17 or whether a distinct mental category known as willing is involved.
McGinn (1982) pp.84 and 94, Dretske (1988) p.5, H ornsby (1980) Chapters 3 and 4, Pettit (1993a) p.52 .

29

. 30
31

Lennon (1990) p.15.
See Searle (1983) p.4 for a comprehensive list.

Searle (1983) p.4. Later in this . chapter I will theorise intentionality in terms of the maintenance by an
intentional phenomenon of a complex of causal relations ri.th a set of environmental, behavioural and other
intentional phenomena.
32

Where it is true that the nearby animal is alive, the belief is about an actual state of affairs and the desire
about a counterfactual one and where the animal is not alive, her belief that it is is a belief about a
counterfactual state of affairs.

33

34

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.1 76. Pettit (1993a) p.5.
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is part of the very idea of an intentional state that it be about some state of affairs, that it have
some content. 35 An agent doesn't just believe or desire - she believes that something is the case
or desires that something be the case.

The content of an intentional state has traditionally been conceived of in philosophy as a
proposition. Propositions are expressible in language by means of indicative sentences. 36 As a
result, intentional states - or propositional attitudes, 37 as they are also called - are linguistically
described using indicative sentences (or propositional clauses) in so-called 'that clauses' which
express the content of those states. 38 Their content, as well as their attitudinal type (perception,
belief, desire, etc.), is what individuates intentional states from each other. 39 Propositions may, in
turn, be analysed as comprised of a set of concepts.40 The proposition that "the animal is alive" is
comprised of the concepts 'animal' and 'alive' etc. Thus, an agent may be said to possess not only
a given intentional state but also the propositions and concepts informing that state. An
intentional state necessarily has propositional content and by virtue of that necessarily has
conceptual content. The possession of intentionality - of a mind - entails the possession of a
propositional and conceptual scheme.41 Action, then, may be conceived of as behaviour that is
appropriately informed by the conceptual scheme possessed by the agent. I will have more to say
about the nature of concepts and conceptual schemes in Chapter 5.

That intentional properties, states and events necessarily figure in the composition of actions
follows from the very nature of actions. Consider the nature of the action referred to above, that
of the agent throwing herself to the ground in order to avoid being seen by her prey. Upon
reflection, w e note that this action is an event which is oriented towards the achievement by the

35

There is no perception that is not a perception that some state of affairs is the case. There is no belief
that is not a belief that som e or other state of affairs is, was, might be or might have been the case. There is
no desire that is not a desire that some or other state of affairs be the case.

36

Propositions are held to be that which indicative sentences express. Such sentences typically say - either
truly or falsely - how things are. They indicate a state of affairs. Macdonald and P ettit (1981) p. 5, McGinn
(1982) p .8, Guttenplan (1994) pp.486-7.

37

Guttenplan (1994b) p.11. The term 'attitude' generally connotes a directedness at some person or thing.
For example, a menacing attitude behaviourally is necessarily directed towards some person or thing.

38

Guttenplan (1994b) p.29.

39

Lennon (1990) p.20.

40

As well as a syntax and grammar etc. Prinz (2002) p.2.

41

For the purposes of this thesis, the concepts possessed by indigenous agents will be termed indigenous
concepts. I will have more to say about these in Chapter 5.
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agent of some counterfactual state of affairs, some purpose, goal or end in the world - in this
case, that of not being upright or not being seen by her prey. 42 All actions share such an
orientation. Actions are inherently oriented towards the realisation of some (generally)
counterfactual state of affairs in the world by means of some bodily event. 43 They are oriented
towards achieving something, towards making a difference to the way the world is by means of
behaviour so as to make the world consistent with what we might conceive of as the agent's
purpose. 44 They are inherently purposive or teleological in this sense.

But in order to be purposive - 1n order to be capable of conce1v1ng of and achieving a
counterfactual state of affairs by means of some kind of behavioural event - an agent must be
able both to represent that state of affairs, as well as her actual state of affairs (including her bodily
state and environmental context) and to cause her body to behave in a manner which might realise
that counterfactual state of affairs. 45 She must possess properties which are both representational of
actual and counterfactual states of affairs and dispositional of - that is, capable of causing behaviour in light of those representations. Intentional properties are those properties of an agent
which meet this joint requirement. 46 In physicalist terms, they are a category of higher-order
properties realised by those physical properties of an agent which meet the conditions (or fill the
role) of being representational and dispositional as far as her interaction with the world is
concerned. 47 They are those physical properties which enable an agent to behave purposefully in

This purpose (as a proposition) will be the content of at least one of the causally relevant intentional
states (for example, a desire) involved in the action. The purpose of an action is desired by (is the content
of a desire of) the agent. Pettit (1993a) p.18-25, Guttenplan (1994b) pp.23-4. McGinn (1982) p.85
maintains that it is not necessary that this purpose be consciousiy maintained by the agent.

42

Or behavioural event more ·widely defined. Note that an action may be oriented towards the maintenance
of some actual state of affairs. This may be construed as a counterfactual state of affairs whereby present
relevant conditions (other than temporal) obtain at some future point in time.

43

Though, as we have seen, not all actions involve behaviour "\Vhich makes an observable change in the
body or environment of the agent, the majority of them do and even those that don't (negative and mental
actions) generally operate in conjunction \\rith those that do to serve some purpose ultimately related to
·maintaining or making an observable difference to the way the world is.
44

By means of a causally related environmental event, if necessary. Of course, the behavioural events
involved in the action may or may not actually realise the agent's purpose. Whether they do is an empirical
and contingent matter.
45

Intentional states are directed towards states of affairs by either being directly or indirectly caused by (in
a representing kind of way) states of affairs or by being causal of behaviour which in turn causes other
states of affairs (in a state-of-affairs-realising sort of way) .

46

I will analyse both representation and disposition in terms of a causal relationship between the
intentional state and some set of environmental, behavioural and other intentional states.
47
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the world. Holistically clustered in a behaviourally causal intentional complex, intentional
properties cause an agent's body to behave in a manner which, in general, realises her purposes.
By virtue of their representational and dispositional role, intentional properties "serve to connect
an agent with its world'. 48 and this connectedness to the world is the hallmark of action.

Intentional phenomena may be classified into different categories on the basis of the specific
roles played by those categories within the overall intentional economy of an agent. 49 For the
purposes of this thesis, I will take beliefs and desires to be the categories of intentional
phenomena capable of and sufficient for representation and behavioural disposition. 50 I will take
them to be the fundamental categories constituting the intentional dimension of action into
which all other categories of intentional state may be analysed. 51 As will, I hope, become
apparent, nothing important hinges on my eliding the other categories of intentional phenomena
in this manner as far as my overall thesis is concerned. To the extent that other categories of
intentional phenomena actually play an independent role in indigenous action, they too must be
interpreted and identified by the judge in a manner which is virtually identical to that in which
beliefs and desires are interpreted and identified. Beliefs and desires are individuated conceptually
and ontologically as the categories they are by the distinctive role they play in actions. That an
interrelated complex of beliefs and desires 52 necessarily figures in the constitution of action is a
reflection of both the representational and dispositional character of such phenomena and the
inherently purposive character of action.

Pettit (1993a) p.3. Beliefs and desires are "individuated by their role in mediating an agent's response to
her environment." Lennon (1990) p.26.

48

49

Stich (1990) p.49.

50

"Desires motivate behaviours but beliefs frame them." Wellman 1990 p.208.

51

See Searle (1983) pp.29-36 on the argument that beliefs and desires are basic to intentionality.
Perceptions are representational states which are commonly taken to play a part in the intentional economy
of an agent. However, for the sake of simplifying the discussion, I will assume that, in ·general, a causal
regularity exists between an agent perceiving that p and her believing that p. Hence, I will assume that
perceptions are co1nprehended by correlative beliefs. I will assume this notwithstandirig the fact that in
certain unusual circumstances this regularity may not hold. For example, circumstances may arise where an
agent has reason to distrust her perceptual system. Likewise, I will also assume •that those intentional
categories known as 'willings' or 'intendings' and the like, which are argued by some theorists to provide
the dispositional nexus between intentionality and behaviour, are analysable in terms of relevant desires.
Searle (1983) p.29. See McGinn (1982) p.94-5 for a contrary view.
52

A behaviourally causal intentional complex.
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The radonality ofindigenous acdon
Later in this chapter, I more full3 analyse the representatl -e and dispositional character of
intentional phenomena in terms of the maintenance of a distinctive causal relationship with
environmenta l input phenomena 53, behavioural output phenomena 54, and other intentional
phenomena. For the time being, let me just note that in order for intentional phenomena to
perform their characteristic role in human action, they must causall3 interact with each other and
;ith environmenta l input and behavioural output phenomena according to an

O\

erarching set of

regularities \'\ hich facilitates the ongoing capacity of the agent to intervene successfully in the
v. orld. 55

Agents are beings who "interact with their environment under the control of intentional

regularities." 56 These intentional regularities provide to some degree for the effectiveness of the
agent's beha\ ·our in realising the agent's purposes .57 They enable an agent to realise her purposes
- to continue to be an agent - on an ongoing basis.

Intentional regularities ma 1 be -ariously classified. For example, a regularity1 ma3 exist in relation
to the en ;ironmental events affecting an agent and her beliefs such that, given certain conditions,
the occurrence of a gi\ en enwonmenta l event causes (w-ith some degree of regularity·) a belief in
the agent

·th that event as its content. If the agent's pre: is directly in front of the agent, then

(assuming other necessary conditions are in place) the agent ty-picall3 belie\ es that her prey is
directly in front of her. Alternatively, a regularity· may obtain amongst an agent's beliefs such that,

gi en certain conditions, the occurrence of a certain belief or set of beliefs causes the occurrence
of some other specific belief or beliefs. Thus, if the agent believes that if the pre - sees her, it v.,1..ll

53

Environmental e,-ents which cause intentional e'i""ents.

54

Behavioural e\ents which are caused by intentional e\ents.

-- A \arieg- of term have been formulated to describe these regularities. These include habits of inference,
rationalig-, rational regularities and the like. I'll predominantly- use the terms 'intentional regularities' and
11
'rationality'. Pettit (1993a) p.18 states that these regularities ma~ or may not be associated \'iTith a structural
belief in the corresponding logical principle" which describes them. He uses the term 'habits of inference'
to signj_fy these regularities because habit are not necessarily reflected upon but are generally largely
·automatic or pre-prmr:rammed. Lennon (1990) p.~1 agrees, stating that "[t]he possibility of constructing
rea onincr liokiog intentional tates mth one another and with behanour does not presuppose that
\'i"'hene er an agent acts for reasons she consciousb' rehearses the pattern of argument which we may
con truct. The rea onincr ... make e:splicit certain conceptual connections between the contents of such
tates and the description of the action for which they provide the reasons."
-6

Pettit (199.n) p.11.

-- See 1facdonald and Pettit (1981) pp.60-1. Follomng Chemiak (1986), I do not \\"'ant to idealise the
capacitr of the e regularities to further an agent' purposes. Some degree of effecti\eness in this regard is
required of a being if it i to be an agent, but I do not hold that these regularities necessitate the realisation
of an agent s purpo es in any unrealistically stroncr sense.
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run away and if she also believes that the prey does, in fact, see her, then the agent typically
believes that the prey will run away. Another example is that regularity which m ay exist in relation
to certain desires and behaviour such that, given certain conditions, a desire with some specific
type of-behaviour as its content causes the agent's body to engage in that behaviour. If an agent
desires to m ove her body to the ground, then, assuming the obtaining of other relevant
conditions, her body typically moves to the ground. And so on for causal relations between other
combinations of environmental, intentional and behavioural phenomena.

Given that intentional phenomena are conceived of as having propositional content, we can
conceive of the intentional regularities governing such phenomena in terms of a prop ositional
'logic' of sorts reflecting the relations that obtain between the propositional content of those
phenomena. 58 We can conceiv e of a set of beliefs and desires issuing in the behavioural event it
does by virtue of that set and that outcome being inferentially governed to some degree
according to such a logic. 59 As a result of their propositional nature and their role in the
explanation of behaviour and other intentional phenomena, the contents of intentional
phenomena may be construed as operating as reasons within an inferential m atrix.60 The causal
relation between these phenomena may be conceived of as a reason-giving relation. It is because
of this con strual that the regularities governing intentional phenomena are often conceived o f in
terms o f a concept of rationality.61

I use the term 'logic' loosely here. I want to avoid the implication that agen ts operate under a strict and
idealised form of logic. See Cherniak (1986), Ch apter 1.
58

59

Hence, these regularities are often term ed habits of inference. D avidso n (1978) p .85-6 states that "the
agent's beliefs and desires provide [the agen t] \,Vith the premises of an argument." See also Lennon (1990)
p.21 . Though, both Lennon and D avidson hold what are ultimately anti-realist views about the nature of
intentional phenomena which differ markedly from my own, aspects of their rationalistic account of
intentionality may be usefully incorporated into a physicalist and realist model.
Lennon (1990) p.21 states that "the intentional content of our intentional states is that feature on which
their reason-giving links to each other and to the agent's behaviour depend." Note that the concept of
reason is ambiguous between real phenomena with causal relevance and purely discursive entities which are
mere constructs within an interpretive context. Thus, the debate between intentional realists and nonrealists. Note that contra D avidson and certain intentional anti-realists I don't equate the causal explanation
of an action \vith its rational justification. Lennon (1990) p.37-9 .

60

A nd why rationality is often conceived of in terms of logical consistency. Taylor (1985b) p.134. By virtue
of the fact that intentional phenomena are higher-order phenomena realised by causally efficacious lowerorder physical and physically-based phenomena, the reason-giving relation between such phenomena is at
the same time both a causal and a logical or conceptual one.

61
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Given the nature of agents as beings who behave in order to realise their desires, given their
beliefs, it is a basic feature of the intentional regularities which govern an agent's beliefs, desires
and behaviour that those regularities are such as to maximise the chances 62 that the agent's
purposes are realised through her behaviour. That is, it is a conceptually or theoretically necessary
feature of the intentional regularities governing agents that they are (and render agents) practical!);

rational. A practically rational set of intentional regularities (a practical rationality) regulates the
beliefs and desires and behaviour of an agent so as to typically cause the agent to behave in a
manner oriented towards satisfying her desires, given her beliefs. 63 Being practically rational
means being such that one's desires are (to some agency-sufficient degree) regularly realised by
one's behaviour given one's beliefs. Agents qua agents are, at the very least, minimally rational in
this sense. Being practically rational to at least a minimally rational degree is constitutive of being
an agent. 64

It is worth noting that the operation of this mode of rationality reflects the fact that beliefs and
desires operate collectively to cause behaviour. A practically rational agent behaves in a manner
which typically satisfies her desires given her beliefs. An agent's behaviour is necessarily caused by an
interrelated behaviourally causal complex of those desires and those beliefs. Neither a set of beliefs
nor a set of desires causes behaviour in an agent independently of a set of the other. Consider the
example discussed earlier in which the agent throws herself to the ground to avoid being seen by
her prey. We can conceive of this behaviour as being motivated at one level by a desire not to be
seen by her prey. This desire might have arisen in response to certain beliefs concerning her
overall purpose in hunting the prey, the location and perceptive powers of the prey, her own and

62

A weaker constraint than ensuring the realisation of those purposes.

Macdonald and Pettit (1981) p. 60, Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.145. Ascribing practical
rationality to an agent involves predicting that she will behave in a way that would satisfy her desires were
her beliefs true. "Your prediction that Jones will step around the hole in the ground is based, say, on your
belief that he believes that there is a hole in the ground in front of him and that continuing in a straight line
-~ lead to his falling into the hole, combined with your belief that he does not want [desire] to fall into the
hole." Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.145-6.
63

That all agents are, at least, minimally rational obtains with conceptual or theoretical necessity (it is a
conceptual truth) on this account of agency. Dennett (1978), Chapter 1, Cherniak (1986), Chapter 1~ Pettit
(1993a) pp.41, 68. Given my physicalistic (and, hence, somewhat Quinean) commitments, I agree with
Henderson's (1993) comments at p.96 that "there are no good arguments to establish that there is an a
priori level of minimal rationality in any but the conceptual sense. (I do not believe that anything is a priori
in any other sense.) Recognising such conceptual a priori truths does not conflict with the claim that
whatever is so guaranteed about a subject, might, as our theory changes, be found false of the subject
understood in the extensional sense. For being a conceptual a priori truth is a matter of the centrality of
certain principles to present theory."

64
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the prey's physical location, and so on. In order to realise this desire not to be seen, a series o f
intentional and behavioural events must occur governed by regularities oriented towards or
facilitative of the realisation of that desire. And so, by virtue of a practically rational regularity
governing her, in response to her desire that she not be seen, the agent comes to the belief that
'If I desire not to be seen by the prey, I should move my body to the ground'. By virtue o f a
further practically rational regularity, this belief causes her to desire that her body move to the
ground. And this desire - against the backdrop of the other intentional states mentioned, as p art
of a behaviourally causal intentional complex comprising those other intentional states - causes her
body to move to the ground, thus (perhaps) realising her initial desire not to be seen. It is by
virtue of these intentional regularities governing the agent's beliefs, desires and behaviour that
given her beliefs the agent is able to realise her desire by moving to the ground. It is by virtue of
these practically rational regularities that she is able to act as she does. Without such regularities
her behaviour does not comprise action. It is not appropriately oriented towards a purpose.65

Of course, the agent will be more likely to achieve her desired ends if her beliefs - about the
location and perceptive powers of the prey, about her own location and, importantly, ab out the
best course of action to take in order to realise her desire - are, to some agency-sufficient degree,
true of the world (including her present environmental and bodily situation) and logically sound
(botl1 deductively and inductively) in their interrelation. 66 It is only if the agent has an adequate
overall view of the way things are and the way things might be that the agent will be in a po sition
to realise her desires. 67 Thus, an agent's practical rationality is effective in the pursuit o f h er ends
only in conjunction with what w e may term her theoretical rationality. This term describes that
feature of the intentional regularities governing the relation ship between the environmental
situation , p erception s and beliefs of an agent which facilitates the m aintenance o f an agen cysufficient degree o f truth and logical soundness in the b eliefs possessed by an agen t. Being

65

"In taking any piece of behaviour as an action we assume that it issues from a desire to achieve a certain
outcome and a belief that the course of behaviour in question at least stands a good chance of realising that
outcome: we assmne .. . that the event is [practically] rational." Macdonald and P ettit (1981) p .27.
66

Macdonald and Pettit (1981) p . 60.

67

It is worth noting here that we might expand the concept of theoretical rationality so as to include (o r,
alternatively, see it as part of a broader mode of rationality - sometimes called attitudinal rationality which includes) those intentional regularities which also minimise logical ~ontradictions between an agent's
desires and between her beliefs and desires. On this wider construal, attitudinal rationality implicitly
motivates an agent to ensure that her desires are logically consistent with each other and witl1 her beliefs. It
m otivates her to be responsive to any inconsistencies in this regard. Much of what I have had to say about
theoretical rationality above can be applied to the logical relationship between des~es and between beliefs
and desires . See Macdonald and Pettit (1981), Chapter 2.
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theoretically rational means being such that one's beliefs are (to some agenq-suffici ent degree)
true and logically sound. An agent can be typically effective in the pursuit of her ends (and thus,
be an agent) only if the set of intentional regularities governing her - only if she - is , to some
agenq -sufficient degree, not only practically rational but also theoretically rational.

Theoretically rational intentional regularities result in an agent being, for example, largely
responsive in her belief system to contradictory input from her perceived env--ironment and to
logical inconsistencie s within that sys tem. 68 In the above example, if the agent believes that the
prey is not nearby, and that if the prey is not nearby it is safe to come out of her hiding spot,
then, if theoretically rational69 , the agent will generall believe that it is safe to come out of her
hiding spot.

0

If her en rironment is as she believes it to be - if her beliefs are relevantly true -

then her purpose in acting (to avoid being seen b - her prey) may be realised by practically rational
beha rio ur. It is because an agent's body of beliefs are subject to a set of theoretically rational
regularities that w e may generally characterise beliefs as inherently truth-seeking and bodies of
beliefs as (to some agency-suffici ent level - perhaps, e, en largely) true and logically sound.7 1 Such
regularities may not generate a perfectly true and logically sound s -stem of beliefs - human
agents are only human after all - but in a being properly characterisabl e as an agent they are
inherently oriented towards the achievement of some agency-optima l degree of truth and logical
soundness given the nature and circumstances of the agent in question. Agents are, therefore,

''It would make no sense to ascribe beliefs to an agent without assuming that he was disposed to make
moves appropriate to ensure that his b eliefs were true ... We ,vill not ascribe beliefs of such a kind that we
must then admit that the agent seems unresponsive to manifest countere:samples or inconsistencies ."
i\facdonald and P ettit (1981) p.12. Theoretical rationalit:r includes deductive rationality (causal regularity) of
the kind - if the agent believes that if p then q, and then comes to belie\e that p, then (to the extent that the
agent is theoreticallr rational) the agent ·will belie\e that q. T o the e:stent that she is theoreticallr rational the
ao-ent will not hold logicallr contradictory beliefs. It also includes inductive rationality of the kind - if the
agent has numerous instances of q follo"-ing on from p, then if she belie\es that p, she will belie\e that

6

probably q.
69

If ub ject to a theoretically rational set of intentional regularities.

,o The first two beliefs mentioned mar be conceived of as reasons for the theoreticallr rational and
conclu ive third belief. The relation between belief under conditions of theoretical rationality is a reasonciving relation.
See D avid on (19 4c) and (19 S), 1facdonald and Pettit (1981) p.24. D andson is correct to argue that
beino- part of a bod of beliefs which is largelr true is a necessarr condition for being a belief, though his
account of whr this is so differs from mine.
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minimally rational in the additional sense that they are governed by an agency-sufficient
theoretically rational set of intentional regularities .7 2

Whilst on this point, it is worth flagging for later discussion that we might predict or explain an
agent's behaviour with reference to the practically and theoretically rational complex of b eliefs
and desires which cause that behaviour.7 3 Predicting and explaining behaviour is possible by
reconstructing the causal or reason-giving links between known or assumed beliefs and desires
(the identity of which form part of what I later term a theory of the agent) within the context of a
known or assumed practically rational set of regularities (the identity of which form part of what I
later term a theory of mind). Likewise, it follows that we may predict or explain an agent's belief
with reference to the theoretically rational complex of environmental states, perceptions and
other beliefs which ultimately issue in that belief. Predicting and explaining belief is possible by
reconstructing the causal or reason-giving links between known or assumed beliefs within the
context of a known or assumed theoretically rational set of regularities. If asked why an agent
behaved the way she did one might make reference to a set of beliefs and desires (and, implicitly,
to a set of practically rational regularities regulating those states) saying that they provided the
agent's reason for so behaving.74 This is to say that they caused the agent to behave as she did.
Likewise, if asked why an agent believed what she did, one might make reference to a set of other
beliefs (and implicitly to a set of theoretically rational regularities), saying that they provided the
agent's reason for so believing. Thus, the prediction and explanation of either the b eliefs or
b ehaviour of an agent is often construed as a process of rationalising those beliefs or that
b ehaviour. I will have more to say on these matters when analysing the nature of interpreting that is, explaining - behaviour in Chapter 6.

72

Agents are minimally ratio nal as a matter of conceptual necessity (given our operative concept of agency
here). By regarding each other as agents, "we regard one another as 'rational and purposive creatures,
fitting our beliefs to th e world as we perceive it and seeking to obtain what we desire in the light of them'.
Lennon (1990) p .11 quo ting Wollheim an d H opkins (1982). Macdonald and P ettit (1981) p.40. On the
question of the nature of conceptual necessity, I agree with H enderson (1993) p .96, who states that
"[r]ecognising such concep tual a priori truths does not conflict with the claim that whatever is so
guaranteed about a subject, might, as our theory changes, be found false of the subject understood in the
extensional sense. For being a conceptual a priori truth is a matter of the centrality of certain principles to
present theory."
73

I will have more to say about this in Chapter 6.

74

See D avidson (1963) and Lennon (1990), for example. "Your prediction that Jones will step around the
hole in the ground is based, say, on your belief that he believes that there is a hole in the ground in front of
him and that continuing in a straight line will lead to his falling into the hole, combined with your belief
that he does not want [desire] to fall into the hole." Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p .145-6.
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With this discussion in hand, we can analyse a simple non-basic action - for example, pulling the
trigger of a rifle - as an event comprising the causing of a bodily and then external environmental
event (the movement of a finger causing the movement of the trigger) by a complex of
intentional states. 75 This behaviourally causal complex of intentional states 7 6, in turn, comprises a
set of desires (including the desires to move the finger and pull the trigger) and a set of beliefs
(including the beliefs that her finger is in the physical position it is in, that the trigger is in the
position it is in, that in order to pull the trigger the agent needs to move her finger in a certain
manner). All of these events - intentional and behaviourally - causally interrelate under the
governance of an overarching set of theoretical!} and practically rational regularities. 77 This
rationalised causing of the behavioural events by the behaviourally causal intentional complex
constitutes the non-basic action of pulling the trigger. This type of action - pulling the trigger of
a rifle - is individuated as the type it is by the intentional, bodily and environmental (behavioural)
events which constitute it and by the overarching rationality v;rhich governs it. A token
phenomenon which is constituted in this v;ray - which possesses the properties described here - is
and may be identified as a token of the action type pulling the trigger of a rifle. Ha, ing set up this
model of human action, let me now turn to the problematic task of theorising the nature of
intentional phenomena in physicalistic terms.

3. The Functional Nature of Intentional Phenomena

"What the ps chology grounding the discussion so far has presumed is that intentional
phenomena exist and ma} be conceived of as having typical causes and effects. 78 The} are
phenomena which typically cause behavioural e, ents - that is, bodil} events or bodily-caused
environmental events. The are phenomena which - through the mediation of an agent's sensory
apparatus - are also typically caused by environmental phenomena. 79 And finally, they are

:i\l[ore properly, a non-basic action may be defined as the causing of [the causing of an environmental
event b a bodily event] by a complex of intentional states.

75

Throughout this thesis I ',J;rill largely refer to this set as a behaviourally causal intentional complex. This
complex is comprised of behaviourally causal intentional states.

76

It is important to note at this earl"5 stage that the set of intentional states which constitutes a
behaviourallr causal intentional complex may be quite "'\ast. !\.s we shall see belo'i"\, this is a function of the
holistic nature of intentional states.
77

7

Braddon-11itchell and Jackson (1996) p.39.

79

Elidino- for the sake of simplicity the causal role played here br sensory phenomena, I will use the term

environmental inputs to describe both the environmental and the sensory phenomena involved in causing
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phenomena which typically cause and are caused by other intentional phenomena. 80 All of this
causal interaction proceeds according to certain regularities describable in terms of practical and
theoretical modes of rationality. To be an intentional phenomenon is to be a phenomenon which
is by its very nature causally related to or mediating of three categories of phenomena environmental inputs, intentional inputs and outputs, and behavioural outputs - according to a set
of intentional regularities. 81 Intentional phenomena take environmental and intentional inputs
and yield intentional and behavioural outputs according to those regularities. 82

As such, intentional phenomena are phenomena which inherently meet a certain set of conditions
- in this case, occupying or filling a characteristic kind of causal-nomic role within a broader
system of environmental, intentional and behavioural phenomena. 83 This meeting of such
conditions or filling of such a role is definitive of intentional phenomena. The concept of
intentionality defines this functional role. As we saw in Chapter 3, phenomena which are
individuated by their filling of a certain causal-nomic role within a larger system of phenomena
are higher-order functional phenomena. Functional phenomena take particular kinds of inputs and
yield particular kinds of outputs within a system according to nomic regularities which govern the
relationship between those inputs and outputs.

84

They are phenomena which are regularly caused

by certain inputs and which regularly cause certain outputs. 85 Intentional phenomena, by virtue of
being such, are, therefore, functional phenomena. Intentional phenomena are characterised as the
kind of phenomena they are not by their possession of some or other specific type of physical

an intentional state. I will generally assume that a given environmental input event causes a concomitant
sensation of that event. Where the quality of an agent's sensory apparatus is in question I will make specific
reference to sensory phenomena.
80

Intentional outputs and intentional inputs, respectively.

81

Papineau (1993) p.56. Likewise, to possess an intentional property or be in an intentional state is to
possess a property or be in a state which is so related.
82

Guttenplan (19946) p.99.

83

"Something occupies a particular [causal-nomic] role if it causally responds in particular ways to causal
inputs with particular kinds of output." Heil (1998) p.97.
"Functionalism takes mental properties and kinds as functional properties ... specified in terms of their
roles as causal intennediaries between senso ry inputs and behavioural outputs, and the physicalist form of
functionalism takes physical properties as the only potential occupants or realisers of these causal roles."
Kim (1998) p.19 .
84

85

As phenomena which are priinarily characterised in terms of the causal relations and regularities they are
subject to, functional phenomena are primarily and explicitly characterised as types or properties ratl1er
than tokens or instantiations of properties. Of course, types are comprised of tokens and any token or
instantiation which performs the functional role definitive of a functional type or property is a _member of
that type or an instantiation of that property.
·
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composition or internal structure (as the natural kind water is, for example) but by their
performance of some or other definitive type of causal role or function within a system of things
- in this case a system comprising the bodily interaction of an agent with the external world.86

We saw in Chapter 3 that a functional phenomenon exists as a real higher-order phenomenon if
it is realised by a set of physical phenomena - that is, if there is a set of physical phenomena in
the world which meets the conditions definitive of that higher-order functional phenomenon. It
is by virtue of it filling the role definitive of a functional phenomenon, that a set of physical
phenomena realises that functional phenomenon. To meet those conditions or fill that role is to
realise the functional phenomenon defined by those conditions or that role. The actual identity of
the set of physical phenomena which realise a higher order functional phenomenon is a
contingent matter dependent upon the laws or causal regularities actually prevailing in the world
and is determinable by empirical means. 87 And what our best empirical research into this matter
tells us is that the set of physical phenomena in the world which meet the conditions definitive of
intentional types in humans - the set of physical phenomena which causally mediates between
environmenta l inputs, intentional inputs and outputs, and behavioural outputs according to a set
of intentional regularities - is the set of physical phenomena which comprises the states,
properties and events of the brain and associated sensory and motor apparatus of human agents.
I will term these phenomena, neuro-physical phenomena. 88

Intentional phenomena are realised by physical phenomena. As such intentional phenomena are
existent higher-order phenomena. They exist by virtue of their being realised by physical
phenomena - by virtue of there being physical phenomena which meet the conditions defined by

Kim (1998) p.21 states, "if [mtentional] properties are functional properties, they are therefore not tied,
definitionally or constitutivel}, to the compositional/ structural details of their realisers." John Heil (1998)
p.98 similarly states in relation to the higher-order functional phenomenon of pain that "what makes a
brain state a realisation of pain is not its material constitution but its occupying a particular kind of causal
role within your nervous sys tem." In a similar, ein, Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.43 state that we
can "distinguish the functional roles specified by the input, output and internal role clauses from what
occupies them, and insist that what matters for being in one or another [intentional] state are the roles that
are occupied, not what occupies them. Provided the right roles are occupied, it does not matter what
occupies them."

86

87

Kim (2003) p.578-9.

These provide the realisation base for the higher-order neuro-chemical and neurophysiological
phenomena which may also be said to realise intentional phenomena. It is usefully noted here that
functionalism in itself does not entail ph} sicalism. Were independent fundamentally non-physical
phenomena to actually exist, they might fill the role definitive of an intentional phenomenon. They don't
exist, of course, and so the only viable intentional functionalism is a physicalist one.

88
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the concept of intentional phenomena. Human agents possess an intentional property by virtue
of possessing a set of physical properties which meets the conditions or plays the causal role
definitive of intentional properties (specified by the concept of intentionality). They possess
intentional properties by virtue of possessing a set of physical properties which, in fact, causally
mediates between the three categories of phenomena mentioned above. Such physical properties
endow human agents with the capacity to meet the conditions definitive of intentionality. They
do all the work in making it the case that intentional phenomena exist, in making it the case that
human beings are agents. Intentional phenomena exist in the subordinate or attenuated
conceptual sense that all higher-order phenomena exist. They exist just because there exist
physical phenomena which play an intentional role - as defined by our best theory of
intentionality - in an agent's interaction with the world. Intentional kinds and properties "are
functional kinds at a higher level of abstraction than physiochemical or biological kinds." 89 "To
talk of minds and mental operations is to abstract from whatever realises them; it is talk at a
higher level. .. Talk of minds is merely talk of material systems at a 'higher level." 90

An agent possesses the intentional property, for example, of believing that there is a fruit on the
bush by virtue of possessing a physical (or physically-based) property which is caused by and
which causes those environmental, intentional and behavioural inputs and outputs characteristic
of believing that there is a fruit on the bush. She does not possess this property by virtue of
possessing a physical constitution of some unique 'believing that there is a fruit on the bush'
kind. 91 Of course, the physical properties of an agent are not ontologically unimportant. Those
properties have to be such as to be able to perform the functional role characteristic of
intentional states. An agent believes that there is a fruit on the bush by virtue of being in a
physical state which is able to do what a belief that there is a fruit on the bush does. The point
that is being made here is that it is primari!J the functional role of the agent's physical states and

89

Kim (1998) p.3.

90

Heil (1998) p .90-1 . Heil draws a common analogy with the higher-order properties of computers. "When
we discuss computations - the manipulation of symbols in accordance with formal rules - we abstract
from the material nature of the device performing them. And in so doing, we characterise the [material]
behaviour of computing devices at a 'higher level'." He goes on at p.114, " ... just as in describing the
operation of a computing machine at the program level we are describing its causal structure in abstraction
from its hardware, so in describing mental operations we are describing the causal structure of intelligent
agents in abstraction from their biological hardware."
Though there may, in fact, be only one physical constitution which actually realizes this intentional
property.

91
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not the composition and structure of those states which m atters for those states being intentional
in character. 92

It is worth noting here that by virtue o f intentional phenomena being functi onal phen om ena
realised by the physical, w e are in a p osition to adequately explain the occurrence of an intentio nal
state in an agent by means of the functi onal-reduction ist m ode of explanation referred to in
Appendix 1 .93 That is, p sychological claims are reduci,b!e to those of neurophysiology and,
ultimate! , physics. Hence, '½Te m ay explain the fact that an agent believes that there is a fruit on
the bush in terms o f the agent possessing a physical state which meets the functional conditions
for being a belief that there is a fruit on the bush. These conditions are known as a conceptual
truth ·within the relevant conceptual community . The physical state in question m eets these
conditions as a m atter of empirical fact and is identified and is known to meet these condition s
b r means of empirical inquiry .94 H ow that physical state meets those condition s is also open to
empirical investigation. Thus, a functi onalist explanation of intentionality is a physicalis tically and
theoreticall

r

sound explanation. 95 This is a p oint in functionalism's favo ur as a m odel of

intentionality;.

As has been mentioned, realisation entails token identity . Any token intentional phenom enon is
identical to the token physical phenomenon '½ hich realises it. The beha, iourally causal inten tional
complex '½ hich causes an agent to m ove her arm and h and so as to rem ove a fruit from a bush

Even if it turns out that there is only one unique physical comp osition and structure which does or can
fill that functional role.

92

93

Kim (2003) p.577 .

94

r
Kim (?00'1)
J p ..J
--

r
_)

We might also note at this point that a functionalist account of intentionality explains in physicalistically
acceptable terms how it is that intentional states can represent or be about anything. That is, the
functionality of intentional phenomena explains their intentionality. Intentional states represent states of
affairs hr virtue of their causal relationship ·w ith enruonmental phenomena and -with each other. As
Guttenplan (1994b) p.96 points out, "what makes some state of 1-\nne's a belief about the whereabouts of
her coat is that there i a causal relationship between that state and the coat." If an agent has had no causal
relationship with the coat in question - either directlr br perception or indirectly by testimony, sar - which
could lead to a belief about it then we should not ascribe a belief about that coat to the agent. Whate,-er
belief ther hold, it will not be a belief about the coat. We, therefore, ha,e the seeds of a semantic theorr of
reference and sense here and can make ense of intentionality (understood as 'aboutness ') in
ph~sicalistically acceptable terms . Braddon-:i\fitchell and Jackson (1996) p.38 make this point well with their
beer example. They state that ''Every time rou walk towards a car that has beer in its boot, you move in
uch a war that you a-et nearer to beer. But if your behaviour has no causal link with beer (as would
normallr be the case unle s rou put the beer there yourself... ) it will be no sign of a desire for beer." I will
have more to say on this issue in Chapter 5.

9-
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just is the physical event within the neuro-physical system of the agent which causes that
behavioural event. It is its identity with its neural realiser which renders a token intentional
phenomenon real. The relation between the two is not a causal one but a conceptual or logical
one. A token physical phenomenon which meets the conditions defined by our concept or theory
of an intentional phenomenon necessarily is that intentional phenomenon. There is no more to
an intentional phenomenon than its physical realiser. Its existence "just consists in the existence
of something that meets a certain job description and the something that meets that description
in the world as it actually is, is a fundamental physical system of some sort." 96 Intentional
phenomena owe their existence entirely to the existence of their physical realisers. In speaking
about a class of mental states he terms 'experiences', David Lewis comments that "the definitive
characteristic of any (sort of) experience as such is its causal role, its syndrome of most typical
causes and effects. But we materialists believe that these causal roles which belong by analytic
necessity to experiences belong in fact to certain physical states. Since those physical states
possess the definitive characteristics of experience, thry must be the experiences." 97

Though the realisation of the intentional by the physical entails a token identity between these
two orders of being, it does not entail a type identity between them. The fact that a token
intentional phenomenon is identical to a token neural phenomenon does not entail that the class
of all such intentional phenomena is identical to the class of all such neural phenomena. Whether
or not all the instances of an intentional type or property are realised by instances of a unique
neural type or property (as a type identity theory of the intentional requires) or whether they are
realised by tokens of multiple types, is a contingent matter dependent upon both the content of
the concept of the intentional phenomenon in question - the set of individuating conditions it
describes - and the way the actual world (or some set of relevant possible worlds) relevantly is. 98
If it turns out to be the case (within some modally relevant set of possible worlds) that physical
realisers of only one type are able to meet the conditions specified by all or some intentional
concepts, then all or some intentional phenomena will be (with an appropriate degree of m odal
force) type identical with the relevant physical phenomena. If it turns out to be the case that
physical realisers of more than one type are able to meet the conditions specified by an
intentional concept then an intentional phenomenon of that type will be multiply realisable by

96

Melnyk (2003) p.7.

97

Le\,vis (1966) p.17. The type identity implications of Lewis's statement don't detract from its value as a
useful expression of realisation physicalism on this point.
98

Kim (2003) pp.578-9, Papineau (1993) p.14.
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that range of physical realiser types. 99 As it in fact turns out, there is good reason to think that
intentional phenomena generally (that is, non-locally) described are multiply realisable by a range
of physical types and, as a result, are not type identical with any one. 100 There is good reason to

think that type identity theory about non-localised intentional states is incorrect.

We can identify and imagine physical phenomena quite different from the neural phenomena
possessed by human agents able to meet the conditions of intentionality and causally mediate
between environmenta l inputs, behavioural outputs and other intentional phenomena in a regular
fashion. We can conceive of beings of other actual or possible species to ours - or other entities
altogether - possessing physical properties capable of intentional roles and interacting with the
world as agents. 101 Even amongst human beings, it may be the case that a range of different
neural properties realise the same intentional property in the same or in different agents.
Intentionality, within humans may be multiply realisable. David Papineau expresses well this latter
intuition concerning the multiple realisability of intentional states in humans when he states,

it seems unlikely that psychological properties such as worrying about the
future, for example, can be identified with any specific physical properties, along
the lines of having a certain arrangement of molecules in your head. It is surely
implausible to suppose that all the different people who have even been worried
about the future must have some intracranial molecular property in common.
And, if that is not implausible enough, what about the future brain-injured
people who will have their damaged parts replaced by miracles of silicon-based
micro-technol ogy or the hominid but silicon-based denizens of Proxima
Centauri's third planet? Presumably they will be able to worry about the future
too. But they can't possibly share molecular arrangements with the rest of us,
given that we don't have any silicon in our brains. 102

The thesis of the multiple realisability of intentional states has been characterised as either an empirical
fact or merely an abstract possibility. Braddon-11itchell and Jackson (1996) p.43.

99

Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.8. "[T]here is no single neural kind N that realises pain across all types
of organisms or physical systems; rather there is a multiplicity of neural-physical kinds Nh, Nr, Nm ... such
that Nh realises pain in humans, r realises pain in reptiles ... etc." Kim (1999) p .517, Putnam (1967) .

100

We might reasonably entertain the existence or possibility of non-living entities (machines and_the like)
with intentional properties. "In the case of human beings, our brains constitute the hardware on which our
mental software runs. Alpha Centaurians, in contrast, might share our psychology, our mental software, yet
have very different, perhaps non-carbon-bas ed, hardware .... " Heil (1998) p. 91. A corollary of this is that
agency - the having of intentionality - is multiply realisable. A range of physical objects or systems may be
rendered agents with intentional states if those objects or systems possess physical states which serve
intentional causal roles.
101

1 02

Papineau (1993) p.12.
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Intentional phenomena seem capable of realisation in diverse neural-biological or other physical
structures. Determining whether or not they are - and if so, the extent to which they are - is a
matter of empirical research within the constraints of relevant intentional concepts. Science will
tell us the extent of any multiple realisability of the intentional. By virtue of its compatibility with
the multiple realisability of the intentional and with any type identity which might, in fact, obtain,
realisation physicalism is a superior account to intentional type identity theory in regard to the
ontological relation between the intentional and the physical. 103 Realisation should be considered
the fundamental relation which the intentional bears to the physical. Any type identity which
happens to obtain in relation to intentional phenomena - whether general or localised - should
be seen as a subordinate relation to realisation as far as ontological matters are concerned.

In any event, the question of whether and to what degree of localisation a type identity obtains
between the intentional and the physical is of no great consequence as far as the actual
interpretation of action and identification of intentional states is concerned. In practice, humans
ascribe intentional states to themselves and to each other without regard to the issue of what
actually realises those states. Indeed, until very recently humans had no idea what physical
phenomena actually realised intentional states. Nor need they have - qua interpreters, at least. As
we shall see in the next chapter, all that matters in the context of interpretation is the functional
role which those phenomena fill, not what actually fills those roles. 104 It is the content of
intentional phenomena and not the identity of their realisers which matters most for
interpretation. Intentional content is a functional and not a compositional or structural matter.
Thus, a functionalist theory of intentional phenomena better articulates with an -inquiry into
interpretation than a type identity theory whose primary focus is not on role but on realiser. The
issue of the truth and proper scope of a type identity theory of intentional phenomena is, of
course, still relevant for our purposes on account of our present interest in grounding
intentionality in the physical world and accounting for its causal role in that world. However, the

103

The realisationist approach to intentional states adopted here is contrary to the approach taken by
classical mind-brain identity theorists such as Place (19 56), Feigl (19 58) and Smart (19 59): These theorists
_ maintained a robust type identity theory in relation not merely to intentional states but mental states
generally. Classical mind-brain identity theory (and type identity theory in general) fell out of favour in the
late 1960's largely as a result of arguments such as Putnam's (1967) multiple realisability argument and
Davidson's (1970) anomalous monism argument. Attempts have been made by intentional type identity
theorists to salvage type identity as the relationship which exists between the intentional and the physical
along the lines discussed in Chapter 3. Both the disjunctive approach and the localising approach are
compromised by the weaknesses I outlined there.
104

Jor whether any unique physical properties or types fill those roles
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identity of the realisers of intentionality remains a subordinate issue to the function performed by
those realisers as far as interpretation (and any theoretical inquiry into interpretation) is
concerned.

Finally, by virtue of their realisation by the physical, there is no independent or dependent
fundamentally non-physical component or emergent component to intentional phenomena.
Where token identity ·with the physical obtains there is no room in the world for such
components. In contradiction of the claims of mind-body dualists of all stripes (including those
inherent in advocates of the radical conceptual incommensura bility thesis), intentional
phenomena - indeed mental phenomena of any kind - are neither independent nor dependent
fundamentally non-physical phenomena nor emergent phenomena. The theory of intentionality
offered here is a metaphysically monist one. The basic ingredients of the intentional are the same
as the basic ingredients of the physical. The intentional is a complex construction and
arrangement of the basic ingredients that make up the physical. The ingredients that are enough
to account for the physical are, in principle, also enough to account for the intentional. 105 The
intentional is fully explicable in terms of the basic ingredients we need to understand the
physical. 106 In Appendix 2.2, I demonstrate that apart from token identity, intentional
realisationism also comprehends the relations of dependence, supervenience and determination
which philosophers have, over the years, identified as obtaining between intentional and physical
phenomena. 107 In establishing this proposition there, further content is given to my assertion of
an incompatibilit y between intentional realisationism and the existence of independent and
dependent fundamentally non-physical phenomena and emergent phenomena.

4. Individuatin g Intentional Phenomena
The functional definition of intentional phenomena in general is, as we have just seen, relatively
straightforwar d. Intentional phenomena are generally defined as those phenomena which causally
.1:'Ilediate between environmental , other intentional and behavioural input and output phenomena
according to a set of intentional regularities . However, for specific intentional phenomena types -

105

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.13.
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Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.3-4.

107

Kim (2003) p.565.
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say, the belief that one's prey is nearby or the desire that one not be seen by one's prey - things
are more complex. Specific intentional phenomena are such that they are typically caused by
specific forms of environmental phenomena, typically cause and are caused by specific kinds of
other intentional phenomena and typically cause specific forms of behavioural phenomena - all
provided that certain relevant background conditions obtain. These conditions most notably

involve the simultaneous instantiation of certain other intentional phenomena. As a result,
specific intentional phenomena fill a more complex causal-nomic role within a more complex
system of environmental, intentional and behavioural phenomena - they meet a more
multifaceted set of conditions - than the general category of intentional phenomena discussed
above. The concept of a specific intentional phenomenon is a more complicated concept than
that of intentional phenomena in general.

For example, consider the belief that there is a snake in front of the agent. This belief is typically
caused by the environmental event of there being a snake in front of the agent - but only
provided that certain other beliefs obtain. An example of such an associated background belief is
the belief that the agent's sensory faculties are working properly. An agent will not typically
believe that there is a snake in front of her in response to the sensory cue that there is if she at
the same time believes that her sensory faculties are malfunctioning in some relevant way. 108 A
belief that there is a snake in front of the agent also typically causes a desire in the agent that she
move away from the snake - but again, only if certain other associated background intentional
states obtain. These other states include, for example, a desire that she not be bitten and a belief
that snakes typically bite persons who do not move away from them. If she, in fact, maintains a
desire to be bitten or a belief that snakes do not typically bit persons who do not move away
from them, then she will not typically desire to move away from the snake in response to a belief
that one is in front of her. Again, a belief that there is a snake in front of the agent typically
causes the agent to move her body in a certain snake avoiding manner and not in some other
manner. But only in conjunction with other background intentional states including, for example,
a desire that she move away from the snake, a belief that moving her body in a certain snake-

108

To do so would be theoretically irrational and by definition agents - in general, at least - are not
irrational.

!Jpical!J
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avoiding manner will realise that agent's desire to move away from the snake, as well as a desire
to move her body in that manner .109

A belief that there is a snake in front of the agent 1s a functional state which takes specific
_e nvironmental and intentional inputs and yields specific intentional and behavioural outputs
according to some set of broadl1 rational intentional regularities - provided that some set of
other background intentional conditions obtains. 110 Such a belief is individuated - its concept is
defined - in terms of a certain sort of pattern of causes and effects. 111 More particularly, it is
individuated in terms of three categories of definitional clause reflecting the three categories of
phenomena referred to above. These three categories of definitional clause are "input clauses,
which sa which environmenta l conditions typically give rise to which [intentional] states; output
clauses, which sa v. hich [intentional] states typically give rise to which behavioural responses;
and interaction clauses, which say how [intentional] states typically interact" - all in the context of
some set of background intentional states. 112 Each distinct intentional phenomenon is
individuated by its own characteristic set of such definitional clauses . The three kinds of clauses
gi e the meaning of intentional phenomena terms. 113 The causal functi onal role o f an intentional
phenomenon captures our conception of what it is to be that phenomenon. 114 Thus, specific
intentional types (and tokens) are ontologically and conceptually individuated or defined with
reference to the causes and effects they are conceived of as being typically caused by or causal of

Together '-vith the other intentional states necessary for the belief in question to cause a desire to move
awar from the snake - a desire that she not be bitten and a belief that snakes typically bite persons who do
not move a" ay- from them.
109

110

Some set of background causal intentional states or background causal intentional set.

111

Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.9.

Braddon-1Vfitch ell and Jackson (1996) p.40. Braddon-1vfitchell and Jackson argue that no vicious
circularity obtains here notwithstandin g that intentional states are on this account partly defined in terms of
other intentional states. See Braddon-11.itchell and Jackson (1996) pp.49-52.
lL

Braddon-1\fitchell and Jackson (1996) p.46. Heil (1998) p.103 describes the situation thus, "[t]he
pos e sion of anr tate of mind is characterisable by a conjunction of conditional if-then statements, the
antecedents (if clauses) of "\\hich include descriptions of inputs and pecifications of total functional
architectures, and who e consequents (then clauses) include outputs (behavioural and other)." Implicit in
uch pecification i an m-erarching et of intentional regularities describable in terms of an inferential
logic rationaliq- or theo~ of agencT,
113

114

Braddon-1\fit chell and Jackson (1996) p.46.
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within the overall system (agent) in question, against some set of associated background
intentional states. 11 5

And, of course, the phenomenon which plays the role characteristic of a given intentional
phenomenon is a physical - and in humans, at least, a neuro-physical - phenomenon. An
individual intentional state is realised by that physical state of the agent which meets the causal
functional role definitive of that intentional state. A person believes that there is a snake in front
of her not by virtue of being in a state with a certain unique physical structure and composition though having that structure may be necessary for it to have causal efficacy in the world and for it
to play the causal role definitive of a belief that there is a snake in front of the agent - but, rather,
by virtue of being in a physical state which serves the causal functional role definitive of that
belief. This functional role determines the identity of - it individuates - that physical state as a
token of the intentional type 'belief that there is a snake in front of the agent'. 116 If an agent is in a
physical state which fills the functional role characteristic of a belief that there is a snake in front
of the agent, then that agent has a belief that there is a snake in front of her. 117 Any human agent
which possesses a neuro-physical state with those functional properties (with that causal role) has
that belief. Token intentional states are (ontologically) neuro-physical states. They are typified
(conceptually individuated) as the state they are with reference to the role they play in the
behavioural interaction of an agent with her environment, past and present.

It is worth noting here that certain early 20 th century philosophers concerned with the nature of
intentional phenomena and the content of intentional concepts (for example, Gilbert Ryle (1949)) erred in
supposing there to be a simple, one-to-one causal relation between a given intentional phenomenon and a
given environmental or behavioural-environmental phenomenon and that intentional phenomena could be
individuated in such limited terms. It is not possible to pair specific individual intentional phenomena with
specific behavioural phenomena without reference to other intentional phenomena - a set of background
intentional states . The two causally relate only in the context of certain other intentional phenomena
obtaining. We cannot analyse and individuate specific intentional phenomena solely in terms of behavioural
phenomena - nor solely in terms of environmental phenomena for that matter. They are properly analysed
as aspects of the far more complex system of causal relationships outlined here. Attempts by analytical
behaviourists to salvage their overall position by the use of disjunctive lists of associated behavioural states
came to very little and were considered too long and complex to be of philosophical or psychological use.
See Botterill and Carruthers (1999) pp.4-6, Heil (1998) pp.59-66, Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996)
pp.29-40, 151.
115

11 6

Braddo n-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.179.

117

Intentional states are characterised as the intentional states they are not by virtue of tl1em actually
engaging in tl1e causal relations in question but by virtue of tl1em being such as to engage in such relations
if the conditions are right.
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Upon analysis, it is evident that an intentional phenomenon - say, a belief that there is a snake in
front of the agent - may be typically caused by and causal of a vast number of specific input and
output phenomena. All of these typical, causally relevant phenomena, together contribute to the
individuation - conceptually and, therefore, ontologically - of the phenomenon in question. The
inventory of these phenomena - formulated in terms of a set of definitional clauses describing
causal regularities - provides the content of the concept of a belief that there is a snake in front of
the agent. 11 8 Such an inventory may be extensive. Intentional concepts may be quite complex. 11 9

A belief that p, for example, may be modelled as that neuro-physica l state which meets the
following causal-nomic conditions - namely, that:
•

it is typically caused by environmental input p provided that the set of background
intentional states (a, b and c) obtains and by environmenta l input q provided that the set
of background intentional states (d, e and f) obtains, and by environmenta l input r ... ;
and

•

it is typically caused by intentional inputs provided that the set of background intentional
states (g, hand i) obtains and by intentional input t provided that the set of background
intentional states

•

G, k and 1)

obtains, and by intentional input u ... ; and

it typically causes intentional ouput v provided that the set of background intentional
states (m, n and o) obtains and intentional output w provided that the set of background
intentional states (p, q and r) obtains, and intentional output x .... ; and

•

it typically causes behavioural-environmental ouput d provided that the set of background
intentional states (s, t and u) obtains and behavioural-e nvironmental output e provided
that the set of background intentional states (v, w and x) obtains, and behaviouralenvironmenta l output f .....

Any phenomenon which meets this complex set of conditions is a belief that p. This complex
definition serves as the content of the concept of the belief in question. It holds as a conceptual
r"ruth for some relevant conceptual community. The contents of this definition are determined by
that community. The belief in question maintains these causal relations as a matter of analytical

118

This inventory or definition forms part of an interpreter's theory of mind. More on this in Chapter 5.

How far back or how far forward in a causal chain is relevant to this individuation is a matter for some
community of inquirers to deal with. There is no natural joint at the point at which causation runs out,
between those events in a causal chain which are properly causal and those which are not.

11 9
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necessity within that community. As a conceptual truth it is knowable by virtue of knowing the
content or meaning of the concept in question, by acquiring the concept of the intentional state
in question. 120 We will explore further in the next chapter how such knowledge is acquired by
human agents.

We saw in Chapter 3 that a given physical token or type can meet a variety of conditions or play a
variety of causal-nomic roles within a system of things. 121 The same piece of glass can serve as a
doorstop, weapon, item of modern art or paperweight. We noted in that chapter that the set of
conditions or role which make it a paperweight - and which make any higher-order phenomenon
the phenomenon it is - is determined by the thought and practice of some set of agents, some
conceptual community who in response to their cognitive contact with the physical realisers of
the higher-order phenomenon, note the conditions it meets or role it plays and find that role
important enough to generate a higher-order concept about. 122 And so it is with intentional states.
The fact that it is a physical phenomenon's tripartite causal relation with environmental and
intentional inputs and intentional and behavioural outputs which individuates that phenomenon
as an intentional phenomenon is a fact which arises out of the conceptualising practices of some
authoritative community of agents - for my purposes, the community of physicalist and
functionalist theorists of mind. It is a fact that I will, as a functionalist, take as a given for the
purposes of this thesis. 123

Similarly, the fact that it is this or that set of environmental and intentional inputs and intentional
and behavioural outputs which individuates a physical phenomenon as the intentional
phenomenon it is - say, a belief that there is a fruit on the bush - is also a function of the
conceptualising practices of some community of agents - for my purposes, my common sense
community or 'folk', as well as the community of philosophers who accord authority to that folk
in these matters. 124 Though two physical states which, in fact, meet different total functional

120

Kim (2003) pp.571-2.

121

Though not necessarily simultaneously.

122

See Kitn (1998) pp.104-5, 110.

123

More properly, it arises out of the conceptualising practices of some authoritative community of agents
- in this case, the community of physicalist and functionalist theorists of mind.
124

The identity of the actual parameters of my folk is an open question and one I am in no position to
determine - nor need I for my purposes. There are interesting philosophical questions to be had about
which of the many propositions about intentional regularities a community holµs should be taken as
definitive o f intentional concepts. D avid Lewis (1972) recommends that we select our causal propositions
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conditions are ontologically different intentional states, 125 a conceptual community may include
them under the same concept to the extent that they share the same functional specification. In
some contexts it just does not matter that they ontologically distinct at the margins of their causal
relations with other phenomena. They may be classified as the same states. The concept of an
intentional state specifies the set of conditions a physical state has to meet in order to be
conceptualise d or judged a member of that intentional type. A conceptual community selects
some set of the total functional specification of an intentional state as the content of its concept
of that state. The set selected will reflect and serve that community's conceptual purposes and
will take its place within that community's body of concepts and theories about the world (and

other discourses).

It follows from the preceding discussion about the functional nature of intentional phenomena
that they are, as an ontological matter, holistic phenomena. 126 That is, they exist qua intentional
phenomena only within a causally interrelated network of inputs and outputs and necessary
background condition, only within a causally interrelated world (environmenta l and bodily) and a
mind. They exist only on the condition that (at least) some set of the various other phenomena environmenta l, intentional and behavioural - which feature in their individuating conditions and
with which they maintain causal relations exist. 127 What individuates a given intentional state
(makes a physical state that intentional state) is the set of causal relations which that physical state

from those which are most central among the relevant community's opinions about the various intentional
states. This merely raises the question of determining which are most central, what are authoritative. He
suggests that we choose those publicly expressible platitudes about intentional state roles which are both
known and known to be known within the community in question. He acknowledges that there may be
borderline clauses which are not easily classifiable as either definitive of the concept or mere opinion. But
the presence of borderline cases doesn't mean there is no distinction to be made between central and noncentral propositions. He says that we also should look to the implicit knowledge of community members in
how they use intentional terms in determining which regularities are definitive. See also Braddon-Mitch ell
and Jackson (1996) p.54.
125

They, in fact, engage in a different set of tripartite causal relations, whether anyone knows this or not.

By this I mean that they are metaphysically dependent for their existence upon the existence of certain
other phenomena - those comprising the system they form a part of - though in a sense somewhat
different from their ontological dependence upon the physical. See Fodor and Lepore (1992), especially,
Chapter 1, Davidson (1970) and (197 4a), Searle (1983) pp.20-1, Lennon (1990) p.61, Hookway (1988),
Chapter 10, Dretske (1988) pp.150-5, Botterill and Carruthers (1999) pp.115, 181-4, McGinn (1982) p.64,
See also Fodor's (1987) and (1990) defence of atomism contra holism. An intentional phenomena may,
thus, be conceived of as 'doubly dependent' upon both the realiser which plays the definitive role within a
system and the system which enables that role to be played out by the realiser.
~26

As such, they differ from physical phenomena and from higher-order phenomena characterisable with
reference to their int1i.nsic composition and structure, neither of which are individuated with reference to
their relations with other phenomena.

127
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enjoys with phenomena of the three classes mentioned. What is ontologically necessary for that
physical state to enjoy such causal relations and be the intentional state it is - that is, what is
ontologically necessary for the intentional state in question to exist - is the existence of at least
some set of those other phenomena. 128 So, a set of environmental states (some part of the world),
a set of intentional states (a mind) and a set of behavioural states (a behavioural repertoire) must
exist for a given intentional state or a set of intentional states to exist. 129 It follows from this
ontological point that when ascribing a set of intentional states to an agent one is implicitly
asserting the existence of the holistic existence conditions of that state and that agent's causal
interaction with some set of those conditions. The existence of higher-order phenomena which
are holistic in nature is, then, quite compatible with a physicalist ontology. 130

It is worth mentioning here that the fact that a given intentional state - say, a belief that there is a
snake in front of the agent - is individuated by its causal relations with a set of environmental,
intentional and behavioural phenomena and is holistically dependent upon that set of phenomena
does not entail that all of those phenomena - including all of the individuating background

intentional states - play any part in causing any of the behaviour which that belief might cause as
part of a behaviourally causal intentional complex. They do not. It should be clear, for example,
that the behavioural output states which individuate a belief cannot and do not play a role in
causing any of the behavioural states that belief typically causes. As a matter of conceptual or
theoretical necessity, a behavioural state is caused by a complex of intentional states not other
behavioural states. So too, those individuating environmental input states or other intentional
states which do not actually obtain in the action situation in question cannot be causal of
behaviour in that situation. Only those that do obtain in the actual situation could be said to be
causal as far as the behaviour in question is concerned. The key role played by most of the
phenomena which feature in the individuating definition of a behaviourally causal intentional
state is conceptual and ontological, not causal.

This is not to say that none of those phenomena which feature in the causal relations individuating
of a behaviourally causal intentional state are causal. Some of them will be, as a matter of

128

As well as any phenomena necessary for the existence of those other phenomena.

129

By extension, minds, conceptual schemes, actions and ways of life are also holistic phenomena.

130

There is an issue about actual and possible existence here. If all the paper in the world was to cease
existing tomorrow, would today's paperweight cease to exist qua paperweight tomorrow? Or would it
remain a pos sible paperweight? I don't intend to pursue this question.
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conceptual or theoretical necessity. Some set of the environmental and intentional phenomena
which feature in the individuating definition of a behaviourally causal intentional state may be
properly taken to play a causal role in relation to behaviour caused by that state. That they do play
a causal role in conjunction with the behaviourally causal intentional state is why they figure in
the individuating definition of that state in the first place. The point I am making here is that
some, though not all, of the phenomena which conceptually individuate or which are holistically
necessary for the existence of a behaviourally causal intentional state need feature as
behaviourally causal in any action implicating that state. 131 The existence of a behaviourally causal
intentional state presupposes an individuating and holistically necessary set of phenomena but does
not render all of the members of that set behaviourally causal. The collectively causal nature of
intentional phenomena (as far as behaviour is concerned) should be distinguished, therefore,
from the conceptually individuated and holistic nature of those phenomena.

Whilst on this issue of the collectively causal nature of intentional phenomena, it is clear that by
virtue of the holistic nature of such phenomena the number of intentional states involved in
causing a given piece of behaviour will necessarily be quite vast. That is, any given token ·
behaviour will be caused by a complex of intentional states which constitutes some significant
part or vector of an agent's overall intentional scheme. Consider the example, mentioned above
of the agent engaged in a certain kind of snake-avoiding behaviour. We have seen that such
behaviour may be typically caused by a belief that there is a snake in front of the agent. However,
the behaviour will be caused by this belief only if the agent also maintains certain other
intentional states - for example, a desire that she move away from the snake, a belief that moving
her body in the snake-avoiding manner in question will realise that agent's desire to move away
from the snake, and a desire to move her body in that manner, and so on. The list of intentional
states associated with the initial belief in causing the behaviour in question may be quite
substantial. This is because for each of the intentional states listed a series of other intentional
states are implicated.

131

It is the behaviourally causal intentional complex which is realised by the neuro-physical state which

causes a given instance of behaviour. Causally efficacious neuro-physical states realise behaviourally causal
intentional complexes and not merely individual intentional states because individual states don't cause
behaviour in isolation from each other. Further, given the nature of properties, states and events it is not
the case that some part of a causally efficacious neuro-physical state can be identified with a part of
behaviourally causal intentional complex - a given belief, say. See Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996)
p.189.
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For example, the agent will only possess a desire to move away from the snake if she at the same
time possesses a set of beliefs about what snakes are, and what movement is and what movement
can affect vis a vis snakes. The belief that moving her body in the snake-avoiding manner in
question will realise the agent's desire to move away from the snake, in turn implicates as a
necessary condition of its possession by the agent a series of other beliefs about bodies and her
body, desires and the realisation of desires, and so on. And for each of these implicated beliefs a
series of other beliefs may be implicated. Given the holistic nature of intentional states, the
possession of a given set of intentional states entails the possession of a numerous set of
associated intentional states. Possession of an intentional state entails possession of some
theoretically significant part of a mind. Given their necessary implication with what we might
reasonably suppose to be a behaviourally causal set of intentional states - the belief that there is a
snake in front of the agent, the desire to move away from the ~nake, the belief that moving her
body in the snake-avoiding manner in question will realise that desire, and so on - we may
plausibly take all of this extended set of intentional states to be behaviourally causal, to comprise
the behaviourally causal intentional complex.

In fact, only some relatively circumscribed set of this larger complex need draw the attention of
any theorist, interpreter or other interested party in any given practical context. Though the web
of intentional phenomena causally implicated in any given effect may, in principle, be drawn quite
extensively (this is a feature of causation and causation-related practice at large), much of that
web may be of little practical use in the vast majority of those circumstances in which inquirers
are called to think about causation and identify causal antecedents. The property of being causal
in a given circumstance is a higher-order property possessed by a phenomenon. What is causal in
a given situation or whether a given phenomenon is causal in that situation is a conceptual
matter. This is to say that it is a matter of some or other human practice given some or other
practical ends. 132 And so, though a vast range of intentional states may, in principle, be causally
linked to a given token or type of behaviour, in practice - specifically . in our explanatory or
interpretive practice - only a certain sub-set of those states will be causally significant. That is, we
can distinguish as a conceptual matter between the in-principle, total set o f intentional causal
antecedents for a kind of behaviour and those that are explanatorily or otherwise practically
relevant to an agent or set of agents . We can distinguish between what I will term the
behaviourally causal intentional complex and the more practically circumscribed behaviourally

132

This point has been made in Chapters 2 and 3.
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explanatory intentional complex. 133 This latter complex forms a subset of the former. Those
members of the behaviourally causal intentional complex which are not members of the
behaviourally explanatory intentional complex - those intentional states which serve as a causal
background for behaviourally explanatory states -

may be termed behaviourally relevant

background intentional states. 134 Though, on the face of it, the taxonomy engaged in here may
seem rather mechanical and gratuitous, it will, in fact, serve us well in making sense of the judicial
interpretation of testimonial action later on in this thesis.

Finally, having made a place in the physicalist ontology for the behavioural and intentional
components of action, then, I am obliged to complete my physicalistic theorising of action by
making a si1nilar place for the causal relations which my model of action posits as obtaining
between those components. Likewise, a complete functionalist account of intentional phenomena
also demands an explanation of the nature of the causal relation which obtains between
intentional phenomena and the various phenomena - environmental, intentional and behavioural
- which individuate those intentional phenomena. I take up this question of how intentional
phenomena cause and are caused by other phenomena in Appendix 2.3 with a specific (and
representative) focus on the causal relation obtaining between intentional and behavioural
phenomena. 135 In the course of that discussion I engage with two key interrelated problems
which physicalist-functiona list theorists of mind face in making sense of things. The first is
explaining how, given their metaphysical status and nature, intentional phenomena can play a
causal role at all in relation to behavioural (and other) phenomena. The second is addressing what
appears to be a case of causal overdetermination in relation to the causing of behaviour if both the
intentional and physical causes of behaviour are conceived of as metaphysically distinct. My
overall conclusion there is that a realisationist-functio nalist of intentional phenomena is able to
ground an account of the causal nature of intentional phenomena which is more cogent and
which avoids more theoretical pitfalls than any other account of intentional phenomena. On the

Each complex contallllng, respectively, behaviourally causal intentional states and behaviourally
explanatory intentional states.

133

It is worth noting here that each of the members of the behaviourally explanatory intentional complex
features as a background intentional state in the causal relations individuating each other member of that
complex.

134

What I have to say there about the causal relations which exist between intentional phenomena and
behavioural output phenomena applies largely to the relations which exist amongst intentional phenomena
and between intentional phenomena and envirorunental input phenomena.

135
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realisationist-functionalist approach adopted here, I am able to make a plausible place for action
and its components within the physicalist schema.

5. Complex Indigenous Action

With this general model of action in place let me now make some comments about the kinds of
indigenous action which generally become the subject of a native title claim - complex
indigenous actions. Our focus in exploring the general nature of action up until this point has
been on simple basic and non-basic actions. Indigenous ways of life are comprised of a vast set of
such actions performed over some period of time by the individual agents who make up the
indigenous group. 136 Thus, an indigenous way of life is comprised of the rationally governed set
of behavioural and intentional events constitutive of each of the basic or non-basic actions
making up that way of life. It is analysable in terms of a vast set of behavioural events and a vast
set of beliefs and desires governed by an overarching set of intentional regularities. We have seen
that some part of a group's way of life may become the object of a native title claim as a claimant
set of actions. Hence, a claimant set of actions is also analysable in terms of a constitutive set of
basic or non-basic actions and its constitutive set of behavioural and intentional events. As we
have seen, though, a claimant set of actions is generally not explicitly represented in the
determination application nor in a positive judicial determination in terms of basic or even nonbasic simple action types. It is represented and formally recognised and protected at a higher level
of generality and complexity than this. The action of moving one's finger or pulling a trigger is
not the explicit subject of a claim. Rather, more complex actions such as hunting, which
comprehend these simpler basic and non-basic actions, are made the explicit subject of a claim.
Let me pursue this issue here.

An individual agent may perform a simple basic or non-basic action such as moving her finger or
pulling a trigger. However, such events may comprise part of a more complex series of events
which may also be conceived of as an action performed by an individual agent. Such complex
individual actions (as I shall term them) are characterised as the actions they are by_the identity of
the simpler actions which comprise them and by the temporal, causal and semantic relationships
which exists between those simpler actions. For example, the simple basic action of moving her

136

The relevant period of time may be held to be over a number of generations of the group's members or
within some significant time span of a given generation of members.
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finger or the simple non-basic action of pulling a tngger or firing at a prey (which both
comprehend that basic action) may be part of a series of simple basic and non-basic actions
which constitute the complex individual action of hunting. Hunting may be analysed (quite
crudely for our purposes) in terms of a temporally ordered and causally interrelated series of
simpler component actions such as looking for prey, following the prey, hiding from the prey,
shooting the prey, carrying the prey's carcass back to camp, and so on. Each of these component
actions may be to some degree complex in itself and further analysable in terms of a temporally
ordered set of even simpler actions, down to a set of non-basic and, ultimately, basic actions.
Shooting the prey, for example, may be analysable in terms of the simpler non-basic actions of
raising ·the rifle to the shoulders, pointing the rifle in the direction of the prey, sighting the prey
through the rifle-sight, pulling the trigger, firing at the prey and lowering the rifle. And, of course,
for each of these simple non-basic actions a set of constitutive basic actions (such as moving the
arm or finger in a certain way) may be identified.

The key point here is that the complex individual action of hunting is characterised or
individuated as that action by the identities of its component actions (complex and simple), as
well as by the temporal and causal interrelationships of those component actions. It possesses the
intentional and behavioural and internal structural (causal) properties of each of its component
simple actions, together with the temporal and causal structural-interrelatio nal properties of its
component actions. Hunting, for example, is characterised not merely by the properties or
identity of the component simpler actions mentioned above, but also by the temporal order in
which they are performed. Hunting has certain characteristic temporal properties. Its component
actions have characteristic temporal properties vis a vis each other - structural-interrelatio nal
properties, as I am terming them. The looking, following, shooting and carrying back to camp
must take place (roughly) in that order in order for hunting to be undertaken. 137 Carrying the prey
back to camp and then hiding from it and shooting it does not constitute hunting the prey but,
rather, some other form of complex action. Note also that these component actions may bear a

causal relation to each other, often comprehended by the temporal relationship. The component
action of carrying of the carcass back to camp occurs after the shooting of the prey because of the
shooting of the prey. This component action maintains a causal relation with the earlier action as
well as a temporal one. The two component actions may be conceived of as having causal

Of course, things are more complex than this with some repetition of various component actions likely
in a real life exercise of hunting.
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structural-interrelational properties as well as temporal ones. However, a reqws1te temporal
relation may exist between two actions without their being any significant causal relation between
them. The carrying of prey back to camp must temporally follow the looking for prey in an
exercise of hunting but it is not (except in a tenuous and insignificant sense) caused by the looking
for prey.

As far as the intentional phenomena comprising a complex individual action are concerned, they
will reflect the identity of the various simpler component actions of the complex action.

However, it is worth noting that some significant number of those component actions may be
characterised as being oriented towards the realisation of some state of affairs we might identify
as the characteristic purpose (or set of purposes) of the complex series as a whole. That is, a
complex individual action may be characterised by its overarching purpose, a purpose reflected in
the propositional content of some set of its component simpler actions. It is the relationship of
all the various component actions to this defining purpose (directly by involving the proposition
comprising this purpose as part of their propositional content or indirectly through their
relationship to directly related component actions) which renders those actions part of a complex
action known as hunting and not an independent set with unrelated ends. So, hunting for
example, m ay be individuated as such by its orientation towards the realisation of the state of
affairs or purpose of obtaining of the carcass of some prey for consumption. Its component
actions may be analys ed as also oriented towards this purpose at some level, as being intentionally
informed to some significant extent by a desire to realise this purpose, to obtain a carcass for
consumption. Thus, in relation to hunting, the action of lo oking for prey is not performed out of
zoological interest, following the prey is not performed with the purpose of getting some
exercise, shooting it is not performed with the purpose of testing the rifle. They are all performed
"\vith the overarching purpose of obtaining its carcass for consumption. This is not to say that
component actions cannot at the same time have more immediate purposes - the agent may run
this way rather than that w-ith the immediate purpose of not being seen by the prey, for example.
Rather, it is to say that any more immediate purposes are believed and desired by the agent to
serve the ultimate purpose of that complex action of which the relevant simple action is a part.

It is worth noting that complex individual actions ma; be conceived of at different levels o f
generality, defined \Xrith reference to sets of conditions descriptive of more or less types of
simpler action. Hunting is defined m ore generally than hunting with a rifle or hunting kangaroo
w-ith a rifle or hunting kangaroo on foot with a rifle. It comprehends a wider range of component
action combinations than do those more narro·wly specified complex actions. I o matter how
generally or precisely they are defined, the conditions necessary and sufficient for being a
complex action m ay be met by a range of different component actions and by a range of temporal
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relations between them and not some unique set with some unique temporal relationship. That
is, complex actions may be, within certain conceptually circumscribed limits, multiply realisable.
There is no unique set of component actions which constitutes hunting, for example. Two agents
may both be engaged in the complex action of hunting despite performing different component
actions. One may be running after the prey on foot and occasionally hiding behind trees to avoid
being seen. The other may be pursuing the prey in a vehicle without any attempt to hide his
presence. Even with two agents pursuing the prey on foot, the one might have occasion to hide
behind trees quite frequently and the other not hide at all. Nor is there any unique temporal order
of things - though there may be a range of acceptable orders. 138 Given the conditions definitive
of hunting, both sets of component actions may realise the complex action of hunting despite
their differences_ 139

Thus, a complex individual action such as hunting is analysable to varying degrees of simplicity
and basicity in terms of a purposive, temporally ordered and causally related set of actions including non-basic and basic actions - performed by an individual agent over some period of
time. It comprehends all those actions that it is analysable into. Reference to a complex individual
action implicitly refers to that range of simpler actions which do or may constitute it. Further, it is
identifiable as the action it is by reference to its components and their structural-interrelatio nal
properties. For each of the non-basic and basic actions involved, a constitutive set of behavioural
events (bodily or bodily-caused environmental) and intentional events obtains, all under the
governance of some set of intentional regularities. And so, a complex individual action is
constituted and structured by a temporally ordered and causally interrelated set of behavioural
and intentional events interacting with each other under a governing set of regularities. 140 It
consists of a temporally patterned set of rationalised 'causings' of behavioural events by
behaviourally causal intentional complexes. It is characterised or individuated by those events and
by the temporal and causal relationship between them. A token phenomenon (or set of
phenomena) which is constituted in the way characteristic of hunting - which possesses the
intentional, behavioural and structural-interrelatio nal properties described by the concept of

For example, an agent who fired their rifle before spotting the prey would not properly be considered to
have engaged in the complex action of hunting. Llkewise, if she pulled the trigger and then raised the gun
to her shoulder and sighted, she would not be properly engaged in the action of shooting the prey.

138

A similar analysis may be done of any action that is not basic. The non-basic action of pulling the trigger
of a rifle may be realised by a range of different basic finger movements.

139

A complex action comprises a series of changes in the intentional and behavioural properties of an
agent over time linked by an overarching purpose ascribable to the agent.

140
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hunting - is and may be identified as a token of the action type hunting. And at the heart of this
complex action, as with all actions, is a characteristic counterfactual purpose or goal
comprehended by the intentional content of the action which the agent seeks to realise through
the behavioural events constituting the component actions.

Complex individual actions, such as hunting animals or gathering resources or teaching children
the ways of the group, may be performed at a given time by an individual agent. 141 Additionally,
though, certain complex individual actions may be performed simultaneously by a group of
agents. On the one hand, the members of the group may each be engaged in the same type of
complex action, but with their own individual and even differing purposes. For example, a group
of agents may each be engaged in the complex action of picking fruit from a grove of bushes,
each of them with their own distinct (though similar) purpose of obtaining fruit for their own
individual consumption. In such a situation there is no shared group-oriented purpose and,
therefore, the agents act not as a group in any unified sense but rather as a set of independent
individuals engaged in a contingently collective performance of the complex individual action in
question. Picking fruit solely for one's own consumption is fundamentally an individual action
even if performed simultaneously with others .142 Its performance by more than one agent
simultaneously is irrelevant to its identity as the action it is. It is not a group action in the sense of
the agents in question sharing some common or group purpose. 143

On the other hand, each of the agents simultaneously involved in the complex individual action
of picking fruit may do so with a shared or common purpose - say, that of obtaining fruit for
consumption by the group at large. In both our examples, the agents involved share to some
degree the intentional, behavioural and other properties characteristic of the complex individual
action of picking fruit. However, in the second case they each maintain a common purpose in the
form of shared desire to obtain fruit for the group. We can conceive of them as acting as a group
rather than as a set of distinct individuals. For this reason we may conceive of the collective
phenomenon in question as a complex group action. In such case, no significant coordination is
required of the individuals in the group, other than in the minimal sense of not getting in each

141

lvfiller (2001) p.1.

142

One might quibble w1.th this point and argue that an overarching and, perhaps, unconscious purpose of
providing nourishment for the group at large is indeed being served. If so, then the collective action in
question takes on the qualities of a group action per the discussion to follow.
143

We might refer to such a phenomenon as a simultaneous set of complex individual actions.
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other's way or not picking fruit from a bush that has already been harvested, and so on. What
each of the agents individually does is not significantly informed by or dependent upon what
others in the group are actually doing. The actions of the various agents are not interdependen t in
any significant sense. 144 They each merely each perform the same complex individual action over
roughly the same period of time with the same end in mind. Each agent is capable of performing
the component individual action of picking fruit independently of any of the others doing so.

I will term this kind of group action a collective action. Picking fruit for the group constitutes a
collective action where the purpose informing constituent individual complex actions is shared by
the relevant agents and where those actions are performed simultaneously but without significant
coordination of the agents performing the action. Collective actions lack significant semantic
relations between their complex individual action components. 145 Collective actions are
individuated as the type of collective actions they are not merely by the properties of the complex
individual action type being performed by the group (those properties referred to above) but also
by the fact of the distribution of the performance of the complex action across multiple members
of the group. 146 Collective actions possess the intentional, behavioural, temporal and causal
properties of complex individual actions together with group-distribu tive properties.

Other complex group actions, though, are such that they involve a significant degree of
coordination or cooperation between the members of the performing group in the sense that
what any given member does at a given point in time is significantly informed by and dependent
upon what other members are actually thinking and doing at that time. The complex individual
actions of individual agents which serve as the components of such an action are to a significant
degree semantically related to - 'about', if you like - the actions of other agents. The component
individual complex actions of such group actions are semantically interrelated in a manner
characteristic of the action type in question. Such actions are inherently collaborative. A degree of
deliberate and potentially highly complex coordination must be engaged in by the agents
performing the action in question. I will term such a complex group action a joint action 147 and

144

Miller (2001) p.6.

145

I will have m ore to say on this below.

A collective action comprises a series of changes in the intentional and behavioural properties of a
group of agents over time linked by an overarching purpose ascribable to those agents.

146

147

See Miller (2001 ), Chapter 2, Searle (1990), Gilbert (1989) and Bratman (1992).
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distinguish it from the uncoordinated complex group action that is, for exa1nple, the collective
picking of fruit.

An example of such an action is a group ritual involving a number of agents performing some set
of complex individual actions in a coordinated manner and with a shared purpose at or over
some point or period of time.148 One agent might perform the complex individual action of
chanting some part of a ritual song, another might simultaneously be engaged in dancing, another
in playing a musical instrument, and so on. What differentiates this action from a collective action
is that the various agents involved in its performance consciously coordinate their own
component actions with the component actions of others.Joint actions are far more collaborative
than collective actions in this sense. They involve component individual actions which have
characteristic semantic relations with other component individual actions, which are significantly
about other component individual actions . The component individual actions of a given type of
joint action possess not merely a characteristic set of intentional, behavioural, te1nporal, causal
and group-distributive properties 149 but also a characteristic set of semantic structuralinterrelational properties. Some of the component actions of a joint action characteristically
possess the property of being the intentional object of other actions. This property is not
comprehended by their own intentional properties.

A ctions are intentional phenomena. They are inherently directed towards or about certain states
o f affairs. One kind of state of affairs which an action may be directed towards is that involving
o ther actions. An action may be directed towards another action. For example, pursuing a line of
discussion raised in Chapter 2, an agent may engage in action of a kind we might describe as the
adopting of a critical-reflective attitude towards the action of another agent. He might perform
the simple action o f uttering the words "that's good" in response to another agent hunting in a
certain area. Alternatively, he might utter the words "that's bad" and engage in series o f simple or

148

Joint actions need not be comprised of different types of complex individual action but may involve
group members simultaneously performing the same type of complex individual action _: for example,
chanting a ritual song in unison is a joint action rather than a collective action because the individual
chanters consciously coordinate their own actions closely with those of others.
149

Certain joint actions may be defined with reference to specific catego ries of agent performing specific
categories of complex individual action. For example, ritual x may be characterised by the fact that elderly
males (and no other category of group agent) perform the singing component or perform all components
of the joint action. A group of younger males or females performing the same individual actions in the
same temporal order and so on may not count as being a token of ritual x because the action does not
possess the requisite group-distributive properties .
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complex actions involving threatening, chasing and assaulting that other agent either individually,
collectively or jointly. Critical-reflective actions are characterised by their being informed by a
category of concepts (or intentional propositional content) we might also term critical-reflective
or normative; concepts such as good, bad, should, ought, right, wrong and the like. Further,
critical-reflective actions may take the form of simple or complex individual actions, collective
actions or joint actions. A critical-reflective action may be an individual simple or complex action
performed regularly by some set of agents. Where a set of agents simultaneously engage in a
simple or complex critical-reflective action with a shared purpose - say, permitting or preventing
hunting by the agent in question - then that action may be said to take the form of a collective
critical-reflective action. And where the critical-reflective action is a complex one performed by a
group and involving a significant degree of coordination amongst the set of agents involved - say,
the capture of the agent involved in the proscribed hunting and the bringing him before a group
of elders for ritual punishment - we may conceive of it as a joint critical-reflective action we
might term legally sanctioning the offender.

Where it is the case that within a group some set of the group members regularfy engage in criticalreflective action of some kind or other towards some other kind of action - say, the action of
hunting in a certain area by certain agents - we may be justified in asserting the existence of a
category of action known as a social rule within the group. Where a rule-sufficient number of
agents engages with rule-sufficient regularity in critical-reflective - or to take Hart's term,
secondary - actions (simple or complex, individual, collective or joint) directed towards hunting
or any other (primary) action then a social rule (and, as we saw in Chapter 2, potentially a right)
exists amongst that group. 150 A social rule, then, is a set of interrelated complex individual
actions, possessing rule-characteristic intentional, behavioural, temporal, causal and semantic
properties, which are performed with rule-characteristic regularity and which are rulecharacteristically distributed across a group of agents. Within a group of agents, specific rule types ·
are characterised by the intentional, behavioural and structural-interrelatio nal properties of the
primary and secondary actions comprising them, including in some cases the specific distribution
of those actions across the group (or some wider) membership. In determining, then, whether or
not an indigenous social rule is described by a legally valid concept of native title, a native title
judge must come to know to some practically adequate degree the intentional, behavioural and
structural-interrelatio nal properties of some practically adequate set of the primary and secondary

1so

Hart (1961), Chapter 5.
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actions comprising that rule. Though the model of complex actions and rules I have elaborated
here is a highly simple one, I would argue that it is sufficiently descriptive of the phenomena to
enable us to make theoretical sense of the judicial understanding of indigenous actions in the
chapters to follow.

One final point here. To the extent that at or over any given time, one or more of the members
of an indigenous group perform an action, the action may be attributed to the group . That is, the
group may be taken to maintain all those actions performed by some set of its membership.
Thus, if a select group of elders, for example, engages in certain ritual acts, we may for our
purposes attribute those acts to the group. The group may be said to engage in such ritual acts by
virtue of the actions of the members - the elders - in question. Those acts 1nay be said to
comprise part of the way of life of the group. Within a group it may be the case that certain
actions are regularly or occasionally performed by some but not all members of the group. There
may be a 'division of labour' of sorts in this respect - as might be the case with the elders being
the only ones authorised to perform certain ritual actions. Likewise, there may be actions which
all the members of the group perform from time to time, such as eating or travelling over
country.151

The aim of making a native title claim on the part of an indigenous group is to have the nonindigenous legal system formally recognise and effectively protect (to son1e degree) some part of
the group's way of life from further interference by non-indigenous agents . An indigenous way of
life is constituted by a vast set of simple and complex, individual and group action types of the
kind described here. 152 And so, the purpose of a native title claim is to gain recognition and
protection for some set of such action types - and, therefore, for all future tokens of those types.
It is reasonable to ass ume that the class of actions a claimant group will want pro tection for will
be that class which is vulnerable to interference on an ongoing basis into the future. Why else
seek to have them protected? Thus, a claimant set of actions will comprise a class of action types
which the group have p erformed and will continue to perform with some degree of regularity. It is
only such actions which will be liable to performance and interference at some point in the post-

151

Given that actions are partly comprised of conceptual content, so too, it may be the case that there are
conceptual components of actions possessed by some members of the group but not others. Likewise,
there may be concepts possessed by all members of the group. More on this below.

152

It may also be taken to be constituted b y complex, interrelated arrangements of these kinds of actions in

the fonn of social rules, conventions, institutions and the like.
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hearing future. More specifically, though, the claimant set of actions will comprise that set of
regularly performed actions which (some authoritative part of) the group desires to be free from
interference - that is, which the group values - antl which at the same time, the group believes
stands a chance of being described by a legally valid concept of native title.

Given the potentially vast number of simple action types which an indigenous group might want
to have recognised and protected and given the fact that many of these serve as components of
more complex and more generally described actions, a claimant set of actions will normally be
described in a determination application and conceived of by all throughout a determination
hearing and, ultimately, identified in a judicial determination in as general a form as will
comprehend all those simple actions. And so, rather than seeking to claim and prove and
determine on an individual basis the discrete simple action types of running, hiding, raising a rifle
to the shoulder, sighting a prey and pulling a trigger (or the myriad basic actions which might
comprise these), it is the more complex and general action type of hunting, whether as an
individual, collective or joint action, which serves as the explicit object of the native title process.
The action type of hunting comprehends a range of combinations of simpler action types - nonbasic and basic. 153 It is hunting which explicitly serves as a claimant action type and its constituent
simpler actions are rendered claimant action types only implicitly. Also implicit in the concepts
of the general and complex actions which comprise the claimant set is the set of intentional and
behavioural events and properties and the governing regularities which constitute each of those
simpler actions, as well as the temporal order and personal distribution which characterise those
general and complex actions as the actions they are.

6. Conclusion

The realisationist-function alist account of intentionality offered in this chapter enables us to
provide a place for intentional phenomena in the world - and, hence, for action - in a manner
which is compatible ,vith our commitment to physicalism and which meets a number of the key
criticisms 1nade of the most important alternative theories of intentionality - dualist, type identity
and supervenience theories. This is not to say that realisationist-functio nalism is immune from
critique. The functionalism which lies at the heart of this model has been subject to a number of

That is, all those basic and non-basic action combinations which m eet the conditions for being the
complex action of hunting.
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important critiques over the years, some of which have been more effective than others. 154 None
though have offered any compelling reason to abandon the functionali st approach. This is one
reason why that approach commands the support it does in contemporary philosophy.

On the account adopted here, both the mental and the non-mental aspects of action are held to
be realised by physical phenomena. An action is a complex higher-order event realised by an
interrelated complex of physical or physically-based events. As a form of action, the
interpretation of action too is a real, physically realised phenomenon. Apart from its plausibility
as a metaphysical account of the ontology of action and its ability to address the various issues
and problems raised in this sphere, realisationist-functionalism also provides an account of
intentionality and action which articulates well with a physicalistically sound theory of the
understanding of action. 155 It is to this topic we now turn.

154

These include Ned Block's China Brain and Blockhead objections to functionalism in Block (1980b) and
Block (1981), as well as John Searle's Chinese Room objection in Searle (1980). These objections have been
effectively met by functionalist defenders including Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996), ·Chapter 7. An
important problem functionalists have been called upon to address is that of making room in their theory
for the qualitative experience of intentional phenomena. Some argue that it is this quality and not function
which characterises intentionality. See Block and Fodor (1972), Nagel (1974); Jackson (1982) and (1986).
Functionalists deny this, of course, and have mounted arguments of varying force in response. See, for
example, Shoemaker (1975) and Lycan (1987), Chapters 4 and 5. See also Heil (1998) p.121-6 and Kim
(1998) pp.101-3. In any event, this debate need not concern us here as it is the functional and not the
qualitative aspect of intentionality which informs the interpretation of action.
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Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.9.
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Chapter 5 -· The Judicial Understa nding
of Indigeno us Action
1. Introduction

With this overview of the nature of indigenous action and intentionality in place, we are in a
better position to make sense of the nature of the judicial understanding of indigenous action
than we were previously. Let me, then, return now to a more detailed exploration of the nature of
this phenomenon. 1 The discussion here will prepare us to explore in Chapter 7 the limits of such
understanding under conditions of conceptual difference. 2 The account of judicial understanding
developed in this chapter, as well as the complementary account of the judicial interpretation of
evidence developed in the next chapter, is informed by the physicalist-functiona list model of
action and intentionality set out in the previous chapter. As a result, they constitute a
physicalistically acceptable account of judicial understanding and interpretation. In the previous
chapter, I sought not only to explain the nature of indigenous actions and their intentional
components but also to make a case for both the ontological status of those things and the
epistemic status of theories about them. In this chapter and the next, I seek to both explain the
phenomena of judicial understanding and interpretation, as well as make a case for their
ontological status and the epistemic status of their theorising. Together, these two chapters
provide the grounding for the exploration of the limits of judicial understanding which takes
place in Chapter 7.

Note that in light of what I said in Chapter 2 about the similarities between the evaluative role engaged in
by the Native Title Registrar over the course of the registration phase of the native title process and tl1e
evaluative role engaged in by the judge over the course of tl1e determination hearing phase of the process,
much of what I have to say in this chapter and in Chapters 6 and 7 about the judicial process of
understanding, concept · acquisition and interpretation may usefully be applied to the actions of the
Registrar at that pre-hearing phase of tl1ings. For the rest of tlus thesis, though, I will have notlung more to
say about the registration phase of the process.

1

My concern in this thesis is with indigenous actions wluch po ssess some intentional, behavioural or
structural-interrelationa l property manner which the judge does not possess a concept of at the
commencement of the determination hearing. It is with indigenous actions which are conceptually different
as far as the judge is concerned at that point in time.

2
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This chapter proceeds by way of an elaboration of the nature and rationale of the judicial
understanding of indigenous action within the determination hearing process - that is, the
possession to some practically adequate degree of concepts of indigenous actions and their
component intentional, behavioural and structural-interrelational properties (concepts I term in
this chapter, indigenous concepts). It follows from this discussion that where a judge does not
possess such concepts at the commencement of the determination hearing, she must acquire
them over the course of that hearing. That is, under conditions of relevant conceptual difference,
judicial understanding necessitates the judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts. In order to
make sense of the nature and possibilities of any such acquisition, I proceed in the second part of
this chapter to outline a general definitionalist account of the nature of concepts, their possession
and their acquisition by an agent such as a native title judge. This account provides the basis for
both the detailed discussion of conceptual difference - its nature and its origins -offered in the
final section of this chapter. I conclude this chapter with some preliminary co1nments, arising
out of that discussion, about the possible limits of such difference.

As Georges Rey has pointed out, "[t]he notion of a concept, like the related notion of meaning,
lies at the heart of some of the most difficult and unresolved issues in philosophy and
psychology." 3 Within the constraints of a project such as mine, the definitionalist approach to
concepts is attractive in providing a credible and a manageable account of a very complicated and
controversial subject matter, as well as in being consistent with the physicalist-functionalist
approach to intentionality and understanding adopted throughout this thesis. The definitionalist
approach has been subject to various critiques over the years, some of them more cogent than
others.4 There is no doubt that it faces important challenges in dealing with tho se cnt1ques.
Nonetheless, its advocates have, in my view, offered plausible replies to certain of those
criticisms, continue to develop new and better replies, and, where appropriate, have m odified the
details of their accounts to cope with those criticism s.5 Notwithstanding the theoretical challenges
which the definitionalist account of concepts faces, it remains an effective model for making
sense of the kinds o f phenomena dealt with by this thesis.

3

Rey (1994) p.185

4

See Prinz (2002) pp.39-48 and Laurence and Margolis (1999) for a good summary of current critiques and
definitionalist responses.

5

Peacocke (1992) and Rey (1983), for example.
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2. Understanding Indigenous Action
We saw 1n Chapter 2 that the concept of native title describes indigenous action types which
possess certain intentional, behavioural and structural-interrelatio nal (causal, temporal, semantic
and group-distributive) properties. These properties are those described by the statutory concepts
of rightness, traditionality, relationality to land, and so on. In order for a native title judge to
properly determine whether or not a claimant indigenous action is a member of a set of actions
which constitutes native title - that it is a native title action - she must know to a practically
adequate degree whether or not the intentional, behavioural, and structural-interrelatio nal
properties of that action are described by a legally valid concept of native title. In order to know
to a practically adequate degree whether the properties of an indigenous action are described by a
legally valid concept of native title the judge must know to a practically adequate degree what the
intentional, behavioural and structural-interrelatio nal properties of that action actually are. She
must understand that action. 6 And in order to know to a practically adequate degree what the
intentional, behavioural and structural-interrelatio nal properties of an indigenous action are - in
order to understand that action - the judge must possess, to a practically adequate degree 7,
concepts of those properties and must know that that action type possesses those properties. 8
These two conditions (conceptual and cognitive) are together necessary and sufficient for the
understanding of an action type. And the former serves as a necessary condition for the latter.
One cannot know (or even believe) that an action type possesses a set of properties x, y and z
unless one possesses the concepts x, y and z. Possessing to a practically adequate degree 9
concepts of the properties of an action is a necessary condition of understanding that action and
properly evaluating its native title status.

I<nowing to a practically adequate degree the (intentional, behavioural and structural-interrelationa l)
properties possessed by an indigenous action type entails possessing to a practically adequate degree a
concept of that action type. And possessing to a practically adequate degree a concept of that action type is
what understanding that action, on m y definition, entails.

6

When I refer to understanding an action or knowing or possessing a concept to some or other degree I am
referring to knowing or possessing some or other part of the definition or description comprising the
concept of that action. I will have more to say on this later in this chapter.

7

8

This knowledge is conditional on possession of the property concepts.

When I refer to understanding an action or knowing or possessing a concept to some or other degree I am
referring to knowing or possessing some or other part of the definition or description comprising the
concept of that action. I will have more to say on this later in this chapter.

9
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Recall that in Chapter 4 I noted that the propositional content of intentional states may be
analysed in terms of a set of concepts. The proposition that "the animal is alive" is comprised of
the concepts 'animal' and 'alive' etc. An agent may be said to possess not only a given intentional
state but also the propositions and concepts informing that state. Indigenous agents by virtue of
their very agency possess a scheme of concepts which inform (the propositional content of) their
various intentional states. For the purposes of this thesis, I will term the concepts possessed by
indigenous agents, indigenous concepts. An indigenous concept is defined here as any concept
possessed by an indigenous agent. We may reasonably assume (and it is not disputed by radical
conceptual incommensurability theorists 10) that indigenous agents are able to understand their
own and each other's actions. They, therefore, possess concepts of indigenous actions and of the
various component properties of those actions - intentional, behavioural and structuralinterrelational.

As such, concepts of indigenous actions, concepts of the various intentional,

behavioural and structural-interrelational properties of indigenous actions and concepts of all the
environmental and bodily phenomena which feature in the individuating causal relations of and
which are holistically necessary for the existence of the intentional states of indigenous agents are,
on our definition, indigenous concepts. This point is crucial for the discussion to follow.

In order to know to a practically adequate degree the intentional properties of an indigenous
action type the judge must possess to a practically adequate degree concepts of those intentional
properties. We saw in the previous chapter that an intentional property is a neuro-physical
property of the agent in question which performs a functional role in the behavioural interaction
of that agent with his external environment. More precisely it is a neuro-physical property which
causally mediates between environmental, other intentional and behavioural input and output
properties according to a set of intentional regularities. As such it is ontologically and
conceptually individuated as the higher-order property 1t is with reference to the set of
environmental and intentional input phenomena and intentional and behavioural output
phenomena it typically maintains causal relations with, as well as to a set of associated
background intentional phenomena. 11 Thus, the concept of an intentional property is analysable

10

Indeed, it may be entailed by their position.

11

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the concept of an intentional state may be analysed as comprising a tripartite
set of definitional clauses reflecting the three categories of environmental, intentional and behavioural
phenomena which individuate intentional properties. These three categories of definitional clause are
"input clauses, which say which environmental conditions typically give rise to which [intentional] states;
output clauses, which say which [intentional] states typically give rise to which behavioural responses; and
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1n terms of a set of component concepts - sub-concepts, if you will - of environmental,
behavioural and other intentional phenomena, as well as a concept of causal relatedness.

Given the holistic nature of intentional properties, the set of component sub-concepts
compnsmg the concept of an intentional property may be quite vast. Indeed, given that a
substantial number of intentional properties are implicated in each and every action, the number
of component concepts implicated in a single action may be so numerous as to encompass a
significant part of a conceptual scheme. 12 Nonetheless,

as

components

of concepts

uncontroversially possessed by indigenous agents, all of these component concepts are also
indigenous concepts. In order, then, for a native title judge to possess to a practically adequate
degree concepts of the intentional properties of indigenous actions (as she is required to do if she
wishes to properly make a determination of native title), she must possess to a practically
adequate degree a substantial set of indigenous concepts. 13

The same goes in relation to concepts of the behavioural and structural-interrelatio nal properties
of indigenous actions. In order to know to a practically adequate degree the behavioural
properties of an indigenous action type the judge must possess to a practically adequate degree
concepts of those behavioural properties. Again, we saw in Chapter 4 that a behavioural property
is individuated as the property it is with reference to a set of causally related bodily and (for nonbasic actions) environmental phenomena. Thus, the concept of a behavioural property is
analysable in terms of a set of concepts of ordinarily observable, macroscopic (and, hence, higher
order) bodily and environmental phenomena, together with a concept of causal relatedness. 14 As
components of concepts possessed by indigenous agents, all of these concepts are also
indigenous concepts. In order, then, for a native title judge to possess to a practically adequate
degree concepts of the behavioural properties of indigenous actions, she must, again, possess to a

interaction clauses, which say how [intentional] states typically interact" - all in the context of some set of
background causal intentional states. Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.40.
Possessing a concept of an intentional property, in the sense of kno\.ving its functional description,
involves kno\.ving a substantial set of propositions about the causal relations which typically obtain between
the world, mind and body of some set of agents. It involves possessing a theory of mind about some set of
agents. I will have more to say about this in the next chapter.
12

Iote that one can possess the concept of an intentional property to a greater or lesser degree depending
upon the proportion of the total definition or total functional specification of that property one knows or
possesses. The set of sub-concepts whose possession is sufficient to possess a given intentional concept or
complex \Vill be termed a possession-sufficient set of sub-concepts. Iv.rill have more to say on this below.

13

14

For non-basic actions.
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practically adequate degree a set of indigenous concepts. 15 Further, in order to know to a
practically adequate degree the structural-interrelational properties of a complex indigenous action
type (a joint action or social rule, for example), the judge must possess to a practically adequate
degree concepts of the various elements of those properties - temporal relatedness, causal
relatedness, semantic relatedness 16 and group-distribution. 17 Given the possession of concepts of
these things by indigenous agents able to understand indigenous actions and their various
properties, these too are indigenous concepts. Hence, in order to know to a practically adequate
degree the intentional, behavioural and structural-interrelational properties of an indigenous
action type (in order to understand or possess a concept of the action) - simple or complex - the
judge must possess to a practically adequate degree a substantial set of indigenous concepts. We
may conceive of these component indigenous concepts as sub-concepts of the concept of the
action type. They make up the content of the concept of the action.

Let me illustrate this discussion by considering the simple, non-basic action of pulling the trigger
of a rifle. This action is analysable as the causing of the behaviour of pulling the trigger of a rifle
by a complex of intentional properties which we can, for our purposes here, crudely conceive of
as comprising the properties . of desiring to pull the trigger, believing that by moving the finger
thus the trigger will be pulled and desiring to move the finger thus.18 The behavioural property of
pulling the trigger of a rifle is a non-basic behavioural property comprising the property of the
agent's finger moving in a certain way 19 causing the event of the trigger of a rifle moving in a

15

It is worth noting here, in addition, that given the holistic nature of actions, in order to possess to a
practically adequate degree a concept of the envirorunental ele1nent of a behavioural property, the judge
must possess to a practically adequate degree a concept of the action's intentional properties. Per Quine
(1960), one cannot determine which bit of the world comprises the environmental element of an action
without a holistic knowledge of the intentional profile (properties) causing the behaviour in question. And,
as we have just seen, in order to possess to a practically adequate degree a concept of any such intentional
properties the judge must possess to a practically adequate degree a practically adequate set of indigenous
concepts.
16

Recalling that the semantic properties of a complex indigenous action have to do with that action (or its
component actions) being the intentional object of another indigenous action, knowing the semantic
properties of a complex indigenous action requires the judge to know the intentional properties of that
other action. Therefore, possessing a concept of the semantic properties of an indigenous action necessarily
involves possessing a concept of the intentional properties of some other indigenous action. And this, as
we have seen, involves possessing a set of indigenous concepts.
17

As elaborated in Chapter 2.

18

We will take these intentional states to comprise the behaviourally causal intentional complex as far as
the present discussion goes.

19

Or, m ore correctly, one of a certain range of ways . This constitutes the basic behavioural element of the
action.
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certain way. It comprises the bodily property of the finger moving and the bodily-caused
environmental event of the trigger of a rifle moving in a certain way and the causal relation
between these. The concept of this behavioural property is crudely analysable in terms of the
bodily sub-concept of 'finger' and the environmental sub-concepts of

'trigger' and

'rifle'

'

together with concepts of 'movement', 'causation', and the like. Given the functional and,
therefore, holistic nature of certain environmental phenomena implicated in a behavioural
property, the possession of certain such sub-concepts may involve the possession of some
possession-sufficient set of other concepts. Possessing the concept of the functional concept
'trigger', for example, involves possessing a description or theory of what kind of thing a trigger
is. And possession of such a theory necessarily involves the possession of some set of the
concepts of those things involved in that theory - concepts such as 'catch', 'release', 'hammer'
and 'gun-lock', for example. 20 And even possession of these may entail the possession of some
.further set of the concepts which individuate them - those concepts which individuate or
constitute the concept of 'catch', for example. Thus, possessing a concept of the behavioural
component of the action in question entails the possession of some possession-sufficient set of
bodily, environmental and other concepts. 21

Likewise, the intentional property of desiring that the trigger be pulled is that physical property
which meets the set of causal-functional conditions - environmental, behavioural (bodilyenvironmental) and intentional - individuative of that property. The concept of that desire is
constituted by the set of concepts comprising the tripartite description of those conditions.
Possession of that concept entails possessing some possession-sufficient set of those subconcepts. It involves possession of some set of the concepts of individuating environmental and
intentional input phenomena and intentional and behavioural output phenomena and of the
causal relations between these. 22 And for each of the individuating intentional concepts of this
desire a further range of environmental, intentional and bodily concepts are invoked, some set o f
which must also be possessed in order to ground possession of the concept of the desire in
question. Further, to this set of concepts must be added those that are implicated in the other

20

I'm drawing here on the OED Online definition of trigger for a simple description of the concept.

These concepts comprise component sub-concepts of the concept o f the action in question. I will from
time to time refer to such a set of concepts as an acquisition-adequate set of concepts, particularly in Chap ters
6 and 7.

21

Which may include a concept of the beha,.rioural output phenomenon (and its component phenom en a)
constituting the action in question.

22
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intentional properties constituting the behaviourally causal intentional complex - the believing
that by moving the finger thus the trigger will be pulled and the desiring to move the finger thus.
Overall, possession of the concepts of the various behaviourally causal intentional properties
involved in the action entails possession of some possession-sufficient set of a very large set of
concepts of individuating environmental, bodily, intentional and other phenomena -

a

possession-sufficient set of concepts. 23 In adding these to those required to possess a concept of
the behavioural component of the action in question, one ends up -with an even more numerous
set of bodily, environmental, intentional and other concepts, possession of some subset of which
is necessary for the possession of the concept of the action in question. And, of course, for a
complex indigenous action one must add to the set of component concepts, concepts of any of
those structural-interrelational properties discussed in Chapter 4 which are not implicated in the
concepts of component simple actions. For an indigenous action - simple or complex - all of the
concepts implicated in the concept of that action and its properties are, as I have argued,
indigenous concepts. These indigenous concepts may be conceived of as component subconcepts of the concept of the indigenous action in question and may comprise a vast set.

Now, it is, at least, conceivable at this stage of our discussion that the judge may, at the
commencement of the determination hearing, possess some or all of the indigenous concepts she
needs to possess in order to perform her various functions. 24 However, where the judge does not
possess a practically adequate set of indigenous concepts at the commencement of the
determination hearing - that is, where a degree of conceptual difference relevantly obtains 25

-

she

must acquire a practically adequate set of those concepts over the course of the determination
hearing if she is to come to an understanding of relevant indigenous actions. Under conditions o f
conceptual difference, understanding is possible only by means of a process of indigenous
concept acquisition on the part of the judge. Before turning to the specific ways by which a judge

23

And of course, in reality the behaviourally causal intentional complex constituting an action comprises
far more behaviourally causal intentional states than I have allowed for here in this example.

24

This conceivable proposition is denied, of course, by the radical conceptual incommensurabilists.

25

This is a state of affairs which radical conceptual incommensurabilists assert obtains as a theoretical
necessity in all hearings. Conceptual difference may be initially construed here in terms of an agent not
possessing some set of the sub-conceptual content of a concept possessed by another agent.
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might acquire an acquirable concept over the course of a native title determination hearing26 , let
me make some general points about the nature of the acquisition of concepts by human agents.

3. The Possession and Acquisition of Concepts

Concepts and their possession
In Chapter 4, I mentioned that a concept is a component of the propositional content of an
intentional state. The belief that there is ochre in the ground is comprised of a set of concepts,
including those of 'ochre' and 'ground', syntactically related to each other within the
propositional content of the belief. Prinz captures this fundamental point about concepts in his
statement that " ... concepts are constituents of thoughts ... concepts are to thoughts as words are
to sentences."27 Lynch, likewise states that "concepts are whatever composes the propositional
content of our assertions and beliefs." 28 An intentional state is a (conceptualised) higher-order
phenomenon individuated as the state it is with reference to its causal-functional role in the
behavioural interaction of an agent with its environment. A concept is, therefore, a component of
such a higher-order phenomenon - which is to say that it is itself a higher-order phenomenon
individuated as the concept it is with reference to its causal-functional role in the behavioural
interaction of an agent with its environment. To possess (be in) an intentional state is to possess
the concepts comprising that state. To possess a concept is to possess an intentional state - a
belief or a desire - whose propositional content is informed by that concept. It is to possess a
physical state which serves a characteristic (concept containing) causal-functional role in the
interaction of an agent with its environment.

A judge may possess the concept of ochre by virtue of possessing the belief that there is ochre in
the ground. In functionalist terms, this is to say that she may possess the concept of ochre by
virtue of possessing a physical state which plays a 'belief that there is ochre in the ground' causalfunctional role in the behavioural interaction of the judge with her environment. More fully,

Namely, by means of evidence and explanation about such concepts provided by the claimants and other
parties. I will address this in the next chapter.

26

27

Prinz (2002) p.2

Lynch (1997) p.418. See also Papineau (1978) p.136 who states that "concepts are the components which
make up beliefs. That beliefs must be articulated into such components follows from the fact that any
person can grasp an unlimited number of different beliefs."

28
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though, she possesses the concept of ochre by virtue of possessing a physical state which plays
any of the causal-functional roles characteristic of intentional states containing the concept of
ochre, whose propositional content includes or is informed by that concept. Of course, as we saw
in Chapter 5, to possess a belief that there is ochre in the ground a judge must at the same time
possess a range of other intentional states which feature as background intentional states in the
individuating set of causal relations of that belief, some of which states will also be informed by
the concept of ochre. Thus, a judge possesses the concept of ochre by virtue of possessing a set
of intentional states informed by that concept. This fact reflects the holistic nature of intentional
states and of concepts.

By virtue of the embeddedness of concepts in intentional states and of intentional states in
actions, concepts have a practical dimension. The possession of a given concept manifests itself
in a characteristic range of actions. Lynch states that "to have or grasp a concept involves being

able to use it when asserting or believing. To have the concept of a tree is to be able to pick out
trees from non-trees, to make judgments about trees and to be capable of understanding at least
some of the consequences of such judgments." 29 A judge possesses the concept of ochre, for
example, by being able (or disposed) to engage in actions informed by intentional states
containing the concept of ochre - by being able to dig for ochre for ceremonial purposes, by
being disposed to point to ochre when asked where the ochre is, by being able to testify that
ochre is a yellow powder, and so on. A judge manifests her possession of the concept by actually
engaging in these actions (or by at least possessing a disposition to do so).

This practical dimension of concepts may be made sense of by tapping into another key feature
of concepts - namely that a concept is theorisable not merely as a component of an intentional
state but also as a description or definition specifying the essential conditions (individually
necessary and jointly sufficient) which a phenomenon must meet for membership of the class of
phenomena comprehended by or referred to by the concept. 30 That this should be so follows

29

Lynch (1997) p.418 (emphasis added).

30

Possessing a certain set of properties, for example. A significant body of critique has been levelled
against definitionalist theories of concepts on a variety of grounds . These have included the difficulties in
providing adequate lists of necessary and sufficient conditions for many concepts; the fact that some
concepts seem to have no necessary conditions for membership of the conceptual class in question, and
the failure to accord with psychological evidence of the so-called typicality effect. Much of the critique has
been aimed at classical definitionalist theories of a kind my approach is distinct from. See Laurence and
Margolis (1999) for a good overview of the criticisms. See also Fodor, Garrett, Walk~r and Parkes (1980).
Conceptual definitionalists have responded to such criticism s and modified the definitionalist view with
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from our discussion in Chapter 3 about what higher-order phenomena (including concepts) are.
Recall our discussion there about paperweights. A paperweight is an object which (actually or
potentially) keeps loose paper in place. A token object is a paperweight - a member of the type
we call paperweight - if it meets this condition. It is conceptualisable as a paperweight by the
relevant conceptual community - that is, it is comprehended under their concept of paperweight
- by virtue of meeting this condition. This set of conditions may be taken to constitute the
concept of paperweight. And because this set of conditions may be construed as a definition, the
concept of paperweight may be construed as a definition - in this case the definition "an object
which (actually or potentially) keeps loose paper in place." We can perform a similar analysis
upon the concept of ochre, understood as comprehending all of those token phenomena which
meet the condition (or possesses the property) of being a yellow powder found in the ground and
used for ceremonial purposes.

To possess the concept of ochre is to possess a description or definition of the conditions an
object must meet in order to be ochre. This definition is possessed as part of the propositional
content of some or other intentional state. Thus, one way we can theorise possessing a concept is
in terms of maintaining an intentional state whose propositional content is analysable into some
possession-sufficient part of the total definition which constitutes the concept. An example of
such an intentional state is a belief whose propositional content takes definitional form and
contains some possession-sufficient part of the total definition which constitutes the concept say, the belief that "ochre is a yellow powder found in the ground and used for ceremonial
purposes." 31 Such a belief does not comprise the concept of ochre, nor does the proposition
contained in that belief that "ochre is a yellow powder found in the ground and used for

varying degrees of success. See Jackendoff (1983), Pinker (1989), Peacocke (1992) and Rey (1983 and
(1985), for example. I do not intend to engage in a sustained defence of the definitionalist theory of
concepts. Briefly, I \.vould argue that this approach most cogently intersects with the physicalist- ·
functionalist theory of mind adopted in this thesis and, further, tl1at it enables us to make good sense of an
intuitively attractive range of features commonly ascribed to concepts. As Laurence and 1-'Iargolis (1999)
p.10 state, a definitionalist theory of concepts " has po\.verful explanatory resources, offering unified
accounts of concept acquisition, categorisation, epistemic justification, analytic entailment, and reference
detennination, all \.Vhich flow directly from its basic commitments." The main rivals of definitionalism for example, the prototype theory of concepts (see, for example, Rosch and Mervis (1975)) - are, arguably,
more vulnerable to critique.
We can analyse this proposition m ore precisely as maintaining the fact or state of affairs or proposition that
"in my linguistic community the signifier "ochre" is conventionally taken to signify a yellow pow der found
in the ground and used for ceremonial purposes" or "in my linguistic community, the phenomenon we
conventionally refer to as "ochre" exists and is a yellow powder found in the ground and used for
ceremonial purposes", or some such.

31
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ceremonial purposes" compnse the concept. Rather, the concept of ochre is the definitional
component of these two things - namely, the description "a yellow powder found in the ground
and used for ceremonial purposes." Phenomena described by this definition, which meet the
conditions outlined by this definition, are ochre. Possessing this definition may be conceived of as
grounding a practical capacity to act in a concept-of ochre-possessing manner in the world, in a
capacity to distinguish between ochre and other things, for example, in one's day to day
activities .32

We may conceive of the total definition comprising a concept as describing the complete set of
individually necessary and jointly sufficient conditions a phenomenon must meet in order to be a
member of the class referred to by the concept. 33 We may conceive of these conditions as
naturally determined (in the case of natural kind higher-order concepts) or determined by the
practices of some conceptual community (in the case of functional higher-order concepts).34 This
point alerts us to the fact that a concept may be conceived of as being possessed to a greater or
lesser degree by an agent such as a judge, depending upon the proportion of the total definition
(above the possession-sufficient minimum) possessed by that judge (by virtue of her intentional
states). A judge who, for example, believes that ochre is a yellow powder found in the ground may be
said to possess the concept of ochre to a greater degree than a judge who believes merely that
ochre is a yellow powder. Conceiving of a concept in terms of a definition is one way we can
make sense of a judge's capacity to distinguish between those phenomena described by the
definition and those that are not, to act towards the former in manner informed by a belief that
they are ochre and towards the latter in a manner informed by a belief that they are· not ochre,
and so on. The more of the definition a judge possesses the more discriminating she may be in
her actions involving the concept, in her use of the concept.

The definitional nature of concepts points us to another feature of concepts - namely, that
concepts are decomposable into those other concepts which feature in their constitutive
definition.35 They are decomposable into other concepts I have been terming 'sub-concepts'. The

32

Lynch (1997) p.418.

33

Laurence and Margolis (1999) p.9.

34

I do not propose to go into the numerous vexed issues concerning the notion of the total content of a
concept.

35

A wide range of philosophers have adopted this view of concepts, including such notables as Locke
(1975) and Carnap (1959) . In light of the holistic nature of concepts, unlike Locke and Carnap, I do not
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sub-concepts of a concept may be conceived of as referring to the necessary and sufficient
conditions or properties described by the total definition of the concept. Concepts are, therefore,
analysable in terms of their component sub-concepts and the characteristic syntactic relationship
which exists between those sub-concepts. 36 These sub-concepts and the syntactic relationship
between them constitute the content of the concept. The concept of ochre (I will term it a primary
concept because it is our primary subject of concern at this point) is constituted by the subconcepts Oet me term them secondary concepts 37) of yellow, powder, and the like, syntactically
related to ·each other in a manner characteristic or constitutive of the concept of ochre. The
content of the concept of ochre may be analysed as comprising these sub-concepts and the
characteristic syntactic relation between them. 38 And, of course, each of these secondary concepts
may themselves be analysed in terms of a further set of characteristically syntactically related subconcepts (tertiary concepts vis a vis the primary concept of ochre) - powder, for example, as
finely grained solid matter, or some such. And these tertiary concepts, too, may be analysable in
terms of other lower-order sub-concepts. 39

A concept, therefore, may be comprised of and may be analysed in terms of a large set of subconceptual (secondary, tertiary, and so on) concepts, syntactically related to each other in a highly
complex manner. The sub-conceptua l content of a given primary concept may extend to some
significant part of the total conceptual scheme possessed by a judge. As we saw above with our
example of the simple, non-basic action of pulling the trigger of a rifle, the concept of an action is
analysable in terms of a set of component sub-concepts of its properties - behavioural,
intentional and structural-inte rrelational - each of which may be further analysed, generating a

hold to the view that all concepts are ultimately dec01nposable into some set of primitive sensory concepts.
See Katz (1972) and Clark (1973) .
Rey (1983) and (1994), Laurence and Margolis (1999) pp.8-14, Prinz (2002) pp.32-48. As syntactically
structured phenomena, concepts resemble in certain respects the propositional contents of intentional
states.

36

37

Secondary concepts are a category of the sub-concepts of a primary concept.

The syntactic relation here is important. The concept of car analyses out as comprised of sub-concepts
of four, wheel and vehicle which are syntactically related in terms of a four-wheeled vehicle and not a fourvehicled wheel.

38

I do not wish to imply by my use of the terms primary and secondary and the like that the sub-concepts
of ochre are, in any absolute sense, more foundational than that concept. The relationship between
concepts and sub-concepts is not a hierarchical one in any absolute sense. It arises as a conventional and
contextual matter out of the act of considering the content or relationship with other concepts of a given
concept - in this case ochre. I prefer the non-foundation alist metaphor of a web of interrelated concepts
rather than that of a pyramid or some such in thinking about the relationship between concepts and subconcepts. Quine (1953b), Katz (1972), Clark (1973), and Laurence and Margolis (1999) pp.18-21.

39
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vast set of component sub-concepts. This set comprises the sub-conceptual content of the
concept of the action in question. The actual boundaries of a concept's set of sub-conceptual
content may be difficult to determine, even if a total definition comprising that concept were
determinable. Concepts subsist as holistic phenomena within a web of other concepts. 40 Their
content comprises this web of characteristically related concepts. The holistic nature of concepts
reflects the holistic nature of intentional states of which concepts serve as components.

If we consider again the simple definitional belief that ochre is a yellow powder found in the
ground and used for ceremonial purposes (the propositional content of which contains some part
of a concept of ochre), we see that it is individuated by a set of causal relations with
environmental, intentional and behavioural phenomena linked within a theory of mind to a set of
background intentional states, which in this case might include, say, a definitional belief that
powder is a fine-grained solid (the content of which contains some part of a concept of powder).
In the simple example set up here, holding the former belief entails holding the latter, as well as
other definitional background beliefs (and their conceptual contents) to do with phenomena such
as the ground, finding, ceremonies, and the like. This is to say that possessing the concept of
ochre as I have defined it above entails possessing the concept of powder, as well as the other
sub-concepts of ochre. And possessing the concept of powder entails possessing some set of the
sub-concepts of that concept (fine, grain, solid, and the like). Possessing the concept of ochre,
then, necessitates possessing such relatively lower-level concepts because possessing intentional
states informed by the concept of ochre necessitates possessing intentional states informed by
such relatively lower-level concepts.

The amount of the total definition constituting a concept which must be possessed by a judge in
order for that judge to be justifiably considered in possession of that concept - that is, what
constitutes a possession-sufficient part or degree of a total definition - is, ultimately, a
conventional matter determinable by the thought and practices of some or other authoritative
conceptual and interpretive community, generally with reference to some set of practical ends. 41
It may not be the case that a judge must possess as part of the propositional content of her
intentional states the whole of the total definition constituting a concept in order to be adjudged to
be in possession of that concept. A judge may possess merely some part of that total definition.

40

Ibid.

41

See Margolis (1999), for example.
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As long as that part is sufficient to justify the ascription to her by an authoritative conceptual and
interpretive community of an intentional state containing the concept in question, we may
consider her in possession of that concept to some less than full but nonetheless possessionsufficient degree. 42

I take it as a matter of theoretical necessity43, though, that in order to possess a concept a judge
must, at the very least, possess a definition or description of a set of conditions which are
individually necessary and jointly sufficient for membership of the class of phenomena
comprehende d by the concept. 44 This entails the possession of concepts of at least two such
conditions. If one condition was necessary and sufficient for being a member of a conceptual
class then there would be no distinction between the concept of that condition and the concept
of that class. For example, if being yellow was a necessary and sufficient condition of being
ochre, there would be no distinction between the concept of yellow and that of ochre or between
their possession by an agent. The concept of ochre could be applied to describe, for example, the
same things as the concept of yellow.

Possessing a concept of merely one of the necessary

conditions for membership of a kind does not constitute possessing a description or definition of
that kind.

This is to say that in order to sufficiently possess a concept an agent must possess, at the very
least, more than one of the sub-concepts of that concept. A sub-concept of a concept is, by
definition, not that concept. The concept of yellow is not the concept of ochre. To possess

In addition to maintairung a general base level standard of sufficient possession of a concept, a
conceptual comn1unity (including some part of a community) may also maintain certain context-relative
standards of possession. A distinction may be made within such a community between bare possession of a
concept and a practical!J adequate possession of that concept, in light of some specific set of practical ends or
some specific context of use. Whether possessing the concept of ochre to a bare possession-suff icient
degree constitutes possessing it to a practical!} adequate degree will depend for a conceptual community upon
the nature of the practice or practices for which possession of the concept is required. Practically adequate
possession is a contextual matter. For example, possessing no more than a set of intentional states
informed by the definition "yellow powder" may constitute a practically adequate possession of the
concept of ochre for the purpose of visually distinguishing a sample of ochre from a sample of charcoal
but not for the purpose of explaining the chemical composition of ochre to a class of science
undergraduates .

42

43

That is, given the terms of my theory of concepts or as a convention of my theoretical community.

Beyond this, authoritative communal practice 1nay vary as to the extent of the total definition which must
be possessed in order to adjudge an agent in possession of the concept defined. A point, though, may be
reached at which the amount of the total definition possessed by a judge (via her intentional states) may be
considered so sparse by communal standards as to render that judge insufficiently in possession of the
concept in question by those standards.

44
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merely a single sub-concept of ochre (s ay, the sub-concept of yellow) is to possess merely that
sub-concept (yellow) and not the concept (o chre). With at least more than one of the subconcepts of a concept possessed, an agent is, at least, in the running to be adjudged in possession
of a concept by a rational conceptual and interpretive community. Additionally, though, in order
to possess a concept it is not enough to merely possess some unrelated multiple set of its subconcepts. To possess a description, it is not enough to possess a syntactically unrelated set of
concepts. A description comprises a .ryntactical!J related set of concepts. Ochre is properly
described as a yellow powder found in the ground and used for ceremonial purposes and not as a
grounded ceremony used for powdered yellow. So too, a concept comprises a syntactically related
and not a random set of sub-concepts. Only the possession of an appropriately related set of subconcepts will justify ascribing possession of a primary concept to an agent. In order to possess
the concept of ochre, an agent must, for example, possess intentional states informed by the
definition "yellow powder" and not merely possess the concepts of yellow or powder as
unrelated or misrelated components of other non-ochre informed intentional states.

In light of this discussion, we can analyse the possession of a primary concept as involving the
possession of some possession-sufficient set of the sub-concepts of the concept together with
knowledge that thry are sub-conceptual components of that primary concept and, finally,
knowledge of the characteristic syntactic relation they maintain with each other within the
definition or description which constitutes the primary concept. 45 And so, we can conceive of a
judge possessing the concept of ochre to a bare possession-sufficient degree (or to some
practically adequate degree) by virtue of her possessing, for example, the sub-concept's of yellow
and powder, knowing that these concepts are sub-conceptual components of the concept of
ochre and knowing the syntactic relation they bear to each other (yellow powder, not powdered
yellow). By virtue of it comprising these kinds of knowledge, concept possession by an agent is
an epistemic or theoretical state of affairs as well as a practical one.

45

I will assume here that the possession of a single secondary sub-concept will not be taken as sufficient to
constitute possession of a primary concept. It follows from this that a concept may not be possessed by
virtue of one or more of these three conditions not obtaining - that is, where the judge does not possess
some possession-sufficient set of the sub-concepts of the concept, or does not possess knowledge that
those sub-concepts are sub-conceptual components of the primary concept or does not possess knowledge
of the characteristic syntactic relation those sub-concepts maintain with each other within the definition
which constitutes the primary concept
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A judge can possess the concept of ochre to a greater or lesser degree above the possessionsufficient minimum by virtue of possessing a greater or lesser number of its component subconcepts, together with the requisite knowledge of their componency and syntactic relationship.
So, a judge can possess a relatively sparse concept of ochre by virtue of her possessing to some
degree the sub-concepts of yellow and powder (by possessing some set of the sub-conceptua l
content of those two concepts and knowledge of those sub-concepts' componency and
relationship) together with knowledge that those two sub-concepts comprise part of the concept
of ochre and knowledge that those two sub-concepts are syntactically related in a "yellow
powder" manner. Alternatively, a judge can possess a richer concept of ochre by virtue of her
possessing to some degree the sub-concepts of yellow, powder, found, in, ground, ceremony and
use together with knowledge that these are sub-concepts of the concept of ochre, and knowledge
of their syntactic relation within that concept (yellow powder found in the ground and used for
ceremonies).

As implied earlier, possessing some set of the sub-concepts of a primary concept without
possessing knowledge that they are sub-concepts of that primary concept and knowledge of their
syntactic relation is, as a theoretical matter, not sufficient to constitute possession of the primary
concept. A judge cannot be said to possess a definition to any degree merely by possessing the
component sub-concepts of the ·definition without any idea that they comprise part of the
definition or how they are related to each other within that definition. A set of syntactically
unconnected concepts does not constitute a definition. A judge may possess the concepts yellow
and powder but without knowing that they are sub-concepts of the primary concept of ochre or
without knowing their syntactic relation within that concept, she cannot be said to sufficiently
possess any part of the definition comprising the concept of ochre, she cannot be said to possess
the concept of ochre to a possession-su fficient degree.

Intentional states and, therefore, their conceptual content may be consciously or unconsciously
(explicitly or implicitly) possessed by a judge. 46 That is, their possession need not be the subject
of conscious reflection on the part of an agent possessing them. Though I have been analysing
the possession of a concept in terms of possession or knowledge of a definition comprising some
set of sub-concepts syntactically related to each other in a characteristic manner, knowledge of

Braddon-Mitch ell and Jackson (1996) p.146. Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.79. I follow up this p oint
on tacit knowledge in my discussion of the theorising practices of interpretive agents in Chapter 6.

46
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this definition - of its sub-conceptual content and the syntactic relationship between that content
- need not be the subject of conscious reflection by the agent. A concept may be conceived of as
being tacitly possessed, without the judge possessing that concept being able to explicitly
articulate the definition constitutive of that concept or expressly identify its component subconcepts and their semantic relationships. The possession of a concept by a judge arises out of
the fact that her thought and action are able to be or are, in fact, informed by intentional states
containing all or some part of the content of that concept, whether or not the judge in question is
aware at any point of the identity of those intentional states or concepts or able to give an explicit
account of them. This is a reflection of the practical dimension of concept possession mentioned
above. Possession of a concept involves being able or disposed to engage in behaviour caused by
intentional states including that concept and whose complete intentional explanation includes
that concept. I will have more to say about this notion of implicit knowledge in the next
chapter. 47

The judicial acquisition of concepts
A judge possesses a concept at or over a given point or period of time by virtue of possessing at
or over that time an intentional state - for example, a definitional belief48

-

whose propositional

content contains some definitional part of the total definition constituting the concept. As we
saw in Chapter 4, a definitional belief, like any belief, is a neuro-physical state of a judge which
maintains a distinctive causal-functional relationship with the external world, with other
intentional states maintained by the judge and with a behavioural repertoire. It is a neuro-physical
state which both is typically caused by a distinctive individuating range of environmental and
intentional inputs, given the obtaining of certain associated background intentional states and
which typically causes a distinctive range of intentional and behavioural outputs, given the
obtaining of certain asso ciated background intentional states. A judge p ossesses a definitional
belief by virtue of being in the requisite physical state. And, typically, she is in the requisite

47

We shall see in Chapter 6 that a judge - indeed, any interpretive agent - may tacitly possess and apply a
set of beliefs constitutive of a theory of mind. So too, she may tacitly pos sess and apply the concepts
comprising those beliefs and tl1at theory. \Xlh.ilst on this point, it is also worth noting that an agent does not
need to associate tl1e signifier 'ochre' (or any otl1er signifier or sign) with the concept of ochre in order to
possess that concept. The attachment of a signifier to a concept is an action (of thought) associated with
possession of that concept.
48

For example, the definitional belief tl1at ochre is a yellow powder. I will rely on tl1is kind of intentional
state in the discussion to follow as a paradigm for any intentional state informed by a concept.
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physical state by virtue of having been subject to the causal influence of at least one of the
members of the set of inruviduati ng environme ntal or intentional inputs which typically cause
that state in that agent, whilst at the same time possessing the backgroun d intentional states
relevantly associated with that input. Something needs to have caused the physical state that is the
belief in question. That something will typically be one of the phenomen a identified in the total
functional definition of the belief as typically causal of the belief. These phenomen a fall into two
categories - environme ntal events (which in the legal context we may identify with the various
forms of evidence or submission s about a concept made available to a judge) and intentional
events (which in the legal context we may conceive of as comprising the elements of a process of
reasoning on the part of a judge).49

A belief that ochre is a yellow powder is a physical state ·which, amongst other things is typically
caused by the environme ntal event of there being ochre in front of the agent, but only given the
possession by the agent of a series of associated backgroun d intentional states, including the
belief that the agent's sensory apparatus is working correctly, the belief that powder is a finegrained solid, and so on. Given the possession of these backgroun d intentional states and the
presence of ochre in front of the agent, it follo-ws by virtue of a non-strict intentional regularity of
the kind ruscussed in Chapter 4 that that agent will believe that ochre is a yello\:\r powder. But, of
course, the agent will only possess the backgroun d intentional states associated with this belief if
the agent has previously been subject to the causal influence of at least one of the members of
the set of individuati ng environme ntal or intentional inputs which typically cause each of those
backgroun d states, \:\rhilst at the same time possessing the backgroun d intentional states relevantly
associated with those inputs. And likewise for the backgroun d states involved in the causing of
these backgroun d states. If she has not been subject to the relevant causal influences she will not
possess the relevant intentional states and concepts.

\"What emerges from this complex picture is that in order for a judge to p ossess the definitiona l
belief and componen t concept in question, not only must the judge po ssess a substantial number
of other asso ciated intentional states and concepts (concepts are holistic) but the judge must have
been in appropriat e causal relations with a substantial set of possessio n-relevant environme ntal
and intentional phenomena over the course of her life generative of such associated states. This is

49

Having effaced perception from our analysis. See Chapter 4.
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consistent with the point made in the previous chapter 50 that it is a general principle inherent in
the theory of mind possessed by most agents (and adopted by this thesis) that a subject agent
who has not been in appropriate causal relations with any of the environmental or intentional
inputs typically causal of a given belief or of the background intentional states associated with the
causing of that given belief by such inputs will, typically, not possess such belief. Likewise, it also
is a general principle inherent in most theories of mind that a subject agent who has been in
appropriate causal relations with at least one of the environmental or intentional inputs typically
causal of a given belief and of each of the background intentional states associated with the
causing of that given belief by such inputs (and so on) will, typically, possess such belief. 51

In order to possess the definitional belief and concept in question this causal contact with
environmental and intentional phenomena over time cannot have been in any temporal order
whatsoever. Rather it must have taken place in an order which enabled the judge to acquire the
background intentional states (primary background intentional states) necessary for the
possession of the belief in response to a given environmental or intentional input. The possession
of those primary background states must have arisen prior to being subject to that input. And the
possession of the secondary . background states associated with the causing of each of those
primary background states must have arisen prior to being subject to the input which caused
those primary background states. Likewise, for the tertiary background states associated with the
causing of the secondary background states, and so on.

To illustrate, if we consider the acquisition of a philosophical concept - say, the definitional belief
that physicalism is an a posteriori metaphysical doctrine - it is clear that mere causal contact with
an utterance to this effect will not bring about such a belief unless one already possesses a series
of other beliefs about the nature of the physical, the a posteriori, and metaphysical doctrines.
Such beliefs the1nselves will not be acquirable by an agent unless that agent has previously
acquired other beliefs about the kinds of things implicated in these concepts - about entiti es,
properties, relations, sensory experience, and so on. These are themselves complex concepts, the
possession of which will require the agent to have acquired a range of more basic philosophical
and common sense concepts. All of this is just to say that in belief acquisition as in many other

50

One which will be reiterated in the next chapter.

51

And as we will see in Chapter 6, this point is consistent \vith the important role which an interpreter's
justified beliefs about the subject agent's environmental and intentional history play in the interpretive
process.
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things, you have to learn to walk in order to learn to run. This is not to deny, of course, that a
potentially vast range of different temporal orderings of the agent's causal contact with relevant
environmental and intentional phenomena may be compatible with the agent's ultimately
possessing the belief in question. One may acquire the concept of physicalism early in life or later,
for example, and by one of a range of philosophical curricula. The key point here is that it is not
the case that 'anything goes' temporally as far as concept acquisition is concerned. There may,
though, be many ways leading to the acquisition of a given concept or intentional state. 52

The judge's acquisition of a concept is caused by and is ex-plained by the fact that the judge has,
over the course of her life, come into appropriate causal contact with a series of environmental
events and has been subject to a series of intentional events in a temporal order which have both
established a requisite set of background intentional states and been ultimately causal of the
occurrence of a belief (or other intentional state) containing the concept. 53 One way to usefully though, rather metaphorically - think about what is a highly complex set of conditions for the
acquisition of a concept is in terms of the judge having taken a distinctive (though not unique)
concept-possessing environmental and intentional trqjectory through time and space. It is the
taking of this trajectory which may be considered to have forged her intentional profile at large,
including her possession of any definitional belief or concept in question. A judge acquires a
definitional belief (and, indeed, any intentional state informed by the concept in question) by
taking one of the range of such trajectories v.rhich lead to possession of that belief (or other
intentional state). At a certain point along the agent's environmental and intentional trajectory,
when sufficient associated background intentional states have been put in place and when an
appropriate environmental or intentional e -ent occurs, the judge acquires the definitional belief in
question.

This is to say that at a point in the judge's intentional development, when some possessionsufficient set of the sub-concepts of the primary concept 1r1 question have been acquired, the
judge is able to gain knowledge that those sub-concepts are sub-concepts of that primary concep t
as well as kno~ ledge of what their syntactic relation is in resp onse to some relevant environmental
or intentional e, ent. She is able to acquire that primary concept. A t that p oint, a possessionsufficient set of the sub-conceptual content of the concept in question is maintained by the judge

52

Mo re on this p oint below.

53

Clark (19 3).
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and the judge may be considered 'ripe' for the acquisition of the concept or belief. 54 At a given
p oint in time, depending upon the course of her causal engagement with the world and her
intentional development,S5 a judge may acquire a concept instantly upon being subject to the
causal influence of a particular environmental or intentional event. 56 With the relevant subconcepts in place, the occurrence of a particular environmental or intentional event may trigger a
cognitive or conceptual response in which those sub-concepts are recognised as components of
the primary concept and their syntactic relation within that concept known.

Where, for example, a judge possesses some set of the sub-concepts of ochre (yellow and
powder, say) but not knowledge of their componency or syntactic relation within the concept of
ochre then the judge may acquire knowledge of those things (assuming the judge possesses the
relevant generic concepts for such knowledge) 57 by a variety of means. She may observe some
actual ochre or a suitable visual representation of ochre (a photograph, say) and, by virtue of that
observation, come to know that it is a yellow powder. In response to such observation she may
come to know that the concept of ochre is comprised of the sub-concepts of yellow and powder,
and know the syntactic relation between those sub-concepts (yellow powder not powdered
yellow). Alternatively, she may observe and interpret the behavioural component of a testimonial
action 58 or signifying component of an artefact (the marks comprising a written document, say)
asserting that ochre is a yellow powder or that the content of the concept of ochre is "yellow
powder" and come to believe the proposition asserted. Finally, on the basis of some set of beliefs
and desires she possesses, she might reason to a conclusion that ochre is yellow powder or that
the concept of ochre is constituted by the sub-concepts of yellow and ochre syntactically related
in a 'yellow powder' kind of way. That is, an intentional event may be causal of the definitional
belief that ochre is a yellow powder, say, given the possession of certain associated background
intentional states.

54

This app roach to concept acquisition is con sistent with Wellman 's (1990) account o f, w hat h e terms,
conceptual engendering. A t p .318, he states " [i]n this process [o f conceptual engendering], an early
achieved concep t o r distinction engenders o r makes p ossible later conceptual progeny."

55

Depending upon her possession of relevan t b ackground intentional states.

56

O ne of the set of such events which will b e cau sal o f the definitional belief (possession of the concep t) in
question , given the p ossession of those background intentional states .
57

And we can assum e she does as sh e is cap able o f acquiring no n-indigenous concepts.

58

For example, the oral testimony of a witness or explanatory submissio n of counsel. ·
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In all cases she acquires the concept of ochre by the epistemic means mentioned only on the
condition that she already possesses some possession-sufficient set of the sub-concepts of the
concept of ochre. Given her possession of the sub-concepts of yellow and powder, the judge, like
any other agent, may come to possess the concept of ochre by virtue of coming into appropriate
causal contact with actual (that is, real 59) or representational or testimonial evidence (construed in a
broad non-legal sense60) or with a train of reasoning to do with that concept. Given her beliefs
about the content of the sub-concepts of yellow and powder (given her possession of these subconcepts) and given certain other background intentional states possessed by her, the
environmental events implicated in such evidence or the intentional events implicated in such
reasoning typically cause - and may, in fact, cause - a belief in her that ochre is yellow powder (or
some other ochre-informed intentional state). They may cause the judge to acquire or possess the
concept of ochre. This point is worth labouring because it is vital to the rest of m y argument.

Where the judge does not possess a possession-sufficient number of the sub-concepts of ochre in our simple example, does not possess the concept of powder, say - then she has to acquire a
possession-sufficient number of those sub-concepts before she can acquire the concept of ochre.
And she acquires a sub-concept of ochre by the same kinds of means by which she acquires the
concept of ochre. That is, by means of evidence or a process of reasoning which causes her to
possess such sub-concepts, against the background of a set of other intentional states - including,
for example, beliefs about the content of some possession-sufficient set of the sub-concepts of
these secondary sub-concepts (tertiary sub-concepts of the concept of ochre). For example, she
may acquire the sub-concept of powder by means of testimonial evidence about that sub-concept
- by interpreting and accepting an utterance asserting that powder is a finely-grained substance. 61
Where the judge does not possess sufficient of the tertiary sub-concepts as would enable
possession of a secondary concept (she doesn't possess concepts of fine or grain), she must
acquire those tertiatyi concepts b; means of evidence or reasoning about those tertiatyi concepts .

59

To u se a legal term of art.

And encompassing, for our purposes, not only the testimony of "'v.ritnesses but the explanatory
submissions of counsel.

60

W ith knowledge in place about the concept of powder, the judge may then go on to acquire the concept
of ochre on the basis of the kind of evidence about that concept mentioned above.

61
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And so on, into the sub-conceptual 'depths' of the concept of ochre, 62 building up a possession
of the content of that primary concept, sub-concept by sub-concept; gradually acquiring that
primary concept by her cognitive and interpretive efforts in response to real, representational and
testimonial evidence and reasoning about its content until such time as she possesses sufficient of
its sub-concepts and sufficient knowledge of their syntactic relations as would constitute a
practically adequate possession of the concept of ochre, given her purposes. This building up may
be achieved by any one of a range of combinations of real, representational and testimonial
evidence and streams of reasoning in any one of a range of temporal orders, reflecting the range
of trajectories available for acquiring a concept or possessing an intentional state. 63

In order for the judge to be able to build up a primary concept in this manner from some or
other sub-conceptual base, sufficient relevant evidence has to exist and (by some means or other)
come within the sensory range of and be cognitively appropriated 64 by the judge. In order to
cognitively appropriate any such evidence the judge has to possess a capacity and motivation to
do so. Alternatively or additionally, given a sufficient sub-conceptual base, the judge must possess
a capacity and motivation to engage in the kind of reasoning which will lead to the acquisition of
the primary concept in question. 65 Further, in relation to both evidence and reasoning, the
external environmental conditions surrounding the judge must be such as to effectively enable
the judge to cognitively appropriate relevant evidence and do the requisite reasoning. We can
conceive of these factors to do with judicial concept acquisition in terms of a set of epistemic

conditions obtaining (or not) in relation to a judge or set of judges and a concept or set of concepts.
In order for a judge to be able to acquire a concept she does not at some relevant time adequately
possess (given her possession at that time of, at least, some set of the sub-conceptual content of
that concept), epistemic conditions conducive to the acquisition of that concept must obtain in
relation to that judge.

62

The judge must think and act acquisitively under a set of epistemic

Or, to shift metaphors, across the sub-conceptual web of the concept of ochre.

63

Of course, it should not be supposed from this simple description of things that the judge's way into
possession of the concept of ochre must proceed by way of an item of evidence or a line of reasoning
correlating to one and only one unpossessed sub-concept, that the evidence she encounters or conclusions
she reaches about sub-conceptual matters must necessarily present themselves to her in some atomistic and
linear manner. Rather, the judge may simultaneously gain knowledge of a number of sub-concepts of the
primary concept upon coming into app ropriate causal contact with a single environmental (evidential)
event or piece of testimony or concluding belief, depending upon her intentional profile at that time.
64

By which I mean be conceptualised and become the subject of some set of intentional states .

65

Including interpretive reasoning of the kind to be discussed in Chapter 6.
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conditions which are conducive to the acquisition of that concept. I will have more to say on this
point in Chapter 7. 66

Following through our analysis here, we can categorise the epistemic conditions affecting the
judicial acquisition of a concept - including an indigenous concept - in terms of either the
internal capacities of the judge or the external circumstances surrounding the judge. From a
phy sicalist point of view, both categories of epistemic conditions comprise physically realised
phenomena whose nature and effect on judicial concept acquisition is, in principle, knowable on
the basis of scientifically sound empirical-cum-interp retive inquiry. As far as internal capacities
go, the judge must, for example, possess sensory apparatus which will enable her to sense
appropriate relevant evidence pro rided to her about the concept under acquisition. She must
possess cognitive apparatus enabling her to effectively conceptualise what she senses by way of
evidence. She must possess beha,rioural apparatus and a behmrio ural repertoire which will enable
her to behave in a concept acquisiti e manner in relation to e,ridence of that concept - which will
enable her to locate and manipulate such e,ridence in a manner conduci, e to her acquiring the
concept. Alternati ely or additionally, the judge must be able to reason effecti ely from premises
to conclusions about concepts under acquisition.6 Judicial concept acquisition depends on the
amount and nature of the reasoning about the concept in question a judge is v;rilling and able to
engage

111

o er the course of the hearing. She must possess a capacity to reason effecti -ely in this

regard.

This is all to say that the judge must possess a range of theoretical and practical skills understood in terms of the possession of functional sensory, cognitive and behavioural apparatus,
appropriate intentional states (beliefs and desires) and an effective beha,rioural repertoire - in
relation to the cognitive appropriation of evidence of and the carrying out of reasoning about
those concepts she seeks to acquire. Concept acquisition is not a passive affair. It is a complex
form of action oriented to ards understanding6

hich has both a theoretical and a practical

I want to di tillQl.llsh here between the e:sistence and nature of the sub-conceptual base possessed by- the
judge (or, if you like, the existence and degree of conceptual difference obtaining beru-een her and the
indigenous concept under acquisition), on the one hand, and the-epistemic conditions obtaining in relation
to her, on the other by \\hich I mean those other circumstances or phenomena relevant to her capacity to
acquire that concept (example of \\hich are mentioned here) .
66

gain particularly- in relation to the premises and conclusions constituting the ,arious theories utilised in
the process of interpreting testimonial endence about indigenous concepts. 1'1ore on this in Chapter 6.

67

That is, informed by- beliefs and desires about the concept in question and it acquisition (including the
,ery process of acqui ition) .
6
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dimension. The judge must be in possession of those skills which will enable her to engage 1n
such action. She needs a certain know-how in relation to the complex action of concept
acquisition. Some knowledge-sufficient set of her beliefs about the acquisition process and its
subject matter must be true. She must also be in possession of appropriate and sufficient (and
sufficiently strong) desires as would motivate her to locate, manipulate and cognise (pay attention
to) relevant evidence to a sufficient degree and to pursue the amount and kinds of reasoning
required to acquire the concepts in question. 69

As far as external circumstances relevant to the judicial acquisition of concepts go, this is most
importantly a matter of the amount and quality of evidence relevant to concept acquisition which
is both in principle and in fact available and provided to the judge for her sensory and cognitive
appropriation. It is also a matter of the external assistance available to her, in principle and in fact,
in locating, manipulating and cognitively appropriating relevant evidence or engaging in relevant
reasoning. Also important here is the time available to the judge to access evidence or engage in
reasoning, including any externally imposed time limits. Another key category of external factors
involves the environmental conditions affecting the judge's sensation and cognition of evidence
or the conduct of her reasoning. These conditions include such things as available light, distance
and line of sight in relation to the judge and the evidence, as well as background noise and other
auditory conditions, and so on. They also include the availability and provision of external
technological phenomena such as amplification, computers, vehicles, binoculars, and so on, by
which the judge's own sensory, behavioural and reasoning capacities may be supplemented or
improved.

So, for example, in order for a judge to acquire the concept of ochre, given her possession of the
sub-concepts of yellow and powder, enough of the right kind of evidence must be provided to
her. A token of ochre, or a visual representation of ochre, or oral testimony about the nature of
ochre - and not some conceptually irrelevant piece of evidence - must be provided to her. These
together with the concepts possessed may be sufficient to cause her to acquire the concept of
ochre. Of course, if the causing of the possession of the concept is to follow her sensory and
cognitive apparatus must be functioning in a manner which enables the provision of such
evidence to cause the relevant ochre-informed intentional state. If the judge's sensory apparatus is

69

The judge may not have the requisite desire to acquire the concept or it may not be stronger than her
desire to do something else.
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not functioning effectively or if environmental conditions are such that the judge cannot see the
token ochre or hear the testimony, then the tendering of that evidence will not cause the
acquisition of the concept. Likewise, if a malfunction in her cognitive functioning prevents the
sensation of the token ochre causing a belief about what is sensed the concept will not be
acquired. So too, if the judge does not pay attention to what is shown to her, or hurriedly
misperceives it.

Again, assuming possession of requisite sub-concepts and beliefs, if the judge's cognitive faculties
are malfunctioning in a manner which prevents her from engaging properly in the kind of
reasoning which might lead to the acquisition of a concept, that concept will not be acquired by
that means. If the judge is unable to make the inference from the beliefs that there are powders
of all colours in the world and that yellow is a colour to the conclusion that there is yellow
powder in the world, then she will not be able to acquire the concept of ochre (simply defined)
by this means. And if the judge simply does not have enough time available to her for concept
acquisition - say, by virtue of the norms regulating the length of the evidence-tendering phase of
the hearing - or if she desires not to spend enough time, she will not be in a position to acquire
the concept in question. Given a specific sub-conceptual base in the possession of the judge, her
capacity to acquire a concept informed by that base will depend upon the nature of the kinds of
epistemic condition described here.

The process of judicial concept acquisition outlined here resembles the process by which the
judge acquired virtually all of the concepts she presently possesses. It also resembles the way in
which the claimants themselves acquired the indigenous concepts the judge might seek to acquire
- which is to say, by an empirical and interpretive engagement with acquisitively relevant aspects
of the world (including the actions of claimant agents) and by a process of reasoning which take
place within the context of possessing a background intentional profile relevantly similar to that
of the claimants as far as the acquisition of the indigenous concepts in question is concerned.
This is to sa3 that the judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts - if it is at all p ossible - takes
. place by a process of enculturation into the claimant world and a way of life; a pro cess resem bling
in important respects the process of enculturation which the claimants themselves pursued in
coming to possess the indigenous concepts in question. The idea of being sub ject to or engaging
in a process of enculturation comprises an alternative way of conceiving of the process of
concept acquisition to that elaborated above under the description of taking an environmentalintentional trajectory through space and time.

Again, this is not to sa; that in acquiring an indigenous concept the judge must pursue precisely
the same process of enculturation - the same trajectory - as that pursued b} any of the claimants.
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As was touched upon above, given the range of causal relations which individuate an intentional
state, causal relations with any one of a range of sets of environmental and intentional
phenomena are capable of causing the definitional belief or other intentional state in question to
be possessed by the agent. Further, for each of the associated background intentional states
which figure in each of the causal relations with an environmental or intentional input, a range of
inputs are causal. And the same goes throughout the intentional web involved here. The number
of environmental-intentional trajectories leading to a given intentional state may be substantial.
Any one of this range of trajectories is capable of causing an agent to possess that state. This
feature of concept acquisition explains how a significant number of agents with different life
experiences can, nevertheless, be said to possess the same intentional state or concept.

So, for example, a judge or indigenous agent may come to maintain a definitional belief about
ochre by virtue of having come into the right kind of causal contact with the environmental event
(in legal terms, real evidence) of there being ochre in front of her, whilst possessing certain
background beliefs about the reliability of her sensory system, about the definitions of some set
of ochre's sub-concepts, and so on. Each of these background beliefs may have been acquired in
response to other earlier environmental events, and likewise for the background beliefs involved
in those earlier environmental causings. Alternatively, though, a judge or indigenous agent may
come to maintain the definitional belief about ochre not by coming in direct causal contact with
ochre but by virtue of having been in causal contact with the intentional event of desiring to
believe what a perceived and interpreted testifying agent believes - namely, that ochre is a yellow
powder - whilst at the same time possessing a range of associated background intentional states
to do with the interpreted content of that witness's mind. Many of these background intentional
states may themselves have been caused, not by environmental events, but by other intentional
states over the course of the judge's or indigenous agent's intentional development, as may many
of the background intentional states implicated in the causing of this former set of background
intentional states, and so on. The point here is that the same definitional belief or concept may be
acquired by similar or by quite different environmental-intentional trajectories.

This leads us to the question of the relationship between a judge's degree of possession of a
concept and the degree of work or amount of action required of her to acquire that concept. At a
given point in a judge's life, when a significant set of concepts are possessed by her - including a
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possession-sufficient set of the sub-conceptual content of the concept in question 70

-

and when

her epistemic conditions at that point enable a relevant environmental or intentional input to
exert appropriate causal effect upon her, that judge may instantly acquire the concept in question
in response to that input. She may acquire the concept in question instantly by virtue of this dual
set of pre-requisites for concept acquisition - possession of an adequate sub-conceptual base and
the obtaining of conducive epistemic conditions - being in place at that point in time. At that
point in time, with that sub-conceptual base in place and under those conditions, virtually no
concept-acquisitive work will be required of the judge in order for her to acquire the concept in
question. Of course, this dual set of pre-requisites for concept acquisition will be in place only if
the judge has undergone one of the range of complex, ordered sets of causal relations with the
world which causes those pre-requisites to be in place at the moment in question; only if she has
taken one of the numerous environmental-intent ional trajectories which are causal of the concept
.
.
1n question.

Alternatively, at a given pomt m a judge's life, when, by vutue of her environmental and
intentional history up to that point, sufficient background intentional states associated with the
intentional state containing the concept in question are not possessed by her or when her
epistemic conditions at that point do not enable a relevant environmental or intentional input to
exert appropriate causal effect upon her, the judge may have to engage in a significant degree of
concept-acquisitive work in order to acquire an acquisition-sufficient sub-conceptual base or
come into appropriate causal contact with a relevant environmental or intentional input. Though
the judge may have come some way along a trajectory that leads to the possession of a concept,
more cognitive engagement with the world and intentional development may need to take place
in order for her to possess the concept at all or to the degree in question. She may have to work
hard at pursuing a trajectory which will lead to the possession of the concept in question. She
may have to perform a significant number of acquisition-oriented actions locating, manipulating
and cognising relevant evidence and engaging in relevant reasoning in regard to each of the subconceptual elements of the concept under acquisition. She may need to exert a substantial degree
of concept-acquisitive effort in acquiring and synthesising those sub-concepts she does not
possess in order to build up to some practically adequate degree the primary concept she does
not possess.

Sufficient background intentional states associated with the causing of a definitional belief about the
concept.

70
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What emerges here is a general proposition along the lines that the less sub-conceptual content of
an indigenous concept a judge possesses at a given point in time, 71 the more cognitive and
interpretive work she will have to perform in response to evidence about that concept and the
more reasoning about that she will have to engage in in order to constructively acquire that
concept. Likewise, the more sub-conceptual content of the concept a judge possesses at the
relevant time, 72 the less evidence she may be required to come into contact with and cognitively
appropriate and the less reasoning she may have to engage in in order to construct the concept.
The less overall effort she will have to engage in to acquire the concept. In either case, the more
conducive to concept acquisition her epistemic conditions are the greater her chances are in
succeeding in that task. In light of this we can imagine a situation of judicial concept acquisition
in which the degree of sub-conceptual content of an indigenous concept possessed by a judge
conspires with the obtaining of non-conducive epistemic conditions to produce a situation in
which the judge is unable to perform the acquisitive work required of her. We can imagine a
situation in which an indigenous concept or set of such concepts is not acquirable by a judge or
set of judges - at least whilst that degree of sub-conceptual content is possessed or those
epistemic conditions obtain. The plausibility of such a situation obtaining in a physicalistic world
(a situation, by the way, argued for by the radical conceptual incommensurabilists) is something I
will have more to say about in Chapter 7.

4. Conceptual clifference

In light of this discussion of concepts and their acquisition, we can not only accept the theoretical
possibility of conceptual difference obtaining between a judge and a claimant, witness or other
agent but also explain the existence of such difference. 73 As was 1nentioned in Chapter 1,
conceptual difference obtains between a judge and an indigenous agent - or between the
conceptual schemes of these agents - when the scheme of concepts possessed by the judge does

71

\Xlhich is to say, the greater the degree of conceptual difference which obtains between the judge and the
concept. More o n this below.

72

\X!hich is to say, the less the degree of conceptual difference which obtains between th e judge and the
concept. More on this below.

73

As \,Ve shall see in the next chapter, a n on-indigenous witness testifying about indigenous concepts will,
like an indigenous agent, necessarily be in possession of some set of indigenous concepts. In order to keep
the discussion which follows relatively simple, I will focus primarily on indigenous rather than nonindigenous \,Vitnesses. othing important hinges on this. \X!here appropriate I will di stinguish between the
two types of agent.
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not include some set of the concepts possessed by the indigenous agent.7 4 It obtains when the
content of the judge's conceptual scheme differs to some degree from the content of the
indigenous agent's scheme, and vice versa.7 5 In more overtly physicalistic terms, this is to say that
it obtains when the judge does not possess physical states which play the same intentionalfunctional role as certain of the physical states possessed by the indigenous agent. 76 Where
conceptual difference obtains between a judge and indigenous agent in relation to a given
concept, the indigenous agent will possess a physical state which is typically caused by one of the
members of the characteristic concept-individuatin g set of environmental or intentional inputs,
given the possession of associated background intentional states and which typically causes one
of the members of the concept-indi ri.duating set of intentional or environmental outputs, given
the possession of associated background intentional states and the judge will not possess such a
physical state.

One reason the judge may not possess a concept is because she (unlike the indigenous agent in
question) has, at no stage, been subject to the causal influence of at least one of the members of
the set of indi,ri.duating environmental or intentional inputs which typically cause that concept in
that agent, whilst at the same time possessing the background intentional states relevantl associated
with that input. That is, she ma1 not possess the concept in question because she has not been
subject to the causal influence of at least one of the members of the set of individuating
environmental or intentional inputs which typically cause that concept or because, though she has
been subject to the causal influence of one such input, she did not at that time possess sufficient
of the background intentional states associated with that input as would cause the possession of
the concept (which is to say that she did not possess sufficient of the sub-conceptual content of
the concept in question) or because both of these states of affairs has obtained. This second
mentioned mode of judicial deficienc , may be explained by the fact that the judge has at no stage
been subject to the causal influence of at least one of the members of the set of individuating
environmental or intentional inputs

74

-hich typically cause each of those requisite backgro_und

Rescher (1980) p.333.

Conceptual difference obtains when the judge does not possess to a possession-sufficient degree
concepts which the indigenous agents do possess to a possession-sufficient degree. The notion of
conceptual difference may also be used to refer to describe concepts possessed by the indigenous agents but
not possessed by the judge to a possession-sufficient degree and to indigenous intentional states and actions
informed by indigenous concepts not possessed b the judge to a possession-sufficient degree.

75
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states, whilst at the same time possessing the background intentional states relevantly associated
with those inputs. And so on. And, of course, in order to explain the difference between the judge
and indigenous agent in respect of this concept it must be the case that the indigenous agent has
been subject to at least one of the requisite inputs and has possessed the associated background
intentional states for that input.

This is to say that conceptual difference between two agents or two sets of agents is explicable
with reference to the environmental and intentional influences those two agents or sets of agents
have been subject to over the course of their lives and to the temporal order of those influences.
It is explicable with reference to the fact of those agents having taken different environmental
and intentional trajectories over the course of their lives, trajectories different enough to lead to
the one possessing a concept which the other does not possess. 77 For example, one key source of
conceptual difference lies in differences in the environmental inputs which two agents have been
causally subject to over the course of their lives. Two agents may have been raised in and may, at
the relevant time, still inhabit quite different natural and social environments. An indigenous
agent, for example, may possess the concept of ochre, say, by virtue of having taken one of the
many available environmental-intentional trajectories which lead to the possession of that
concept. He may have been in the right kind of causal contact with ochre at some point in time
whilst at that point in time possessing one of the sets of background intentional states associated
with the causing of a belief that ochre is a yellow powder by that environmental input.

The judge, on the other hand, may not, over the course of her life, have come into appropriate
causal contact with ochre or with any other environmental or intentional input causal of
possession of the concept of ochre, 78 even though she may have possessed the background
intentional states (sub-concepts of ochre) associated with such inputs. In purely conceptual

76

"Two total functional systems differ if they differ with respect to a1?J of their beliefs and desires. That is,
if they differ in having nodes (realiser states) with different input, output or internal relationship causes and
effects." Heil (1998) p.103.
77

It is for this reason that we may conceive of each individual as possessing her own distinct conceptual
scheme - though there may be sufficient similarities between individual schemes to enable us to speak of
shared or group-specific schemes. Of course, mere difference in trajectory does not entail difference in
concepts possessed because the same concept may come to be possessed by different trajectories. Also
conceptual difference may logically, at least, be conceived of as a function of the agents in question
possessing different innate conceptual starting points prior to pursuing their environmental-intentional
trajectories. I will have more to say on all of this below and in Chapter 7.

78

In legal terms, she may not have come into appropriate contact with real evidence of ochre or with
testimonial or performative evidence about ochre.
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terms, she may possess the sub-concepts of ochre but not have come into causal relations with an
environmental or intentional event which brings about knowledge that those sub-concepts are
syntactically interrelated in a primary concept and knowledge of that syntactic relation.
Alternatively, the judge may have come into appropriate causal contact with one or more of the
causal inputs for the concept in question but not possessed the requisite background intentional
states at the time she did so. Until such time as the judge comes into causal relations with some
causally effective input phenomenon whilst at the same time possessing associated background
intentional states, the judge will not possess a concept of ochre and the situation of conceptual
difference which obtains as far as the judge is concerned in relation to this concept and to any
scheme of concepts containing it or agent possessing it will continue.

In this scenano, the environmental-intent ional trajectories of the judge and indigenous agent
differ in a certain respect. As a result of this difference, the indigenous agent possesses the
concept of ochre and the judge does not. This, in turn, entails that the conceptual schemes of the
two agents differ in this respect. The one scheme contains a concept which the other does not
contain. The more the environmental-intent ional trajectories taken by the judge and indigenous
agent relevantly differ, the more the one may79 possess concepts not possessed by the other, the
more their conceptual schemes may differ. Agents and schemes may be conceptually different to
a greater or lesser degree depending upon the number of concepts they do not hold in common.
The greater the number of indigenous concepts not possessed by the judge, the greater the
degree of conceptual difference between her and the indigenous agent, between her scheme and
the indigenous agent's.80 The degree of conceptual difference is a function of the degree to which
the two agents have taken different environmental and intentional trajectories over the course of
their lives. Differences in the natural and social environments in which the two agents have lived
are important in this respect. The actual 'amount' or degree of such conceptual difference will
depend upon the number of concepts which are not held in common by the two agents in

There is no entailment here. Different trajectories do not necessaril} lead to the possession of different
concepts. As mentioned above, the one ·c oncept may be acquired by means of different trajectories.

79

The more the conceptual schemes of the judge and indigenous agent differ - that is, the more the
indigenous conceptual scheme is informed by concepts which find no counterpart in the judge's conceptual
scheme - the greater the number of indigenous intentional states and actions which are likely to be
informed b concepts which the judge does not possess. The greater the degree of conceptual difference
bero een the judge and indigenous agent in this respect, the greater the chances of indigenous intentional
states and actions being conceptually different as far as the judge is concerned.
80
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question at some point in time. 81 Of course, given that different trajectories may lead to
possession of the same concept not all differences in the trajectories taken by two agents generate
conceptual difference. A difference in the concepts possessed by two agents entails that those
agents have taken different environmental-intentional trajectories in respect of those concepts.
However, as has been mentioned, a difference in the trajectories taken by them does not entail
that they possess different concepts. Some differences in trajectories taken will generate
conceptual difference and some will not.

Extending our use of the notion of conceptual difference, indigenous concepts, intentional states
and actions may also be conceived of as being conceptually different to a greater or lesser degree
as far as the judge is concerned. The greater the number of conceptually different sub-concepts
(sub-concepts not possessed by the judge) informing an indigenous concept as far as the judge is
concerned, the greater the degree to which that indigenous concept is conceptually different as
far as that judge is concerned. Likewise, the greater the number of conceptually different
indigenous concepts informing the propositional content of an indigenous agent's intentional
states as far as the judge is concerned, the greater the degree to which those states are
conceptually different as far as that judge is concerned. Finally, the greater the number of
intentional states informing an indigenous action which the judge does not possess concepts for
(and, by extension, the greater the number of concepts comprising the propositional content of
each of those states which are not possessed by the judge), the greater the degree to which that
action is conceptually different as far as the judge is concerned.

On the issue of conceptually clifferent indigenous concepts, it is worth emphasising here the
point made towards the close of the previous section - namely, that the degree of conceptual
difference which exists between an indigenous concept and a judge is a factor affecting the ability
of that judge to acquire that concept. By degree of conceptual difference here, I mean the amount
and identity of the sub-conceptual content of the indigenous concept which the judge already
possesses and the amount and identity of the sub-conceptual content she needs to acquire in
order to acquire the indigenous concept in question. The more of the sub-conceptual content of
a given indigenous concept a judge possesses at a given point in time, the less sub-conceptual

81

One has to be careful in attempting to quantify conceptual difference given their holistic nature. The
number of concepts in a conceptual scheme may not be readily determinable. Nonetheless, we can still
make some sense of the idea that two agents differ to greater or lesser degrees in the concepts they
maintain with reference to the kinds of actions which comprise their way of life, fo r example.
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content that judge needs to acqmre. This is to say that the less the degree of conceptual
difference which obtains between a judge and an indigenous concept, the further along a
trajectory for acquiring that concept she will be and the less concept acquisitive work she needs
to engage in. The less sub-conceptua l content the agent needs to acquire, the less appropriate
environmenta l inputs (evidence) will need to be provided to her and cognitively processed by
her 82 and the less reasoning will need to be performed by her. The less the degree of conceptual
difference between the judge and the indigenous concept, the better the judge's overall acquisitive
situation will be vis a vis that concept.

And of course, the greater the degree of conceptual difference between the judge and the
indigenous concept, the more sub-concepts of that primary concept will need to be acquired by
the judge in order to acquire that primary concept. 83 Because these sub-concepts can only be
acquired in response to environmenta l and intentional inputs (evidence and reasoning) the greater
the degree of conceptual difference, the greater the number of concept-causi ng conditions which
will need to be put in place: the greater the amount of evidence which needs to be provided to

and cognitively processed by the judge and the greater the amount of reasoning which will need
to be engaged in by her. Concept acquisition under conditions of conceptual difference (to any
degree) is potentially more time consuming and cognitively demanding than concept acquisition
under conditions of conceptual similarity. Conceptual difference worsens the judge's overall
epistemic situation, it puts a greater concept-acquisitive burden on her (and on the parties
charged with supplying her with evidence). Under certain epistemic conditions - where for
example, the judge's cognitive skills are deficient, or where adequate evidence simply cannot be
provided to her in the time a, ailable - the degree of conceptual difference which obtains between
a judge and an indigenous concept may be so great that a judge may not be able to meet that
burden. She may not be able to acquire the indigenous concept in question whilst those
conditions obtain. Given the degree of conceptual difference which obtains, other more optimal
84
conditions might be necessary; in order to enable her acquisition of the concept in question.

The less testimony constitutive of or about an indigenou s concept she ,vill need to interpret and the less
real evidence of phenomena implicated in that concept will need to be cognised hr her.

82

The greater the number of concept-causing conditions which need to be put in place to enable
possession of the indigenous concepts in question.

83

4

I will come back to this discussion in Chapter 7.
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On the physicalist-functionalist model of intentionality and understanding adopted in this thesis,
it is possible, then, that some set of judges (including all judges) and some set of indigenous agents
(including all indigenous agents) have taken environmental and intentional trajectories which not
only differ but which differ in a manner which results in the set of indigenous agents possessing
concepts not possessed by the set of judges. It is theoretically possible that some or other degree
of conceptual difference obtains between any or all judges and indigenous agents. It is possible
that a native title judge will not possess to any possession-sufficient degree, nor to any practically
adequate degree, some set of the concepts possessed either by claimant indigenous agents or
witnesses testifying about indigenous concepts and actions and that some set of the intentional
states and actions of those agents will be conceptually different as far as the judge is concerned
(and, of course, vice versa). This proposition, at least, is shared by the radical conceptual
incommensurabilists and me. 85

It does not follow, though, from the mere claim that some or other degree of conceptual
difference is theoretically possible that some or other degree of conceptual difference between a
judge and indigenous agent is a theoretically necessary state of affairs . The approach taken here so
far does not entail that a judge and an indigenous agent take conceptual trajectories which are so
different as to generate the acquisition of different concepts. It does not entail that a judge and
indigenous agent cannot take trajectories which are similar enough to generate an identical set of
concepts. 86 It is possible on the view outlined here for two sets of agents, including a set of
judges and a set of indigenous agents to take identical environmental-intentional trajectories (or
even different trajectories) which result in those sets of agents possessing globally identical
conceptual schemes - though, given the way the world actually is, the obtaining of any such
identity of trajectory or ·scheme is extremely unlikely. The theoretical possibility of conceptual
difference which subsists within the physicalist-functionalist theory of concepts, intentionality
and understanding adopted here is a contingent one. Because some or other degree of conceptual
difference between some or all judges and indigenous agents is possible within the theoretical
framework outlined here, it follows that it is not necessary that no conceptual difference obtains
between those classes of agent. That is, global conceptual identity between judges and indigenous

85

What is not shared by us is the incommensurabilist proposition that it is possible Q.et alone necessary)
that a judge possess none of the concepts possessed by an indigenous agent; I will have more to say on this
in Chapter 7.
86

In order for the approach taken here to entail such, an additional premise would have to be added to do
with the impossibility of the two kinds of agent in question possessing the same innate conceptual base. As
we shall see in Chapter 7, no such premise is viable within the physicalist-functionalist schema.
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agents is not necessitated by the ph3 sicalist-functionalist picture of things. 87 And, as I shall argue
in Chapter 7, nor is global conceptual difference between such agents.

5. Conclusion

Conceptual difference, to the extent that it is possible, is contingently so. Whether conceptual
difference actually obtains between a set of judges and a set of indigenous agents, what the extent
of any such difference actually is and in relation to which concepts it obtains in a given case or set
of cases are contingent (not necessary ) matters dependent upon the environmental-intent ional
trajectories of the agents in question. The existence, extent and identity of any conceptual
difference between a native title judge and an indigenous agent depend on how the world has
relevantl3 been for the agents in question. Where relevant differences have existed in the natural
and social environments of those agents over the course of their lives and in the development of
their conceptual schemes and wotldviews, then conceptual difference will exist to the extent of
those differences. Where no such relevant differences have existed, then conceptual difference
will not exist. This much follows from what we have seen so far. \Vhether any specific degree of

conceptual difference is theoretically impossible, however, is an issue I will explore in Chapter 7
when I criticall3 engage with the radical conceptual incommensurability thesis in pursuit of
knowledge of the ma..ximal degree of conceptual difference possible between a judge and
indigenous agent. \Vith this description of the judicial understanding of indigenous action in place
and our noting of the link under conditions of conceptual difference between any such
understanding and the acquisition of indigenous concepts, let me now turn to an account of the
primary, wa3 in which the judicial acquisition of concepts takes place (as a general matter) over
the course of a native title determination hearing - namely, by the judicial interpretation of
testimonial action. It is after such an account has been elaborated that we can full3 comprehend
both the nature and limits of judicial understanding in the native title sphere.

This proposition is contrary to the radical conceptual identity thesis maintained b-f the interpretationist
school of thought is to be discussed in the next chapter. This school of thought asserts the necessity of
conceptual identity (or something near enough to identity) between all agents .
7
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Chapter 6 -Judicial Understanding and
the Interpretation of Evidence
1. Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to provide a general, physicalistically sound account of the judicial
interpretation of testimonial evidence about concepts which the judge does not possess at the
commencement of the hearing which builds upon and is consistent with the physicalistic account
of action and the judicial understanding of action so far provided in this thesis. The purpose of
providing such an account at this stage is twofold.

The first is that the interpretation of

testimonial evidence about a concept on the part of a judge is, as a rule, the primary means by
which that judge acquires that concept over the course of a hearing. It is the primary means by
which a judge is led to gain an understanding of any action such concept might be implicated in.
Theorising the interpretation of evidence provides a basis for theorising both the acquisition of
concepts and the understanding of action in a legal context. To the extent that indigenous
concepts are merely a species of concepts in general - and the theory of concepts provided in the
previous chapter, as well as arguments to be led in the next, lead to the conclusion that they are
just that (what else could they be for physicalists?) - then the general account of judicial
interpretation provided in this chapter provides us with a basis for comprehending the nature of
both the judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts and the judicial understanding of indigenous
action in a legal context.

If indigenous concepts are, in principle, acquirable by non-indigenous judges - that is, if it is not
necessarily the case that such judges cannot acquire them 1

-

then this chapter will constitute a

physicalistically sound account of the means by which indigenous concepts are acquirable and
will enable us to better grasp the nature of the judicial understanding of indigenous actions - one
of the key aims of this thesis. If, though, it turns out that indigenous concepts are, as a matter of
theoretical necessity, not acquirable by judges - that is, if it turns out that the radical conceptual
incommensurability thesis is correct - then this chapter will do not much more than provide

1

Radical conceptual incommensurabilists argue that necessarily it is the case.
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insight into the judicial acqws1t1on of non-indigenous concepts and will contribute little if
anything to our understanding of the nature of the judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts and
the judicial understanding of indigenous actions. In the next chapter, I critically engage with the
radical conceptual incommensurability thesis - partly on the basis of propositions about the
general nature of concept acquisition and interpretation defended here - and argue that it is not a
plausible position to hold - at least, from a physicalistic point of view outlined here. Thus, I am
content at this stage of things t_o proceed with the following general inquiry with the expectation
that its relevance to the question of indigenous concepts and indigenous actions will be
vindicated by the arguments mounted in the next chapter.

As mentioned, the other purpose I have in articulating a general account of judicial interpretation
at this stage is to provide a physicalistically sound basis for comprehending the limits of both
conceptual difference and (derivatively ) judicial concept acquisition. The account offered here
does so through enabling us to construct a notion of an interpretive agent - a notion all plausible
parties to the discussion about conceptual incommensurability acknowledge applies not only to
native title judges but also indigenous claimants. This notion provides a basis for arguing for the
possession of a set of necessarily shared concepts by all interpretive agents - non-indigenous and
indigenous. The discussion in this chapter overall, then, provides a basis both for the immanent
critique of the radical conceptual incommensurability thesis and for the reaching of certain
conclusions about the limits of conceptual difference and conceptual acquisitive capacity on the
part of a native title judge which is to follow in Chapter 7. It throws further light on both the
nature and the limits of the judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts and the judicial
understanding of indigenous actions, thereb advancing the aims of this thesis.

Before turning to the substanti, e discussion, it is worth keeping in mind that the account of
judicial interpretation elaborated here constitutes an analytic and simplified reconstruction of a
highl

complex and, as yet, incomplete!

understood psychological capacity, and process - a

capacity and process v. hich is fundamentally rooted in an even more complex and still mysterious
set of ph sical capacities and processes . This capacityr is analysed here in terms o f a capacity1 to

theorise, to infer to the best explanation of an observed event within the framework of a sys tem o f
beliefs - a set of theories - about how things generally are. That the possession of a capacityr to
predict and explain human behaviour should be conceiv ed of in terms of the possession and
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application of a set of theories of things rather than in some other terms is not uncontroversial. 2
It is however, I would argue, the most physicalistically plausible account of interpretation
available. It constitutes a physicalistically legitimate higher order theory of things. Let me turn to
this discussion now.

2. Testimonial Evidence and the Judicial Acquisition of Concepts

In order to understand indigenous actions and perform her determinative role within the native
title determination hearing a native title judge must possess to a practically adequate degree
concepts of the intentional, behavioural and structural-interrelational properties of the indigenous
actions under claim. Possessing these concepts to a practically adequate degree requires the judge
to possess to a practically adequate degree a practically adequate set of the component subconcepts of these various property concepts - concepts which, along with the primary property
concepts themselves, I have been terming indigenous concepts. 3 In order to properly do her job,
the native title judge must possess to a practically adequate degree a practically adequate set of
indigenous concepts. Where the judge does not possess such concepts to the required degree at
the commencement of the determination hearing - where conceptual difference relevantly
obtains - she must acquire those concepts to the required degree over the course of the
determination hearing. Again, under conditions of relevant conceptual difference, judicial concept
acquisition is a necessary condition of judicial understanding.

W e saw in the previous chapter that, as a general matter, the acquisition of a concept by a judge
proceeds by means of the judge coming into appropriate causal - that is, sensory and cognitive relation s with some practically adequate set of relevant environmental or intentional phenomena,
given the p os session of relevant background intentional states. We can conceive of any such
environmental phenomena in terms of ev-.idence of or about how the world relevantly is, which
the judge accesses of her own accord or which is provided to her by other agents, or which she

2

See the longstanding and ongoing deb ates between simulation th eorists and theory theorists of
interpretation. See D avies and Stone (199 5) and Carruthers and Smith (1996) fo r a useful collectio n o f
essays on this debate. Gordon (1986), H eal (1986), G oldman (1989) are importan t texts advo cating the
cause of simulation theory.
3

Together with knowledge that those sub-concep ts are sub-concep tual compon en ts of those prop erty
concepts and knowledge of the characteristic syntactic relation those sub-concepts m aintain with each
other ,vithin the definition which constitutes the property concep t
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otherwise comes into appropriate causal contact with. We can conceive of any such intentional
phenomena in terms of the elements (including the conclusion) of a process of reasoning on the
part of the judge. Put simply, a judge acquires a concept by means of the sensory-cognitive
appropriation of evidence to do with (the sub-conceptual content and syntactic structure of) that
concept, as well as by means of reasoning about that evidence or otherwise about that concept. 4
This evidence can take a variety of forms including actual tokens of relevant environmental
phenomena5; audio, visual and other representations of such phenomena; and oral or written
testimony about the nature of such phenomena or otherwise about the concept in question (its
sub-conceptual content and syntactic structure). 6 One way or another, the judge must come into
causal contact with and cognitively appropriate some practically adequate set of such evidence 7
and, additionally or alternatively, must engage in some practically adequate set of relevant
reasoning if she is to acquire a concept to a practically adequate degree.

Of the three categories of evidence about concepts generally available to and relied upon by a
judge over the course of a legal hearing - real, representational and testimonial - the most
common, the most important and the most theoretically challenging is testimonial evidence.
Though testimonial evidence can take oral or written form, it is on oral testimony that the
following discussion will focus. 8 Testimonial evidence may be presented either as independent
evidence about the content of a concept under acquisition or as evidence supplementary to real
and representational evidence about the content of such a concept. Real evidence of a set of
environmental phenomena implicated in a concept is - in practice, if not of necessity - of little use

4

Recall my discussion of the acquisition of the concept of ochre in the previous chapter.

5

So-called real evidence of such phenomena.

For our purposes, such testimony may be taken to encompass not merely the testimony of witnes ses
(testimonial evidence properly termed) but also explanatory submissions by counsel about the nature of
relevant phenomena or the content of relevant concepts. Most of what I have to say below about the
judicial interpretation of witness testimony applies to the interpretation of counsel submissions.

6

7

Either one of the three kinds of evidence or some combination of these kinds.

I justify this focus on the grounds that oral testimony is more common in legal hearings than written
testimony and that the tendering of written testimonial evidence at hearing generally requires the tendering
of some supplementary oral testimony by a witness about that written evidence. In any event, given the
ontological · relation which exists between written texts and actions (written texts are the artefacts of
actions), much of what I have to say about the interpretation of oral testimonial evidence (a form of action)
applies to that of written testimonial evidence. Hence, nothing of significance is lost by maintaining the
proposed focus. Indeed, I can pursue my overall aims in a far more manageable way by doing so. Of
course, a more complete treatment of the topic of the judicial interpretation of evidence would pursue an
analysis of theoretically significant differences which might obtain between the judicial interpretation of the
two forms of testimonial evidence. I have insufficient space to pursue such treatment here.

8
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to a judge in acquiring that concept without some supplementary testimony on the part of some
or other testifying agent as to the identity (at least) of those aspects of such phenomena relevant
to the concept in question. Under conditions of conceptual difference, the sensory and cognitive
engagement of a judge with a token set of environmental phenomena - a set of natural or
artefactual objects, a geographic location - needs to be guided by an testifying agent (a witness or
counsel) so as to enable the judge to make cognitive contact with the appropriate property or
object or relation or other element of the set of phenomena actually being evidenced and not
some irrelevant aspect of that set.

So too, with representational evidence - audio, visual or other kind - of some conceptually
relevant set of environmental phenomena. Some agent needs to testify as to what aspect of the
inevitably complex representation evidenced should command the judge's attention and
comprehension as far as acquiring a concept is concerned. Real and representational evidence is,
as a rule, tendered in legal proceedings in conjunction with testimonial evidence about that real
and representational evidence (and about the phenomena evidenced by that real and
representational evidence) . As either an independent cause of a judge acquiring a concept or as
supplementary to a real or representational cause, testimonial evidence is central to judicial
concept acquisition and the understanding of action within the legal process. For this reason
testimonial evidence will command our attention in the discussion to follow.

3. The Interpretation of Testimonial Evidence

The mere presentation of testimonial evidence about the content of a concept to a judge is not a
sufficient condition9 for the judge's acquisition of the concept in question. Its mere tendering
during a hearing is not sufficient for the judge to be caused to possess an intentional state
informed by the concept in question. In addition, the judge must cognitively appropriate that
testimonial evidence in a manner which causes her to possess an intentional state informed by
that concept. The judge must cognitively appropriate the testimonial evidence to a practically
adequate degree (given her overarching ends). This cognitive appropriation of testimonial
evidence is termed interpretation. It is a necessary condition of the judge utilising testimonial
evidence in the task of concept acquisition that she interpret that evidence. In order to acquire a

9

N o r is it strictly a neces sary condition.
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concept over the course of a hearing, the judge must (as a general rule) interpret testimonial
evidence about that concept. 10 The judicial interpretation of testimonial evidence about a concept
is a practically necessary condition of the judge acquiring that concept and, potentially, of the
judge understanding any action relevantly informed by that concept. 11 Adequately grasping the
nature of the judicial interpretation of testimonial evidence is, therefore, fundamental to
adequately grasping the nature of judicial concept acquisition and understanding, both generally
and within the native title context. It is for this reason that I engage in the discussion here. 12
If we think about the very nature of oral testimonial action - our key focus here - we can gain
insight into the nature of the interpretation of such action. Oral testimonial evidence comprises a
set of utterances. As such it constitutes a set of actions performed by some or other agent. In
order to enable us to better integrate our discussion of testimonial evidence with the preceding
themes of this thesis and with the philosophical literature on interpretation, I propose to refer to
oral testimonial evidence from this point in terms of a set of testimonial actions performed by
testimonial agents (witnesses or counsel). Our interest here is, therefore, in the judicial
interpretation of testimonial actions. 13 As a kind of action, a testimonial action comprises the

Under conditions of significant conceptual difference, it is virtually a necessary condition of a judge
acquiring a conceptually different concept that she interpret testimonial evidence about that concept. The
more conceptual difference generally exists between the scheme of the judge and the subject agent, the
more likely testimonial evidence must be interpreted by the judge to acquire a subject's concept. Not even
the claimants themselves could have built up their own personal conceptual schemes from infancy (a
developmental state involving significant conceptual difference vis a vis other conceptually more developed
claimants) without testimonial assistance from other claimants. This point will become clearer in Chapter 7.
10

11

It is worth noting here that in denying the judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts, the radical

conceptual incommensurabilists are denying the capacity of a native title judge
testimonial evidence about indigenous concepts. Indeed, the radical conceptual
committed to the inability of a native title judge to cognitively appropriate to
degree a1ry category of evidence about indigenous concepts - real, representational

to successfully interpret
incommensurabilists are
any practically adequate
or testimonial.

As I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, another reason for engaging in this discussion to the
extent I do here is that in providing a thoroughly argued basis for asserting the existence of a set of
concepts shared to some degree by all interpretive agents, the discussion here assists us in theorising the
limits of conceptual difference and concept acquisition.
12

In the context of a native title determination hearing, a testimonial agent might be - conceivably, at least
- a member of the claimant group or some other indigenous or non-indigenous witness (or counsel) with
relevant knowledge about any concepts in question. Whilst on the issue of actions tendered in evidence,
another important kind of such action at a native title hearing is what I term performative evidential action.
This kind of evidence comprises actual token performances of claimant indigenous actions by some set of
claimant agents at some point in the hearing for the benefit of the judge's understanding of those actions.
As a form of action, performative evidential action is also cognitively appropriated by the judge (if it is at
all, of course) by means of a process of interpretation virtually identical to the process described below by
which she interprets oral testimony. Thus, virtually all of what I have to say below about the interpretation
of testimonial action applies to performative evidential action.
13
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causing of a behavioural event by a behaviourally causal intentional complex. It is constituted by a
testimonial behavioural event and a causally related set of testimonial intentional events, some set
of which may be taken as explanatory of that behavioural event or otherwise useful to her given
her practical purposes. Following the taxonomy introduced in Chapter 4, this is to say that some
set of the behaviourally causal intentional complex comprising a testimonial action is classifiable
as a behaviourally explanatory intentional complex for judicial purposes, whilst the remainder is
classifiable as a behaviourally relevant background intentional complex.

More specifically, we can define oral testimonial action about the content of a concept as action
that is tendered by a party to the hearing and which is performed by a bona fide and
knowledgeable testimonial agent14 with the purpose of causing the judge (by her observing and
interpreting its behavioural component) to acquire some part of the content of that concept
(including a practically adequate part). We can analyse this purpose in terms of the possession of
a desire on the part of the testimonial agent to cause the judge to possess an intentional state
containing some part of the content of the concept in question - for example, to possess a
practically adequate definitional belief about the content of that concept. 15 Such a desire is a
necessary component of any testimonial action of the kind involved here. Of course, as we saw in
the previous chapter, any such desire will necessarily obtain in conjunction with a series of other
behaviourally causal intentional states, some of set of which will be behaviourally explanatory and
will enable the judge to achieve her interpretive end - the acquisition of the concept that
testimony is about. This is to say that some set of the behaviourally causal intentional states
i1nplicated in the testimonial action will contain as part of their propositional content some part
of the concept in question.

Consider for example, the case of a witness who testifies about the content of the concept of
ochre in order to cause the acquisition of that concept by a judge who does not at the
commencement of the witness's evidence possess that concept. In the course of his testi1nony,
such a witness might, for example, assertively utter a sentence which implicitly or explicitly
conveys information about the sub-conceptual content and syntactic structure of the concept of
ochre (that is, about the properties of the kind of substance ochre is). For example, he might

14

I will focus on such an agent - the norm - in order to keep the discussion manageable.

15

For example, the belief that ochre is a yellow powder found in the ground and used for ceremonial
purposes.
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utter the sentence "ochre is a yellow powder found in the ground and used for ceremonial
purposes" with the purpose or desire of causing the judge to believe the proposition contained in
this sentence and as a result acquire some part of the concept of ochre (perhaps, a practically
adequate part). 16 If adequately interpreted, the utterance will convey information to the judge
about the sub-conceptual content and syntactic structure of the concept of ochre.

This testimonial action comprises the behavioural event of a certain manipulation of the vocal
apparatus of the witness, as well as a set of behaviourally causal intentional events which we may
simply construe for the time being in terms of a belief that ochre is a yellow powder found in the
ground and used for ceremonial purposes, a desire that the judge possess an intentional state
containing some part of the content of the concept of ochre, a belief that by manipulating one's
vocal apparatus in a certain way this desire will be realised (the judge will possess such an
intentional state) and a desire to behave in that way. In the case of such an utterance, the definition
which the witness intends to impart to the judge ( "a yellow powder found in the ground and
used for ceremonial purposes") may be conceived of as being 'located' within the complex of
behaviourally causal intentional events comprising the testimonial action as the propositional
content of at least one of those events. That is, the concept of ochre may be conceived of as
being located in the first of the beliefs just mentioned. That belief contains the concept of ochre.
That belief will form part of the behaviourally explanatory intentional complex here, that
complex comprising those behaviourally causal interpretive states which enable the judge to
realise her interpretive purposes in the situation in question. 17
Now, if the judge can come to know the identity of this belief to a practically adequate degree that is, if she can come to possess a practically adequate true belief about the propositional
content of this belief - the judge will have come to possess that propositional content as part of
her belief, and in doing so will have acquired the concept of ochre contained within it.18 If she

Th.is sentence might be analysed as asserting that "the signifier "ochre" refers .in m y linguistic community
to a natural kind which .is a yellow powder ... " or that "there .is a substance .in the world which my linguistic
community terms "ochre" which exists and which .is a yellow powder", or some such proposition.

16

Evidence about a concept is necessarily .informed by some part of the sub-conceptual content of that
concept. If a concept cannot be acquired to any degree - that .is, if its sub-conceptual content cannot be
acquired - then evidence about that concept cannot be .interpreted to a practically adequate degree because
any such .interpretation requires the p ossess.ion of some part of the sub-conceptual content of that concept.

17

She need not believe that proposition to be true, of course, and so doesn't 'know' the proposition .in th.is
stronger sense. I am not concerned at th.is stage with th.is additional phase of her response to the utterance.
Whether she believes the proposition contained .in it or not, by .identifying that proposition she po ssesses
the concept contained .in it.
18
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can come to believe that "the witness believes that ochre is a yellow powder found in the ground
and used for ceremonial purposes", the judge will have acquired the definition and, hence, the
concept of ochre. She will possess an intentional state informed by the definition or concept of
ochre. Her acquisition of the concept will have been a consequence of the uttering of the
sentence in question by the testimonial agent. The question for us concerns how the judge comes
to possess such a belief in response to a testimonial action of this kind. The answer is by a
process of interpretation of that action.

4. The Nature of Interpretation

The mere utterance by the witness of the sentence 1n question (the mere performing of the
testimonial action in question) is necessary but not sufficient to realise that utterance's purpose namely, the possession by the judge of the belief that ochre is a yellow powder found in the
ground and used for ceremonial purposes. It is necessary but not sufficient for the acquisition of
the concept of ochre by the judge. In order to realise its purpose, the utterance must actually
cause (solely or jointly) the judge to possess a belief about the witness's belief which contains the
definitional proposition and concept in question. It can only do so if an additional necessary
condition obtains - that is, if the judge herself acts so as to come to knowledge of the identity of
the propositional content of the witness's belief in which that definitional proposition and
concept subsists. It can only do so, if the judge acts interpretively in relation to the utterance. The
judge can only acquire the concept of ochre in response to the testimonial action in question if
she interprets that action to a practically adequate degree, given her overall interpretive purpose. 19
We can make sense of knowing the identity of an intentional state such as the witness's ochrebelief in the example here by recalling what such a state is. It is a behaviourally causal component
of a testimonial action. It is a state which, together with other behaviourally causal intentional
states, causes the behavioural component of such an action. Thus, identifying that state involves
identifying some part of the intentional cause of the behavioural component of that action, some
part of that action's behaviourally causal intentional complex. This is to say that interpretive
action can be conceived of as a type of action oriented towards the identification of some
interpretively relevant part of the total intentional cause of the behavioural component of another
action - a part of the behaviourally causal intentional complex of that other action I have been

19

In our example here, that purpose is to acquire some part of the concept of ochre. .
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referring to as the behaviourally explanatory intentional complex. 20 Interpretive action is action
oriented towards (or informed by a desire to do with) realising a specific purpose - namely,
knowing the identity of some interpretively relevant part of the intentional cause of the behaviour
under interpretation.

Interpretive relevance here is a function of the judge's overall purpose or desires in engaging with
the testimonial action in the first place. In the case of our ochre utterance, the judge's purpose in
interpretively engaging with that utterance is to identify one or more of those behaviourally causal
intentional states possessed by the testimonial agent which contain the definition of ochre. Thus,
within the context of our present example, the behaviourally explanatory intentional complex
which the judge seeks to identify includes the belief that ochre is a yellow powder found in the
ground and used for ceremonial purposes. Interpretation is the successful identification of some
interpretively relevant part of the intentional cause of an agent's behaviour, given the interpreter's
purposes. Interpretive action involves acting with a view to achieving such identification. Engaging
in interpretive action towards a testimonial action about a concept may, if successful, result in the
judge acquiring some part of that concept and coming to a better understanding of any action
implicating that concept.

To the extent that identifying the cause of something is a form of explanation of that thing, we
can properly conceive of interpretive action as a form of explanatory action and interpretation as
a form of explanation. 21 Interpretation is the explaining of the behaviour of an agent in
intentional terms - a making sense of behaviour from a cognitive and theoretical perspective
which Dennett terms "the intentional stance." 22 It is the explaining of behaviour from a point of

Henderson (1993) p.1. "In interpretation one seeks to find others explicable in their beliefs, desires and
actions." Henderson (1993) p.115. Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p. 256. In addition to speaking of
the interpretation of behaviour, we can also speak more broadly of the interpretation of an action (the
explanation of the behavioural component of that action with reference to its intentional component), and
the interpretation of an agent as involving (the explanation in intentional terms of any behaviour that agent
· is engaged in).
20

21

So-called causal explanation.
Wright (1971), Turner (1980).

See Dray (1957) , Winch (1958), Hempel (1965), Davidson (1963), von

Dennett (1987) Chapter 2. The nature of this stance is reflected in Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson's
(1996) p.145 comment that "we can make successful predictions about the behaviour of. .. people. W e
make them by noting patterns in behavioural response, patterns that we can latch on to independently of
knowing in detail what is going on inside the complex machines ... Most of us know little about the internal
wiring, but all we need to know to make the prediction is the regularity that we observe 'from the outside'. "
Though I differ quite importantly from Dennett on the metaphysics of intentionality - I am a realist about
intentionality whilst Dennett is a non-realist instrumentalist (see Dennett 1987) - his notion of the

22
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view which tacitly (at least) conceives of behaviour as the causal product of a functionally
characterised and nomically governed set of intentional events. 23 An adequate explanation of a
phenomenon does not always require the identification of each and every other phenomenon
which might be causally traced to the phenomenon in question. Adequate explanation is contextor purpose-dependent. It is a function of the inquirer's particular ends or purposes in engaging in
explanatory action in the first place. It is for this reason that in interpreting testimonial behaviour
a judge will not be concerned to expressly identify each and every member of the behaviourally
causal intentional complex involved with that behaviour. Rather, she will be concerned to identify
a behaviourally explanatory subset of that complex containing sufficient intentional states as will
enable her to realise her interpretive purpose of acquiring the concept she needs to acquire in
order to perform her determinative or other formal functions .

This interpretive or intentional stance is informed (even if implicitly) by the physicalistfunctionalist theory of agency, action and intentionality outlined earlier in this thesis .24 Given the
higher-order status of action and intentionality, interpretation constitutes a physicalistically
legitimate mode of higher-order explanation along the lines elaborated in Chapter 3. In light of
the ontological continuity of intentional and behavioural phenomena with the physical and
higher-order natural and social world, we can conceive of interpretation as methodologically
continuous with physicalistic philosophy and with the natural and social sciences - both expert
and folk. 25 Scientific and philosophical psychology serve as more systematic and explicit versions
of the largely unconscious and less precise theorising carried out in the everyday folk
psychological sphere. 26 Interpretation of the kind engaged in by native title judges has· a place in

intentional stance remains a useful one if realistically remodelled. The model of human interaction with the
environment which emerges from this stance (on my terms) m ay be analysed as constituting an intentional
redescription or higher-order conceptualisation of the non-ob served, base physical phenomena which
realise that interaction - a process we have discussed in Chapter 3. As a result of it con stituting a higherorder conceptualisation of physical phenomena, the intentional stance is capable of tracking to a significant
extent the physical phenomena which realise its objects. It is for this reason that it is capable of providing a
degree of predictive and explanatory success adequate to the various day-to-day purposes of human beings.
23

"According to functionalism, psychological knowledge will always be of states with a certain role,
characterised in terms of how they are produced and of their effects on both other such states and
behaviour." Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.9.

24

I will pursue an argument to this effect below.

25

Henderson (1993) pp.1, 13. Macdonald and P ettit (1981) p.81.

26

Stich (1996). The reason \,vhy both folk practice and scientific psychology and physicalist philosophy
share the same basic physicalist-functionalist approach to the behavioural interaction of humans (and other
beings) with their environment is because th.is approach is a successful one by all our folk and scientific
theoretical and practical indicators of success. This approach works in explaining how and why things
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the physicalistic scheme of things. It is for this reason that, in practice, interpretation may be
usefully informed by relevant propositions of our scientific and common-sense knowledge of the
world at large. Indeed, one of the advantages of adopting a physicalistic approach to
interpretation is that is can make good sense of the articulation of our interpretations of others
with our scientific and common-sense knowledge of things in a way that non-physicalist
approaches cannot. 27

And, of course, such methodological morusm 1s precisely what would be expected from a
physicalistic account of interpretation. 28 As a physicalistically legitimate mode of explanation not
fundamentally different from the form of explanation employed in the natural and social sciences,
we might expect interpretation to be subject to the same set of methodological constraints as
applies in those fields - constraints such as a sensitivity to relevant evidence or experience
(especially disconfirming evidence or experience), logical consistency with other beliefs and
theories held about the world, and a sensitivity to changes in those other beliefs and theories, to
name a key few. 29 The methodological constraints which operate on interpretation are not
unique, notwithstanding the arguments of methodological separatists such as Davidson and
others who hold that the "logic of explanation (and testing) in the human sciences 1s
fundamentally different from what we employ in natural sciences." 30 This feature of
interpretation will become clearer below as we make sense of things in greater detail.

relevantly are and in predicting how things relevantly will be in both everyday and expert contexts. It is a
view of human beings and their interactions with each other and the world which is consistent with and
supported by an ever-increasing body of empirical evidence discovered and theoretically synthesised by the
sciences of socio-biology, developmental and cognitive psychology, linguistics, anthropology, and the like.
See Nichols and Stich (2003) pp.2-9 for references here. See also Astington (1996) and Botterill (1996).
Though most human groups do not expressly articulate the nature of their interpretive practices in terms of
a physicalist-functionalist theory of things, there is good scientific and philosophical reason to tlunk that
that theory does, in fact, describe the nature of that practice universally. See Wellman (1990) Chapter 4,
Carruthers and Smith (1996) p.3 and Botterill and Canuthers (1999) pp.31-38.
By virtue of the latter conceiving of interpretation and its subject matter dualistically as a fundamentally,
metaphysically distinct mode of knowing and class of phenomena.

27

I shall go on later in this chapter to reiterate an earlier construal of the set of beliefs informing everyday
interpretive action as a folk psychology continuous with much of philosophical and scientific psychology
and quite at home within the physicalistic worldview. It follows from tl-us point that interpretive
explanations of behaviour are reducible to physical or other higher-order explanations of behaviour in tl1e
sense outlined in Chapter 3 and Appendix 1.

28

29

Henderson (19 93) p .13.

Henderson (1993) p.1. Winch (1958), Davidson (1970) and (1974a) and McD owell (1985) are examples
of methodological separatists. Davidson bases his view on the fact that interpretation is necessarily

30
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Put very simply, the judicial interpretation of testimonial behaviour at hearing - like all
interpretation - proceeds by way of a largely inferential cognitive and theoretical process we can
analyti cally reconstruct as having two key phases. The first, relatively straightforward phase
involves the identification of the testimonial agent as an agent and his behaviour as just that, an
intentionally caused component of an action and not a reflex or other mere happening. This
proceeds on the basis of a general theory of agency possessed by the judge whose content is
along the lines set out in Chapter 4 of this thesis. The second, more complex phase of the
interpretive process - and the one which will serve as the focus for most of the discussion to
follow - involves a process of inference from what is believed or assumed by the judge to be the
case about the present behavioural outputs, environmental inputs and behaviourally relevant
background intentional states and governing intentional regularities or rationality class of the
testimonial agent (a set of judicial beliefs we may conceive of as comprising part of the judge's
theory of the testimonial agent31 ) to what is not yet the subject of belief by her - the identity of
the behaviourally explanatory intentional complex involved in the testimonial action in question. 32
This process of inference takes place within the context of a further set of beliefs maintained by
the judge about the causal regularities which typically obtain between the behavioural outputs,
environmental inputs and intentional states of some set of human agents, a set of beliefs we may
conceive of as the judge's theory of mind.

In order to interpret the behaviour of a testimonial agent, the judge must possess and apply to
that agent a theory of agency, a theory of mind and a theory of the testimonial agent and must
infer to the best conclusion she can about the identity of the behaviourally explanatory
intentional cause of that behaviour on the basis of those theories. 33 In our ochre example, it is in

charitable in a way scientific explanation is not. This feature of interpretation is claimed to be a function of
the distinctively holistic nature of its sub ject matter - intentional phenomena.
31

Together w-ith beliefs about interpretively relevant past environmental inputs and beha·vioural outputs
and about the rationality class the testimonial agent is a member of. I have more to say on this below.

32

If the judge knew by some direct (say, perceptual) means the identity of the behaviourally explanatory

intentional states involved in the testimonial action there would be no need for her to engage in any
process of interpretive inference to the identity of those states.
33

The first two kinds of theory mentioned here are general theo1-ies, descriptive of all or some significant
set of agents . They may be analysed as dialectically interrelated components of a more comprehensive
general theory \.Ve may term the judge's general psychology. To the extent that the judge's general
psychology is part of the general theory of agency and mind shared by her interpretive community or folk,
we may conceive of her general psychology as comprising some part of a folk psychology. The third kind
of theory mentioned above is not a general theory but a descriptive account of certain interpretively
relevant properties of a specific agent - the one under interpretation.
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the set of behaviourally explanatory intentional states that the definition of the concept of ochre
is to be 'found'. Finally, any conclusions reached by the judge about the identity of the
behaviourally explanatory intentional complex at work in an action under interpretation as a
result of this process of inference (as well as any beliefs or assumptions made about the agent's
behaviourally relevant background intentional states) remain - like all explanatory hypotheses provisional or hypothetical, in the sense that they are subject to ongoing confirmation or
disconfirmation and remain vulnerable to revision in the face of any further justified beliefs about
the testimonial agent the judge might acquire, whether by way of further relevant evidence or
reasoning about thatagent. 34

Ascribing agency
The first phase of the interpretive process involves the judge ascribing agency to the testimonial
agent and activity (the quality of being part of an action) to her testimonial behaviour. It involves
her properly recognising the testimonial agent as an agent and not some other kind of being and
the behaviour of that agent as the intentionally caused component of an action and not a
reflexive bodily state or other mere happening. 35 This phase proceeds by means of the judge
evaluating the nature of the evidential situation confronting her (which we might simply construe
as comprising a human being located within and interacting with an environmental context whilst
being subject to certain bodily events) with reference to her beliefs about the general nature of
agency and action; about what agents and actions, in general, are. I shall term the propositional
content of the set of beliefs which the judge relies upon in such a situation as the judge's theory
of agency. 36 Such a theory describes the general nature of agents and actions along the lines
outlined in Chapter 4. 37 On the basis of her theory of agency, the judge forms a belief as to
whether or not the evidential situation confronting her involves an agent performing an action,
calling for further interpretive action on her part. If the evidential situation is described by her

As we shall see, so too do the hypothesised intentional propositions of the theory of the testimonial
agent adopted by the judge.

34

One way we may conceived of this phase of things is in terms of the judge initial adopting of Dennett's
(1987) intentional stance towards the testimonial agent and his behaviour. There are also resonances
between the notion of agency ascription offered here and the notion advocated in certain hermeneutic
schools of thought to do with interpreters coming to the interpretation of an agent with a preunderstanding of that agent. See Taylor (1971), Thompson (1981) and Gadamer (1989), for example.

35

36

Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.78. Botterill (1996).

37

Which, as I mentioned there, is itself based on a universal folk psychology of agents.
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theory of agency, the reasonable judge will be justified in ascribing (and will, to the extent that she
is reasonable, in fact, ascribe) agency to the subject in question and behavioural status to relevant
be so justified and
bodily states of that subject. If the situation is not so described, she will not
,
will not, to the extent that she is reasonable, ascribe agency and action to the subject. 38

In

addition to this, the judge relies upon her theory of agency to make a range of other inferences
about the behaviour and intentional profile of the agent encountered by her. 39

At the heart of my account of agency ascription lies the following proposition - namely, that in
ascribing agency, all interpretive agents (including native title judges) possess and interpretively
rely upon to some significant degree the same partially innate, partially learned, largely true,
physicalist-functionalist theory of agency. 40 Let me, at this point, attempt to justify this
proposition by justifying its various elements. First, that all interpretive agents (including the
judge) possess and apply a theory of agency in ascribing agency and action to agents and their
behaviour, rather than ascribe agency by some alternative, non-theoretical means (simulation,
intuition or the like) follows from the terms of the physicalist-functionalist account of agency,
action and concept acquisition offered in this thesis. 41 To the extent that that account is true (and
I maintain that it is true), the proposition in question is true. Recall the point made in Chapters 2
and 5 that to recognise something as the kind of thing it is is to evaluate the properties of that

38

To ascribe agency to a subject is to recognise that subject as described by one's theory of what an agent
is. To ascribe activity to the behaviour of an agent is to recognise that behaviour as described by one's
theory of what an action (including its behavioural component) is. To the extent that her ascriptions are
correct (which entails to the extent that her theory of agency is true), the judge v.rill have correctly identified
tl1e subject as agent and the event as action. It hardly needs to be stated that if the subject under
consideration by the judge is not an agent then any bodily event it is subject to v.rill not constitute
behaviour and v.rill not be explicable by reference to any intentional cause. Further, though, even if the
subject before an interpreter is identified as an agent, if the bodily event it is subject to is not behavioural
but merely a reflex or tl1e like, then, again, that event (and any environmental event caused by it) v.rill not be
explicable with reference to any intentional cause.
39

The nature of these inferences and the full interpretive role of a theory of agency will become clearer as
this chapter unfolds.

40

Namely, that outlined in Chapter 4.

41

This proposition follows from the physicalist-functionalist theory of things and if that theory is true (and
w e h ave go od reason to think that it is) then this proposition is true as a theoretical matter. Of course,
though this prop osition is necessarily true as a theoretical matter (that is, though the state of affairs
described obtains as a matter of theoretical necessity) within the context of the physicalist-functionalist
account of tlungs offered in tlus thesis, it is not, logicalb true or necessarily the case that all interpretive
agents p ossess a theory of agency. That these things are true is - logically, at least - a contingent matter. Like
physicalist-functionali sm itself, all of the elements of the proposition asserted here may logically be false.
See the brief discussion of the modal status of physicalism in Chapter 3 on this point. The contemporary
philosoplucal roo ts o f the theory-theory approach to interpretation may be traced to Lev.ris (1966 and
1972) and to impo rtant articles by Dennett (1978b) and Harman (1978) .
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thing with reference to the properties described by the definition or concept of that kind. To
properly identify an evidential situation as involving an agent is to evaluate the properties of that
situation with reference to the properties described by a definition of agency. An interpreter must
possess and apply a definition of agency in order to evaluate a subject being as an agent, in order
to properly ascribe (or not) agency to that subject. As we saw in Chapter 4, agency is a complex
phenomenon and so the definition or description of agency is, in turn, quite elaborate. It
constitutes a concept we can rightfully re-describe as a theory of agency. 42 Thus, in identifying a
subject as an agent - in properly ascribing agency to that subject - an interpreter must possess and
apply a theory of agency. This follows as a matter of theoretical necessity from the terms of the
physicalist-functiona list account of things elaborated in this thesis. If that account is true then so
is the proposition.

Within a physicalistic schema, the theoretical necessity of a state of affairs entails the empirical
fact of that state of affairs - assuming, of course, that the theory in question is true. 43 Consistent
with it being a theoretical truth within a physicalist schema and consistent with the physicalistfunctionalist theory of things in question being true, it comes as no surprise to find that the
proposition that in ascribing agency, all interpretive agents possess and interpretively rely upon a
theory of agency (and not some other means) is, in fact, supported by empirical evidence that that
is the case. 44 Such empirical evidence lends support not only to the proposition in question, but
also to the physicalist-functiona list account of things advocated here within which it is articulated.
The physicalist-functiona list theory of agency, action and intentionality advocated here is, in this
respect, compatible with the empirical evidence and with our best science on agents and their
actions. We are justified in adopting the physicalist-functiona list account at large. We are justified

As part of the overall psychology we use in interpreting others, the various propositions inherent in a
concept of agency have "just the sort of cognitive economy which is distinctive of theories - unifying,
integrating and helping to explain a diverse body of data." Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p. 78. Botterill
(1996) p.110 states that theories are "information-bearing systems which yield explanations and predictions,
which support counterfactual projection, which may postulate unobservables and may implicitly define
concepts, and which achieve cognitive economy by integration of information under a small number of
general principles." The concept of agency described in Chapter 4 meets tl1is set of criteria.

42

Of course, witl1in such a schema, the empirical fact of a state of affairs does not entail the theoretical
necessity of tl1at state of affairs because a range of alternative empirical facts may be consistent with the
theory in question.

43

Premack and Woodruff (1978), Wimmer and Ferner (1983), Wellman (1990), Gopnik and Wellman
(1992), Gopnik (1993), Astington (1996), Botterill (1996), Gopnik (1996), Botterill and Carruthers (1999)
pp.77-80, and Nichols and Stich (2003) p.212.

44
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as a theoretical matter and as an empirical matter in accepting the so-called "theory-theory" of
agency as cription which flows from it. 45

In Chapter 3, I argued against adopting a non-physicalist account of things in making sense of the
world - including, agency and action. No such account can find any place within the physicalistic
systen1 of knowledge. It can find no support in our best science. It follows from that argument
that we should not adopt an account of the ascription of agency rooted in a non-physicalist
account of things - for example, an account which posits the deployment by an interpreter of
some non-physicalistic, non-functionalist, non-theoretical intuition about agency. 46 Further,
though, even within a broadly physicalist account of things, we should reject any account of
agency ascription which is not compatible with physicalist-functionalist view offered here. An
account of agency ascription which is most compatible with physicalist-functionalism (and by
virtue of that, with our best science and empirical evidence) should be preferred to one that is
not. For that reason, we should reject the most popular alternative account of interpretation and
agency ascription presently advocated by theorists - the so-called simulation theory of
interpretation. This account does not follow from and is not compatible with the physicalistfunctionalist account of agency, action and intentionality argued for here. 47 Nor, as a result, is it
compatible with our best science and empirical evidence on the subject. 48 Additionally, simulation
theory suffers a number of independent theoretical flaws which should encourage us to rule it out
of contention as a plausible theory of agency ascription and of interpretation, at large. 49 I do not

45

\XIellman (1990) pp. 94-8.

46

A means which certain radical conceptual incommensurabilists seem to be committed to, as we shall see
in the next chapter.
47

For example, theory-theory is more consistent than simulation theory with the epistemic and
methodological monism of physicalism according to which all phenomena in the world are predicted and
explained by the one theoretical means. Given that simulation theorists do not deny the role of theorising
in making sense of other aspects of the world, theorising has a better claim than simulation as the means by
which we explain and predict (interpret) the behaviour of ourselves and others.
48

See Davies and Stone (1995) and Carruthers and Smith (1996) for a useful collection of essays on this
issue. Notable ones include Carruthers (1996), Nichols, Stich, Leslie and Kline (1996), and Ferner (1996).
See also Nichols and Stich (2003).
49

Botterill (1996) and Stone and D avies (1996). Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p .81 argue that "theory
theory not only furnishes us w-ith a philosophical account of what conceptions of mental state types are:
according to theory theory it is also the folk psychological theory which supplies the ordinary mindreader
with those very conceptions. Simulationism, cannot very well just borrow this functionalist account,
according to which such states as belief, desire, hope and fear are understood in terms of their general
causal interactions with other mental states, characteristic stimuli, intentions and subsequent behaviour.
Simulationism has to give up on the functionalist account of how we understa~d concepts in the
vo cabulary o f propositional attitudes and intentional states - because such an account effectively in, olv es
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intend to engage in a sustained critique of simulationism here. I merely direct the reader to the
arguments offered by a number of theorists that a simulation theory bereft of functionalist and
theory-theory content cannot provide a credible account of intentionality and interpretation. 50
Ultimately, as physicalists, we are most justified in adopting a theory-theory approach to
interpretation and the ascription of agency. 51 We are justified in accepting the proposition that all
interpretive agents (including native title judges) possess and apply a theory of agency in ascribing
agency and action to agents and their behaviour.

Returning to our original complex proposition, we are also justified in holding that the theory of
agency possessed by all interpretive agents is large!); true. 52 Again, this follows from the terms of
the physicalist-functiona list account of things according to which an agent is a being whose
action-relevant beliefs are largely true. 53 To the extent that an agent is an interpretive agent, his
interpretation relevant beliefs are largely true. It is theoretically necessary on this account of
things that interpretive agents possess a largely true theory of agency - that is, a theory of agency
true enough to enable interpretive agents to get agency ascription right to whatever extent
justifies us in conceiving of them as interpretive agents. In addition, of course, there is sound
empirical evidence of the widespread success of interpretive agents in ascribing agency and action
to each other. 54 As a matter of fact, they generally get such ascription right. That the theory they
rely upon in ascribing agency is largely true is the best explanation for such success. 55 As

implicit grasp of a theory. This looks like a serious gap unless the simulationist can come up with an equally
plausible account of how we might conceptualise the propositional attitudes." It is worth noting that the
flaws in simulation theory provide further reason to accept a physicalist-functionalis t account of agency and
action rather than some non-functionalist account.
50

See, again, Davies and Stone (1995) and Carruthers and Smith (1996).

Even if it turns out that agency ascription and interpretation are part!J theoretical and part!J simulationist as some have argued (eg Stich and Nicholls (2003)) - the argument I offer in Chapter 7 about the limits of
conceptual difference largely stands. My descriptive account here is, in proper physicalistic spirit, always
open to empirical and theoretical counterargument and revision.

51

That is, true enough to render them capable of ascribing agency with degree of success capable of
individuating them as interpretive agents by reference to our best concept of such agents - which is to say,
capable of justifying the ascription of the concept of interpretive agent to them.
52

It is by virtue of his beliefs being largely true that his actions are largely successful in realising his desires,
given those beliefs.
53

Wellman (1990), Gopnik and Wellman (1992), Gopnik (1993), Astington (1996), Botterill (1996), and
Gopnik (1996).

54

Astington, Harris and Olsen (1988) p.3. Of course, there is more to interpretive success than merely
possessing a largely true theory of agency. The interpretive agent must (as a matter of theoretical necessity)
possess a cognitive capacity to successfully apply his largely true theory of agency to evidential situations
that confront him from time to time - that is, a capacity to soundly reason from theory and beliefs about

55
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}Cathleen Lennon argues, "the presuppositions on which such [interpretive] explanations rest are
likely to be true, and provide an instructive insight into our mode of responding to our
-

environment." 56 These presuppositions constitute a theory of agency.

In addition to this, empirical evidence also points to the innateness in physiologically normal
human beings of some significant part of a theory of agency.57 That is, humans possess, by virtue
of the physical structure of their neural systems, a genetically grounded realisation base for the set
of beliefs which comprise the innate part of a theory of agency. Botterill and Carruthers, for
example, rely on sound empirical findings in developmental psychology in arguing that a theory
of agency comprises part of the normal, native, cognitive endowment of humans and enables
them to recognise certain other beings - especially, other humans - as agents. 58 Nichols and Stich
similarly argue on the basis of scientific findings in developmental psychology that physiologically
normal humans are innately programmed to ascribe agency on the basis of certain visual and
other cues. 59 Scientific evidence of developmental rigidity in the capacity of human children to
identify agents and actions points to the fact that some part of a theory of agency is innate to all
humans and that interpretive development, generally, within humans involves a genetically
controlled process of theoretical maturation. 60

the evidential situation to conclusion about the agency and activity of that situation. An interpretive agent's
theory of agency may contain some propositions which are not true. That agent may also on o_ccasion fail
to apply that theory properly to the evidential situation confronting him or may fail to reason soundly to a
conclusion about agency or activity.
56

Lennon (1990) p.11-12.

57

Either possessed in some prototypical form at infancy or emerging in early childhood out of an innate
neurophysiological mechanism by virtue of some combination of neurophysiological development and
learning (via environmental, including social, cognitive input). I need not take sides in this issue. See Leslie
(1991), Gopnik and Melzoff (1993), Baron-Cohen (1995), Gopnik (1996), Segal (1996), Botterill and
Carruthers (1999), Nichols and Stich (2003). The fact that the theory of agency is innate does not entail
that it is true as a matter of logical (or even theoretical) necessity. It does not entail that it is true a priori in
any strong sense of this notion. We might make sense of such theory in terms of a weak notion of the a
priori along the lines pioneered by Quine (1953b) and refined by Henderson (1993) and others. That is, as
central to all of the systems of beliefs about the world (worldviews) maintained by interpretive agents but
always vulnerable to revision or rejection in the face of significant enough empirical evidence ·or changes in
the system of beliefs about the world in which it is logically situated. Henderson (1993) pp.95-6.
5

Botterill and Carruthers (1999) pp.78-9, 94.

59

Nichols and Stich (2003) pp.96-7.

60

Astington, Harris and Olsen (1988) p.14, Gopnik (1996), Botterill and Carruthers (1999) pp. 78-9, 94.
These and other theorists (\'X/ellman (1990), Avis and Harris (1991), Botterill (1996), Astington (1996))
point to e\ridence that all children achieve the same ability to utilise a theory of agency at much the same
age, independent of differences of intelligence and social input.
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This is not to say, though, that interpretive agents cannot supplement and refine their innate
theory of agency (and their interpretive skills) over the course of their lives by a process of
individual learning in response to their direct experience of other agents or by a process of
socialisation into the potentially more sophisticated and practically adequate folk theoretical
agency beliefs of their conceptual community or by adopting the relevant findings of
philosophical or scientific psychology in this regard. Clearly they can. Nichols and Stich, for
example, point to sound empirical evidence that whilst there is an innate interpretive capacity
whose developmenta l staging is the same across cultures, it is surrounded by a variable body of
cultural accretions and concepts. 61 This points to the possibility of individual interpretive agents
having better or worse interpretive capacities than other agents, including at the level of agency
and action ascription.

If follows from the empirical evidence of innateness just mentioned, together with additional
empirical evidence in neuro-science that there are no relevant differences in the neuro-physica l
(realiser) properties of interpretive agents or racial or cultural classes of interpretive agent, that all
62
interpretive agents (including native title judges) possess largely the same innate theory of agency.

As far as the non-innate part of a theory of agency goes, an increasing body of social scientific
evidence points to a significant part of that part also being universally shared by interpretive
agents by virtue of a universally endured process of learning and socialisation. 63 Indeed, if we
accept that the non-innate part of an agent's theory of agency is largely true, and if we accept as a
theoretical matter (arising out of the terms of the physicalistic metaphysics and method we are
relying on here) that there is only one true theory of agency, we are led to conclude that the
content of some part of the non-innate part of the theory of agency possessed by interpretive
agents is shared by all of them. 64 Indeed, if we accept the theoretical premise that there is only
one true theory of agency (or of anything for that matter), as well as the premise that the theory

Nichols and Stich (2003) pp.3-4 and pp.206-9. See also Miller (1984), Gopnik (1996) p.171, Astington
(1996) p.186, Lillard (1998), Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.79, and Nisbett, Peng, Choi, and Norenzayan
(2001).

61

Wellman (1990), Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p. 79-80. If their relevant neuro-physiological properties
are the same, their higher order beliefs and possessed theories are the same. This follows from the
supervenience of beliefs and possessed theories on relevant neuro-physiological properties.

62

63

Astington, Harris and Olsen (1988), Gopnik (1996), Wellman (1998), Nichols and Stich (2003).

It is possible (and indeed, evidence of different levels of agency ascription skill in individuals supports it
being a fact) that given individuals and groups of agents may possess non-innate elements of a theory of
agency not possessed by other individuals and groups. That is, theories of agency may differ from each
other around the edges.

64
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of agency possessed by all interpretive agents is true in both its innate and learned elements, then
the universal sharedness of both the innate and the learned elernents of that theory on the part of
interpretive agents follows as a logical matter.
We can make explanatory sense of this idea in sound physicalistic terms by stepping back a little
and informing our consideration of things by the relevant findings of the best of the biological,
sociological and psychological sciences. If we accept the evidence and arguments offered in those
sciences of the general functionality of neuro-physical evolutionary process over time, of the
social transmission of knowledge across generations and of the epistemic development of the
individual over the course of his life, and if we accept the evolutionary, socially and psychological

value of successful interpretive practice, we might expect a true rather than untrue propositions of
a theory of agency to be biologically and socially transmitted to generations of interpretive agents
and to be learned by individual agents over the course of their lives. And to the extent that there
is only one true theory to be transmitted or learned, we might expect the same true theory to be
transmitted to or learned by all interpretive agents . Thus, it is consistent with all we know about
the way the world is as physicalists - with our best science - to think that a single theory of
agency is possessed by all interpretive agents.
And as far as the actual content of that core, universally shared theory of agency goes, there is
good reason to believe that it takes the forn1 of the pi?Jsicalistfunctionalist theory of agency, action
and intentionality outlined earlier in this thesis. That is, the theory of agency shared by all
interpretive agents is a physicalist-functionalist one along the lines elaborated in Chapter 4. 65
Again, this follows as both a theoretical-logical and an empirical matter. As far as the empirical
evidence goes, not only do the findings of developmental psychology point to the innate
possession of a theory of agency per se, but those findings indicate that the content of that theory
takes the form of a physicalist-functionalist psychology. 66 Botterill and Carruthers, for example,
point to evidence that by virtue of their innate properties, humans cannot help but think about
each other in terms of beliefs, desires and a governing rationality - that is, in the terms of a
physicalistic-functionalist theory of agency. They point to a body of empirical evidence which

65

There is an issue here as to whether the folk theory of agency is as true and complete as the
philosophical and scientific theory of agency and whether it is better thought of as comprising some
practically adequate part (as far as day to day interpretive practice is concerned) of that more true and
complete theory of agency. Recall our discussion in Chapter 5 to do with the partial possession of
concepts and the failure to possess a concept to a practically adequate degree.
66

Premack and Woodruff (1978), Wimmer and Perner (1983), Wellman (1990), Gopnik (1996), Botterill
(1996), Nichols and Stich (2003).
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supports the proposition that normal humans are physiologically programmed to think about and
act towards others (as well as themselves) not only theoretically but physicalist-fun ctionalist
theoretically - that is, in terms of the various phenomena outlined in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
Additionally, as a theoretical matter, it follows from the propositions maintained by physicalistfunctionalists that all interpretive agents possess the same theory of agency, that that theory is
largely true, that there is only one true theory of agency; and that the one true theory of agency is
the physicalist-functionalist theory of agency, that all interpretive agents , therefore, possess the
physicalist-fun ctionalist theory of agency.67 This interrelated set of propositions collaborates not
merely to justify the conclusion just reached but also to justify the general proposition stated at
the commenceme nt of this present discussion that in ascribing agency, all interpretive agents
(including native title judges) possess and interpretively rely upon the same partially innate,
partially socialised, largely true, physicalist-fun ctionalist theory of agency.
The physicalist-fun ctionalist theory of agency relied upon by interpretive agents is comprised of a
range of propositions and component concepts, specifically those of the physicalist-functionalist
theory of agency elaborated in this thesis . It comprises propositions such as "an agent is a being
which behaviourally interacts with its environment in a manner caused by intentional states under
the governance of a set of intentional regularities" and "an action is the causing of a behavioural
event by a complex of intentional events." 68 It comprises concepts such as those of agent, action,
intentional state, belief, desire, environmenta l input, behavioural output, causation, and the like.
These concepts, in turn analyse out into a set of constituent sub-concepts (mentioned throughout
this thesis), rendering possession of a theory of agency entailing of possession of a substantial
scheme of agency-related concepts.69 Thus, it follows from the complex proposition about
theories of agency justified above that all interpretive agents (including native title judges and
testimonial agents) qua interpretive agents possess and interpretively rely upon a partially innate,
partially learned, physicalist-fun ctionalist set of agency-related concepts - a set of concepts I will

Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p. 9 state that "[a]ccording to functionalism, p sychological knowledge w-ill
always be of states \,vith a certain role, characterised in terms of how they are produced and of their effects
on both other such states and behaviour."

67

Wellman (1990) pp.3-4 concei, es of the theory of agency possessed by all interpretively normal human
beings as comprising certain core proposition s, including that there is a mental realm or mind associated
with agents, that an agent's mind is distinct from his behaviour and external environment (there is a
physical realm distinct from the mental realm), that mind causes behaviour and is caused by events in the
external environment, that beliefs and desires exist and perform distinctive roles within the realm of mind,
and so on.
68

69

An agenq -related conceptual scheme.
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term universal agency concepts. It is because interpretive agents possess a practically adequate set
of such concepts - concepts that adequately define the phenomena in question for interpretive
purposes - that they are able to correctly identify agents and actions as such and go on to
successfully predict and explain the behaviour of those agents and actions in their interpretive
practice. It is because they possess a set of such concepts that they are interpretive agents. 70

I have analysed in some detail the justification for the complex proposition asserted above not
only in order to shed some light on the agency ascription phase of the interpretive process but
also because this proposition and various of its justificatory elements are of great importance in
the discussion about the limits of conceptual difference which is to follow in the next chapter. As
an incidental - though not unimportant - matter, it not to be supposed by all this talk of
theorising on the part of interpretive agents that they need express!J or conscious!J hold the tenets of
the physicalist-functionalist theory of agency universally possessed by them. It is plain that most
such agents do not. If called upon, most interpretive agents would not be able to articulate the
content of the theory of agency they are purported here to possess to any or any epistemically
adequate degree. This is not a problem for our analysis, though. We can make quite plausible
sense of the idea of interpretive agents possessing a complex theory of agency and utilising it in
their engagement with the world without expressly or consciously doing so. That is, it is quite
plausible to hold that they possess and apply the universal theory of agency in their interpretive
practice tacitly, unconsciously or automatically.7 1 There is nothing uniquely problematic about
their doing so. The possession of a number of human cognitive capacities may be conceived of in
terms of the tacit possession and application of a set of beliefs about the way things · are in the
world, the contents of which are systematic enough to justify description as a theory.

Human grammatical skills, for example, may be plausibly conceived of in terms of the possession
and application of a theory of how to speak and write correctly - that is, a grammar comprising a
systematic scheme of grammatical propositions. An agent may be able to speak grammatically and

70

Of course, as we saw in the previous chapter it is possible that interpretive agents possess a range of
concepts in addition to these universal agency concepts which are not universally shared. It is also worth
noting here that the possession of such concepts is a pre-condition of being an agent capable of
interpretation but not of being an agent per se. Animal agents not capable of interpreting each other's
behaviour need not possess these concepts as a theoretical necessity. They need only possess some or other
set of concepts capable of rendering them able to rationally interact with their environment. No
entailments as to conceptual content possessed flows from this condition of basic agency.
71

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.146, Botterill (1996) p.113, Botterill and Carruthers (1999)
pp.231-3 and Nichols and Stich (2003) Chapter 3.
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recognise grammatical utterances in others and yet not (and not be able to) consciously call to
mind the propositions of the grammar she relies upon as she does so or even be able to give an
explicit account of those propositions if asked. We need not deny that she possesses a theory of
grammar (grammatical knowledge) on that basis. So too, an agent may be able to identify others
as agents and yet not consciously call to mind or be able to give an explicit account of the
psychological propositions about agency upon which she relies in doing so. 72 Nonetheless, both
capacities here may be made sense of in terms of a tacit process of theorising. They may plausibly
be conceived of in terms of acting on the basis of some complex, interrelated and largely true set
of beliefs about how things relevantly are.

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson nicely capture this aspect of the interpretive process at large
(including the ascription of agency phase) in their noting that,

we have a rich and complex implicit knowledge (along with our explicit
knowledge) of the interconnections between our mental states and their inputs
and outputs. What reveals our implicit knowledge in the case of grammar is our
ability to classify sentences as grammatical or ungrammatical. What reveals our
implicit knowledge in the case of the mind is our ability to predict and explain
behaviour in circumstances by means of mental states.. . the fact that we can
make the predictions shows that we have cottoned on to the crucial regularities
- otherwise, our predictive capacities would be a miracle. They show we have an
implicit mastery of a detailed, complex scheme that interconnects inputs,
outputs and mental states ... Perhaps one day the [scheme] will be made fully
explicit - what there is waiting to be elucidated will be elucidated ... [It] is not
something anyone can yet write down, but it exists to be written down 1n
theory. 73
Ascribing agency and activity, then, involves the judge recognising the testimonial agent to some
practically adequate degree as a being which is subject to bodily events, certain of which are
caused by - and which may, therefore, be explained with reference to - a complex of intentional
events under the governance of some or other minimally rational set of regularities which result
in that agent, in general, possessing largely true beliefs and largely succeeding in realising her
desires given her beliefs. As Macdonald and Pettit state, "[i]n taking any piece of behaviour as an
action we assume that it issues from a desire to achieve a certain outcome and a belief that the
course of behaviour in question at least stands a good chance of realising that outcome: we

72

Which is not to say that she could not do so if asked.

73

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.56-8.
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assume ... that the event is [practically] rational." 74 Ascribing agency involves believing the subject
to be a being whose behaviour can be made sense of in terms of a rationalised belief-desire
psychology (a theory of mind), whose beliefs are largely true and logically consistent ::ind whose
desires are largely appropriate and non-contradictory, given her beliefs. 75 And it involves
subsequently acting towards that being on that basis. Such ascription imposes, as a matter of
theoretical necessity, a requirement of minimal rationality upon the agent which, as we shall see
below, reduces the number of plausible candidate behaviourally causal intentional complexes
~rhich might be posited to explain his behaviour. 76 It does not follow from an ascription of
minimal rationality to testimonial agent that that agent be governed by any particular set of
intentional regularities. Only that he be governed by some or other set of regularities which meets
the minimal standards of rationality implicated in the universal theory of agency possessed by the
judge. 77

In the context of a native title determination hearing, the correct ascription of agency and activity
to the bodily events of a testimonial witness will generally (and, of course, contingently in a given
situation) not pose a problem for the judge, even under conditions of significant conceptual
difference. Agency will be readily and correctly ascribed to such a witness as a matter of course.
The circumstances of the hearing will dictate this. E ven radical incommensurabilists would not
seriously deny a judicial capacity to, at the very least, ascribe agency within this context. They
themselves assert or imply their own ability to do so in regard to radically different indigenous
agents in maintaining the incommensurability thesis. It is a premise of that thesis that indigenous
people are agents and not mere objects, for example. This phase of judicial interpretive practice,
then, occurs relatively unproblematically in practice. Of course, whether she can go on to

4

ivfacdonald and Pettit (1981) p.27. In interpreting behaviour, "we are concerned with ascribing to the
agent a complex of beliefs and desires such that granted that complex the action is [practically] rational; it is
an e,~ent which the [agent] believed would bring about or at least make more likely a state of affairs that he
desired .... " Ibid. p .11.

-

-s i\Iacdonald and Pettit (1981) p.24, Pettit (1993) p.235 , Lennon (1990) Chapter 1. Being part of a body of
beliefs which is largely true is constitutive of being a belief. T o the extent that governance by a set of
intentional regularities or rationality is necessarily ascribed to an agent, this phase of the interpreti, e
process may be conceived of as one involving the rationalisation of the agent and her interaction with the
,-.-orld (including her beha,-iour)
6

This reduction of interpretive options takes place, as we shall see, through the mediation of the judge's
theory of mind which (for a theoretically rational judge, at least) will reflect the constraints of the judge's
theon-. o f ao-ency.
b
.

-

-:-- These standards may be concei,-ed of as being weakly a priori in the ense that they are central to the
judge's theory o f agency but are not immune from re,-ision or rejection in the face of significant discrepant
experience or shi fts in the judge's system of beliefs about the world at large. Henderson (1993) pp.95-6.
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successfully interpret the behaviour of the testimonial agent is another matter. More is required
for that than the mere ascription of agency. A descriptively adequate theory of mind must be
possessed and applied by the judge, together with knowledge of the actual environmental,
behavioural and intentional properties of the witness or claimant under interpretation - that is, a
descriptively adequate theory of the testimonial agent.

Developing and deploying a theory ofmind
As mentioned, the second, phase of the interpretive process is analysable as involving a complex
process of inference 78 on the part of the judge from what is believed or assumed by the judge to
be the case about the present behavioural outputs, environmental inputs and behaviourally
relevant background intentional states and governing rationality of the testimonial agent - a set of
beliefs we may conceive of as comprising the judge's theory of the testimonial agent - to a belief
about what is not yet the subject of belief by her - namely, the identity of the behaviourally
explanatory intentional complex causing that agent's testimonial behaviour.7 9 This process of
inference takes place within the context of a further set of beliefs maintained by the judge about
the causal regularities which typically obtain between the environmental inputs, behavioural
outputs and intentional states of some set of human agents (conceivably, at least, at this stage,
including the testimonial agent in question) - a set of beliefs we may conceive of as the judge's
theory of mind.

We can analyse this phase of the interpretive process as comprising four component sub-phases.
The first comprises the development and application to the testimonial agent of a theory of mind.
The second comprises the development and deployment by the judge of a theory of the
testimonial agent under interpretation. The third involves the judge inferring within the
theoretical parameters of these two theories to a provisionally held belief about the identity of the
behaviourally explanatory intentional complex at work in the testimonial action under

A number of theorists, including Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.9 and Heil (1998) p.92 have conceived
of this process of inference as· a fonn of inference to the best explanation or as a mode of reverse
engmeenng.

78

Recall that if the judge knew the identity of the behaviourally explanatory intentional states involved in
the testimonial action there would be no need for her to engage in any process of interpretive inference to
the identity of those states. Further, the judge's theory of the testimonial agent may include propositions
describing interpretively relevant past environmental inputs and behavioural outputs (and intentional states
for that matter). See below on this last point.

79
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interpretation and the final phase involves the testing and revision of the various propositions
involved in this process

- whether they be those about the identity of the behaviourally

explanatory cotnplex or those about the behaviourally relevant background intentiontil profile80
of the testimonial agent - in the face of any further justified beliefs about the testimonial agent
which might be subsequently acquired by the judge. Let me consider the first of these sub-phases
now.

An interpretive agent is an agent who possesses concepts of some set of the intentional states
possessed by some set of human agents. An agent would not be an interpretive agent - that is, an
agent capable of interpreting the behaviour of some set of human agents - without possessing
such concepts. How could she identify an intentional cause of some or other behaviour interpret that behaviour - without a concept of that intentional cause? We have seen in Chapter 4
that intentional states are individuated by the set of causal relations they typically enjoy with
environmental inputs, behavioural outputs and other intentional states, against the background of
a set of other intentional states. 81 Concepts of intentional states are complex physicalistfunctionalist definitions constituted by a proposition (or set of propositions) describing the set of
causal relations which individuate those states. 82 Thus, by virtue of possessing a set of concepts
of intentional states, an interpretive agent such as a judge necessarily possesses a set of beliefs
about some set of the causal relations which typically obtain between the environmental and
intentional inputs and intentional and behavioural outputs of some set83 of human agents. She
possesses a set of beliefs with physicalist-functionalist propositional content.

Again, given the systematic, unifying and explanatory nature of the propositional content of such
beliefs, we can construe their possession by an interpretive agent in terms of the possession of a

theoo1 of the relevant causal relations which obtain in relation to some set of human agents, a

80

'Behaviourally relevant background intentional profile' here means the agent's behaviourally relevant
background intentional complex together -with the set of intentional regularities the agent is subject to (that
is, his rationality class).
1

They are individuated by the typical causal-functional role they play -within a system of environmental
and intentional inputs and intentional and behavioural outputs.
82

A concept of an intentional state comprises a description of the tripartite causal-functional set of
relations which that state typically enjoys -with environmental, behavioural and other intentional
phenomena.
83

Concei,·ably, at this stage, the total set of human agents.
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theory I will term a theory of mind. 84 Many other theorists agree with this characterisatio n.
I<.athleen Lennon, for example, argues that the set of propositions informing the beliefs relied
upon by judges in interpreting behaviour "has the status of a causal explanatory theory; for it
employs a system of conceptualisa tion of reality which generates laws and generally leads to
successful predictions and retrodictions." 85 Likewise, Botterill and Carruthers point out that,
our psychological knowledge of others [is] on a par with theoretical knowledge
in two respects. Firstly, the functional roles assigned to various mental states
depend upon systematic relations between such states and their characteristic
causes and effects. So it seems that we have a common-sens e theory of mind, or
a folk psychology which implicitly defines ordinary psychological concepts.
Secondly, the application of that theory is justified in the way that theories
usually are, namely by success in prediction and explanation. 86
Given the nature of its propositional content, the theory of mind possessed by an interpretive
agent is of a physicalist-fun ctionalist kind. Consistent with the theoretical necessity just outlined
of interpretive agents possessing a physicalist-fun ctionalist theory of mind as part of their
interpretive apparatus, is a body of empirical evidence in developmenta l psychology and other
related disciplines to this effect. 87 Such evidence adds to the set of physicalistically sound reasons
available for believing that interpretation proceeds by means of a theoretical procedure involving
in part the possession and deployment of such a theory of mind. 88

Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.78. As mentioned above, the judge's theory of mind comprises part of
the judge's general psychology. I have already argued in the previous chapter that the regularities which
obtain in the intentional realm, though not exceptionless and law-like, are regular enough to ground
workable predictions and explanations of thought and behaviour and are, hence, sufficient to ground a
workable theory.
84

85

Lennon (1990) p.12. See also Braddon-Mitch ell and Jackson (1996) p.256.

Botterill and Carruthers (1999) p.9-10. Again, Botterill (1996) p.110 defines theories as "informationbearing systems which yield explanations and predictions, which support counterfactual projection, which
may postulate unobservables and may implicitly define concepts, and which achieve cognitive economy by
integration of information under a small number of general principles." A judge's general psychology,
comprising a theory of agency and a theory of mind, meets tl1is set of criteria.
86

Gopnik and Wellman (1992), Astington (1996), Botterill (1996), Gopnik (1996), Botterill and Carrutl1ers
(1999) pp.77-80, Nichols and Stich (2003) p.212.

87

It is worth noting here that the theoretical relationship between a theory of mind and a set of intentional
state concepts is a dialectic one. Possession of a set of intentional state concepts entails the possession of a
tl1eory of mind. Equally, tl10ugh, possession of a theory of mind entails the possession of a set of
intentional state concepts - namely, those intentional states which feature in that theory. Botterill and
Carruthers (1999) p.10 state that "we have a common-sense theory of mind, or a folk psychology which
implicitly defines ordinary psychological concepts." Possession of a tl1eory of mind and a set of intentional
state concepts also entails possession of a set of concepts about the environmental and bodily phenomena
which feature in those concepts and that theory. Possession of a theory of mind - being an interpretive

88
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A judge's theory of mind is analysable as containing a set of propositions describing, at various
levels of generality, the causal relations that typically exist between the environmental inputs,
intentional states and behavioural outputs of some set of human agents . It may include
propositions such as "for all normal agents, the environmental event of there being ochre in front
of the agent, typically causes the belief that there is ochre in front of the agent, provided certain
other intentional states x, y, and z obtain", or "for all normal agents, the desire to dig ochre out
of the ground typically causes the agent to engage in ochre digging behaviour, provided that
certain other intentional states p, q and r obtain", and so on.89 The judge's overall set of theory of
mind propositions may (conceivably, at least, at this stage) contain general propositions which
describe some set of the intentional regularities which all agents are subject to, kind-specific
propositions which describe some set of the intentional regularities which some or other group or

kind of agents is subject to, and idiosyncratic provisions which describe some set of the
intentional regularities which some specific idiosyncratic agent is subject to. 90 In her interpretive
practice, the reasonable judge will rely upon those theory of mind propositions which she has
reason to believe apply to the testimonial agent in the evidential situation in question. We can
conceive of the judge working out which set of theory of mind propositions actually apply to the
testimonial agent in question - general, kind-specific or idiosyncratic - in terms of her identifying
that agent's rationality class. Such identification takes place at the "theorising the testimonial
agent" phase of the interpretive process described below. 91

To take up our ochre testimony example, a judge's theory of mind might be conceived of as
including, say, the theoretical proposition that for all normal testimonial agents, the
environmental event of the performance of an utterance by another agent within the hearing
range of the testimonial agent which in the testimonial agent's linguistic community signifies,
"Please tell the judge what x is" 92 , typically causes a desire in that testimonial agent to perform an

agent- therefore involves being in possession of a substantial and multi-varied set of concepts. To be an
interprefr. -e agent is to possess a potentially vast and complex conceptual scheme. It is to inhabit a world.
9

\'\7here :s:, y and z etc stand for some or other set of background intentional states.

° For example,

9

the proposition "for this specific (and idiosyncratic) agent, the environmental event of
there being ochre in front of the agent, typically causes the belief that there is charcoal in front of the agent,
prm--ided certain other intentional states :s:, y, and z obtain." See Davidson (1986b) on this last point.
91

For the sake of simplicity, I w-ill tend to focus the follow--ing discussion on general theory of mind
propositions. Nothing important hinges on this at this stage.
92

\~bere :s: stands for a ,-ocal signifier which in the agent's linguistic commuruty signifies some
phenomenon :s:.
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utterance which in that agent's linguistic community signifies what he believes to be the definition
of x, provided that the testimonia l agent desires to cause the judge to possess a true belief about the
identity of the agent's (belief about the) definition of x and believes that this desire can be realised
by performing an utterance which in the agent's linguistic community signifies what he believes
to be the definition of x, and provided that the testimonia l agent possesses some further set of
behavioura lly relevant backgroun d intentional states (a, b, c ... ). The judge's theory of mind may
also include the theoretical propositio n that for all normal testimonia l agents, the desire in that
testimonial agent to perform an utterance which in the agent's linguistic community signifies
what he believes to be the definition of x typically causes the behavioura l event of the agent
performing an utterance "y" which signifies in the agent's linguistic community what the agent
believes to be the definition of x, provided that the testimonia l agent believes that xis whatever the
utterance " y" signifies in his linguistic community , and believes that the utterance "y" signifies in
the agent's linguistic community the definition of x, and believes that by performin g the utterance
" y" he will typically realise the desire to perform an utterance which in the agent's linguistic
community signifies what he believes to be the definition of x, and provided that the testimonia l
agent possesses some further set of behavioura lly relevant backgroun d intentional states (d, e,
f ... ).93

In interpretin g a witness's testimonia l behaviour in uttering "a yellow powder which is found in
the ground and which is used for ceremonia l purposes" in response to the environme ntal event
of counsel uttering "Please tell the judge what [ochre] is" 94 , the judge might call upon a set of
theoretical propositio ns contained in her theory of mind, including the two propositio ns
mentioned above, to infer from her beliefs about the observed environme ntal and behavioura l
events together with certain other beliefs she holds or is prepared to assume about the agent's
behaviourally relevant backgroun d intentional profile - in this case, say, beliefs or assumption s
that the agent possesses the behavioura lly relevant backgroun d intentional states (a, b, c, d, e, f ... )
mentioned above - to infer to the possession by the agent of a set of behavioura lly explanator y
intentional states involved in the action, including the belief and desires mentioned above. This
set will include the belief that that [ochre] is whatever the utterance "a yellow powder which is
found in the ground and which is used for ceremonia l purposes" signifies in the agent's linguistic

Note that the judge's theory of mind cannot pos sess a concept or definition of ochre where she does not
possess that concept.

93

Where [ochre] is conceived of by the judge at this stage as merely a vocal signifier which in the agent's
linguistic community signifies some phenomeno n the judge has, as yet, no concept of.
94
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commuruty. Coupled with her knowledge of what the utterance, in fact, signifies in the agent's
linguistic community, the judge may infer to a belief that the agent believes that ochre is a yellow
powder which is found in the ground and which is used for ceremonial purposes. By inferring to
this behaviourally explanatory complex of intentional states (including, most importantly the
concept-containing belief in question), the judge successfully interprets the testimonial behaviour.
She identifies its intentional eArplanation given her purposes.

And by doing so, she comes to possess the concept of ochre if she didn't already possess it. By
doing so, she overcomes conceptual difference in this regard. Thus, the judge's theory of mind
provides an inferential matrix for making intentional sen se of observed or otherwise cognitively
accessed behaviour within an observed or otherwise cognitively accessed environmental context,
against the background of a set of beliefs about the intentional states possessed by the testimonial
agent. It is important to note that this theory is utilised in interpreting the behaviour of a
testimonial agent only in conjunction with a theory of the environmental, behavioural and
behaviourally relevant background intentional profile of that agent (the judge's theory of the
testimonial agent), the nature of which I will have more to say about below. Further, for much
the same reasons as those rehearsed above in relation to the possession and deployment of a
theory of agency, it is no objection to the account offered here about a theory of mind that such
theory is not consciously possessed and deployed. The theoretical machinations involved in this
phase of the interpretive process may, again, be quite plausibly understood as tacit ones.

The content of a judge's theory of mind is a product of both her own cognitive development in
the face of her individual experience of the interaction of agents with the world and that of the
community of interpretive agents into which she is born and subsequently socialised.95 The
theory of mind maintained by a folk or individual is a function of the environmental-intentional
trajectory, of that folk or individual through space and time along the lines discussed in the
previous chapter. As with a theory, of agency, there is scientific evidence arising out of neurophysiology and developmental psychology to support the contention that neuro-physiologically
normal humans have an innate capacity to acquire, develop and apply some or other theory of
mind in making sense of themselves and others and that they are innately programmed to, in fact,

r Le\\--iS (19 2), \\.ellman (1990, 1995 and 1998), Harris (1995), Astington (1996), G opnik (1996),
Carruthers and mith (1996) p.5, Lillard (199 / , Nichols and Stich (2003) pp.206-9.
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do so in the face of their interaction with the world. 96 There is, though, no compelling empirical
or other reason (at present, at least) to believe that any of the actual propositions informing a theory
of mind are innate. 97

Rather, the empirical evidence suggests that the propositional content of theories of mind
emerges as a result of an individual agent's experiential and cognitive engagement postnatally with
human agents interacting with some part of the world including her socialisation by such
engagement into the theory of mind (and the concomitant scheme of intentional state concepts)
historically acquired and developed and presently possessed by her interpretive and conceptual
community or 'folk'. 98 And this is entirely consistent with the theoretical account of beliefs and
their acquisition offered in this thesis. Human agents are born and socialised into a community of
agents which may be conceived of as an entity existing and acting temporally and spatially so as to
acquire, develop and transmit to its members a set of beliefs about the intentional regularities
governing the behavioural interaction with the world of that community's members and other
agents that community has relevantly encountered over its history. Over the course of their lives
as members of such communities, individual agents acquire some part of their community's folk
theory of mind as they develop an ability to make sense of and predict the behaviour of
themselves and other agents. This process takes place as part of their overall cognitive
development. 99

As Macdonald and Pettit point out, a folk psychological theory in both its theory of agency and
theory of mind aspects,

is something which each of us picks up in developing competence at accounting
for actions, both our own and those of other people. The conception is not
appropriated in the way in which we typically learn bits of theory: the initiate is
not given a set of axioms about the antecedents of action, nor is he told any

Evidence of developmental rigidity across all cultures - that is, a genetically controlled process of
maturation - in the development and deployment of a theory of mind backs this up. Wellman (1990), Leslie
(1991), Gopnik and Melzoff (1993), Baron-Cohen (1995), Botterill and Carruthers (1998) pp.52-62, 79-80
and Nichols and Stich (2003) Chapter 3.
96

97 Except at a level of generality which might render certain putative propositions of a theory of mind more
properly classifiable as propositions of the innate theory of agency. Of course, were evidence in support of
the innateness of the propositions of a theory of mind to come to light at some point in the future, that
would only support my theoretical argument about the limits of conceptual difference.

98 See Astington (1996) for an interesting discussion of the mechanics of this process.
99 Macdonald and Pettit (1981) p.58.
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particular story about the workings of the mind. What happens rather is that he
is introduced to the use of various concepts by means of which action is
explained. He learns when it is appropriate to regard a piece of behaviour as
action proper, and not just a reflex, what sorts of questions it is then in order to
consider, and how he may make a case for one answer rather than another. In
learning these things he picks up concepts such as those of intention, desire,
decision, perception, judgment, belief and a host of associates. The development
of skill at applying those concepts, and at using them in the exploration of
action, means initiation into the orthodox conception of agents. 100
Thus, there is no need for a judge to develop her own theory of mind from scratch on the basis
of her own cognitive engagement with agents in the world. Over time, she can appropriate the
accumulated psychological wisdom of her folk. Additionally, though, over the course of her life
she is able to supplement and refine her received folk theory of mind and develop a more
comprehensive theory and an improved interpretive competence, by means of her own individual
cognitive and interpretive encounters with agents acting in the world, as well as with theories of
these things. That she can do so reflects an innate capacity on her part in this regard. One should
not lose sight of the importance of this individualised mode of theory of mind construction,
especially in the context of a discussion about the capacity of individual judges to acquire
indigenous concepts.

Though her theory of mind will be generally true and largely comprehensive of those agents she
and her folk habitually come in contact with, it does not follow from anything said so far that a
judge is assured (as a matter of logical or

even theoretical necessity) of possessing an

interpretively adequate theory of mind for a given testimonial agent. Some set of the · theory of
mind propositions she relies upon in interpreting the testimonial agent may be false or may be
not applicable to (may not be true of) the testimonial agent in question. 101 Alternatively, her
theory of mind may not be comprehensive enough - it may not include propositions which
describe the regularities which actually govern the testimonial action under interpretation. This is
consistent with the points just made about the acquisition and development of a theory of mind,
both communally and individually. The theory of mind maintained by a folk or individual is a
function of the environmental-intent ional trajectory of that folk or individual through space and
time along the lines discussed in the previous chapter. As a result, the contents of a folk or
indiv-.idual theory of mind are inevitably limited by the nature and limits of that trajectory. A folk

100

i\facdonald and Pettit (1981) p. 58.

101

Though it may be applicable to or true of some other agent or set of agents.
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theory of mind arises as a theoretical response on the part of a community of interpretive agents
to that limited set of the behavioural interactions of agents with their environment which the folk
in question have come into cognitive contact with historically, both within and outside their
commuruty.

Because both individuals and commurut1es of agents can and do differ in their experiential
engagement with and theorising about the world and the interaction of agents with that world,
the propositional content of their theories of mind can and do differ between individuals and
communities to a degree which reflects the degree of difference in their respective engagement
with and making sense of their part of the world over time. That is, the members of one
conceptual community (or members within a community) may possess theoretical beliefs about
certain intentional regularities and may, therefore, possess certain intentional state concepts
which members of another group do not possess. 102 Though all interpretive agents possess some
or other theory of mind, they do not necessarily possess the same theory of mind, nor do they
necessarily possess different theories of mind. Such difference can be explained - indeed, it is to
be expected - in light of the account of concept and belief acquisition outlined in previous
chapters. It is an empirically-interpretively determinable matter as to the degree to which the
intentional concepts and propositions of a theory of mind are shared across communities
(including universally shared) and what the identity of any such shared concepts and propositions
might be. Any intellectually responsible theorist of these things must acknowledge Noam
Chomsky's warning that " .. .in invoking folk psychology we have to be careful to observe the
practice of serious ethnoscience, distinguishing parochial and culture-bound notions from the
elements of 'folk theories' that are a common human endowment, grounded in our nature." 103

That an interpretive agent's theory of mind is large!J true follows from the general ongoing success
which interpretive agents have had historically and which they presently have in predicting and

Native title judges as a class may differ from other classes of agents witl1in tl1eir conceptual communities
in relation to the contents of tl1e theory of mind and intentional conceptual scheme they possess and, as a
result, may possess a capacity to interpret behaviour not possessed by those others. Further, within the
community of native title judges, certain individuals may possess concepts of and maintain tl1eoretical
propositions about intentional phenomena which are not possessed by other judges and may hold an
interpretive advantage as a result.
102

Chomsky (1994) p.155. To the extent that a conceptual community is individuated as such on the basis
of some significantly shared set of concepts and beliefs amongst its members, there will be a limit to how
much those members can differ in regard to the set of concepts and beliefs they possess. Each member of
a conceptual community may be taken to possess some (membership-sufficient) part of the conceptual
scheme and worldview ascribable to the community at large.

103
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explaining the behaviour of others and themselves .104 Folk and individual theories of mind are
largely true - they Oargely) accurately describe the intentional regularities human agents are
subject to - because as a matter of fact they have been hypothesised, refined and confirmed
through experience by communities and individuals over time with the aim of being largely true,
as all largely true theories of things are. 105 As a result, there is reason to believe that a folk or
individual theory of mind constitutes a higher order theory of things which broadly reflects the
lower-order and physical causal regularities which exist between the lower-order and physical
states of an agent's body, brain and world. But it does not follow from any of this that a given
theory of mind - folk or iqdividual - is either completely or necessarily true or comprehensive of
all actual or possible intentional regularities which may obtain in the world. Like all broadly
successful empirically-based theories of things it may be in error to some degree or limited in
scope with reference to our best scientific knowledge about agents and the world - though, as a
conceptual matter, it cannot be not so false or limited as to render an interpretive agent
possessing such a theory so interpretively unsuccessful as to no longer qualify as an interpretive
agent. 106 It is possible at a given point in time that an interpretive agent, including a judge, does
not possess in her theory of mind a description of an intentional regularity knowledge of which is
necessary for her to interpret ·a given testimonial or other action. In order to interpret such
action, the judge must acquire knowledge of such regularity. She does so, as we have seen, by
means of cognitiv ely appropriating evidence (including further interpretable testimonial evidence)
about that regularity.1 07

Although there is no strong empirical or other reason (at present, at least) to believe that any of
the actual propositions informing a theory of mind are innate, there reason to believe that certain of

Eliminativists such as the Churchlands (Church.land (1979), (1981) and (1986)) and one incarnation of
Stich (1983), as \,Veil as certain interpretationists such as D ennett (1987) and D avidson (1970) and (1974a)
deny the truth of theory of mind propositions in the sense of accurately representing real phenomena.
104

105

Lennon (1990) p.11-12. Fodor (197 4) and (1987) and Papineau (1993) pp.65-8 agree with Lennon.

Flaws in folk and individual theories of mind have been identified by scientific psychological study.
Churchland (1979), (1981) and (1994), Stich (1983) and (1996) Chapters 2 and 3. Such flaws have grounded
eliminativist calls for the abandonment of such theories of mind in favour of more precise and correct
scientific theories of the regularities governing human behaviour. D espite the risk of error and consistent
with my comments in Chapter 4 about eliminativist materialist approaches to intentionality, I reject the
wholesale scepticism of eliminativists such as Paul Churchland in relation to the truth and theoretical or
practical value of folk and individual theories of mind. I agree with Kathleen Lennon (1990) p .11 that
"reason-giving explanations form the basis of our everyday interaction with other people. They provide a
model of understanding ourselves which is fundamental to both our view of ourselves and our view of
others ... To reject such a model of understanding seems scarcely intelligible, indeed self-defeating."
106

107

11ore on this below.
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the conceptual content of a theory of mind is innate - namely, the conceptual content inherent in
the theory of agency which structures and informs each and every theory of mind. Though not all
theories of mind need include the same set of environmenta l or intentional or bodily concepts they need not and might not all include the concept of ochre, say108

-

they necessarily include, as

a conceptual matter, certain concepts implicated in the very idea of their being a theory of mind.
Recall what a theory of mind is. It is, as a conceptual matter, a set of propositions which describe
the causal regularities which typically obtain between the environmenta l inputs, behavioural
outputs and intentional states of human agents. Examples, include, say the proposition that for all
agents, the environmenta l input event of there being ochre in front of the agent typically causes
the belief that there is ochre in front of the agent, provided that the agent possesses some specific
set of background intentional states (say, the belief that his sensory apparatus is functioning
properly and so on.) or the proposition that for all agents, the desire that ochre be dug out of the
ground typically causes the behavioural output event of the agent digging ochre out of the
ground, provided that the agent also possesses some specific set of background intentional states
(say, the belief that by performing the bodily event associated with digging the desire in question
might be realised). Though propositions such as these do not share all their concepts in common,
they do share a certain set of their concepts in common. These include the concepts of agent,
environmenta l input event, behavioural output event, intentional state, belief, desire, causation,
and so on - concepts I have identified in the previous section as universal agency concepts.
Though the specific identity of the various environmenta l, intentional109 and behavioural (bodilyenvironmental ) concepts implicated in a theory of mind may differ from theory to theory,
depending upon the environmenta l-intentional trajectories of the agents or sets of agents who
possess the theories in question, what is common to all such theories (because they are theories
of mind and not some other kind of thing) is some set of the set of universal agency concepts
mentioned in the previous section of this chapter. Human theories of mind, though not
necessarily sharing their propositional contents and many of their concepts (environmental ,

For tbe reasons set out in tbe previous chapter in regard to concept acquisition. The failure of an agent's
or community's tbeory of mind to include a concept of ochre, for example, may be explained with
reference to fact that tbat agent or community presently inhabits (and historically has inhabited) an
environment which includes neitber ochre nor any representation of or testimony about ochre and has not
engaged in any kind of reasoning about tbe sub-concepts of ochre which might cause tl1e possession of the
concept of ochre.

108

By intentional concept here I mean concepts such as tbe concept of tbe belief that tbere is ochre in the
ground, or tbe concept of tbe desire tbat tbe judge believe tbe utterance of tbe sentence "ochre is a yellow
powder." I do not mean tbe general concept of belief or desire o r intentional state which is universally
p ossessed by all interpretive agents.
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intentional and bodily concepts, for example), are all informed by a set of universal agency
concepts, by some part of the universal theory of agency. There is, then, as a matter of theoretical
necessity and empirical fact, a universally shared dimension to all of the different theories of
mind which interpretive agents possess. It is this conceptual dimension which individuates those
various theories as theories of mind.
This is to say that theories of mind are informed by and are articulated within an overarching
theory of what an agent and an action are. A judge's theory of mind will necessarily be informed

°

by the conceptual constraints of her theory of agency. 11 Further, by virtue of the fact that that
theory of agency is vulnerable to empirical counterevidence and changes in the judge's overall
body of theory about the world (phenomena which feed into the development of her theory of
mind as well), it is also true to say that a judge's theory of mind will inform the judge's theory of
agency. The two kinds of theory are dialectically interrelated. 111 A theory of mind, by its very
nature, describes with some degree of accuracy the intentional regularities governing a certain
kind of phenomenon - namely, agents. And agents are precisely the kind o f phenomena
comprehensively described by a theory of agency. Similarly, ascribing agency to an agent pursuant
to a theory of agency involves . believing that the behaviour of that agent can be predicted and
explained on the basis of an account of some set of the intentional regularities governing human
agents - that is, a theory of mind. A theory of agency foreshadows a theory of mind in this sense.
Both kinds of theory are analysable as integrated with or components of what we might conceive
of as a grand theory of the nature of agents and their governing intentional regularities - a true
and complete general psychology, if you like - some part of which is possessed by interpretive
agents. Indeed, our analytic distinguishing between these two kinds of theory - agency and mind
- may be recognised as a theoretical conceit engaged in for heuristic reason s. 112

To the extent that a true theory of agency implicates a minimal rationality in all agents, a true theory of
mind (grounded in such a theory of agency) will also in its propositional content reflect and be constrained
by (to some weak a priori or analytical degree) the minimal rationality requirement governing agents . The
minimal rationality implicated in a theory of agency conditions the development of the propositional
contents of a theory of mind.
11 0

111

Indeed, there is a close relationship between all three of the theory types involved in interpretive action.

A s alluded to earlier in this chapter, if we generalise enough from specific propositions of a theory of
mind, we reach a set of propositions which might find a place within a theory of ageng - a theory of what
an agent is. At a certain point an abstract proposition of a theory of mind may constitute a proposition of a
theo ry o f agency. In this sense we might concei" e of certain of the propositions implicit in a theof) of
mind as being innate o r uni"-ersally socialised.
112
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Inferring to the intentional cause of behaviour
The possession and application of both a theory of agency and a theory of 1nind are jointly
necessary but not sufficient conditions for acquiring knowledge of the propositional content of
the complex of intentional states which causes testimonial behaviour about a concept. In addition
to these, the judge must possess and theoretically deploy some set of true beliefs about the
present behaviour of the testimonial agent, the environmental situation of that agent and the
behaviourally relevant background intentional profile of that agent at the time of interpretation.
By 'profile' here, I mean both the agent's interpretively relevant background intentional states 113 ,

and the mode of rationality (general, kind-specific or idiosyncratic) which, within the constraints
of minimal rationality, governs the agent in the situation in question. Having ascribed agency to
the testimonial agent, and with a comprehensive enough theory of mind in hand identifying
which environmental or intentional events typically cause which intentional events and which
intentional events typically cause which intentional or behavioural events in a set of human agents
which includes the testimonial agent, and with a comprehensive enough set of beliefs about the
behaviourally relevant background intentional profile 114 of the testimonial agent, the judge may be
in a position to successfully infer from an observed and believed behavioural output of the
testimonial agent (the bodily event comprising his utterance) within an observed and believed
environmental context to the behaviourally explanatory intentional cause of that behavioural
output. She may be able to identify that set of intentional states of the testimonial agent which
contains the concept she needs to acquire. 115

We can conceive of the propositions the judge maintains in relation to the present environmental
inputs, behavioural outputs and behaviourally relevant background intentional profile of the
testimonial agent as components of a theory of that agent. Additionally, to the extent that they
are interpretively relevant (in the sense that they provide a basis from which to infer, within the
context of a theory of mind, to present intentional properties) a theory of the testimonial agent

Recall that we are referring here to intentional states that are not behaviourally explanatory in the sense
outlined in Chapter 4 but, rather, serve as background states to behaviourally explanatory states.

11 3

114

By this profile here I mean intentional complex and governing rationality.

11 5

Note my use of the term 'may' here. The judge is not assured (as a matter of logical or theoretical
necessity) of possessing an interpretively adequate theory of mind. Some set of the theory of mind
propositions she relies upon in interpreting the testimonial agent may be false (as we shall see, her theory of
mind need only be largejy true, not entirely true). Alternatively, her theory of mind may not include
propositions which describe the regularities which actually govern the testimonial action under
interpretation. I will have more to say on this latter risk below.
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may also comprise some set of propos1t1ons about past environmental, behavioural and
intentional properties of that agent. 11 6 Some of the propositions of this theory may be believed by
the judge - some justifiably - and, as we shall see, some may be hypothetically assumed by her for
interpretive purposes. The kinds of propositions a theory of the testimonial agent might contain
include propositions such as, "the testimonial agent is presently subject to the environmental
event of their being an utterance of the kind "Please tell the judge what ochre is" within normal
hearing range", "the testimonial agent presently believes that her hearing apparatus is functioning
normally", "the testimonial agent is presently subject to the behavioural event of uttering a
sentence of the kind "Ochre is a yellow powder found in the ground and used for ceremonial
purposes"", "the testimonial agent is presently subject to the general set of intentional regularities
which all human agents are subject to (a general governing rationality) in environmental and
behavioural situations such as this one", and so on. 117

It is only in conjunction with such a set of propositions that the judge can utilise her theory of
mind in reaching a conclusion about the behaviourally causal intentional complex at work in the
testimonial action under interpretation. Though a judge's theory of mind identifies some set of
the regularities which operate in the realm of human action - it tells the judge, for example, that

if a testimonial agent is subject to the environmental event of the utterance by another agent
within the hearing range of the sentence, "Please tell the judge what ochre is", then that
testimonial agent will typically desire to perform an utterance which signifies what he believes to
be the definition of ochre, assuming certain other intentional conditions obtain - it does not
provide the judge with propositions about the environmental inputs, behavioural outputs and
intentional states which actua!fy furnish the mind and world of the testimonial agent under
interpretation. It does not, for example, tell the judge that there is or is not an utterance of the
kind mentioned in hearing range of the agent under interpretation. A true theory of the
testimonial agent is what does this. And without the knowledge provided by such a theory the

116

An interpretively adequate theory of the testimonial agent may or may not contain propositions about

past environmental, intentional, behavioural and rational properties of that agent. It may be interpretively
adequate solely on the basis of propositions about present properties.
Though the propositional content of a theory of the testimonial agent is not innate but rather acquired
through empirical and interpretive engagement wi.th the world and socialisation into a folk psychology,
there is sound scientific evidence to support the view that the capacity to acquire, develop and deploy such
a theory is innate and shows developmental rigidity. Wellman (1990), Botterill and Carruthers (1999)
Chapter 3, iichols and Stich (2003) Chapter 2.

117
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judge cannot use her theory of mind to successfully identify the behaviourally causal intentional
complex at work in the testimonial action in question here.

This can be seen by analysing the inferential phase of the interpretive process in syllogistic terms
along (roughly) the following lines. The judge's theory of mind provides her with propositions of
the kind 'if present environmental input p, and present behavioural output q and present
behaviourally relevant background intentional profile r, then (typically) present behaviourally
explanatory intentional complex s'. By itself such proposition does not enable the judge to
justifiably conclude that behaviourally explanatory intentional complex s typically obtains in the
situation confronting her. She needs to possess the further proposition 'p and q and r' in order to
do so. She needs to justifiably believe as part of her theory of the testimonial agent that the
present environmental input, behavioural output and behaviourally relevant background
intentional profile p, q and r actually obtain. To the extent that the propositions in question - that
is, those of both her theory of mind and theory of the testimonial agent - are true or, at least,
justified and her reasoning sound, her conclusion as to the identity of the behaviourally
explanatory intentional complex will also be true or justified.118

That the judge's initial theory of the testimonial agent will - and, indeed, must - include a
description of the present behaviourai output of that agent to get the interpretive process up and
running should be clear. In order to successfully interpret the behaviour of the testimonial agent,
the judge must know the identity of that behaviour to some interpretively adequate degree.
Without a belief about the identity of the behaviour of the testimonial agent there is nothing for
the judge to interpretively act upon. In relation to the legal context under discussion, that
behaviour will comprise the bodily event of a vocal utterance, the meaning (intentional cause) of
which, of course, remains to be identified by the judge. The judge's initial theory of the
testimonial agent will also include a description of some set of the present environmental inputs
of that agent at the time he is giving his evidence. These inputs will comprise some set of the
events or states constituting the hearing environment (whether it be in court or "on country"),
including those events constituting the utterances of questioning counsel. Given that there is no
good reason to doubt as a general matter the capacity of a native title judge to possess true beliefs
about the identity of the bodily outputs comprising oral testimony or the environmental inputs

Of course, given the fallibility of all of her beliefs, the judge must hold her interpretive conclusion
provisionally and subject it to a degree of ongoing scrutiny in the face o f further justified beliefs she might
acquire about the testimonial agent or relevant aspects of the world at large.

11 8
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the tes timonial agent is subject to, I intend to take for granted the possession by the judge of
justified beliefs about these phenomena. The important theoretical concerns lie elsewhere.

Specifically, they lie with the judge's knowledge or justified beliefs about the identity of the
behaviourally relevant background intentional profile of the testimonial agent. Knowledge of the
testimonial agent's environmental inputs and behavioural outputs - even together with the
possession of an adequately descriptive theory of mind - is not sufficient for the judge to
successfully infer to the unknown behaviourally causal intentional complex at work in the
testimonial action. This is because environmental inputs and behavioural outputs underdetermine
the identity of the behaviourally causal intentional complex at work in an action. 119 Within any
theory of mind, more than one behaviourally causal intentional complex may be compatible with
any given combination of environmental inputs and behavioural outputs. Additionally, no theory
of mind is complete, no theory of mind describes all of the (actual and possible) intentional
regularities human beings are or might be subject to. Thus, for any given set of environmental
inputs and behavioural outputs, a range of intentional complexes and their component states some not even described by the theory of mind in question - may serve as plausible candidates
for identification as behaviourally causal. In order to identify the behaviourally causal intentional
complex operative in any interpretive situation, the judge must possess an interpretively adequate
set o f true beliefs about the behaviourally relevant background intentional profile of the
testimonial agent. 120 She must use these in conjunction with her knowledge of environmental
inputs and behavioural outputs in order to more determinatively infer (within the context of a
theory of mind) to the identity of the intentional complex which is explanatorily causal of the
testimonial behaviour in question.

As Braddon-Mitchell and J ackson (1996) p.25 8 point out, "[t] he functional roles definitive of clistinct
psychological states can share particular inputs and ou tputs. T here is sub stan tial overlap in the definitive
inputs and outputs for clistinct psychological states . The desire for nourishmen t is clifferent from the desire
for gustatory pleasure, but often they m ecliate between exactly the sam e inputs and outputs. Both result in
the sight of Brie being followed by the consumption of Brie. Macdonald and P ettit (1981) p .11 similarly
point out in relation to behavioural outputs that "a given piece of behaviour, or even a pattern of pieces,
may be associated "'ri th any of a number of m ental states: it m ay be taken to issue from this set of beliefs or
that, fo r example, depencling on what desires are ascribed to the agent". Q uine's (1960) point about there
being multiple translation manuals for a language is just the point that there are multiple intentional
complexes associated with (or intentional explanations of) any given piece of behaviour. The translation of
an utterance or language is a form of the ascription of a set of behaviourally explanatory intentional states
to an agent or set of agents. Unlike myself, Q uine moves from epistemological underdetermination in the
mental sphere to ontological indeterminacy, holding that there is no unique intentional cause (meaning) to
an action. See, on this, Quine (1960), Chapter 2, Hookway (1988) pp .136-9, H ylton (2004) and Kirk (2004).
11 9
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The question at this point, though, is how the judge comes to hold true or justified beliefs about
the behaviourally relevant background intentional profile of the testimonial agent. Unlike the
environmental inputs and behavioural outputs which the testimonial agent is subject to at the
time of interpretive engagement, these are not readily observable. Like the behaviourally
explanatory intentional complex itself - indeed, like any set of intentional states - their identity is
knowable only inferentially along the lines elaborated here. This is to say that the identity of the
testimonial agent's behaviourally relevant background intentional profile is itself knowable only
by a process of interpretation. Now it may be the case that the judge possesses knowledge of
some part of the behaviourally relevant background intentional profile of the testimonial agent by
virtue of her having had interpretive contact with that agent prior to that agent giving evidence at
hearing. That agent might be an expert witness, say, who -has been called to testify before the
judge on a number of previous occasions. On those occasions the judge may have successfully
interpreted that agent's testimonial actions and come to certain (true) conclusions about that
agent's behaviourally causal beliefs and desires, including his background beliefs and desires. But,
of course, this only raises the question of how the judge was able to acquire knowledge of those
intentional states on those previous occasions, given her need to know as a prior matter the
agent's behaviourally relevant background intentional profile at that time. Alternatively, and more
commonly, the judge may have had no prior interpretive contact with the testimonial agent and
must interpretively engage with him in an epistemically austere interpretive environment,
involving no more than knowledge of the agent's agency, environmental inputs and behavioural
outputs. This is the situation which Quine, Davidson and others have described as that of radical
translation or radical interpretation. 121 In either case, whatever the nature of the judge's
interpretive experience of the testimonial agent, the philosophical problem remains of addressing
what appears to be a vicious circularity within interpretive practice. The problem remains of
explaining interpretation under conditions of epistemic austerity.

The way out of this theoretical bind is to note the operation of an interrelated pair of interpretive
principles which, as a general matter, guide the interpretive practice of agents. Knowledge of
these principles may be conceived of as comprising part of an interpretive agent's overall

In order to justifiably identify such complex, the judge must possess an interpretively adequate set of
justified beliefs about the behaviourally relevant background intentional profile of the agent.

120

Quine (1960) and Davidson (1973). Of course, there are important differences between these two
philosophical concepts.

121
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psychological knowledge. 122 Put very simply, the overarching principle which should guide a
judge or any interpretive agent in the interpretive task is that of explanatory reasonableness. 123
That is, in order to maximise the chances of interpretive success, the judge should believe or
assume about the testimonial agent whatever is most reasonable in light of the aims of the
interpretive process - explaining in intentional terms the cause of the testimonial agent's
behaviour 124

-

and the judge's justified beliefs about other interpretively relevant matters,

including agents generally and the world at large. The judge should not come to beliefs or make
assumptions about the testimonial agent which make no sense given all that the judge justifiably
believes about that agent, agents in general and the world at large.

As has been mentioned, interpretation is a spec1es of higher-order explanation. As such, it is
subject to the constraints all explanation is subject to, the most important and overarching being
that of explanatory reasonableness. 125 The propositions comprising one's explanation of any
matter - including the behaviour of an agent - must be consistent both with relevant empirical
evidence126 and with other relevant beliefs comprising one's system of knowledge. This is to say
that all of the propositions of one's theory or explanation of things must be open to revision in
the face of contradictory empirical evidence and relevant changes in one's overall system of
knowledge, including within the theory or explanation in question. In the context of
interpretation, this is to say that each of one's beliefs about any of the behaviourally causal

Again, this knowledge may be tacitly possessed by interpretive agents. Further, there is goo'd scientific
evidence of an innate capacity on the part of normal interpretive agents to develop, refine (by personal
experience and socialisation) and deploy such knowledge. Wellman (1990), Botterill and Carruthers (1999)
Chapter 3, Nichols and Stich (2003) Chapter 2.

122

Henderson (1993) p .57. Henderson's "principle of explicability" is comprehended by this principle, as is
Grandy's (1973) "principle of humanity" . This principle counsels interpretive agents to believe whatever
mo st reasonably explains tl1e behaviour under interpretation. "The principle of explicability counsels us to
so interpret as to construe people as doing explicable things, in view of tl1eir beliefs and desires, and as
believing and desiring explicable things in view of their other beliefs and desires and their training ... The
adequacy of an interpretation turns on the explicability of what is attributed to those interpreted."
Henderson (1993) pp.5-6. Henderson goes on at pp.75-6 to define the principle of explicabilit:y as
counselling an interpreter to "interpret so as to attribute explicable beliefs and actions to one's subjects."
So, too, in interpreting an utterance, for example, Grandy's principle of humanity "instructs us to prefer the
interpretation that makes the utterance explainable." Grandy (1973) p.445. My principle of explanatory
reasonableness comprehends both the need to explain and the need to be reasonable in doing so.
123

"In interpretation one seeks to find otl1ers explicable in their beliefs, desires and actions." Henderson
(1993) p .11 5. Henderson (1993) pp.60-4 argues that Quine's discussion supports the principle of
explicability and not charity as fundamental.

124

Classic accounts of tlus point of view include
Popper (1968).

125

126

agel (1961 ), Hempel (1965) Chapter 12 and (1966),

Which is to say, one's justified beliefs about that evidence.
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intentional profile of an agent must be consistent with one's beliefs about the past, present and
future environmental inputs and behavioural outputs of that agent, with one's other beliefs about
the behaviourally causal intentional profile of that agent, with one's theory of agency and mind
and with one's best theories about the world at large. In positing a set of behaviourally relevant
background intentional states, the judge should posit those states it is most reasonable to posit, all
relevant things considered. It is only by this means that she can get the interpretive process
underway and maximise her chances of interpretive success. 127

Where the judge lacks sufficient justified beliefs about the behaviourally relevant background
intentional profile of the testimonial agent as would enable her to identify the behaviourally
explanatory intentional complex involved in a testimonial action with an explanatorily adequate
degree of certainty128 and where some such profile needs to be posited in order to get the
interpretive project up and running, what explanatory reasonableness calls for is that the judge
reasonably and provisionally assume an intentional profile on the part of that agent with a view to
testing those assumptions (and, for that matter, any beliefs she holds about the agent's intentional
profile) against further beliefs she might acquire about the agent over the course of the hearing.
The judge must supplement her initial content-sparse theory of the testimonial agent with a set of
assumed and provisional propositions about that agent sufficient for her to pursue the
interpretive task. The judge must establish what many theorists have described as an interpretive
'bridgehead' into the intentional profile of the testimonial agent. 129 It is only by doing so that the
judge can break through the explanatory impasse which obtains under conditions of epistemic
austerity - and, indeed, often under epistemically richer conditions - in relation to the testimonial
agent.

Of course, if the judge happens to hold beliefs about the behaviourally relevant background
intentional states and governing rationality of the testimonial agent, the judge should rely upon
those beliefs as best she can to infer to a behaviourally explanatory intentional complex within

127

Grandy (1973) pp.449-50.

128

\Xlhere the judge's theory of the testimonial agent is interpretively inadequate in this respect.

129

Hollis (1970) pp.214-5, Lukes (1982) p.271. Henderson (1993) p.36 describes this in terms of "an
entering wedge into the language and actions of those we seek to interpret." This bridgehead comprises the
set of intentional states the interpreter hypothesises at the commencement of the interpretive encounter as
possessed by the interpretee.
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her theory of mind. 130 But to the extent that her beliefs are not adequate to the interpretive task,
the judge should make whatever reasonable assumptions she can. The judge should rely as best
she can on what she justifiably believes to be the case about the intentional states and governing
rationality of the testimonial agent and reasonably assume whatever else about those states and
that rationality is required to enable her to reach a provisional conclusion about the behaviourally
explanatory intentional complex at work in the action. This is the basic methodological constraint
which operates upon interpreters, in general - to hold reasonable beliefs and to make reasonable
asswnptions about the agent under interpretation. 131 The more the judge believes about the
intentional profile of the testimonial agent - that is, the less a situation of epistemic austerity
obtains - the less the judge needs to assume about the agent. Conversely, the less she believes
about that profile - that is, the more a situation of epistemic austerity obtains - the more she
needs to assume in order to facilitate interpretation. Assumption is demanded when justified
belief runs out.13 2

The judge should not make assumptions about the testimonial agent which are logically
inconsistent all that the judge justifiably believes about that agent, agents in general and the world
at large. The reasonableness · of the judge's conclusion about the behaviourally explanatory
intentional complex will be a function of the reasonableness of the judge's assumptions about the
agents' behaviourally relevant background intentional profile. Though I am reconstructing the
interpretive process here in terms of a two stage procedure of assuming a behaviourally relevant
background intentional profile and then inferring to a behaviourally explanatory intentional
complex within the constraints of a theory of mind, given the logical relationship between the
two sets of intentional states, we might just as plausibly construe the process in terms of the
judge assuming both a behaviourally relevant background intentional profile and a behaviourally
explanatory intentional complex consistent with that profile, with a view to testing all or any
elements of this behaviourally causal intentional profile in the later fine tuning phase of the
.
.
1nterpret1ve process.

These may include beliefs about some part of the behaviourally explanatory intentional complex
(though, of course, not all of it) as well as other interpretively relevant intenti_o nal states.

130

Quine (1960), Gandy (1973), Davidson (1973) and (1974c), Lewis (1974), Macdonald and Pettit (1981)
Chapter 1, Lukes (1982), Henderson (1993) Chapter 3.

131

It is for this reason that the need for making assumptions (including charitable assumptions) is most
compelling at the early stages of an interpretive encounter than at later stages.

132
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As far as the content of those assumptions goes, what reason calls for under conditions of
epistemic austerity is that the judge assume behaviourally relevant background intentional profile
identical to her own, subject to any relevant differences in that profile she justifiably believes
obtain in relation to the testimonial agent. 133 Under such conditions - while and to the extent that
these conditions prevail - the judge is subject to the so-called methodological 'principle of
charity' in her assuming of an intentional profile vis a vis the testimonial agent. 134 In order to
pursue the interpretive process, the judge has to start somewhere; she has to make some set of
assumptions about the intentional profile of the testimonial agent. As Braddon-Mitchell and
Jackson point out, "it is better to start from somewhere we find plausible than from somewhere
we find implausible, and plausibility here must in some way come back to the interpreter's own
perspective on matters. We inevitably regard what we ourselves think as not hopelessly
implausible - otherwise we would not think it." 135 Given the general truth, appropriateness and
rationality of her own intentional profile the judge is justified in presuming - at least to start with that the testimonial agent holds largely true and rational beliefs, largely appropriate desires given
his beliefs and largely behaves rationally in light of his beliefs and desires,

ry the judge's own lights. 136

Not only that but, all things being equal, it is better to start from somewhere we are familiar with
than somewhere we are not. Constructing and ascribing to the testimonial agent a necessarily137
vast set of intentional states would be an unrealistic task for any interpretive agent, let alone a
judge acting under the practical constraints of the native title process. Far easier would it be, and

This latter clause enables an interpreter to include in their theory of the testimonial agent any differences
in intentional profile the interpreter has reason to believe obtains in relation to that agent.
133

134

Quine (1960), Gandy (1973), Davidson (1973) and (1974c), Lewis (1974), McGinn (1977), Macdonald
and Pettit (1981) Chapter 1, Lukes (1982) and Henderson (1993) Chapter 2. There is some evidence that
human beings are innately programmed to be charitable in conditions of limited knowledge about other
agents. Nichols and Stich (2003) pp.106-7. In our testimonial example, the principle of charity might
counsel a interpretively rational judge to provisionally assume an intentional profile on the part of the
testimonial agent according to which when subject to the environmental event of an utterance involving a
request to tell the judge what ochre is, that agent believes that he should do so and believes that by
operating his vocal apparatus in an "ochre is a yellow powder" kind of way he can achieve his desire to do
so, and so on.
135

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.147. Grandy (1973) p.443, too, points out the reasonableness of
the interpreter using his own set of intentional states as an assumptive model in interpretation under
conditions of epistemic austerity.
Though what degree of overlap exists between the two largely true and appropriate set of beliefs and
desires remains to be seen in each case. Macdonald and Pettit (1981) pp.29-38, Henderson (1993) p.4, Pettit
(1993) pp.234-8.

136

137

By virtue of the holistic nature of intentional states. Henderson (1993) pp.26, 39.
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potentially just as effective, to apply to the testimonial agent a ready-made intentional profile
which the judge has knowledge o f and which, moreover is compatible with her theory of mind namely, h er own (adjusted for known differences). The finite means available to a judge (or any
interpreter) in interpreting others in situations of limited knowledge, thus, require h er to be
egocentric - and, hence, ethnocentric - to some degree in her starting hypotheses .138 It requires
her to be charitable. 139

Charity, however, is n ot to be pursued at all costs. On the account of interpretation offered here,
the principle of charity is subordinate to and, in the right circumstances, merely serves the ends
of the primary interpretive principle of explanatory reasonableness. The principle of charity is
fundamentally a pragmatic principle - justified primarily on the basis that it facilitates the judge's
explanatory aims under epistemically austere interpretive conditions. 140 Justifying the principle of
charity on pragmatic grounds, does not entail that any assumptions of intentional identity or
similarity are, in fact, true. 141 An assumption of similarity, though pragmatically justified, may not
be empirically justified. 142 It is entirely consistent with a pragmatic adoption of a charitable set of
assumptions that some set of those assumptions be false and be found to be false or otherwise
unjustified by the judge as further beliefs about the testimonial agent are acquired by her over the
course of the hearing. Though, as a matter of psychological fact they may be very powerful,
theoretically, at least, charitable assumptions remain at all times provisional. They are not fixed in
any strong a priori manner as certain so-called interpretationist theorists have argued. 143 They 1nay

138

Pettit (1993) pp.234-8.

Again, there are resonances between Anglophonic philosophy's discussion of charity in interpretation
and the hermeneutic views of continental philosophers such as G adamer who states, for example, at (1989)
p.566 that "understanding can only succeed on the basis of an original agreement." See Lampert (1997) on
this.
139

140

Grandy (1973) p.443, Lukes (1982) pp.264, 272-5, Root (1986) p.287.

''Whether our simulation of the other person is successful will depend heavily on the similarity of his
belief-desire network to our own." Grandy (1973) p.443. See also McGinn (1977) p.525.

141

142

Hempel (1962) p.12, Follesdal (1982) p.303.

Such theorists have been argued to include D avidson and D ennett. See Childs (1994) Chapter 1, for a
detailed discussion of interpretationist approaches. See also McGinn (1977), Lukes (1982), Root (1986) and
Henderson (1993). It is not clear that D avidson's commitment to charity as a matter of ongoing interpretive
necessity is as strong as some of his critics (for example, McGinn) maintain. There are indications in both
his early and later writings that he holds the view that although charity is a necessary starting point in a
situation of radical interpretation, it is not a position which must be maintained at all costs, as further
information about the interpretee is acquired. See, for example, D avidson's comment in (1974a) that
although "the basic strategy must be to assume that by and large a speaker we do not yet understand is
consistent and correct in his beliefs - according to our own standards, of course . . . once the [interpretive]
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or may not reflect the way things are in relation to the testimonial agent's intentional pro file. Any
similarity which an interpreter must find "is a function of present theory and not a function of
some special constraint." 144 The principle of charity may be justified on pragmatic grounds but
not - at least, on the account of agency and intentionality adopted in thls thesis - on conceptual
grounds. 145 Charity is not justified as an ongoing methodological principle on conceptual grounds
(or any other grounds) because, as we saw in the previous chapter and as I will argue in the next,
a substantial degree of conceptual difference between the judge and a testimonial agent is
theoretically possible. Under conditions of epistemic austerity, the judge is in no position to know
whether and to what extent conceptual difference obtains . In such a situation, the m ost
reasonable course for the judge to take is to adopt the principle of charity solely on pragmatic
grounds and be willing to abandon any charitable assumptions in the face of justified beliefs
contradicting those assumptions as they arise.146

Under conditions of epistemic austerity, effective interpretation reqwres the judge to be
charitable but, above all, reasonable in her assumed ascriptions of an intentional profile to the
testimonial agent. Charitable assumptions should be abandoned as the judge comes to h old
justified beliefs contradicting them. Equally, they may be maintained as the judge comes to hold
justified beliefs consistent with those assumptions. Justification for adopting the principle o f
charity as an interpretive guide gives way as the judge acquires more and more justified beliefs
about the intentional profile of the testimonial agent. 147 Thls is because the need to m ake any
assumptions at all about that profile dissipates as the judge acquires justified beliefs about it.
Because conditions of epistemic austerity in regard to a testimonial agent generally coincide with
the early stages of the interpretive process, the principle of charity is generally m ost justified and

p roject is underway, it is possible, and indeed necessary, to allow some slack for envr or dijferences of opinion."
(m y emphasis). See also D avidson (1974b p.152, 1974c p .196 and 1986 pp .103-4). Lukes (1982) pp.262-4,
Root (186) pp.286-7 and Henderson (1993) pp. 34-6 concur on this point.
144

H enderson (1993) p.11 2. " . . . the p roper way o f conceiving of whatever minimal rationality requiremen t
there is, is to conceive of it as resting on the structure of present theory, not on a fundamental principle of
charity." Ibid. p .113.
145

H enderson (1993) pp.26-34.

146

This approach avoids the concerns of some theorists (for example, Levinas (1969), D errida (1992),
Cornell (1992) pp.155-69, Motha (1994), Smith (1997)) that interpretive practice is inherently "violent"
towards conceptually different agents because it necessarily construes those agents in the terms of the
interpreter's conceptual schem e and not in terms of their own scheme. Innes (199 7) p.4.
14

Grandy (1973) p.444, Lukes (1982) p. 264.
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constraining at that early stage and generally less justified and constraining at later stages of the
process as the judge's relation to the testimonial agent become epistemically richer. 148

The principle of charity continues to be justified as long as and to the extent that epistemic
austerity obtains. It is a methodological principle, the justification of which is variable and not
fixed, depending entirely upon the epistemic situation of the interpreter vis a vis the interpretee.
T o hold it otherwise is to render an interpreter vulnerable to interpretive error, particularly in a
situation where the interpretee is not relevantly identical to the interpreter in intentional profile. 149
The judge's commitment to explanatory reasonableness, on the other hand, is not limited to any
particular stage of the interpretive process. It applies from the moment of commencement of the
interpretive encounter until its completion in a satisfactory explanation of the behaviour in
question. The more the judge justifiably believes about the testimonial agent, the more the judge
can and should rely on those beliefs in formulating an intentional profile for the testimonial agent
and in reaching a satisfactory judgement about the behaviourally explanatory intentional complex
at work in the testimonial action. This account of the role in interpretation of the principles of
charity and explanatory reasonableness is that which is most consistent with the theoretical
standards inherent in the epistemically monistic physicalism espoused in Chapter 3.

Fine tuning the theory of the testimonial agent
Of course, merely making a set of assumptions about the testimonial agent does not guarantee
that they are correct, no matter how reasonable those assumptions might be. 150 They are, after all,
merely provisionally held hypotheses whose reasonableness in the circumstances may be largely
pragmatic. In order to achieve an explanatorily adequate degree of certainty about the intentional
cause of the testimonial behaviour, the judge must subject all her assumptions about any or all of

Henderson (1993) pp. 41, 104. Henderson states that "the principle of charity allows us to develop
provisional interpretive schemes [theories of testimonial agents] that can serve as the basis for further
inquiry, although not necessarily further charitable work ... To continue to pursue charitable .i nterpretation
in the later stages of interpretation would be to forget the preparatory role of charity in developing firstapproximation schemes as provisional bases from which to construct refined interpretive schemes."
Henderson (1993) pp. 51 and 56. Quine (1970) agrees that as the interpretive process proceeds and as
difference begins to emerge the maintenance of charity becomes less justified. Henderson (1993) pp.43-7.
148

Drawing partly on D onnellan (1966), Grandy (1973) pp.445-7 gives a set of examples in which " the
invocation of charity as the primary constraint [on interpretation] leads to incorrect results."
149

They are certainly not necessarily true as certain interpretationists might argue. D avidson (1974a) and
(1974b), D ennett (198 , Childs (1994) Chapter 1, Henderson (1993) pp.26-34.

150
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the agent's behaviourally relevant background intentional profile, together with any provisional
conclusions she may have reached on the basis of those assumptions about the identity of any or
all of the behaviourally explanatory intentional complex involved in the action 151 to the test of
theoretical compatibility with all further justified beliefs about the agent's intentional profile or
related matters she might acquire over the course of the hearing - whether by way of evidence or
argument. 152 The judge's assumptions about the intentional profile - including the behaviourally
explanatory intentional complex - of the agent may or may not be borne out in light of those
further beliefs. They may or may not find a place in the judge's web of relevant beliefs and
theories about the agent and the world at large. All assumptions must be held provisionally, must
remain open to revision or rejection in light of any contradictory evidence or changes in her
system of knowledge which might subsequently arise and must, in fact, be actively tested in the
light of the judge's further experience of the agent or of other relevant evidence or argument until
such time as the judge is satisfied of their truth or justification. At that point she might reasonably
act upon them and, if they are true, succeed in her interpretive project. 153

To the extent that her subsequent justified beliefs about the testimonial agent are logically
inconsistent with any of her assumptions - or for that matter any of her beliefs - about that agent,
the judge must be prepared to abandon those assumptions and beliefs and make any changes to
her theory of the testimonial agent which are required in order to maintain logical consistency in
that theory. 154 To the extent that subsequent justified beliefs are consistent with her assumptions
or existing beliefs, she may consider those assumptions and beliefs more secure, less provisional
and more worthy of maintenance on her part. In any event, the judge must maintain the whole of
her theory of the testimonial agent in a largely provisional and fallibilistic manner, as is proper

Inferentially reached on the basis of her assumptions or beliefs about the intentional profile of the
testimonial agent, her beliefs about the environmental inputs and behai:;rioural outputs of the agent, and
relevant propositions from her theory of mind.

151

152

Henderson (1993) pp.40, 48, 62-3. It is pos sible that the judge might acquire subsequent justified beliefs
about the intentional profile of the testimonial agent or related matters outside the hearing process - say, by
watching T\ or speaking to kno\>, ledgeable persons in the intervals between ei:;ridence. I do not intend to
discuss this possibility. In any event, much of what I have to say about the acquisition of further beliefs
about the testimonial agent during the hearing proper will be relevant to extra-curricular beliefs.
I emphasise that, at this stage, the discussion must be about the in principle acquisition of interpretiv ely
relevant beliefs by the judge mrer the course of a native title determination hearing because\>, e have yet to
determine whether and to what extent the epistemic conditions which actually obtain in such a hearing~,
in fact, permit the judge to acquire such beliefs.

153

154

_i\.11 ·within the weak a priori constraints imposed by the judge's theory of agency.
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with any theoretically explanatory endeavour 155 , and be prepared to fine tune - abandon or
amend - any part of it in response to any confirming or falsifying beliefs she might acquire as the
interpretive process proceeds. 156 Only in this way has the judge any reasonable chance of
successfully interpreting the testimonial behaviour in question. The interpretive process, like all
explanatory enterprise, is highly dynamic.

The judge may - in principle, at least - acquire further justified beliefs about the intentional profile
of the testimonial agent by a number of evidential means. Testimonial evidence in general
comprises an ongoing series of utterances, each of which may have a distinctive intentional cause
or meaning, and each of which may be independently interpreted. In seeking further justified
beliefs about the intentional profile informing a given utterance in the series, the judge may rely
on her interpretations of earlier or later utterances in the series or, indeed, of any beliefs about
the agent's intentional profile arising out of her interpretive engagement with those utterances at
that earlier or later stage. Of course, the judge may be interpretively proactive here. Subsequent
utterances by the testimonial agent may be in direct response to the judge asking questions of the
agent with the very purpose of clarifying the intentional cause or meaning of an earlier remark.
Beliefs arising out of such earlier or subsequent interpretive engagement on the judge's part may
not result in any certainty about the agent's intentional profile in relation to the utterance in
question but they may enable the judge to reduce her set of candidate intentional profiles or
component states to some helpful degree as far as the utterance in question is concerned. She
may be able to interpretively 'triangulate' between her interpretive attempts in relation to a series
o f utterances by the testimonial agent in order to hone in on an increasingly justified set of beliefs
about that agent's intentional profile. Similarly, she may rely on earlier or later interpretations of
other kinds of behaviour in environmental context which the agent has engaged in. For example,
a testimonial agent may make testimonial utterances whilst at the same time handling an item of
real evidence (a relevant object of some kind) or whilst moving over or pointing out some
geographical feature he is testifying about. These actions, to the extent that they are interpretable
and interpreted may give the judge some further clue as to that agent's intentional profile in
relation to a given utterance under interpretation.

155

Here we see the continuity of interpretation with other modes of theoretical explanation per our
physicalistic premises.
Again, any fine tuning will be constrained to some degree by the content of her theory of agency. As we
shall see, though, neither theory remains fixed in any strong a priori sense and the provisions of the judge's
theory o f the testimonial agent may cause her to make changes to her theory of agency.

156
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This process might be refined so as to take the form of making a series of predictions about the
subsequent behaviour of the testimonial agent on the basis of an hypothesised intentional profile
(including behaviourally causal complex) and then passively observing or even provoking
behaviour on the part of the agent in order to test those predictions. To the extent that the
subsequent behaviour is consistent with the prediction and with the original hypothesis that
prediction is consistent with, that hypothesis may be further (though not necessarily conclusively)
confirmed. To the extent that that behaviour is inconsistent with the prediction and original
hypothesis, that hypothesis may be called into question and replaced with another one more
consistent with the subsequent interpretation and other justified beliefs. The judge might
continue doing this , utilising some part of the set of candidate intentional profiles and states
available to her, rapidly running alternative hypotheses and gradually zeroing in on the most
justified member of that set as far as she is concerned. By running and testing alternative
hypotheses on an ongoing basis the judge might build up a better, m ore justified hypothesis
about the behaviourally relevant background intentional profile and behaviourally explanatory
intentional complex at work in the testimonial action.

And, of course - at least, in principle - the judge might rely upon the utterances of other
testimonial agents testifying about the intentional profile of the original testimonial agent (or
about the intentional profile of the group of agents the testimonial agent is a member of or of
agents in general) 157 in gaining justified beliefs about that profile. Such testimony might be
directl about the operative intentional profile of the testimonial agent at the time he performed
the testimonial action in question or it might be about the past environmental inputs, behavioural
outputs, intentional states and go -erning intentional regularities of the testimonial agent from
which the judge might, within the context of her theory of mind, infer to aspects of the target
intentional profile of the testimonial agent along the lines just mentioned. An anthropologist
giving her account of the meaning of earlier testimonial evidence given by an indigenous agent is

''Providing us an understanding of what is said and done is n ot the task of an interpretive scheme
[theo~ of the testimonial agent] alone. Rather, understanding is the job of an interpretive scheme and
sociological and psychological theories . It is this combination of theoretical and descriptive resources that
allows us to account for the behaviour or our subjects, and that can be empirically adequate." Henderson
(1993) p .66 .

157
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a conceivable (at least) example of this in the native title context. Of course, to the extent that the
judge is not able to adequately interpret those utterances, they will be of no assistance to her. 158

This raises an important question to do with those situations in which the propositional content
of the behaviourally explanatory intentional states of the testimonial agent are themselves
informed by concepts which the judge does not possess and which she needs to possess in order
to adequately interpret that agent's evidence and acquire the original target concept. Recall our
earlier example of the judge seeking to acquire the concept of ochre. In order for the judge to
acquire that concept she must interpret or otherwise cognitively appropriate evidence about that
concept sufficient to cause her to acquire knowledge of its sub-conceptual content and syntactic
structure. Our focus earlier was on oral testimonial evidence about the concept of ochre specifically, a testimonial utterance of the kind "a yellow powder found in the ground and used
for ceremonial purposes." in response to a question by counsel. In our discussion there, the judge
was able to acquire the concept of ochre by interpreting the witness's utterance in light of her
theory of mind (including the two propositions mentioned above) and her knowledge of what the
sentence uttered by the witness signified within that agent's linguistic co1nmunity.

But she was only able to interpret the utterance and come to a belief that the witness believed
that "ochre is a yellow powder found in the ground and used for ceremonial purposes' because
she already possessed the various concepts implicated in that definition - yellow, powder, ground
and the rest. It was her possession of these sub-concepts of ochre which enabled her to draw the
interpretive conclusion in question and acquire the concept of ochre. 159 Her interpretive and
linguistic efforts provided her with knowledge that these concepts comprised sub-concepts of the
concept of ochre and with knowledge of the syntactic relationship of these sub-concepts within
that concept. This, so far, is consistent with the discussion in the previous chapter that in order to
acquire a concept an agent must, inter alia, possess some possession-sufficient set of the subconcepts of that concept. The acquisition of concepts proceeds from an intentional space which

I will have more to say on this eventuality below. I t is worth n oting here that the process of judicial
interpretation of testimonial action outlined here differs from that described by traditional philosophical .
discussion in that on the model outlined here the judge m ay rely upon a range of sources of informatio n
about the original testimonial action (including the testimony of others) whilst under traditional
philosophical models the paradigm interpreter is restricted solely to further observation of subsequent
actions on the part of the interpretee. For example, Quine (1960), Hollis (1970), D avidson (1973), Lukes
(1982). Additionally, other forms of evidence - real or performative - may also assist the judge in this
regard.
158

159

No belief without possession of the concepts comprising the propositional content of that belief.
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is already informed by a distinctive set of concepts. Necessarily, a concept is acquired against a
background of some distinctive set of conceptual sub-content, together, of course, with cognitive
engagement with some set of environmental or other intentional events which are causal of
possession of that concept. 160 Where, however, the judge does not possess some possessionsufficient set of the sub-concepts of ochre - say, where she does not possess the concept of
powder 161

-

she will not be able to acquire a belief implicating the definition mentioned here - or

at least not an adequate part of that definition - for her practical purposes. Neither her theory of
mind nor her theory of the testimonial agent will adequately contain the concept of powder and
so she will not be able to rely on those theories to infer to an interpretively adequate belief about
the intentional states of the testimonial agent which contain that concept. Hence, she will not whilst her conceptual deficiency obtains - be able to acquire practically adequate knowledge of
the concept of ochre.

The judge rectifies this conceptual deficiency in relation to the concept of powder by the same
means she rectifies her deficiency in relation to the concept of ochre - namely, by interpreting or
cognitively appropriating and reasoning about evidence (real, performative, testimonial) about the
concept of powder, its sub-conceptual content (fine, grained, solid, etc) and its syntactic
structure. 162 She interprets further testimonial evidence which we can conceive of as being aimed ·
at clarifying the meaning of the original utterance in simpler terms - that is, in terms of concepts
the judge possesses. And if testimonial evidence offered to her in this regard is relevantly informed
by concepts she does not possess, she must interpret and cognitively engage with other evidence
about those concepts until she reaches some level or vector of the sub-conceptual content of
ochre that she does possess. At that point, the judge may then start to acquire - by constructing it
sub-concept by sub-concept - the concept of ochre, in a manner analogous to the way the
testimonial agent himself originally acquired the concept. This constructing of the concept may
be achieved by any one of a range of combinations of appropriations of evidence and processes
of reasoning in any one of a range of temporal orders, reflecting the range of trajectories available
for acquiring a concept.

I will argue below that this proposition is central enough to the physicalist-functionalis t account of
things upon which this thesis is based as to constitute a component of that account's possibility-defining
theory of things.

160

I will assume for the sake of the argument that the concept of powder is a necessary member of all
possession-sufficient sets of the sub-concepts of ochre.
161

162

This evidence may be provided by the testimonial agent in question or by some other testimonial agent.
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The judge proceeds as best she can in the epistemic conditions which obtain at hearing to acquire
the concept of ochre, sub-concept by sub-concept, by testimonial or other evidential means over
the course of the hearing. 163 The less of the sub-conceptual content of the concept of ochre she
possesses at the commencement of the hearing - that is, the more conceptually different that
concept is as far as she is concerned - the more of that sub-conceptual content she will have to
acquire over the course of the hearing, the more concept acquisitive 0nterpretive and cognitive)
work she will have to do over the course of the hearing in order to acquire that concept. 164 And,
conversely, the more of the sub-conceptual content of the concept of ochre she possesses, the
less interpretive effort will be required of her over the course of the hearing. This is merely to
repeat in an interpretive context a number of points made in the previous chapter about concept
acquisition and conceptual difference. 165

The judicial interpretive process of hypothesising behaviourally relevant background intentional
profiles, reaching hypothetical conclusions about behaviourally explanatory intentional states on
the basis of such hypotheses, acquiring further beliefs by the means mentioned and testing those
hypotheses against those beliefs, revising any or all of them if necessary and then repeating the
process, continues as long as the constraints imposed both generally and by the determination
hearing process allow, and as long as the judge, thinking and acting within those constraints,
desires it to continue, given her interpretive and wider judicial purposes . The reasonable and
conscientious judge will, within those constraints, seek to continue the process of acquiring
beliefs about a given testimonial agent until she possesses enough beliefs to enable her to
justifiably identify those behaviourally explanatory intentional states which might provide her
with useful information about the target concept. Within those constraints, she will continue to

163

Here, real evidence of ochre itself or of a powder or a yellow object and so on, may be of use to her .

•
164

Of course, if it turns out that the judge and the testimonial agent share no sub-concepts at all in
common - that is, if it turns out that radical conceptual difference necessarily or even possibly obtains then the judge will not be able to interpret evidence about any concept that agent might testify to. If a
concept cannot be acquired to any degree - that is, if its sub-conceptual content cannot be acquired - then
evidence about that concept cannot be interpreted to a practically adequate degree because any such
interpretation requires the possession of some part of the sub-conceptual content of that concept.
Interpretive success depends upon some degree of conceptual shared ground. More on this in the next
chapter.
165

It is ultimately the responsibility of the parties to provide the judge with evidence about concepts and,
where necessary, evidence about the evidence about concepts. Of course, the judge may, within the
constraints of the norms regulating her actions within the hearing process, be proactive by, for example,
asking clarificatory questions of witnesses, asking the parties to provide her with evidence she can
understand and which will enable her to acquire any interpretively relevant concepts she does not possess.
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engage in interpretive action in relation to a given testimonial action until she justifiably believes
that she has acquired all the useful information :about the target concept that testimonial action
has to offer her. Overall, within the constraints operative upon her within the determination
hearing process, tpe judge will continue interpreting the set of testimonial actions led by the
relevant party about a given target concept until such time as she believes that she has acquired
sufficient justified beliefs about that concept to enable her to adequately perform her judicial
functions. 166 She will continue interpreting testimonial actions in this manner in relation to all of
the concepts which the parties provide evidence about over the course of the hearing. 167

A key point which emerges from this discussion is that the more the judge justifiably believes
about the past, present and future environmental inputs, behavioural outputs and intentional
states of the testimonial agent either directly or via inference within a theoretical framework, the
better placed she is to justifiably eliminate implausible ascriptions of intentional states to the
agent and hone in on the most plausible ones. The more beliefs she has about the testimonial
agent prior to the hearing the better placed she will be to succeed in her interpretations of that
agent over the course of the hearing. No matter what her pre-hearing epistemic situation, the
more interpretive!:, relevant beliefs about the testimonial agent she is able to acquire over the
course of the hearing, the better placed she will be interpretiv ely, the more able she will be to
construct an interpretively adequate theory of the testimonial agent and reach a justified perhaps, even true - conclusion about the behaviourally explanatory cause of the testimonial
behaviour in question. And the more conducive the conditions under which the judge thinks and
acts are to the acquiring of such beliefs, the greater her chances at succeeding in interpreting
testimonial evidence and performing those judicial roles dependent upon such interpretation. An
interpretive environment which facilitates the acquisition of such beliefs by the judge and the
development on her part of an interpretive!:, relevant theory of the testimonial agent will be an
environment which facilitates the judge's capacity to interpret testimonial actions. In the nati, e
title context, it will be an interpretive environment which facilitates the capacity of the judge to

Which in the native title context involves understanding the indigen ous action the concept relates to in
order to prop erly e aluate that action's compatibility with a legally valid concep t of native title.

166

Of course, a key element of the constraints which apply to the judge in these respects is the evidence
tendering action s of the parties and the amount of evidence ab out concepts they p rovide the judge. The
judge can only do her best interpreti ely with what she receives by way of evidence from the parties.

16
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go on from that interpretation to understand and legally recognise the indigenous actions those
testimonial actions are about. 168

Of course, notwithstanding her confidence that she has adequately interpreted the testimonial
action - that she possesses sufficient beliefs about the intentional profile of the testimonial agent
to justify a conclusion about the behaviourally explanatory intentional complex at work in that
action - this confidence may be misplaced. She may not, in fact, possess enough justified beliefs
about the intentional profile of the testimonial agent to reach a justified conclusion about the
behaviourally explanatory intentional complex at work in his utterance. The judge may not have
had cognitive access to behaviourally causal intentional states by virtue of deficiencies in her
theory of mind. Her theory of mind may need supplementing by evidential and argumentative
means in order to acquire knowledge of regularities involving such states. Behaviourally causal
intentional states may have been erroneously eliminated by the judge from her considerations by
virtue of some theoretical error on her part or by virtue of some flaw in the evidence she relied
upon in formulating her candidate intentional complexes. And, of course, even if her conclusion
about the behaviourally causal intentional complex at work in the testimonial action is justijied as
far as she is concerned or as far as some other standard of justification is concerned, it might still
be false, for a range of reasons. Judicial interpretive action is not guaranteed of success. Like all
human epistemic activity it is a fallible exercise. 169

Another possible outcome of the interpretive process is that the judge may not at any stage of
that process think herself justified in identifying a behaviourally explanatory intentional complex
in relation to a testimonial action. At the point at which the judge considers herself bound to
reach a conclusion about that complex, she may recognise that cannot justifi,ab!J do so, that she just
does not adequately understand the testimonial agent's evidence. She may consider herself at that
point to be at an interpretive dead end with still too many candidate intentional complexes to
choose in the face of testing. The process of interpretation may fail, then not merely because it
results in an unjustified or incorrect ascription of a behaviourally explanatory intentional complex
but also because it results in no ascription at all. If the judge believes that she is not justified in

have m ore to say on this issue of interpretively conducive epistemic -conditions in the next chapter.

168

I

169

It is worth recalling here the point made in Chapter 4 that on occasion, by virtue of the non-closed

\.Vill

nature of the intentional realm, it may not be a physical state characterisable as a set of intentional states
which actually causes the behaviour in question but rather some other non-intentionally characterisable
physical cause.
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identifying the intentional component of the testimonial action, she will not rely upon that
evidence to inform her beliefs about the content of the content of the concept that testimonial
action is about. In the context of a native title determination hearing, if overall, the judge is
unable to interpret sufficient testimonial actions as would ground a justified belief in the content
of an indigenous concept, then she will not be able to justifiably rely on such belief to evaluate
the compatibility of a relevant indigenous action with a legally valid concept of native title. She
will be stymied in her judicial function in this regard. The claimants will not have succeeded in
meeting the onus placed upon them by the rules of the determination hearing process, an onus
requiring them to enable the judge by way of evidence and submissions to reach a justified
conclusion as to whether or not the indigenous action in question is a native title action. Their
claim will fail in regard to that action.

One final important point here. Whatever the actual content of the judge's theory of the
testimonial agent, to the extent that the judge is theoretically rational that theory will be logically
compatible with, as well as informed by, some part of the conceptual content of her theories of
agency and mind. Consider, for example, the various propositions implicated in the theory of the
evidential agent mentioned above. All of them are variously informed by concepts such as agent,
intentional state, environmental input event, behavioural output event, intentional regularity, and
the like. A theory of the testimonial agent, though not possessed of universal propositional
content - testimonial agents differ in their environmental, behavioural and intentional profiles
both between themselves and individually over time - is comprised in no small part of some set
of the universal agency concepts mentioned earlier in this chapter. Again, this is to be expected
given that such a theory constitutes a theory of some or other agent and their behavioural
interaction with the world. All agents, by virtue of being agents, possess agency defining
properties. A theory of a given agent will contain concepts of those properties. By virtue of its
conceptual relationship with a theory of agency and a theory of mind, a theory of a testimonial
agent may be seen as just as much a part of a comprehensive psychology of human beings as
those other theories. 170

To reiterate, the interpretive process takes place within a vas t and complex theoretical matrix which, for
heuristic purposes, I am theoretically reconstructing in terms of the three component theories mentioned
here. This reconstruction is not justified solely on heuristic grounds, of course. I have argued that it is
justified by its compatibility with physicalism and with the theory and empirical findings of our best
sciences of interpretation. The key point of all of this discussion is that on our best understanding of
things, interpretive action comprises a complex theoretical exercise which though informed by a vast and

170
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5. Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to provide a physicalistically sound account of the judicial acquisition
of concepts by evidential means. If indigenous concepts are a species of concepts in general (as I
have argued in the previous chapter) and if they are, in principle, acquirable by judges then this
chapter has, I would argue, achieved its aim and by doing so has enabled us to better grasp the
nature of the judicial understanding of indigenous action (one of the aims of this thesis). If it
turns out, though, that indigenous concepts are, as a matter of theoretical necessity, not
acquirable by judges - that is, if it turns out that the radical conceptual incommensurability thesis
is correct - then this chapter has done little more than provide insight into the judicial acquisition
of non-indigenous concepts and we are no wiser as to the nature of the judicial acquisition of
indigenous concepts or the judicial understanding of indigenous actions. The value of the
discussion in this chapter to the overall ends of this thesis, then, hinges on the plausibility of the
radical conceptual incommensurability thesis which I have yet to engage with directly. It is time
to do so now and in the process cast some light, not merely on the nature but also on the limits of
the judicial understanding of indigenous action.

varying range of environmental, b odily and intentional concepts, is always fundamentally informed by a
universal set of agency concepts.
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Chapter 7 - The Limits of Conceptual
Incommensurability
1. Introduction

In order to understand an indigenous action, the judge must possess a practically adequate set of
indigenous concepts, each to a practically adequate degree. 1 In order to acquire an indigenous
concept she does not po ssess and which is necessary for her to properly perform her
determi.~ative functi on, the native title judge will, in all likelihood, need to interpret testimonial
evidence ab out that concept to a practically adequate degree. 2 Under conditions of practically
rele ant conceptual difference, the judicial understanding of indigenous action, the judicial
acquiring of indigenous concepts (and sub-concepts) and the judicial interpretation of testimonial
evidence about indigenous concepts (and sub-concepts) are all inextricably linked. W e saw in the
previo us chapter that in order to adequately interpret testimonial evidence about an indigenous
concept, the judge must at the commencement of her interpretive engagement with that evidence
h old som e practically adequate set of the sub-conceptual content of that concept (in common
with the testimonial agent), on the basis of v.rhich she might con struct that concept.3 This is to
say that in order to acquire an indigenous concept by testimonial m eans the judge must at the
commencement of her interpretive engagement with the testimonial agent, possess some
p ractically adequate set of lower le -el, comp onent - but, nonetheless, still indigenous - concepts. 4
It is only by virtue o f poss essing a set o f comp onent indigenous concepts sufficient to enable the
construction of the higher-level indigenous concept in question that she can, over the course of

That is, a practically- adequate set of concepts of the behavioural, intentional and structural-interrelationa l
properties of that action.
1

She might also or instead interpret performative real evidence of the indigenous action in question or
cmmiti ely appropriate real endence about the indigenous concept or reason to the possession of the
concept. As mentioned in Chapter 5, these modes of concept acquisition are less common than and are in
any- e\ent often linked to the interpretation of restimonial endence about indigenous concepts and actions .

2

By acquiring knowledge that the set comprises the content of the indigenous concept in question and by
acquirino- knowledo-e of that set s sy-ntactic relationship within that concept.

3

4

Br nrtue of our definition of what an indigenous concept is.
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the hearing, come to acquire that concept by testimonial means and come to understand any
conceptually different indigenous action informed by that concept.

If it turns out to be the case that as a matter of theoretical necessity no judge possesses arry
indigenous concept5 - that is, if it turns out that radical conceptual difference obtains between all
judges and all indigenous agents and their concepts - then necessarily the judge will not be able
to adequately interpret any of the evidence provided by any testimonial agent about any
indigenous concept and, consequently, necessarily will not be able to acquire any indigenous
concept or understand any indigenous action to a practically adequate degree. This conditional is
entirely consistent with the point made in the two previous chapters that the less conceptual
ground the judge and testimonial agent share, the more difficult the interpretive and conceptacquisitive job facing the judge in acquiring relevant concepts possessed by the testimonial agent.
Where the two agents have no conceptual ground in common - that is, where radical conceptual
difference obtains between them - it would appear to follow that interpretation and concept
acquisition between them become theoretically impossible. 6

The same goes, incidentally, for the interpretation of performative evidential action and the
cognitive appropriation of real evidence about indigenous concepts and actions. The
interpretation of the first of these, just as much as that of testimonial evidence, requires the judge
to possess some set of indigenous concepts beforehand. Performative evidential action is, after
all, just another form of action informed by indigenous concepts. Radical conceptual difference
entails interpretive incapacity for all actions fundamentally informed by indigenous · concepts.
Further, a practically adequate cognitive appropriation of real evidence of environmental and
bodily phenomena implicated in indigenous concepts (including concepts of indigenous actions)
also requires a pre-possession of some set of indigenous concepts. Without some prior
knowledge of the indigenous mind and world involving the possession of some set of cognitively
useful indigenous concepts, the judge will not be in a position to know which aspects of those
environmental or bodily phenomena actually figure in or are relevant to the properties of the
intentional states co1nprising the action in question. This is because those aspects will necessarily

5

That is, at any point in time including at the commencement of a testimonial agent's evidence about an
indigenous concept
ote that under conditions of radical conceptual difference the interpretive and concept-acquisitive
incapacity operates affects both agents in relation to the concepts of the other.
6
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be the subject of concepts - indigenous concepts - which the judge does n ot p ossess. Hence,
where radical conceptual difference obtains the judge is incapacitated from adequately acquiring a
concept of an indigenous action by a'f!Y of the evidential means available to her at hearing (or
generally, for that matter) - interpretiv e or otherwise. By virtue o f it entailing an interpretive and
cogniti e incap acity and by virtue of that incapacity entailing a concept-acquisitive incapacity,
radical conceptual difference entails a radical concept-acquisitive incapacity.

iore directl , though, if radical conceptual difference obtains then necessaril1 n o judge will
possess an - indigenous concept, including an1 concept of an1 indigenous action, 8 and necessarily
n o judge will understand any indigenous action (because understanding an indigen ous action
entails possessing a concept - an indigenous concept - of that action) . Radical conceptual
difference immediatel - entails a radical concept-acquisitive incapacity on the part of all judges in
relation to all indigenous concepts. The proposition that necessarily n o judge possesses any
indigenous concept entails the proposition that necessarily n o judge can acquire an1 indigenous
concept. 9 It means that the judge is unable to act in a manner w hich would result in her acquiring
an indigenous concept and supplementing her ov;rn conceptual scheme with that concept. Again,
because a capacit; for indigenous concept acquisition and p ossession is inextricabl1 linked with
the interpretation and cogniti -e appropriation of testimonial and other kinds of evidence about
indigenous concepts and indigenous actions and with the understanding of indigenous actions,

It being theoreticall possible on the ph sicalist-functionalist model advo cated here for indigenous
conceptual communities to conceptualise the physical world differently from any of the ways in which nonith our ochre
indio-enous conceptual communities do. This is basicall Quine's (1960) 'gavagai' p oint.
example, the judge might, for example, take the conceptually relevant properties of the observed real
eTI.dence of ochre to be its surface area and"' eight (two properties, let us suppose, she possesses concepts
of) and might suppose that ochre is defined in terms of a phenomenon of that area and weight, that the
concept of ochre comprehends all phenomena of that area and weight, no matter what their colour or
other properties.
As we sa\\" in Chapter 5, a concept of an indigenous action is an indigenous concept, possessed by
indigenous agents.
This entailment follows from the analytical truth that the acquisition of an indigenous concept entails the
possession of that concept. To acquire a concept is to come to possess it. If any judge acquires an
indigenous concept, then that judge possesses an indigenous concept. If radical conceptual difference
obtains between judges and indigenous concepts, then the consequent of this conditional (appropriately
phrased) is negated. By the logical principle of modus tollens, the negation of the consequent of a
conditional entails the negation of the antecedent of that conditional. Thus, the necessary negation of the
possession of any indigenous concept by anr judge (radical conceptual difference) entails here the necessity
of all judges not acquiring any indigenous concept (radical judicial concept-acquisitive incapacity) . Radical
conceptual difference entails radical incapacitt in relation to judges and indigenous concepts . Of course, a
neces arr concept-acquisitive incapacity does not entail a necessary radical conceptual difference where
innatelr shared concepts are possible.
9
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radical conceptual difference entails a radical judicial incapacity in interpretation, cogrut1ve
appropriation and understanding. Those advocating a radical conceptual difference are, therefore,
logically committed to these various interrelated incapacities and to the legal consequences of
these.

Together this difference and this incapacity constitute a radical conceptual incommensurability
between judges and indigenous concepts and actions, as well as the conceptual schemes,
worldviews and ways of life maintained by indigenous agents. 10 Necessarily a judge possesses and
can acquire no part of an indigenous conceptual scheme, which is to say no part of the subconceptual content of any indigenous concept right down to the conceptual categories which
might be argued to structure the very experience of the world maintained by indigenous agents. 11
Radical conceptual incommensurabilists are committed to the view that native title judges 12 and
native title claimants inhabit radically different worlds and are eternally condemned as a matter of
metaphysical necessity to do so. Native title judges do not possess and cannot acquire concepts
of any of the environmental or bodily or intentional phenomena which feature in indigenous
intentional states and actions or of the causal relations which obtain between these various
phenomena within the indigenous scheme of things, or of the structural-interrelatio nal properties
of complex indigenous actions . Those agents inhabit radically different environments and possess
radically different bodies and minds, all of which are subject to radically different modes of
causation and relationality. 13 Additionally, native title judges do not possess and cannot acquire
concepts. Those agents inhabit worlds where radically different modes of causation obtain,).

Importantly, what follows from this notion of the respective agents inhabiting radically different
worlds is that not only are judges not in possession of and unable to acquire indigenous concepts

Dorit Bar-on rightly notes that, "two different claims play a role in tl1e debate over conceptual
[incommensurability]: a) tl1e claim of conceptual diversiry, tl1at there can be different sets of concepts, or
diverse conceptual schemes, and b) the claim of conceptual inaccessibiliry, that there can be sets of concepts
tl1at are inaccessible or unintelligible to us." Bar-on (1994) p. 157 (emphasis added). Bar-on goes on to note
at p.157 that "the inaccessibility claim is often taken to be implied by the diversity claim" and that
"D avidson himself runs the two claims together."

10

Here we get a sense of the views of early and influential radical conceptual incomrnensurabilists such as
von Humboldt (1988), Boas (1966), Sapir (1949) and Whorf (1956).
11

12

Whom we have earlier stipulated to be non-indigenous agents.

If, of course, causation is implicated in indigenous thought and action and the indigenous world at all.
And if it is not, tl1en by what criterion do incomrnensurabilists identify indigenous agents as agents and
make sense of the very idea of an indigenous world?
13
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but claimant indigenous agents are not in possession of and are unable to acquire any of the
concepts possessed by the non-indigenous judge. This el_e ment of the radical conceptual
incommensurability thesis raises important questions about the very participation of indigenous
agents in the nati, e title process. As a non-indigenous institution thoroughly informed by nonindigenous concepts possessed by the native title judge, if the native title process is entirely
conceptually opaque to claimant indigenous agents one might reasonably ask what it would be
that would possibly moti ate those agents to engage with that process in the manner that they do.
To the extent that radical incommensurabilists are unable to address this concern, the plausibility
of their thesis is put under significant pressure.14

\"Xlhilst on this point, it is worth noting in light of our discussion in the previous chapter about the
judicial interpretation of testimonial evidence that radical conceptual incommensurabilists are also
committed not merely to the existence of a radical conceptual incommensurabilityr obtaining
between all native title judges and all indigenous agents, but also between all judges and all

testimonial agents who testify to the nature of indigenous concepts. The starting point in this
argument lies in the fact mentioned in Chapter 1 that those theorists asserting a radical
incommensurability in the field of native title (or of non-indigenous law, generally) do so as a
deductive inference from a wider thesis asserting the existence of a radical conceptual
incommensurability be~ een all non-indigenous agents and all indigenous agents. 15 Native title
judges are conceptually incapacitated as a class by virtue of their being non-indigenous agents. 16

_ 10~ 1, we saw in the previous chapter that necessarily any agent testifying about an indigenous

concept possesses that concept or some sub-conceptual part of the content of that concept .

.1A,,_

Important a it is, I do not intend to pursue this particular point of critique anr further in the discussion.
I noted in Chapter 1 a similar problem for incommensurabilists in their assertions and assumptions that
indio-enou ao-ents desire that their ways of life not be interfered -with by non-indigenous agents. If a radical
incommensurabiliry- obtain between indigenous and non-indigenous agents, it is not clear what basis
incommen urabili ts could a cribe such desire to indigenous persons.
14

One rea on for this is that it is difficult to argue that nati,e title judges or the epistemic conditions under
which they eno-age -with indigenous concepts action and agents are uniquely different from other nonindio-enou agent .
1"

No one would deny that an i11dige11ous judge po es es and, depending on the epistemic conditions which
obtain, might acquire indigenous concept o,er the course of a hearing. As was mentioned in Chapter 1,
thi the is is concerned mth the capacities of non-indio-enous judges to acquire indigenous concepts and
under tand indio-enou actions.
16
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testimonial agent 1n this context possesses a set of indigenous concepts. 17 To the extent that
radical incommensurabilists accept this proposition (and how could they not?) together with the
proposition that necessarily no non-indigenous agent possesses any indigenous concept, those
theorists are committed to the view that testimonial agents are necessarily not non-indigenous.
They are committed to the view that testimonial agents are necessarily indigenous agents. It is
only by virtue of being indigenous agents that testimonial agents might be able to give evidence
about indigenous concepts. Were a testimonial agent about an indigenous concept nonindigenous, that agent would necessarily be straddling two incommensurable conceptual schemes,
something radical incommensurabilists deny is possible. One of the advantages of my critique of
the radical conceptual incommensurability thesis is that it makes room for the possibility of nonindigenous agents (anthropologists, sociologists, psychologists and other non-indigenous agents
who have often lived and worked with indigenous people over long periods) providing
testimonial evidence about indigenous concepts, which is to say about the indigenous worldview,
way of life and natural and social environment - a phenomenon which strongly appears, at least,
to be taking place within the native title process.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, if the radical conceptual incommensurability thesis is true, or even
plausible, then it is true or plausible to maintain that no judge can interpret any testimonial
evidence about an indigenous concept, nor acquire any indigenous concept, nor understand any
indigenous action, nor properly make a determination of native title. 18 If the radical conceptual
incommensurability thesis is viable then the rationale and effectiveness of the whole native title
system is put in doubt. The aim of this chapter is to critically explore the plausibility of the radical
conceptual incommensurability thesis from the perspective of the physicalist-functionalist scheme
of things outlined and advocated earlier in this thesis in order to ascertain the most plausible
limits which might be set in relation to conceptual difference and the judicial capacity to
interpretive testimonial evidence about indigenous concepts, acquire indigenous concepts and
understand indigenous actions. Again, as I mentioned in Chapter 1, consistent with their tenor
and as a heuristic strategy intended to enable me to better explore the conceptual, cognitive and
interpretive capacities of native title judges, I propose to take the statements made by the various

Note th at I will u se the term testimonial agent throughout this chapter to refer to an agent who
indigen ous concept.
p ossesses and is able to testify truthfully ab out some p art of the content of
17

an

As I m ention ed in Ch apter 2, it foll ows from the truth o f the radical conceptual incommensurability
th esis that necessa1ily no legally valid concept o f native title describes any claimant set o f actions. My
rebuttal of the radical conceptual incommensurability thesis in this chapter incidentally rebuts this claim
also .

18
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incommensurabilist theorists who have commented upon the native title process at their most
extreme and hold them to maintain the thesis that, as a theoretical necessity, 19 no native title
judge possesses or can acquire over the course of a native title hearing any indigenous concept.
This reconstruction is, I would argue, consistent with the terms of the assertions made by the
theorists mentioned in Chapter 1, though much of it is merely implicit in those assertions. In any
event, it serves as a useful object of inquiry, the critique of which will cast valuable light on the
capacity of native title judges to understand indigenous action.

I take the radical conceptual incommensurability argued for by the theorists in question to be

necessary in that it is alleged to obtain in all theoretically possible worlds and under all theoretically
possible epistemic conditions . I take it to be general in that it applies to all native title judges and
all indigenous agents and groups. I take it to be global in that it is alleged to obtain for all
indigenous actions, propositions and concepts. The radical conceptual incommensurability thesis
holds that there is no theoretically possible world in which any judge possesses or acquires any
indigenous concept. No circumstances are possible - internal or external to the judge - under
which a judge possesses or acquires an indigenous concept. The content of an indigenous
conceptual scheme is, in its entirety, unknowable to a native title judge, no matter what cognitive
skills or evidential opportunities that judge has at her disposal. Any such possession or acquisition
- and, hence, any practically adequate understanding and any proper recognition and protection
of indigenous actions by a judge - is theoretically impossible.

Assuming the truth (or, at least, the theoretical superiority) of the physicalist-functiona list scheme
of things outlined above and using the central tenets of that theory to define the set of
theoretically possible worlds for the purposes of this inquiry, 20 I am concerned to inquire here
into whether it could theoretically be the case that a radical conceptual incommensurability
obtains between the judge and the claimants and testimonial witnesses participating in a native
title determination hearing. Is it theoretically necessary - or even theoretically possible - from a
physicalist-functiona list perspective, I want to know, that no judge possess or acquire an1
indigenous concept? And if a global general difference and incapacity is not necessarily the case,

19

And not merely as a matter of actual fact.

That is , using the physicalist-functionalis m outlined above as my possibility-defining theory of things. I
define the theoretically possible with reference to the set of possible worlds in which this account of things
is ttue. Arguments justifying the use of physicalist-functionalis m as the standard of theoretical possibility
and necessity ha e been elaborated throughout the preceding chapters.

20
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what kind and degree of such is possible from that perspective? In the discussion to follow, I
explore the incommensurability thesis with reference to its two elements - that of radical
conceptual difference and that of radical concept-acquisitive incapacity - dealing with each in
turn. My intention is that by exploring from the physicalist-functionalist point of view the
plausibility of the idea that a radical conceptual incommensurability obtains in the native title
sphere, the best available light may be shed on the nature and scope of any limitations which
might obtain in relation to the conceptualising and interpretive activities of native title judges
over the course of a determination hearing - and, incidentally, which might possibly obtain in
relation to the conceptualising and interpretive activities of human agents, in general.

I have mentioned that radical conceptual difference entails a radical incapacity. Even if it were to
be established that the radical conceptual difference thesis is implausible, it remains conceivable,
at least, that notwithstanding the possible or necessary possession of a set of concepts shared
between all judges and all indigenous and testimonial agents, all judges are necessarily
incapacitated from acquiring any non-shared indigenous concepts by virtue of the epistemic
conditions which necessarily obtain within the hearing process. 21 In exploring the plausibility of
the radical conceptual incommensurability thesis at large, then, it is incumbent upon me to
explore the plausibility of the claim that this modified judicial concept-acquisitive incapacity is
theoretically necessary independently of any claim asserting radical conceptual difference. I do so
in the second part of this chapter.

Radical conceptual incommensurability, then, has two interrelated aspects - that of a radical
conceptual difference and that of a radical incapacity of concept acquisition. In pursuing an
inquiry into the plausibility of the radical conceptual incommensurability thesis, the physicalistfunctionalist inquirer may approach the issues by means of a consideration of the plausibility of
either of these aspects obtaining. If the obtaining of either or both of these two aspects 1s
implausible

from

the

physicalist-functionalist

point

of view

adopted

here

then

the

incommensurabilist thesis at large is rendered implausible from that point of view. My ultimate
conclusion in this chapter is that neither the assertion of radical conceptual difference nor that of
any radical concept-acquisitive incapacity is plausible from the physicalist-functionalist point of

That is, the proposition that "if radical conceptual difference then radical concept acquisitive incapacity"
does not logically enable the conclusion "no radical concept acquisitive incapacity" to be reached from the
premise "no radical conceptual difference" - that is, it does not follow from "if x then y" and "not x" that
"not y" .

21
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V1ew. Let me start with a consideration of the plausibility of the first element of the
incommensurability thesis, the assertion that a situation of global conceptual difference
necessarily - and, therefore, possibly - obtains between all judges and all indigenous and
testimonial agents. What I intend to do in this regard is to mount an argument asserting the
theoretical necessity of certain kinds of con cepts being universally shared between all normally
fun ctioning human agents capable of interpreting the behaviour of some other human agent,
including all judges and all indigenous and testimonial agents. The conclusion of this argument
provides reason to doubt the very possibzlz/y of global conceptual difference obtaining between any
judge and any indigenous or testimonial agent, let alone its necessity; as a general matter. In
addition, this argument pro-vides an indication of the maximal degree of conceptual difference
v;

hich is possible between a judge and an indigenous or testimonial agent on the physicalist-

functionalist account of things adopted here.

2. The Limits of Conceptual Difference

In Chapter 5, I set out a phy sicalist-fun ctionalist account of concepts and their possession

according to which a significant degree of conceptual difference between the conceptual scheme
of a judge and that of an indigenous or testimonial agent is theoretically possible. I noted there
that in acknov;Tledging the possibility of such difference, I share a modicum of theoretical ground
with radical incommensurabilists - at least as far as their opposition to the radical conceptual
similarity; thesis of interpretationists such as D avidson and D ennett is concerned. The shared
ground,

though,

extends

no

further

than

this . I

disagree

fundamentally with

both

interpretationists and incommensurabilists in relation to the limits of possible conceptual
difference.

One obvious \J.ray to think physicalistically about the limits of conceptual difference is in terms of
the account of the physical realisation of intentional states and their conceptual content offered in
Chapters 3 and 4. Recall that what it is to possess a given concept is to p ossess one or more of a
range of intentional states containing that concept. Further, what it is to be in any such
intentional state i no more than to be in ~ome neuro-physical state which meets an individuating
et of intentional-functiona l conditions. It is olely by virtue of meeting that set of condition that
a neuro-phy ical tate realises the intentional state (and, therefore the concept) in question. W e
saw in Chapter 3 that two neuro-physical systems which are identical as far as their physical
properties go necessarily realise identical intentional states - and, hence, identical concepts - in
the agents in which those ystems are located. Intentional states and concepts are realised by
neuro-phy ical states. This central tenet of physicali t-functionalism entails that the possession of
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identical neuro-physical systems necessitates the possession of identical intentional states and
concepts. 22 Because it is theoretically possible on the physicalist account of things for any or all
judges and any or all indigenous or testimonial agents to possess identical neuro-physical states and no radical incommensurabilist has, to m y knowledge, ever denied th.is (and on what basis
could they?) - it is theoretically possible for such agents to possess identical (that is, shared)
intentional states and concepts. And if it is theoretically possible for such agents to do so, then it
is not theoretically necessary that such agents possess no concepts in common.

For it to be necessarily the case within physicalist-functionalism that judges and indigenous or
testimonial agents possess no concepts in common, it would have to be necessarily the case that
such agents possess no concept-realising neuro-physical states in common. 23 No tenet of
physicalist-functionalism necessitates th.is state of affairs. Hence, conceptual identity between any
or all judges and any or all indigenous or testimonial agent is theoretically possible on the
physicalist-functionalist approach. Indeed, by virtue of the fact that a range of degrees of
similarity in concept-realising neuro-physical states, up to and including global neuro-physical
identity, is possible between any judge and any indigenous or testimonial agent, a range of degrees
of conceptual si1nilarity, up to and including conceptual identity, are possible on that approach.
Consequently, on th.is basis the radical conceptual difference thesis which demands the
i1npossibility of any degree of conceptual similarity between judge and indigenous or testimonial
agent is rendered implausible with.in the physicalist-functionalist schema.

In order to maintain the necessity of global general conceptual difference in the fa-ce of th.is
argument, a theorist would have to maintain one or both of two physicalistically unsound
propositions. The first is that it is theoretically necessary that a judge and an indigenous or
testimonial agent do not possess any identical or relevantly similar neuro-physical states. This is
to say that it is theoretically impossible that such agents possess identical or relevantly similar
n euro-physical states. A s I mentioned above, th.is proposition is entirely implausible not only
fro m with.in the physicalist perspective but from any theoretically credible perspective. Certainly,

Recall my comment in Chapter 3 and Appen dix 1 that realisation en tails sup ervenience in all its fo rms,
including strong supervenience.
22

That is, it would have to be theoretically impossible fo r such agents to possess neuro-physical states in
common

23
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no radical conceptual incommensurabilist I am familiar with ma111ta1ns this proposition. 24
Alternatively, and more commonly amongst incommensurabilists , a theorist might maintain the
proposition that though identical neuro-physical states are theoretically possible, any such identity
does not entail the possession of identical intentional states or concepts. This is to hold (at the
very least) that a judge and an indigenous or testimonial agent may be neuro-physically identical
and yet not possess the same intentional states and concepts.

However, to maintain that neuro-physical identity does not entail intentional or conceptual
identity is to maintain that intentional states and concepts are not realised by neuro-physical
states. It is to take a position on the metaphysics of action, agency, intentionality and concepts
which is non-physicalistic. It is to hold that intentional states and concepts are either independent
or dependent fundamentally non-physical phenomena, along the lines discussed in Chapter 3 and
Appendices 1 and 2 of this thesis. It is to hold that intentional states and concepts are
ontologically distinct and constitute a different kind of 'stuff' to the physical stuff that other
things in the world are constituted by. It is to subscribe to some version of the metaphysical
doctrines of substance or property dualism in relation to the human mind and its contents.
Indeed, there are indications in the writings of a number of the incommensurabilists mentioned
in Chapter 1 that they do, in fact, subscribe to such a metaphysics of agency, intentionality and
conceptuality. 25 I ot only are such ontological dualisms of mind incompatible with physicalism
(and, therefore, physicalist-functiona lism) and for that reason to be rejected but they face
theoreticall:5 insurmountable problems in explaining the nature of mental things and the causal
relations "'rhich exist between those things and the external world and body.26

In order to

maintain the radical conceptual difference thesis, a theorist must adopt a non-physicalist
metaphysics but in adopting such a metaphysics that theorist commits to a view of things which
cannot be credibly maintained against critique. 27 Thus, a physicalist can accept neither the

This is not surpnsmg, given the dualistic indifference of many radical incommensurabilists to the
relevance of the physical world in relation to the nature and contents of concepts and intentional states.

24

25

See, again, Matha (1998) pp. 88-9 and Pether (1998) p.118, for example.

I outline my reasons for rejecting non-ph} sicalist accounts of minds, concepts and other higher-order
noted here that in addition to raising
phenomena in Chapter 3 and Appendices 1 and 2. It should also
ontological problems the dualist assertion of fundamentally non-physical phenomena raises epistemological
problems in relation to the nature of our knowledge of such phenomena and the place of any such
knowledge in our overall S} stem of knowledge. That is, the ontological dualism at stake here generates an
epistemological dualism v; hich, again, is physicalistically problematic.

26

be

For another cogent critique of radical difference dualism, see the 'scheme-content' argument offered by
D avidson (1974c) and Rescher (1980).
2
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necessity of radical conceptual difference between agents, nor the necessity of any radical
concept-acquisitive incapacity entailed by such difference.

The realisationist physicalist argument just rehearsed is a strong rebuttal of any assertion of the

necessiry of global and general conceptual difference from within a physicalist-functionalist account
of things. However, it does not rule out the theoretical possibiliry of such difference obtaining.
There is, though, a sound physicalist-functionalist argu1nent which does so - which establishes
not only that global general conceptual difference is not theoretically necessary, but that it is not
theoretically possible. The roots of this argument are to be found in the discussion in the previous
chapter about the nature and preconditions of interpretive agency. There I argued in some detail
the proposition that by virtue of being able to interpret the behaviour of themselves and other
agents, all interpretive agents possess some interpretively adequate part of a tripartite psychology
(comprising theories of agency, mind and specific agents) which is necessarily informed in part by
a core set of agency concepts - concepts such as agent, intentional state, belief, desire,
environmental input, behavioural output, causation and the like. The possession of this set of
concepts by interpretive agents may be explained on our model by reference to physicalistically
sound evidence that some part of the set are innate and some part is the result of a significantly
shared process of socialisation into effective interpretive agency. Whatever, the explanation, it
follows from the terms of the physicalist-functionalist account of things adopted here that a set
of agency concepts exists which is possessed to some degree or other by all interpretive agents no
matter what their environmental-intentional trajectories through life, no matter what their race or
culture. 28 As physical-functionalists, we have good reason to accept this proposition as true. It
follows from the terms of the terms of the physicalist-functionalist approach offered here and is,
in any event, supported by sound evidence. 29

28

Because I have earlier defined indigenous concepts as those that are possessed by indigenous agents (and
not those not possessed by non-indigenous agents) and because I do not want to switch definitions
midstream, I will continue to refer to the shared set of agency concepts (and any other shared concepts) as
indigenous concepts even though their possession by non-indigenous judges makes this ascription
somewhat problematic.
Within the physicalist schema, sound evidence of universal agency concepts only rebuts the proposition
that global conceptual difference is theoretically necessary. It does not rebut the proposition that global
conceptual difference is theoretically p ossible. This is because an evidential truth is not a theoretically
necessary truth for physicalists. It reflects the way the actual world is but need not be the way all
physicalistically possible worlds are.

29
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However, we can go further and argue that the possession by all interpretive agents - all judges
and indigenous and testimonial agents - of this shared set of agency concepts is so central to the
physicalist-functionalist theory of agency, intentionality and interpretation elaborated here as to
constitute a possibilit:y-defining component of that theory. 30 If we accept such argument (and, in
light of the discussion in the preceding chapters, I would urge that we should) then it follows that
it is not theoretically possible for any judge and any indigenous or testimonial agent (let alone all
judges and all such agents) qua intepretive agents to be globally conceptually different, to hold no
concepts in common. On the physicalist-functionalist account of things, it is theoretically necessary
that all judges and all indigenous and testimonial agents possess some interpretively adequate set
of this shared set of agency concepts, as well as some set of the sub-conceptual content of those
concepts in common. 31 Judges and other agents can differ in regard to a whole range of other
concepts possessed by them - environmental, bodily, intentional, and so on - but not in regard
to this set. 32

ot only is the radical conceptual difference thesis - the thesis that global general

conceptual difference is necessmy - not plausible on this basis but the thesis that global general
conceptual difference is possible is not plausible either. It is not possible that any or all judges share
no concepts in common with any or all indigenous or testimonial agents. 33 Global general
conceptual difference is theoretically impossible. 34 Of course, it is wise to remember here the
point made in Chapter 3 that the physicalist-functionalist account of things offered in this thesis

Lewis (1986), Poland (1994) pp.266-83, Braddon-Nutchell and Jackson (1996) pp.17-26, Post (1987)
pp.170-3, Divers (2002). Henderson (1993) would describe the proposition that all interpretive agents
possess a shared set of agency concepts as a weakly a priori truth "vithin the physicalist-functionalist
schema (where a priori connotes for Henderson knowable ·with reference to the terms of the theory in
question). There can be degrees of centrality here in relation to specific theoretical components of a grand
theory of things such as physicalist-functionalism. The account of concept acquisition articulated in
Chapter 5 might be judged less central to physicalist-functionalism than, say, the account of interpretive
agency articulated in Chapter 4. By virtue of this, the former might be judged less possibility-defining or
more weakly a priori in Henderson's terms.

30

Of course, as we saw in the Chapter 5, it is possible that interpretive agents possess a range of concepts
in addition to these shared agency concepts which are not shared. Further, Chapter 6 made clear that this
set of shared agency concepts is not sufficient in itself to engender a practically adequate understanding of
an indigenous action or a practically adequate interpretation of a testimonial action about an indigenous
action. Other non-necessarily-shared concepts are also required.
31

32

I explained the possibility of such conceptual difference in Chapter 5.

Because global conceptual difference cannot obtain for any judge and claimant, it cannot obtain for all of
them. Thus, a general global conceptual difference obtaining between all judges and claimants does not
obtain.

33

This is not to say that global conceptual difference is not possible in relation to the conceptual schemes
of two non-interpretive agents or between the schemes of an interpretive and a non-interpretive agent.
. Some n on-interpreti -e agents may, then, be globally different as far as a judge is concerned but not any
indigenous or testimonial agent.
34
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is itself contingently and not necessarily true, as a logical or metaphysical matter. It may be false
within the broader modal realms of logical or metaphysical possibility. Thus, the proposition in
question here is neither logically nor metaphysically true, nor is it possibility-defining within those
broader modal realms. It is merely theoretically true, given physicalist-functionalism. Of course,
an opposing theorist might want to deny the parameters of possibility established here and argue
a case from an alternative metaphysical or even logical perspective. I will have something to say
about this below. 35

Apart from providing a strong critique of the radical conceptual incommensurability thesis the
argument offered here also provides us with a sense of where the limits of conceptual difference
between judges and indigenous and testimonial agents might be set. That point is - at this stage,
at least - as much difference as is compatible with the necessarily shared possession of some
interpretively adequate set of agency concepts. Two interpretive agents - a judge and an
indigenous or testimonial agent - may conceptually differ to whatever degree is compatible with
them both possessing such a set of agency concepts. It is theoretically possible - again, at this
stage - that they possess no concepts in common other than these. The theoretically possible
upper limit of conceptual difference between judges and indigenous and testimonial agents, the
maximal possible degree of conceptual difference which may obtain between a judge and such
agent (at this stage of my argument, at least), is not global difference but, rather, global difference
less the necessarily shared set of agency concepts.

Though I do not intend to engage in a detailed analysis of the content of the necessarily shared
set of agency concepts (indeed, a full inventory may be beyond the capacity of any theorist), there
is reason to believe that the extent of those concepts and their sub-conceptual content is not
theoretically insignificant - at least, in the context of a discussion about global conceptual
difference. A sustained analysis of any one of the agency concepts mentioned above would
identify a substantial set of other concepts extending right down into the set of basic categorial

In order to salvage their view, radical conceptual difference theorists would have to adopt a nonphysicalist-functionalist theory of interpretive agency. More broadly, they would have to adopt a theory of
agency which did not involve defining an interpretive agent in terms of the possession of some (necessarily
shared) set of concepts. One strategy incommensurabilists might adopt here (and which appears to have
been adopted by some of the radical incornrnensurabilists mentioned in Chapter 1 (see Motha (1998) pp.
88-9 and Pether (1998) p.118) is to define an interpretive agent along metaphysically dualist and, roughly,
Kantian lines in tem1s of a scheme-content dichotomy. As has been persuasively argued by D avidson
(19 74c), though, such strategy cannot escape an irresolvable slide into either contradiction or vacuity.
35
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concepts which, arguably, structure our very perception of the world. 36 The single agency concept
of causation, for example, calls up a series of metaphysical concepts - those of object, time,
relation, change, and so on. The total conceptual content of the universal psychology may
comprise a web of concepts constituting a theoretically significant proportion of the overall
scheme of concepts possessed by an agent. By use of the term 'theoretically significant' here I do
not mean to imply that the necessarily shared set of agency concepts constitutes a relatively large
proportion of the total set of concepts possessed by an interpretive agent. Rather, I mean that it
is significant enough in size to cogently rebut the radical conceptual difference thesis. This is to
be expected given the holistic nature of all concepts.

Notwithstanding that the set of necessarily shared agency concepts compnses a theoretically
significant proportion of the overall scheme of concepts possessed by an interpretive agent, that
set may still comprise a relatively small proportion of the total set of conceptual content
possessed by an agent. It is not necessarily so significant as to render the conceptual identity
thesis of the interpretationists true as a theoretical matter. Whilst on my account the judge
necessarily possesses some of the concepts possessed by an indigenous or testimonial agent, she
does not necessarily possess all or most of them. The mere possession by her of the set o f
necessarily shared agency concepts does not, for example, entail the p ossession of any specific set
of the other conceptual content which might feature in a theory of mind or subject agent
maintained by an indigenous or testimonial agent. It does not entail the possession by her o f a
concept of any of the environmental or behavioural phenomena which feature directly or
indirectly37 in the individuating causal relations of the intentional states of an indigenous or
testimonial agent. It does n ot entail the possession by her of concepts of any element of such
agent's w orld, other than those elements general to agency and intentionality. This state of affairs
leaves open the theoretical p ossibility of a substantial proportion of an indigenous conceptual
scheme - a vast set o f indigenous concepts - remaining outside the judge's conceptual ken at a
given point in time. The rebuttal of the radical conceptual difference thesis m ounted here is
compatible with the theoretical possibility of a sub stantial degree o f conceptual difference
ob taining between a judge and an indigenous or testimonial agent at a given point in time -

If certain K antian-like strands of the science and philosophy of human perceptlon are right. See
G oldman (1986), Chapter 9.

36

Via the sub-concepts of the causally operative and background intentional states that figure in the
concept of an intentional state.

37
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enough conceptual difference, I would argue, to provide for the politico-ethical concerns
motivating much of the critique of the native title system by incommensurabilists . 38

We might supplement the line of argument elaborated so far by reflecting upon the initial stages
of conceptual scheme acquisition by agents in general, including interpretive agents . Consider the
question of how human infants acquire concepts following birth in response to their sensory and
behavioural engagement with the world. On the account of concept acquisition outlined in
Chapter 5 - an account I want to argue is so central to physicalist-functiona lism as to forn1 part
of the physicalist-functiona list possibility-defining theory of things - a concept is acquired by an
agent only on the condition that some set of the sub-conceptual content of that concept is
possessed by that agent. This set of sub-conceptual content serves as part of the background set
of intentional states associated with an agent being caused to hold an intentional state containing
the (primary) concept by some or other environmental or intentional input. If this is the case,
then it must also be the case that human infants acquire concepts in response to their initial
sensory experiences of the world (their initial environmental inputs, whether in the womb or after
birth) by means of some set of pre-experiential concepts - that is, by means of an innate conceptacquisitive conceptual repertoire.

It is entailed, then, by the theory of concept acquisition adopted in this thesis that infants innately
possess some or other set of low-level or core or categorial concepts by which they get the concept
acquisition process off and running, by which they build up a conceptual scheme in the face of
their experience of the world and their developing reasoning abilities. 39 All human infan-ts innately
possess some or other set of the kinds of concepts which serve as part of the 'deep' subconceptual content of all theoretically possible human concepts. Such innate categorial concepts
give human infants the capacity to develop into fully blown agents over time in response to the
world. On the account of concept acquisition given here there is no other way for human infants
to acquire concepts of the environmental phenomena they encounter in the world following birth
than by possessing at birth some or other (by definition, innate) categorial conceptual base. 40 As

38

See the discussion of this point in Chapter 1.

That is, in response to their environmental-intentio nal trajectory through the world. I have argued above
that the necessarily shared set of agency concepts includes a set of categorial concepts - namely, those at
the core of the various agency concepts. Here I am including in m y reference those categorial concepts
which are not implicated in the necessarily shared set of agency concepts.
39

Or the innate potential (a genetic, neurophysiological predisposition, perhaps) to develop such a conceptacguisitive conceptual base automatically over a period following birth.

40
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one would expect, given the soundness of the physicalist-functionalist account of things,
empirical research in developmental psychology on how infants build up a conceptual scheme
and worldview supports the existence of such innate categorial concepts. 41

Further, given the nature of these innate concepts as fundamental to all subsequently acquired
concepts, there is theoretically sound reason to think that their possession by human agents
continues after infancy and that they are relied upon on an ongoing basis over the course of an
agent's life to acquire further concepts in the development of her conceptual scheme. To possess
a concept is to be in a physical state which is (as a component of an associated background
intentional state) able to figure in the acquiring or causing of other concepts (intentional states
containing those other concepts) in response to appropriate environmental or intentional inputs.
Hence, it follows from the proposition that the judge possesses innate concept-acquiring
concepts that it is possible that a judge is still able to rely upon those concepts to acquire new
concepts, that those concepts are still functional as concept-acquiring into adulthood. That is,
there is theoretically sound reason to believe that necessarily some or other innate set of categorial,
scheme-acquiring concepts is possessed by and is practically utilisable by all agents - including
native title judges and indigenous and testimonial agents. 42 Again, findings in the psychological
literature seem to support this. 43

Spelke (1985), Baillargeon (1999), Gelman and Wellman (1999), Botterill and Carruthers (1999) Chapter
3, Nichols and Stich (2003) Chapter 3. Intriguingly, there even appears to be evidence of late-term human
foetuses possessing simple (perhaps prototypically so) concepts of their environmental surroundings whilst
in the womb. See Hepper (1995), DiPietro, Hodgson, Costigan, Hilton and Johnson (1996a and 1996b),
Pallas (2005).
41

Not\vithstanding empirical evidence that as an agent gets older and more embedded in her own
conceptual scheme it becomes more difficult to gain access to substantially different alternative schemes
(witness the relative ease with which children learn alien languages as compared to adults), there is no good
reason to believe that necessanjy once one's innate categorial concepts are utilised in the initial construction
of a conceptual scheme those concepts can not be subsequently relied upon in adulthood to gain access to
other conceptually different schemes - even at the limits of conceptual difference. We can, therefore, at
least, establish the possibility of such categorial concepts being accessible in adulthood and this is enough for
the purpose of rebutting the radical conceptual difference thesis, though not for establishing a limit on the
possible amount of such difference. See Davidson (1974c).

42

See, for example, Wellman (1988) pp.67-8 and Astington, Harris and Olsen (1988) p.12 in relation to
innate agenq concepts. Wellman (1998) pp.33-4 acknowledges the possibility of complex adult agency
concepts differing significantly from the simple innate concepts of young children, though not at their subconceptual core. On the other hand, G opnik's (1996) Neurathian approach to the possession and
development of a theory of agency in an interpretive agent appears to be consistent with the loss of innate
agency concepts over time in response to environmental experience and socialisation.

43
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The key question for our purposes, though, is whether there is reason to hold that necessarily all
adult agents possess the same set of innate categorial concepts. 44 Unlike the argument in support
of necessarily shared agency concepts, an argument in support of necessarily shared categorial
concepts is not as readily formulable. It does not follow from anything I have said in general
about concepts and their possession that any innate concepts are necessarily shared by all agents .
What is clear from what I have said is that it is theoretically possible within the physicalistfunctionalist schema that all adult agents are neuro-physically structured such that they possess
the same set of innate concepts, including categorial concepts. 45 One of the most compelling
pieces of empirical evidence in support of the proposition that, as a theoretically contingent
matter, all normal human infants - indigenous and non-indigenous - possess the same set of
innate categorial concepts, is the fact that a non-indigenous infant raised in an indigenous
community (as well as an indigenous infant raised in a non-indigenous community) encounters
no innate difficulties in acquiring the full set of that community's concepts, all things being equal
as far as her upbringing (or lifelong environmental-inten tional trajectory) goes. This fact supports
the proposition that there is, as a matter of contingent empirical fact, no innate conceptual
difference between indigenous and non-indigenous infants at birth in this regard. 46

Given that these innate categorial concepts are necessarily n1aintained by an agent into adulthood,
it follows that all judges and all indigenous or testimonial agents, possess as a matter of
contingent empirical fact, the set of such concepts. 47 The evidence indicates that there is at least
one theoretically possible world where some set of concepts is shared by all judges and all
indigenous and testimonial agents - namely, the actual world. The possession of a shared body of
such concepts is actual and, hence, possible. Indeed, even if it is merely possible (rather than

Of course, some set of categorial concepts will be necessarily shared, at least, by interpretive agents namely, those implicated in the necessarily shared set of agency concepts. That is, the set of necessarily
shared agency concepts may be a sub-set of a larger necessarily shared set of concept-acquiring catego rial
concepts.

44

And, of course, it is theoretically possible that they do not possess the same set of innate categorial
concepts.

45

Subject to any conceptual differences which might have arisen in response to environmental input
differences in utero.

46

Additional to this argument, linguistics theorists, such as Rosch's (1974 and 1975), Hawkins (1988),
Wierzbicka (1992 and 1994), Vosniadou (1994), and Kirby (1999), claim to have empirically established the
existence of universal (if not innate) concepts, some of which might be conceived of as categorial in the
terms set out here. Were such findings to be sufficiently empirically established and justified as logically
central and possibility-defining within the physicalist-functionalist schema, these concepts might find a
place in the necessarily shared set of concepts provided for by that schema and might further circumscribe
the limits of po ssible conceptual difference witlun that schema.
47
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theoretically necessary) that all agents maintain their innate categorial concepts into adulthood, it
remains theoretically possible that all judges and all indigenous or testimonial agents possess the
same set of such concepts. Independently of our previous agency-based argument, this is enough
within the physicalist-functionalist schema to rebut the assertion by incommensurabilists of a
necessary global conceptual difference obtaining between judges and indigenous or testimonial
agents. It doesn't, though, contribute to the setting of any limits on the degree of conceptual
difference which might obtain between judges and such agents, as our agency-based argument
does. An argument for the necessity of shared categorial concepts would be required in order to do
that.

Getting from the possibility of all judges and all indigenous and testimonial agents possessing the
same set of concept-acquiring concepts to the theoretical necessity of this being the case requires
a more sustained engagement with the nature of concepts and their possession than I can or need
offer here. 48 Any such argument would need to establish that necessarily ,one and only one set of
innate categorial concepts was capable of enabling a human agent to construct a conceptual
scheme which was in turn capable of enabling that agent to behaviourally interact with the
external world in a manner which largely realises his desires given his largely true beliefs. That is,
any such argument would need to establish a theoretical link between being an agent in the world
and the possession of a single set of categorial concepts. Were such an argument mountable
within the terms of physicalist-functionalism, then we might plausibly add those necessarily
shared categorial concepts which are not already implicated in the necessarily shared set of agency
concepts to that set, and fix the limits of theoretically possible conceptual difference at a point
comprising global conceptual difference less this combined set of necessarily shared concepts. It
is not clear to me that any such argument is available. In any event, I need not pursue the
question here because I have already established the implausibility of the radical conceptual
difference thesis on interpretive-agency based and innate categorial grounds and have already
established a limit to the degree of conceptual difference possible between judge and indigenous
and testimonial agent, a limit which though less than global, is nonetheless substantial and, in any
event, quite capable of meeting all reasonable descriptive demands and · all reasonable ethical
concerns about conceptual difference in the native title sphere, including many of the concerns
held by those radical incommensurabilists mentioned in Chapter 1.

48

Interpretationists have mounted such arguments over the years. See Childs (1994).
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Even if we were to establish the existence of a necessarily shared set of categorial concepts, given
their inherent role as fundamental building blocks for the construction and acquisition of all
p ossible higher level concepts, these are unlikely to be numerically substantial relative to the total
number of concepts an adult agent possesses at large - even when combined with any necessarily
shared agency concepts. The number of necessarily shared categorial concepts is theoretically
significant in that it rebuts the radical conceptual difference thesis and further circumscribes the
limits of conceptual difference. As the body of necessarily shared concepts possessed by agents
increases in number, the limit of possible conceptual difference between agents decreases
accordingly. But that number is not so substantial as to seriously challenge the possibility of a
substantial though not global degree of conceptual difference obtaining between judges and
indigenous and testimonial agents. It remains a theoretical possibility that a substantial proportion
of any indigenous conceptual scheme - a vast set of indigenous concepts - remains outside any
judge's conceptual ken at any given point in time.49

A further point worth mentioning here in regard to whether we can establish the theoretical
necessity of a universally shared set of categorial concepts is that for physicalist-functionalists the
theoretical necessity of any state of affairs depends upon the degree to which a proposition
describing that state of affairs is empirically grounded and logically central to one's possibilitydefining physicalist-functionalist theory of things. 50 To the extent that physicalist-functionalism
is a metaphysically contingent doctrine grounded itself to a significant degree upon e1npirical
evidence, a physicalist-functionalist might well argue that certain empirically well-grounded
propositions - for example, the aforementioned proposition that, by virtue of their equal innate
capacity to acquire the conceptual scheme of any conceptual community, all human agents share
the same set of sche1ne-acquiring categorial concepts - are rightfully accorded the status of being
possibility-defining. That is, a physicalist-functionalist might argue that the proposition that all
human agents share the same set of categorial concepts is so empirically well-grounded and so

This raises the issue of whether there might plausibly be any categorial concepts not already implicated in
the set of necessarily shared agency concepts discussed earlier - which is to say, whether the categorial
content of the set of necessarily shared agency concepts contains all an agent needs in order to develop a
conceptual scheme capable of enabling her to rationally engage with the world over the course of her
lifetime. In order to establish whether it does or not, a full analysis of the catego rial content of that
necessarily shared set of agency concepts, as well as an inquiry into the set of categorial concepts
necessarily common to all concepts and conceptual schemes would be required. I do not have the
resources to engage in any such analysis or inquiry here. or, again, for the reasons mentioned in the
previous paragraph, do I need to .

49

so Quine (1953b) and Henderson (1993) pp.95-6.
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logically fundamental to some significant sector of the propositions comprising the physicalistfunctionalist and scientific system of knowledge, as to be theoretically necessary within that
system and that it follows as a matter of theoretical necessity, then, that all judges and all
indigenous and testimonial agents possess the same set of categorial concepts, the actual identity
and number of which remain to be established by sound physicalist-functionalist inquiry. Were
such an argument successful then again we would have grounds, again, for establishing the upper
limit or maximal degree of possible conceptual difference at a point constituting global difference
less the set of necessarily shared categorial and agency concepts.

Of course, there would be no need to stop at the set of categorial concepts if there were other
concepts - non-categorial and non-agency concepts - the universal possession of which was both
solidly empirically evidenced and fundamentally embedded within the physicalist-functionalist
system of knowledge. For example, there is an interesting body of evidence and argument in
linguistics and anthropology pointing to the possession by all human agents of certain noncategorial and non-agency concepts as a nomological matter. 51 Again, were such findings to be
sufficiently empirically established and justified as logically central and possibility-defining within
the physicalist-functionalist schema these concepts too might find a place in the necessarily
shared set of concepts provided for by that schema and might further circumscribe the limits of
possible conceptual difference within that schema. As I have argued, the limits of theoretical
possibility are determined by the content of our possibility-defining theory of things. The content
of that theory is a matter of argument.

The more empirically supported and systemically

compatible our propositions about human concept possession are, the more theoretical necessity
they are capable of generating in our understanding of the issues, the more capable they are of
delimiting the bounds of possibility in this field. The more propositions asserting or entailing the
existence of necessarily shared concepts are admitted to the possibility-defining theory, the less
the degree of possible conceptual difference. This is merely to say that the conceptual schemes of
a judge and an indigenous or testimonial agent can be as different as one's possibility-defining
theory of things says they can be.

This is all to say that a physicalist-functionalist can admit of degrees of theoretical necessity and
can hold that the more a theoretical proposition is backed by empirical evidence and the more

See Rosch's (1974) discussion of the literature on colour, form and emotion concepts. See also Lukes
(1982) pp.267-8, Hawkins (1988), Wierzbicka (1992 and 1994), Vosniadou (1994), and Kirby (1999).

51
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securely it fits within the overall physicalistic system of knowledge, the more that proposition is
justifiably accorded possibility-defining status within the physicalist-functionalist system of
knowledge. 52 The more empirically grounded and central a proposition is within the physicalistfunctionalist scheme of things, the more it is capable of determining how the world is or even
might be for such a theorist. 53 Certain of the propositions mentioned so far in this discussion the proposition that all interpretive agents possess a shared set of agency concepts, the
proposition that all human agents possess some or other set of innate categorial concepts - are more
possibility-defining than others - for example, the proposition that all human agents possess the

same set of innate categorial concepts or the proposition that all humans agents possess a shared
set of higher-level concepts additional to the set of categorial and agency concepts. The limits of
possible conceptual difference may be more justifiably set at one point rather than another
depending upon which of these propositions we are willing to accept as possibility-defining
within our metaphysical framework. If cogent evidence contradicting any of these propositions
comes to light - for example, if empirical evidence emerges that agents lose possession of their
innate concept-acquiring concepts as they mature and develop a conceptual scheme of any
complexity54

-

or if relevant changes are made in other parts of the physicalist-functionalist

system of knowledge, then the strength of any argument to necessity offered on the basis of such
proposition will be compromised and the limits of possible conceptual difference may need to be
reconsidered and revised.

There is, then, a limit on the degree of conceptual difference which may obtain between any judge
and any indigenous or testimonial agent. This limit arises out of the terms of the physicalistfunctionalist account of agency, intentionality and interpretation adopted here, including the
findings of our best empirical inquiry into these things. For the physicalist-functionalist, an
indigenous or testi1nonial agent can be as conceptually different from a judge as is consistent with
that agent being an agent (or more specifically, an interpretive agent) according to the possibilitydefining terms of that account. This is to say that any such agent can be as different from a judge

52

This is consistent with the Quinean dimensions of the physicalism articulated throughout this thesis.

33

See Henderson (1993) pp.95-6 on this point.

54

I am not aware of any such evidence. As mentio ned earlier, there is some evidence to suggest that it does
become more difficult for an agent to acquire a conceptually different scheme or significant parts of one as
she gets older and more embedded in her own scheme (again, witness the relative ease with which children
learn alien languages as compared to adults) . Such evidence does not sufficiently rule out, though, the
possession of innate categorial concepts by adults and their use by adults (to some degree) in the
acquisition of substantially different concepts and schemes.
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as is consistent with cogent relevant empirical evidence and as is consistent with the terms of the
physicalist-functionalist system of knowledge at large, including the metaphysical doctrine of
physicalism itself. Within the physicalist-functionalist framework, the parameters of possible
conceptual difference between any judge and any indigenous or testimonial agent range from
there being no conceptual difference at all55 to there being a degree of conceptual difference
consistent with the existence of whatever necessarily shared concepts physicalist-functionalists
can soundly argue for. This latter degree constitutes the upper limit of possible conceptual
difference for any such agents. No more difference than this is theoretically possible for any such
agents.

On the physicalist-functionalist approach to things adopted in this thesis, certain types of concept
are necessarily shared between judges and indigenous and testimonial agents and certain types of
concept are possibly shared between them. It is not the case that no concept is possibly shared. It
is not the case that global difference necessarily obtains between them. At this point, pending the
provision of a sustained and sound argument for the necessity of a shared set of categorial
concepts or other concepts, the only necessarily shared concepts I am committing to are the set
of agency concepts mentioned earlier. Whatever the content of the necessarily shared set of
concepts, the maximal degree of conceptual difference possible on the physicalist-functionalist
schema remains quite substantial though, in any event, less than global. Despite being less than
global, the maximal theoretically possible degree of conceptual difference between a judge and
indigenous or testimonial agent may, whilst it lasts, be enough to undermine many, if not all, of the
cognitive and interpretive endeavours of any judge under any circumstances in relation to such
agent. It may be enough to undermine the vast majority of a native title judge's cognitive and
interpretive endeavours over the course of the native title determination hearing.

Finally, it is worth keeping in mind that whilst the existence of necessarily shared agency,
categorial or other innate concepts admits of the possibility of substantial conceptual difference
its does not necessitate substantial conceptual difference. Within the parameters established
above, the extent of the conceptual difference which obtains between a judge and indigenous or
testimonial agent depends upon the environmental-intentional trajectories those agents take over
the course of their lives. And the nature of those trajectories depends upon the nature of the

55

Though it is implausible to think that two agents could be conceptually identical, even within the same
conceptual community, nonetheless it is not impossible on a physicalist-functionalist approach.
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environmental and intentional inputs - the evidence and reasorung - those agents are causally
subject to over the course of their lives. It depends upon the amount and quality (relevance to
concept acquisition) of the environmental or evidential events those agents have causal contact
with over the course of their lives, upon the functionality of their sensory and cognitive apparatus
and upon their capacity to behave in an effective concept-acquisitive manner over that time. It
depends upon the amount and quality of the reasoning (intentional inputs) those agents are
capable of and engage in over that time, and so on. We can conceive of all of this in terms of the
nature of the epistemic conditions those agents are subject to over the course of their lives .56
Within the parameters set above, the extent of the conceptual difference actually obtaining
between judges and indigenous and testimonial agents and the nature of the environmentalintentional trajectories taken or epistemic conditions obtaining as far as those agents are
concerned, are all contingent matters to be determined by physicalistically sound inquiry. 57

3. The Limits of Judicial Concept-Acquisitive Capacity

The existence of the set of necessarily shared concepts mentioned in the previous section
presents problems not only for the global difference dimension of the radical conceptual
incommensurability thesis but also for the global concept-acquisitive incapacity dimension of that
thesis - the proposition that necessarily no judge can acquire af!Y indigenous concept, including
over the course of a native title hearing. We saw in the previous section that the necessity of a
global concept-acquisitive incapacity on the part of all judge and all indigenous concepts is
entailed by the necessity of global conceptual difference between all judges and all indigenous and
testimonial agents. With the failure of general global conceptual difference as either a necessary
or possible state of affairs on the physicalist-functionalist schema, the argument that a general

I \.vill have more to say about these conditions below. Note though that the term 'epistemic conclitions'
should not be taken to include the degree of conceptual difference which obtains between any two agents
or sets of agents.

56
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This is all entirely consistent '-vith the account of concept possession offered in Chapter 5,. according to
which not only is conceptual difference between the conceptual scheme of any judge and any indigenous or
testimonial agent theoretically possible, but a range of degrees of conceptual difference (including no
difference - that is , global conceptual identity) between such schemes is theoretically possible. Because it is
p ossible on the account o ffered here for any judge and any indigenous or testimonial agent to take one of a
range of such trajectories - each trajectory differing to varying degrees from the others in relation to its
environmental and intentional content and, therefore, each differing in relation to the set of concepts it
causes an agent taking that trajectory to possess - it is possible for judges and indigenous or testimonial
agents to differ to varying degrees in the concepts they possess. It is possible for conceptual difference
between such agents to take one of a number of theoretically possible degrees.
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global concept-acquisitive incapacity necessarily or possibly obtains as an entailment of such
difference also fails. This does not mean, though, that the necessity of some degree of general
concept-acquisitive incapacity cannot be established on other grounds. The failure of the
antecedent in a conditional does not entail the failure of the consequent. 58 Those who wish to
advocate the necessary incapacity of all judges to acquire any indigenous concept must seek to do
so on grounds independent of any radical conceptual difference.

Of course, given the existence of a set of necessarily shared concepts, the most extreme position
a radical incommensurabilist can logically take on the question of the limits of possible judicial
concept-acquisitive incapacity within the physicalist-functionalist framework is that, as a matter of
theoretical necessity, no judge can acquire any indigenous concept which is not necessarily shared
by judges and indigenous or testimonial agents. That is, there is no theoretically possible world in
which any judge acquires any (what I will term) non-necessarily-shared indigenous concept. I will,
from this point on, then, construe the radical concept-acquisitive incapacity thesis as maintaining
this revised proposition. Further, when discussing the judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts
from this point on, I will be referring to the acquisition of non-necessarz/y-shared indigenous
concepts, it not being possible for the judge to acquire over the course of a native title
determination hearing concepts she necessarily possesses from birth. Of course, from time to
time, I may have cause to expressly refer to non-necessarily-shared indigenous concepts as such.

In this section, I explore the plausibility of this revised thesis from the physicalist-functionalist
point of view. My conclusion is that it too is implausible. In the course of reaching this
conclusion, I identify the limits of theoretically possible judicial incapacity in relation to the
acquisition of indigenous concepts. I conclude that it is not necessari!J the case that no judge can
acquire any indigenous concept, though it is contingently possible that no judge can acquire any
indigenous concept, including over the course of a native title hearing. 59 The corollary of this
conclusion, though, is that it is also theoretically possible that some or all judges can acquire some
or all indigenous concepts, including a practically adequate set of such concepts over the course
of a native title hearing. As was the case in the previous section, what is theoretically possible or

58

The conditional "If radical conceptual difference, then radical concept-acquisitive incapacity" and the
proposition "not radical conceptual difference", does not entail the conclusion "not radical conceptacquisitive incapacity."
59

This is by virtue of the theoretical possibility that the necessarily shared concepts provide no basis for the
acquisition of any other indigenous concepts under any possible epistemic conditions.
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necessary in relation to the judicial capacity to acquire indigenous concepts depends upon the
propositional content one ascribes to one's possibility-defining theory of things. I will have more
to say on this below.

We saw in earlier chapters that where an indigenous concept is not possessed by a judge it may be
acquired where the judge engages in an appropriate cognitive response to appropriate
environmental inputs or intentional inputs - where the judge appropriately engages with or in
appropriate evidence and reasoning - provided that sufficient sub-concepts of that indigenous
concept are already possessed by the judge.60 And such sub-concepts may be acquired, if needed,
in the same manner, provided that the judge possesses sufficient sub-concepts of those subconcepts. A judge may acquire whatever sub-conceptual content of an indigenous concept is
necessary for possession of that concept by coming into appropriate cognitive contact with
evidence or engaging in reasoning appropriate to acquiring that sub-conceptual content but
always on the basis of possessing relevant, lower-order, sub-conceptual content. In this way a
judge may build up to possession of an indigenous concept, sub-concept by sub-concept over a
period of time. She may acquire an indigenous concept by a multi-staged process of sub-concept
acquisition in response to appropriate evidence and reasoning.

Thus, there are two individually necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for acqwnng an
indigenous concept - the possession of appropriate and adequate sub-conceptual content, on the
one hand and appropriate cognitive engagement with appropriate evidence or appropriate
reasoning in relation to one's present beliefs, on the other. We can redescribe these conditions in
terms of the obtaining of an acquisition-enabling degree of conceptual difference and an
acquisition-conducive set of epistemic conditions. 61 If either or both of the conditions necessary
for the acquisition by a given judge of a given indigenous concept fail, then that concept cannot
be acquired by that judge. If either or both of these conditions fail as a general matter for all
indigenous concepts and all judges then no indigenous concept can be acquired by any judge. The
obtaining of merely one or the other of these does not enable the acquisition of an indigenous

As we saw in Chapter 4, an intentional state containing a concept is typically caused by one of a set of
environmental or intentional inputs but only provided that an asso ciated set o f background intentional
states is in place.

60

Recall my earlier stipulation that the epistemic conditions informing a situation o f concept acquisition do
ote also that global
not include the degree of conceptual difference which obtains in that situation.
conceptual difference is necessarily an acquisition-disabling degree of conceptual difference for any and all
indigenous concepts as far as any judge is co ncerned.

61
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concept. If some or all judges are not properly engaged with appropriate evidence or in
appropriate reasoning - that is, if conducive epistemic conditions do not obtain - then those
judges will not be able to acquire an associated concept no matter how much of that concept's
sub-conceptual content they possess. Likewise, if some or all judges do not possess sufficient of a
concept's sub-conceptual content, they will not (whilst that lack continues) be able to acquire that
concept no matter what evidence or reasoning they engage with or in. Judicial concept-acquisitive
success depends upon the degree of conceptual difference which obtains between the judge and
the indigenous concept in question - how much of the sub-conceptual content of that concept
she possesses at the co1nmencement of the hearing and how much of that content she has to
acquire over the course of the hearing - as well as upon the nature of the epistemic conditions
which obtain in relation to the judge and the concept over the course of the hearing.

Those who advocate the revised radical concept-acquisitive incapacity thesis are committed to
arguing that either or both of these conditions necessarily do not obtain for any judge in regard to
any and all indigenous concepts. They must, for example, argue that necessarily no judge
possesses a set of sub-conceptual content which would enable the acquisition of any indigenous
concept under any possible epistemic circumstances - that as a matter of theoretical necessity
neither the necessarily nor the possibly shared set of concepts and sub-concepts mentioned in the
previous section contains an acquisitively adequate set of the sub-conceptual content of any nonshared indigenous concept. They must hold that a degree and kind of conceptual difference
necessarily obtains which, though not global given the critique mounted in the previous section,
nonetheless disables judges from acquiring any indigenous concept. Alternatively, or additionally,
they must argue that necessarily no judge comes into appropriate cognitive engagement with
evidence or engage in appropriate reasoning causal of the acquisition of any indigenous concept.
This is to say that necessarily, epistemic conditions conducive to the acquiring of any indigenous
concept by any judge do not obtain. I want to argue in this section that it is not the case that
either or both of these conditions necessarily do not obtain for any judge and any indigenous
concept. On the contrary, the obtaining of both of these conditions, for all judges and all
indigenous concepts, is theoretically possible. Let me consider the first of these conditions now namely, the judicial possession of an appropriate and adequate set of sub-conceptual content for
non-necessarily-shared indigenous concepts.

The possibility ofan acquisitively adequate sub-conceptual base
In thinking through the possibility or impossibility of this condition obtaining we should focus
upon the most extreme of possible circumstances, that in which maximal possible conceptual
difference obtains between the judge and indigenous or testimonial agent in question. In order
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for a judge to acquire a non-shared indigenous concept under conditions of maximal possible
conceptual difference between that judge and an indigenous or testimonial agent it must be the
case that the necessarily or possibly shared set of concepts possessed by a judge includes an
acquisition-adequate set of sub-conceptual content for that non-shared concept. That is, it must
be the case that the necessarily or possibly shared set of concepts includes concepts which, in
conjunction with appropriate evidence or reasoning, cause the acquisition of that non-shared
indigenous concept. This is to say, of course, that it must be the case that an acquisition-disabling
degree of conceptual difference between the judge and the indigenous concept under acquisition
does not obtain.62

If it turns out that the necessarily or possibly shared set of concepts mentioned in the previous
section either necessarily or possibly includes sub-concepts sufficient for the acquisition of some or

other non-shared indigenous concept, then the incommensurabilist proposition that necessarily
any such shared set does not include such sub-concepts will be rendered implausible. Like\vise, if
it turns out that the necessarily or possibly shared set of concepts mentioned in the previous
section either necessarily or possibly includes sub-concepts sufficient for the acquisition of all
non-shared indigenous concepts, then again the incommensurabilist proposition that necessarily
any such set does not include such sub-concepts will fail.63 Whether a necessarily or possibly
shared set of concepts can enable the acquisition of any or all non-shared indigenous concepts in
conjunction with appropriate evidence or reasoning is an empirical and interpretive matter to do
with the semantic relations which exist between that shared set and the non-shared indigenous
concept or concepts in question. Let me, at this point, examine each of the categories of
necessarily or possibly shared concepts discussed in the previous section and make some
co1nments on their capacity to enable the judicial acquisition of any or all non-shared indigenous
concepts (should conducive episte1nic conditions obtain).

62

In order to acquire a1ry given indigenous concept, a judge needs an acquisition-adequate sub-conceptual
base for that concept. In order to acquire some set of indigenous concepts, a judge needs an acquisitionadequate sub-conceptual base for that set of concepts In order to acquire all indigenous concepts, a judge
needs an acquisition-adequate sub-conceptual base for all indigenous concepts. Of course, possession of
such base is not necessarily sufficient for concept acquisition. Conducive epistemic conditions for each of
the concepts in question also need to obtain.
And if we can establish the theoretical possibility of the conducive epistemic conditions condition of
judicial concept-acquisition obtaining in relation to any indigenous concept, the theoretical possibility that
any judge might acquire any indigenous concept will be confirmed.

63
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Consider, firstly, the innate concept-acquiring or categorial concepts which I argued all agents
necessarily possess on the physicalist-functionalist schema. Some set of those categorial concepts
provided indigenous and testimonial agents with a sub-conceptual means to post-natally acquire
some set of simple non-innate indigenous concepts in response to those agents' post-natal
epistemic conditions. 64 If we accept the theoretical possibility argued for in the previous section
that those same categorial concepts are possessed by all native title judges and remain functional
in those judges in the acquisition of new concepts 65 , then we have grounds for arguing that native
title judges possess as a theoretical possibility a sub-conceptual base for the acquisition of some
simple set of non-shared indigenous concepts. Further, if we accept (as I shall soon argue we
should) the possibility that epistemic conditions relevantly analogous - though not necessarily
identical - to the post-natal epistemic conditions which obtained for those indigenous and
testimonial agents might obtain for any and all native title judges over the course of a native title
hearing, then we are logically committed to the possibility that all native title judges may acquire
any and all of those simple post-natally acquired indigenous concepts, even at the limits of
possible conceptual difference, rebutting the revised radical concept-acquisitive incapacity thesis
in relation to its denial of the judicial acquisition of, at least, some or other set of indigenous
concepts.

We need not stop here, though. Given that these simple non-innate indigenous concepts together
with the innate categorial concepts provided indigenous and testimonial agents with a subconceptual base for the acquisition of all the non-shared concepts possessed by them, their
possible possession by all native title judges together with the possible judicial possession of the
set of innate categorial concepts possessed by indigenous and testimonial agents opens up the
possibility of all native title judges possessing a sub-conceptual base for the acquisition of any and
all indigenous concepts - provided, of course, that it is possible that those judges be subject to
acquisitively conducive epistemic conditions analogous to those that enabled the indigenous and
testimonial agents to acquire those concepts in the first place. Having acquired a set of simple
non-shared indigenous concepts on the basis of a shared set of categorial concepts, it is possible
that any judge might then go on to build up and acquire more complex non-shared indigenous
concepts in response to appropriate evidence and reasoning, in a manner analogous to the way

64

In response to some set of evidence and reasoning or environmental and intentional inputs.

65

As I argued above, there is no sound reason to think that the concept-acquisitive functionality of innate
categorial concepts in adults is theoretically impossible. Indeed, there is reason to believe that their
functionality in adults follows from their possession as a theoretical necessity.
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the indigenous and testimonial agents did. 66 Indeed, if her environmental and intentional situation
were conducive enough the judge might proceed to acquire any and all elements of the
indigenous conceptual scheme by pursuing an environmental-intentional trajectory into that
scheme similar to or equivalent to that taken by an indigenous agent. 67

If, again, we accept the possibility (soon to be argued for) that acquisitively conducive epistemic
conditions might obtain for any and all native title judges over the course of a native title hearing
in relation to any or all indigenous concepts, then we are logically committed to the possibility
that given their possible possession of the innate categorial concepts possessed by indigenous and
testi1nonial agents, all native title judges might acquire any or all indigenous concepts - including
a set of practically adequate indigenous concepts as far as her judicial purposes were concerned.
This possibility rebuts the revised radical concept-acquisitive incapacity thesis in relation to its
denial of the judicial acquisition of any or all indigenous concepts. The judicial acquisition of any
part or the whole of the indigenous conceptual scheme remains a possibility here, grounded
ultimately in the possible possession of a shared set of innate concept-acquiring concepts, as well
as the possibility of conducive epistemic conditions obtaining over the course of the hearing. Of
course, the possibility argued for here is a contingent one. As a corollary of this possibility it is
also possible that all judges and all indigenous or testimonial agents do not possess the same set of
innate categorial concepts and that conducive epistemic conditions for acquiring non-necessarilyshared indigenous concepts do not obtain for any judge in relation to any indigenous concept.
That is, it is contingently possible for the physicalist functionalist that no judge can acquire any
indigenous concept under any possible epistemic conditions.

W ere w e to take the vanous propositions elaborated here in relation to the possession and
functi onality of a shared set of innate categorial concepts as not merely contingent possibilities
but as central and p ossibility-defining tenets of the physicalist-functionalist theoretical framework
(and we might m ount an argument that we should take them as such) 68 , then not only would it be

66

There is no reason to think that a particular concep t-acqws1t1ve trajectory is off limits to a n onindigenous agent or judge, as I shall argue below.
67

It is \,Vorth noting here that this cap acity to acquire non-sh ared indigen ou s concepts would exist even if it
turns out that concepts are not initially acquired by in fants by m eans of innate concepts but by some other
innate and cross-culturally shared mechanism.
68

Again, relevant arguments here would have to do with the degree to which the prop osition in ques tion is
supported by sound empirical evidence as well as ,vi.th the degree to which is implicated in the body of
other propositions constituting the physicalist-functionalist schem e of knowledge.
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possible for a judge to acqmre any and all indigenous concepts under conducive epistemic
conditions but it would be necessary that she does, under such conditions. Such a theoretical
manoeuvre on our part would, in conjunction with other theoretical propositions, not merely
enable us to rebut the radical concept-acquisitive incapacity thesis (as the previous possibilitybased argument did), but it would also circumscribe the limits of possible judicial conceptacquisitive incapacity. Under the possibility based argument just outlined, it is theoretically
possible that either or both of the necessary conditions for judicial concept acquisition fail to
obtain. And so it is possible on that less circumscribing approach that, even where conducive
epistemic conditions obtain a judge may not acquire an indigenous concept by virtue of the
possibility of her not possessing an acquisitively adequate sub-conceptual base. However, where it
is necessarily the case that the judge possesses an acquisitively adequate sub-conceptual base - as
follows from rendering the judicial possession of a functional, universally shared categorial set a
theoretical necessity - then necessarily where conducive epistemic conditions obtain a judge acquires any
and all indigenous concepts.

Of course, it remains theoretically possible even on this more circumscribing approach that
conducive epistemic conditions not obtain and so it remains a possibility on this approach that
no judge acquires any indigenous concept. Nonetheless, the limits of possibility established in this
necessity-based approach differ from those at work in the weaker possibility-based approach
mentioned earlier. The range of epistemic conditions under which a judicial concept-acquisitive
incapacity is possible is restricted if this necessity-based approach to innate categorial concepts is
taken. Under the weaker approach, an acquisitive incapacity is possible under any possible
epistemic conditions. Under the stronger, more circumscribing approach, an acquisitive
incapacity is possible only under non-conducive epistemic conditions. And as far as comparisons
with the radical concept-acquisitive incapacity thesis goes, this necessity-based approach renders a
judge necessarily unable to acquire an indigenous concept only where non-conducive epistemic
conditions necessarily obtain, rather than necessarily unable to acquire an indigenous concept
under any possible epistemic conditions whatsoever. Pending a more compelling set of evidence
or line of argument in relation to the theoretical necessity at stake here, I do not intend to adopt
or pursue this line of thought any further.

Notwithstanding some similarities in relation to the comments just made about innate categorial
concepts, importantly different issues about the limits of judicial concept-acquisitive incapacity
emerge when we consider the role played in concept acquisition by the necessarily shared set of

agenry concepts mentioned above. I made the point earlier that this set of concepts implicates a
significant number of concepts and ~ub-concepts - including categorial concepts. Whilst it is true
that without a detailed analysis of the necessarily shared set of agency concepts it cannot be
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clearly established that it contains the full set of innate human categorial concepts, it nonetheless
is clear that it contains some set of those categorial concepts, as well as a number of higher level
concepts. Given the absence of any persuasive physicalist-functionalist argument that this set of
agency concepts necessarily does not contain the full set of human categorial concepts, we are
justified in holding (at least, for the time being) that it is possible within the physicalistfunctionalist schema that it does so. 69 Given both the amount and the diversity of the conceptual
content implicated in the necessarily shared set of agency concepts, as well as the possibility that
that content implicates all of the categorial concepts available to human agents, it is implausible
to suppose that necessarib that set does not provide a sub-conceptual basis for the acquisition by
any judge of

at!)!

non-necessarily-shared indigenous concept, even were appropriate epistemic

conditions to obtain. \v'hat reason would we have for thinking so - even independently of the
possibility that in addition to these shared agency concepts, judges and indigenous and
testimonial agents possess the same full set of categorial concepts?

It is implausible within the physicalist-functionalist framework to think that it is theoretically
impossible for the set of agency concepts and sub-concepts to provide a basis for the acquisition
of other concepts, given the right environmental and intentional inputs. Rather, it is consistent
with all we know about concepts and their acquisition within that framework to suppose that it is,
at least, theoretically possible that the necessarily shared set of agency concepts provides a subconceptual basis for the acquisition of some or other set of (and, indeed, possibly any and all)
non-necessarily-shared indigenous concepts 63 a judge -

specifically, those non- shared

indigenous concepts which maintain an appropriate semantic relationship with those agency
concepts and sub-concepts .7°

And, of course, it is possible that it does not. This is because it is n ot theoretically necessary that
the set of necessarily shared agency concepts provides a sub-conceptual base for the judicial
acquisition of any set of non-shared indigenous concepts . Wh3? Because it is not necessarily the
case that the agency set contains the full set of indigenous categorial concepts. Consequently, it is

69

_--\nd that, therefore, that full set of categorial concepts is necessarily shared by all interpretive agents.

-o One would ha,-e to perform a detailed analysis of those shared agency _concepts and the indigenous
conceptual scheme to determine which non-shared indigenous concepts those shared agency concepts
might pro,-ide acquisiti,-e access to, " -hich further non-shared indigenous concepts those initially acquired
concepts might pro,-ide access to, and so on. Were it theoreticallj necessary that the agency set does so,
then it would folio\-,;,- that under conduci,-e epistemic conditions it is necessary that a judge acquire those
non-necessarily-shared indigenous concepts.
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not necessarily the case that the judge possesses the same set of other non-agency implicated
categorial concepts which the indigenous or testimonial agent relied upon in building his theory
of mind and subject agent. It may be the case that all of the non-necessarily-shared indigenous
concepts are acquirable only on the condition that the judge possesses a set of categorial concepts
which are not implicated in the set of agency concepts. And, as I have just argued above, it is
possible that the judge does not possess those categorial concepts. In which case, the necessary
possession of the set of agency concepts does not entail the necessary possession of all categorial
concepts (and hence all non-agency-based categorial concepts) nor any higher-level concepts
implicating those non-agency-based categorial concepts. It is possible that the set of agency
concepts does not contain categorial concepts sufficient to acquire any - let alone each and every
- indigenous concept, even were conducive epistemic conditions for those concepts to obtain.

Independently of the argument mounted above in relation to the innate set of categorial
concepts, the necessary possession by all judges of the set of agency concepts possessed by
indigenous and testimonial agents when coupled with both the contingently possible capacity of
some part of that set to comprise a sub-conceptual basis for the acquisition by any or all judges of
some or other set of (and, indeed, all) non-agency indigenous concepts and the (soon to be
argued) contingent possibility of conducive epistemic conditions obtaining over the course of a
native title hearing, provides a rebuttal of the revised radical concept-acquisitive incapacity thesis.
It is not necessarily the case that no judge can acquire any non-necessarily-shared indigenous
concept under any possible epistemic conditions. Rather, it is merely contingently possible that
no judge can acquire any non-necessarily-shared indigenous concept under any possible epistemic
conditions. It is worth noting that this conclusion follows not merely from the discussion of
agency concepts mounted just here but also from the discussion of innate . categorial concepts
mounted earlier. It expresses the limits of possible judicial concept-acquisitive incapacity for
physicalis t-functionalists.

Let me repeat, though, were we to take it as a theoretical necessity rather than a mere possibility
that the necessarily shared set of agency concepts provides a sub-conceptual basis for the
acquisition of some or all indigenous concepts (say, because necessarily that set of agency
concepts contains the full set of human categorial concepts) then not only would it be m erely
possible for a judge to acquire those indigenous concepts semantically grounded in those agency
concepts under conducive epistemic conditions, but it would be necessary that she does so under
such conditions. Again, such a theoretical tactic would, in conjunction with other theoretical
propositions, not only enable us to rebut the radical concept-acquisitive incapacity thesis (as the
previous possibility-based argument did), but it would also circumscribe the limits of pos sible
judicial concept-acquisitive incapacity. Rather than it being be possible that no judge acquires any
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indigenous concept under any epistemic conditions, it would merely be possible that no judge
acquires any indigenous concept not semantically grounded in the set of agency concepts under
any set of epistemic conditions nor acquires any indigenous concept which is semantically
grounded in the set of agency concepts under non-conducive conditions. This is a more
circumscribed limit upon possible concept-acquisitive incapacity than that discussed just now. It
is also a more circumscribed limit than that advocated by the revised radical concept-acquisitive
incapacity thesis. As was my position earlier, pending a more compelling set of evidence or line of
argument in relation to the theoretical necessity at stake here, I do not intend to proceed any
further with this line of argument.

Within the physicalist-functionalist schema, the possibility of a general judicial concept-acquisitive
incapacity obtaining in relation to non-necessarily-shared indigenous concepts, turns on the
possibility of the necessarily or possibly shared set of concepts mentioned above constituting a
acquisition-adequate sub-conceptual component of those indigenous concepts. There is no good
reason within the terms of that schema to think that as a matter of theoretical necessity those
shared concepts do not do so. Nor is there sufficiently strong reason to think that necessarily
they do. Thus, I am content to maintain the proposition that within the physicalist-functionalist
schema, by virtue of the possibility of the judge not possessing an acquisitively adequate subconceptual base, it is contingently possible that no judge can acquire any non-necessarily-shared
indigenous concept - including any practically adequate indigenous concept - under any possible
epistemic conditions. According to the physicalist-functionalist model of things advocated
throughout this thesis, a general and virtually global degree of judicial concept-acqws1t1ve
incapacity is possible within the native title determination hearing process. All the physicalistfunctionalist may plausibly deny is that any degree of judicial concept-acquisitive incapacity
between judges and indigenous concepts is theoretically necessary.

We should not forget, of course, that the corollary of the possibility advocated here is that given
the possibility of conducive epistemic conditions obtaining, it is contingently possible that any or
all judges can acquire any or all non-necessarily-shared indigenous concepts. To the extent that it
is possible that such conditions obtain over the course of a native title determination hearing,
then it is possible that all judges can acquire all non-necessarily-shared indigenous concepts including that practically adequate set of indigenous concepts the judge needs to acquire in order
to properly interpret testimonial evidence, understand indigenous actions and perform her
determinative role - over the course of a native title determination hearing. To the extent that it
is possible that conducive epistemic conditions obtain over the course of a native title
determination hearing, there are no grounds for pessimism about the potential of the native title
determination process to provide claimant indigenous agents with the recognition and protection
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they seek.

Let me turn now to the issue of whether it is possible for conducive epistemic

conditions to obtain over the course of a native title determination hearing.

The possibility ofacquisitively conducive epistemic conditions
In order to acquire a concept an agent must either come into appropriate sensory and cognitive
contact with a set of environmental phenomena causal of that concept or must engage in a
process of reasoning which is causal of the acquisition of that concept, all against the background
of a set of conceptually relevant intentional states or, as I have also been terming it, a set of
acquisition-adequate sub-conceptual content. Since raising this issue in Chapter 5, I have been
conceiving of the various environmental, sensory, cognitive, behavioural and other phenomena
implicated in the process of judicial concept acquisition, other than the judge's possession of the
background set of intentional states or sub-conceptual base in terms of the epistemic conditions
surrounding the judge in relation to the acquisition of the indigenous concept in question. A
situation of judicial concept acquisition is dualistically analysable in terms of the set of epistemic
conditions and the degree of conceptual difference which obtain in that situation.

We saw in Chapter 5 that these epistemic conditions may, in turn, be categorised in terms of the
internal capacities of the judge and the external circumstances she is subject to. The former
category includes, for example, those conditions to do with the quality of the judge's sensory,
cognitive and reasoning apparatus (including her capacity to see and hear properly, as well as her
capacity to properly conceptualise sensory data); the quality of the judge's bodily motor skills
(including her capacity to seek out and manipulate conceptually relevant evidence, as well as
move her body into a state or position conducive to cognitively appropriating that evidence); the
quality of the judge's reasoning skills (including, most importantly, her capacity to interpretively
reason within the parameters of the various theories of agency and mind mentioned in the
previous chapter); and the quality of the judge's motivation to sensorily and cognitively engage
with evidence and to reason appropriately (including the nature and strength of her desires to do
so). The latter category includes those conditions to do with the nature of the environmental
phenomena which causally interact with the judge (including the identity and amount of the
evidence presented to her, as well as the lighting and auditory conditions surrounding her
engagement with tl1at evidence); the nature and quality of any sensory, cognitive or reasoning
aids available to the judge and other relevant agents (including the availability of microphones,
video conferencing facilities, and computers); and the time available to her for concept
acquisition.
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It is clear that in acqwnng the vanous indigenous concepts they possess, indigenous and
testimonial agents were subject to one or other of the range of sets of epistemic conditions which
are conducive to the acquisition of those concepts. At some point in time, those agents possessed
some concept-acquiring set of internal capacities and were subject to some concept-acquiring set
of external circumstances. They possessed adequate sensory apparatus and came into appropriate
sensory contact with concept-causing evidence under suitable conditions of light and sound, they
possessed suitable cognitive and reasoning faculties and properly conceptualised that evidence
and reasoned about it, they possessed motor skills which enabled them to behaviourally
manipulate that evidence for their concept-acquisitive ends, and they had at their disposal
sufficient time to do all of these things and acquire the concepts in question. Further, given that
indigenous concepts continue to be acquired by indigenous and testimonial agents, epistemic
conditions conducive to the acquisition of each and every indigenous concept continue to obtain.
By virtue of the fact that indigenous and testimonial agents have acquired and continue to acquire
indigenous concepts, it follows that the obtaining of epistemic conditions conducive to the
acquisition of every indigenous concept is theoretically possible.7 1

Additionally, given that within the physicalist-functiona list schema there is no 'in principle'
difference between the internal capacities and external circumstances a non-indigenous person
(including a native title judge) may possess or be subject to and those an indigenous or
testimonial witness may possess or be subject to, the possibility of conducive epistemic
conditions obtaining for indigenous or testimonial agents entails the possibility of their obtaining
for non-indigenous agents, including native title judges. Because no impossibility attaches within
physicalist-functiona lism to the obtaining of conducive internal capacities and external
circumstances for native title judges, it follows as a general matter that it is theoretically possible
within that schema that epistemic conditions conducive to the acquisition of any and all
indigenous concepts obtain for any and all native title judges. Nothing within the physicalistfunctionalist schema necessitates the isolation of any non-indigenous agent, including any native
title judge, from the influence of any of the epistemic conditions causal of an indigenous concept,
given p ossession of an appropriate sub-conceptual base.

\v'hether or not it is theoretically possible for conducive epistemic conditions to obtain over the
course of a native title hearing (as distinct from obtaining generally) , depends upon whether there
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ot e,-en radical incommensurabilists would deny this.
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are any features specific to a native title hearing which theoretically necessitate the non-obtaining
of such conditions as far as the presiding judge is concerned. Quite simply, there are not. At a
very basic level, we can conceive of a native title determination hearing as comprising a complex
and interrelated series of actions performed by relevant agents, including the judge, within the
context of some or other external environment. Part of that overall series of actions may be
distinguished as a judicial concept-acquiring series of actions. Such series might include the
actions of parties to the claim tendering evidence to the judge about the content of an indigenous
concept, the testimonial actions of witnesses testifying about that concept and, most importantly
for our purposes, the interpretive actions of the judge in making sense of the evidence of any
such witness.7 2 All of this takes place within an environmental context comprising the behaviour
of relevant agents, objects of real evidence, lighting and auditory conditions, and the rest. In this
respect, the judicial concept-acquiring process which takes place over the course of a native title
determination hearing is no different from that which might occur generally. Both primarily
involve a concept-acquiring judicial agent possessing and exercising some or other set of internal
capacities whilst being subject to some or other set of external circumstances.

Where, though, the process of judicial concept-acquisition at hearing may be said to differ from
that carried on generally, is that at hearing the actions of all the participating agents, including the
judge, as well as the internal capacities of and external circumstances surrounding the judge are,
to some degree, regulated by a set of legal norms. That some set of these things is legally normgoverned is a necessary feature of a native title determination hearing. Such norms, for example,
include those norms prescribing that judges must, as a pre-requisite of holding judicial office,
possess some practically adequate set of sensory, cognitive, behavioural and reasoning capacities;
those rules of evidence regulating the kinds of testimony and real evidence which might be
tendered to or relied upon by a judge over the course of a hearing; those norms prescribing
(roughly) the time which might be spent by a judge in engaging with any given piece of evidence
or in acquiring any given concept at hearing; and those norms prescribing certain lighting and
auditory standards for a hearing or permitting the use by participants of sensory, reasoning or
behavioural aids such as microphones, computers and (when holding the hearing 'on country')
vehicles. We can conceive of the actions of all the various agents involved in the judicial conceptacquisition process over the course of a native title hearing, including those of the judge, as being

72

The tendering of a range of non-testimonial actions or real evidence, together with their interpretation or
cognitive appropriation by the judge may additionally or alternatively be involved in this process, as we saw
in Chapter 5.
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informed both by beliefs about those states of affairs prescribed by applicable legal norms and by
desires to make one's own and others' internal capacities 73 , actions and external circumstances
conform to some degree with those (believed) states of affairs .7 4

Such legal norms may be taken not only to regulate but also to constitute a component of the
epistemic conditions obtaining in relation to the judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts over
the course of a determination hearing.7 5 As we saw in Chapter 2, though, norms are no more than
complexes of human thought and action. As such, the contents of legal norms - the standards,
including the epistemic conditions, they prescribe - are contingent upon the nature of the
thoughts and actions of those agents who actively constitute them. And within the parameters of
the physicalist-functionalist theory of action adopted here, the thoughts and actions of the agents
who actively constitute the legal norms regulating the epistemic conditions which obtain at a
native title hearing - like those of any complex of thought and action - are contingent
phenomena which may take a wide variety of forms, including epistemically conducive forms as
far as the judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts is concerned - though always within the
bounds of general theoretical possibility. By virtue of there being no basis within physicalist- .
functionalism upon which to maintain the proposition that non-conducive epistemic conditions
are necessitated by the legal norms operative within native title determination hearings, we may
confidently assert the proposition that it is theoretically and contingently possible for epistemic
conditions conducive to the judicial acquisition of any indigenous concept to obtain within any
native title hearing. It is theoretically possible for the epistemic conditions which obtain at a
native title hearing as far as any judge is concerned to mirror any of those which might obtain in
general as far as any indigenous or non-indigenous agent is concerned. Within the physicalistfunctionalist schema, there is no reason why necessan!J the legal norms regulating judicial practice
over the course o f a determination hearing do not enable the judge to engage in precisely the
sam e series o f action s a non-indigenous agent might engage in generally in order to acquire an
indigenous concept.

73

The parties and the judge, fo r example, will desire and w ill act to ensure that testimonial agents have
vocal motor skills and cognitive capacities adequate to their testimonial role. ·
74

This account of legal norms builds upon and is con sistent with the account of n orms given in Chapter 2.

TI1ere is no problematic circularity in this statem ent given the dialectic nature of no rms outlined in
Chapter 2.
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As such, it is possible for the epistemic conditions which obtain at a native title hearing (including
the legal norms regulating those conditions) to be entirely non-conducive to the judicial
acquisition of any or all indigenous concepts or entirely conducive to such acquisition, or merely
to some degree conducive or non-conducive to such acquisition. The possibilities in this sphere
are as vast as they are in general. Given their contingency, a notable feature of the · epistemic
conditions and associated norms operative within the native title process is that they are
reformable. Where they are not conducive to judicial concept acquisition and where those agents
whose practice constitutes those conditions and norms so desire, those conditions and norms
may be changed so as to be more conducive to judicial concept acquisition. Law reform - even
radical law reform - in the service of an enhanced judicial interpretive capacity, conceptacquisitive capacity and capacity to understand indigenous actions is a theoretically live option
within the physicalist-functionalist scheme of things. If it is theoretically possible for conducive
epistemic conditions to obtain as a general extra-legal matter, there is no good reason to hold that
necessarily the native title determination hearing process is not or cannot be rendered
epistemically conducive to the acquisition of any and all indigenous concepts by any and all native
title judges. This is a very important feature of the physicalist-functionalist approach elaborated in
this thesis which I will take up in the concluding chapter.

There is good reason, then, for physicalist-functionalists to maintain that the obtaining of the
second of the aforementioned conditions of indigenous concept acquisition - that the judge be
subject to conducive epistemic conditions - is possible for any or all judges in relation to any or
all indigenous concepts. A radical incommensurabilist argument that such condition is not
possible - that a failure of conducive conditions is necessary - is implausible. There is no good
reason to believe that necessarib over the course of a native title hearing no judge can engage in
appropriate sensory and cognitive relations with appropriate evidence nor engage in appropriate
reasoning (given the possession of appropriate concepts and intentional states), as far as a giv en
indigenous concept is concerned. Again, though, the possibility in question here is a contingent
one. It is not theoretically necessary that an appropriate sensory or cognitive engagement ~rith
relevant evidence or an appropriate engagement in relevant reasoning obtains for any or all judges
and any or all indigenous concepts. It is not theoretically necessary that conducive epistemic
conditions obtain for any or all judges in relation to any or all indigenous concepts. It is
theoretically possible on the physicalist-functionalist theory of agency, intentionality and
interpretation adopted in this thesis that the condition in question here does not obtain at any
time for any or all judges and any or all indigenous concepts. It is theoretically p ossible (but not
necessary), by virtue of the possibility of the failure of the necessary condition of there being
conducive epistemic conditions, that any and all judges be incapacitated from acquiring any and
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all indigenous concepts, independently of whether or not an acquisitively adequate degree of
conceptual difference obtains.

4. Conclusion

The acqws1t1on of an indigenous concept by a judge is possible only if both of the two
individually necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for that acquisition are possible - namely,
that the judge possesses an acquisition-adequate set of sub-conceptual content for that concept
and that the epistemic conditions under which the judge thinks and acts are conducive to the
acquisition of that concept. Judicial concept acquisition is possible if the degree of conceptual
difference which exists between the judge and indigenous concept or indigenous or testimonial
agent in question is not so great as to render acquisition under any epistemic conditions
impossible and if epistemic conditions enabling acquisition at that degree of conceptual
difference are possible. I have endeavoured to show that given the truth of the physicalistfunctionalist account of things offered in this thesis it is theoretically possible for both of these
conditions to concurrently obtain for all judges and all indigenous concepts - even under
conditions of maximal possible conceptual difference - over the course of a native title
determination hearing. Thus, it is theoretically possible for any judge to acquire any indigenous
concept at any possible degree of conceptual difference, provided that over the course of the
hearing she is subject to conditions which enable her to cognitively appropriate evidence and
reason in a manner causal of the acquisition of that concept. It is not the case that all judges are
necessarily incapacitated from acquiring any indigenous concept under any epistemic conditions,
including those obtaining at hearing. The radical concept-acquisitive incapacity thesis is not
plausible fron1 the physicalist-functiona list point of view. 76

Indeed, if we step back from the detail of the preceding argument about the limits of judicial
concept-acquisitive incapacity and think about what indigenous concepts are within the
physicalist-functiona list scheme of things, both the consistency of that argurnent with the basic
tenets of physicalist-functiona lism and the i111plausibility of the radical incommensurabilist thesis
becomes clear. For a start, the very idea that there could exist in the world a higher-order
phenomenon (an indigenous concept or intentional state), the identity - which is to say, the

Neither is the associated incommensurabilist claim mentioned occasionally in previous chapters that
necessarily no legally valid concept of native title describes any claimant set of actions . ·

76
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functional role or content - of which is necessarily unknowable to every actual and possible nonindigenous inquirer, including those operating within our best sciences, is fundamentally
inconsistent with the monistic ontological and epistemological ethos of the physicalist project. 77
No physicalist could admit of such a phenomenon without a sound explanation being provided
to her of its ontological distinctiveness, its causal relations with the world and its in-principle
cognitive inaccessibility (at least as far as its content goes). Such sound explanation is something
radical incommensurabilists have notably failed to offer to date - whether within the terms of
physicalist-functionalism or not.

Likewise have they failed to offer a sound explanation of the nature of the special and extremely
limited kind of knowledge they claim to have about indigenous concepts and intentional states 78

-

for example, their knowledge that those things are concepts and intentional states and that
indigenous agents possess them and rely upon them in their engagement with the world in a
manner analogous to the manner non-indigenous agents do (without of course, admitting
knowledge of the specific identity or content of such phenomena). The knowledge claimed to be
possessed by radical inco1nmensurabilists is of a kind which on their own terms cannot be acquired
by any empirical or interpretive engagement with indigenous agents, at least as such engagement
is physicalistically theorised. Their knowledge of indigenous concepts and intentional states is a
kind of knowledge which can only be admitted within an epistemologically dualist theory of
things.7 9 It is a kind of knowledge which, along with the overall state of incommensurability it is
alleged to form part of, has no place within physicalism. 80

Because both the radical conceptual difference thesis and the radical concept-acqws1t1ve
incapacity theses are not plausible, neither is the radical incommensurability thesis which, as we

77

See the discussion in Chapter 3 and Appendix 1.

78

A kind of knowledge Davidson (1974c), Rescher (1980) and others have argued cannot help but collapse
into vacuity or contradiction.
79

See Davidson's (197 4c) incisive critique of the epistemologically dualist commitments of the radical
conceptual incommensurabilist thesis.
80

Nor has any thesis maintaining the in principle inaccessibility of the functional role a physical state plays
within a system of indigenous agency a place within a functionalist account of intentionality and concepts.
On what basis could the causal-functional role of indigenous neuro-physical states within the bodily
interaction of indigenous agents with the world be ontologically and epistemologically distinguished from
the causal-functional role of the neuro-physical states of non-indigenous agents within the bodily
interaction of those agents with the world? Again, to make such a distinction a theorist could not be a
functionalist about intentionality and concepts.
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saw, is comprised of these. As far as the limits of conceptual incommensurability are concerned
in relation to judges and indigenous and testimonial agents and their concepts, it remains
theoretically possible that the non-necessarily-shared part of the conceptual schemes of any judge
and any indigenous or testimonial agent be incommensurable under any theoretically possible
epistemic conditions. As a contingent possibility though, this proposition entails that it is also
theoretically possible that the conceptual schemes of any judge and any indigenous or testi1nonial
agent be commensurable under certain possible (acquisition conducive) epistemic conditions. The
interpretation of indigenous and testimonial agents by judges and the judicial acquisition of
concepts testified about by those agents - even to a practically adequate degree as far as the
judge's determinative purposes are concerned - is a theoretical possibility for a physicalistfunctionalist such as myself, even if the maximal possible degree of conceptual difference obtains
between the judge and any such agents at the commencement of the interpretive encounter
between them. Consequently, the judicial understanding of any and all indigenous actions and the
proper determination of native title claims is possible on the physicalist functionalist approach.
There is no need to be pessimistic about the recognitional and protective potential of the native
title system - at least on metaphysical grounds .
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Chapter 8 - Conclusion: philosophical
analysis and law reform
The aim of this thesis was to inquire into the capacity of a non-indigenous judge acting within the
context of a native title determination hearing to understand those conceptually different
indigenous actions which might come before her over the course of such hearing. In pursuing
this aim, it was demonstrated that in order to understand a conceptually different indigenous
action, a judge must acquire a practically adequate set of indigenous concepts. Acquiring such
concepts requires the judge to interpret testimonial evidence (and cognitively appropriate other
kinds of evidence) about those concepts and the action they implicate. In pursuing her
adjudicative role over the course of a native title determination hearing, the judge must, to some
degree, act so as to enculturate herself into some part of the worldview and way of life of the
claimants. This thesis, then, constituted an inquiry into the nature and limits of that enculturation.
In doing so, it engaged with a complex range of issues to do with the interpretive, conceptacquisitive, epistemic and adjudicative roles and capacities of native title judges both generally and
under conditions of conceptual difference. And it did so from a physicalist and functionalist
point of view, attended by all the theoretical benefits such a point of view has to offer on those
things.

The ultimate finding of this thesis in light of its aim is that native title judges have a contingent
capacity to acquire any indigenous concept and understand any indigenous action over the course
of a determination hearing and that the claims of the radical conceptual incommensurability
thesis that they do not are not plausible. That is, it is contingently possible that any native title
judge acquires any indigenous concept and understands any indigenous action over the course of
a native title hearing. Equally, though, it is contingently possible that any such judge does not and
that an epistemically and adjudicatively disabling degree of conceptual incommensurability
obtains in some or all hearings. Everything here depends upon the content of the conceptual
scheme possessed by the judge at the commencement of a hearing - which is to say, the degree
of conceptual difference which obtains at the hearing's commencement between the judge's
scheme and that of the claimants and relevant witnesses - and upon the epistemic conditions
which obtain for the judge over the course of the hearing.

I argued in Chapter 7 that certain of the content of a judge's conceptual scheme is theoretically
necessitated but that it is a theoretically contingent matter as to the remaining content of her
scheme. At the commencement of a determination hearing, the non-necessarily possessed part of
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a judge's conceptual scheme may exhibit a degree of difference from that of any claimant agent
or witness ranging from complete identity to complete difference. It is a theoretically contingent
matter where on the spectrum of conceptual difference between these extremes a judge's scheme
actually lies vis a vis that of claimants or witnesses. Likewise, I argued that the nature of the
epistemic conditions which obtain for a judge in any given situation (including that obtaining
over the course of a native title determination hearing) is a theoretically contingent matter,
capable of taking a variety of forms within the bounds of theoretical possibility ranging from
unconducive to conducive of the acquisition of indigenous concepts. On the argument mounted
in Chapter 7, it is theoretically possible for the epistemic conditions which obtain over the course
of a native title determination hearing to mirror the most ideal conditions generally possible in
the world.

Both the content of a native title judge's conceptual scheme at the commencement of a
determination hearing and the epistemic conditions which obtain for a judge over the course of a
determination hearing are (and, therefore, can be) subject to some degree of regulation by legal
norms. On the account of things offered in this thesis, legal norms are theoretically contingent,
socially constructed phenomena capable of being formulated, reformulated and repealed so as to
provide for the obtaining of a range of situations, all within _the bounds of theoretical possibility.
There is no reason to believe that any theoretical necessity operates upon the content of legal
norms prev enting them from providing for a degree of judicial conceptual difference or for a set
of epistemic conditions conducive to the acquisition of any indigenous concept. Thus, the sys tem
of legal norms presently operative within the native title process both prior to and during a
determination hearing is capable of being interpretive!J reformed so as to enable any of the range of
theoretically possible judicial conceptual schemes and epistemic condition s to obtain, including
those schemes and conditions mo st conducive as a general m atter to the acquisition of any
indigenous concept. 1 Within the limits of theoretical p ossibility, the norms regulating the content
of a native title judge's conceptual scheme at the commencement of a determination hearing are
amenable to reform so as to ensure a greater o r lesser degree of conceptual difference between
judge and claimant or witness at that p oint in time. Likewise, the legal norms regulating the
epistemic conditions which obtain for a judge over the course of a determination hearing are,
\vithin the limits of theoretical possibility, amenable to reform so as to ensure that the epistemic

1

By interpretiTe reform I mean reform oriented towards facilitating the judicial interpretation of

testimonial endence about indigenous concepts, the judicial and acquisition of such concepts and the
judicial understanding of indigenous actions implicating such concepts.
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conditions which obtain at hearing are conducive - even ideally so - to the judicial acquisition of
indigenous concepts and understanding of indigenous actions. 2

Thus, it is possible on our analysis for the system of norms constituting and regulating the native
title system to sustain a degree of relevant conceptual difference and a set of epistemic conditions
which will enable the judicial acquisition of any of those indigenous concepts, the possession of
which is necessary for her to understand indigenous actions. 3 If such difference or such
conditions do not actually obtain as a general matter under the present normative regime
governing native title hearings (and it is possible on our analysis that they do not), then it is
possible that that regime be reformed so as to ensure that they do obtain. It is possible that the
norms regulating the native title determination process be reformed in a manner oriented towards
both the reduction of the degree of relevant conceptual difference between judge and claimant
actions which obtains at the commencement of native title hearings and the cultivation of
interpretively and concept-acquisitively conducive epistemic conditions over the course of such
hearings. 4

As mentioned in Chapter 1, it is not the aim of this thesis to elaborate a detailed set of reform
proposals in relation to the epistemic and interpretive properties of the native title process under
conditions of conceptual difference, valuable as such a project might be. However, in Appendix
3, I provide a critical overview of certain key norms which presently regulate the judicial

Further, by virtue of the fact that like all concepts the concept of native title adopted by the native title
judiciary is itself a product of the contingent practices of some authoritative set of agents, the native title
system is also open to the effective reform of its capacity to formally recognise and protect indigenous
actions, including conceptually different actions. As I have previously mentioned, the rebuttal of the radical
conceptual incommensurabilit:y thesis pursued in Chapter 7 also enables me to rebut a consequence of tl1at
thesis, namely tl1at necessarily no legally valid concept of native title describes any claimant set of actions.

2

Likewise, of course, it is possible on our analysis for the norms regulating tl1e native title system to sustain
a degree of relevant conceptual difference and a set of epistemic conditions which disable such judicial
acquisition. Some incommensurabilists have argued that independently of any general conceptual
incommensurability between indigenous and non-indigenous agents, the normative regime comprising the
native title system necessarily disables the judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts. See, for example,
Motha (1998) and Mantziaris and Martin (2000) pp.29-43.

3

As ·we have seen, the greater the degree of conceptual difference which obtains in relation to a given
indigenous concept (given a certain set of epistemic conditions) or the less conducive the epistemic
conditions which obtain in relation to that concept (given a certain degree of conceptual difference), the
more difficult it will be for a judge to acquire that concept. Conversely, tl1e less the degree of conceptual
difference which obtains in relation to a given indigenous concept or the more conducive the epistemic
conditions which obtain in relation to that concept, the less effort will be required for a judge to acquire
that concept.

4
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acquisition of indigenous concepts within the native title hearing process with the intention of
clarifying some (at least) of the applied, legal reformist potential of the preceding philosophical
analysis, as well as providing some indication of the direction which any sustained legal analysis of
reform options might wish to take in the future. 5 For example, there I discuss the norms
presently regulating the degree of conceptual difference generally obtaining between native title
judges and indigenous concepts and actions prior to hearing and point out how, as a general
matter, that degree of difference might be lessened by structural reform involving the
appointment of suitably enculturated persons 6 to judicial office in the native title area, as well as a
sustained process of pre-appointment and ongoing cross-cultural education of the appointed
judiciary into group-specific, as well as more general, aspects of indigenous ways of life.

Similarly, I engage in Appendix 3 in an analysis of the existing norms governing a number of the
epistemic conditions obtaining at a native title hearing (to do with both the judge's internal
capacities and external circumstances) and point to ways in which those which are facilitative of
judicial interpretation, concept-acquisition and understanding might be improved and those
which are obstructive might be removed or replaced. Important norms mentioned here include
those regulating the appointment of judges (so as to ensure judges with optimal internal
capacities), the design of the hearing environment (so as to ensure the optimal transmission of
information)7, and the provision of resources to the parties (so as to enable them to effectively
present their case so as to assist the judge to understand relevant indigenous actions). They also
include certain of the rules of evidence, including those which regulate the way in which
indigenous and other testimonial witnesses are examined and cross-examined b 1 counsel, the use
of translators and other intercultural mediators, the recognition of indigenous secrecy norms, and
the giving of group evidence by indigenous witnesses.

The issues raised in the appendix to this chapter are all important and interesting ones, deserving
of a thorough and physicalistically sound exploration. Regrettably, such exploration is a task to be
pursued - in detail, at leas t - in another context. 8 The purpose of this thesis has been to provide a

5

The discussion in Append.ix 3 is intended to be representafr. e and illustrative, rather than comprehensive
of all rele-,-ant norms and a,-enues of reform.

6

Including indigenous persons, subject to fairness issues being addressed.

- Including the holding of some or all of the hearing on the claim area itself.
8

As mentioned in Chapter 1, I am presently pursuing this task v.r:ith the intention of publishing the results
of m,- research.
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philosophically, scientifically and legally informed basis for the pursuit of a sustained reformist
project. Its grounding upon a cogent metaphysics and philosophical method, its consequent
intersection with the findings and methodology of the natural and social sciences, and its
orientation around solid legal doctrinal and procedural analysis increase, I would argue, the likely
effectiveness of any proposals for reform such a project might engender. An important metatheoretical aim of this thesis is that it serve as a token of the contribution which a sound
philosophical analysis might make to the cause of legal reform. I hope that it has succeeded in
this regard.

As I stated in Chapter 1, I share the concern of the incommensurabilist critics of the Australian
native title system in relation to the capacity of the agents of that system to adequately understand
indigenous action and properly recognise and protect indigenous ways of life. It is clear from an
analysis of the epistemic conditions which presently obtain within the native title system that
obstructions to the proper judicial understanding - and, therefore, to the proper recognition and
protection - of indigenous actions exist. These conditions are capable of and demand reform.
Any such reformist efforts, though, must be based on a sound comprehension of the nature of
the phenomena involved. The radical incommensurabilist reading of those phenomena cannot,
by its very nature, provide such a basis for reform. It not only fails to provide us with any cogent
insight into the nature of the phenomena involved but it denies the very possibility of reform and
consigns non-indigenous theorists, officials and concerned citizens to a personal and institutional
impotence in the face of an urgent ethical and political demand. I have sought to argue that the
physicalist-functionalist analysis of things offered here not only gives a detailed and coherent
insight into the nature of all of the phenomena involved in the judicial understanding of
indigenous action but also provides us with a solid and effective basis for identifying, making
sense of and actively addressing the weaknesses and strengths of the native title system in giving
indigenous people some degree of what they want - the legal recognition and protection of their
ways of life.
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Appendix 1 - On Physicalism
1. On Physicalist Ontology

Dualism and emergentism
Substance dualism in the philosophy of mind, for example, conceives of the world "as consisting
of two independent domains, the mental and the material, each with its own distinctive defining
properties (consciousness and spatial extendedness, respectively) and causal powers. There are
causal interactions across the domains, but entities in each domain, being "substances", are
ontologically independent of those of the other, and it is metaphysically possible for one domain
to exist in the total absence of the other." 1 Substance dualism thus posits the existence of
independent fundamentally non-physical phenomena. Substance dualism may be distinguished
from property (or attribute) dualism which maintains that mental properties are properties not of
an independent fundamentally non-physical (mental) substance but, rather of the physical or
physically-based substance of which our bodies are comprised. Property dualists posit the
existence of physically dependent but, nonetheless, fundamentally non-physical properties.
Independently of their incompatibility with physicalism, both forms of dualism notoriously have
faced problems in accounting for the causal relations they claim exist between the fundamentally
non-physical and physical aspects of the world. 2

Emergentism is a metaphysical doctrine which maintains the existence of so-called emergent
properties - that is, novel systemic properties which are alleged to ontologically 'emerge' when
certain combinations of basal physical entities (and their lower-order properties) are present. 3

1

Kim (1998) p.15.

Heil (1998) Chapter 1, Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.4-5. We will explore these problems in
Chapter 4 and Appendix 2.

2

Poland (1994) pp.15-16, Beckermann, Flohr and Kim (1992), Humphries (1996), Kim (1998) pp.8-9 and
(1999), Melnyk (2003) pp.16-19. Examples of emergent phenomena suggested by emergentists over the
years include the phenomenon of life (which was thought by early emergentists to be emergent from
chemical and biological phenomena), as well as - most relevantly for our purposes - intentional phenomena
(beliefs and desires) which are said by some to be emergent from neurophysiological phenomena. The
most important and troubling examples of emergent phenomena on offer these days are those of

3
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Such higher-level combinational entitles are alleged to possess propert1es which, in some
unacceptably strong sense, transcend the lower-order properties of their component parts. 4 For
example, these emergent properties are often conceived of as possessing " non-physical intrinsic
causal powers" independent of the causal powers of the physical properties from which they
emerge.5 As w e shall see in Chapter 4, this causal distinctness generates a problem of causal
overdetermination, a problem which in itself may be reason enough to reject emergentism as a
credible thesis. As a result of their alleged ontological distinctness and despite their emergence
from underlying physical phenomena, emergent properties are such that their nature or
o ccurrence cannot be explained or predicted solely on the basis of knowledge of the properties of
the lower-level components of the entity from which they emerge. 6 The problem of emergent
properties is, therefore, very importantly an epistemic problem for physicalists who ultimately hold
that all higher order properties can be predicted and explained, at least in principle, on the basis
of kno"\vledge about the physical base. And so, emergent properties are ultimately and
unacceptably non-physically grounded. They have no viable place within the physicalist schema
argued for here.

The identity of the physical base
Poland asserts that "the problem of identifying the physical bases is one of the deepest
foundational issues facing physicalists." 7 It is, and there has yet to be a satisfactory resolution of
the issue amongst physicalists. Broadly, two approaches have been adopted by physicalists in

consciousness and the qualia of mental phenomena. As I have stated above, making satisfactory nonemergentist sense of these latter phenomena poses a test for physicalism at present.
4

Kim (2003) p .556 . Melnyk (2003) p.17 believes that emergent phenomena may not be such a problem for
physicalism. He maintains that his brand of realisation physicalism does not require that physics be unified
in the sense that there be no emergent phenomena. Indeed, he argues that physics itself may contain some
branches that are strongly emergent relative to other branches of physics. I do not share his tolerance of
such phenomena but do not intend to critically engage with his views on this matter here.
5

Kim (1998) p.12.

6

Emergentists hold that "[fj rom a complete knowledge of the basal conditions, it is not possible to predict
\Yhat properties ·will emerge at the higher level." Kim (1998) p.100. Early chemical emergentists, for
example, argued that "from a complete kno\vledge of the hydrogen and oxygen atoms in isolation, it is not
possible to predict that when they bond in the ration of 2 to 1, the resulting substance will be transparent
and dissolve sugar but not copper." Kim (ibid.) points out that the early emergentists were wrong about
many of their examples. "Solid state physics has explained, and is capable of predicting, these [so-called
emergent] phenomena on the basis of microphysical facts."
- Poland (1994) p .109.
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relation to this issue. 8 The first takes the path of a pn·ori definition. 9 A range of such definitions
has been offered over the years. These have included defining the physical base in terms of that
which inhabits time and space, for example, or that which has extension, location, and
impenetrability. 10 A major problem with such armchair theorising is that it relies upon a form of
knowledge which is highly problematic within the empiricist ethos of the physicalist schema. The
weakness of such theorising has been manifest in the fact that, historically, a priori definitions of
the physical have been highly vulnerable to contradiction by subsequent developments in physics
itself and have been abandoned as a result. 11 As David Henderson points out, "historically, a
priori conceptual truths have repeatedly fallen prey to empirical investigations. The world is just
not a safe place for a priori truths, or so it seems. Theory (and empirical investigations) can
develop in a way that renders them expendable." 12 Consequently, a purely a priorist approach has
found little support amongst contemporary physicalists.

In its stead, physicalists have preferred an a posteriori approach to the question of what the
physical base is. And in this respect they have turned to the very discipline charged with
determining - and, arguably, best equipped to determine - the identity of the fundamental
phenomena which comprise the universe - physics. Physicalists ultimately believe that the
scientific discipline of physics is in the best position to identify and describe the materials which
constitute and the regularities which govern the empirical world. 13 Physics is individuated as a
theoretical enterprise by its orientation towards such an end. 14 For this reason, most
contemporary physicalists defer to the empirical findings of physics in characterising the nature
of the physical base. 15 The identity and nature of the physical base is understood by physicalists as
being whatever physics says it is. It comprises those phenomena which are "mentioned as such in

8

Poland (1994) p.112.

9

Crane and Mellor (1990) p.185-6, Poland (1994) p.112. That is, formulating an analytic or conceptual
truth about the nature of the physical by conceptual or linguistic analysis or other form of a priori
argument.
10

Poland (1994) p.330.

Crane and Mellor (1990) p.186 describe a 17th century a priorist account of physics and illustrate how it
was overtaken by subsequent developments in physics.
11

12

Henderson (1993) p.115.

13

Lewis (1994) p.412, Pettit (1993b) p.213.

14

Pettit (1993b) p.214.

15

Poland (1994) p.112.
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fundamental physics" 16 and which serve as the object of inquiry there. On this account, real
phenomena are those phenomena posited by physics, as well as those which are realised by those
posited by physics. 17

Defining the physical base in terms of the findings of physics does not, however, immunise
physi calists from philosophical difficulty. For an important issue arises as to what physicalists
mean by the term 'physics'. Again, two approaches have arisen in this regard. The first defines
physics in terms of present dqy p01sics. On this approach, the physical base is whatever present day
physics identifies as fundamentally making up the world. 18 It is argued that the problem with this
approach is that present day physics is (or may reasonably be supposed to be) an incomplete
account of the fundamental basis of things. 19 It has not yet identified all of the phenomena
constituting the physical base and, therefore, has not yet provided an adequate basis for a
physicalist determination of the ontological status of things.

Further, it is argued that history has shown us that human inquiry into the fundamental nature of
things - physics - has evolved over the course of time in its understanding of that nature. 20 Past
understandings have been shown to be false. Consequently, it is argued, there is reason to believe
that some - and potentially all - of the account of the fundamental nature o f things provided by
present day physics is also false and may be shown to be so in the future. Again, a physicalism
based on such a set of premises will have no proper grounds for determining what exists and
what does not, which theories of things are theoretically legitimate and which are not. For it m ay
turn out that a phenomenon presently denied ontological status on the grounds that it is not

16

Melnyk (2003) p .11.

17

Post (1987) p.159 . Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.27. Stoljar (2005) p.1 2 describes this
conception of the physical base as the theory-based empirical conception and distinguishes it from the
object-based empirical conception according to which the physical base is that which is required by a
complete account of the intrinsic nature of paradigmatic physical objects and their constituents or else is a
property which is appropriately related to that required by such an account. Jackson (1998) for example,
adopts this latter conception.
18

This approach is taken by Melnyk (2003), Guttenplan (1994b) and Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996),
fo r example.

19

Melnyk (1997) pp .623-4. 'We know here and now that current physical science - broadly or narrowly
con strued - is inadequate, and, thus, can say without ado that any claim that a complete account of our
world, or of the psychological side of our world, can be given in terms of current physical, must be false."
J ackson (1998) p. 6.
20

Crane (1994) p.480.
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properly related to the physical as presently understood may turn out to be related to the physical
as more correctly understood at some point in the future.

It is argued, then, that a physicalism which bases its metaphysics and method on the propositions
of current physics will be infecting itself with an incomplete and potentially false set of
propositions. If current physics is neither complete nor true, then any physicalism based on
current physics will not be complete or true. 21 Physicalists will not know what the nature of the
physical base is and will be in no position to truly evaluate the ontological status of any putative
thing with reference to that base. Such a physicalism will be of little use as "a basis for assessing
the reality of entities and . the acceptability of theories and other claims to knowledge about
nature." 22 Its fundamental normative-critical role will be seriously undermined. 23

In response to this, an alternative approach has been suggested which defines physics in terms of
some true and complete ideal physics which may or may not emerge in the future. Thus, the
physical base is understood in terms of those phenomena identified by such a physics. 24 The
proble1n \,Vith this approach, however, is that it defines the physical base in terms of a set of
phenomena which is not presently determinable by physicalists. It grounds physicalism upon a
highly indeterminate and vacuous notion of the physical. 25 It offers physicalism a hollow and
ineffective criterion of ontological - and by extension epistemological - status. This is a problem
for two reasons. The first is that it provides physicalists with no basis at present for confidently
including or excluding any putative phenomenon from the physicalist ontology. 26 For it may turn
out that any presently controversial phenomenon is, in fact, mentioned as such by this future
physics and any presently accepted phenomenon is not. As Melnyk states, "for all we know, our
putatively physicalist thesis might turn out not exclude from existence such items as souls,

Further, it is argued that it not clear how a physicalism too firmly based on present day physics can
accommodate any significant changes in that discipline in the future.

21

22

Poland (1994) p.246.

23

As Jackson (1998) p.6 points out, "Physicalism is highly discriminatory."

24

This approach is taken by Pettit (1992) and (1993b) and Papineau (1993), for example.

Crane (1994) p.480 and Melnyk (1997) p.623. Crane and Mellor (1990) p.185 argue on this basis that
"physicalism lacks a clear and credible definition, and that in no non-vacuous interpretation is it true." To
the extent that the ideal physics is defined in terms of the true and complete theory of the fundamental
basis of reality, physicalism becomes trivially grounded on a notion of the physical as whatever the true and
complete theory about the physical base says it is. Jackson (1998) p.7. ''By definition, complete science will
include all that is needed, and, hence, it is analytic that physicalism defined in terms of it is true."

25

26

As well as any putative theory of things from the physicalist body of knowledge.
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entelechies and ghosts, items that do n ot qualify as physical on even the broadest current
interpretation of physical and which hav e traditionally been viewed by physicalists as entia non
grata." 27 It is not clear, therefore, how physicalists w ho adopt an ideal notion of physics are
presently to tell what should or should not be accorded ontological or epistemological status.
They are effectively denied an operative standard of such status until such time as the ideal
physics is achieved. And, as Poland states, "the content of physicalism depends upon there being
a principled and determinate set of physical bases of the right sort to warrant privileged status in
a physicalist system .... " 28 A related problem for those physicalists who hold the doctrine to be an
a posteriori one, is that relying upon an ideal future physics as the standard of existence and truth
postpones any a posteriori justification of physicalism itself until the ideal physics materialises .
Melnyk points out that on the approach in question "we would hav e no warrant for taking any
scientific findings actual!J available to us as evidence for (or evidence against) physicalism, and no
way of telling what would count as evidence for (or against) the [physicalist] thesis." 29

A posteriorist physicalists are, therefore, faced with a dilemma between basing their doctrine on a
conception of the physical base which is arguably either incomplete and false or indeterminate
and vacuous. 30 Two broad responses to this dilemma have been variously taken up by
physicalists. One has been to downplay the risk of present day physics being incomplete or false
and to accept as an adequate, though fallible, working description of the physical base the
account of things physics presently provides. The other response has been to mitigate the
indeterminacy surrounding the notion of the ideal future physics by seeking to give that notion a
more determinate content. It must be admitted that neither response has been entirely successful
in addressing the dilemma. Nonetheless, given that a choice has to be made, my preference is for
the first response.

One of the main reasons the first response is preferable to the second is that the various attempts
to provide further content to the n otion of the ideal physics have failed to provide any significant
determinacy in relation to the actual identity of the physical base. 31 Thus, though the very idea of

27

Melnyk (2003) p.12

28

Poland (1994) p.109.

29

Melnyk (2003) p.12. (his emphasis) .

30

This dilemma has been noted by Hempel (1969) p.180-3. See also Smart (1978), Hellman (1985) p.609,
Post (1987) pp.166-73 and Melnyk (2003) pp.12-14.
31

Melnyk (2003) p.12-13, Stoljar (2005) pp.12-13, Poland (1994) pp.118-19.
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the ideal physics might be rendered conceptually thicker by the stipulation of certain a prion·
constraints on the content and methodology any such physics could maintain - such as those
offered by Poland, for example 32

-

it remains unclear what the nature of the physical base

identified by that physics might be and, consequently, what effective criteria might be adopted at
present in determining the ontological status of putative phenomena. The second response
continues to offer contemporary physicalism no basis for presently determining what exists and
what does not. 33 It offers physicalism no basis for pursuing its fundamental normative-critical
objectives. This strikes me as a reason to reject this response - at least for the purposes of a
normative-critical project such as this thesis. 34

But there are other reasons for reJect1ng the ideal physics approach and for purswng a
physicalism based (fallibilistically, of course) on the findings of present day physics. Firstly, one
might want to query - as many theorists have 35

-

the strength of the possibility that present day

physics is significantly incomplete or false, as well as the importance one should attach to such a
possibility in relation to the physicalist and related projects. 36 It might be argued that there are
good reasons for supposing present day physics to be significantly complete and broadly correct;
reasons based, for example, on the proliferation of its laws and explanations and on its predictive

32

Poland (1994) Chapter 3. He states at p.126 that "The main desideratum bearing upon what counts as a
physical term, theory, object or attribute is whether something contributes essentially to addressing the
questions that it is the aim of physics to answer." He goes on at p.134 that physics must "be identified in
terms of its subject matter and typical cognitive pursuits, since it is these that have potential relevance to
the sorts of ideas and values central to physicalism." See also Guttenplan (1994b) p. 77.
33

Melnyk (2003) p.13. He argues that advocates of this response are ultimately forced to rely on
conceptions of the ideal physics which are heavily informed by the nature of present day physics. Thus in
seeking to avoid the indeterminacy problem they effectively fall into adopting the present day response
with all its problems. Poland (1994), for example, states at p.126-7 that "it is clear that one can accept
current physics as the best available approximation to the [ideal] physics of our world ... Hence, the best
available approximations to the actual physical bases for [physicalism] are to be understood in terms of
current physics or some suitable elaboration."
34

Another problem with this response has to do with how we would ever know that the ideal physics was
true and how the criteria by which we would claim to know would differ from those we presently rely upon
in believing our present physics to be true.
35

Theorists such as Post (1987), Lewis (1994), Braddon-Michell and Jackson (1996), and Melnyk (1997 and
2003), for ex~ple.
36

Smart (1978), for example, downplays tl1e significance that any future changes in physics' account of the
fundamental nature of things might have as far as the higher-order sciences of chemistry, biology and
physiology are concerned upon which psychology and many other even higher-order sciences are based.
He argues at p.340 that though present day physics may be incomplete or false, those higher order natural
sciences relevant to our understanding of the human mind, action and interpretation are "essentially
complete and ... unlikely to change in important respects" in the future. ''Whatever happens to physics, a
hydrogen atom will contain one proton and one electron, and water will still be H2O." Ibid.
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p ower. Present day physics might also be justified to some degree as far as its truth and
completeness go by pointing to its theoretical compatibility with the findings of many other
epistemically legitimate branches of knowledge. 37 Further, Melnyk cogently queries the
significance of the mere fact of historical change in the content of human inquiry into the
fundamental nature of the world to the question of the truth of contemporary physics. 38 The
mere fact of change highlights that some possibility of present error exists but it does not entail a
strong possibility. Indeed, it is not clear how prior error could have any detrimental effect on the
truth of a present theory of things. A future true physics would face the same fact of error and
change in prior physical conceptions without its truth in any way being affected.

Of course, the various defences offered of the present day physics approach may be (and have
been) criticised. The point remains, though, that for a posteriorist physicalists who wish to
maintain and utilise the normative-critical dimension of physicalism a choice has to be made
between the findings of present day or some ideal physics. 39 Physicalism is primarily oriented
towards the identification and understanding of what exists in the world. It is this orientation
which fundamentally informs this thesis. Such an orientation requires physicalism, as well as an
inquiry rooted in physicalism, to have at their disposal a relatively determinate criterion by which
to evaluate the ontological and epistemological status of putative phenomena and theories. Only
the present day physics approach currently offers such a criterion. Though both approaches have
their costs, in m y view, the costs associated with the ideal physics approach outweigh the costs
associated with the present day approach. For all its problems, I see no convincing reason to
believe that the present day physics approach is a worse option than the ideal future physics (or
for that matter, the a priorist) approach.

I acknowledge the risk that it may turn out that present day physics is significantly incorrect. If so
m y m odel of physicalism and m y inquiry rooted as it is in this model m ay turn out be similarly
compromised. But I am n ot unique as a theorist in being vulnerable to be proved wrong. The risk

37

Lewis (1994) p.412, J ackso n (1998) p. 7. Braddon-Mitchell and J ackson (1996) comment at p .14 that "the
hope is that the problems in current physical sciences are n ot going to call for the acknowledgement of
properties, entities and relations different in kind fro m those now on the scene. T he incompleteness of
current physical theory does not imply incompleteness in the kinds of ingredien ts that will be needed to
complete the job."
38

Melnyk (2003) pp.224-5

39

Po st (198 7) p.121 queries whether physicalists have any real choice other than to rely on the admittedly
changing content of contemporary physics. I reject P ettit's view (Pettit 1993b) that physicalists can remain
agnostic on this is sue.
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that certain of my premises may turn out to be false is a risk faced by all theorists. If it turns out
that present day physics is wrong in some relevant respect then my physicalism and my findings
in relation to the judicial interpretation of indigenous action may need to be reviewed. It may
even be the case that it is so wrong that this project cannot be salvaged, in which case it might
still serve some merely historical and philosophical value as an example of an inquiry undertaken
from the point of view of a physicalism based on early 21 st century physics.

As for the argument that radical changes in the content of our fundamental account of the world
would generate a physics and physicalism of such a different order as to render present day and
future physics and physicalism too different to be described by the same term, I am sympathetic
to Melnyk's response. Citing our ability to recognise past inquiries into the nature of things as
prototypical forms of physics on the grounds of broad methodological similarities and historical
and sociological continuities of practice, Melnyk argues that it is possible for physicalism to adopt
present day physics as its standard without disabling itself from coping with changes in the
content of present day physics - a concern raised by Poland. Melnyk says,
.. .if tomorrow new evidence forces a revision of physics, it will be possible to
formulate a new rival to physicalism as I am understanding it, by letting
tomorrow's (superior) physics take the place of current physics in our
formulation; and if the evidence for taking tomorrow's physics to be basic is as
good as the evidence for taking current physics to be basic, which is highly
likely, the resulting doctrine will be superior. Now, strictly speaking, it will not
be the doctrine I am calling physicalism. It will, however, have much in common
with it; specifically, it will implement the generic idea that there is a basic science
distinct from a bare conjunction of the many sciences, and the science it
identifies as basic will be an immediate sociological descendant of current physics. So if
we are looking for a spirit of physicalism, something that transcends the
particular formulations, then the commonality that I have just characterised
might be a good candidate. 40
Of course, relying on current physics to identify the physical base only throws up the question of
how current physics itself is to be identified. Post and Melnyk argue that we should identify
current physics with reference to the practices and writings of the world-wide physics acadeiny. 41
They define current physics as that account of the world which is the subject of consensus
amongst those physicists currently working in public and private research and teaching
institution. Melnyk argues that, in practice, we can discover what this consensus is by examining

40

Melnyk (2003) pp.14-5 (my emphasis).

41

Post (1987) p.122, Melnyk (2003) p.15.
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the content of physics textbooks which are widely used in undergraduate and postgraduate
teaching of physics throughout the world.42 Though, Poland is sceptical of this approach, arguing
that it leaves the issue of what physics is to socio-historical accident4 3 and preferring an approach
which renders the notion of present day physics subject to a priori principled restraint along the
lines discussed above, I am happy to accept the more consistently a posteriorist line of Post and
Melnyk here largely on the same grounds I adopt present day physics over some a priori
constrained future ideal.

The nature of the relation between higher-order phenomena and the physical
base
In the discussion to follow I propose to elaborate the notion of realisation by outlining the key
notions of dependence and supervenience and by demonstrating why neither of these - whether
individually or jointly - is an inadequate criterion for ontological status within the physicalist
schema. To set up the discussion, let me adopt an example originally formulated by Jaegwon
I<im. 44 Imagine a sculptor working on a piece of stone to create a statue. Her work involves
altering the physical 45 properties of the stone - including, say, the shape of its surface - by
chiselling away at it with the aim of instantiating certain higher-order aesthetic properties in the
statue - including, say, that of elegance. When the physical work is completed and the physical
properties of the statue are thereby finalised, her work is finished. There is no further work to be
done involving the adding of the desired aesthetic properties to the finished piece of stone. The
aesthetic properties of the statue are wholly fixed once its physical properties are fixed. Further,
the specific physical properties of the statue are responsible in some sense for it having the specific
aesthetic properties it has. 46 Its shape for example is responsible in some sense for it h aving the

42

Melnyk (2003) p .1 5.

43

Poland (1994) p.118 argues that "who is identified as a physicist may result from arbitrary, or otherwise
physicalistically irrelevant decisions having to do with how to organise and run a university." \Xlhatever the
academy says, goes.

44

I<im (2003) p.558. Though this example focuses on physical and higher order prope,ties, it might be
modified to illustrate the physicalistic status of other ontological categories.
45

I use the term 'physical' temporarily here in an everyday rather than physics-based sense.

46

This account of things is consistent with aesthetic properties being co.nceptualised by observers in
response to the physical properties of the statue. The concept of elegance may apply to a range of
physically fashioned statues . As was mentioned earlier in this chapter, higher-order concepts may be seen
to be responses to lower-order states of affairs and may encompass, refer to or describe broader or
narrower classes of lower-order phenomena.
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property of elegance. Giving it different physical properties - a different shape - may result in it
possessing different aesthetic properties.

Note that if the sculptor wishes to improve or otherwise change the aesthetic properties of the
statue, she must change its physical properties. There is no other way to do it. On the physicalist
picture, the sculptor cannot draw down aesthetic properties from some non-physical realm and
impart them to the statue. There is no such realm. There are no fundamentally non-physical
properties to add to the mix. The world is ontologically closed in this regard, as physicalists
maintain. Note also that the relation between the physical and higher-order properties in this
example is an a[Jmmetn·cal one. The physical properties have ontic priority over the aesthetic
properties. The aesthetic properties are instantiated only by the sculptor fashioning the statue's
physical properties. The sculptor influences those aesthetic properties of the statue only through
altering its ontically prior physical properties. The converse does not apply.

The aesthetic

properties are ontologically subordinate to the physical properties.

Further on this picture, it can be seen at a more global level that two or more statues with
identical physical properties will necessarily have identical aesthetic properties. 47 There is no way
that their aesthetic properties can differ without there being some difference in their physical
properties. If their aesthetic properties differ, they must have different physical properties. An
elegant statue is necessarily physically different from an inelegant statue. There is no source for
their aesthetic properties to differ other than a physical source. If two statues were physically
identical but aesthetically different then that difference could only be explained by reference to
some fundamentally non-physical or emergent state of affairs - by reference to certain
fundamentally non-physical properties, for example. 48 Finally, two statues may differ to some
degree in their physical properties and yet not differ in their aesthetic properties. They may differ
physically in some or other set of features - their shape, size, colour etc - but both be elegant.
That is, the aesthetic property of elegance may be multip!J realisable in a range of physical
properties .. A range of physically different statues may all realise the aesthetic property of

47

This gives us the basis of the weak supervenience thesis.

48

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.16.
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elegance. Elegance is a higher-order property which is, as a result, not identical to any specific set
of physical properties. It cannot be identified with any one physical shape or size. 49

In this example, then, the aesthetic properties of the statue may be conceived of as higher-order
properties which are realised by the lower-order physical properties of the statue. It is because
they are so related to the physical properties of the statue that we can say that the aesthetic
property of elegance is instantiated in the statue. It exists . The physicalist ontology can make
room for such properties and for all phenomena which meet the minimal ontological standard of
being realised in this manner by the physical. This account of the relation between the physical
and aesthetic properties of a statute illustrates a range of core physicalist intuitions about the
relation between physical and existent higher-order phenomena in general and will serve us well
in the detailed examination of the nature of that relation which is to follow. Let me turn to that
now.

Dependence
What the statue example firstly illustrates is the physicalist intuition that there can be no aesthetic
properties such as elegance without there being some or other physical phenomenon - in this
case, the physical properties of the statue - in relation to which they are instantiated. The
aesthetic property of elegance does not exist - cannot exist - in the absence of some or other
physical phenomenon. It is ontologically dependent upon there being something physical for its
instantiation. so More generally, physicalists hold that if there is no physical phenomenon in
existence then there can be no higher-order phenomenon in existence. Putative higher order
phenomena are ontologically dependent upon the physical if they are such that they cannot exist
in the absence of some or other physical phenomena.

Thus, we can articulate a basic tenet of the physicalist ontology by claiming that "everything that
exists or occurs in the world is ontologically dependent upon the physical domain; that is,
nothing can exist or occur in the absence of physical objects, attributes and events." 51

49

Savello s and Y alcin (1995) p.2. We will be corning back to the issue of multiple realisability and property
or type identity below. Note that some higher order properties may, in fact, be identical to some set of
physical properties.
50

Kim (1984) p.153.

51

Poland (1994) p.14-5.
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Dependence serves as an existence condition - a criterial ontological relation - for physicalists. In
order for any putative higher-order phenomenon to exist it must be ontologically dependent
upon the existence of physical phenomena of some sort. To say that higher-order phenomena are
dependent upon physical phenomena is to say that the existence of, at least, some physical
phenomena is a necessary condition for the existence of higher-order phenomena. Phenomena
may not exist in the absence of physical phenomena. There must be physical things present in
order for anything to be present. 52 As John Haugeland puts it, "if you took away all the atoms,
nothing would be left behind."5 3

Mere dependence does not require that any speciji,c set of physical phenomena is necessary for the
existence of any spedftc higher-order phenomenon. 54 It only requires, more generally, that there be

some set or other of physical phenomena in existence. Further, dependence is an a.rymmetric relation
between the physical and the higher order. 55 The physical realm is given ontic priority when this
relation obtains. Where it obtains, there exists a direction of 'ontological influence' from the
physical base to the dependent higher-order phenomena but not vice versa. 56 Higher-order
phenomena cannot exist in the absence of physical phenomena but physical phenomena may
exist in the absence of higher-order phenomena. "Taking away all the [higher-order] things and
their attributes does not guarantee that nothing will be left." 57

And so, a putative higher-order phenomenon must, at the very least, be dependent upon the
physical - that is, it must be the case that it cannot exist in the absence of something physical - if
that phenomenon is to be granted ontological status by physicalists. The ontological requirement
of dependence is inconsistent with the existence of certain kinds of phenomena posited by
metaphysical dualists and other anti-physicalists. Specifically, it is inconsistent with the existence

Some might argue that as abstract objects, attributes (properties and relations) may exist even if they are
not instantiated in this actual world and as such they are not ontologically dependent upon the physical
ontology. In response to this, though, one might argue that if instantiated in the world, attributes need a
physical object to be instantiated. Poland (1994) p.16, rm.Sand 6. On this basis it is probably more correct
to speak here of instantiations of a property rather than the property itself. I'll continue to speak of
properties as instantiated properties.

52

53

Haugeland (1982) p. 96.

54 Or for the existence of higher order phenomena in general.
55

It is not a mere symmetric covariance relation.

56 Poland (1994) p.85. Savellos and Yalcin (1995) p.1-2.
57 Poland (1994) p.15. Poland defines attributes as properties and relations.
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of independent fundamentally non-physical phenomena -

that is, phenomena which are

purported to be able to exist in the absence of physical phenomena. These include, for example,
immaterial souls and other such entities, as well as the non-physical properties of such entities.
Thus, the ontological requirement of dependence rules out substance dualism as a tenable thesis
in the philosophy of mind. For this reason it is a necessary component of any credible
physicalism.

What this reqwrement does not rule out, however, is the existence of either dependent
fundamentally non-physical properties or emergent properties 58 which, though dependent for
their instantiation upon the existence of physical objects and physical properties, are not realised
by physical properties. Being a physically dependent object, for example, does not preclude
possession of non-physical or emergent properties. It is possible under conditions of dependence
that a dependent fundamentally non-physical property or an emergent property exists which is
only capable of instantiation in the presence of a physical object or property of some sort. That
is, the mere obtaining of a dependence relation between the physical and the higher order does
not rule out property dualism or emergentism. Though, under conditions of dependence, the
existence of the physical may be necessary for anything else to exist, the physical does not
exhaust all there is that exists, as physicalism requires. 59 The world is not necessarily ontologically
closed when mere dependence obtains. A relation of mere dependence countenances the
existence of dependent non-physical and emergent properties which can make a difference to the
way things are at higher levels independently of any differences made by the physical base.

An additional problem with mere dependence as a sufficient condition for ontological status is
that it only requires that there be some set or other of physical phenomena in existence. It does not
require that any specific set of physical phenomena is necessary for the existence of any specific
higher-order phenomenon. 60 Thus, mere dependence fails to accom1nodate the important
physicalist intuition that the specific way things are at the physical level determines the specific way
things are at the higher order. I will be discussing this notion of determination below. For the
time being, though, this failure to entail a relation o f determination in addition to the

58

An emergent property may instantiate in the world only in the presence of a specific set of physical
entities or properties. A non-physical dependent property may instantiate in the world only in the presence
of some or other set of physical entities or properties but not necessarily in the presence of a specific set.

59

Macdonald (1995) p .1 40.

60

Or for the existence of higher order phenomena, in general.
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abovementioned failure to rule out the existence of non-physical or emergent properties renders
mere dependence an insufficient standard of ontological status for physicalists. Though it is a
necessary existence condition for higher-order properties, the mere dependence of putative
higher-order properties upon the physical base is not a sufficient existence condition for those
properties. Additional relations between the higher-order and the physical base must also obtain.

Supervenience
One of these physicalistically requisite relations is that of supervenience. 61 In order for a putative
higher order property to exist, it must not merely depend upon but must also supervene upon some
set of physical properties. Let me explain what is meant by this. Recall with our statue example
above that once the physical properties of the statue are in place, its aesthetic properties are
necessarily also in place. Whilst its physical properties remain unchanged, it aesthetic properties
remain unchanged. Further, we saw that if the aesthetic properties of the statue are to be changed
this can only be achieved by changing its physical properties. Indeed, any change in the aesthetic
properties of the statue entails a change in its physical properties.

Another way of conceiving of this relation between aesthetic and physical properties is to think
of it in terms of two statues. Two statues with identical physical properties will necessarily have
identical aesthetic properties. Aesthetic properties are related to physical properties in a manner
such that if two statues (or other objects) have the same physical properties then they necessarily
have the same aesthetic properties . And if two statues have different aesthetic properties, then
they necessarily have different physical properties. The aesthetic properties of a statue are
ontologically related to the physical properties of that statue in this manner. Which is to say, they

supervene upon the physical properties of that statue. For physicalists, being so related to physical
properties is a necessary condition for a putative higher-order property being a real property.62
Supervenience upon the physical is a necessary condition for existence - a standard o f ontological
status - within the physicalist ontology.

Kim (1984). The modern origins of this notion have been traced to Moore (1922) and H are (1952) . See
Kim (1984) pp.154-5 and (2003) p.557, n.1. Kim (1998) p.6 argues that the current use of the concept in
the philosophy of rnind derives from D avidson (1970).

61

62

Though for realisation physicalists not a sufficient condition.
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Real higher-order properties supervene upon physical properties. Real higher-order properties are
such that entities which are identical in relation to their physical properties are identical in relation
to their higher-order properties. If the higher-order properties of two entities are different then
their physical properties necessarily also differ. 63 Any change or difference in higher-order
properties must be accounted for by a change or difference in physical properties. In our statue
example, the aesthetic property of elegance supervenes on the physical properties of the statue

because a statue physically identical to the one in question would also have the property of
elegance. 64 Given the ontological closedness of the world, how could it not? Further, it seems
intuitively true that if another statue did not have the property of elegance then it must be
physically different from one that does . The basic idea of supervenience, then, is that things
cannot change or differ in respect of higher level or supervenient properties unless they change
or differ in respect of some physical or physically-based subvenient properties .65 That is,
indiscernibility in respect of the physical properties of some system entails indiscernibility in
respect of the supervenient higher order properties of that system.66 Once the physical properties
of an entity are fixed then so thereby are its higher order properties. 67

If two systems differed in regard to their higher order properties but did not differ in regard to
their physical properties, then that difference could only be accounted for by reference to some
fundamentally non-physical property - independent or dependent. 68 And this possibility is not

63

This is an entailinent of the previous proposition. The supervenience of higher-order properties upon
physical properties means that (1) if the physical properties of an entity or world are identical then so are
the higher-order properties of the entity or world. This entails that (2) the physical properties of an entity
or world cannot be identical and the higher order properties of that entity or world be different. Which is
to say, it entails that (3) the higher order properties of an entity or world cannot be different and the
physical properties of that entity or world be identical. Which is to say, it entails that (4) if the higher order
properties of an entity or world differ, then the physical properties of that entity or world must be
different.
64

At least, within the same possible world.

65

McGinn (1982) p.29, Papineau (1993) p.14. Donald Davidson (1970) p.214 defines supervenience in the
context of higher-order mental properties as meaning that "an object cannot alter in some mental respect,
without altering in some physical respect" Likewise, referring to higher-order intentional properties, Pettit
(1993a) p.27 states that "Different intentional profile, different naturalistic properties or individuals."
Papineau (1993) p.10 similarly states that "Supervenience on the physical means that two systems cannot
differ ... psychologically ... without differing physically."
66

Kim (2003) p.559 .

67

Kun (2003) p.556. Fixed, at least, to the limited degree discussed here.

68

But not by reference to an emergent property which is necessarily instantiated in both objects if they are
physically identical. A supervenience requirement goes beyond a dependence requirement in that it rules
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acceptable for physicalists 69 Thus, where the supervenience of the higher-order upon the physical
serves as an ontological requirement, the possibility of property dualism and of the existence
generally of dependent fundamentally non-physical phenomena, (which, we have seen, a
requirement of mere dependence leaves open), is denied. If supervenience in this broad sense is
accepted as a standard of ontological status, no dependent fundamentally non-physical properties
can influence - that is, make a difference to - the way things are at the higher order of things.
Supervenience as an ontological standard is compatible with the physicalist tenet that there can be
no independent or dependent fundamentally non-physical phenomena.7° Further, as can be seen
in the example of the statue, the supervenience of a higher order property on a set of physical
properties is quite consistent with the multiple realisation of that property by a range of sets of
physical properties. 71 Two statues with different physical properties

(one shaped like

Michelangelo's Pieta, . the other like his David) may realise the aesthetic property of elegance.
This latter feature of the supervenience relation is an attractive one for physicalists.

The concept of supervenience, therefore, captures the physicalist intuition that the higher-order
properties of an entity have to do with the physical properties of the entity in a manner that goes
beyond mere dependence. 72 A situation of mere dependence does not entail - and does not capture
the physicalist intuition - that two phenomena which are physically identical must be identical in
relation to their higher order properties. Because dependence is compatible with the existence of
dependent fundamentally non-physical properties, it is compatible with two entities being
physically identical and only one of them having a dependent fundamentally non-physical
property73

-

thus, resulting in a difference at the higher order. Mere dependence, therefore, does

not entail that any change or difference in higher-order properties entails a change or difference
in physical properties. It merely entails that higher-order properties can only exist in the presence
of some or other physical property or entity. The dependence of the higher order upon the physical
does not entail that the higher order supervenes upon the physical in this sense.

out both independent and dependent fundamentally non-physical properties. But it does not go so far as to
rule out the existence of emergent properties.
69

Poland (1994) p.77 .

70

A supervenience requirement thus entails a dependence requirement.

A physicalism based on a notion of supervenience avoids the problem of multiple realisation which, as
we shall see, calls type identity physicalism into question. The same, of course, applies to a physicalism
based on a notion of dependence.
71
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The notion of supervenience has been explored by a range of philosophers 74 over the years ,
generating a number of discrete formulations which m ay be roughly categorised under three types
- weak local, strong local and global supervenience. 75 As we shall see, none of these modes of
supervenience in themselves or in combination with any of the others is capable of providing a
satisfactory description of the relationship between the physical and higher order intuited by
physicalists and, therefore, of providing a satisfactory standard of ontological status for
physicalism - even when combined

with the relation of dependence. Notwithstanding its

popularity amongst recent philosophers, mere supervenience physicalism - in all its varieties - is
ultimately unsound. A stronger mode of ontological relation than mere supervenience is required
to meet physicalist demands. Let me explain why.

Kim formulates the notion of weak local supervenience as follows: "higher-order properties weakly
supervene upon physical properties just in case there is no possible world in which physically
indiscernible things are higher-order discerr.iible - or, equivalently, things that are alike in physical
properties in any given world are alike in higher-order properties in that world." 76 This form o f
supervenience captures the core idea of supervenience referred to in the discussion above namely, that within any given possible world physical identity between entities entails higherorder identity and that higher-order difference entails physical difference. No inter-world necessity
is at work here, however. If adopted as an ontological standard it would hold that any higherorder property which weakly supervenes upon physical properties is real. As such a standard it
precludes not only the existence of independent fundamentally non-physical properties (as mere
dependence do es) but also dependent fundamentally non-physical properties. Recall ·that what
characterises such properties is that they cannot instantiate independently of some or other

72

Poland (1994) p.161.

73

Though not an emergent property.

74

Key amongst these has been J aegwon Kim, D avid Lewis, John Hellman and Thomas Grimes. See
Savellos and Yale.in (199 5) for a comprehensive discussion of the issues involved here.

75

Lo cal supervenience obtains in relation to the properties of entities whilst global supervenience obtains
in relation to the properties of possible worlds.
76

Kim ( (2003) p .559 (my emphasis). At (2003) p.561 Kim formulates this mode of supervenience more
precisely as follows: "D-iigher-order] properties weakly supervene on [physical] properties if and only if
necessarily if anything x has [a higher-order] property, say [A], there is some [physical] property, say [P],
such that x has [P] and anything that has [P] has [A]." See also Kim (1984) p.158. Poland (1994) p. 78 offers
a similar formulation of this mode of supervenience: "higher order properties weakly supervene upon
physical properties, just in case for any entities x and y, if x and y share all physical properties then they
sh are all higher order properties." The up shot of tl-us is that it is possible that (tl1ere is a possible world
\,Vhere) the higher ord er property of inelegance supervenes upon Pieta-like physical properties.
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physical properties being instantiated. However, they may or may not instantiate given the
instantiation of a given set of physical properties. 77 Thus, within a world where such properties
exist, two objects with the same physical properties might differ in their higher-order properties
because a dependent fundamentally non-physical property has instantiated for the one object but
not for the other. Such a world, though, is precluded by a weak supervenience requirement. Such
requirement is

a

incompatible with

the

existence

of these

properties.

Nonetheless,

notwithstanding its advantages over mere dependence in this regard, weak supervenience cannot
serve as a minimal standard of ontological status because, like dependence it does not exclude the
existence of emergent properties. It is in the nature of emergent properties, that if two entities
have identical physical properties then they necessarily have identical emergent properties and
that if two entities differ in their emergent properties, then they differ in their physical
properties. 78 Thus, the existence of emergent properties is consistent with weak supervenience
obtaining.

Additionally, though, v;reak superveruence does not provide the requisitely robust degree of
covariance which physicalists intuit as obtaining between existent higher-order phenomena and
the physical. The obtaining of weak supervenience requires that if two entities have the same
physical properties then they have the same higher-order properties. However, it does not require
that the specific physical properties they have entail (with some degree of modal force) some specific
set of higher order properties. It does not involve a one-to-one relation between specific sets of
physical properties and specific sets of higher order properties such that the instantiation of the
one set accompanies the instantiation of the other across some modally appropriate set of
possible worlds .7 9 In relation to our statue example, all that weak supervenience requires is that
two statues with the same physical properties (say, the specific physical properties o f
Michelangelo's Pieta) have the same aesthetic properties - n o matter what those aesthetic
properties are. It does not require that two statues with Pieta-like physical properties have the
same specific aesthetic property of elegance - only that they have the same aesthetic properties .80

7

78

They are not like emergent properties in this respect.

Kim (1998) p.38. " ... if two systems are wholly alike physically, we should expect the same mental

properties to emerge, or fail to emerge in each."
\X/hether in those p ossible worlds where our world's physical ontology and laws obtain (physical
necessity ) or in all possible worlds Q.ogical necessity) . The actual degree of m odal force required to meet
this demand is open to argument. I do not propose to enter into the discussion here. See Kim (2003)
p.561.

79

80

This point is made byTPoland (1994) p. 79 .
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Thus, it is consistent with weak superveruence obtaining that the two statues both have the
aesthetic property of inelegance rather than elegance. The only situation precluded where weak
supervenience obtains is that one statue be elegant and the other inelegant. The identity of
higher-order properties required by weak supervenience is only intra-world and not modally interworld.

Weak superveruence does not capture the physicalist intuition that a relation of nomological

s11fftcienry exists between the physical and the higher-order - that each higher-order property is
ontologically associated with a set of physical properties which serve as a nomologically sufficient
condition for the instantiation of that higher order property. 81 In articulating the relation between
the higher-order and the physical realms, the physicalist wants to accommodate a sense that the
instantiation of Pieta-like physical properties make it the case that a statue possessing them has the
aesthetic property of elegance and not inelegance. The physicalist wants Pieta-like physical
properties to be, at the very least, nomologically sufficient for elegance. He wants a collective
generalisation or one-way conditional along the lines "if Pieta-like physical properties then
elegance" to hold with a nomological necessity of some sort. 82 He wants there to be no relevantly
similar possible world where the instantiation of those physical properties does not accompany
the instantiation of that particular aesthetic property. Weak supervenience is consistent with the
actual physical properties of the two statues not being nomologically sufficient for their actual
aesthetic properties. 83 They could have the same physical properties and be elegant or not as long
as they are the same aesthetically within the same possible world. Physicalism requires an
ontology whereby physical properties determine higher order properties in the sense that the
former are nomologically sufficient for the latter. As I<im points out, weak supervenience "lacks
an important modal force required for the relation of determination." 84 A sound physicalism

81

Kim (2003) p.560. Nomological sufficiency connotes here an ontological relation across some set of
possible worlds ranging from that set in which this worlds physical laws obtain (natural sufficiency) to all
possible worlds Oogical sufficiency) . Again, there is no need for me to take sides on the modal degree of
sufficiency intuited or required here.
82

That is, to be the case across some modally significant set of possible worlds and not merely v.rithin one
of them.
83

Which is to say it is consistent v.rith higher order properties of an object differing across possible worlds,
though the physical properties of that object are identical across those worlds.

84

Kim (2003) p.559-60. See Kim (1984) p.157-63,, Savellos and Y alcin (1995) pp.3-4, Poland (1994) p. 7883, 104-8.
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demands a substantial degree of the determination of the higher-order by the physical in this
sense. A physicalism based on weak supervenience does not provide such a relation. 85

Supervenience physicalists have offered a notion of strong local supervenience in order to remedy the
defect of weak supervenience in this regard. 86 I<im has formulated strong local supervenience as
follows: "higher-order properties strongly supervene on physical properties just in case things
that are alike in physical properties, whether in the same or in different possible world, are alike in higher
order properties." 87 The inclusion of the italicised clause in this formulation tightens the nature of
the ontological relation between the physical and higher order properties and better satisfies
physicalist intuitions than weak supervenience does. With regard to the statue example, if the
aesthetic property of elegance strongly supervenes upon the Pieta-like physical properties of a
statue then whenever those particular physical properties are instantiated in a statue, that
particular aesthetic property - and not, say, inelegance - will be instantiated. The specific set of
physical properties "guarantees, as a matter of necessity", 88 the occurrence of the specific higherorder supervening property. Strong supervenience constitutes a state of affairs whereby it is not
possible that (there is no possible world where) Pieta-like physical properties ontologically
accompany inelegance. 89

Strong superveruence comprehends the core notion of supervenience - that physical identity
between entities entails higher-order identity. Identity of subvenient physical properties between
entities within the same world entails the identity of supervenient higher order properties. Strong
supervenience, thus, entails weak supervenience. 90 But additionally, strong supervenience captures
that aspect of the notion of determination whereby a specific set of physical properties is

The notion of ontological detennination has been variously theorised by philosophers over the years.
See the different views in Savellos and Yalcin (1995), for example. I w-ill rely upon a relatively
straightforward notion of detennination as involving not merely a nomological sufficiency requirement but
also a relevancy constraint. More on this below.
85

Philip Pettit (1993a) p.26-9 and D avid Papineau (1993) pp.20-1 believe the notion of strong
supervenience to be a sufficiently robust ontological standard for physicalism. I disagree for reasons that
w-ill become clear.
86

Kim (2003) p.560. An alternative formulation of tlus .is that ''higher order properties strongly supervene
on physical properties just in case necessan!J' if any thing x has a higher order property, say A, then there is a
ph} sical property, say P, such that x has P and necessari/y anything that has P has A." Kim (2003) p.561. The
modal force of the second 'necessarily' is important. Kim (2003) p.562. See also Kim (1984) p.165 .

87

88

9
90

Kim (1998) p.10. Again, the modal force of this necessity may range from physical to logical.

With the modal force of the possibility being at least a ph} sical one.
Kim (2003) p.562.
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nomologically sufficient for a specific higher order property, for it is across some set of possible
worlds (up to and including all of them) and not merely within a possible world that the
instantiation of a given physical property accompanies the instantiation of a given higher-order
property. 91 Strong supervenience relates specific supervenient properties with specific physical
properties so that every supervenient property has at least one physical property the instantiation
of which is sufficient for it. 92 The instantiation of the specific physical properties of an entity
necessitates the instantiation of the specific higher order properties of that entity. If Pieta-like
physical properties entail elegance then it is not possible that the same physical properties may
realise inelegance in other relevantly similar possible worlds.

Notwithstanding its accommodation of the nomological sufficiency dimension of physicalist
intuitions, however, mere strong supervenience still fails to satisfy physicalist demands on three
scores. 93 First, strong supervenience physicalism fails to isolate those physical properties that are
not only nomologically sufficient for some higher order property but also relevant to the
instantiation of that higher order property. 94 That is, it fails to isolate the minimal sufficient
physical conditions for a given higher order property. It fails to isolate relevant from irrelevant
physical properties in identifying a subvenient base for the higher order property in question. For
example, it is consistent with strong supervenience obtaining in our statue scenario that not only
is the physical property of being Pieta-like sufficient for the instantiation of elegance but so is the
conjunctive physical property of being Pieta-like and being located in Rome and being the subject
of much discussion amongst art historians. It is consistent with strong supervenience obtaining
that an ontologically irrelevant class of nomic equivalents to the relevant set of norriologically
sufficient physical properties be implicated in the instantiation of higher order phenomena. 95
Strong supervenience gives us no way of isolating relevant physical properties from irrelevant
ones in conceiving of the way in which the physical determines the higher-order. Strong

91

Strong supervenience "requires only that for each [higher order] property (or relation) of an individual,
there exists a physical property (or relation) of that individual that is a nomological sufficient condition for
it." Poland (1994) p.95 .
92

This appears in the first part of the formulation that if P then, necessarily, A. All A's (in all or some
possible worlds) on this formulation have a specific antecedent P. Without that specific P there is no A.
93

And so then does weak supervenience which is entailed by it.

94

Poland (1994) pp. 96-7. Strong supervenience is "not responsive to the problem of isolating all and only
the relevant physical properties" Poland (1994) p .97. Poland is critical of Kim's (1984) notion of a 'minimal
base property' or 'least nomological sufficient condition' as a way of addressing the relevance issue.
95

Poland (1994) p.17.
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supervenience captures the 'direction' of ontological fit from specific physical base set to specific
higher-order phenomenon but not the 'direction' of fit from specific higher-order phenomenon
to relevant physical base set. 96

Second, mere strong superveruence (like weak supervenience) fails to accommodate the
physicalist intuition that not only does the physical determine the higher-order, but that it does so

a.rymmetrical!J - that is, that the physical determines the higher order but the higher order does not
and cannot determine the physical. 97 Physicalism demands an ontological relation which not only
links relevant nomologically sufficient physical properties with supervenient higher-order
properties, but which ensures that the relationship between these properties in an asymmetric
one. Physicalism asserts the ontic priority of the physical as a key tenet. It is inconsistent with
physicalism that the physical should supervene upon the higher order or that the higher-order
should determine the physical or that both orders should simultaneously supervene upon or
determine the other. However, the concepts of neither weak nor strong supervenience involve a
requirement of asymmetry in this regard. They "only specify how two families of properties
covary with each - that is, how the distribution of one family of properties over the individuals of
a world constrains and is constrained by the distribution of another set of properties." 98 Both are
consistent with the higher order also supervening upon the physical or with both the physical and
the higher-order mutually supervening upon each other or supervening upon some other
category of property. Mere weak or mere strong supervenience do not sufficiently entail the ontic
priority of the physical. 99 Thus, weak and strong supervenience need to be supplemented with an
additional stronger mode of ontological relatedness in order to do the job physicalism requires. 100

Strong supervenience is characterisable in terms of a one-way conditional of the kind "If P, then A."
However, determination requires a two-way conditional, though one that falls short of an identity
statement. Something along the lines of "If P then A, and if A then P or Q or R ... ", for example, might do
the job. See Kim on this. Formulating acceptable terms for such a conditional is a difficult and
controversial task but I hope the general point is clear.

96

97

Savellos and Y alcin (199 5) pp.10-11. Weak supervenience also fails in this regard.

Kim (2003) p.563. Kim (1998) p.6 argues that asymmetry might be implied in many theorists' use of the
concept.

98

99

They do not entail either dependence or determination in their asymmetric aspects.

Poland (1994) p.106, Kim (2003) p.563-4. This defect might be remedied by conjoining a supervenience
requirement with a dependence requirement. However, adding a dependence requirement does not address
the other problems discussed here.

100
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A third problem, faced by strong superveruence 1s that though the existence of dependent
fundamentally non-physical properties is precluded by it serving as the standard of ontological
status, the existence of emergent properties is not. 101 It is in the nature of emergent properties , that
if two entities have identical physical properties then they will necessarily have identical emergent
properties and that if two entities differ in their emergent properties, then they differ in their
physical properties. 102 Thus, as has been mentioned, the existence of emergent properties is
consistent with weak supervenience obtaining. Further, though, it is in the nature of emergent
properties that specific emergent properties emerge from specific sets of physical properties.
Thus, the existence of emergent properties is consistent with strong supervenience. Therefore,
imposing a standard of ontological status based merely on strong supervenience does not
preclude the existence of emergent properties. And precluding such properties is what a sound
physicalism requires. 103 Therefore, not even a strong supervenience requirement can achieve
physicalist ontological ends in this regard.

An alternative mode of supervenience, oriented towards the ontological relation between physical
and higher order worlds rather than phenomena within worlds and known as global supervenience
fares no better than strong supervenience (which it is arguably entailed by) in meeting physicalist
demands. 104 I do not propose to engage in a detailed analysis of the nature of and problems
affecting this mode of supervenience. I will briefly note, though, that it too is consistent with the
existence of emergent properties 105 and fails to accommodate physicalist intuitions that the way
the higher-order is not merely supervenes upon the physical but is also asymmetrically
determined by the physical in the manner discussed above. Poland, argues that global
supervenience "makes no provision for the isolation of physical attributes that are relevant to the

101

Enc (1995).

102

Kim (199-8) p.38. " .. .if two systems are wholly alike physically, we should expect the same mental
properties to emerge, or fail to emerge in each."
103

Contra Melnyk (2003) p.16-17.

104

See Kim (1984) pp.167-71 , Poland (1994) pp.83-6, Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.22-5 and
Chalmers (1996) pp.32-42 for a discussion of this mode of supervenience. For a definition see Kim (2003)
p.562 and Grimes (1995) p.110. On the argument as to whether global supervenience is entailed by strong
local supervenience see K.im (1984) 168 and (2003) p.563. On the holistic nature of global supervenience
and its failure to capture a relation between specific supervenient properties and specific base properties
see Post (1987) p .188, K.im (2003) p.563, Poland (1994) p.84. Given its holistic dimensions, global
supervenience has been preferred by certain physicalists who th.ink that strong supervenience is too
reductionist or that some mental properties (especially intentional properties) have a holistic character that
resists local (one to one) connections with physical properties.
105

Enc (199 5) p.1 70.
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realisation of non-physical attributes, let alone any demand that physical attributes constitute the
instantiations of non-physical attributes. Thus, although [global supervenience] succeeds in ruling
out the existence of pairs of worlds that are physically indiscernible but non-physically
discernible, it is not fine grained enough to capture the physicalists concerns about realisation and
non-emergence. [Global supervenience] makes no provisions for how, if at all, non-physical
phenomena are embedded within the physical structure of the world." 106

Realisation
Though encapsulating some physicalist intuitions about the relation between the physical and the
higher order, in its various modes and even in conjunction with a requirement of dependence, all
the modes of supervenience fail to provide an adequate description of the ontological relation
between the physical and the higher order and, hence, a rigorous enough standard of ontological
status for a sound physicalism. As mentioned in Chapter 3, realisation is a stronger form of
covariance between the physical and the higher-order than mere dependence or supervenience (in
all it modes) which at the same time entails both of these relations. It is, therefore, better suited
than these to serve as the standard of ontological status for physicalists. By entailing both weaker
relations, realisation appropriates their successes in meeting physicalist demands. By serving as a
stronger relation than either of them realisation avoids their defects - and without philosophical
cost. Let me explain how.

First, the reqwrement that all higher--order phenomena be realised by a set of physical
phenomena entails that all higher-order phenomena be asymmetrically dependent upon some or
other set of physical phenomena. ''Realisation is a relation which directly captures what is central
to the dependenq of the [higher order] upon the physical: the latter constitutes the former and
provides the conditions necessary for the instantiation of any attribute in the world." 107 There can
be no higher-order phenomenon in the absence of some or other physical realiser because the
physical realiser constitutes the higher-order phenomenon. Further, like dependence, realisation is
an essentially asymmetric relation preserving the antic priority of the physical. If the physical
realises the higher-order then it is not possible for the higher-order at the same time to realise the
ph1 sical or for both to be concurrently realised by some other category of being. 1f\_ higher-order

106

Poland (1994) p.84.

107

Poland (1994) p.193.
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phenomenon is not capable of meeting the set of conditions which characterise its lower-order or
physical base. The property of elegance cannot meet the conditions which characterise the
property of being Pieta-shaped, for example. The relation simply does not flow that way.

Realisation also entails that entities possessing identical physical properties possess identical
higher-order properties and that any changes or differences in higher-order properties
necessitates change or difference in physical properties. That is, realisation entails superoenience in
all its forms. 108 Two entities with the identical physical properties are necessarily (across some
relevant set of possible worlds) able to meet the same set of conditions and, therefore, realise the
same set of higher-order properties characterised by those conditions. Thus, identical physical
properties entail identical higher-order properties. 109 Further, entities with different physical
properties may still be able to meet the same set of functional conditions and constitute the same
higher-order type. Thus, higher-order phenomena may be multiply realisable. Again, two physical
entities, one of which can meet the associated conditions of a higher-order type and one of which
cannot must differ in this regard by virtue of them possessing different physical properties. There
is no other source for such a difference in their capacity to meet the conditions in question. The
world is ontologically closed in this regard. Thus, difference or change in higher-order properties
entails difference or change in physical properties.

Finally, because an entity has a specific higher-order property wholly in virtue of possessing
certain physical properties (namely, those that can meet the relevant individuating set of
conditions) it follows that specific sets of physical properties are nomologically sufficient for
specific sets of higher order properties. 110 Whenever a physical realiser is in place its capacity to
meet a set of conditions is also in place. It is sufficient for the existence or instantiation of any
higher order phenomenon characterised by those conditions. In any possible world relevantly
similar to the actual world, physical phenomena which meet the conditions for being a
paperweight will realise the property of being a paperweight. Thus, realisation entails not merely
weak supervenience but strong supervenience. But further than this, realisation rules out the
possibility of a class of nomic equivalents of the ontologically relevant realiser set doing any of

10s

Poland (1994) p.1 95.

109

It follows fro m this that physically identical worlds will necessarily be identical at the higher order.

Realisation also entails global supervenience.
11 0

Poland (1994) p.193.
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the ontological work in making it the case that the higher-order exists or is instantiated. 111 It is
not necessarily the case that the nomic equivalents of a realiser set can actually meet the
conditions characteristic of a given higher order phenomenon. Hence, realisation provides the

relevance dimension of the relation of determination in a way that strong supervenience does not.
Realisation comprehends ontological determination .

Because realisation entails strong supervenience , an ontological realisation requirement precludes
the existence of both independent and dependent fundamentally non-physical phenomena.
However, realisation is a stronger relation than strong supervenience and a realisation
requirement additionally precludes the existence of emergent properties. 112 This is because
realisation physicalism entails that the only properties which can exist are those which are entirely
constituted by physical properties. As we saw earlier in the chapter, the emergent properties of an
entity are alleged to transcend the physical properties of its constituent parts. An instantiation of
an emergent property is alleged to be not just the instantiation of any associated physical
properties but, rather, something novel, something additional to the instantiation of those other
properties. Thus, for example, it is alleged to have a causal efficacy in the world independent of
that of any set of physical properties it might be associated with. The causal role of emergent
properties does not derive solely from that of associated physical properties. On a realisation
physicalist model, all instantiations of higher properties arise solely out of the instantiation of
physical properties and do not have any causal role in the scheme of things independent/y of that of
their physical realiser properties. 113 They just are the instantiation of the physical properties.
Higher-order phenomena with emergent independence , including independent causal powers, are
incompatible with a realisation constraint. Thus, emergent properties have no place in an
ontology based on realisation. They do not exist. Realisation physicalism is, thus, incompatible
with metaphysical dualism in all its guises. It completely rules out non-physical and non-physically
realised phenomena playing a role in how the world is. 114

111

Poland (1994) p.193.

112

Poland (1994) p.193 argues that "realisation is the direct antithesis of emergence."

113

I will defend this assertion in Chapter 5.

As we shall see, a realisation requirement also has the benefit of being compatible with the existence of
multiply realisable higher order phenomena.

114
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Type identity
Realisation does not entail type or property identity between the physical and the higher order. It
is, however, n ot incompatible with the obtaining of identity between certain higher-order and
physical types or properties. 115 That is, the fact that a token higher order entity is identical to a
token physical entity does not entail that the class (type) of all such higher order entities is
identical to the class (type) of all such physical entities. Likewise, the fact that an instance of a
higher order property is identical to an instance of a physical property does not entail that the
higher order property just is (universally) the physical property. Whether or not all the instances
of a higher order type or property are realised by instances of a unique physical type or property
(as type identity requires) is a contingent matter dependent upon both the content of the concept
of the higher order type or property - the set of individuating conditions it describes - and the
way the actual world (or some set of relevant possible worlds) relevantly is. 11 6 Some higher-order
properties and types may be identical to lower-order and physical properties and types. These will
be types and properties which are either conceptually specified, in terms of a physical
composition or structure (or some other property) which is possessed by only one physical type
or property or which are conceptually specified in terms of a causal-nomic role or function which
turns out to be performed or performable (with some relevant degree of necessity) by only one
physical type or property. Where only a single physical type or property meets the higher order
conceptual specification then the higher order phenomenon is type identical with that physical
type or property. Water, for example, is type identical with H20, genes with DNA molecules,
lightning with thermo-electrical energy, and so on. 117 But type identity is not necessarily the case
for all higher-order phenomena.

Consider our statue example again. Suppose we define the aesthetic property of elegance as that
property of a thing which inspires a specific emotion (say, aesthetic pleasure) in people observing

11 5

Papineau (1993) p.14. This view seems contrary to that of Grimes (1990) who argues that by virtue of
rendering the physical a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the higher ord~r, realisation
entails type identity. I will use the term type identity to also refer to property-identity. The link here, of
course, is that both types and properties belong to the metaphysical category of universals - phenomena
which may be instantiated at different points in space and time.
116

If you define a higher order property in terms of a unique physical property then necessarily (with
logical force) that higher order property will be identical to the physical property. If you define a higher
order property in terms of some function or causal role which is realisable by a range of physical properties
then that higher-order property will not be identical with any one of that range of properties.
117

Kim (1998) p.2.
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the thing. 118 This is the associated condition characteristic of the property of elegance. Anything
which meets this condition - inspires aesthetic pleasure in this way - possesses the property of
elegance. Now suppose that Michelangelo's Pieta inspires that emotion in people observing it. If
we are to accord elegance ontological status within the physicalist scheme of things, we must hold
that a certain (roughly) .physical property of the Pieta - its shape, say - realises that aesthetic
property. This physical property (being Pieta-shaped) meets the condition characteristic of the
property of elegance. It is a consequence of this that any object which has a shape identical to the
Pi eta will also realise elegance, and so on. Now if it were the case in our world (or in all relevantly
close possible worlds) that only objects shaped like the Pieta inspired the emotion of aesthetic
pleasure - that is, that only Pieta-shaped entities and no other met this condition and realised
elegance - then we would be justified in identifying119 the higher-order property of elegance with
the physical property of being Pieta-shaped. In such a case, realisation would entail120 type
identity. 121 It would be the case that all instantiations of the property of elegance were
instantiations of the property of being Pieta-shaped and all instantiations of the property of being
Pieta-shaped were instantiations of the property of elegance. 122 All instantiations of one of these
properties would be one and the same thing as instantiations of the other. The two properties
would be identica1.123

However, if it were the case that other physical properties - say the property of being Davidshaped - also inspired the emotion of aesthetic pleasure, then we would have grounds for
supposing that the property of elegance was realised by more than one physical property. The
property of elegance (in general) would be multip!J realisable. In such a case we would not be
justified in identifying the higher-order property of elegance with any unique physical property.

Elegance may be classified as a functional property. It is characterised by its causal relation with other
phenomena. It causes the emotion of aesthetic pleasure in observers.

118

119

With some degree of modal force - nomological or logical - depending on the scope of our inquiry.

120

Again, with an appropriate degree of modal force.

Type identity holds when "for each ~l..igher-order] kind M there is a unique physical ... kind P that is
nomologically coextensive with it (ie as a matter of law, any system instantiates M at t if and only if that
system instantiates Patt)." Kim (1999) p.516 relying upon Putnam (1967) (m y emphasis). That is, not only
must a one-way conditional of the kind 'if set of physical phenomena P then higher order phenomenon A'
hold (as is the case with strong supervenience) but the conjunction 'and if higher order phenomenon A
then set of physical phenomena P' must also hold.

121

122

A two way conditional would hold.

A classic example of such identity is that which obtains between the commonsense higher-order
phenomenon of water and the lower-order chemical phenomenon of H20.

123
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More than one physical type would be able to meet the associated condition of the property of
elegance. It would not be the case that all instantiations of the property of elegance were
instantiations of the property of being Pieta-shaped as is required by type identity because some
instances of elegance would be instantiations of a different property, namely being David-shaped.
The relationship between elegance and its realiser properties is that of a one-wqy and not a twoway conditional. Type identity would not obtain even though realisation would. Thus, realisation
does not entail type identity, though it is compatible with it obtaining. Realisation physicalism is
compatible with the multiple realisability of the higher order. 124 T ype identity physicalism, on the
other hand, is not compatible with the existence of multiply realisable higher-order types or
properties. 125

It is a conceptual truth 126 in relation to that class of higher-order phenomena known as functional
phenomena that they are phenomena whose conceptual specification does not include constraints
on the manner of their physical implementation. Functional concepts are defined in terms of
causal role and not physical structure. No physical structure definition may be sufficient to
specify a functional phenomenon. This leaves open the possibility, at least, of functional
phenomena being realised by a range of physical structures. It depends on the concept and the
way the relevant possible world is whether they are multiply realised or even multiply realisable in
that world. The point is that functional phenomena may be multiply realisable and therefore
resistant to a type identity analysis. A physicalism which relies upon type identity as its standard
of ontological status would be forced to deny such functional phenomena any such status. If,
physicalists want to maintain multiply realisable higher-order phenomena - that is, functional
phenomena - within their ontology (and I, for one, do) then an ontological relation less
demanding than type identity 127 needs to be relied upon as the standard of ontological status.
Only realisation phyicalism enables the proper retention of both type identical and multiply
realisable phenomena within its ontology.

124

Assuming higher order concepts permit multiple realisability.

125

The problem of multiple realisability is said to have been first raised against Feigl's and Smart's type
identity theory by Putnam (1967) . Savellos and Yalcin (1995) p.5
·
126

Within m y authoritative philosophical community and in the Quinean sense that our best theories of
functionalism contingently hold this as central. Henderson (1993) p .117.

127

And, as we have seen, more demanding than supervenience.
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It is worth noting that attempts have been made to salvage type identity as a universal relation
between higher-order and physical phenomena in the face of multiple realisability. These have
taken a variety of forms. One strategy has been to identify a multiply realisable higher-order type
or property ·with the digunction of all those lower-order and physical types and properties which
realise them. 128 If such a disjunction were to be successfully formulated then it would necessarily
be the case 129 that all instances of the higher-order phenomenon were in fact realised by physical
instances which were members of the same (disjunctive) type or property. T ype identity would
obtain for a multipl3 realised higher order phenomenon. However, a range of problems beset this
strategy in relation to, for example, the formulation of such a disjunction and the very idea of

° For

identifying higher order phenomena (or anything else for that matter) with disjunctions. 13
this reason and for one I will soon mention, I am not sympathetic to it.

An alternati, e strategy has sought to localise or restrict multiply realisable higher-order concepts
so as to necessarily designate a uniquely realising physical type or property. 131 Braddon-Mitchell
and Jackson provide a useful analogy for this localised type identity position. They point out that
" [m]one3 is a functionall3 specified notion, and, accordingl3 , different types of things are money
in different societies. Nevertheless, we can make true identity claims about the tyrpes of things
that are mone3 in different societies: namel3 money in our society = notes and coins produced by
the mint, whereas mone3 in earl - Pol3nesian society

= cowrie shells

(or whatever)." 132 Taking an

example from the realm of intentionality, though it may be the case that the higher-order
property of believing that p is in general not identical to a gi -en lower-order human neural
property, but rather multiply realisable by a range of lo"\\rer order properties including those
maintained 63 non-human agents, the property of believing that p in humans may be identical to a

gi -en human neural property - a property which empirical inquiry can identify, in principle.
Btlieving that p in humans ma3 be realised by a particular human neural property and n o other

Kim (1998) p.93. On this account, where P is a physical phenomenon and A a higher order
phenomenon, each of the nomologically possible realisers grounds a one way conditional of the kind P> A.
This in turn grounds a bi-conditional of the kind A<> (P1 or P2 or P3 or . . .) which holds "\vith at least
nomological necessity.
12

129

To the appropriate degree of modal force.

130

Kim (1998) p.1 07-9.

Lew-is (1980) was a pioneer in this regard. See also Jackson, Pargetter and Prior (1982) and BraddonIVIitchell and Jackson (1996) p.99-100. This is to treat functional higher order concepts as species- or
individual-relative non-rigid designators denoting different physical properties relati,e to a given species or
individual
131

132

Braddon-Niitchell and Jackson (1996) p.99.
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lower-order physical property. It may not be multiply realisable. If not, then all humans who
instantiate that particular neural property, necessarily believe that p 133 and all those humans who
believe that p necessarily instantiate that particular neural property. 134 A restricted propertyidentity will in fact obtain where the higher-order concept is appropriately localised. Whether or
not this identity does obtain in relation to a given intentional concept is an empirical matter to be
decided by neuroscience and psychology. If it turns out to be the case that different neural
properties in different human beings perform the believing that p role, then one's intentional
concepts would need to be localised even further - even to the extent of relying upon such highly
localised concepts as believing that p in James at time t. 135

At this point the risks in such a strategy become clear. Were a localised type identity to be relied
upon as a standard of ontological status, and were the world to be such that the physical realisers
of intentional properties were highly localised to the specific neural properties of specific
individuals at specific times, then only concepts descriptive of those highly localised properties
would find a place in our intentional vocabulary. 136 Type identity physicalism of this kind
commits one to ruling out the existence of multiply realisable higher-order properties. General,
multiply realised conceptual specifications would not describe a unique type identical physical
realiser and would; therefore, have no discursive status within the physicalist schema. In the
realm of intentionality, type identity physicalists would be required to speak only of the properties
of believing that p in James at time t, believing that p in Susan at time x, and so on. 137 Their
intentional vocabulary could potentially become heavily crowded, and with concepts whose

133

Why? Because to instantiate this physical property is necessarily (nomically, at least) to instantiate a
property which performs the believing that p role.
134

Creatures without a capacity for instantiating the relevant human neural state may still believe that p but
what they are instantiating is not the intentional property in humans of believing that p but the intentional
property in those creatures of believing so. Their own species-specific causally operative physical property
realises the intentional property of believing that p. The intentional property in humans of believing that p
is not the same as the intentional property in non-humans that p.
135

Horgan (1994) p.476. We should ensure that "our terms for mental state types denote in a populationrelative way." Horgan (1994) p.4 73, relying upon Lewis (1980). In fact, they may denote in a_n even more
localised way.
136

"In the
among the
conditional
reductions,
p.94.

worse case scenario in which there is wildly heterogeneous multiple realisation everywhere
humans, and for the same individual over time, there still would be structure-specific bilaws (if indeed psychology is physically realised) and there still would be perfectly good local
even if they are only for single individuals at a particular moment of their lives." Kim (1998)

137

In the realm of aestl1etics, type identity physicalists would be reguired to speak of Pieta-hl:e elegance or
D avid-like elegance, but not elegance in general.
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practical utility in theorising about the world in general would be virtually non-existent. 138 Further
a range of concepts describing multiply realisable phenomena which at present intuitively seem to
exist and to deserve theoretical status would be lost to legitimate theoretical discourse.

How crowded that vocabulary actually would be and how many presently acceptable general
higher order concepts would be excluded would depend upon how the world is and, in particular,
how shared the capacity to meet higher order conceptual specifications is amongst physical
properties actually is. In the realm of intentional phenomena, Kim is confident that a
proliferation of individually and temporally specific type identical intentional concepts is unlikely.
He states, "it is a contingent and fortunate fact that human psychology is uniform enough to
make its scientific investigation possible and practically worthwhile." 139 Others might be less
sanguine. More empirical research remains to be done to determine the truth of the matter.
Nonetheless, at this point, at least, adopting a localised approach is not without its risks, risks
which do not arise within a realisationist mode of physicalism.

And the problems don't stop there. In addition to the problem of multiple realisability, type
identity physicalism in all of its varieties faces the problem that the relation of type identity is not
inherently asymmetric, as a sound physicalism requires. In itself, it does not necessarily accord
ontic priority to the physical pole of the identity relation. 140 It permits but does not require the
ontic priority of the physical as realisationism does. For this reason and for the reasons
mentioned above, I argue that a realisation physicalism is preferable to a type identity physicalism.
Realisation physicalism can do all the metaphysical work which type identity physicalism can do but without the problems mentioned. 141 And it is compatible with any type identity which might
happen to obtain. 142 Realisation, then, should be considered the fundamental relation which the
higher-order bears to the ph} sical. An} type identity which happens to obtain - whether general

hing multiple realisabilit) to extremes does not impugn the idea of local reduction. It only makes
local reductions more fine-grained and atomistic and perhaps renders them practically not worthwhile."
Kim (1998) p.95. See also Jackson, Pargetter and Prior (1982).
138

" ... pu

Kim (1998) p. 94. Kim does not reject the localised 1:)rpe identi1:yr approach out of hand though his
preference is for the disjunctive identit) approach.

139

1

4D Bonevac (1995) p.131. Sa,ellos and Yalcin (1995) p.11.

There is, additionally, an explanatory problem ·with 1:)rpe identity physicalism which will be discussed
below.

141

A suitably localised 1:)rpe identity approach may be called for in other theoretical contexts should such
identity actually obtain.
142
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or localised - should be seen as a subordinate relation to realisation as far as ontological matters
are concerned.

2. On Physicalist Epistemology

Realisation physicalism and reductionism
We have seen that those physical phenomena comprising the objective physical facts realise those
higher-order phenomena comprising objective higher-order facts .143 The notion of truth-value
expresses a relation between a set of objective facts and a set of propositions, claims or theories
about those facts; between the way the world is and our claims and theories about the way the
world is. 144 The objective facts provide our claims and theories about those facts with an
objective truth-value; they fix or epistemical!J determine the truth-value of our claims and theories
about the world. 145 Because the physical facts realise the objective higher-order facts and because
the physical facts may be taken to be described by the claims of physics, a claim or theory about a
higher-order phenomenon bears an epistemic relation of determination both to the physical facts
and to the claims of physics. The physical facts determine the truth-value of claims and theories
about higher-order phenomena. Further, on the assumption that physics truly describes the
physical facts; a relation of determination exists between the claims of physics and claims and
theories about higher-order phenomena - a relation we might rely upon as a standard of epistemic

143

I take an objective fact (or a fact) to be a way things actually or objectively are, comprised of some set of
phenomena (objects, properties, events, relations, and so on). A physical fact is comprised of physical
phenomena, a higher-order fact of higher-order phenomena. The term 'objective' here connotes notions of
inter-subjective testability and agreement, as well as independence fro1n languages, theories and minds.
P oland (1994) p.199-200. Most physicalists, including myself, are metaphysical realists. They believe that
the external world (the facts) exists and is the way it is independently of what we think, independently of
our knowledge or conceptualisation of things. Hirst (1967) p. 77, D evitt (1991) pp.15, 23, and Pettit (1993b)
p.214. As Poland (1994) p.201 argues, " ... there is an independent world of fact that has a certain structure
i.e. it is structured by relations to a physical basis. Such relations constitute the conditions of objectivity
witl1in a physicalist world. If a purported fact can be shown not to exhibit such relations, then that is a
sufficient ground for tl1e physicalist to reject it as not being objective." He goes on at p.324 that, "[t]he key
to objectivity . .. is bearing tl1e right relationship to the physical bases (viz, tl1at of being determined by
tl1ose bases) ."
144

I am not only a m etaphysical realist but also maintain a realist conception of truth according to which
the way the world really is determines the truth value of a sentence. "To say the world determines truth,
then is to say, roughly, that given the way(s) tl1e world is, there is one and only one way trutl1-values can be
distributed over our whole sentences (whether or not we could ever know what this distribution is) ." Post
(1987) p.26.
14s

P oland (1994) p.19 .
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status for putative higher-order claims and theories. 146 The true claims of physics epistemically
determine the truth-value of all claims about the world.

Legitimate claims and theories are (truly or falsely) about objective facts; they are about physical
facts or higher-order facts which are realised by physical facts. A putatively higher-order claim or
theory is legitimate if its truth-value is determined by the truth-value of the claims of physics or
lower-order physically-based claims. A higher-order claim is a legitimate claim "only if its truth
value is fixed once all the physical truths are fixed." 147 For a higher-order claim to be legitimate,
"it cannot be possible that, given a specification of the physical truths, either [the claim] or its
denial could be true." 148 Taking the example of the statue mentioned above, we can conclude that
the higher-order claim that the statue is elegant is a legitimate claim because its truth or falsity is
affected or determined by the physical facts concerning the statue - by the distribution in space of
its constituent matter, for example - and by the truth-value of claims describing the physical
properties of the statue. Once the physical facts concerning the statue are fixed (once true
physical claims about those facts are fixed) it is not possible that either the claim that it is elegant
or its negation could be true. Whether or not the claim is true, of course, depends upon the
nature of the physical facts, upon the physical truths. The claim is, though, at least, a candidate
for truth and knowledge.

On the other hand, a putatively higher-order claim or theory is illegitimate if its truth value is not
epistemically determined by objective higher-order facts; if its truth or falsity is in no way affected
by the physical facts or by physical truths. Thus, the truth-value of a putative claim about
phenomena that do not exist - say, about independent non-physical phenomena such as ghosts will not be affected by the way things physically are or by the truth-value of claims about the way

things physically are (physical claims) . The truth-value of the claim that ghosts live forever is, for
those \.vho maintain such a belief, not affected by the way things are in the physical world or by
the truth-value of any description of the way things are in the physical world. It is a

truth whatever, whether in the sciences or beyo nd, is determined by truths at the level of
physics." Post (1987) p.17. Given the hierarchical epistemic relation which exists between physics and all
higher-order discourses, some philosophers Oackson (1998) p.3 and Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996)
pp.25-6, for example) articulate this point along the lines that the propositions of a true higher-order claim
or theory are somehow implicit in or logically or conceptually entailed by the claims of physics and lowerorder physically-based theories.

146 " . .. all

14

Poland (1994) p.205-6.

148

Poland (1994) p.206.
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physicalistically illegitimate claim. As such, it is not a description of the way reality is. It is not a
candidate for a physicalistic system of knowledge. Only legitimate higher-order claims are
candidate members for such a system of knowledge. This relation of epistemic determination by
the physical serves, then, as a criterion for epistemic status within the physicalist schema. I will
rely upon it later in this thesis to defend my claims about the judicial understanding of indigenous
action and to critique those radical conceptual incommensurabilist claims which are founded on a
metaphysically dualist conception of intentionality, conceptual difference and interpretation.

The realisation of higher-order phenomena by physical phenomena presents the theorist with a
basis upon which to explain and predict higher-order phenomena in terms of physical
phenomena and the claims of physics describing those phenomena. The relation between higherorder claims and physical claims may be conceived of in terms of the notion of explicability. 149
"Physics is seen as the ultimate repository of mechanisms, states, processes etc. that can be
appealed to in an explanation of why some phenomenon occurs or why some regularity holds." 150
Where a higher-order claim is epistemically determined by a set of physical claims, the
phenomena described by that higher-order claim may be explained by means of that set of
physical claims. 151 For physicalists there are and there should be no explanatorily autonomous
domains; no legitimate domains about fundamentally non-physical or emergent phenomena
(which, as we have seen, are by their very definition inexplicable in physical terms).152

As mentioned, realisation physicalists hold that our knowledge of the world is capable of unification as a
system which is hierarchically organised "with physics at the foundation and in which the generalisations
and phenomena studied at each level in the hierarchy are explainable in terms of the generalisations and
phenomena at lower levels" - with the ultimate ground of explanation being physics. Poland (1994) p.21.

149

Poland (1994) p.21 Poland (1994) pp.206-8 states that the physicalist thesis that a relation of realisation
obtains between physical or physically-based phenomena and higher-order phenomena "strongly suggests
that e:>..planat01y relations should exist between the physically-based and the [higher order] phenomena they
realise, and that the ontological theses [of physicalism] characterise a structure which provides a framework
for developing such explanations ... Given that all r11gher-order] phenomena, all [higher-order] regularities,
and all instances of and exceptions to [higher-order] regularities wl11ch occur in nature occur in virtue of
physical phenomena, there are physically-based explanations of all such phenomena."

150

Or by means of a set of other legitimate higher-order and physically-based claims. "Phenomena and
regularities at any given level are explainable by appeal to other phenomena ·or regularities at the same or
lower levels (n ot necessarily physics), but all such appeals are ultimately grounded in phenomena and
regularities at the physical level." Poland (1994) p.21.
151

E very legitimate domain is explanator:ily related to physics and (potentially) to every other legitimate
domain via the common physical basis. Poland (1994) p.224.
152
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One important dimension of the explanatory schema offered by physicalism is, as Poland puts it,
the vertical dimension. 153 The obtaining of a higher-order phenomenon may be explained to
some degree in terms of the obtaining of a set of physical phenomena which realise that higherorder phenomenon by virtue of their meeting of the conditions individuative of that higher-order
phenomenon. 154 For example, the possession by the statue mentioned above of the higher-order
property of elegance may (roughly) be vertically explained by reference to the fact that elegance is
(as a contingent social fact) defined in terms of a set of physical or physically-based properties
which meets the condition of, say, causing authoritative agents to make a judgment of elegance,
as well as by reference to the fact that the statue in question possesses a set of physical properties
which meets that condition. The possession by the statue of the property of elegance is explained
here to some degree. We may better understand its obtaining by means of a realisation-based
account of things.1ss

Further within this schema, the obtaining of a higher-order phenomenon may be horizontally that is, causally - explained, as well as predicted, with reference to its physical realiser and to
relevant physical laws linking that realiser to a physical cause or effect. This is provided, of
course, that one also knows the relevant set of higher-order individuative conditions that the
physical realiser meets. 156 I<nowing that a given set of physical facts obtains and knowing a
physical law causally relating those facts to a set of physical effects, one can predict the obtaining
of that set of physical effects and, potentially, any higher-order facts realised by those physical
effects. 157 So, for example, knowing that the higher-order property of elegance is realised by a
given set of physical properties E and knowing of the existence of a physical law according to
which the possession of physical properties E is caused by the possession of physical properties

D, one may causally explain the possession by a statue of elegance by reference to these

153

Poland (1994) pp.206-24.

154 Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.3-4, and Kim (2003) p.5 73 .
155

And, of course, the nature of realisation itself is explained within the physicalist schema adopted here.
Thus, it is possible to identify the class of relevant lower-order and physical phenomena which realise a
higher-order phenomenon and to explain how those lower-order phenomena realise that higher-order
phenomenon.
156

That is, provided one possesses the relevant conceptual kno"\vledge.

157 Provided one possesses the requisite conceptual knowledge.
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phenomena, which is to say, by means of claims describing these phenomena.158 Again, a
realisationist account of things provides the inquirer with additional explanatory insight into the
obtaining of the higher-order property in question. The explicability of the higher-order in terms
of the physical and lower-order, physically-based finds its roots in the epistemic determination of
the higher-order by the physical and lower-order. 159

As far as the limits of explicability are concerned, because everything that exists is in some sense
physical, everything that exists is in some sense explicable - in principle, at least - in terms of the
physical. There is no good reason to suppose that physics cannot - in principle, at least - explain
any physical phenomenon. Consequently, there is no good reason to suppose that physics and
physically-based theories cannot, in principle, explain any phenomenon whatsoever. The higher
order is, in principle, fully explicable in terms of the basic ingredients we need to understand the
physical base. Of course, though it is a thesis of physicalism that everything that exists or occurs
is explicable, in principle, in terms of higher order and physical theory, this does not entail that
everything can or will be explained in actual fact. It merely means that there is no theoretical
impossibility of explaining everything that exists. 160 The only limits on our capacity to unders tand
and explain the world are those contingently imposed by the way the world (including the
community of inquirers) actually is. But even those limits are explicable in principle, if not in fact.

Knowing that the statue possesses physical property D , knowing the physical law linking physical
property D to physical property E, and knowing that physical property E realises the higher-order property
of elegance, one may also predict the possession by the statue of elegance.
158

Another way to conceive of the standard of epistemic status or theoretical legitimacy is that a higherorder claim or theory is legitimate if the higher-order facts it describes are, in principle, at least, predictable
and explicable with reference to some set of physical facts and laws described or describable by the
propositions of physics or some other set of legitimate, lower-order, physically-based propositions
mediating between physics and the set of higher-order propositions in question.

159

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.3-4 and Guttenplan (1994b) p.82-3. As Poland (1994) p.341
points out, "[i]t is quite likely that some (possibly a great deal) of what is true of the world may be forever
beyo nd our ken. Such factors as size, complexity and accessibility, for example, may preclude our ever
gaining a clear and precise grasp of some phenomena (for instance, phenomena occurring inside the human
brain or inside a galaxy sixty trillion light years away or at one billionth of a second after the Big Bang). The
complexity of a phenomenon may mean that no systematic effort at description or explanation will ever be
successful. Some phenomena may require resources beyond those avaihible to us ... And yet other
phenomena may resist any efforts at linguistic description (certain subjective states, for example)."
Additionally, the sociological context of research may act against a proper understanding of things.
Requisite coordination between researchers and institutions may not exist, "insights may be missing,
standard strategies and modes of understanding may be inappropriate, and researchers may be simply
unluck.7 ."
160
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As mentioned in Chapter 3, because reduction comprises the logical relating of claims or theories
on the basis of the ontological relations which obtain between the things those claims or theories
are about, differing accounts of reduction - differing reductionisms - arise out of the differing
accounts maintained by reductionists of the ontological relations which exist between higherorder and physical phenomena. A number of models of reductionism have been formulated over
the years by philosophers. The reductionism inherent in realisation physicalism differs from the
two models of reductionism which have dominated philosophical discussion over the past fifty
years - namely, the bridge law model of reductionism initially developed by Ernest Nagel and its
successor, identity reductionism. 161 These two forms of classical reductionism posit, respectively,
the existence of a nomic correlation or an ontological type identity between the physical and
higher-order on the basis of which the reduction of the higher-order to the physical follows. Both
have their problems as a model of reductionism suitable for realisation physicalism.

Much of the non-reductionist antagonism to reductionism has taken place on the misassumption
that reductionism necessarily involves one or other of these two models. It doesn't. 162 An
alternative, third model of reductionism is available based on the notion of realisation. A
reductionist physicalism is not necessarily, then, a bad thing. There is no need for physicalists to
retreat from reductionism in order to maintain a viable ontological and epistemological position.
As Poland argues, "too deep a retreat from reductionism obviates the necessity of focusing on
how attributes are realised in nature. Purely non-reductive physicalism undercuts successful
pursuit of the [physicalist] program by understating its demands... [Physicalism] involves
something more than supervenience and something other than classical reduction." 163 In order to
make better sense of this point, as well as to add a further layer to our understanding of

161

Nagel (1961), Savellos and Yalcin (1995) p.12, n.15. Realisation reductionism should also be
distinguished from an earlier, pre-Nagel, definitional or analytical model of reductionism. Stoljar (2005) p.8.
162

Reduction does not entail eliminativism, or the non-reality of higher level entities, or the identity of
higher and lower entities. Bonevac (1995) p.128. See Post (1987) as an example of an anti-reductionist
physicalist.
163

Poland (1994) p.343. Non-reductive physicalist theses deny the explicability and predictability of higher
order phenomena solely on the basis of knowledge of the physical realm. Global supervenience physicalism
is an example of such a view, requiring only that the higher-order and physical domains be related in some
global, systematic way without stipulating any relations between corresponding individual members of
those domains as reductionism requires. Poland (1994) p.194, n.8. The problem with non-reductive forms
of physicalism is that they are unable to resolve a series of dilemmas forced on them by the demands of a
coherent physicalism on the one hand and by their aversion to reductionism on the other. See Kim (2003),
for example, for a detailed discussion of this. Kim's view has been criticised by Bonevac (1995) p.124-5.
Specifically, Bonevac has criticised Kim's view that only strong supervenience can generate dependency
and strong supervenience is sufficient for reducibility. See also Macdonald (199 5) p.140.
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realisation physicalism, a brief analysis of the three models of reductionism 1n question 1s 1n
order.

Bridge law reductionism
Nagel believed that an explanatorily unified system of knowledge was possible in which the laws
of higher-order theories were all derivable from - and, hence, explainable in terms of - the laws of
lower-order theories and physics, so long as certain ancillary nomic correlations or bridge laws
also obtained between the phenomena described by the two theoretical orders. 164 Since the
higher- and lower-order theories have their own proprietary vocabularies, in order to enable the
derivation of the higher laws from the lower laws auxiliary premises are needed to coordinate or
connect the subjects and predicates (entities and properties) of the two theories. These extra
premises were conceived of by Nagel as bridge laws . Bridge laws were thought by Nagel and
others to be empirical and contingent165 correlations linking the subjects and predicates of the
two theories. 166 A condition of the reduction of a higher-order theory to a lower-order theory is
that for each primitive subject or predicate A of the higher-order theory, there is a bridge law of
the form 'if A then P and if P then A', providing A with a coextensive subject or predicate P in
the lower-order theory. 167

At the ontological level, bridge laws in successful reductions provide each type or property in the
higher-order theory with a nomologically coextensive type or property in the lower-order or base

"Such unification was supposed to entail that all phenomena subsumable under the laws of the special
sciences would, when re-described in the language of physics, also be derivable from and, hence, e:>..plainab!e
in terms of the laws of physics." P oland (1994) p.62.
164

165

That is, obtaining in the actual world but not some modally stronger set of worlds.

As a contingent and empirical correlation this relation is weaker than type identity which obtains across
some modally stronger set of possible worlds.

166

Kim (2003) p.568. There is an assumption at work in this approach that each higher order term has a
lower- order or physical correlate term, each higher order term is ultimately definable in lower order and
physical terms . This assu111ption derives from an earlier definitional or analytic form of reductionism which
involved the conceptual or reductive analysis of higher order concepts in terms of lower order concepts along
the lines "For each mental predicate F, there is a physical predicate G such that a sentence of the form 'x
is F iff x is G ' is analytically true." Stoljar (2005) p.8. Savellos and Yalcin (1995) p .1 2 n.15. Kim (1999)
p.515 quoting H ellman and Thompson (197 5) states that classical reductionism holds that all terms "can be
given explicit definitions in physical terms." P oland (1994) pp.46-52 provides a cogent critique of this
definitional form of reductionism and, hence, of the bridge-law model.
167
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domain. 168 The relation between the types or properties is a nomological one - empirical and
contingent. Thus, it is determined empirically that the correlation holds. Using a common
example in the philosophy of mind, an empirical finding that a correlation between pain at time t
and C-fibres of the brain firing at time t empirically and contingently holds as a matter of law,
serves as bridge law grounding the reduction of a psychological theory about pain to a
neurological theory about brain fibres. The satisfaction of the bridge law would be both necessary
and sufficient for the reduction to follow. 169 We can conceive of a bridge law reduction offered to
explain an occurrence of pain in a person - let's call that person, James - at time tin terms of the
following syllogis1n: 170

1.

C-fibres are firing in James at time t.

2.

Pain is occurring in James at time tiff C-fibres are firing is occurring in James at time
t.171

3.

Therefore, pain is occurring in James at time t.

There are a number of problems with using bridge law reductionism as a basis for physicalism, all
of which revolve around the bridge law which lies at its heart. 172 The key problem is that such
reduction fails to meet the basic requirements of any proper reduction - namely to explain the
existence or instantiation of the higher-order phenomenon in question. 173 The aim of reduction is
to "make intelligible how certain phenomena arise out of more basic phenomena." 174 In the

168

Kim (1999) p.516 relying upon Putnam (1967) argues that classical reductionist theories of mind
presupposed the following naive picture of how psychological kinds are correlated with physical kinds.
"For each psychological kind M there is a unique physical (presumably, neurobiological) kind P that is
nomologically coextensive with it (ie as a matter of law, any system instantiates M at t iff that system
instantiates Patt)."
16 9

Kim (2003) pp.568-9.

170

That is, the occurrence of pain is a conclusion to the following argument in which the premises serve as
the explanation
171

This premise describes the empirical and contingent bridge law which obtains here. In the case of a
multiply realisable higher-order phenomenon a localised version of this bridge law might be adopted.
172

Three of them - which I will not be discussing here in any detail - are as follows. First, bridge law
reductionism is not incompatible with strong or emergentist dualisms. Kim (1998) p.97. It is consistent
with there being a mere nomic correlation between- a given higher-order and lower-order phenomenon that
the former be fundamentally non-physical or emergent. Second, there is some reason to believe that the
linguistic resources of physics may not be adequate to the task of defining higher-order terms as is implied
in the definitional dimension of this approach. Poland (1994) pp.48-9, Hellman and Thompson (197 5)
p.553. Third, the bridge law relation involved here does not necessarily give ontic priority to the physical.
173

Poland (1994) p.62 and Kim (1998) pp.95-6.

174

Kim (1998) p.95-6.
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above case, it is the pain occurring in J ames which is alleged to be explained by reference to the
facts in the first two premises. The nomic correlation or bridge law in the second premise is relied
upon as part of the explanation for the higher-order fact in question. This nomic correlation lies
at the heart of the reductive exercise. But this correlation - the bridge law - is not itself explained
within the context of the reduction. It merely operates as a brute fact - though one which is
discoverable by empirical inquiry. It is inexplicable, in principle. 175 For physicalists this just isn't
good enough.

"Physicalists should take the explanatory question seriously." 176 Any reduction of higher order
phenomena capable of meeting the rigorous explanatory demands of physicalism must enable an
understanding of w!?)1 any observed nomic correlation between the physical and the higher order
obtains . Bridge law reductionism does not do so. It does not include or enable an explanation of
why a given lower-order phenomenon is nomologically coextensive with a specific higher-order
phenomenon rather than some other higher-order phenomenon, or why some other lower-order
phenomenon is not coextensive with the higher-order phenomenon in question. In the present
example, the reduction does not enable an explanation of how or why pain arises from the lowerorder property of C-fibres firing and not some other lower-order property or why C-fibres firing
correlates with pain and not some other higher-order psychological phenomenon. 177 And as I<.1m
points out, "it is an explanation of these bridge laws, an explanation of why there are just these
mind-body correlations, that is at the heart of the demand for an explanation of mentality." 178
"Nagelian reduction s, whether global or local, do not give us reductions that explain. Even if all
phenomena have been Nagel-reduced to basic physical theory, of which let us supp ose we have a
completed version, the world would still be full of m ysteries, mysteries that defy our completed
physics." 179 \X!ithin a physicalism which advocates the explicability, at least in principle, of all

Note that the fact in the first premise can be readily explained with reference to some physiologically
based story of things.

175

176

Kim (1998) p.96.

Kim (2003) p.569. Kim (1998) p.95-6 . Kim (1998) p.18 makes the same point in relation to
supervenience physicalism. He says that we may know that A supervenes on B "without having any idea
"vhy this is so - "vhy A should arise from B, not C or why A rather than D arises from B ... supervenience
of the mental on the physical would not automatically promise us an intelligible account of why the
particular mind-body supervenience relations hold . .. [Are] supervenience relations further explainable (and
what can explainable mean here?) or must they be taken as brute and fundamental?" As we shall see
realisationist reductionism does not face this problem.
177

178

Kim (1998) p.96.

17 9

Kim (1998) p.96, Poland (1994) p.63.
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phenomena, such mysteries are unacceptable. Within the context of a sound physicalism there is
no good reason why any phenomenon - including a nomic correlation or law - should remain
inexplicable, in principle. 180 Ultimately, bridge law reduction is not reduction in any true sense
because it does not provide adequate explanation for higher-order phenomena as proper
reduction demands.1s1

A related problem worth mentioning here is that bridge law reductionism also doesn't simp!ijj
conceptually and ontologically as proper reductions should. 182 I<im states,
It is arguably analytic that reduction must simplify; after all, reductions must
reduce. We expect our reductions to yield simpler systems - a simpler system of
concepts, or simpler system of assumptions, or simpler system of entities. On
this score, bridge laws of the form M <> P [where M is a higher-order term and
P a lower-order or physical term] apparently are wanting in various ways. Since
M <> P is supposed to be a contingent law, the concepts M and P remain distinct;
hence, bridge laws yield no conceptual simplification. Further, since we have
only a contingent biconditional "iff" connecting properties M and P, M and P
remain distinct properties and there is no ontological simplification ... the prince
paid [for Nagel reduction] is the addition of the bridge laws as new basic laws of
the base theory, and moreover, these laws by bringing with them new descriptive
terms, will expand both the language and ontology of the base theory. In any
case the metaphysically significant fact is that Nagel reduction ... fails to give
meaning to the intuitive "nothing over and above" that we rightly associate with
the idea of reduction. 183

Identity reductionism

A way which has been suggested for resolving the problems facing bridge law reductionism including those just mentioned to do with explanation and simplification - is to replace the bridge
laws linking the higher- and lower-order phenomena with identities between those phenomena local or general. 184 Such a form of reductionism may be termed identity reductionism. 185 On this

180 There may, of course, be a physicalistically sound reason for any actual inexplicability. See the discussion
earlier in this chapter.

181 It "incorrectly presupposes that derivation from a set of laws is sufficient for an explanation in terms of
those laws." Poland (1994) p.62.

182 Poland (1994) p.68 also makes tlus point.
183 Kim (1998) pp.96-7 (my emphasis).
184 "Bridge laws that did not reflect underlying property identities would be insufficient for full-fledged
reduction; such laws would be fundamental unexplained theoretical principles over and above the
tl1eoretical principles of the reducing science." Horgan (1994) pp.4 72-3, Kim (2003) pp.569-71.

185 Kim (2003) p.570.
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approach ontological identity rather than a bridging law is used as a bridging principle in the
reductive derivation of higher-order from lower-order theories. And so, in the context of our
earlier example, rather than argue that there is merely a contingent, empirical and ultimately
inexplicable law whereby 'if pain then C-fibres firing and if C-fibres firing then pain', it might be
argues that pain is identical to C-fibres firing. 186 That is, physicalist reductionism might be
grounded upon a physicalist rype identity theory of the kind discussed previously.

According to identity reductionism, the putative explanation of why pain occurs in James at time
t takes the form of the following syllogism:
1.

C-fibre firing is occurring in James at time t.

2.

Pain is type identical to C-fibre firing.

3.

Therefore, pain is occurring in James at time t.

Pain occurs in James at time t because J ames's C-fibres are firing and pain just is C-fibres firing.
This approach appears to neutralise the both the explanatory and the simplicity problem facing
bridge law reductionism. The second premise provides an explanatorily satisfactory link between
the physical explanans and the higher order explanandum. The identity in question is explicable
as a matter of linguistic or conceptual fact. It is not a brute and inexplicable empirical fact in the
way Nagels' bridge laws are. We can, for example, explain why it obtains with reference both to
the way the natural world is and to our linguistic or concept-making practices in response to that
world. 187 Further, by virtue of the identity it is grounded upon, this mode of reductionism does
not introduce into our ontology or our system of knowledge any additional phenomena or
concepts. Things remain ontologically and conceptually simple. However, notwithstanding its
explanatory force, identity reductionism fails as a satisfactorily physicalist form of reduction for
the same reasons that type identity physicalism did - most significantly, because it does not

186

Early identity theorists, such as Feigl (1958) and Smart (1959), saw such identities as empirical and
contingent. However, following Kr:ipke (1980) many philosophers today hold that such identities are
empirical and necessarzjy true if true. See Block and Stalnaker (1999) for a useful discussion of this issue.
As suming that we don't conceive of the two relata as having equal ontological status. If they are
assumed to be ontologically coeval, then issues arise as to why the one is identical to the other and whether
the identity takes on the character of an inexplicable brute fact.
187
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provide for the ontic priority of the physical and it is unable to satisfactorily meet the challenge of
the multiple realisability of the higher order. 188

Realisationist reductionism
A better form of reductionism is available, based not on mere nomic correlation or type identity
but on the realisation of the higher order by the physical. A realisation-based form of reduction
offers a basis upon which to construct a reductionism capable of satisfying many of our
physicalistic and general philosophical demands to do with the explanatory nature of reduction,
the ontic priority of the physical, the existence of multiply realisable higher order phenomena,
and the existence of any general or local type identities. Or, at least, it is capable of satisfying
more of those demands than do non-reductive physicalism and the other forms of reductive
physicalism. 189

Realisationist reductionism relies upon the functional notion of realisation discussed earlier in this
chapter. For this reason, some term it functional reductionism. 190 It operates on the basis of the
metaphysical assumption mentioned above that higher-order phenomena are fundamentally
individuated with reference to a set of associated conditions specified by the content of the
higher-order concept in question. They are individuated with reference to either their possession
of a specific physical composition or internal structure or their causal nomic relations with other
phenomena (or functional role within a system of things). The first phase of the realisationist

188

The perceived failure of identity reductionists to adequately address the issue of multiple realisability of
the higher order has led many physicalists to abandon the quest for an acceptable reductionism and adopt
non-reductive modes of physicalism. Kim (1998) pp.2-3. Though in a localised form, .identity reductionism
might be able to address the challenge of the multiple realisability of the higher order (by re-writing the
second premise of the syllogism above as "Pain in humans (or Pain in James or Pain in James at time t) =
C fibres (in humans, in James, in James at time t etc) firing"), .it may not generate reductions of much
theoretical utility where the .identity in question is localised to an extreme degree. Additionally, .identity
reductionism falls prey to the definitionalism problem which blighted bridge law reductionism. Poland
(1994) pp.48-9, Hellman and Thompson (1975) p.553. It .is also worth noting that a reduction based on
mere token identity is too weak to explain the relation between the higher order and the physical. To say
that every higher-order token is a physical token does not tell us what .it is about the physical nature of the
token that makes .it a higher-order token and the kind of higher order token it is. For this reason no
physicalist holds a token identity theory without supplementing it with some claim about the relation
between higher-order and physical properties or types.
189

To the extent that realisationist reductionism critiques the approa~h of classical bridge law or identity
reductionism it may be seen as part of the recent anti-classical reductionist movement in the philosophy of
mind. Kim (1999) p.516. In a non-classical sense, of course, it is profoundly reductionist.
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reductive process involves functionalising the higher order phenomenon under explanation. This
amounts to defining the higher-order phenomenon in terms of the associated set of conditions
which individuate it - in terms of its characteristic composition or structure or its causal-nomic
relations to other phenomena. 191 And so, a higher order phenomenon - say, a property M - may
be given a definition of the form "having property M

= having some physical property P

such

that P meets conditions C", where C designates the conditions (including functional role)
characteristic or definitive of M. The functional definition formulated in this step is taken to be a
conceptual truth about the concept of M, knowable by virtue of one's knowledge of a conceptual
scheme or language. 192 The identity of the conditions which inform the concept of a higherorder phenomenon is an analytical matter. 193

Following the functionalising of M, the next phase of the reductive task involves identifying the
actual physical realiser of M - that is, identifying the actual physical phenomenon P that meets
conditions C. The identity and nature of P is not knowable a priori, but only a posteriori by
empirical inquiry. Of course, this inquiry may identify a range of actual physical realisers and so
functional reductionism is quite consistent with the multiple realisability of higher order
phenomena. 194 The fact that a given physical property is a realiser of a higher-order property is a
contingent m atter. For example, it would be a contingent fact and not a necessary truth that Cfibres firing realise pain. In a relevantly similar world with different physical laws, C-fibres firing
might not realise pain - some other neural property may or no lower-order property may.195
Finally, to complete the reductive task an explanatory account of how the physi cal realiser of M

Kim (1998) and (2003) and 11elnyk (2003) are two advocates of this form of reductionism. Kim (1998)
p.24 argues that this model of reduction "accords well \.vith the paradigm of reduction in science."
190

19 1

That is, analysing its content as far as some theoretically relevant conceptual community is concerned.

192

\\!here the content of C is the conceptual aspect known a priori in this weak sense.

\Yith some degree of modal force. This is why this kind of functionalism is often termed analytical
functionalism. It analyses higher order concepts in functional terms (broadly construed).
193

This range is discm-ered by science in an ongoing and piecemeal basis, not once and for all time for all
possible realisers. Kim (2003) p.S72. That is, it is not discovered empirically and necessari!J, as Kripkean
identities are. See :Kripke (1980).
19

-1

Realisationist reduction is ,-alid only when the basic laws of nature are held constant. Kim (1998) p.25.
This is in distinction from the identity reductionism referred to aboYe which holds it to be a necessary truth
that pain = C-fibres firing. Kim (2003) p.S72-3. Functional property designators are not rigid in Kripke's
(19 0) sense.
19 -
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actually performs causal task C should be provided or be available, in principle. 196 Such an
account is also an a posteriori matter, achievable by means of empirical inquiry.

And so, in explaining the occurrence in James of pain at time t, a realisationist reductionist
explanation would take the following syllogistic form.

1.

Being in pain is defined as being in a state that is caused by tissue damage and that, in
turn, causes winces and groans. 197

2.

C-fibres firing is the state that in James (or in organisms like James) is caused by tissue
damage and in turn causes winces and groans. That is, C-fibre firing is a physical realiser
of the higher order property of pain.198

3.

C-fibres firing is caused by tissue damage and in turn causes winces and groans
because ... (some physiological account goes in here).

4.

J ames's C-fibres are firing at time t.

5.

Therefore, James is in pain at time t.

What should be apparent from such a reductive explanation is that it meets physicalist and wider
philosophical demands. 199 It provides an adequate explanation in physicalistically acceptable
terms of the occurrence of higher-order phenomena. The example above gives an adequate
explanation of why James is in pain and why that pain is realised by C-fibre firing and not
something else. As such, it also provides a basis for the prediction of higher-order phenomena.
If you know that the first four premises obtain, you can predict the instantiation of the higher-

196

Kim (2003) p.571-2.

197 This is a definition/ conceptual truth about the concept of pain and is available a priori via one's
knowledge of concepts. Pain is a functional concept in the narrow sense.

198 This is an empirical fact and where established, an empirical law. Note that there may or may not
actu~y be a realiser of pain in the world.

199 This mode of reductionism does not fall prey to the problem of definitionalism mentioned above. It
does not rely on there being a term in physics correlative with every higher-order term but, rather, that
every higher-order term can be functionally defined in some way or other. The relation which exists
between the higher-order and physical base on this account is not a definitional relation between terms but
a conceptual and explanatory relation between theories. Another advantage of functionalist reductionism
compared to Nagelian bridge law (though not identity) reductionism is that the former does not generate
additional metaphysical entities or concepts, as the latter does.
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order phenomenon in question. 200 No part of the explanans is inexplicable from a physicalist
perspective. Functionalising the higher-order phenomenon to be reduced (creating a first
premise) is a purely conceptual job. If pushed for an explanation of the first premise, one need
only refer the inquirer to the practices of the linguistic community in question. 201 The rest is up to
empirical science. 202

Realisation physicalists argue that we must stop thinking of higher-order phenomena as necessarib
characterised with reference to some set of intrinsic physical properties, as type identity theorists
do. Rather, we should construe them all in terms of some or other set of associated conditions
involving their intrinsic physical properties or their causal nomic relations with other
phenomena. 203 Realisationists argue that all higher-order phenomena are (in a broad sense)
functional phenomena which are realised by those physical phenomena which meet the
conditions (including occupy the causal role) definitive of the higher order phenomenon in
question.

In this way realisationist physicalists can adopt form of reductionism with all the

philosophical benefits which flow from that - particularly in regard to the causal sphere.

ow,

whether or not one agrees with such theorists 204 that all higher order phenomena can be
functionally characterised in this broad sense, we may accept that some such phenomena can be.
Specifically we may accept, as I will argue in Chapter 5, we may accept that those phenomena
which fundamentally comprise the judicial interpretation of indigenous action -

namely,

intentional phenomena - are functional in character - indeed in the narrow sense - and are
reducible to the physical by means of the realisationist and functionalist mode of reduction. For
that reason I am content to adopt the functionalist reductionist mode of realisation physicalism.

Kim (1998) p. 99 argues that this fo rm of reduction gives an adequate explanation and basis fo r the
prediction of psychological phenomena from m ere biological-neural info rmation.

200

201

Consider the question "why does bachelor mean unmarried man?"

And of course, em pirical science may find that there is or is not a physical realiser of the fun ctional
·
property in the "\vorld.

202

203

Kim (1998) p .24-5.

204

Kim and i\felnyk, fo r example.
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To be reducible is to be functionally reducible in the sense discussed here. 205 And to be real is to
be functionally characterisable and reducible. Which is to say, to be real is to be a phenomenon
realised (or realisable) by some set of physical phenomena. If no physical realisers exist which
meet the functional conditions associated with a higher order phenomenon, then it does not
exist. Thus, a furth{:r formulation of the standard of epistemic status which might be adopted by
realisationists is that a higher-order claim or theory is legitimate if it is functionally reducible to a
physical or physically-based lower-order claim or theory. At this point anti-physicalists might
argue that certain phenomena - for example, consciousness or qualia - cannot be functionalised
and that, as a result, those phenomena cannot be said to exist and discourse about them cannot
be said to be legitimate by realisationist physicalist standards. I am not convinced that they
cannot be functionalised. 206 In any event, I have already indicated that functionalising these
phenomena is a challenge for realisation physicalism. However, in any event, I shall endeavour to
show in Chapter 4 that the higher-order phenomena which are of interest in this thesis intentionality-based phenomena - are readily functionalised and accounted for within the
physicalist schema.

205

Kim (2003) p.575. If a property cannot be functionalised in this broad sense then it cannot be reduced
on this robust account of reduction. Kim terms such a property an emergent property. An emergent
property (one not explicable in the above manner in terms of a lower level property) is one that is not
functionally reducible in the manner outlined here. This is to say that it cannot be explained solely with
reference to some set of physical phenomena.
206

Tye (1995), Dretske (1995), Lewis (1990) and (1994), Horgan (1984), Block (1994b), Melnyk (2003) .
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Appendix 2 - On Action and
Intention ality
1. On the Metaphysics of Events
Let me make some additional points about the metaphysics at work here which may be of use to
us as we progress through the inquiry ahead. One thing immediately worth noting about events is
that they are traditionally conceived of as the relata of causal relations. 1 Strictly, it is events which
figure in causal relations. Events cause other events and are caused by other events. Things
happening cause other things to happen. Things happen because other things have happened.
The event of the agent moving her arm and hand causes the event of the moving of the fruit
which, in · turn, causes the event of the fruit separating from the bush. A change in the spatial
properties of the agent's arm and hand causes a change in the spatial properties of the fruit and
that causes a change in the properties of the bush - all over some period of time.

On the simple account of events elaborated here, an event - mental, bodily or environmental may be conceived of as involving a change in the set of properties of an object. 2 The actual

possessing or instantiation of a set of properties by an object at or over some point or period of time
may be termed a state which that object is said to be in at that point or over that period of time. 3
For, example, the possessing of the bodily property of being upright at or over a point or period
of time renders an agent in a state of uprightness at or over that point or period. Similarly, the
possessing of the mental property of 'believing that the prey is nearby' by an agent at or over a
point or period of time renders that agent in a state of believing that the prey is nearby at or over
that point or period. An agent is in a state of believing that the prey is nearby when and whilst

D avidson (1967) p.149, Macdonald and Pettit (1981) p.90, Jackson and Pettit (1990) p.196, Simons (2003)
pp.358-9.
1

The view of events offered here is broadly consistent with the influential 'property exemplification' model
of events offered by Kim (1993) Chapters 1 and 3.

2

See Heil (1998) p. 7 6, 98. P ettit (1993a) p.24 says that the state of believing that p is the concretisation of
the property of believing that p . "Where the property is something abstract, something that may be realised
here or there, by this or that subject, the state or event is a concrete thing, an entity that is or is part of an
ostensible substance."

3
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she possesses the set of mental properties characteristic of believing that the prey is nearby. This
mental state of believing is often also described in terms of a belief that the prey is nearby.

Reflecting the close metaphysical relationship which exists between a state and a set of properties,
both philosophy and psychology (scientific and folk) commonly conceive of a mental state as an
entity which an agent possesses. This conception of things is reflected in our ordinary language
practices. The agent is said to have or possess a 'belief that the prey is nearby'. Strictly speaking,
this is an incorrect construal of things. The agent is properly conceived of as possessing the

properry of 'believing that the prey is

nearby' or of being in the state of 'believing that the prey is

nearby'. Only properties may properly be said to be metaphysically possessed by an object. A
mental state is not a property or a set of properties but, rather, is the possessing or instantiation
of a property or set of properties by an object - something which includes the relationship
between the object and its properties. 4 An object does not possess the possessing of its
properties. It is, rather, zn the state of possessing a set of properties. Nonetheless, this
metaphorical way of referring to belief states is quite common amongst the literature and will be
engaged in to some degree in the discussion of that literature which follows.

It is common in the philosophical discussion of action and mind to use the concepts of 'mental
event', 'mental state' and '1nental property' somewhat interchangeably. 5 The reasons for this are
clear from an analysis of these concepts. A mental event involves a change in the mental
properties possessed by an agent and, therefore, a change in the mental state of an agent. Such an
event involves the agent being in and then not being in some mental state - instantiating and then
not instantiating some set of properties (or vice versa). 6 It involves a transition from one mental
state to another, the possessing of one set of mental properties to the possessing of another. In
order for there to be a mental event, there must be an agent who possesses mental properties;
there must be an agent who is in a mental state. It is only if an agent possesses mental properties
that that agent can be the locus of mental events. Concomitantly, in possessing a mental property,
an agent is necessarily either in a mental state or undergoing a mental event.7

4

Heil (1998) pp. 76, 98.

5

And, likewise, for bodily or environmental events, states and properties.

6

A mental event involves the having and then the not having of some mental state (o r vice versa) .

7

Pettit (1993a) p.24.
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\X/hen we think about the structure of events and the nature of causation it becomes clear why we
sometimes make reference to mental properties and mental states, rather than mental events, in
discussing the cause of a bodily event. Consider a bodily event involving a change in the bodily
properties of the agent from that of being upright to that of being prone. Imagine that this bodily
event is caused by a mental event involving a change in the mental properties of the agent from
that of desiring to be upright to that of desiring to be prone. Strictly speaking, the bodily event is
caused by the mental event. However, as the instantiation by the agent of the bodily property of
being prone (that is, the bodily state of being prone) is the ultimate outcome of the mental event
in question, we may stretch our strict conception of causation a little and hold that the mental
event caused the instantiation of the bodily property of being prone - which is to say, the bodily
state of being prone. Events may be said to cause the instantiations of properties or states.

Further, as the instantiation of the mental property of desiring to be prone (the state of desiring
to be prone) by the agent temporally precedes the bodily event in question, we may also loosely
say that the instantiation of a property or a state may cause an event. Further, as the bodily event
ultimately results in the state of being prone, we may also say that the state of desiring to be
prone caused the state of being prone. States may be said to cause and be caused by other states.
And when we speak of states we implicitly speak of the properties which are instantiated in those
states. The result of this is that states and the properties instantiated in states, rather than events,
often come to be the subject of discussion in theories of action. As long as the connection
between these categories is kept in mind there is little harm in discussing the causal link between
the mental and the bodily and the environmental in terms of states and properties. 8 I will m yself
have cause to discuss action in such terms from time to time in this thesis.

2. Intentional Realisationism and Dependence, Supervenience and Determination

Apart from token identity, intentional realisationism also comprehends the relations of
dependence, supervenience and determination which philosophers have, over the years, identified
as obtaining between intentional and physical phenomena. 9 Because they are realised-by physical
phenomena, intentional phenomena are asymmetrically dependent upon the ph} sical realm. There

;-.facdonald and Pettit (1981) p. 90.
9

Kim (2003) p.565.
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is no intentional phenomenon - no belief, no mind, no action, no agent - in the absence of some
or other physical realiser. Intentional phenomena cannot exist in the absence of something
physical because the physical constitutes the intentional. 10 Given this dependence, intentional
phenomena are not independent fundamentally non-physical phenomena, as was argued
historically by certain dualists of mind. 11 Cartesian substance dualism, for example, which
conceives of intentional properties as the properties of a metaphysically distinct and
independently existing non-physical (intentional or mental) substance, is ruled out as a legitimate
theory of mind.

The realisation of the intentional by the physical also entails that agents possessing identical
physical properties - understood as a set of identical compositional, structural and relational
properties 12

-

possess identical intentional properties and that any changes or differences 1n

intentional properties necessitate changes or differences in physical properties. 13 That 1s,
intentional realisationism entails the supervenience of the intentional upon the physical - weakly,
strongly and globally.14 Two agents with identical physical properties - including relevant
relational properties - necessarily (across some relevant set of possible worlds) possess properties
able to meet the same set of conditions and, therefore, necessarily possess the intentional
properties characterised by those conditions. 15 The instantiation of the subvenient physical
properties "guarantees, as a matter of necessity" 16 the instantiation of the supervenient intentional

10

Poland (1994) p.193.

11

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) Chapter 1, Heil (1998) Chapter 2.

12

This will be the sense in which I will use the tetm 'physical properties' from this point on. It is only
agents with neurophysiological systems possessing not merely certain compositional and structural
properties, but also certain relational properties vis a vis the agent's external physical environment (both
past and present) which are capable of meeting the conditions characteristic of certain externally defined
intentional properties. By this theoretical manoeuvre, realisationism is able to avoid Putnam's Twin Earth
problem. Putnam (1975). An agent must possess a neurophysiological system not only with a composition
and structure of a certain kind or kinds in order to believe that H2O is clear liquid but must also possess a
neurophysiological system which has actually come into causal contact (via her sensory apparatus) with
actual instances of H2O. Only a neurophysiological system with all of those properties can meet the
conditions necessary for realising the belief in question. Heil (1998) pp.215-19, Braddon-Jvlitchell and
Jackson (1996) Chapters 4 and 12.
13

Kim (1998) p.10. "Functionalists will say that mind-body supervenience is explained by the fact that
mental properties, when they are realised, are physically realised, and that the dependence involved is one
between a property and its realisers." I<im (2003) p.565.
14

Poland (1994) p.195.

15

Pettit (1993a) p.28

16

Kim (1998) p.10.
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propertles. Thus, identical physical properties entail identical intentional properties. 17 Further,
different physical properties may still be able to meet the same functional condition and, thus,
realise the same intentional property. That is, intentional phenomena m ay be multiply realisable in
agents which are differently constituted physically.

Additionally, two agents, one of whom possesses an intentional property of a given kind and the
other who does not must differ in this regard by virtue of them possessing different physical
properties. One must possess physical properties which can meet the definitive conditions of the
intentional property in question and one must not. There is no other source than their physical
properties for such a difference in their capacity to meet the conditions in question to obtain.
There is no fundamentally non-physical or emergent realm which can make a difference. Any
changes to an agent's beliefs or desires or any differences between two agents' beliefs and desires
must be appropriately grounded in changes to or differences in the physical properties of the
relevant neural system or systems. Thus, changes or differences in the intentional properties of an
agent or agents entails changes or differences in their physical properties. There can be no
intentional change or difference without a physical change or difference. 18 Given the
supervenience of the intentional upon the physical, intentional properties are not dependent nonphysical properties. Property dualism of mind is, therefore, precluded by such a supenrenience
requirement. 19

Further, because an agent possesses a specific intentional property wholly in virtue of possessing
certain physical properties (namely, those that can meet the relevant individuating set of
conditions) it follows that specific sets of physical properties are nomologically sufficient for
specific sets of intentional properties. 20 Whenever a physical realiser is in place its capacity to
meet a set of intentional condition s is also in place. Its existence or instantiation is sufficient for
the existence or instantiation of any intentional phenomenon characterised by those conditions .

"Sarne naturalistic properties and individuals, same intentional profile . ... " Pettit (1993a) p .27. It follows
from this that physically identical worlds will necessarily be identical at the intentional order. Realisation
entails global supervenience.

17

18

McGinn (1982) p.29. Papineau (1993) p.14.

Recall that this view holds that though there is only one fundamental substance - the physical - mental
properties are metaphysically a fundamentally distinct property of certain arrangements of that physical
substance "vhich are instantiated in addition to its physical properties. Heil (1998) Chapter 1, BraddonMitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.4-5.
19

20

Poland (1994) p.193 .
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In any possible world relevantly similar to the actual world, physical phenomena which meet the
conditions for being an intentional state will realise that intentional state. Thus, the realisation of
the intentional by the physical entails not merely the weak supervenience but the strong
supervenience of the intentional upon the physical. But further than this, the realisation of the
intentional by the physical rules out the possibility of a class of nomic equivalents of the
ontologically relevant realiser set doing any of the ontological work in making it the case that an
intentional phenomenon exists or is instantiated. 21 It is not necessarily the case that the nomic
equivalents of a physical realiser set can actually meet the conditions characteristic of a given
intentional phenomenon. It is this or that neural state - and not some ontologically irrelevant set
of nomically equivalent physical phenomena - which realises this or that intentional state. Hence,
the realisation of the intentional by the physical provides the relevance dimension of the relation
of determination in a way that strong supervenience does not. The realisation of the intentional
by the physical comprehends the ontological determination of the intentional by the physical.

It is worth mentioning here that by virtue of being realised by physical phenomena, intentional
phenomena are not emergent phenomena. As we saw in Chapter 3, the emergent properties of an
entity are alleged to transcend the physical properties of its constituent parts. An instantiation of
an emergent property is alleged to be not just the instantiation of any associated physical
properties but, rather, something novel, something additional to the instantiation of those other
properties. 22 On a realisationist approach, instantiations of intentional properties arise solely out
of the instantiation of physical properties and do not have any causal role in the scheme of things

independent!J of that of their physical realiser properties. They just are the instantiation of the
physical properties. The existence or instantiation on a given occasion of an appropriate set of
physical phenomena in the right contextual setting simply counts as, or constitutes, the existence
or instantiation of an intentional phenomenon on that occasion. Intentional phenomena may,
therefore, be ultimately explained in physical or physically-based terms - unlike putative emergent
phenomena. Intentional phenomena with emergent independence, including independent causal
powers, are incompatible with a realisation constraint. Thus, emergent intentional properties have
no place in an ontology based on realisation. They do not exist. Realisation physicalism is, thus,

21

Poland (1994) p.193.

22

Thus, for example, it is alleged to have a causal efficacy in the world independent of that of any set of
physical properties it might be associated with. The causal role of emergent properties does not derive
solely from that of associated physical properties.
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incompatible with metaphysical dualism in all its guises. It completely rules out non-physical and
non-physically realised phenomena playing a role in how the world is. 23

3. On the Causal Nature of Intentional Phenomena

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the nature of the causal relation between intentional states and
behaviour presents two interrelated problems for intentional physicalists - first, explaining how,
given their metaphysical status and nature, intentional phenomena can play a causal role at all in
relation to behavioural phenomena and, second, addressing what appears to be a case of casual
overdetermination in relation to behavioural events if both the intentional and physical causes of
those events are conceived of as metaphysically distinct in this regard. To start the discussion,
consider a token action of removing a fruit from a bush. As has been argued, this action may be
analysed in higher-order psychological terms as the causing of the behavioural event of the arm
and hand of the agent moving in a certain manner in relation to a fruit by a complex of
intentional events, including a belief that a fruit is on the bush, a desire to remove the fruit from
the bush, a belief that by moving the arm and hand in a certain manner that desire may be
realised, and so on. At this order of things, a set of intentional phenomena is conceived of as
causing the behaviour in question. At the same time, though, our best science tells us that the
behavioural event in question is at base a set of physical events and that these physical events are
caused by a series of prior physical events in the neural and motor system of the agent's body, all
under the governance of physical laws. 24 Hence, the behavioural event is caused by a prior set of
physical events.

ot only this, though, but our best science tells us that "[e]verything in the

physical world has a sufficient physical cause" 25 and that, therefore, the behavioural event

23

Again, it is worth noting here that independently of our commitment to realisation physicalism dualist
theories of mind face serious problems making sense of the causal properties of mental - and, specifically,
intentional - phenomena. Guttenplan (1994) p.87. See Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.5-13,
Botterill and Carruthers (1999) pp.3-4.
See Dretske (1988) pp.1-2, Jackson and Pettit (1990) p.198 on this point. See also Churchland (1986) Part
1 for a detailed discussion of the physiology of action. Though the physical sciences may· not be able
presently to explain in full the causing of the bodily events constitutive of actions, there is good reason to .
belie,-e that they will at some stage in the future. Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) state at pp.8-9 that
"[t]he point is not that we can, given the current state of scientific knowledge, explain in full in physical
terms the causation of bodily movements. We cannot. The point is that we have gone far enough down the
track to make it very likely that the job can be done in principle - particularly when we bear in mind the
good track record of the search for physical causes of the physical - and if that is right there is no causal
place for the special properties the dualist believes in."
24

25

Papineau (1993) p.16.
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compns1ng the action above is sufftcient!J caused by those pnor physical events. 26 The pnor
physical events suffice to cause the behavioural event without the intervention of any other
events. 27

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson state that,
It is hard to believe that as we trace back through the causal antecedents of the
arm bending that was caused by [the agent's] desire for [the fruit], we will find
evidence of something from 'outside' affecting what happens. It is implausible
that we will find that the rate of muscle contraction is just that little bit faster
than can be accounted for in terms of the chemical changes in the muscle fibres,
or that the signal from the brain that activates those changes cannot be
accounted for in terms of prior states of the brain as described physically, or that
certain causal interactions in the brain or the way certain stimuli from outside us
affect the central nervous system as in principle beyond the reach of
neuroscience to explain. 2 8
That this should be so is a function of the ontological closedness of the physical world described
in Chapter 3. If all events are fundamentally physical events, then all relations between events are
fundamentally physical relations and all causation is ultimately and sufficiently physical. 29 The
only thing that can properly cause a physical event within this model is another physical event.
There is no room in the physicalist scheme of things for any fundamentally non-physical or
emergent event to make a difference to physical consequences, once physical antecedents are
given. There is no room for any such event to figure as a cause or effect of anything. "All
physical events are either determined, or have their chances determined, by prior physical events
according to physical laws . In other words, we never need to look beyond the realm of the
physical in order to identify a set of antecedents which fixes the chances of any subsequent

26

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.12-13 point out that this "need not be understood
deterministically ... The physical story that explains each and every physical happening may have irreducibly
probabilistic elements." They state that " [a]lthough for some physical events there may very well be no
prior condition that fully determines that they will come about (but only a prior condition that determines
their chance of coming about), all the evidence suggests that this prior condition is a purely physical one:
the chance of each and every physical event is physically determined." Ibid. p.13. Either way no
fundamentally non-physical or emergent cause figures.
27

We may disregard any dualist denial of this on the grounds of the anti-dualist arguments outlined in
Chapter 3.

28

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.8.

29

As Charles and Lennon (1992) p.4 argue "real causation takes place at the physical level." Poland (1994)
states at p.186 that " all phenomena are embedded in the physical fabric of the universe, and that
circumscribes the scope and limits of influence and interaction" and at p.285 that "everything that exists in
nature is physically grounded [and] ... all connections and influences within the natural order have a physical
basis as w ell."
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physical o ccurrence. A purely physical specification, plus physical laws, will always suffice to tell
us what is physically going to happen, insofar as that can be foretold at all." 30 The ontological
closedness of the world entails its causal closedness and the causal sufficiency of the physical. 31

I<im captures this point neatly when, echoing Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson above, he states,
If you pick any physical event and trace out its causal ancestry or posterity, that
will never take you outside the physical domain. That is, no causal chain will ever
cross the boundary between the physical and the non-physical ... If you reject
this principle you are ipso facto rejecting the in-principle completability of
physics - that is, the possibility of a complete and comprehensive physical
theory of all physical phenomena. For you would be saying that any complete
explanatory theory of the physical domain must invoke non-physical causal
agents ... no serious physicalist could accept such a prospect. 32
Now at this point, an issue anses for physicalists of an intentional realist stripe in that on a
physicalistically acceptable p.rychological picture of things the behavioural event is caused by
intentional phenomena and, at the same time, on a physicalistically acceptable and lower-order

natural srientific picture of things the event is sufficiently caused by physical phenomena. 33
Physicalists committed to the legitimacy of both pictures (psychology and physics) and, hence, to
the existence of both the intentional and the physical phenomena involved here, risk
commitment to the causal overdetermination34 of the behavioural event if, on their account of
things, the reality of the intentional phenomena entails a metaphysical distinctness amounting to
causal independence. 35 Indeed, any account of intentionality - physicalist or otherwise - which

30

Papineau (1993) p.16. See also Pettit (1992) p.250.

31

Kim (1993) Chapter 6, Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p.8, Stoljar (2005).

32

Kim (1998) p.40.

Intentional realists - and, indeed, any kinds of theorist - who accept the causal sufficiency of the physical
are faced 'vvith two propositions which exist in tension with each other - that purely physical phenomena
are sufficient causes for behaviour and that intentional phenomena cause behaviour.

33

" O verdetermination is roughly the idea that there can be two or more distinct causes of an effect, each
sufficient by itself for bringing about that effect." Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) p .10. See also Pettit
(1992) p.250. In fact, only one of the two or more distinct causes need be sufficient for a· problematic
causal overdetermination to obtain. Crane (1994) p.481 queries whether overdetermination necessarily
foll ows here. He argues that the terms in which the problem is articulated by physical.ists assumes an
h om ogeneity thesis - namely, that causation involving the intentional and causation involving the physical
is of the same metaphysical kind. I do not intend to pursue th.is issue here.

34

Because a similar problem arises in relation to the causing of both an intentional and a
neurophysiological event by an environmental event or for the causing of both by another intentional (or
neurophysiological) event, physical.ists risk commitment to causal overdetermination in regard to all three
·
categories o f causation in the intentional sphere. Guttenplan (1994b) p. 86.

35
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posits intentional phenomena as so metaphysically autonomous as to be causally distinct from
those physical phenomena which sufficiently cause behavioural events faces the problem of
overdetermination. I would argue that the positing or entailment of causal overdetermination by a
theory provides good reason to be sceptical of the legitimacy and truth of that theory. 36 A theory
of intentionality - and specifically, a physicalist theory of intentionality - which is able to avoid
any commitment to the overdetermination of behavioural or intentional phenomena is to be
preferred to one which is not.3 7

Some dualists have sought to avoid the problem of overdetermination by conce1v1ng of
intentional phenomena as epiphenomena! - that is, as existent (whether as fundamentally nonphysical or as emergent) but not causally operative in the physical world. 38 In Chapter 3, I argued
against the legitimacy of such dualist accounts of the higher order. As far as a physicalist account
of the intentional goes, the only way to avoid overdetermination without taking the
epiphenomenalist pathway, is to provide an ontological status to the intentional which does not
entail causal independence. And if one wishes to be at the same time a physicalist and an
intentional realist (as I do) then the only viable theoretical pathway is that of realisationism. Mere
dependence and supervenience models of physicalism, by virtue of their compatibility with
causally independent fundamentally non-physical and emergent phenomena are unable to avoid a
commitment to overdetermination (unless they go epiphenomenalist). 39

36

Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.10-13 provide a useful critique of attempts to justify the
theoretical legitimacy of causal overdetermination. Basically, their point is that it is not good theoretical
practice to maintain two causal explanations of a phenomenon when one is available. Further, our best
science in all its disciplinary modes does not find it in the world. For this reason we should be highly
sceptical of its alleged existence in those higher-order spheres still subject to pre-physicalist and prescientific modes of theorising, such as the intentional sphere. Others have mounted similar arguments
against theoretical permissiveness in this regard. See Jackson and Pettit (1990).
37

At the same time we want to accommodate our sense that higher-order phenomena have some or other
kind of causal relevance in the world. Pettit (1992) pp.249-50. The philosophical challenge involves making
good physicalistic sense of any such relevance given the undoubted causal role of the physical realm.
38

Campbell (1970), Braddon-Mitchell and Jackson (1996) pp.6-7, Heil (1998) pp.37-9. Note that if dualists
wish to argue that bodily events are caused sole/y by fundamentally non-physical or emergent mental events,
they face the problem of explaining how the physical sciences, which claim to have demonstrated that
bodily events are sufficient/y caused by physical events in the neural system of the agent have got it so wrong.
Dualists have not yet done so and it is unlikely that they ever will.
39

Recall that emergent intentional phenomena are metaphysically autonomous from the physical
phenomena from which they emerge and which possess "non-physical intrinsic causal powers"
independent of the causal powers of those physical phenomena. Kim (1998) p12. Kim (2003) p.576 argues
that the only way dualists and emergentists can hold on to the ontological autonomy of the mental realm is
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The realisation account of intentionality offered in this thesis is better able than any alternative
account (physicalist or otherwise) to provide for the causal role of intentional states in a manner
which reflects the causal closure of the physical world whilst avoiding any commitment to causal
overdetermination. Consider for a start, a token action. As far as the token intentional
phenomena which feature in that action are concerned, on our realisation account they just are the
token physical phenomena (the neurophysiological phenomena) which cause the token behaviour
in question. The realisation of the intentional by the physical entails the token identity of the
intentional and physical. Token intentional phenomena are able to figure in a causally closed

°

world because they just are the physical phenomena which figure in that world. 4 Further, they
are able to figure as causes of behaviour without causal overdetermination obtaining, again,
because they just are the physical causes of that behaviour. There are not two metaphysically
distinct token causes of the behaviour. There is only one - the physical - which happens to also
be the intentional cause, by virtue of its capacity to perform the causal functional role
determinative of the intentional. Thus, there is only one cause at work in relation to the token
behaviour constituting an action and this cause is conceivable in either physical or intentional
terms. Overdetermination of cause does not obtain in relation to token actions.

Of course, the realisationist account of intentionality adopted in this thesis is not merely
committed to the causal role of intentional tokens in relation to token behaviours but also to the
role of intentional types in regard to behavioural types. For it is intentional and behavioural types
(and not merely tokens) which figure in the intentional regularities which ground our functional
model of intentionality, which individuate intentional phenomena and which, as we shall seen in
the next chapter, provide the basis for the causal propositions which inform the understanding
and interpretation of action. 41 And so, we need to provide adequate theoretical space not merely
for intentional tokens as causes but for intentional types also.

by giving up the claim to causal efficacy of the mental by rendering that realm epiphenomenal. He argues
·
that if emergent properties were to exist they would be epiphenomenal.

°Kim (2003) p.580 argues for the causal inheritance principle -

"if a functional property Fis realised on a
given occasion in virtue of the instantiation of one of its realisers P, the causal powers of this instance of F
are identical with the causal powers of P." He maintains that the causal powers of a token belief that p are
no m o re than those of the token neural event occurring on this occasion. A token belief has no more
causal power than this.
4

TI1eories are co nstituted by propositions about causal regularities between types and not merely tokens.
They are inherently generalising in tlus respect. The theory of mind which we rely upon in interpreting
others is a general theory of mind. \X,'hen we interpret John's behaviour we are not merely doing so on the
41
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One way in which intentional types might maintain a causal status which both honours the causal
closure of the world and avoids causal overdetermination, is if they were identical to the physical
types which sufficiently cause given behavioural types. As we have seen, type identity - whether
general or local - is a contingent empirically ascertainable fact quite compatible with
realisationism. And so, if it was the case that a given behaviourally causal intentional
phenomenon was type identical to the neurophysiological phenomenon which caused the
behaviour in question, 42 then we could account for the causal role of that intentional type with
reference to the fact that it was identical to the neurophysiological type which causes the
behavioural type. Given the identity, there would be no mystery as to how intentional types were
able cause behavioural types in a causally closed world. They do so because they just are the
physical type that does the causing of the behavioural type. Nor would there be a problem of
overdetetmination at the type level because, again,

the intentional type just is

the

neurophysiological type which features as the cause. There would be no overdetermination of
cause because the two causal types would not be sufficiently metaphysically distinct as to generate
overdetermination. There would be only one causal type doing the work, though it might be
variously conceived of. 43

However, as I have previously argued, where an intentional type is not identical to a given
physical type - that is, where the intentional phenomenon is multiply realisable - then we cannot
rely on a general type identity thesis to make sense of the causal role of that intentional type. For
it is not so identical. One might attempt to localise the identity on the basis of empirical research
and speak only of whatever local identity is justified by that research. However, I have pointed
out the theoretical problems which emerge with such an approach if the type identities collapse
into too localised a form. 44 In any event, we need not pursue the localised or the general type
identity route. Indeed, if my argument against type identity physicalism in Appendix 1 is accepted,
we should not do so. We can continue to conceive of and theorise about of intentional

basis of a theory we hold about John's inputs, internals and outputs (though a token identity theorist might
want to say that we should be) . We are doing so on the basis of a general theory about the type of behaviour
he is engaged in, the type of inputs he has been subject to, the type of intentional states he maintains at large
and we come up with an explanation of his behaviour in terms of a type of intentional state - a type other
agents in similar discursive situations to him might be in.
42

That is, if it was the case that a given neurophysiological phenomenon and no other physical
phenomenon met the conditions for being that intentional phenomenon.
43

This advantage in regard to the issue of causation is one of the motivations for those who strive to
salvage a type identity theory of mind.

44

See the discussion in Appendix 1.
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phenomena in usefully general terms despite their multiple realisability - and we can do so whilst
avoiding the problem of causal overdetermination - by conceiving of the relation between the
intentional and the physical in terms of the realisation of the former by the latter. 45

On such a conception, intentional phenomena, whilst metaphysically distinct from their physical
realisers, are not so metaphysically distinct as to be causally distinct from or independent of them.
The mere fact that a set of physical phenomena (single or multiple) is capable of filling a causalfunctional role within some system of things and that we conceptualise such a set in terms of that
causal-functional role as this or that higher-order phenomenon does not entail that a novel,
independently causally efficacious phenomenon is introduced into the world. As Kim reminds us,
" by existential quantification over a given domain of properties we do not literally bring into
being a new set of properties. That would be sheer magic, especially if we adopt the plausible
view that distinct properties must represent distinct causal powers. By mere logical operation on
our notations, we cannot alter our ontology - we cannot diminish or expand it." 46 The realisation
o f an intentional type by some set of physical types does not add any more causally efficacious
phenomena to the world than it does metaphysically fundamental phenomena. As was pointed
out in Chapter 3, higher-order phenomena exist but not - in any ontologically strong sense - in

addition to the physical phenomena which realise them (and here the term 'ontologically strong
sense' may be glossed as 'causally independent sense'). Realisation physicalism posits a reality
which involves two hierarchically interrelated modes of existence - the physical and the higherorder. Only the former has the full panoply of ontological features - including causal efficacy in
the world. Thus, no problem of causal overdetermination arises on a realisationist account of
intentionality.

Another way of looking at this issue is as follows. What all the physical types which make up the
intentional type - say, believing that p - share is that they perform the same causal-functional role
within a system of agency. The intentional type 'believing that p' is defined as that class of
physical types, the members of which perform the characteristic 'believing that p' causalfuncti onal role. We might conceive of this role as including the typical causing of behaviour of a
given type -p-type behaviour - given the obtaining of certain intentional conditions. Necessarily -

45

Kim (1998) p.103-4.

Kim (1998) p .103. Existential quantification being the process we engage in when we recognise the
functional role that certain realisers play and conceptualise those realisers as a higher-order class or type in
terms of that role.
·

46
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that is, by definition - all members of this class of physical types have the same causal relations
with environmental, behavioural-environmental and other intentional types given certain
intentional conditions obtaining because having such relations under such conditions is what it is
to be a member of this class. 'Thus, all of the physical types which realise believing that p (and all
of the tokens which comprise those types) typically cause p-type behaviour, given the obtaining
of the requisite intentional conditions.

Thus, it is correct to say that the intentional type 'believing that p' is causal of p-type behaviour,
given a certain set of intentional conditions, because that intentional type just is all of the physical
realiser types which cause p-type behaviour under the relevant intentional conditions. The
intentional type 'believing that p' is causal of p-type behaviour because every physical token and
type comprising that intentional type is causal of p-type behaviour. Believing that p is identical to

one of the physical types which causes the behavioural type in question. Though there may be a
range of physical types, they constitute one type as far as their causal role is concerned and it is
their causal role which is of importance in conceiving of and theorising about them as intentional
phenomena. Because they all share the same causal role in regard to behaviour we are justified in
referring to all the various physical types which share that role under the same intentional
concept and using that intentional concept in talk of intentional regularities. 47 No metaphysically
independent and potentially over-determining causal phenomenon is introduced into the world
on this understanding of things.

Thus, the realisationist-functionalist account of intentionality is superior to all other physicalist
accounts of intentionality and is for this reason, amongst others, to be preferred to those other
accounts. 4 8 It · is superior to supervenience accounts because it does not tolerate causally
independent phenomena and, thereby, avoids the problem of causal overdetermination. It is
superior to general type identity accounts because it is compatible with the multiple realisability of
intentional phenomena. It is superior to localised type identity accounts because it avoids the
proliferation of intentional concepts in the face of potentially highly-localised identities. On a
realisationist-functionalist account we can adequately account for the causal role of intentional

47

Intentional and other higher-order concepts "may well serve important conceptual and epistemic needs,
by grouping properties that share features of interest to us in a given context of inquiry. " Kim (1998) p.11 0.

48

This is in addition to the reasons in support of realisationism set out in Chapter 3.
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states as both tokens and types and, therefore, provide a place within a physicalist system of
knowledge for intentional regularities.

O ne final point worth noting whilst on the topic of the causal nature of intentional phenomena is
that the causal relation which exists between a given environmental event and intentional event or
between a given intentional event and behavioural event or between intentional events is not a
strictly law-like relation like the kind of relation that obtains in the physical realm. Intentional
regularities typical/y obtain rather than strictly obtain without exception as is the case with physical
causal relations. They are not exceptionless regularities. This is because, unlike the physical realm,
the intentional realm is not ontologically and causally closed. Intentional phenomena can be
caused by non-intentional phenomena. 49 The typical regularities can be interfered with by
physical phenomena not comprehended by the conceptual scheme within which intentional
phenomena subsist. "As one ascends a hierarchy of phenomena ordered in terms of complexity
and the relation of realisation, regularities at higher levels will typically have exceptions due to
interferences from outside of a system, intrusions from beneath, (for example, defects in a
mechanism) or failure of satisfaction of certain other ceteris paribus provisos (i.e. conditions
required for the regularity to hold)." 50

Physical phenomena, on the other hand, can only be caused by other physical phenomena. A n
ontologically and causally closed physical world entails the existence of exceptionless regularities
of cause and effect - that is, of strict laws - in relation to the phenomena which comprise that
world. Whenever a given physical cause obtains, a given physical effect follows by strict and
exceptionless physical law. This is not the case in the intentional sphere. Papineau makes this
point clearly when he notes that, "[p]sychology is obviously not complete, given that plenty of
mental events result from non-mental ones, as when I sit on a drawing pin and feel a pain. But
physics is special in this respect. If we take any physical result, and look back in time to see what
gave rise to it, then, I say, prior physical factors will always suffice to give us as full an explanation
of that result as is possible." 51 As a result, the regularities p osited by our intentional concepts are
largely but not entirely without exceptions.

49

Papineau (1993) p.16.

50

Poland (1994) p.219 . See also Fodor (1991) and Schiffer (1991) on this.

51

Papineau (1993) p .1 6.
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So, for example, though it is regularly the case that the environmental event of there being a
snake in front of the agent causes a belief in the agent that there is a snake in front of her, there is
some probability of there being a malfunction in the sensory apparatus of the agent with the
result that a belief that there is a snake in front of the agent does not occur, even if the other
intentional conditions for such a belief are in place. Likewise, it may be the case that due to some
independent non-typical intervening malfunction in the motor system of the agent in question
the behavioural event of moving away from the snake does not follow from a desire to so move,
even though all the requisite intentional conditions are in place. 52 That is, in regard to causal
relations in the intentional realm there is always the chance that some physical event not
comprehended by an intentional concept (and, thus, by the intentional ontology) may intervene
from time to time disrupting the normal causal regularity. The possibility of such exceptions to
the norm compromises the strictness of any regularity which might obtain in the intentional
realm. 53 Nothing can intervene in this manner in the physical realm itself because it constitutes
all there is.

Nonetheless, despite the lack of strict law-like relations in the intentional realn1., there is sufficient
regularity of causal relations to effectively individuate intentional states, predict and explain
thought and behaviour and interpret actions. If this were not the case, the prediction and
explanation of human behaviour by means of intentional theorising (by adopting the intentional
stance) would not be as successful as it is. One might conceive of intentional regularities not in
terms of strict laws but in terms of probabilities. Though it may not strictly follow from the fact
that a snake is in front of an agent that that agent believes this to be the case (given the existence
of the necessary ancillary intentional conditions for such belief) such fact does shift the
probabilities in favour of such a intentional complex obtaining in relation to the agent. As
Papineau argues, intentional discourse is a rough science but, nonetheless, still a science. 54 The idea
that theories must be based on exceptionless regularities or be adjudged illegitimate is misplaced.
Physicalism can n1.ake room for non-exceptionless generalisations of the kind relied upon in
intentional discourse.

52

Like\,\ris e, thew-iring Mthin the brain may malfunction such that the typical causal chain from a belief that
p and a belief that if p then q, to a belief that q (given appropriate intentional conditions) does not obtain.
53

Of course, for physicalists such exceptions must fit into the physicalist framework. They must be
explainable Mth reference to physical phenomena and regularities. Every p ossible exception to a nonphysical regularity has a physical explanation. The intrusions referred to here are also grounded in the
physical basis.
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54

Papineau (1993) p.15.
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Appendix 3 - On Judicial Understanding
and Interpretive Law Reform
As mentioned in Chapter 8, it is possible on our analysis for the system of norms constituting
and regulating the native title system to sustain a degree of relevant conceptual difference and a
set of epistemic conditions which will enable the judicial acquisition of any of those indigenous
concepts, the possession of which is necessary for her to understand indigenous actions. If such
difference or such conditions do not actually obtain under the present normative regime
governing native title hearings (and it is possible on our analysis that they do not), then it is
possible that that regime be reformed so as to ensure that they do obtain. It is possible that the
norms regulating the native title determination process be reformed in a manner oriented towards
both the reduction of the degree of relevant conceptual difference between judge and claimant
actions which obtains at the commencement of native title hearings and the cultivation of
interpretively and concept-acquisitively conducive epistemic conditions over the course of such
hearings .

.In this Appendix, I provide a critical overview of the key norms which presently regulate the
judicial acquisition of indigenous concepts within the native title hearing process with the
intention of clarifying some of the legal reformist potential of the preceding philosophical
analysis, as well as providing some indication of the direction which any sustained legal analysis of
reform options might wish to take in the future. As mentioned, the discussion to follow here is
intended to be representative and illustrative, rather than comprehensive of all relevant norms
and avenues of reform. It is intended to give some indication of the kind of substantive legal
analysis, consistent with the philosophical analysis which has been carried out here, which might
be engaged in in pursuing a critical and reformist agenda into the interpretive capacity of the
native title system.
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1. Legal Norms and the Content of the Judge's Conceptual Scheme

Con sider, to start, the relationship between legal norms and the first element of the overall
conditions determinative of the judicial capacity to acquire indigenous concepts - namely, the
content of the judge's conceptual scheme vis a vis the claimant scheme. 1 The degree of
conceptual difference which obtains between native title judges and indigenous concepts and
actions at the commencement of native title hearings might be 'lessened' - that is, native title
judges might come to native title hearings in possession of a greater store of relevant indigenous
concepts and sub-concepts - were judges to be subject over the course of their career to an
ongoing process of education about indigenous concepts, actions, ways of life and culture. That
is, rather than rely upon ad hoc judicial enculturations into indigenous conceptual schemes on a
hearing by hearing basis 2 , the process of enculturation might be pre-empted to some extent by a
sustained process of cross-cultural education both immediately prior to a person taking on the
role of native title judge, as well as on an ongoing basis. 3 By such means, the amount of
interpretive and concept-acquisitive work demanded of a native title judge over the course of a
hearing - whatever the epistemic conditions which actually obtain at hearing - might be reduced
and the acquisition of conceptually different indigenous concepts facilitated. It follows from the
analysis provided earlier in this thesis that the more pre-existing knowledge a judge has of a
claimant group's worldview and way of life, the less additional knowledge she need acquire over
the course of a hearing in order to interpret relevant testimony and acquire an indigenous
concept. Though some moves towards judicial education of this kind are, in fact, currently
underway within the native title system, they are limited. 4 In light of the analysis of judicial
understanding offered in earlier chapters, further reform of the norms regulating such education
so as to improve its quality and amount and regularity would only improve things.

Recall my two p art analysis of those overall conditions in Chapter 7 in which I identified the nature of the
judge's sub-conceptual base and the nature o f the epistemic condition s obtaining in relation to her as
·
determinative of the p ossibility o f h er acquiring indigenous concepts.

1

Though the present Chief Justice of the F ederal Court of Australia does note the value of such ad h oc
experience to native title judges. Black (2002) p.1 7.

2

This has been recommended by a number of governmental agencies and inquiries. See, for example, ew
South Wales Law Reform Commission (2000), Chapter 7. Eades (1994) p.253 also m akes this
recommendation in relation to police offic ers, legal professionals and jurors involved in criminal trials
involving indigenous persons. Curiously, she omits any overt reference to judges.

3

4

Williams-Mozley (1999), Fryer-Smith (2002), Cooke (2002).
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Alternatively, or additionally, the norms presently regulating the selection of persons for duty as
native title judges might be reformed so as to ensure that judges are chosen exclusively from a
field of persons already enculturated to some degree into some or all indigenous ways of life. For
example, relevant anthropological expertise might be made a prerequisite for appointment to the
native title bench. Indeed, the field of candidates might be restricted to indigenous persons assuming that the impartiality and fairness concerns which lie at the heart of the present legal
prohibition on members of claimant groups serving as native title judges in their own cases were
addressed. 5 This is to say that the legal norms at work here might be reformed so as to reduce,
prior to hearing, any conceptual gap which might obtain between judge and indigenous claimants.
The norms regulating judicial selection and the ongoing education might be reformed with a view
to indigenising native title judges to some degree. There is no denying the extent of the challenge
involved here - the number of distinct and distinctive indigenous groups in Australia and the
extent to which the various indigenous groups of Australia share concepts 1n common are
important factors in the success of any such scheme. Nonetheless, some amelioration of the
interpretive task facing native title judges may, as a general matter, be gained by some degree of
law reform along these lines.

2. Legal Norms and Epistemic Conditions

As far as the epistemic conditions which generally obtain over the course of native title
determination hearings are concerned, all of ·which are regulated by some or other set of legal
norms, a range of law reform opportunities present themselves by ·which the interpretive,
concept-acquisitive and epistemic capacities of native title judges might be improved. Recall that
in Chapters 5 and 7, I analysed these conditions in terms of the internal capacities of the native
title judge and the external circumstances surrounding her over the course of a hearing. Relevant
internal capacities include the functionality of the judge's sensory, cognitive, reasoning and
behavioural apparatus; the strength of her desires or motivation to sensorily engage with relevant
evidence, cognitively appropriate that ev-idence and reason about it; and the quality of the

So, indigenous persons who are not members of a given claimant group might hear the claim of such
group. Indeed, if the impartiality and fairness concerns which lie at the heart of the present legal
prohibition on members of claimant groups serving as native title judges in their own cases could be
othenvise addressed, legal practice in this regard might be reformed so as to enable even members of
claimant groups to serve as adjudicators of their group's claim. Though, perhaps, unlikely given the present
state of legal norms, it is within the realm of theoretical possibility.
5
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theoretical and practical skills she possesses in relation to indigenous concept acqws1t1on
(particularly, those relied upon in the interpretation of relevant testimonial evidence).6 Relevant
external circumstances fall broadly under categories to do with the amount and quality of relevant
evidence which is available to and appropriated by the judge; the visual and auditory quality of
her surroundings; the availability of sensory, bodily and reasoning aids and assistance; and the
time available to her for interpretation, concept acquisition and understanding.

Intemal capacities
As far as the internal capacities of the native title judiciary go, the native title system might be
rendered more interpretively and concept-acquisitively effective if the norms regulating the
selection, dismissal and ongoing functionality and motivation of judiciary were such as to ensure
the employment of persons who possess and maintain a high standard in relation to these
capacities. On this approach, only persons with suitable faculties, motivation and theoretical and
practical skills would be appointed to and retained on the bench. Those without these would be
liable to dismissal and all native title judges would be subject to ongoing support in maintaining
their faculties, motivation and skills by way of ongoing skills training and education, the provision
of employment conditions conducive to ensuring good mental and physical health, and so on. 7
The system is at present already largely oriented towards the appointment of persons with
suitable faculties and motivation. It may not, though, be sufficiently oriented towards the ongoing
maintenance of those faculties or to the ready dismissal of those whose faculties have fallen
below an acceptable standard. 8 So too, it might be argued, the present norms regulating the native
title sphere adequately ensure neither the appointment of persons adequately skilled enough in
cross-cultural concept acquisition nor the ongoing education of existing judges in developing and

6

Including, most importantly, here the judge's capacity to interpretively reason within the parameters of
the various theories of agency, mind, and tl1e testimonial agent mentioned in Chapter 6.

7

This statement should not be taken as implying tl1at some generic set of sensory faculties is required of
native title judges. Persons with non-standard sensory endowments (the visually or aurally challenged, for
example) may be entirely suitable to the role with or without extrinsic aids, making up in one area of
sensory cap acity what they might lack in another.
8

Judicial tenure norms, though justifiable with reference to desirable political ends, may not serve purely
inter-cultural communicative ends as effectively.
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perfecting such skills. 9 From a purely concept-acquisitive perspective, further reform is necessary
in this area of the native title sphere.

Extemal circumstances
· The other category of epistemic conditions surrounding a native title judge over the course of a
determination hearing is that to do with those circumstances external to her. Perhaps the most
important of these concern the availability and cognitive accessibility of evidence relevant to the
judge's acquisition of indigenous concepts. As a preliminary point, the capacity of a judge to
acquire an indigenous concept depends crucially upon the very existence of evidence about that
concept adequate to her acquisitive task. If there is no (or no practically adequate) real or
documentary evidence in the world informative of the content of indigenous concepts or no (or
no practically adequate set of) agents capable of testifying about the content of such concepts,
then the judge will not be able to acquire such concepts by evidential means over the course of a
hearing. Hence, general extra-legal circumstances surrounding the production and preservation
and acquisition of relevant evidence importantly condition the ability of a judge to acquire
indigenous concepts. To the extent that legal norms are capable of regulating such matters, law
reform might be engaged in oriented towards ensuring the preservation and acquisition of any
such evidence. 10

Closer to home, the resources available to the parties involved in a claim in making relevant
evidence available to the judge (including the knowledge and skills of their legal counsel in
effectively identifying and tendering such evidence) are also germane external circumstances here.
Laws ensuring that claimants (as well as other relevant parties) are more adequately resourced so

Nor the dismissal of those judges whose concept-acquisition skills have become inadequate and who
cannot or will not be educated back up to standard. This point intersects with the point made earlier about
the enculturation of native title judges into indigenous conceptual schemes. See on this, the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deatl1s in Custody (1991) Volume 3 pp.71-80, New Soutl1 Wales Law Reform
Commission (2000) Chapter 7, Williams-Mozley (2002).

9

As far as tl1e preservation of relevant real evidence goes, for example, indigenous heritage protection
legislation tl1roughout the various Australian jurisdictions, concerned as it is with the protection and
preservation of significant indigenous places and artefacts, offers an instance of tl1e kind of legal norms
which might presently apply here and which might be reformed. See generally on this, McRae, Nettheim,
Beacroft and McNamara (2003), Chapter 8. As far as the availability of suitable witnesses is concerned
(particularly indigenous witnesses), far more complex and structural issues come into play in relation to law
reform - including, for example, issues to do \:\rith those laws affecting indigenous health, life-expectancy
and education.
10
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as to effectively make out the evidential elements of their case might be enacted or improved. 11
Such provisions might be reformed to include mechanisms for the more regular engagement by
indigenous groups of highly competent counsel, expert witnesses and other advisers. 12
Alternatively, replacing the present adversarial mode of inquiry presently provided for at law with
a more inquisitorial mode might render the judicial interpretive and epistemic role more effective,
provided the judiciary and its investigative staff were adequately resourced. In any event, the
judiciary and its adjudicative support staff should be adequately resourced to enable them to
perform their role more effectively.13

Additionally, the quality of witnesses as far as their capacity and willingness to effectively impart
information about indigenous concepts to a judge is an important factor here. The selection of
those witnesses best able to convey pertinent information to the judge may be affected by legal
norms regulating the quality of legal counsel and their advice on suitable witnesses. 14 The quality
of witnesses may also be affected by norms providing for the education of claimants and other
witnesses about the native title determination process, as well as about non-indigenous legal
process, generally.15 Further, educating indigenous witnesses in relation to the effects which their

11

Asch and Bell (1994) pp.532-3, Neate (2001) pp.33-4. Kirby Pin Mason v Tritton (1994) 34 NSWLR 572
at 600 referred to the 'exacting nature of the evidential burden established by Mabo' and of the 'difficult
evidentiary task' facing native title claimants. In De Rose v South Australia [2002] FCA 1342 at [370],
(hereafter, D e Ro se) Justice O'Loughlin stated that "The Court is well aware of the difficulties facing
claimants who seek to gather the historical and anthropological material that would support their
application for a determination of native title. It attempts· to be as sympathetic as possible without causing
undue prejudice to any other parties to the application."
12

Such mechanisms presently exist by virtue of those sections of the Native Title Act (especially, Part 11)
and related rules providing for legal representation to claimants by native title representative bodies. The
rules on this might be reformed so as to improve botl1 the availability and quality of counsel, experts and
other advisors . See Perry and Lloyd (2003) pp.661-726 and Bartlett (2004), Chapter 29.
13

Resources here include those necessary for the judge and the parties to travel to relevant geographic
locations 'on country' where appropriate, as well as the provision of sensory, motor and reasoning aids for
the use of the judge and others over the course of a hearing (such as binoculars, motor vehicles, aircraft,
laptop computers, and so on). The present Chief Justice of the Federal Court of Australia, Black CJ , has
commented that tl1e logistical requirements of holding hearings on country is enormous and may limit the
court's capacity to carry such hearings out to an interpretively necessary standard. Black (2002) p.19. See
also Neate (2001 ) p.32 quoting Justice North of tl1e Federal Court on the resource constraints which
operate upon the native title process.
14

Neate (1996) pp.281-2.

15

The degree to which indigenous witnesses are enculturated into non-indigenous culture and are familiar
with the operation of the non-indigenous legal system more generally may also play a role in the quality of
their evidence. The President of the 1ational ative Title Tribunal himself has noted this very fact in
commentary. "The greater the differences between that person's culture and the culture on which the
language is based, the greater tl1e danger of that person misunderstanding the language and the culture to
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culturally-specific mode of interaction might have on a non-indigenous person such as the judge
or examining counsel may also be of use in improving the quality of information provided to the
judge. 16 Overall, the better relevant indigenous and other testimonial witnesses understand the
native title system and non-indigenous culture at large, the better able they will be to navigate that
system's evidentiary demands and provide the judge with what she needs to properly perform her
role. Where legal regulation affects the quality of that cross-cultural understanding, legal reform
may be able to make a positive difference here.

One factor which can assist here and which is presently subject to legal regulation 17 is the
provision of interpreters at hearing, tasked with the job of assisting both indigenous witnesses in
effectively conveying their evidence, as well as the judge, counsel and non-indigenous other_s in
understanding that evidence. 18 Within the normative regime regulating their actions at hearing,
interpreters may serve not only as translators of indigenous languages (including Aboriginal
English) into standard English (indeed, legal English) and vice versa, but also in a more general
explanatory role as mediators and facilitators of communication between indigenous witnesses
and the judge and other non-indigenous agents involved in the hearing. For example, they might
advise indigenous witnesses on the cultural and specifically legal practices and interactional styles
of those non-indigenous agents involved in the hearing, as well as advise non-indigenous agents

"\vhich is belongs." Neate (2003) p.34. This is, of course, only to make a point argued for throughout this
thesis.
Eades (1994) and others (for example, Cooke (1995) pp.87-8 and Neate (2003) p.16) have noted the way
in which certain of the interaction styles of some indigenous persons may be misinterpreted by nonindigenous agents, compromising communication between them. These have been identified by theorists
as including a failure to make eye contact during conversation (Eades (1994) p.243), an indirect style of
providing information, an aversion to 'either-or'-type questions (ibid. p.247) , and gratuitous concurrence to
certain non-indigenous questions and asse1-tions (ibid. p.244). " [A] common Aboriginal response to
inappropriate non-Aboriginal questioning is 'I don't know' or 'I don't remember'. Often this is not a
statement concerning the speaker's knowledge or memory, but it is a comment on the communicative
strategy, and would translate into Standard English as something like: 'This is not an appropriate way for
me to provide information of this nature'." Eades (1994) p.242.
16

Evidence Act 1995 (Cth) (hereafter, Evidence Act), Section 30. Th.is section has been interpreted
generously by the native title judiciary. Justice O'Loughlin in De Rose at [252] held that the legal value of
fairness require that "all parties to a dispute and their w7.tnesses be given every reasonable opportunity to
give their evidence in a manner that makes clear the information that the witness ·wishes to impart . . .In
those cases \,.rhere there may be doubts about the ability of a \>.ritness to express himself or herself in the
English language, it is better to err on the side of caution and to pennit witnesses to give their e\ridence in
their first language" by means of an interpreter. See also Neate (2003) p.15 on this.
17

18

Eades (1994) p.236, and Neate (2003) p.34.
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involved about the cultural practices and interactional styles of indigenous witness. 19 To the
extent that the present set of legal norms inhibits the capacity of interpreters to facilitate crosscultural understanding between the agents in question (and a number of commentators have
argued that it does 20), that set may and should be reformed so as to better facilitate such
understanding. This might occur by making interpreters more available, by loosening up the
conditions under which they may be relied upon and by improving the quality of their bi-lingual,
bi-cultural and legal understanding. 21

Another issue relevant to the quality of the evidence about indigenous concepts provided by
claimants and other witnesses concerns the operation of indigenous secrecy norms upon the
provision of such evidence. 22 Such norms operate within some indigenous groups to regulate the
conveying of information about aspects of the group's worldview and way of life, whether by
group members or by others .23 So, for example, indigenous secrecy norms might prohibit or
otherwise regulate the conveying to a native title judge by a knowledgeable witness of
information about a claimant religious ritual. Where acquiring a concept of some aspect of that
ritual is a necessary condition of the judge adequately understanding a claimant action implicating
that concept (say, a ritual action), the reluctance of claimants and others in possession of
knowledge about the ritual to impart their knowledge to the judge may prevent the judge
acquiring the concept and understanding the action in question, with all the consequences which
that entails for the action's legal recognition and protection.

19

Neate (1996) p.21. Neate (2003) pp.37-8 points out that "[w]hen translating a question or an answer the
interpreter may, quite properly, wish to give a detailed explanation of the concepts used. This will, on the
one hand, go beyond a strict translation (if such a translation be possible) and may tend to be an
explanation incorporating the interpreter's view about the information sought or the answers being given."
Eades (1994) p.254 argues that interpreting involves more than translating. " ... where the two speakers
have rather different cultures, then the process of interpretation necessitates much paraphrasing and
explaining of the concepts and ideas being translated." Cooke (1995) pp.67-76 shows how interpreters can
shield indigenous witnesses from the anti-communicative and strategic practices o f opposing counsel in
cross-examination.
20

21

See, for example, Eades (1994) and Cooke (1995).
eate (1981) p.190, Byrne 2003 p.4.

22

Fisher (1985), Australian Law Reform Commission (1986) pp.483-91, Walsh (1994), Eades (1994), Keen
(1994), Neate (1996) and (2003).

23

Such as non-indigenous anthropologists who may have gained knowledge of secret aspects of the
group's worldview and way of life. Norms regulating which indigenous persons may speak on which issue
or concept also operate within indigenous groups. These should and may be accommodated by claimant
counsel in selecting witnesses and by the judge and other non-indigenous agents in interpreting and
otherwise interacting with indigenous witnesses . eate (1981) p.205.
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Now, it is clear that non-indigenous legal norms do not direct!J regulate the operation of
indigenous secrecy norms upon relevant agents. Indigenous secrecy norms subsist within an
alternative normative regime to the non-indigenous legal system. This is not to say, though, that
non-indigenous legal norms can have no effect on the compliance of relevant indigenous and
non-indigenous agents with indigenous secrecy norms . A range of options are, in principle,
available here which might broadly be categorised as either coercive or cooperative. Given the
recognitional ethos of the native title system, coercive options - though not theoretically
impossible - would generally be considered as unacceptable on moral or political grounds and will
be ignored in the discussion to follov;r.24 In any event, cooperative legal mechanisms may be just
as effective as - indeed, may be more effective than - coercive ones. These involve establishing
(through the introduction and development of relevant legal norms) a context within the hearing
process v;rhich mitigates the extent of any breach of secrecy posed by the giving of sensitive
information by imposing strict limits upon the extent of the actual and potential non-indigenous
(or indigenous) audience for any such information. It ·is then left to the indigenous group to
choose v;rhether or not to authorise the presentation of such information under such conditions.

Such mechanisms may take a variety of forms. One key form provided for under existing legal
norms involves restricting the number of non-claimant agents who may be present at the giving
of sensitive testimony or who may ,nev;r sensiti,re real or documentary evidence. 25 Thus, sensitive
evidence might be (and indeed, has been) given by indigenous witnesses to a relatively small
group of non-claimant agents involved in the hearing comprising, for example, only the judge,
her associate, counsel for the claimants and, perhaps, counsel for select other parties. In cases

For example, imposing criminal sanctions upon claimants or witnesses for any '-vithholding on secrecy
grounds of relevant information about indigenous concepts.

24

Fisher (1985), Australian Law Reform Commission (1986) p.484. Federal Court Rules Order 78, rule
31 (3) empowers the hearing judge to make orders relating to the manner in which evidence may be
presented to the court or relating to the presentation of evidence about a cultural or customary sub ject.
This enables the court to restrict the hearing and publication of evidence. Black (2002) p.23. Federal Court
Rules Order 78, rules 32, 33 and 36 also allow the court to ensure a degree of confidentiality for indigenous
evidence. Additionally, Section 50 of the Federal Court of Australia Act 19 6 (Cth) states that "The Court
may, at any time dm-ing or after the hearing of a proceeding in the Court, make such order forbidding or
rest1.i.cting the publication of particular evidence, or the name of a party or -witness, as appears to the Court
to be necessary in order to prevent prqudice to the administration ofjusti.ce or the security of the Commonwealth."
Also Section 1 (4) of that A ct provides that "The Court may order the exclusion of the public or of
persons specified by the Court from a sitting of the Court where the Court is satisfied that the presence of
the public or of those persons as the case may be, would be contrary to the interests of justice.' Section
82(2) of the Tative Title A ct has also been interpreted so as to allow the court to exclude persons of a
given gender from the adducing of certain gender-sensitive evidence, even if this means that no single legal
advisor is aware of the whole of the evidence tendered in the case. Perry and Lloyd (2003) p.49.5.
25
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where indigenous secrecy norms have been gender-based, 26 legal norms have been enacted and
applied so as to ensure that the select non-claimant group accessing sensitive evidence has itself
been gender restricted. 27 Another form of cooperative legal regulation on this topic has involved
the restricting of subsequent general public access to records of any such evidence (including
parts of the judge's written decision). 28

Two concerns informing legislative and judicial practice 1n this regard have been that nonclaimant parties to native title claims are not unfairly prejudiced by any denial of access by them
to claimant evidence and that the public interest in knowing the basis for a judge's decision to
grant or not native title to claimant groups is provided for. 29 These concerns - formally provided
for in a number of rules regulating the hearing process 30

-

have resulted in less-than-ideal secrecy

arrangements being imposed on or offered to indigenous claimants (as far as they are concerned)
in relation to certain evidence, and in some cases in such evidence not being tendered as a
result. 31 To the extent that the present legal arrangements in relation to indigenous secrecy norms
are not conducive to the provision of evidence necessary for the judicial acquisition of relevant
indigenous concepts, those arrangements might be reformed so as to provide the most conducive
arrangements possible - even in the face of fairness and public accountability concerns. At the
end of the day, though, no matter what conditions are provided at law, a choice may still remain
with the claimant group as to whether they tender sensitive evidence under those conditions. The
present system may be improved, though, so as to maximise the chances of claimants making the
choice to tender and enable the judge to acquire whatever concepts she needs to perform her
role. 32

One aspect of the present legal regime which has facilitated conducive epistemic conditions for
the acquisition of indigenous concepts through improving the quality of the hearing environment

26

That is, knowledge of the aspect of the claimant way of life in question is restricted to members of one
or other gender within and outside the group.

27

Neate (1996) pp.287-8.

28

Australian Law Reform Commission (1986) p.487.

29

Neate (2003) p.50.

°For example, Evidence A ct Sections 11 , 130, 135-8.

3

31

Neate (1996) p.29 7.

Indeed, the legal norms may be reformed so as to better allow for the negotiation by the claimants and
·
judge of a suitable set of procedural mechanisms in this respect.

32
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- and one linked to the preceding discussion - is that set of legal rules which authorises the
holding of all or part of the determination hearing on the claim area ('on country', as it is often
put).33 A range of interpretive and concept-acquisitive issues are addressed by the provision of
this option to a judge. First, being on country may improve a judge's sensory and cognitive access
to relevant real evidence of indigenous concepts - geographical locations, natural objects,
performances of indigenous actions, and so on. It may also provide an environment in which
indigenous and other witnesses may more comfortably - and, hence, more effectively - present
their testimony. A number of commentators have noted the obstructive effect which the standard
non-indigenous court environment has on the effective provision of evidence by witnesses
unfamiliar with such environment. 34 Indigenous witnesses are often more relaxed and informative
when giving their evidence on country than they would be in a courtroom dealing, for example,
merely with photos and maps of their country. 35

Additionally, the present Chief Justice of the Federal Court of Australia has pointed out that the
rule enabling the holding of hearings on country may go some way to addressing concerns arising
out of indigenous norms regulating the tendering of evidence about the claimant culture. He
notes that the 'on country' rule is "an acknowledgment that, under traditional law, some evidence
can onfy be given on country, and that there will be many cases in which it would be quite wrong
to expect claimants to talk about their relationship to country by reference to maps prepared by
non-indigenous people; maps which may have no meaning to the claimants and which cannot

33

11ost important in this respect is Federal Court Rules, Order 78, rule 35. The present Chief Justice of the
Federal Court of Australia has pointed out (Black (2002) p.18) that the capacity of a judge to hear evidence
on country arises out of the flexibility afforded by this rule which provides that the court may at its
discretion direct that evidence be "taken at a time and in a manner other than in the normal course. This
encompasses the holding of heai-ings on country." The Chief Justice states (ibid.) that this provision "is a
recognition that, for many claimants, their relationship to country is not able to be explained in the abstract,
and that it is necessary to be on countryr to gain a true appreciation and understanding of that relationship
and the claimants' evidence about it."
Neate (1996) p.294. Justice O'Loughlin of the Federal Court of Australia in De Rose referred to "the
apparent discomfort of witnesses in the context of formal court proceedings, suggesting that aspects of the
evidence (some of which were unclear or confusing to the Court) ma> have been affected by the
environment of the hearing." Neate (2003) p.75 quoting D e Rose at [249, 428, 804, and 743]. As part of the
ethos underlying this approach, judges themselves have taken to adopting a less formal and hierarchical
stance; sitting 'in the dust' with indigenous claimants in open necked shirts and speaking to them in a style
~vhich might be less intimidating and more intelligible.

34

35

Neate (1996) p.294.
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begin to refl ect their relationship to country." 36 Again, to the extent that aspects of the present
rules prevent the effective h olding of hearings on country - out of judicial habit or concerns
about the availability of resources for the Court or other parties to get onto country37

-

the rules

might be reformed so as to make such holding of hearing easier.

O f course, whether on country or in an urban courtroom, witnesses testifying to the content of
an indigenous concept are presently subject to the norms establishing and maintaining an
adversarial m ode of fact finding within the native title and broader legal process.38 Under this
m ode, the testimonial evidence of claimant and other witnesses in relation to indigenous concepts
is provided to the court by way of responses to questions asked by counsel leading the evidence
and is then subject to testing by way of questions asked by opposing counsel in crossexamination. It is commonly thought that this mode best serves the joint interest all legal hearings
m aintains in truth-finding and fairness to the parties, through enabling the parties to gather and
present the evidence they think best serves their case, as well as test the reliability o f the evidence
gathered by other parties. 39

H owever, empirical research has noted the detrimental effect that vanous aspects o f the
adversarial process have had and can have on the capacity of indigenous witnesses to effectively
testify about relevant matters - the most notable of these being that set of norms which presently
p rovide for the aggressive and manipulative cross-examination of indigenous and other witnesses

°

by counsel for other parties. 4 Cooke, for example, argues that,

cross examination, as a type of discourse, is much m ore complex cross-culturally
and contextually. It places an overwhelming dem and on the witness to
constantly reorient himself as counsel jumps from one temp oral, physical,

36

Black (2002) p.18. Again, in applying this rule and in deciding whether or not to hold the hearing on
country the judge may be subject to norms to do with fairness to other parties to the claim in. See
Evidence Act Section 82(2), Federal Court Rules Order 32. Black (2002) p.1 8, 22.
37

See Justice O'Loughlin in D e Rose at [8-9] and Black (2002) pp.1 8-19. Black (2002) pp .19-20 also
discusses the ways in which visual, auditory and other cognitive problems arising out of 'on country'
hearings can be addressed by technological means, thus, addressing another element of the judge's external
circumstances identified in Chapter 7.
38

Ligertwood (1988) pp.21-22.

39

Ligertwood (1988) pp.21, 146, 231. This system is said to also serve fairness by ensuring that the judge
stays out of the e-.ridence gathering and testing process and maintains an impartial stance towards all parties .
Ligertwood (1988) p.21.
40

Eades (1994) pp.241-6, Walsh (1994) p.231.
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interpersonal or cultural context to another; or to rapidly change from reporting,
to conjecturing, to hypothesising (in succession). This often places an unreal
expectation on the Aboriginal witness's level of sophistication in his knowledge
of the English language and or Anglo-Australian patterns of discourse and
communicative behaviour. Further to this, once it has been decided that the
witness can take the stand without an interpreter, the witness is most frequently
cross-examined in a manner which fails to provide an ongoing monitoring of his
comprehension of what is being put to him ... It is common to merely seek from
the witness an affirmation of the proposition (put negatively or positively) that
the lawyer wishes to establish. In some cases such propositions are contained
within grammatically complex, lengthy and convoluted interrogatives. In being
prompted into giving a yes/ no response, and especially when cued as to which
of these two alternatives is being sought, the witness is not required to
demonstrate any significant degree of oral or aural competence in English and
thus the court may find itself unable to evaluate the accuracy, veracity or
applicability of the response. 41
Evidence points to certain indigenous people not being skilled in the question-answer mode of
interaction as a communicative strategy, even when that mode is engaged in in examination-inchief (let alone under the strategic pressure of cross-examination). Rather, many indigenous
people maintain an alternative mode of communication - an alternative pragmatics of action, if you
like, akin to the alternative semantics of action we have been concerned "\vith throughout this
thesis - which is often interfered with by the question and answer demands of the adversarial
mode. 42 As a result, the capacity of indigenous and other witnesses to provide information about
indigenous concepts and actions within the adversarial mode may be compromised. To the extent
that the legal rules and the application of those rules by judges permits such a mode of
interaction, interpretive and epistemic effectiveness on the part of the judge would demand the
reform of those rules and their application so as to provide for a less adversarial approach to the
giving of testimony. It must be noted, though, that fairness concerns vis a vis the non-claimant
parties to the claim, who may be concerned about the reliability of the testimony in question and
who may want the reliability of that evidence tested in the crucible of strong cross-examination,

41

Cooke (1995) p.77. Neate (2003) pp.28-9 makes a similar point, as do a number of Federal Court judges,
including Justice O'Loughlin in De Rose at [804].
42

Eades (1988 and 1992). -eate (2003) p.25 states that "the elicitation of information by direct questioning
is generally foreign to Aboriginal people and indirect discourses are often preferred." Cooke (1996) p.279
argues that "narrative testimony is what conforms to Aboriginal speech registers and is conducive to a
more thorough elicitation of evidence." Cooke provides a graphic account of the differences in the story of
an indigenous woman charged with murder about the circumstances of the killing~ hen given in narrative
form and when given in response to police questions. Walsh (1994) p.231 similarly states that "Aboriginal
wi.tnesses are wont to launch into a monologue when the barrister wants to chop the discourse up into a
linked seti.es of questions and answers in which the questions have been carefully pre-arranged. From the
Aboriginal perspective this approach jars .... "
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currently serve as a significant constraint on reformist tendencies in this regard. 43 These concerns
are, arguably, legitimate ones, not unproblematically ignored or otherwise marginalised in the
pursuit of interpretive reform in the interests of claimants. 44

In any event, over the course of the decade and half since the introduction of native title in
Australia, there has been significant reform of orthodox legal norms in relation to the questioning
of indigenous and other witnesses. Since the passage of the Native Title Act, a range of statutory
rules have been enacted and subsequently interpreted by the judiciary which have enabled judges
to manage the questioning of witnesses so as to assist them in communicating their knowledge to
the court, whilst at the same time providing for the legitimate interests of other parties to the
claiin. 45 Additional to these, it might be mentioned, have been a set of rules authorising the giving
of testimonial evidence by indigenous people in groups, rather than individually, as is normally
the case. 46 This has the potential to reduce the communicatively distorting effects arising out of
the aggressive cross-examination of individual witnesses, as well as addressing any indigenous
norms which might apply regulating the context in which information about cultural matters may
properly be articulated, especially if it is used in conjunction with the giving of evidence on
country. The Australian Law Reform Commission has pointed out that,

43

Ligertwood (1988) pp.321-2.

44

And, of course, fairness to the claimants would demand that they not be questioned in a manner which is
distortive of their attempts to honestly communicate their knowledge of things.

45

For example, Section 11 of the Evidence Act recognises the Federal Court's general power to control the
conduct of a proceeding, subject to tl1e otl1er provisions of the Act. Section 26 of the Evidence Act gives
the Court the power to make orders in relation to the way in which witnesses are questioned and the
presence and behaviour of any person in connection with the questioning of a witness. It provides that tl1e
judge may make such orders as she considers just in relation to the way in which witnesses are to be
questioned and the presence and behaviour or any person in connection with the questioning of a witness.
This section has been interpreted as being subject to the other provisions of the Evidence Act and as not
autl101-ising any control contrary to the principles of natural justice. Odgers (2000) p.55. Finally, Section 29
of the Evidence Act allows the judge to permit a witness to give her evidence wholly or partially in
narrative form upon an application from tl1e party. In this way, indigenous witnesses may avoid the
question and answer format and communicate better with tl1e judge. "Such an approach, it seems, should
make tl1e witness more comfortable in giving evidence and should enable more comprehensive evidence to
be given, unconstrained by highly particular (and sometimes ill-informed or misdirected) questions ." Neate
(2003) p.30.
46

Federal Court Rules Order 34 allows the Court "if it considers tl1at in all the circumstances it is in the
interests of justice to do so, [to] receive into evidence statements from a group of witnesses, or a statement
from a witness after tl1at witness has consulted with other persons." See Neate (1996) p.285, Black (2002)
pp.22.
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[a]n Aborigine may have, according to customary laws, no authority to speak on
a given matter, but may be able to give evidence in conjunction with others who
collectively have such authority. The land claim experience has been that the
Aboriginal evidence is likely to be both fuller and more persuasive when it is
given in the presence of peers who both by their own evidence and by their
demeanour confirm the truth of what is said. Such group evidence may be an
important way of increasing both the accuracy and the amount of evidence from
a witness. It helps to overcome a situation where one person has no right to
speak alone but can do so in the presence of others. 47
Notwithstand ing the various provisions presently provided by the native title system to facilitate a
more communicativ ely effective questioning of indigenous and other witnesses about indigenous
concepts and actions, a range of reforms to those provisions, as well as to their interpretation and
application by the judiciary, are possible and worthy of further exploration. As Neate argues,

... because Indigenous peoples choose (or are effectively compelled) to use the
general legal system to prove the existence and content of their traditional legal
systems we need to provide legal processes that are administered or adapted to
ensure that their case is able to be put clearly and assessed on its merits. The
Indigenous peoples of Australia are locked into a system of law that is still
foreign to 1nany of them. Given the difficulties often facing witnesses and
counsel attempting to communicate clearly to each other, the form of questions
to be asked may need to be considered carefully to ensure that they elicit
comprehensiv e and accurate answers. 48

3. An Interpretive Ethos?
Statements such as this by the current President of the National Native Title Tribunal are
consistent with a range of more general statements by past and serving members of the native
title judiciary about the interpretive potential and current interpretive progress of the native title
system. For example, the present Chief Justice of the Federal Court has stated, in noting how the

Australian Law Reform Commission (1986) p.481. See also Black (2002) p.22, Perry and Lloyd (2003)
p.494, and Neate (2003) pp.32-3 on this. Of course, the obstacles which such group evidence can pose to
effective judicial interpretation, concept acquisition and understanding should not be ignored. Walsh (1994)
p.229. Nonetheless, norms mitigating these obstacles may be developed. See Australian Law Reform Commission (1986) p.483 for a discussion of the ways in which the Northern Territory Land Rights
Commission dealt with this issue.

47

Neate (2003) p.17. Neate, who is currently the President of the National Native Title Tribunal, goes on at
p.30 to state that "[w]hile present practices prevail, however, we need to ensure that they are attuned to
meet the particular challenges of cross-cultural communication ." See also Eades (1994) on this point, who
argues we should seek to make the information gathering mechanisms of the legal hearing more like
indigenous information gathering mechanisms.

48
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native title system is rapidly developing new practices and procedures in dealing with indigenous
needs and the requirements of cross-cultural interpretation and recognition, that " much time and
thought has been devoted to ensuring that the court's procedures in native title cases are
appropriate and sufficiently flexible to accommodate cultural requirements and the needs of all
the parties who come before it." He goes on to say that "[t]he emphasis on developing
appropriate procedures reflects the understanding that this area of law is unique and that unique
procedures are required. The process of developing such procedures is an ongoing one, and is an
important part of the journey that we, as judges of the Federal Court, are making as we learn
from our experiences in native title cases." 49

One might conclude from these various statements that the set of legal norms regulating the
native title sys tem in Australia displays what might be termed a cross-culturally interpretive ethos.
It might be argued that such an ethos is evident in the semantic content of a number of its
statutory rules and in the ongoing interpretation and application of those rules by the judiciary in
the courts. so Further evidence of this ethos may also be found in certain doctrines of the
common law of native title which, as we saw in Chapter 2, underlies much of the statutory
regime. For example, the common law doctrine of sui generis, which operates as a fundamental
theoretical and methodological norm informing all aspects of native title judicial thought and
practice, commands both a recognition by judges of the possibility of the obtaining o f significant
conceptual difference between indigenous and non-indigenous schemes and a methodological
accommodation of any such difference by its overt proscription of any radical ethnocentrism

49

Black (2002) p.17. See also the comment of Justice O'Loughlin in D e Rose at [252] that, "[t]he interests
of justice require that all parties to a dispute and their witnesses be given every reasonable opportunity to
give their evidence in a manner that makes clear the information that the witness wishes to impart."
so See for example, Section 82 (2) of the

Jative Title Act which states that "~]n conducting its proceedings,
the Court may take account of the cultural and customary concerns of Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait
Islanders", though, "not so as to prejudice unduly any other party to the proceedings." See Perry and Lloyd
(2003) pp.494-5 for a discussion of how tlus provision has been interpreted and applied by the Federal
Court. Further, Federal Court Rules Order 78 rule.4(1) similarly states that "[a]t any time in a proceeding,
tl1e Court may give the directions and make the orders it considers appropriate to take account of the
cultural or customary concerns of a party to the proceeding or another person." See Black (2002), eate
(2003), Perry and Lloyd (2003) pp.493-8 and the decisions of Justice O'Loughlin in D e Rose and the High
Court in Yorta Yorta for discussion of how the native title judiciary has interpreted and applied relevant
statutory and related provisions.
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(along interpretationi st lines, say) and its recommendat ion of the adoption of a conceptually
dynamic interpretive and epistemic strategy akin to that outlined in Chapters 6 of this thesis. 51

The doctrine of sui genens reflects an underlying comrrutment of the native title system to
facilitating the judicial understanding of indigenous action along the lines elaborated in this thesis.
This, in turn, reflects the commitment of the legal system at large to uncovering relevant facts
(including conceptual facts) in pursuing its adjudicative role - subject, of course, to sometimes
countervailing commitments to fairness to the parties and to the wider public interest. 52 The aim
of any effective law reform agenda should be to exploit the reformist potential inherent in the
interpretive ethos of the native title system and direct it to cross-culturally effective interpretive,
concept-acqui sitive and epistemic ends . What this thesis has endeavoured to show is that such a
reformist course of action is possible. Indeed, it is presently underway. On the physicalist and
functionalist approach adopted in this thesis, we can make good sense of that possibility and its
present realisation within the native title system.

The doctrine of sui generis was a first adopted by Australian courts in the Mabo case (at 89 per D eane
and G audron JJ) and has been reiterated in later cases, including Yorta Yorta (at [180] per McHugh J). The
explicit historical roots of the doctrine lie in Canadian native title cases such as Guerin v R (1984) 13 DLR
(4 th) at 339, though it is implicit in early 20 th century PriV} Council cases such as Amodu Tijani v Secretary,
Southern Nigeria [1921] 2 AC 399 at 403. On the d) namic interpretive methodology inherent in the
doctrine, see Bonows and Rotman (1997), Bell and As ch (1997) pp.48-9, and the decisions of Chief Justice
Lamer and Justice L'Heureux-Dub e in the influential Canadian Supreme Court case of Delgamuukw v
British Columbia [1997] 3 SCR 1010. For example, Lamer CJ states in that case at [82] that "aboriginal
rights are truly sui generis, and demand a unique approach to the treatment of evidence which accords due
\,\ eight to the perspective of aboriginal peoples." This interpretively dynamic approach has been cited "\\rith
approval in a number of Australian cases including Ward v Western Australia (1998) 159 i \LR 483 at 504.
Lamer CJ's statement has also been explicitly approved by the Chief Justice of the Federal Court of
Australia in Black (2002) p.17.

51

52

Odgers (2000) pp.354-77, Bayne (2003) pp.1-2.
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